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Art. I.—William S. Sullivant; a Biographical Notice.

(From the Annual Report of the Council of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, May, 1873.)

William Starling Sullivant died at his residence in

Columbus, Ohio, on the 30th of April ult In him we lose the
most accomplished l>rv<>io<j'i<t whirl) this country has pro-

duced
;
and it can hardly be said that he leaves behind him any

where a superior.

He was born, January 15th, 1803, at the little village of

Franklinton, then a frontier settlement in the midst of primitive
forest, near the site of the present city of Columbus. His
iather, ;l Virginian, and a man of marked character, was ap-

pointed by Government to survey the lands of that district of
the " North Western Territory

" whict became the central part
of the now populous State of Ohio; and he early purchased a
i:u '.u'e rr.M-i of hind, bordering on the Scioto River, near by, if

not including, the Iocs rward fixed upon for

the State capital.

William, the eldest son, in his boyhood, if he endured some
of the privations, yet ^enjoyed the advantages of this frontier

hfe, in the way of
'j >h\vicaf'training and early self-reliance. But

he was sent to school in Kentucky : he received the rudiments
'"

', - classical education at the so-called Ohio University, at

Athens, upon the onenimr of that seminan ; and was afterward
tranSferred to Yale College, where he was graduated in the year
1823. His plans for studying a profession were frustrated by
l!l " ,i " :ii '> "S his father in that year. This required him to
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol, VI, No. 31.—July, 1873.



occupy himself with the care of the family property, then mainly

in lands, mills, etc., and demanding much and varied attention.

He became surveyor and practical engineer, and indeed took an

active part in business down to a recent period. Leisure is

hardly to be had in a newly-settled country, and least of all by

those who have possessions. Mr. Sullivant must have reached

the age of nearlv thirty years, and, having married early, was

jidence, in a rich floral district,

before his taste for natural history was at all developed. His

brother Joseph, next in age, was already Bomewhal

in botany as well as in conchology and ornithology : and when

in some way his own interest in the subject was at length ex-

cited, he took it up with characteristic determination to know

well whatever he undertook to know at all. He collected and

carefully studied the plants of the central part of Ohio, made
- ,,f th€ minuter parts of many of them, especially

of the Grasses and Sedges, entered into communication with the

leading botanists of the country, and in 1840 he published " A
Catalogue of Plants, native or naturalized in the vicinity of

Columbus, Ohio," (pp. 63,) to which he added a few pages of

valuable notes. His only other direct publication in phamoga-

mous botany is a short article upon three new plants which he

had discovered in that district, contributed to the American

Journal of Science and the Arts, in the year 1842. The obser-

vations which he continued to make were communicated to his

correspondents and friends, the authors of the Flora of North

America, then in progress. As soon as the flowering plants of

his district had ceased to afford him novelty, he turned to the

Mosses, in which he found abundant scientific occupation, of a

kind well suited to his bent for patient and close observation,

scrupulous accuracy, and nice discrimination. His first publi-

cation in his chosen department, the Musci Alfrif/aminisrs. was

accompanied by the specimens themselves of Mosses and Hepa-

tica3 collected in a botanical expedition through the Alleghany

Mountains, from Maryland to Georgia, in the summer of 1843,

(the writer of this notice being his companion.) The specimens

were not only critically determined, but exquisitely prepared

and mounted, and with letter-press of great perfection ;
the

whole forming two quarto volumes, which well deserve the en-

comium bestowed by Pritzel in his Thesaurus, f It was not

put on sale, but fifty copies were distributed with a free hand

among bryologists and others who would appreciate it4

* Hia first wife, Jane Marshall, of Kentucky, was a niece of Chief Justice Mar-

shall. She died a few years after marriage.
»

-: :

i
-..

1 A tribute is justly due to the memory of the second Mrs. (Eliza G. Wheeler)

Sullivant, a fa



In 1846, Mr. Sullivant communicated to the American Acad-
emy the first part, and in 1849, the second part of his "Contri-

7 series) of the Academy's Memoirs,—each with five plates,
from the author's own admirable drawings. These plates were
engraved at his own expense, and were generously given to the
Academy.
When the second edition of Gray's Manual of the Botany of

the Northern United States was in preparation. Mr. SuIln-.-mt
was asked to contribute to it a compendious account of the
Musci and Hepaticas of the region ; which he did, in the space
of about a hundred pages, generously adding, at his sole charge.
eight copper-plates, crowded with illustrations of the detail- of
the genera,—thus enhancing vastly the value of his friend's
work, and laying a foundation for the general study of bryology
in the United States, which then and thus began.
So excellent are these illustrations, both in plan and execu-

tion, that Schimper, then the leading brvologist of the Old
World, and a most competent judge, since he has published
hundreds of figures in his Bryologia Europoa, not only adopted
the same plan in his Synopsis of the European Mosses, but also
the very figures themselves (a few of which were, however,
originally his own), whenever they would serve his purpose, as

case with most of them. "A separate edition was pub-
fids portion of the Manual, under the title of "The
I Hepaticffl of the United States, easi ot the Missis-

sippi River," (New York, 1856, imperial 8vo,) upon thick paper,

I

Tool -impressions directly from the copper-plates.
Lois exquisite volume was placed on sale at far less than its

(^|, and eopies are now of -rent raritv and value. It was
with regret that the author of the Manual omitted this ervpto-
garmc portion from the ensuing editions, and onlv with the un-
derstanding that a separate Specie* Uusmnno or Manual for the
Mosses of the whole United States should replace it. This
most needful work Mr. Sullivant was just about to prepare
for the press.

About the same time that Mr. Sullivant thus gave to Ameri-
can students a text-book for our Mosses, he provided an
unequalled series of named specimens for illustrating them.
* e

.

amPle stores which he had collected or acquired, supple
merited by those collected by M. Lesquereux (who was associ-
ated with him from the vear 1848) in a

,

in all his scientific work unt

a, new moss of Ohio.



4 William S. Sullivant.

after critical determination were divided into fifty sets, each of

about 360 spe tle
'

mdex
>

etc., and all except a few copies E ration were

generously made over, to be sold at less than cost lor his

associate's benefit, and still more that of the botamstt

and institutions who could thus acquire them. The title of this

Classical work and collection is J/ am quorum

specimina exsiccata edideruni W. & SuUivant el /.. I

1856. Naturally enough, the edition was immediately taken up.

In 1865 it was followed bv a new one, or rather a new work,

of between five and six hundred numbers, many of them Call-

.,,, lUin .,,,,.;,.. the first fruits of Dr. Bolanders researches in
?

that country. The sets of this unequalled collection were dis-

posed of with the same unequalled liberality, and with the sole

view of advancing the knowledge of his favorite science. 1 his

second edition being exhausted, he recently and in the
_

same

ad Mr. Austin, both in the study and m the

publication of his extensive Musci Appalachians

To complete here the account of Mr. Sullivant's bryological

labors illustrated by " exsiccati," we may mention i.

Qub " named, and the new species described m 1861, from

Charles Wright's earlier collections in Cuba, and distributed

in ^ets by the collector. His researches upon later and more

extensive collections bv Mr. Wright remain in the form of notes

and pencil sketches, in which many new species are indicated.

N , .„! ( ,t n earlier, still unpu »1 ished collection

made by Fendler in Venezuela. Another collection, oi great

extent and interest, which was long ago elaborately prepared

f ( ,roiil>lir,tion. and illustrated by wiy many .-xquiHte ur.nv-

ings, rests in his portfolio,, through d.Ma.x- oxer ns .n-h Mr.

Sullivant had no control : viz the Iiryolo.^ of },, , -rs >.

North Pacific Exploring Expe-ii- Lea W ng£l

was botanist. Brief characters ol the principal ueu sperie.

were, however, duly published m this as m other

ofthe botanv oM'hat. , xr- liiion. It is much to be regretted

that the drawings which illustrate them have not yet been en-

graved and given to the scientific world

This has fortunately been done in the case of the South

Paeiiie Kxploring Expedition, under Commodore Wilkes. *or

although the volume containing the M-,^< Ikh not even yet

been issued bv Government, M .on oi it was

, in the year 1859. It forms i

[
, : :„i f~v,~ +1^ Ww.^r,.^ i: .viti«- been made in

;
,,-mv [ri-v^. and printed on paper which matches the plat.

t w I ! ! 1 y
One volume of the Pacific Railroad Reports,

ntains a paper by Mr. Sullivant, being his

fourth,

of the



William S. Sullivant 5

Mosses collected in Whipple's Exploration. It consists of only

a (1 >zen pages of letter-press, but is illustrated by ten admirable

plates of new species.

The hones Muscorum, however, is Mr. Sullivaut's crowning

work, h c >nsi.-ts, as the tith i idieutes, of "Figures and Des-

criptions of most ot Iho-o Mi.-m- j'. Miliar to Eastern North

America which have not be n heretofore figured," and forms an

imperial octavo volume, with 120 copper-plates, published in

1864. Th< ': sr-press and the plates (upon which last alone

several th usual dollars and immense pains were expended)

are simplv exquisite and wholly unrivalled; and the scientific

character is acknowledged to be worthv of the setting. Within

the last few years most of the time which Mr. Sullivant could

devote to s

or supplen
stood, are completed, the descriptions in a good degree written

out, and the venial mouths in which his mortal life closed

were to have been devoted to the printing. The Manual of

North American Mosse- was -P'vdih to follow, lie was re-

markahlv voung for his years, so that the hopes and expectations

in which" we were indulging seemed reasonable. But in Janu-

ary, not far from his seventh r h birthday, he was prostrated by

pneumonia, from the consequences of which, after some seem-

ing convalescence, he died upon the last day of April. He
leaves a wife, Mrs. Caroline E. (Sutton) Sullivant, children,

grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, to inherit a stainless

;iii ' honored name, and to cherish a noble memory.
In personal appearance and carriage, no less than in all the

traits of an unselfish and well-bahue I eh raeter. Mr. Sullivant

was a fine specimen of a man. He had excellent business

talents, and was an exemplary citizen: he had a refined and

sure taste, and was an accomplished draughtsman. But after

istrated his earlier productions witn his own pencil,

he found that valuable time was to be gained by employing a

trained artist He discovered in Mr. A. Schrader a hopeful

,1
' 'iL'htsman, and he educated him to the work, with what

excellent results the plates of the hones and of his other works

show. As an investigator he worked deliberately,

d"wlv indeed and not roi.tinm- i-dv. but persoveringly. Having

i I

,r > _..vo 1 m- 't am!
fi

> it-i ad\ me* iUn t. UV ,\ orh> ha\ e laid -a* h a broad md
complete foundation for the study of bryology in this country.
:ir"l are of such reeo-mzed importance everywhere, that they
,,,,1 - t always be of classical authority: in fact they are likely to

:

f'-r a lomr time unrivalled. 'Wherever Mosses are stud-

,e'h lus name will be honorably remembered: in this country
l t should long l,,e remembered with peculiar gratitude.
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In accordance with his wishes, his bryological books and his

exceedingly rich and important collections and preparations of

Mosses are"to he consigned to the Gray Herbarium of Harvard

University, with a view to their preservation and long-continued

usefulness. The remainder of his botanical library, his choice

microscopes, and other collections are bequeathed to the State

and Agricultural College, just established at Colum-

bus, and to the Starling Medical College, founded by his uncle,

and of which he was himself the Senior Trustee.

Mr. Sullivant was chosen into the American Academy in the

yeaT L845. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws from Gambier College, in his native State. His oldest

botanical associates long ago enjoyed the pleasure of bestowing

the name o£>S>d Iirantia Oh/onis upon a very rare and interesting,

but modest and neat Saxiiragaceous plant which he himself

discovered in his native State, on the secluded banks of a tribu-

r of the river which flows by the place where he was born,

where his remains now repose. A. Gray.
tarv -

and ',

Art. II.— On some results of the Earth's Contraction from cool-

ing; by JAMES D. Dana. Part II, The Condition of the

EariKs Interior, and th> connection of the facts with Mountain-

making. Ill, Metamorphism*

II. The Condition of the Earth's Interior.

The condition of the earth's interior is not among the geo-

logical results of contraction from cooling. But these results

offer an argument of great weight respecting the earth s interior

condition, and make it desirable that the subject should he

discussed in this connection. Moreover, the facts throw addi-

tional light on the preceding topic—the origin of mountains.

It seems now to be demonstrated by astronomical and phys-

ical arguments—arguments that are independent, it should he

noted, of direct geological observation—that the interior of our

globe is essentially solid. But the great oscillations of the

earth's surface, which have seemed to demand for explanation

liquid interior, still remain facts, and present apparently

reater difficulty than ever to the geologist. Professor

onte's views, in volume iv, were offered by him as a method

of meeting this difficulty; yet, as he admits in his concluding

remarks, the oscillations over the interior of a continent, and

the fact of the greater movements on the borders of the larger

ocean, were left by him unexplained. Vet these oscillations are

* For Part I, on the Origin of Mountains, see vol, v, p. 347.

l

\J:
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not more real than the changes of level or greater oscillations

which occurred along the sea border, where mountains were the

final result ; and this being a demonstrated truth, no less than

the general solidity of the earth's interior, the question comes

up, how are the two truths compatible ?

The geological argument on the subject (the only 01

our present purpose) has often been presented. But it derives

new force and gives clearer revelations when the facts are

viewed in the light of the principles that have been explained

in the preceding part of this memoir.
#

The Appalachian subsidence in the Alleghany region ot

35,000 to 40,000 feet, going on through all the Paleozoic era,

1

was due, as has been shown, to an actual si i

crust through lateral pressure, and not to local contraction m
the strata themselves or the terranes underneath. But such a

ce is not possible, unless seven miles—that is, seven

miles in maximum depth and over a hundred in total breadth-

unless seven miles of something were removed, in its progress,

from the region beneath. If this s i thing was only vapor or

gas, then seven miles of open space must have existed there

;

and this could not have been, except through seven miles ot

local contraction along the region ;
but such an open space, if ot

possible formation, would have been obliterated by •

instead of the slow movement that actually took

place. And, moreover, such open spaces, of no less extent,

must have existed, in one or more ranges, underneath all conti-

nental borders. This is proved, and, at the same time, the

extreme improbability of their existence demonstrated, by the

facts reviewed beyond
If the matter beneath was not aerial, then liquid or viscous

rock was pushed aside. This being a tact, it would

there existed, underneath a crust of unascertained thickness, a

<oa or lake of mobile (viscous or plastic) rc*k, as large as the

sinking region; and also that this great viscous sea continued

m existence through the whole period of subsidence, or, in the

case of the Alleghany region, through all Paleozoic tir

era estimated on a previous page to cover at least thn

i years, if time since the Silurian age began embraced

fifty millions of years. . ,

The under-Appalachian fire-sea, if a reality, must hence have

had a long continuance.
But, on the above condition, it could not have

'•xistenee later than i

''' <'"'-" l -f 1"''
" >! ' u "

nan time. Earlier, great subsidences were involved

lotion of the material o( which the Blue Ridge, li

Hid-.. Adirondueks. and the Arclnean heights tin

^'re made: and the under-crust sea would have been, through
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all, a necessity. In fact, it is difficult to find a reason for doubt-

ing its having dated back to the era of general fluidity.

Directly following the Paleozoic, or as its closing event, as

explained on a preceding page, occurred the plicating of the

Alleghany rocks to their depths miles below, and the crystalliza-

tion of part of them ; and this epoch ended in the making of the

mountains—a synclinorium—and the annexation of the central

and western part of the region to the essentially stable area of

the continent; and if motion in the rocks was ever transformed

into heat, the under-Appalachian sea should have had its tem-

perature, or its extent, or both, increased. Then, after the

Appalachian region had thus become essentially stable, the

locus of the region of yielding was moved to the eastward.

The long range of the Triassico-Jurassic beds, on the Atlantic

border from Nova Scotia to southern North Carolina, show the

positions of the new troughs, as stated on page 437.* These

subsidences, amounting to 4,000 feet in some parts, ended in a

tilting of the beds and in fissure-eruptions through all these

sandstone regions from the most northern to the most southern.

Now the question arise.-, whether the great under-Appalachian

fire-sea of the Paleozoic continued on through the Triassie and

Jurassic periods of the Mesozoic, and thus favored the sub-

sidences and eruptions that then took place ; or. whether the old

sea of viscous rock, after being increased in extent or tempera-

ture by the profound plicating and tanking of the Appalachian

revolution, then ceased to exist—in some way difficult to under-

stand- and others were made, farther cast, by the later move-

ments ? Such a ceasing with a subsequent renewal is seemingly

improbable ; and if it did not occur, then the under-Appalachian

fire-sea continued from the Paleozoic far into the Mesozoic era.

When the material of the under- Appalachian sea was pushed

aside by the subsiding Paleozoic deposits of the Appalachian

region, what became of it ? Some of it may have moved off

southward. The chief part would have passed either to the

west, or to the east. That it did not go west is evident from the

fact that the oscillations in that direction during

Paleozoic time were small ; for the region was then, the larger

part of the time, a medil it - it salt vater basin or sea, nur-

turing crinoids, corals and m< -Husks, and making limestones. It

not westward, then it passed eastward: and if driven eastward, a

h \ ati- -a <-f a sea-border region parallel with the area

of subsidence must have been in progress from lateral pressure.

The height of this geanticlinal, or swell of the overlying crust

(anticlinorium). would have depended on the distance to which

escape eastward was possible. th.it U on the eastward extent of

the subterranean region of mobile rock. Its elevation was

* Last volume of this Journal.
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New York had some way an open connection with the Atlantic

ocean ; but there is no evidence in the Appalachian rocks of the

Carboniferous era to prove that off New Jersey it was not, at

that time, almost or quite a complete barrier ; the marine fossils

in the more eastern of the Pennsylvania Coal-measures are rare,

and those in the western Pennsylvania beds would have been

from the waters of the mediterranean sea ever the Mississippi

I'asin, which reaehed northward from Alabama, and, east of the

Cincinnati uplift, bathed all the western part of the Appala-

chian region, and probably its whole breadth.

When, at the beginning of the making of the Alleghanios,

pushed up°rnto
en

o

C

i

e

eat folds, the gTantmnmfofthe sea-border

resistance^ front of it? and this tendency'to nil X\ 1 yU ity

may have been part of the means by which the plication was
made to go forward, its action adding to that of the pressure.

But the subsidence did not continue to the obliteration of the

geanticlinal ; for it was still above the ocean's level during the

following era- the Triassieo-Jurassic. The absence of all re-

mains of distinctively marine fossils from these rocks, and from
any rocks of the Triassie or Jurassic eras in view over the

Atlantic border, demonstrate (as I have long held) that an
emerged area then existed outside of the present coast line,

the Atlantic slope parallel with the Appalac'

Prof. Hunt has recol! ,
on the Atlan

border of the continent and outside of it, during the Paleoz
era and earlier, of an emerged region, and has appealed
various bare Aic!;r;:i, ..-,... in Now' England and to the nor
east, and to the Archaean character of the Blue Kidge. - 1- .

proof He has designated the region, badly, as an "east,

continent," and finds in it. with n as.m, ;i source for much of 1
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sedimentary material that was used in making the Appalachian

•,.,ks. Prof. LeConte al>o brings into his views Mich

an elevation, and remarks upon its final disappearance. But

neither of these author-, state that he regards it as part ol a

system of oscillations set in motion by the lateral pressure

',',

_ .iltinii from tli • earth's contraction, and a direct con

to the o-eosynclinal of the Appalachian region. Their views

are adverse to such an idea, the subsidence with them being not

due to contraction.

The facte thus sustain the statement that lateral pressure

produced not only the subsidence of the Appalachian region

through the Paleozoic, but also, cotemporaneously, and as its

essential prerequisite, the rising of a sea-border elevation, or ge-

.nnctueil parallel with it: and that both movements demanaed
„jticlinal, para

the existence beneath of a great sea of mobile rock.

The movement and mountain-making over other parte of the

Atlantic border (v, 436), and also the grand double seriesi ol

events on the Pacific or Rocky Mountain border (v, 438),

,u .r ,in nud illustrate the same views. The under-crust fire-sea

ast ; and also great breadth, for the border region is at

1,-a^t I 0-0 miles wide: and give

., nl it- < u-t ri^ties even till Tertian times

continue on through th Tertiarv and afford the floods ol roeii

poured out from the deep fissures of this long era .

\ u ] v ls it still m existence when the great floods were poured

forth over the drift gravel beds?

It is further to be noted that, in the course of past tone, the

whole continent has had its surface from one side to the other

criss-crossed with oscillations and line, of disturbance, from the

lateral pressure acting against its opposite sides, whence it is

(
.i

(
.: ir that the continental subterranean seas were once continu-

ous. An appeal to the other continents for further testimony

is bardly necessary.
, ,

, .

The facts from the ocean seem to demand a \

nuc.v for the 'under-crust mobile layer. The coral island sub.-i-

,],,,;,.,. durimj; the Quaternary and part or all of the lertian.

•dly have been due simply to rad

oooling: for this would make the cooling over the troi

of the ocean in this small part of geological time sufficient to

pn.lnee there ;, sixth of the oceanic depression Is v

[\ t ,,,» :',;, n tl e plastic layer had enough of extent b, ..;.
;

>

th, tropical part of the oceanic crust to permit ol sud a <mU-

in- under the irresistible lateral pressure at work .
liowe\e

this be, it stands as ;i fact to be explained ^^ ^ ^
earth's interior, I present the following statements:
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1. That this restriction of the interior liquidity of the earth

to an undercrust layer, does not require in itself any mod illa-

tion of the views I presented, more than twenty-five years since,

on the results of the earth's contraction, since there is still a

flexible crust and mobile rock beneath it.

2. The condition of the earth's interior here recognized is,

as many readers will have observed, that suggested long ago by

Professor W. Hopkins—the author who first offered a mathe-

matical argument in favor of the earth's either having a very

thick crust or being solid throughout.* In a paper on Theories

of Elevation and Earthquakes, in 1817,f Prof. Hopkins argues

that the central mass of the earth became solid in consequence

of the pressure, whenever the temperature within reached a

limit that permitted of it ; that crusting at surface from cooling

commenced afterward ; and that between the regions of interior

and exterior solidification, there long remained a viscous layer,

which, in the progress oi time, was gradually coi traded In the

union of the solid nucleus to the thickening shell.

3. The possibility of solidification at center from passu re.

in the face of a temperature too high for consolidation from

cooling, has not been experimentally demonstrated. Yet a num-
ber of facts favor the principle. It has been urged that since

the solidification of rocks is attended by contraction, that is,

by increase of density, and since pressure tends to produce this

greater density, therefore pressure may bring about the condi-

tion of the solid. The fact that ice, which has less densitv

than water, changes to water under pressure, has been appealed

to in support of the conclusion. The pressure to which the

material within the earth is subjected is so great that experiment

can never imitate it, or directlv test its effects. Beneath >n\\y

one hundred and fifty miles of "liquid rock it would be not less

than one million of pounds to the square inch. Less than this

may have been suiiieient to produce crystallization, and ><> give

ngidity to the viscous rock-material, or at least so, alter the

cooling the earth has undergone. The rigidity of slowly so.io-

ified rock is beyond that of glass or steel—or the degree which.

accordhvg to Sir Win. Thompson, must exist in order that the

earth should be as completely free as it is from tidal movements
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4 According to the above, the solid part of the globe con-

<i^H. a« lvw-nnl- origin, of three parts.

a. The central mass, consolidated by pressure
;
the solidifica-

tion centrifugal, or from the center outward.

b. The crust proper, consolidated by cooling ; the solidifica-

tion centripetal, or from the surface inward.

c. The outer crust, or superficial coatings—the supererust-

made chiefly by the working over and elaborating Q f the mate-

rial of the surface throimh external agencies, aided by the

ever-acting lateral force from contraction, and including all

terranes from the Arcluean upward.

5. As to the thickness of the viscous layer and the overlying

crust, or the depth of the later under-crust seas I have nothing

to offer. The Appalachian subsidence might have been accom-

plished with but seven or eight miles of depth urn

The under-crust fire-seas would have had their heat from

time to time supplemented through the movements of the crust.

But the ordinary oscillations of the crust were so extremely slow

and so ineffectual in producing heat, and the greater mountam-

making movements occurred at so very long intervals

—

many

millions of years—and then were so very limited m area com-

pare, 1 with the enrh ul not have

prevented a gradual narrowing of their limits with the progress-

ing refrigeration. But even after the general union of the crust

-he earth trau-hb: "rigidity." had taken

,'e v ,„l d fin seas, the connection may not have

been so complete that it would not lane sometimes yielded

enough to the slow working of lateral pressure, to have per*

mitte.l oscillations of nearly continental extent, like those of

A final word on Mountain-malciufj. From the above we learn

that in the work of mountain-making in eastern North Amer-

ica, there was first the commencing and progressing geantielma

on the sea-border; and, as a concomitant effect of the lateral

pressure, a parallel ea>o^ nd >al farther west, alon- the border

of the continent. Concurrently, the deepening trough*.! the

geosynclinal was kept filled to the water level, or nearly, by

sedimentary accumulations, until these had become seven miles

in rha-kness mil, as a consequence, the lines of equal tempera-

ture (isogeotherms) in the crust beneath gradually rose upward

seven miles ; and further, the g
':- to tnifl

rising of heat from below, lost part of its thickness l.y a melting

off of an under portion, and also part of its strength up To a

higher level by the softening action of the heat, while it re-

•hr oulv compensation for the loss of_ thickness, tae

addition of half-consolidated seditnents above. Finally, the gc<>-

svnclinal region, owing to its position against the more stable
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continental mass beyond it, and to the weakness produced in

its crust in the manner explained, became, under the continued

\ t« 1.1I
i

lt-ur • and th< ir ivity of the geanticlinal, a scene of

ing after the manner described.

The principle here brought in, that the weakening of the crust

through the rise of the isogeotherms was one occasion of the

catastrophe, is made of prominent importance by Professor

LeConte (vol. iv, p. 468), though by a somewhat different

method.

The geological facts thus far gathered have not yet proved

that there was a geanticlinal on the Pacific border (like that of

the Atlantic), as a counterpart to the geosynclinals in progress;

hut the evidence may be looked for with confidence.

III. Metamorphism.

The fact that all metamorphic or crystalline rocks are

upturned or plicated rocks has led many to believe that dis-

turbance and plications were e en till features of an epoch of

metamorphism; and that Herschel's theory, which al

metamorphism to the heat that rises into the strata owing to

accumulation above (a rise of the isogeotherms) is insi

This conclusion is certainly confirmed bv finding no evidence

of metamorphism in the lowest beds of the Carboniferous series

of Nova Scotia, where, since the series has a thickness of nearly

16,000 feet, according to two of the best geologists in the world,

Logan and Dawson, the bottom temperature must have been,

when the series was completed, at least 330° F. It is still I »etter

sustained by the observation that the lower of the forty th< msaud

feet of strata in the Appalachian region, were, where measured

by the Professors Rogers, not metamorphic—the Chazy and

Trenton limestones being ordinary unerystailiii. hmestmies

And yet the temperature in these inferior beds, marked by

the ascendiiiu' isogeotherms, must have been before their ^dis-

turbance, as calculated by Prof. LeConte, not less than 800° F.,

and much above this, if 'more heat escaped from th .

than now. Thus seven miles of accumulations were not suffi-

cient to brii ' even m
the lowest stratum, or any change beyond that of ordinary

solidification.*

It seems certain, therefore, that this method of obtaining the

heat, by bla with strata, is not sufficient.

Neither, as Mallet has observed on page 303 of the last

volume of this Journal, can heat h, derived I mm -

sure or " mechanical compression," as the language of "V ose sug-

• The arguments here presented are the same that I urged in this Journal, in

** xlii, p. 252, 1866.
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gests.* But with movements in the strata, or progressive plica-

tions, such as the metamorphic rocks themselves show they

have experienced, then, according to the principle of the trans-

formation of motion into heat, first surest ! ,

fi
, reference to

metamorphism by Prof. Henry Wurtz, of New York, in 1866,f
Stnd recently applied to volcanoes and demonstrated by Robert

Mullet, Ksq., the conditions fin- metamorphism might' be com-
plete, even with comparatively little help from a rise in the

isngeotherms. This result would certainly follow if the heat

from motion is great enough, as Mallet appears to show, to pro-

duce fusion. Such a cause is capable, as others have urged, of

producing the heat throughout the strata, just where it is needed
for work. Under it, accumulations of strata of like thick-

ness and composition would be differently acted upon according
to the three conditions : (1) the amount of motion, one principal

source of leat ; (2) the thickness of the series of beds undergo-
ing movement, another source of heat beneath ; (3) the amount
of moisture present in the beds. Thus widely diverse meta-
morphic rocks might be made of the same material : and if a

region of feebly-metamorphic rocks is found to lie side by side

with one of thoroughly-metamorphic, the strata of the two may
have i nriginally been similar, and of one and the same geological

Metamorphism over large areas is thus one of the direct

results of the earth's contraction. Solidification is often only a

lower stage in the same process ; and the reddening of sand-

stones, as already explained,^ is frequently involved with it

* Vose could hardly have intended to say in place of pressure, the motion pro-

duced by pressure. For, in one of his paragraphs, lie attributes the char

ted in the folding of masses of i
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Aet. III.— Photography of Southern Star-clusters; by C. S.

Sellack, at present Professor of Physics in the University

of Cordoba, South America.

In the beginning of last year, under an arrangement made
with Mr. Rutherfurd in New York, and at the expense of some
gentlemen from Boston, I went to Cordoba to take, in the

Argentine National Observatory,* photographs of southern star-

clusters, employing the methods of Mr. Rutherfurd. The
method of Mr. Rutherfurd is the following. After an exposure

of the photographic plate for some minutes, the telescope, which
is driven by a good clockwork, is moved to another position by
the slow motion, and a second exposure is made; then the tele-

scope is stopped and an exposure made so that the image of the

central star, while moving out of the Held, leaves a trail. The
images of the stars being double, the recognition and discrimina-

tion from specks produced by impurities of the plate is very
much facilitated; the trail serves to fix a direction for the

angles of position on the plate. When the trail could not be
; 'mm. .1 for van! <> hrightness of the central star, I made a

third exposure some minutes distant from the first, by starting

t' 1 *' tclcsc pe again after some minutes stopping.
The photographic refractor of about 0-280m aperture, for-

merly owned by Mr. Rutherfurd, now property of the Cordoba
.. was to be used for the work. On my arrival in

Cordoba the lens, -which for a long time had been kept packed
up in Cordoba, was found broken: the ilint-lens was divided
in two by a crack near the middle. The object of my voyage
seemed to be frustrated. The optical refractor of the same

9, wliirls the observatorv possesses, proved unfit for

'•' purposes. In using only one half of the broken

intensity of light would' have been too much re-

duced for the intended work. If anything at all was to be ac-

id, the two pieces of the broken lens had to be fitted

1 undertook this task with the a».o,
^ordoba, constructing an adjusting apparatu
jerence of each of the two segments of the lens, at the corners of
the break and in the middle, were put three little metal elasps

:

pairs of pulling and butting screws, inserted in small metal
pieces fastened on to the frame of the lens, w. rked »n t m so

them the pieces of the lens could be lifted
and lowered. A slight motion of the pieces of the lens parallel
to its surface could be effected bv little wedges, the frame giv-
lng some play to the lens.

* Under the charge of Dr. B. A. Gould.
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The adjustment of the lens was to be done by continued

ph , ,,_i iplungot stars, as the image is not sharp for mean visi-

ble ravs, and even observation through a blue glass did not

show 'it distinctly enough. The lens had to be taken out of

the telescope for each correction, which was done many a hun-

dred times. The image of the star was photographed, not only

in its true focus, but a! - before it, so that the

section of the converging light was obtained ; the shape and

arrangement of light in these sections allowed a better judg-

ment of the state of the different parts of the lens. As the ob-

ject was not the adjustment of parts of a simple lens, but of the

diverging lens of a system, it is obvious that mistakes in cor-

recting the screws were easily made. Displacement of the two

pieces of the lens produces double images in the manner of the

hclioiueter, except that in this case the concave lens alone

makes the effect; tilting of the pieces about the edge of tin'

crack has a similar effect. The surface of the crack being very

irregular, it was difficult to fit the pieces exactly together.

Otherwise local tensions and changes of curvature were easily

produced by which the image was deformed and the focus of

parts of the lens changed. Continued wearisome experiments

yielded at last an adjustment sufficient under the circumstances.

The lens gives now with short exposures a well defined,

nearly circular, photographic image of stars of the first and

second magnitude, and a baits adj istment of the focus to 0-2mm.

In its former perfect state Mr. Eutherfurd obtained a trail on

the photographic plate of stars of the third to the fourth magni-

tude, as of several stars in the Pleiades. The image of the

broken lens does not seem to have the same concentrated sharp-

ness • onlv slow moviinr stars, fainter than third

eight minutes stars of

l photographic nnpres-

> have been surpassed formerly.

The trreatest difficulty in stellar photography is to make the

image on the plate stationary during a long exposure The

steadiness is absolutely necessary for the production of circular

images: the images must be circular, because in ei!

1 images the eye cannot fix the center with the sharp-

ness required for the measurements. Employing even the most

pert', ct clockwork, the steadiness of the image is affected by the

effect of the atmospheric refraction, by the variations in the

refraction produced bv disturbance- in the atmosphere, and by

the increase of refraction dependent on the zenith-distance.

The photographic image of stars is circularly spread by pro-

longation of exposure: this is principally the effect of the scin-

tillating motion of the image, not of want of definition, as its

amount depends on the state of the atmosphere. Bond has

::':;:
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found the increase of the area of the image proportional to time.

This admits the explanation of the scintillating motion as con-

sisting of transversal vibrations round the central position in all

azimuths, and with uniform velocity. When the state of the

atmosphere produces a strong scintillating motion, the images

of bright stars become very large by long exposures, and faint

stars do not produce any impression. In gr

another obstacle combines with the increased scintillation, the

strong absorption of chemical rays by the atmosphere.

The increase of refraction depending on zenith-distance, tor

an exposure of eight minutes, is computed in right ascension

and declination for declinations from +20° to — 80° for Cor-

doba, southern latitude 31° 15' 30/' thermometer 20° C, and

barometer 725 mm
.

mean amount, and for intervals of 8m within the given limits

(with exception of the zenith-stars near culmination). The cor-

rections of the clock per hour are

:

V" J +ir|+ ir 0° 1-10° -2T -:»- -»'*-» -< ;i> - S »'

l;' -15 0-18 017
oo? Vu
0-19! 0-28

0-64' 0-63

0-01

0-27

O'.VJ

0-911 l

0*01 <H)0| 00 000

070 0-36! 0-22 015
108 091 1

0-74 066
148 1

139 132 1-38

The component of refraction in declination cannot be elimin-

ated. But the table shows that a double exposure of eight

minutes can be made for all stars in which the motion of the im-
age of the central star is less than 0"'2 or

!004mm on the photo-

graphic plate. The field comprehends a circle of 80' diameter

;

however, the difference ofthe motion of stars near the border, and
°i the central one, is always less than 0/1. The favorable
tune for taking photographs is for north culminating stars near

culmination, for stars culminating near the zenith at some
distance from culmination, for south culminating stars near
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 31.-Jult, 1873.
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culmination, or at greater hour-angle, wben the parallactic angle

is near right angle.

As the circumstances have been utterly unfavorable, the

lens being broken, the clockwork not of sufficient delivery, the

results of the enterprise could not fulfill the legitimate expecta-

tions of the liberal originators.

The objects of the southern heavens are numerous and glori-

ous. I selected and photographed some twenty star-clusters,

most of them in the constellation Argo, some in Canis Major

and Scorpio. The cluster near Carinse Argus gave a hundred

and twenty-three stars on the photograph in the most favorable

night. The Pleiades, the richest northern group, did not yield

to Mr. Rutherford more than forty-five stars ;
in fact, the

Pleiades do not contain within 40' round Alcyone more than

seventy-five stars, inclusive of the tenth magnitude. The
groups near p Argus and Lacaille 4375 Argus gave about

sixty stars ; four other clusters % Carinae, Lac. 4145, Lac. 3134

Argus, Lac. 7478 Scorpionis about forty stars; altogether

The Argentine Government is going to provide a new photo-

graphic lens for the National Observatory, and has asked me
"

3 experiments with the new lens.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April, 1873.)

An Eldorado meteoric mass was found by the writer in

March, 1872, in the cabinet of Mr. W. H. V. Cronise, of San

Francisco, where it was placed by its discoverer, Mr. James H.

Crossman, who in 1871 rescued it from the forge of a smith at

Shingle Springs, California. It was found in 1869 or 70, in a

field belonging to the same smith, about half, a mile from the

town named. It is said to be the first meteoric mass discovered

in California. Mr. C. F. Watkins of San Francisco has photo-

graphed this specimen of the natural size, and from this photo-

graph the accompanying figure has been reduced to one-third

the linear dimensions of the original.

The mass was intact when I first saw it, and weighed about

eighty-five pounds avoirdupois. It was flattened upon one side

and presented the usual familiar features of iron meteors. It

has since been cut in several sections, one of which (which was
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xhibited with this communication) shows a cross section meas-
ring 12x18 centimeters. The section is approximately a

miieircle, having the flattened side for its diameter, with the

utline and exterior coating perfectly preserved on all sides.

ts weight was over 800 grams. The largest dimensions of the
ntire mass were about 24 and 29 centimeters.

This meteoric mass is remarkably homogeneous in

rlj free from included minerals. Only two very
small masses of pyrites, of 3 and 5 millimeters diameter, are visi-
le on one side of the slab, and exteriorly I could detect no
heterogeneous substance. When the surfaces of the section

?blblted were reduced in the planing machine, it was observed
mat the exterior or crust was S( i I be general
fwface of the section as to cause the tool to rise ;| liti!.., t ,;;s

\ elevated above the adjacent

a winter color. :
/i a depth

of four to five millimeters.

J-
he density of this iron, determined on a mass of over 750

'-lit. is 7-7.-.. while the dcnsitvoi the shavings cut

.-tool >,, u tee > me , . - vlL'i >1lou..il. a

J pre a& This lensitj

^i is above the average' specitie gravity of meteoric
j
owing probably to its large percentage of nickel, which,
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as will be observed, by reference to the accompanying analysis,

is more than twice the average amount of that metal found in

other meteoric irons.

The crystalline structure of this mass is obscure. The Wid-

I ian figures are not developed on it by etching, although

I granular structure was evident after this process.

Wishing to test this point thoroughly, I consulted Mr. John Jk

Gavit, of the American Bank Note Company, in New York, who

is well known for his microscopic and other scientifi

Mr. Gavit very kindly tried all the resources known to the en-

graver's art with a view to develop, by etching this iron, a sur-

face from which its curious cryptocrystalline structure could

be transferred to paper by printing. All these attempts have

proved unsuccessful. The etched surface, however, examined

with a lens, shows a reticulated structure with numerous bril-

liant points, and V-shaped lines, but so small that when charged

with ink the impression upon paper is only a muddy tint.

The specimen exhibited shows this peculiar structure devel-

oped in four compartments by different etching agents. Some

of the printed impressions taken from this surface were also

exhibited.

An attei

the aid of a fine " tint," laid <

empt to develop this cryptocrystalline structure by
' a fine " tint," laid on an etching ground by a ruling

D ., bine and bitten in; and also by a medallion ruled in ortho-

!•!(
ejection, upon which the crystalline lines, it was

tight appear in symmetrical form, was not more suc-

cessful than the other trials. Thus it appears practice

which may
less to transfer to paper, by printing,

yet be clearly seen by the lens.

The suggestion, made long since by Berzelms, that the Wid-

mannstiittian figures were due to the segregation of the nickel

.,] ov in lines of rlio o«'t;il Hron, which the etching developed,

owing to the inferior solubility of the alloy as compared with

the pure iron, seems to meet no support from this mass, in which

the uncommonly high percentage of nickel would naturally lead

us to expect a proportionate clear development of the crystal-

line structure. Is it not rather the probable solution of this

structure that it is due to the length of time during which the

meteoric mass is kept at a high temperature, while slowly cool-

ing.? Under such conditions, the molecules can rearrange

themselves in symmetrical forms, and over broad surfaces. In

the mass before us, it would appear from what has been said of

the crust, that the heat did not penetrate to a greater depth

below the surface than 4 <

The Cape of G
sembles this both i

and in its high proportion of nickel ; but its cobalt
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larger, and there are only five elements found, in place of twelve

in the California iron.

The following analysis was made upon the clean a

cut from the entire surface of the section by the planing tool,

thus securing a perfectly fair average sample. The analysis

was made by Mr. F. A. 'Cairns, assistant in the School of Mines,

Columbia College, whose constant devotion to the analysis of

iron gives to his work on this metal great trustworthiness.*

Analysis.

Iron 81*480 Calcium 0*163

Nickel .17-173 Carbon... - 0'071

Cobalt 0-604 Silicon 0-032

Aluminium 0-088 Phosphorus 0-308

Chromium 0-020 Sulphur - 0-012

Magnesium 0*010 Potassium 0-026

Total, 99-987

Of the twelve elements quantitatively determined by this

analysis, aluminium, calcium, and potassium Kayo I

ohsxTved in meteoric iron—meteors free from silicates—while

the absence of copper, tin, manganese and sodium will be

noticed.

No room is left, it will be observed, by this analysis for any

notable quantity of occluded gases, for which no search was

consequently made.

* The plan of analysis adopted by Mr. Cairns was as follows

:

minium, magnesium, calcium, silicon, ten grams were
uon evaporated

in platinum, etc.

In the filtrate, the iron and alumina were removed by double precip

From the iilr bide of ammo-

1 precipitated as hydrat.-d protoxide. In the I

in the residue of 20 grams, insoluble in cold c

The carbon was determined by dissolving 10 grams of iron in neutral sulphate

'

.
•

•

'•• ,
'

'•

*

:
''.'

-:-

Am- Jour, of Science for 1848 ; also Am - ;"•)
,

, . .

,

; : ..:: ...
r

. _ ,.. ..- .: •' ..-
:

'
as usual. In the ,,-ic acid was determined by molybdate of

ammonia, after expelling all chlorine, as usual.
,

.

iron by the usual process for

aiKaues
; dissolving, precipitating by baryta, etc.
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The amount of nickel in this iron is exceptionally large. In

comparing all the analyses conveniently accessible I find only

one other meteoric iron showing so much nickel, Inat ol

Greenville, Tenn., by Clark, has Ni 1710 Co 2-04=19-14, which

is the highest before recorded, so far as I can discover. That

of Tazewell County, Tenn., by Smith (this Jour., II, >

has Xi 14152 — 15-0-2 and Co 043 to 0"50
;
that of Cape of Good

Hoi,,-. b\ L'ri. ho :• 919-920),

contains Ni 15-09 and Co 2 -56 = 17*65, almost identical with

the sum of Ni and Co in the Shingle Springs=l7-777 per cent.

The Clairborne, Ala., iron, analyzed by Jackson (this Jour.,

1. xxxix. 885, and quoted by Gmelin, v, 395 of Cavendish ed.),

"ave him Ni 24-708—27-708, but this was subsequently reduced

bv A. A. Haves (this Jour., I, xlviii, 153) to Ni 12-665 per centby A. A. Hayes (this Jour., I, xlviii, 153) to Ni 12-665 per cent

Very few of the analyses have obtained over 10 per cem oi im,

and an average of this element in some 80 analyses compared

i and a quartei

ART_ V.— Contributions to Mineralogy; by Albert R Leeds,

Prof, of Chemistry in the Stevens Institute of Technology.

I. A Hydrous Unisilicate approaching Pyrosclerite.

Occurs at the so-called Magnesia Quarries, from which the

deweylite, at one time largely employed in the manufacture of

Epsom salts, was quarried, in the Bare Hills, Md. Since this

mineral, in common with the other hydrous unisilicates of a

similar character, is to be regarded as most probably one of the

results of a process of alteration which has operated powerfully

upon the rock masses constituting the Bare Hills, it is important

to mention exactly its method of occurrence, which I do from

fcion of the locality. It is found in a nearly

v.Vrira! seam several inches wide, between walls of deweylite

on one side and talc on the other : the deweylite graduates into

albite ; the talc is bounded by common serpentine with folia,

whose surfaces are normal to the line of contact with the talc.

H.= 1-5—2. G.=2-558. Color grayish, inclining in some

places to bronze-yellow. Golden luster on fresh cleavage sur-

face. Translucent in thin folia ; transmitted light, brownish-

vellow. Brittle. Orthorhombic. Largest crystals from this

:sal. Basal

cleavage eminent. Optically biaxial. Heated in closed tube

yieldsmuch water of a neutral reaction, and exfoliates vigorously.

The folia are pearly-white and opaque. Decomposed by hydro-

* A brief notice of this meteoric iron was published by Prof. C. TJ. Shepard, in

this Journal for June, 1872.
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chloric acid, the silica being left behind in microscopic colorless

Bcalea Iron reaction with microcosmic salt. With calcic

chloride in spectroscope, the lithium band. Composition

:

I. II. Mean. Calculated. ratio.

Si0 36-03 35-84 35"99 37'45 19195 6

Al26 3
9-19 9-85 9-52 ) . 4'436 )

Fe2 3
5-48 5-21 5"35

]

l * Zl
1*605 f

FeO 0-94 1-21 1-08 0-240]

MgO 33-05 32-93 32'94 33"30 13-176 !

4

*$>
|

,41 ,41 ,« „, 06
f

H,0 14.66 14-53 14-60 14'98 12'978 4

99-76 99-98 99'89 100*00

Or for the bases and silica, O ratio = 19-56 : 1919. This

makes the mineral a hvdrous unisilicate of the formula

(i&g3 +i(£i,?*e)*sW4fl. It will be seen by a comparison of

this formula with that of pyrosclerite (i & +i A1)
e Si* + 3 fi, that

it differs from the latter by one molecule of water only.

IL Talc pseudomorphous after Pectolite.

Occurs in the veins of calcite which traverse the trap rock in

the vicinity of the Bergen Hill Tunnel, Hoboken, K J. Struc-

ture radiate, forming arrow-headed masses. Folia easily separ-

able, brittle and varying in length from 1 to 50mm ;
smooth to

the touch, satin luster on faces of folia ; crumbling quickly to

an impalpable powder when crushed in the mouth, the powder

being destitute of grittiness and with a faintly alkaline taste

;

subtranslucent on their edges, becoming translucent when wet

H. = 2 -5. G.= 2 -565. Heated in closed tube blackens, gives

much water, the vapor of which turns litmus paper blue,

fumes when brought near a rod moistened with hydrochloric or

acetic acid, and when collected by distillation gives with Nessler

reagent a strong reaction of ammonia. Partially decomposed

by hydrochloric acid, with separation of alumimc and feme

oxides. Iron reaction with microcosmic salt. B.B. darkens,

then becomes white, slightly exfoliates and fuses at the ends oi

thin splinters to a greyish-white enamel. Gives with cobalt

solution a pink color on ignition. Composition

:

ik.



ratio for R, Si and fi = l : 3 : l, corresponding to the hydrous

silicate Mg 2 Si3 + 2fl = SiO* 60-8, MgO 270, H 2 123 = ioo. While

closely approaching talc in its physical characters, this pseudo-

morph after pectolite is near sepiolite in its chemical composi-

III. Leucaugite from Amity, JV. Y.

Occurs in rounded, undefinable prismatic crystals and coarse

grains, along with seybertite, in calcite.

H. = 5-5. G. = 3-26. Luster vitreo-resinous, bright on

cleavage surface ; dull on fracture ; color light-brown ; streak

white ; translucent in thin splinters ; fracture coarse granular

;

very brittle ; B.B. fuses slightly on the edges becoming grey-

ish-white ; feeble iron reaction with microcosmic salt.

It resembles in color and general appearance the spinel occur-

ring along with chondrodite and plumbago at Warwick, Orange
Co., N. Y. It is likewise almost identical in composition,

color, etc., with the leucaugite from Bathurst, W. Canada,
described and analyzed by Prof. T. S. Hunt (Dana's Min., 5th

ed., pp. 216 and 218). Composition

:

Ratio. ratio.

Si02
50-05 26-693 ) .-„. „

A1 2 3
7-16 3-337 f<™UdU i

Fe2O s
0-56 0-504 S

MgO 14-48 5-792 ( . ..nQ „ ,

CaO 25-63 7-321 > 15 093 1

H 2
1-66 1*476 )

99-54

This composition is that of a bisilicate of lime and magnesia,

with some of the silica replaced by alumina. It is, therefore,

an aluminous pyroxene of the formula (6a, %) (Si,*!!), which is

the formula of leucaugite.

IV. Mineral associated with Corundum and approaching
Ripidolite.

Occurs at the Lesley farm (corundum locality), now owned
by Messrs. Pusey & Ball, in Newlin Township, Chester Co.,

Pa. Encountered in a mass of about 30 lbs. at the borders of

a great mass of corundum, of which about 60 tons (Jan.,

1873) have now been laid bare. In the specimen from which
the material used in the analysis was taken, the corundum is

bordered by a soft mineral, which Dr. Isaac Lea pronounces
"lesleyite" (App. Dana's Min., p. 18)*. It contains both lithia

and potash. As it recedes from the corundum, the lesleyite

alters in character, becoming white and diminishing in its pot-

ash percentage. The mineral analyzed contained no potash
whatever, but abundant lithia.
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H. = l-5-2. G. = 2-718. Massive; color light olive-green;

streak greenish-white
;
powder greasy ; entirely decomposed

by hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, the silica being left be-

hind in an amorphous powder ; in closed tabe yields water

;

B.B. turns yellow from oxidation of ferrous oxide, bat quite

infusible
; does not exfoliate ; turns flame bright yellow (soda)

;

with calcic chloride paste strong lithium band in spectroscope.

Composition :

SiO, 30-62 16-331 4

A1 2 3
21-73 10-126 3

Fe
8 3

0-42 0-378

FeO 5-01 1-113

MgO 29.69 11-876

Li 2
0-11 0-056

Na 2
0-14 0-036

H 2
12-26 10-896

The small percentage of ferric oxide is due to a superficial oxi-

dation of some of the ferrous oxide in the mineral, and is con-

sequently calculated as protoxide. The presence of lithia,

which I have not been able to detect in any of the accompany-
ing ripidolites, and the unsatisfactory aspect of the oxygen
ratio, forbid not only the supposition that this is a variety of

npidolite, but also that it is a new and independent mineral.
It seems more probable that it is composed of one or more sec-

ondary products derived from a process of alteration. I am
indebted for this mineral to the kindness of Dr. Isaac Lea.
After arriving at these results, I learned from Dr. F. A. G« nth
that these minerals, associated with corundum, had been for a
long time past the object of his studies, and we shall look with
the greatest interest to the results of his investigations in this

direction.

V. Moonstone from Media, Delaware Co., Pa.

H. =6-5. G.= 2
-59. Brilliant blue reflections from surface of

principal cleavage ; finely striated upon second cleavage sur-
face; white, imbedded in white granular albite; closely resem-
Wes the peristerite of Canada.
Composition: Sto* 67-to, ai*o 3 19-98, Fe-O 3

trace, CaO 147, MgO Oil,

W> 8.86, k,o 1-36, ign. 0-08 = 99-56. Oxygen ratio for ft, K and
bl - 2-951

s 9-3io
: 36126 or 1:8: 12, which assigns to this variety of

moonstone the normal composition of albite.

VI- Antholite from the " Star Rock," Concord, Delaware Co., Pa.

H =5-5.5 G. =3-20. Luster vitreo-pearly ; color yel-
iowish-grey; streak dirty-white; broadly bladed and sub-
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Si0 2
55-12 29.396 ) Q .

fi
-
9

A1 2 3
0-55 0-256 ryb5Z

FeO 8-20 1-822 ")

MnO 0-33 0-074

CaO 0-75 0-214

MgO 31-18 12-472
J-15-152

K^O 1-01 0-170

Na2
1-55 0-400

H 2
2-21 2-044

J

100-90

It is, therefore, a somewhat altered and hydrated bisilicate of

lime and iron of the general formula (&g, Fe) Si. In other vari-

eties of this mineral, which in common unfortunately goes by
the name " anthophyllite," the departure from the normal

composition is still wider.

VII. Werneritefrom Van Arsdale's Quarry, Bucks Co., Pa.

Occurs interpenetrated with sphene, cryst graphite, pyroxene

nd oligoclase. H.=5'5. G. = 2-708. Luster greasy; white,

i tli faint greenish tinge from admixed impurities ; very

translucent ; structure columnar massive. Compositic
47-17, Al.,0, 27-51, Fe.O, trace, MgO 1-20, CaO 17-59, Na.2 305, K,0 1-40,

H,0 l 48 = 99-70 Oxygen ratio for R, ll and & = 653 :
12-82

:
25-316

QUBually near the mean oxygen

from Van Arsdale Quarry, as has usually been done, the i

of ekebergite.

Stevens Institute, April 7th, 1873.

Art. VL—Indian Mounds and relics on the Coast of Oregon;

by S^A^Chase.

The Indian tribes that once inhabited the coast line of the

northern portions of California and the southern of Oregon

have almost entirely disappeared, if we except the powerful

tribe of the Klamath s, still living on the river of that name.

The reasons for this disappearance are to be found, not only in

the usual destiny of the aborigine to fade away when brought

into contact with the strong civilization and also the strong

vices of the white—but war, both between different tribes, and
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between the Indians and the white settlers. The particular

section of coast referred to was depopulated after the great war of

1868, called the Rogue River war. The coast tribes generally

ting in this were either destroyed by the enraged set-

tlers, or at the conclusion of the fight transferred to the different

>ns by the General Government. They have, however,

left behind them relics of ages of occupancy of favorite haunts,

which offer an opportunity to trace their gradual improvement
from remote ter decline as the influence ofthe

whites became general.

These relics are in the shape of mounds, consisting of the

debris of many years, perhaps centuries, of occupation, and the

stone and other implements found in their graves. The tradi-

tions of the few Indians still remaining, and the stories told the

first settlers, all point to the fact that a constant state of preda-

tor) Warfare went on between the different tribes in the early

times. The chief of a class or family, then,_ in selecting a spot

for his encampment, would have several points in view. First

security from a sudden surprise on the part of inimical tribes
;

whence he would select some prominent knoll or hill which
would offer a view both up and down the coast, and be
far enough away from the forest to prevent an ambush. Second,
a supply of food and water ; not difficult to find, since the rocky

'led him an abundant supply of mussels, and other

shell-fish easily obtained at any point; salmon in the season

wereabuno:. a ms, and cod, bass and halibut

were found in schools, around the outlying rocks and reels,

which also afforded a shelter for the seal and sea lion : the

great fir and redwood forests that, commencing on the slopes of
the coast range, extended into the interior, were filled with elk,

deer and bear; the marshy meadows near the streams afh»rded

nun camas root, and the sea beach a irlutinous and edible sea

weed; finally, the acorn of the chesnut oak, ("Qaercus densi-

nora,") and the nut of the laurel, ("Oreodaphne Caliibrnica,
)

were also used.

Wherever, then, we find a prominent knoll commanding a

good view, with a sand 1 each near it, and outlvii _ rocks, we find

the remains of the Indian occupancy. Passionately attached to

J
spot once chosen, especially after any of the tribe had been

buried there, they would live and die on their mound, never
venturing farther from it than was necessary to procure food.

.
At first it is probable that their habitations were holes dug

and, and covered over with brush or drift wood; these
were afterward improved by puncheons, or rough-hewn planks
trom the cedar or redwood. The shells of the mussels and
j-Jaras, the bones of sea-lions, bear, deer, and other animals and
&sn consumed, were th it. When an Indian
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died, an excavation was made in this debris, and he was placed

in the grave in a sitting posture, facing the east. His arms,

trinkets, all that he possessed, were then disposed about his

he grave was filled up, and a rude fence erected around

it. His house, or hut, was then burned down, and the ashes

cast over the grave.

Of course in the lapse of years, the accumulation of debris on

the mound was immense, and completely covered the original

hill often to a depth of 25 or 30 feet.

An Oregon farmer owning the land on which one of these

mounds was situated, cut a portion of it away for the purpose

of getting a secure foundation for his house, and also to i

shells and debris for manuring his lands.

Being on the spot, I was afforded an excellent opportui

observing the formation of the mound, and also of securi

giving

different stone implements to be described. The vertical sect* >0

exposed was about twenty-five or twenty-six feet. The original

ground being a stiff clay, the accretions were easily distinguished

from it. For the first two or three feet, the shells and bones

were so far decomposed that they formed a fine black loam.

The articles found in this stratum were of the rudest con-

struction ; and, of course, only those of stone remained In the

next stratum, however, articles of bone and ivory and an occa-

sional perfect skull were exhumed, while ten feet from the sur-

face the skeletons were intact, and articles of bone and ivory

and even of wood perfect.

The articles obtained may be divided into four classes, and

i
description of characteristic specimens of each, I

vox to account for its use, basing my information on

the present habits of the old Indians remaining and the tradi-

tions of the whites. These classes are, first, objects of super-

stition and personal ornament; second, implements used in

preparing food; third, implements of warfare and the chase;

and fourth, those used in manufacture.

Of iho first '-lass, the most remarkable are knives, or swords,

of black and bluish obsidian. The bones found with these

implements were of unusual size, the skull beiDg especially

large. The owner was probably a chief, or perhaps a medicine

One of these obsidian knives is double edged and double

ended, in shape not unlike a Greek sword, 14} inches long,

2 inches broad at one end, If inches at the other, tapering

• th ends and edges, and J of an inch thick at the center.

This knife is most carefully knapped, and considering the 1 nttle

character of the material, must have required no mean amount
of ing.-nii'nv and patience to fashion. A second is of the same

material, but not so large, he'mg s', inches long with a uniform
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width of one inch, tapering to a point and to both edges. A
ller one, but of the same shape, is composed of red jas-

per, mottled with black. Others, smaller still, are of green jas-

per, and of obsidian of a bluish cast. These knives could not

have been used for practical purposes, as too much labor has

been bestowed on them (considering the brittle character of

obsidian) ; then again there is no place where they could have

been grasped without injury to the hand. Now at the present

time obsidian is highly valued by the Klamath Indians, and an

arrow or spear head of any size fashioned of it will command
a high price, either in '' Si'wash." i. c. alacachic or Indian shell

money, or in gold and silver. (The Klamaths at the present

time are well armed with both muskets and pistols, and have

discarded the use of stone for weapons.) The value attached

then to these arrow and spear heads is a purely fictitious one,

and connected with the superstition that one of these stones in

the possession of a family will ensure to it health and a perma-

nent occupation of a favored spot These knives were probably

held in high value, and brought out to display the wealth of

the owner on some festive occasion, such as a medicine dance,

Prescott mentions the knives of obsidian used by the

priests of the fire-god in Mexico, in their abhorrent human sac-

rifices. Found with the knives were several polished stones,

oblong in shape, rounded on the sides, and flattened on the up-

per and lower surfaces. The v are of an exceedingly hard black

rock not found in the immediate vicinity, and as the polish is

equal to thai I a w one is at a loss to conceive

how it could have been done, unless by the attrition of another

rock or stone of equal or superior hardness, and by immense
labor.

Other articles coming under this head are flattened pieces of

bone with carved edges, used probably as ear-rings, pipes of

slate and sandstone with straight tubes, whistles formed of the

thigh bones of birds, etc.

Of the second class, a great variety of pestles and mortars were

found, those of the lower strata being exceedingly rough in

shape, but as the upper layers were approached becoming more
regular and some of them'even artistic in fashion. The mortars

are simply a round stone of trap or greenstone, selected from
the beach most probably ; the c « hollowed

haft of hard serpentine or - «* » little balL

One of them, however, is composed of dark greenstone

bemg full

and is well polished. __

v and tapering to the handle, which ends with

ornamental top.
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These implements were undoubtedly used then, as they are

now by the Klamaths, in the preparation of acorn food. The

nuts being roasted, were divested of the outside shell and

pounded into meal in the mortars by the squaws. The meal

mixed with water was then baked into cakes before an open fire,

and formed a not unpalatable substitute for flour.

Of the third class, viz., implements of warfare and the chase,

a great variety was found. The .arrow and spear heads are

fashioned with great care out of jasper, flint, and obsidian.

There seems of the former to be two classes, one most probably

used in hunting, the other for war. The former are larger and

rougher in shape, the latter delicate in form and of small size

;

the latter were most likely poisoned when used, the method of

obtaining the poison being to capture a rattlesnake alive, and

by irritating it, induce it to thrust its fangs into a putrid deer's

liver, in which the arrow heads were placed, and removed just

before a battle. The spear heads were of two kinds, stone and

ivory, the latter made from the teeth of the sperm-whale and

sea-lion, which were occasionally stranded on the beaches.

These were evidently intended for fish alone.

The stone spears are about three inches long, fashioned from

black and white flint, also from jasper of different colors. The
bows used with these arrow-heads, and the handles of the spears,

had rotted away, but there is no doubt but that they were made
of the northern yew, " Taxus brevifolia" which is the mate-

rial still in use by the Klamaths. It is a tough elastic wood of

close fibre and dark red color. The favorite method of taking

elk was to dig pits, from 15 to 20 feet in depth, in the trails

used by the animals in traveling from one pasture to another. In

the bottom of the pit sharpened stakes were planted, and on the

top a light covering of branches and leaves. When the animal

fell into the pit the stakes impaled him.

It is dangerous to travel at the present time over the country

in the vicinity of the mounds, unless the beaten trails are kept,

on account of these pits, which are concealed by the luxuriant

growth of brake and fern, which covers all open spaces on the

sea coast of Oregon.

Of thefourth class, several stone adze handles were found.

These were made of sandstone, one of dark greenstona The
tops were curved and rounded to a point, and protruding knobs
afforded an opportunity of lashing a knive or adze of flint to

the handle.

These were probably used in hollowing out the canoes. A
log of redwod being selected from the beach drift, free of knots,

a fire was built in the center, and as the wood charred, it was
chipped away, until a shell was formed ; the outside was then

shaped in the same way. The canoe in use at present by the
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Ki; maths will stand a very heavy sea without upsetting. Be-
fore the introduction of iron, it was a work of many weeks to

fashion a canoe, and once completed it was regarded as a valu-

able piece of property. The canoe is always burned over the

grave. Under this head would also come needles of bone and
ivory. These were used in the manufacture of nets, the mate-
rial being a tough grass.

The most remarkable article, however, of this class was ex-
humed from a mound at the mouth of the Chetko River, some
five miles below those from which the implements above
described were taken. It is a brass hatchet or adze. It is

about 4 inches long by 2 at the head and 3 at the cutting edge,
and I of an inch thick. It bears evident marks of being ham-
mered out, and the edge shows continuous use. The perfora-
tum for the handle is in the flat part of the hatchet, and not in
the edge as in our tools. The depth at which this was found,
and the character of the deposit over it, precludes the idea that
it could have been introduced by the whites, whose settlement
does not date back more than thirty years.
There are large deposits of native copper in the mountainous

country at the head of this river, and ores said to be zinc have
been discovered. Whether then it was manufactured from

picked up from a wreck, possibly of one of the early Span
navigators, is a question. There have been, it is well known, a
number of Japanese junks driven over and wrecked on the
pacific coast. It is possible the material may have been el >tn i i \ e> i

from one of them. In this connection a curious and well
authenticated legend (that is familiar to the remaining Indians
of the Chetko tribe, one or two families of whom still exist)
will bear relation. The Chetkos say that many seasons ago

-tors came in canoes from the far north, and landed
i r's mouth. They found two tribes in possession, one

a warlike race, resembling themselves; these they soon con-
quered and exterminated. The other was a diminutive people,
otan exceedingly wild disposition, and white. The*
themselves, or were called by the new comers, "Wogies."
lney were skillful in the manufacture of baskets, robes, and
canoes, and had many methods of taking game and fish un-
known to the invaders. Refusing to fight, the " Wogies" were
made slaves of, and kept at work to provide food and shelter

lea of use for the more warlike race, who waxed very

y- One night, however, after a grand feast, the
VVogies" packed up and fled, and were never more seen.

tw
6
?i

first white men appeared, the ''Chetkos' a
that they were the Wogies returned. They soon found out
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their mistake, however, but retained among themselves the

ion for the white men, who are known as Wogies by

all the coast tribes in the vicinity.

In concluding this imperfect sketch of the Oregon mounds, I

would express the hope that they be made the subject in the

future of an exhaustive exploration by scientific mei

with Indian habits, confident that they will repay such a

search, and that the discoveries made will throw much light on

the history of the race, now so nearly extinct.

Art. VTL—A heal Thunder Storm presenting evidence of strong

wind blowing outwardly in all directions from its center ; by

George Sutton, M.D., Aurora, Indiana.

(Read before the Cincinnati Society of Natural History.)

There is a phenomenon connected with our local thunder

storms occasionally occurring in summer, and doing immense

damage to the growing crops, which I think has not received

the attention that it deserves, as scarcely any allusion is made

to it in our works on meteorology. I refer to a strong wind

suddenly blowing outwardly in all directions from under a

storm cloud during an unusually heavy fall of ram, the wind

subsiding as the cloud disappears ; the cloud itself remaining

about stationary, having concentrated and nearly dissolved over

the same place. This phenomenon is local, being independent

of the great storms which sweep over our country ;
neither does

it present the evidence of a cyclone or tornado, but occurs on a

still sultry day in summer, when masses of cumuli, after grad-

ually concentrating at one point, rapidly dissolve and pour

down immense torrents of rain, sometimes intermingled with

hail, accompanied with this strong wind blowing outwardly to

evr, rv point of th<M'..mp;iss from the body of the storm. Being

v many years to record meteorological ob-

servations, I have noticed", at different times since 1840, evi-

dences of' this outward wind occasionally aecoflr]

local thunder storms, although I never have given the subject

careful investigation until recently.

On the '26th of August last I had an opportunity ot witness-

ing the formation and progress of a storm of more than usual

violence, which, after careful es wented the

most conclusive evidence of this outward blow of wind. T his

storm was on the south side of Langhery Creek, within two

minutes and a half of Aurora, Indiana. The morning of the

26th was clear and beatttifnl At 7 a. m. not a cloud was to be

seen. The atmosphere was perfectly calm, though the vane W»J

pointing toward the N.E. I marked the thermometer that
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morning 76, the barometer 29 50 in. ; the dry bulb of the ther-

mometer 88, the wet 29; these hist instruments were under
cover in my office. At 2 P. M. cumuli were seen in different

-. with a scarcely perceptible motion from the west.

I marked the amount of clouds as six. The atmosphere was
calm, the vane pointing toward the S.W. The thermometer

98, although it stood shortly before at 100, the temperature vary-

ing as clouds obscured the sun. The barometer stood at 2949
in., attached thermometer 92, dry bulb of the thermometer 88,

wet 82. About 3 o'clock P. m. I noticed heavy cumuli form-

ing to the south of Aurora, in whieh, shortly 'after, thunder
was heard, and I saw that light rain was falling from one of the

clouds near the mouth of Langhery Creek. Black-looking
cumuli were forming near this cloud to the west. It was evi-

dent that from those clouds there would soon be heavy rain,

and in company with one of my neighbors I watched the prog-

ress and formation of this storm, hoping, as the ground was
dry and parched, it would extend over Aurora. The atmos-
phere was remarkably still and sultry.

m

About 4 p. m. these cumuli had united, forming a black mas-

sive-looking cloud, which appeared stationary. This cloud was
not extensive, as clear sky could be seen all around the horizon

. where light rain was
still falling. A few minutes after 4 (the exact time is not
known, as it was not marked) I noticed a number of dark
streaks of rain falling from different portions of this cloud

:

these could easily be seen shading the clear sky beyond : but in

a few minutes afterward they had increased' so rapidly that

the whole cloud from the horizon upward presented a dark
at "l streaked appearance, showing that the storm was fully

developed, and that heavy rain was tailing; at the same time
there was stream after stream of the most brilliant flashes of

lightning, followed by heavy peals of thunder. The atmo&
paere, as I before- mentioned', had been remarkably calm ami
sultry up to this time. While the storm was at its height a

strong wind arose blowing directly from it This wind at Au-
rora was not sufficient! v violent to blow down or damage the

corn in the neighborhood, but it produced a sudden change in

the temperature of 29 degrees, from 98 to 69. The cloud

solved almost over the same place in which it had
formed, and in less than an hour, or before 5 o'clock,

• h at first attracted our attention had dis-

appeared and in its place was a narrow cirrus cloud from which

bag; shortly after we could see clear sky

-n<l this cloud, showing that the storm had not been
extensive. A little after 5 o'clock we had a slight sprinkle >>\

rain at Aurora, seareel\ sufnYi.mt to la\ tin lust. \ Inch 1 marked
Am. Jour. Scr.—Tmun Sicitn-s Vol. VI. No. :U.—Ji:ly, 1873.
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at three-hundredths of an inch. About 6 o'clock another

storm formed to the Southwest, about 12 miles distant. In the

evening cumuli were seen to the northwest, in which there was

occasional lightning. At 9 o'clock I marked the amount oi

cloudiness as eight cirrus. The vane was pointing to the south-

east. Thermometer stood at 76, the barometer at 29 44 in., at-

tached thermometer 82, dry bulb of the thermometer 83, wet

do., 79. The mean temperature of the day was 83£.

The next morning, August 27th, the topic of conversation

with every person I met coming from below the mouth of

Langhery Creek was about the terrible storm which they had

had the day before. It was represented that the corn crop was

flattened to the ground and destroyed ; trees and fences were

blown down, drift wood piled up along the banks of the creek,

and fences, in many instances, washed away. The lightning

had set fire to a hay stack. One wealthy farmer, residing in the

neighborhood, declared to me that immediately after the storm

he could have shoveled up a cart load of hail stones. All

represented the fall of rain and hail as unprecedented, doing

immense damage to the growing crops. I rode down to this

neighborhood, and when within half a mile of Langhery I began

to see evidences of a severe wind storm. The corn was blown

down, every stalk lying parallel in one direction, pointing up the
'

> the north. I would here remark t
1"1 * «

fields of corn, of thousands upon thousands of acres, during the

months of July, August and early part of September, when the

corn is rapidly growing and brittle, presents an excellent means,

if not the very best, of tracing the direction a severe wind has

blown during our local storms. After crossing Langhery

Creek I approached the center of the storm, the evidences of its

violence becoming more manifest. The corn was flattened to the

ground and uniformly lying to the north until we came near to

a small stream known as Shingle Creek, three miles below

Aurora ; here the corn was blown down in different directions

and stripped of its blades by the hail. Trees were broken or

raid the kitchen attached to a dwelling-house on the

banks of the creek was overthrown. This small stream, which

is not more than a mile in length, rose to an unprecedented

height, stopping for a time the travel on the Eising Sun road,

washing away fences, carrying down great quantities of drift

wood, and overflowing the corn fields before it reached the

river. At the head of this stream, which seemed to be about

the center of the storm, a large amount of timber was blown

down. Following the Eising Sun road toward the south, evi-

dences were seen of the violence of this storm from the drift

wood, stone and gravel lying along the road left by the little

streams which ran down from the hills. Four miles below
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Aurora along this road, after passing the center of the storm, I

found the corn lying in the opposite directum, toward the south.

ter the evidence of the storm was less, and at Eising

Sun, eight miles below Aurora, there had been no rain. As
we came up the river on the Kentucky or east side of the storm,

a little above Bellview, we saw evidences again of the violent

wind ; here the corn is blown to the southeast ; as we still came
up the river opposite to the storm we found it lying to the east,

and at Split Vi >ck. still farther up the river, to the northeast, and
on crossing the river at this point we found it lying to the

north, as before mentioned. Following around the north side

of this storm, the corn stalks were seen lying to the north or

northwest. One mile above Hartford, seven miles from the

mouth ofLanghery Creek on the west side of the storm we found
the corn lying to the west. The violence of the wind, however,
did not seem to have been as great here as on the north and
east sides, but still showed the most conclusive evidence of hav-
ing blown toward the west. Crossing over to the south side of
the storm, to the farm of W. Higbee, and all along the southern
border of the storm, we found the corn lying to the south and
southeast, while down the center of the storm it was lying in

different directions, presenting no regularity. It was along the

center of this storm that the hail and rain fell in such immense
quantities, scarcely any hail falling around the circumference,
and none on the west end of the storm. The effect of this un-

; -fall will be seen for years from the stone and gravel
and logs and driftwood left along the banks of the little streams
near the center of the storm. The amount of rain that fell is

not known, as there was no measurement made by any person
aiding W itl mi the boundaries of the storm.

This storm was between six and seven miles in length and
two or three miles in width, lying almost east and west, extend-
ing over an area of about fourteen square miles. It did not
come from the west, but formed or concentrated almost directly

over the country where it expended its violence. A farmer
residing near the center of the storm informed me that he was
at

.

v «->rk in some woodland near his house, when it began to

-.-. a 'i. rk cloud was overhead, he could see clear sky
around the horizon, and consequently was not expecting much
rain

; the atmosphere was remarkably still and oppressive. He
got under a tree, but in a few moments the rain came down in
such torrents, and the wind began to blow with such violence,
that he left the tree and ran to the house. Shortly afterward
this tree, with others, was blown down. I have received the
same statements of the stillness of the atmosphere previous to
the commencement of the rain from other persons residing
within the boundaries of the storm.
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gusts, "but in no particular direction along the center of the

storm, and outwardly all around its borders. There was no

strong wind or sensible evidence of converging forces accumu-

lating this immense amount of moisture over this small section

of country, although there must have been an imperceptible

movement of the surrounding atmosphere toward this point

It is difficult to account for the accumulation of so vast an

amount of moisture in any other way. That there was a Btrong

converging upward current is not sustained by a single feet,

nor by the observation of a single individual resid

the boundaries of the storm. The atmosphere was still, up to

of Syracuse.

In the study of the topographical features of Michigan, our

attention has been arrested by the observation of an interesting

method in the disposition of the lines of relief and drainage.

This method, which has not been heretofore pointed out, may
be enunciated as the Diagonal System. By this expression we
mean to say that the longitudinal axes of the topographical and

hydrograpnical features of the State, especially of the lower

peninsula, lie in directions which are diagonals between the car-

dinal points of the compass. We propose to cite a few facts for

The purpose of illustrating ami establishing this generalization.

With reference to the surface configuration of the lower

peninsula, we divide it into the northern and southern lobes.

These are separated from each other by a depression extending

from the head of Saginaw Bay, up the valley of the Saginaw

and Bad Rivers, and down the valley of the Maple ami Grand

Rivers, to Lake Michigan. This, which we have styled the

jinaw Valley,* nowhere attains a greater elevation

than 72 feet above Lake Michigan. The highest elevations ot

the southern lobe are more than 600 feet, and those of the

northern 1200 feet above Lake Michigan.

The southeastern watershed of the southern lobe is an elong-

ated axis of relief, stretching through Huron, Sanilac, Lapeer,

Oakland, Washtenaw and Hillsdale Counties. None of the

streams of the peninsula cross it, though its easterly and

* See Waiting's Atlas of Michigan; also "Topographical Data for Michigan"
"

' i), by the writer.
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westerly slopes are deeply furrowed by the streams issuing at

right angles with its main trend.
_

The northern lobe of the peninsula is divided primarily by

the deep valley of the Manistee and Sable Eivers, flowing south-

westerly and southeasterly into their respective lakes. The
. .uthm-i 1 \ isi. ti « (kv|il\ talented by the basin which holds

Houghton and Higgins Lakes. The former has an elevation of

589 feet above Lake Michigan. From this lake the Muskegon

River, the largest of the peninsula, takes its rise, and flowing

southwesterly, marks the position of a broad, deep valley, hav-

ing, on the southeast an elongated watershed stretching from

Mecosta County through Clare and Eoscommon into Ogemaw
County. This we have designated the central watershed. It

has a general elevation of 700 feet, while some of its Bummita

exceed 800 feet. On the northwest of the Muskegon Valley

we note three broad summits ranged in a line parallel with the

1 reaching elevations of 700 feet.

The northern division of the northern lobe of the
5

embracing the most elevated land south of Mackinac, being the

region of the parting of the waters in all directions except the

3 not preserved any mark
We may in. \ .'i ttenl 1 mun particularly to the diag-

onism to 'which we have referred.* In the lower peninsula,

the southeastern watershed stretches 200 miles from northeast

to southwest (euroboreally), and the central watershed, 80 miles

in the same direction : while the Grand-Saginaw Valley lies in

the midst of the intervening region. To th is

the trend of the wat. r-courses from Lake Huron to Lake k ne,

the axes of Saginaw and Green Bays, and Great and Little bay
de Noquet, as well as the northern reach of Lake Michigan.

Along the same diagonal lie the vallov of the Manistee, Muske-

gon, White and Crockerv Eivers, as well as large portions ot the

valleys of the Pine, Suit, Shiawassee. Cass, Flint and many
smaller streams,

In the northwest and southeast (euronotal) direction lie L hun-

'<>> Ha v and the valleys of the K ; 1

' ,stee
'
Fme

>

South Branch of Pere Marquette, Sable, Rifle, Tin.

Belle, Clinton, Huron I
reams. Even streams

language does n
' * " )wing ideas, we vent

m of the cardinal r

pression of some of the following ideas, we ven»
Lmes lying in the direction of the cardinal
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whose outlets are east or west of their sources, pursue zigzag

courses to their mouths, in order to conform to the diagonal

system. The St Joseph Eiver, from its sources in Hillsdale

County, pursues a general southeasterly course to South Bend
in Cncfiaiia, and then flows northwest to Lake Michigan. The
Cass Eiver flows southwest into Saginaw County, and describes

a rounded angle toward the northwest, to pursue its course to

the Saginaw. The Flint'flows southwest 35 miles to Flint, and
then northwest 30 miles to the Shiawassee. The Shiawassee
flows northwest 35 miles to Owosso, then northwest 35 miles to

the Saginaw. The Eaisin, traced from its higher tributaries, is

found to flow from the southern part of Jackson County, south-

east 15 miles, then east-northeast 7 miles, then southeast 7 miles,

then northwest 18 miles, then southeast 15 miles to Lake Erie.

The Pine Eiver (of the east) flows southeast 28 miles, then
northeast 33 miles to the Tittabawassee. This river, from its

source to Saginaw Bay through the Tittabawassee, consists of
four sections, two almost rigorously at right angles with the
other two, and all lying along the diagonals. The Bees Scies
(or Betsie) Eiver flows southwest 20 miles, then northeast 15
miles, into Lake Michigan.
Nor are there any considerable streams not included in the

foregoing mention, whose valleys conform to the direction of
the cardinals. The river St. Clair and a portion of the Detroit
constitute an exception to the statement, to which reference
will be made in the sequel. The axis of Grand Traverse Bay
trends meridionally, as that of Little Traverse Bay trends trans-

meridionally. There are also some unimportant streams in the
southern peninsula whose general direction is cardinal ; but
even in these, it is interesting to note to how great an extent
the general course is made up from a number of inconsiderable
reaches conforming to the diagonal system.

If we look toward the upper peninsula, the attention is im-
mediately arrested by the euroboreal trends of Kewenaw Point
and Bay, the copper range, the Porcupine Mountains and He
Eoyale. The general watershed of the upper peninsula exempli-
fies the law in a beautiful manner. Beginning at Pt Detour it

pursues a west-northwest course 23 miles; it then proceeds
KKW. 13 miles, then W.KW. 10 miles, then S.W. 16
miles, then KW. 43 miles, then S.W. 34 miles, then KW.
6 miles, then a little E. of N. 6 miles, then S.W. 12 miles, then
N.W. 37 miles, thence S.W. by zigzag courses 50 miles to the
Wisconsin line. The Menominee, Escanaba and other affluents
of Green Bay flow southeast. The same is true of the upper
waters of the Monistique and all its tributaries, while the main
river flows southwest. The Montreal, Presqu'IIe. Ontonagon,
Flint-steel and all the streams of Kewenaw Point, have their
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axes along the euronotal. The Sturgeon River rises near Lake

Michigan, flows N.W. 11 miles, then S.W. 8 miles (meeting a

from the S.W.), then KW. 7 miles, then N.E. 25

miles, into Portage Lake, thence S.B. 6 miles through Portage

River into Kewenaw Bay-thence finally N.E. through Kewenaw

Bay into Lake Superior.

These examples may serve to illustrate sufiiciently the law

enunciated. But its application is not confined to Michigan.

The Maumee River of Ohio, with its tributaries, is a striking

reproduction of the Saginaw and its affluents. The Maumee,

flowing east-northeast, is fed by the Auglaize and St. Mary s

from the southeast, the St. Joseph from the northeast and the

Tiffin from the northwest—the last named, in its higher reaches

flowing from Hillsdale County, Michigan, first southeast and

then southwest. In Wisconsin, the euroboreal basin of Green

Bay is prolonged through the Fox River into Lake Winnebago.

The euroboreal trend is seen in the shore-lines about Chegowa-

wegon Bay, the Apostle Islands and the western .extremity ot

Lake Superior. Even the upper Mississippi, whose general

course is meridional, divides itself into a succession of reaches

conforming strangely to the law of diagonism ;
while, on the

other hand, the river and gulf of St. Lawrence are a further in-

dication that something in the course of events which have

fashioned the actual surface, has exerted a greater energy m the

direction of the diagonals than in the direction of the cardinal

points of the compass. .

The causes of these curious phenomena are not difficult to

discover. Geological structure will, indeed, be found closely

connected with them. The watershed of the Momstique Penin-

sula follow- ! . the strike of the Low.

strata ; as the southeastern watershed of the lower peninsula

follows nearly the belt of outcrop of the Marshall sandstone.

So too, the axes of Lake Mi.-hi-ran and its :i prndages. (to^um
Bay, Kewenaw Point and Lake Ontario, conform to the geologi-

cal trends. But another force has evidently been operative,

for the trends of the physical features of the country haveotten

been deflected from the lines of geological strike. Sagi

trends at right angles to geological strike ;
and so does Little

Traverse Bay. The central watershed and most of the river-,,

valleys sustain imperfect relations to rocky structures. As it

is now generally admitted that the whole region under consi-

deration has been extensively glaciated, it seems reasonable to

presume that this glaciation "is the general cause which has de-

flected the topographical and hvdrographical axes from strict

relations to the geological strike. As it has been shown by

Prof. K H. Winchell * that the glacier probably moved toward

* Proceedings Amer. Assoc, Dubuque Meeting, 1872.
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the southwest through Lake Erie and the valley of the Maumee

;

and as we long since reported this as the direction of the prin-
cipal set of glacial furrows at the west end of Lake Erie,* it

seems equally probable, even v
i foiice, which

we have, that the glacier moved in the same direction almie
Saginaw Bay and the valley thence to Grand Haven ; and in a

rection in the regions about Green Bay. This move-
ment shaped the southeastern and central watersheds of the
lower peninsula, and ma v have impressed its action upon the
relief of regions much farther toward the west and northwest.
The euronotal trends of river-coture

| h euroboreal
trends have been determined by the breaki
across the euroboreally disposed barriers, down slopes whose
general descent is euronotal, or across the euronotally-disposed
barriers, down slopes whose general descent is Euroboreal.

JNot to pursue the discussion further, we think the facts will
Justify the enunciation of the following general proj
1 he actual topograph leal and hi/drogradical axes or' Mirh^n
are the resultant of two forces—a glacial, acting from t!„
and a stratign ,., the lines of strike.
As a corollary, we shall find that where the rocky formations

are most consolidated, the resultant lies nearest to the strati-
graphical force

; and where the rocky formations are little con-
solidated, the resultant approximates the line of the glacial

As a second corollary, phvsical features determined by causes
vhndi lmv. nhld.rat /tin -1m«-i - i -tratiuraphical trends, do
not necessarily express relations to either force. Of this kind

mall streams whose courses over the diluvial beds have
been determined by post-glacial erosions, and river-courses, like
the St Clair and Detroit, marked out across lacustrine or other
post-glacial deposits which have concealed the surface features
due to geological structure or glacial erosion.

Syracuse University, May 26, 1873.

Art. IX—Notices of recent Earthquakes; by Prof. C. G. Eock-
, wood, Jr., Bowdoin College.

Dec. 14 and 15, 1872. Fuller accounts have been received
ol the earthquake in Oregon and Washington Territory on
these dates. (This Journal, III, v, p. 262-3). Shocks occurred
at intervals from the evening of Dec. 14 to the evening of Dec.

pLr^i We? fel\fr0m Eu«ene Cit^ 0reg°"> ^rth into
British Columbia, and on both sides of the mountains, i. e.

* Michigan Ge biological Report, 1861, p. 128.
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over an area of 200 miles square ; but were most severe in the

neighborhood of Puget Sound. The following is from the

"Pacific Tribune," Dec. 21, 1872 (Olvmpia, W. T.) : "Capt.
James S. Lawson took a scientific observation of the earth-

quake on Saturday night last. Its direction was from the

south to the north at first ; subsequently it changed around to

a course from the southwest to the northeast. It was timed
with a chronometer watch and rue direction noted by a swing-
ing lamp. In an unofficial report to Prof. Davidson, at San
Francisco, Capt. Lawson says :

Dec. 14, 1872. Shock occurred precisely at 9 h
40f

n
p. m. It

Dec. 16, at 9h I7m 30* a. m., another light shock."

A report from Walla Walla, Jan. 4, 1873, says that light shocks
had occurred almost daily up to that time.

Jan. 9, 1873. A letter of March 28th, from Eeykjavik, Ice-

>rts an eruption of Skaptar Jokull on Jan. 9th, which
lasted four or five days and was ilight earth-

quakes.

Feb. 26, 1873. A slight earthquake was felt at Beauport, on
the St. Lawrence Eiver.

March, 1873. A recent issue of the San Diego (Cal.) Union
a newly discovered volcanic region, about 25 leagues

from Moleje, a town on the eastern coast of Lower California.
It says

:
" On the mountain side, within an area of about 200

.

V:
" ;K 'here are over 20 vent holes, from which smoke is

quitted in jets a yard or more above the surface. Earthquakes
We been of rather common occurrence in Moleje for several
years. At times the shocks were unpleasantly hcavv, threaten-

Tthrow the buildings of the town. 'Last year twenty

"-ks w.-re felt on different occasions, but they were

d.e .hocks were felt at Moleje.

'
I considerable dann. shaking the houses to their

foundations. "

March 12, 1873. A severe shock was felt at Rome, Italy, at
y -Uo P. M . jtg direction was from southeast to northwest.
"""

l u lasted twelve seconds. The vibrations were strong

ring bells and to stop the clock in the Astronomical
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On the same date violent shocks are reported to have oc-

curred at Osaka, Japan, by which the city is said to have been

almost destroyed.

March 18, 1873. A shock was felt in the forenoon at Can-

ton, St. Lawrence Co., New York.

March 19, 1873. The city of San Salvador in Central

America, was entirely destroyed by an earthquake.

Though slight tremblings had been felt for some days pre-

vious, the first heavy shock occurred about 4.30 P. M. OH

At this time there were three violent shocks, which were felt

throughout the Eepublic, and by which many houses in the

city were cracked and ruined. The people fled to the fields

and squares, and many removed to adjacent villages. In this

shake no lives were lost, though much property was destroyed.

For the next fifteen days the vibrations continued with more or

less frequency and often with considerable intensity.

At 2 A. m. of the 19th, two light shocks, followed by a third

ty, completed the destruction of the city.

'iliaEvery town and village within 20 miles suffered i

and it was felt throughout all Central America, and far out to

sea. Only two buildings were left standing in the city, the

Hotal del Pasque and the Government Palace. A fine brick

bridge lately built over the river on the road to Soropango was

destroyed, and other roads were rendered impassable by im-

mense' blocks of stone, thrown down from the heights. In

some places crevices a foot wide and of considerable depth were

formed in the ground. One of these extended across the Plaza

and for several blocks each way, and emitted sulphurous gases

and smoke. By the continued shocks over forty bodies were

i'rom their niches in the cemetery.

Capt. Kennedy, of E. M. S. Reindeer, who visited San Salva-

dor immediately after the earthquake, speaks as follows of the

desolation of the city. "The whole town was down, with the

exception of one or two wooden houses. All the oaurehes, in-

cluding the cathedral, were a heap of ruins ; the spire of the

latter had been arrested in its fall and remained in a standing

position, like the leaning tower of Pisa, but at a much greater

angle. One of the bells must have been swung completely

round, as it remained mouth up. The U. S. Consulate was a

mass of ruins inside, though the outer walls were standing

The palace being built of wood remained standing, except

where stone had been used, in which places the sides h

leaving great gaps in the building. There was not one single

house left in a habitable condition. The stronger the walls the

greater was the ruin, and the streets were one mass of debris.

Up to March 27, about 50 bodies had been taken from the

ruins, and 150 wounded persons were cared for by the authon-
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ties. The destruction of property was estimated at $12,000,000.

Up to April 24, the vil nued and the Govern-
ment Palace had at last fallen. The neighboring volcano of

Izalco was in eruption at the time of the earthquake.

San Salvador was situated on a small stream about 30 miles

from the seaport of La Libertad, with which it was connected
by rail. It contained about 15,000 inhabitants. This is the

eighth time the city has been destroyed by an earthquake in the

last 150 years. The last catastrophe occurred on the evening
of Easter Sunday, April 16, 1854.
The following description of the crater of San Salvador, on

the slope of which the city is built, is given by a part^ who
made the ascent in January last. After describing the ascent
the writer says :

" Suddenly and .without expecting it they
found themselves on the edge of an abyss ; the impression from
the sudden view of it brought everyone to a stand-still, to con-
template the better such a startling spectacle. An immense
cavity suddenly yawned before them, about a kilometer wide
and 400 yards deep, representing an inverted cone, but lined
with an exuberant vegetation and ending in a lake at the bot-
tom. After due consideration of the scene before them, with

;t to the probable date of t

tradition exists, and taking into i

vegetable mould, the size of the trees that grow at the bottom
and sides of the crater, and the formation of basalt, it was cal-

culated that this volcano has not been in activity for at least 1000
years.

March 20, 1873. Heavy shocks are reported at Mendoza,

.
March 21, 1873. A smart shock was felt about 11.30 p. m.

m Montreal.

March 31, 1873. A series of severe shocks were felt about
4 a. M. at Makawao, East Mani, Hawaiian Islands. The vibrs-

<>m east to west. A volcanic eruption was feared.

April 12, 1873. In the evening three slight shocks were felt

at San Francisco.
April 17, 1873. About 1 a. m., a slight shock was felt at

Waterville, Me.
April 21, 1873. A shock was felt at Mission San Gabriel

and s

C0
?
tmuinS about eight seconds. Its course was north

April 22, 1873. At 10h 13m 318ec
- p. m., a slight shock was

felt at Dayton, Ohio.
April 25, 1873. In the afternoon several shocks were felt

??
rSe

,

m New York and on the St Lawrence.
At Malone and Fort Covington, N. Y., four decided shocks

Were felt, each lasting about 15 seconds, with intervals of about
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an hour between the first and second, and half an hour between

the third and last.

At Cornwall, Canada, there were three shocks of cob

violence between 2 and 3 P. M. At Moulinette there was a

slight shock as 1 P. M., and a heavier one at 3h 20m P. M.

April 29, 1873. A sharp shock was felt at Doncaster, Eng.

April 30, 1873. In the night a shock was felt at Cornwall

and Cateau Landing, and also at Hamilton, Ontario.

About 10.30 P. M., the same night, three shocks were felt

at Manor, Tex.
May 3, 1873. About 3 P. M. a shock was felt throughout

Gibso^i and Carroll Counties, Tennessee, and at Cairo, 111.

For assistance in collecting the above, I am indebted to C.

G. Rockwood of Newark, N. J., and to Edward L. Gaul and

Jacob P. Thompson of the New York Times.

Brunswick, Me., May 27.

Eye-piece Micrometer for the Spec-

troscope; by Prof. 0. N. Rood.

I have recently contrived a very simple eye-piece microm-

eter for the study of spectra produced by prisms and " grat-

ings.'" which, while quite inexpensive, is capable of yielding

result* that are not easily surpassed except by the use of an

eve-piece provided with a micrometer screw. A thin semi-

circular plate of silver is made quite smooth, and rendered

black by holding it over the flame of a lamp: it is afterward

flowed with a drop of weak spirit-varnish to cause the lamp-

black' to adhere. Crossing the straight edge of this dead-black

surface, lines J"« etc., are ruled with a dividing engine, and

the necessary figures added with the help of a lens. The
opaque semi-circular plate is then introduced into the interior

of a negative, or preferably in front of a positive eye-piece, so

that it is in focus and does not occupy quite half of the field

of view. Opposite it, and somewhat nearer the eye, an open-

ing is made in the side of the eye-piece, whereby th

illuminated—as a general thing, merely by the dif-

:t of the room ; but if this is quite dark, the small

flame of a distant lamp easily accomplishes the same end.

This arrangement, it will be seen, furnishes a set of bright lines

on an almost perfectly black ground, with the least possible

outlay of expense or trouble in manipulation, and the degree of

their brightness, it will be found, can readily be regulated

merely by shading the opening more or less with the hand.

The distance of the lines apart should not be too small, as is



often the case in the pi nuw. pi i< - • V- of ordinary spectro-

scopes, but such as will facilitate the estimation of tenths of a

division. Two such eye-pieces have been constructed, and

employed by me with much satisfaction in the mapping of a

ogs, par-

in those cases where the spectral lines were qn

Columbia College, June 4th, 1813.

Art. XI—Adam Sedgwick.*

Geology has lost her veteran leader! While yet firm in

intellect, full of kind and generous feeling, and occupied on the

last pages of the latest record of his labors, in the ninth decade
of a noble life, Sedgwick has gone to his rest. Under the shadow
of this great loss we look back through more than half a cen-

tury, and behold no more conspicuous figure in the front ranks
of advancing geology than the strenuous master workman, the

eloquent teacher, therein va live is advocate of science, who has

now finished his task. Severe illness, borne with fortitude,

had gradually withdrawn him from scenes once brightened by
his ever-welcome presence, but could not tame the high spirit,

or cloud the genial s bad won for him, more
than for other men, the loving admiration of his fellows in age

and followers in study. Rarely lias a patriarchal life been crown-
ed with such em

I

ate respect.

Born in 1785, of a family long r-sident in a secluded York-

v under the shadow of Warnsido. the boy early ac-

quired the" hardy habits and imbibed the free spirit of the north,

;-i the man retained, till his latest hour, a romantic love of the

'"'Id hills and rushing streams amidsi which he first became an
observer of nature.

'

Kverv homestead and every family in his

wtive dale of Dent were 'treasured in his memory, and one of

the latest of his minor literary essavs was to plead against the

*_In connection with this republication of Prof. Ph

» Mesars. Bobvrfe
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change of the ancient name of a little hamlet situated not far

from his birthplace.

Educated under Dawson, at the well-known school of Sed-

bergh, while Gough and Dalton were residing at Kendal, he

proceeded to the great college in Cambridge, to which Whewell,

Peacock, and Airy afterward contributed so much renown.

Devoted to the Newtonian philosophy, and especially attracted

by discoveries then opening in all directions in physical science,

he stood in the list as fifth wrangler, a point from which many
eminent men have taken a successful spring. He took his de-

gree in 1808, became a fellow in 1809, was ordained in 1817,

and for some years occupied himself in the studies and duties of

academic life. His attention to geology was speedily awakened,

and became by degrees a ruling motive for the long excur-

sions, mostly on horseback, which the state of his health ren-

dered necessary in the vacations.

It was not, however, so much his actual acquirements in

geology as the rare energy of his mind, and the habit of large

thought and expanding views on natural phenomena, that

marked him out as the fittest man in Cambridge to occupy the

Woodwardian chair vacated by Hailstone. Special knowledge
of rocks and fossils was not so much required as a well-trained

and courageous intellect, equal to encounter theoretical difficul-

ties and theological obstacles which then impeded the advance

0l°g?' Hi. •

well remembers, at an evening conversazione at

Sir Joseph Banks's, to which, as a satellite of Smith, he was

admitted at eighteen years of age, hearing the remark that the

new professor of geology at Cambridge promised to master

what he was appointed to teach, and was esteemed likely to do

.dly. In the same year Buckland, his friendly rival

"'-?,;

i geological

taught by Smith, was not much felt in Cam-
bridge, where a new-born mathematical p'ower opened out

into various lines of physical research,and encouraged a more

scientific aspect of mineralogy, and a tendency to consider the

phenomena of- earth-structure in the light of mechanical phil-

osophy This is very apparent in the early volumes of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society, established in 1819, with

Sedgwick and Lee for secretaries. Accordingly, the earliest

i of Sedgwick, which appear in the Cambridge Transac-

tions for 1820-21, are devoted to unravel the complicated phe-

nomena of the granite, killas, and serpentine in Cornwall and

Devon : and to these followed notices of the trapdykes of York-



shire and Durham, 1822, and the stratified and irruptive

greenstone of High Teesdale, 1823-24. In his frequent ex-

cursions to the north he was much interested in the varying
mineral characters and fossils of the magnesian limestone, and
the remarkable nonconformity of this rock to the subjacent
coal, millstone grit, and mountain limestone ; and at length his

observations became the basis of that large systematic memoir
which is one of the most valuable of the early contributions to

the Transactions of the Geological Society. Begun in 1822
and finished in 1828, this essay not only cleared the way to a
more exact study of the Coal formation and New Ked sand-
stones of England, but connected them by just inference with
the corresponding deposits in North Germany, which he visited
for the purpose of comparison in 1829.
To one of these equestrian excursions the writer was indebted

for his first introduction to Sedgwick. In the year 1822 I was
walking across Durham and North Yorkshire into Westmore-
land. It was hot summer-time, and after sketching the High
Force, in Teesdale, I was reclining in the shade, reading some
easily-carried book. Came riding up, from Middleton, a dark-
visaged, conspicuous man, with a miner's boy behind. Oppo-
site me he stopped, and courteously asked if 1 had looked at
the celebrated waterfall which was near ; adding that though
he had previously visited Teesdale, he had not found an occa-
sion for viewing it ; that he would like to stop then and there
to do so, but for the boy behind him, " who had him in tow to
take him to Cronkley Scar," a high dark hill right ahead,
where, he said, " the limestone was turned into lump-sugar."
A few days afterward, on his way to the lakes, he rested for

a few hours at Kirkby Lonsdale to converse with Smith, who
was engaged on his geological map of the district, and had just
discovered some interesting fossils in the laminated strata
below Old Red sandstone, on Kirkby Moor, perhaps the earli-

est observation of shells in what were afterward called the
upper Ludlow beds. The two men thus brought together were
much different, yet in one respect alike; alike in a certain
manly simplicity,* and unselfish communication of thought,
^ght years after this Adam Sedgwick was President of the
geological Society, and in that capacity presented to William
annth the first Wollaston medal. The writer may be permitted
tne pleasure of this reminiscence, since from the day when he

e name of the horseman in Teesdale, till within a few

m ?
f
^

is death
'
te had the haPPiBess of enJ°yin& his intimate

Sedgwick had acquired fame before Murchison began his
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gist, and for many years worked with admirable devoti in to

his chief, ami carried his banner through Scotland, and Ger-

many, and across the Alps, with the same spirit he had shown

when bearing the colors for Wellington at Vimiera.

Important communications on A nun and the North of Scot-

Ian 'including < litlmess (1828) and the Moray Firth, others on

Gosan and the eastern Alys (1829-1831), and still later in 1837,

a great memoir on the Paleozoic strata of Devonshire and Corn-

wall, and another on the coeval rocks of Belgium and North

Germany, show the labors of these intimate friends combined

in the happiest way—the broad generalizations in which the

C;u>iivri<lLM> [>rot'< -or delighted, well supported by the indefatig-

able industry of his zealous companion.

The most important work in the the lives of these two emi-

nent men was performed in and around the principality of

Wales; Sedgwick, as might be expected, lavishing all his

energies in a contest with the disturbed strata, the perplexing

dykes-, and the cleavage of the lowest and least understood

groups of rocks ; Murchison choosing the upper deposits excep-

tional! v rich in fossils, and on the whole presenting but little

- v as to succession and character. One explorer toil-

ing upward from the base, the other descending from the top,

they came, after some years of labor (1831 to 1835), in sight of

each other, and presented to the British Association meeting in

Dublin a general view of the stratified rocks of Wales.

Thus we ided the Cambrian and Silurian

systems, which -peeohlv became, in a sens.', the scientific prop-

erty of the discoverers', and were supposed to be firmly sepa-

rated by natural and unmistakeable boundaries. They wen'.

however, not really traced to their junction, though Murchison

stated that lie had' found many distinct passages from the low-

est member of the Silurian system into the undei-lvinu slaty

rocks named by Prof. Sedgwick the "Upper Cambrian"
while Sedgs "

v

the Berwyn
rian system, and thence expanded through a considerable portion

of South Wales. (Eeports of Brit. Assoc, 1835.) The Ba la n >cka

were disclaimed on a cursory view by Murchison, the
:

beds surrendered without sufficient examination by >
thus the two kingdoms overlapped largely; two. classi

gradually appeared; the grand volume' of Murchison was

issued: and then began by degrees a difference of opinion

which finalh assumed a controversial aspect, always to be de-

plored between two of the most truly attached and mutually

helpful cultivators of geological science in England :

—
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This source of lasting sorrow to both, if it cannot be forgotten,

ought to be only
r
remembered with the tenderness of regret.

Familiar as we now are with the rich fauna of the (

rian rocks, and their equivalents in Bohemia and
America, it is not difficult to understand, and we may almost

feel again the sustained enthusiasm which welcomed the dis-

coveries which seemed to reveal the first state of the sea,

and the earliest series of marine life, " primaque ab origine

mundi," almost to complete the physical history of the earth.

Starting with a general view of the lake mountains of the north

cations by which they have been
separated from the neighboring chains (Greol. Proa, Jan, 1831),

Sedgwick won his difficult way through North Wales to a gen-

eral synopsis of the series of stratified rocks below the Old Red
sandsnm . and attempted to determine the natural groups and

(Geol. Proc.. May, 1838). Three systems were
named in ord —Lo er Cambrian, Upper C i u Siluri i—

dug out of which, stream by stream, and hill

worthily tasked the energies of Ramsay and his friends of the

National Survey for many useful years, after increasing ill-

health had much reduced the field-work of the Professor.

But now he began to labor more earnestly than ever in the

nt and setting in order of the collections which were
under his personal charge. In 1818, these consisted almost
wholly of the small series bequeathed by Dr. Woodward ;

now
they nave been expanded, by the perpetual attention and gene-
rosity of Sedgwick, into one of the grandest collections of well-

arranged rocks and fossils in the world. One of the latest ac-

quisitions is the tine cabinet of Yorkshire fossils, purchased by
. as a mark of loving respect for her great teacher

in his last decaying da vs.

In this work of setting in order a vast collection gathered
from various regions and from all classes of deposits, Prof.

nh w ise liberality, engaged the willing aid of some

f ''is .nvn pupils, and of other powerful hands brought to Cam-
'

'
n

-
lg, fo r t h e

[
m

r
[ m >se. Ansted, Barrett, Seeley, M'Coy, Salter,

Morris, have all helped in tins -nod work, and to their diligence
and acumen were added the unriv; < ! sk md patience of

one of the best "fossilists" in Europe. Those who
iiner have concurred in the labors of their chief, one

ts, the most considerate
of masters—one who never exacted from others, and always
gave to his assistants more than the praise and the delicate

attention which 'hod- s. r\ ie, s deserved.
I he ample volume entitled • British Palasozoic Rocks and

fossils, 1851-5.- In Scd-u «!< :md M'Coy, must be consulted
«>r a complete view of the classification finally adopted by
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 31.—July, 1873.



i Synoptic Catalogue, to which Salter gave

his latest aid.

Never was a man so universally welcome among tl

hers, nti.l especi ally the junior members of his

Wonderful was the enjoyment of a voyage to Ely with a

happy crew of his pupils (1850). If one stopped at Upwara
the oolite there uplifted became the topic of an amusing ana

instructive discourse ; the great cathedral was visited in a more

serious mood ; the shores rang with the merriment of the return-

ing boat ; and the evening closed with a joyous banquet in the

hospitable college rooms.

During his long tenure of a fellowship in Trinity College, Prof.

Sedgwick witnessed great changes in the mathematical training,

and contributed as much as any man to the present favorable

condition of science in Cambridge.
To defend the University against hasty imputations, to main-

tain a high standard of moral philosophy, and a dignified pre-

ference for logical induction to alluring hypothesis, was always
in his thoughts. Hence the " Discourse on the Studies of the

University of Cambridge," at first an eloquent sermon, grew by
prefix and suffix to a volume which he himself likened to a wasp
—large in front and large behind, with a very fashionable

Under such feelings he spoke out against the " Yestiges of

Creation" with a fervor of argument and declamation which
must have astonished the unacknowledged author of that once
popular speculation. Nor was he silent when the views of Dar-

win came to fill the void places of biological theory, against

which he not only used a pen of steel but made great use of his

heavy hammer.
The vigor—vehemence we may call it—of his pen and tongue,

in a matter which touched his sense of justice, morals, or relig-

ion, might mislead one who did not thoroughly know his truth

and gentleness of heart, to suppose that anger was mixed with

his honest indignation

—

ov yap neilixog eeice . . . ev dai Ivypij

But it was quite otherwise. In a letter addressed to the writer,

in reply to some suggestion of the kind, he gave the assurance
that he was resolved " no ill blood" should be caused by the

discussion which had become inevitable.

He never failed in courtesy to the honest disputant whose
arguments he mercilessly '

' contunded. " Taken altogether, Pro-

fessor Sedgwick was a man of grand proportion, cast in a heroic

mould. Pressed in early life through a strict course of study,

he found himself stronger by that training than most of his fel-

low geologists, but never made them feel his superiority. Fa-
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miliar with great principles, and tenacious of settled truths, he

was ready to welcome and encourage every new idea which ap-

peared to be based on facts truly observed, and not unprepared
or unwilling to stand, even if alone, against what he deemed
unfair objection or unsubstantial hypothesis.

This is not the place to speak of his private worth, or to in-

dulge in reminiscence of his playful and exuberant fancy, the

source of unfailing delight to those who knew him in his

happier hours. Unmarried, but surrounded by plenty of cheer-

ful relatives, his last hours of illness were soothed by sedulous

affection ; his kindly disposition no suffering could conceal ; his

lively interest in passing events nothing could weaken.

" Against oppression, fraud, or wrong,
His voice rose high, his hand waxed strong."

With collected mind, on the verge of the grave, he would ex-

press, with undiminished interest, his latest conclusions on his

own Cambrian system, purely as a matter of scientific discus-

sion, free from all personal considerations. It will be well if

this mode of treatment be reverently followed by those who,
while speaking of Protozoic and Paleozoic rocks, know enough
to feel how much they have been benefited by the disinter-

ested labors of a long and noble life.

Aet. XII.— Discovery of a new Planet; by Prof. C. H. F.

Peters. (Communication to one of the Editors, dated Litch-

field Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N". Y.. May
26, 1873.)

I take pleasure in giving notice of another planet of the as-

teroid group, discovered night before last. It resembles a star

of 11th magnitude, and was observed in the following positions

:

1873. Ham. Coll. m.t. a (131). (5(131).

May 24. 15 h I7m 58 s 15 h 16m 10'90 9 -21° 17' 49-8"

" 25. 13 12 57 16 15 14*03 -21 18 T6

whence its motion in twenty-four hours is concluded to be
-1" 48

in A.R., and -18" in decl.
-Not far from the planet, only about a degree south of it, is

that splendid, resolvable nebula 80 (Nessier) Scorpii ; and four

degrees farther north mav now be observed the still extremely
taint comet of Tempel, of" short period, whose position on May
*od I determined

^I3h
25m 54 s m.t. or c=16h 29m 18-06 s 8 c= 16° 26' 28"-0,

with a motion of about ten minutes per day toward the south.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I Chemistry and Physics.

1. New Determination of the Velocity of Zight.—Consv has

repeated, with all the precautions suggested by the recent progress

in physical science, the experiment of Fizeau to determine the

velocity of light. His researches, which have extended over a

period V.f three years, lead him to conclude that the toothed wheel

used in this method, is capable of giving more accurate results

than The revolving mirror, employed by Foucault. The principal

station, containing the toothed wTb< itm for rota-

ting it, the means of illumination, the telescope, the velocity-regis-

ter, etc, was at the Ecole Polytechnique. The other station, in

whh-h the collimating telescope and the reflector were placed, was

at Mont Valerien. The distance between them was carefully

measured and found to be 10310 meters, with a probable error of

less than ten meters. The wheel was carried upon the arbor of

the minute-hand of an improved clock-work. Three of these

wheels were made use of, having respectively 104, 116, and 140

teeth. To the clock-work an electric apparatus to register the

velocity of rotation was attached, and also the means for regula-

ting its motion, and even reversing its direction. A velocity of

700 to 800 revolutions per second could be thus obtained, which
id perfectly under control. The registering ap-

[ of a chronogparatus consisted of a chronograph, upon the revolving cylind

which three electro-magnetic pens made their marks ; one of these

marked seconds, the second marked the rotations of the toothed

wheel, and the third, controlled by a key in the hands of the ob-

server, marked the instants of eclipse. The calcium-light was
generally employed as the source of illumination, though a simple

petroleum lamp was also occasionally used. Over a thousand

separate "!.- • registered upon the chrono-

graph ; but only the best of these, six hundred and fifty in num-
ber, were reduced. These reductions gave the following values in

kih.meters, for the velocity of light as deduced from the various

orders of the occupation:

1st order. 2d order. 3d order. 4th order. 5th order. 6th order. 7th order.

302,600 297,300 298,500 298,800 297,500 300,400

(17) (236) (376) (480) (91) (27)

The numbers in parentheses express the relative value of the cor-

sponding observations; and are obtained by dividing by 10 the

ractiv. iud< \ of air, 298,500 1

ty of light in a vacuum. This, Cornu

fits value. It is a close approxima-
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tion to the result of Foucault, 298,000 kilomel 'rs, and also corres-

ponds very closely to the value obtained iron, the solar paraHaw

which has recent iV been calculated by Leverrier from observations

upon Mars and Venus to be 8"-86. Cornn believes that with sta-

i 1 from 20 to 30 kilometers, it would be possible by

this method to obtain a value accurate to within a thousandth.—
r. />.. lxxvi, 338, Feb., 1873. e. f. b.

2. On the A.-tirity <f Chlorine in the dark.—Melsens has

observed that carbon in the form of coke, purified l>y repeated

washings and ignitions in a current of dry chlorine, ran ab.-.rh

nearly its own weight of this gas. If now a current of hydrogen,

previously dried over phosphoric oxide, be passed over this t-lilor-

inaled carl).,.). , veil c< Id a;id in ih-olute darkm -s, notable quan-

tities of hydrochloric acid gas are disengaged. A true combus-

tion of hydrogen in chlorine takes place, the temperature being

actually 'lowered by the return of the chlorine to the gaseous

state.— (7. R., lxxvi, 92, Jan., 1873. a. f. n.

3. On the preparation of Chromh* Trio.nde.-~In the ordinary

ii of chromic trioxide by the action of sulphuric acid

upon potassium dichromate, the yield is unsatisfactory, the pro-

duct is impure, and the process is tedious. Duviluk™
i of barium i (1

40 parts <

longer. On cooling, barium nitrate is deposited in

crystals ; and on concentration to the bulk of the acid employed,
all the nitrate but one half per cent crystallizes out on cooling.

The excess of nitric acid is then -..tion, and on

cooling the trioxide separates in bla •** Tnes-

1 ironi barium l»v resolution, and precipitation with a

little dilute sulphuric acid.—Ann. ''him. Phys., IV, xxviii, 260,

Feb., 1873. G- f. b.

4. On the Synthesis of Propionic <«;/</.—The alka

absorb carbon '

i- ,,\i 1. "u th >' f.-r n ition of formic acid; may
not its absorption by the a ikali-.dcoholates give rise to the higher

members of the fatty acid series ? thus

:

CJB^O Na+CO=
| gjfdtfJ"

Berthelot has re-investi^ated the action under these circum-

stances. To exclude every trace of moisture, baritu

wasdhsohtl
1 and exjn^ed to ih. i "us oxide gas.

h slowly absorbed ii and pro.lmvd barium ethyl-formate, a com-

pound soluble in absol - -d bv water, and iso-

a -id. a trace of which is simu

formed.—BuU. Soc. Ch.. II. six, L60, Feb., 1873.
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Zincke. From these experiments, Staedel <

mation of ketones by heating the calcium salt of an organic a<

takes place in two stages. In the first, O ca* from one molec

unites with II from the other, the two residues thus produ

uniting together thus :

C
S
H 4

.II CO O ca = C,H 4 . CO O ca

O.H..CO|0«r| C
6
H,.CO

+

In the second the calcium hydrate reacts upon this calcium £

producing the ketone and calcium carbonate, thus :

C
fi
H\.COOca C

6
H

S
' +HOca=

j
+CaC0 3

C 6
H

B
.£o C

6
H

5
-CO

In the case of anthrachinone, a repetition of the first stag

observed, however, the second O ca uniting with another II, tl

the ketone obtained by the dry distillation of calcium salicylate,:
besides phenol, of oxybenzoic and salicylic acid's. The author is

ngaged in preparing a dioxybei Qy, with
diich to test this question, by comparing it with the ketone pro-:his question, by comparing it i

—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 1duced as above.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 178, March,

leea, in
i txuefl having i

power, and thus physically different while chemically ider

lias been supposed that the rotatory
j

organism which original! d these bodies
science could not imitate. Jungfleisch, however, has" succeeded
in producing, liv purely synthetic methods, tartaric

'rotatory power. Pasteur has distinguish* .1 four kinds of tartaric

acid: (1) the natural or dextrotartaric acid, hemihedral and rota-

tin- a polarized ray to the right; (2) lsevo-tartaric acid, also

hemihedral, and rotating to the left ; (:->) racetnic acid, optically

neutral, and capable of splitting into
< 1 « rtnd (>)

; and ( ti inacthe
tartaric acid, not hemihedral ami not rotating, but not capableof
splitting up as above. Having succeeded in transforming the in-

adive acid into racemic. which, on splitting, gave the ri ght and
left acids, Jnn-tlcisch attempted the complete synthesis. Start-

ing with ethylene—which, through acetylene, may readily be

* Kekule uses ca to represent i Ca.
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formed from its elements—this was transformed into ethylene di-

. ;1,K l»v Maxwell Simpson's method, into ethylene

dicvanide. This oxidized by mtnc acid yielded succinic acid.

Treated with bromine, bibromosuccinic acid was obtained
,
and

thi> l.v K-kuh'-s method was converted into tartaric acid 3800

grams of etlnlene hromhh- -ave 300 of cyanide, about i

quantity of succinic acid, and nearly 70 grams of pure calcium

tartrate. This tartrate was a mixture of calcium races.

inactive tartrate, as Pasteur had shown to be the case with that

id. from tin ( mmen-ial succinic acid. The inactive acid was

then converted into racemie acid, and this, by Pasteur's process,

was changed into potassio-sodium tartrate. Two aorl -

were protiuced; one, hemihedral to the Left, identii

lawo-tartrate; the other homihedral to ti-

the devtro-acid, and yielding a dextro-rotatory solution whose

specific rotatory power wTas 5° 3' against 6° 4 for the perfectly

pan natural salt.— C. /?., lxxvi, 286, Feb., 1873. G. F. B

7. On the Synthesis of Tyrosin,—Ladenbubg has sh

ethylenoxyparamidobenzoic acid ™a$ t0
.^°. ^

equal molecules of ethylene oxid ;l(1<1 in a

sealed tube—is not identical, but only isomeric with tyrosin.—

Ber.Berl Ghem. Ges., vi, 129, Feb., 1873. g. f. r.

8. A Treat!,-. ., Kb.-tr'. '>'
, nnl Magnetism ; by Jam

Maxwkm., M.A., LL.IX, ere. IV !lt:l1 Fhysics

in the University of Cambridge (England). Two vols. 8vo pp.

4.-r. and -iU. Oxford, Clareu Ion Press; London and New \
yrk,

tfacmillan & Co. Price $12.00.—This treatise is an analytic

ii of the phenomena of Electricity and Magnetism. It

take* ap the whole •
i

how each part of it Nhr-.u-hi within the reach of methods ot

vesication by actual measurement. It is designed to supply

what the various treat 1m- v. hi. Ii de-crib,

phenomena in a popular way do not give to those wh

reason of tl "P
t
"'

, ,"
_

-faphv and the like, compelled to consider the qii ,n-

measured in a mathematical form. Tin

cuumieiKvd the Mudv of electricity »y nr "

lar.nl.nfs Experimental Research tore reading

any of the e ,1 discussions of the suin

that there was a supposed difference between * aradaj s way oi

^uccivin- of phenomena and that of the mathematicians, so

[sfied with each others language.

...
: , ..,--.. i; ; :

.-.,
:

^ - ^ - — ' " '

""

-•'•
' cf., :i f .

...•• - '- - / - ,

n aical, - lie adds: "When
I had translan I ,] -

I , .nddered 1 midayV id i

'^tical fonn, I found that in -moral the results of the two

'"-thuds coincided, so that the sanu phenomena w. '

»'<» and the same laws of action deduced by both m,

that I-'arahiv's methods resembled tho-e in which ue begin ,u..i
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the whole and arrive at the parts by analysis, while the ordinary

m:u! matieal methods were founded on the] ri ciph of beginning

with the parti and ending up the whole by synthesis. I also

found that several of the must fertile methods of research dis-

:.-.

terms of ideas dem i I rial form."

In looking over Prof. Maxwell's book we are impressed with the

fact that the demand of late for < \uct knowl dire on the part of

practical elect ricians has greatly advanced this department of

knowledge and has carried it- proficients beyond the range of

ordinary scientific students. Only those well up in m
knu.\ ledge and the use of the processes of analysis can read Prof.

31 ax well's treatise. b. s.

9. Wohler's Outlines of Organic Chemistry ; by Dr. R. Fitttg.

Translated, with additions, by Dr. Ira Remsen, Professor of

I in Williams College, Mass. 530 pp. 8vo.

.)—This compact treatise is an

; hand-book of Organic Chemistry for the student i

o^uteT
with nun-;, gas, the remainder of the volume contains brief de-

scriptions of the hydrocarbons, alcohols, acids, aldehydes, ketones.
.-.

tich are important in Medicine, Physiology and
the Arts. Probably n< >

\
n-, so <•« .mpl. te a list of

the numerous isomeres, whose recent discovery is one of the most
sti-i king evidences of the fruitfulness of the ideas which underlie the
M Modern Chemistry."
The notation is given in the sira

lations of the various classes of

stances to each . .ther arc easily traced. Dr. Remsen has

his duty as translator in a thoroughly acceptable manner.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. On the Khi)„ath Hirer Mines; re,,

of the Lower Kbnuuth—a sketch of their Geology ; by A. W.
Ch lbb.—The upper portions of the Klamath river' and its tributa-

ries, the Trinity, Salmon and other streams, have long been the

scene of active placer and hydraulic mining. lint little attention

has, however, been given, up to this time^ to the remark a hie de-

posits on the main river toward its mouth. This is partly owing
t<» the fact that about the time prospecting had commenced in the

section, the silver excitement drew off the"restless spirits who per-

form the pioneer work in all mineral development. Being off the

regular routes of travel and not easily accessible from stage or

steamer lines, and in addition bring the home of Indians alone,

few white inhabitants being found for many miles above its mouth,
the gravel deposits of the lower river have remained unnoticed—
almost untouched— while others in different portions of the State
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were being actively worked, and, as a rule, paying the ownerB

better than any other class of gold mining. To the geologist,

however, and the practical miner, these deposits offer a field of

interest and profit second only to the famous blue gravel mines,

which they resemble in many particulars.

It is probable, however, that they are not the deposition of an

ancient river, but that of the present stream under different con-

ditions from those now existing. In order to present a theory of

their formation, it is necessary to take into account the character

of the river an 1 th under 'lying rock strata through which it has

cut its way. The Klamath drains an immense extent of moun-

tainous country, through which passes the great auriferous belt of

California, as evidenced by the rich quartz leads and placer mines

on the tributaries. Heing a swift and deep stream, great quanti-

ties of water-worn gravel are swept down by the resistless floods

of winter. These form at present as gravel bars, increasing hi ex-

tent toward the mouth, all more or less auriferous, ami their

presence can be easily accounted for. A r<

should be noticed here. Any attentive observer who has watched

the action of the surf rolling up pebbles on a sea or lake beach

has noticed that the shape assumed by the stones is that of a

sphere, the grinding action being equal on all sides. On the

contrary, the gravel worn by river action alom will be thin en ed

or oblong in shape, the continuous flow of the river being in one

direction and the -ravel wearing more rapidly on one s'ul than

the other. Hence, when deposits of water- v.

rather than rounded in shape, are found four and five hundred
feet above the present level of the stream, one must seek some
other solution than that of present action, as no flood, however
great, could have piled up these masses of gravel.

This solution can be found on observation of the rock strata

forming the river bed and cropping out on the sides.
_

Comm ncin-

aj the mouth of the stream, one will notice that this -m

sists of ledges of metamorphic sandstone of an exceed]

nature, and that it continues to appear for about fib ecu or tweui y

miles as you ascend. In this section, although the --rave! bars

formed by the present action are frequent, yet no old ! ;— : - are

found on the banks. At the end of this stretch of titteen or

twenty miles, the character of the rock suddenly changes. A
soft micaceous slate now appears dipping at an angh o| y, de-

grees to 45 d. gives against the stream. i

you proceed up the riv< r, mit !

. ; :. dmt i • ot tl in

the mouth it is seen cropping out many feet above the level of

the stream. It is in I

' '
! - riv,

"i

appear on the -ddc-. < »„ inw-rijari-.i. of th" '""'^ '

them, one is instantlv struck bv the fact that th.-\ am niw, m'-ly

;

: .- .... i;
:;,,.,; •; - .-\ *'

.
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miles from the deposits to the mouth, was at one time many hun-

dreds of feet above its present level. Wearing away the soft slate,

it lias met with an obstacle in the dykes of serpentine forming

the lofty waterfalls. Here the gravel was deposited, in the still

reach above and the eddies below. Gradually the action of the

water has worn away the serpentine, until what was perhaps a

thousand years ago a great tail, i- now a rapid, over whirh canoes

can be taken. That this is the case, evidence in point is offered

by a celebrated and once dreaded rapid, called the Mareep, about

3-4 nules from the mouth. Within the memory of the oldest white

inhabitant of the river, the Indians were accustomed to land at

the foot of this rapid and haul their canoes over the lank, as the fall

was too great to stem going up, and dangerous to run going

down. At the present time no difficulty is experienced in poling

up or in paddling down. As the river cut its way down, it also

changed its course, perhaps many times, so that the deposits are

now on one side, then on the other, of the present bed. Opposite

the gravel beds is usually a bare mountain of rock, rising abruptly

from the stream.

It is said by one of the old prospectors that, starting a1 the

point where the sandstone formation commences, the gravel can

be traced through the mountains, good prospects being found even

on the summits, and that it finally ends in the immense cliffknown
as the Gold Bluff, 25 miles below the present mouth of the Kla-

math. The spot, the scene of one of the early excitements, is at

the present time the theater of active beach-mining operations.

The sea having for ages performed the part of an hydr;

black'"

gales of winter throw it up on the shore. However, this i

tion in regard to the continuation of the gravel through the

mountains, the writer is not prepared to affirm from personal

observation.

Of the deposits on the river one will serve as a sample. This

is located about thirty miles from the mouth, and the cut into the

hill is 384 feet above the stream and some 500 yards away. The
surface bank exposed is about 100 feet, and shows alternate strata

of gravel and sand. The bed rock is the same soft slate seen

along the river, and is worn into pot-holes and grooves by the old

eddies. Above This is a stratum of blue gravef (so-called), decom-

posed talcose slate, in reality. m<i-t probably, the wearing* "t
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now in successful operation and will doubtless repay its owners

handsomely for the labor expended on it, as they have an abun-

dance of water and a great fall for tailings.

Were, however, the more improved methods in use in Grass

Valle\ and elsewhere, to replace the rude manner in which this

ami other of these deposits have been and are now being worked,

it is believed that their product would soon attract great atten-

tion, as the gold is remarkably pure in character. The climate

in the \ icinity of the mines is very different from the coast, being

hot in summer, with long, rainy winter-, but no snow. Peaches,

melons and tomatoes will ripen and arrive at great perfection.

whirl; thev will not do on the coast line.

The gravelly soil seems to be especially adapted to the grape,

which grows thrifty and ripens early.

In the vicinity of these deposits are also found the groves of

cedar, sugar pine and redwood, which, in time, when mills are

erected, will furnish abundance of lumber for mining purposes.

Now that the new mineral Saw allows acquisition of titles to min-

ing property, it is to be hoped that tins, deposits will receivt

more attention from our miners and prospectors than they have

hitherto done, and that they may add i
'

r

iy „.

II, r Is Great Basin.—Dr. James Blake, after an investigation

of the region of the Great Basin, states (Proc. Cal. Acad. Sei., iv,

270) that the "divide" between it and the Columbia River Valley,

i"'ar the meridian 118°, is in latitude 41° 33' N. ;
and ha-

of 400 feet above the level of the Humboldt Valley, 1,000 feet

ahove the lowest ,arr of the sink of that river, and 600 feet above

Qu.eifs } fiver Valley, and also the level of the Great >

sin. Dr. Blake ob^e'rves that tins mav not be the lowest "divide.'

Leading up to the " divide" from the south there is a broad valley,

rising 600 feet in 24 miles; and to the north of it there an two

broad vallevs separated by a low spur of <rranite having a basal-

tic axis. This paper coin ludes with the follow ing paragraph :

_

'"As already stated, the height of the divide above the leveloi

Queen's River Valley is about six hundred feet, but I am of opro-

1"" that other outlets must exist, which allowed, the waters of the

!i:l ^ii to attain a still lower level, before their disappearance solely

}>Y e\i i oration began. There must, however, have been a large

^"'v of water left to disappear by evaporation, as the concretion-

ruA deposits, to which I last year called the attention ot the A. ad-

e-my, are found at ai ve the level

"*' tlie vailev, „d thex could onh hav. been deposit. I as tin «a-

\ A .... .-.'-,.[
) ... A •:.:. :. 1

. - "'
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"beneath the

f have afforded a nucleus for its depo-

sition. Lame numbers of Anadonta shells are found on the sur-

face of the ground, entirely encased in this coucn thmary substance

kness of two or three inches. I propose, however, m a

subseo lent paper, to describe more fully the structure an I

p sit ion of these deposits. The eastern edge of this s< «
Itiry

basin is formed by tin >:int:t R>-.s mountains. On the north 18

tit lii-di land hftw".',-; • -M.-'cs. ami

the low divide between Divide and Puebla Valleys. Directly

south of the Bottle Creek range the hi

valley of the Humboldt by a low range c

north of the latter river. As to its extent farther to the west-

ward, I have no data. It certainly includes the Black Rock

Desert, and I think a considerable extent of country still more to

the south and west."

3. "Lifjnit

part of Dr. Havden's Report for 1872 commences with details of

explorations connected with the Lignitic formations of the Rocky

Mountains by L. Lesquereux, and is followed by an enumeration,

with descriptions, of the fossil plants from the same formation and

from the Cretaceous of Kansas.

As stated in the letter serving as an introduction to Prof. Les-

quereux's report, the arrangement of the paper conforms to the

directions given bj Di -ion, namely,

to follow from the Rocky Mountains in New Mexico, northward

along the base of the Rocky Mountains to Cheyenne and then

along the Union Pacific Railroad to Evanston. It first <rivos the

details of the geological distribution of the strata and their kinds.

in the localities which were examined. It then compan- the

geological and paleontological data which have been recorded

and discusses at length the age of the Lignitic beds, referiiiLT the

whole to the Eocene. A second part considers the Lignitic beds

with reference to the mode of formation of the combt
rial; then treats of the extent of the areas over which it is distri-

buted, and the thickness of the coal beds ; the value of the lignite as

a combustible, the amount of material available for the present

demand and reserved for the future, etc.

The last part of the report, which is at least <

ad- lipwhole, is made up of an enumeration and description of the species

i if f «sil plants, from good specimens mostly ob
in his explorations. It is a valuable contribution to our

paleontology, adding to our Tertiary flora one hundred and thirty

species, of which sixty-one are considered as new. The (Vet » 6

flora, too, though explored only at two localities in Kansas, is

also increased by a comparatively larjv number of new snecu-s.

A number of facts and also some discussions interest v.vi to

science may be selected from this report for future publication.

4. Tl\e Eozoon Cana.d<ti$>\ ami rvlab-d I'ah ,,-<,;< ^ ><<:, .< ;
by

Dr. J. W. Dawson. (From Dr. Dawson's Annual Add;
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.ntreal, May, 1872, published

,
No. 1, p. 1.)—There remains

one point still before leaving this subject. It is the gap between

the fauna of the Primordial and that of the Lanrentian— the latter

stiil n |.n-i-ini d -:il\ by that Titan .if foraininifi --. K^z-tm din-

adense. Barrande refers to this gap in his memoir above men
tioned and I had hoped ere this time to have done something to

hridge it over. I may here state in anticipation of the results of

researches still incomplete, (1) That in rocks of Huronian age

in Havana, and probably also in Ontario, Eozoon has been found.

(2) In the Middle and Upper Cambrian we know as yet few lime-

ly to contain such a fossil, but we have in Labrador spe-

cies of Archceocyathns, one of which I have ascertained to be a

calcareous chambered organism of the nature of a for;

though there seems little doubt that others a iv. as M
has shown, allied to sponges. (3) In the Cambro-Silurian, in the

limestones of the Trenton group, animals of the type of Eozoon
return in full force. The concentrically laminated fossils which

form large masses in these limestones, and which are

Known as titromatopora, are mostly of this nature, though w is

true that fossils of the nature of corals have been included with

them. In the Silurian proper, we have the similar, if not identi-

cal forms known as <\..„<>8tronia
y
and which according to Lind-

strom form masses in the shales and limestones of Gothland a

yard or more in diameter. In all these fossils the skeleton con-

sists of a series of calcareous layers connected with each other by
pillars or wall-like processes. The layers are perforated with

minute orifices, which are, however, less delicate and regular

than in Eozoon, and have in the thickened parts of the Avails

- of the nature of the canals of Eosoop. (4) On a

still higher horizon, that of the Devonian, these organism-

os of this ;e_v in Michigan contain, accord-

ing to Winchell, masses sometimes tw el \ e feet in length, and m
one place constitute a bed of limestone twenty-five feet in thick-

ness. A beautiful collection of these Devonian forms, recently

shown to me by Mr. Rominger, of the State Survey of Michigan,

:• eonfirma

! that in some respects

these Devonian forms are intermediate between the Eozoon of the

Lanrentian and the Pa
Eocene. We thus lean tfve» of oae
of the lowest forms of animal life have extended from the Lau-
rentian, through the Huronian, Cambrian and following forma-
tions, down nearly to the close of the Paleozoic. I have no doubt
that when these successive forms are studied more minutely, they

V li J '"^- b-. the Triloldtes, indications rather of successive crea-

i c - must ho less mark, d. The point I now wish to

insist on is their continuance from the Lanrentian down to a

comparatively modern geological period.
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Lancaster, Pa., reports to one of the editors, r

tmg a large number d

r ;.,tl, of the extinct elephant. The teeth formed with ooane

, rr . v .l a compact <•,-!:. nble that searcti in tne

:, : a u-muM bring to light the tusks and other parts of skeletons

0i
Q

Q

Re7ort
n
of the Geological Survey of Ohio; officers of the

>ur've\ \l S N.,v\-,:i:!:.:y. n.h-t 1 ^-< -1. -Lri-t :
Kmvu:i.<»in .n ai-1

E B Andiiiw^ \~Ut.-mi <;c..l..._rMs; T. <*. W. umi.i:y. Ch.-im-t.

j

:
'

i;' Mitk T , -urologist. Volume I, Geology and Paleontology;

p'art I, Geology. 680 pp. 8vo. 1873. Columbus, Ohio Pub-

lished by authority of the Legislature of Ohio.-The p

,,! the first volume of this report has already ben

nounced. The volume opmr^ -
•

«'f the pre-

vi u* h.-i , MH-ve^ !.! State under W.W.Mather,. tere«

upon in 1837, and by the legislative actio,, and otlmr matter- <>t

general interest connected with the survey just completed. JJr.

Newberry, after a chapter on the topography of the State, treats

\« ;iv of the general geological relations of the rocks <
t

the State to those of the other States, in onh r to prepare the un-

-, •

He then enters upon the general subject of the geolog

ture of Ohio, giving a clear exposition of the facts both as regards

the system of rocks and the progress of life. The stro

a<re of the Cin in i ti nt lina i r< s'\ n

ies made up at surface about Cincinnati and elsewhere

of Lower Silurian rocks, and ranging south.-' :V. - I.:' Kn<-

i„t.. Tennessee—are treated at considerable length, a

-

elusion established that thi> „ mtic! ,. 1 . .pu
1

-

Li period, as it is now called (Hudson River period in

New York geology). The extension of this geantichna

nessee was long since made known by Prof. Safford. Dr. New-

berry remarks that the course of it "is marked by no -.

topographical features, but throughout its whol< Lengl h I ae rocP

are raised in a distinct arch, from which they dip away, on m
side, under the Alleghany Coal field; on the other, beneath the

Coal basin of Indiana and Illinois." To a great extent

.

of the central portions of the arch have been removed by denuaa-

tion_so that these portions are now basins surrounded by elevatea

margins composed of later and more resistant strata once depositea

in the sea around them when they stood as islands. Ibese

strata very generally thin out toward the arch, proving thus their

subsequent origin. Besides presenting his own obser

r Dr. Newberrv appeals x„ i'act< obtaiin-d by *
,
" 1 '

Orton in his careful investigations of the Cincinnati region. W-

Newberry describes also the special geology of Cuyahoga County*

treating of its rocks, fossils, lake ridges or shore ter

economical productions, including coal, etc.; and adds a brie

account of the geology of Summit County.



The geological structure, products, and general relations of the

logical district are discussed at
'

and important, by Prof. E. B.

:

embraces a large part of the Coal formation in Ohio. Prof. An-
drews closes with "some conclusions theoretical and practical" on
the structure of the district and especially on its Coal measures,
c<>a! Iieds and coal. Were it within the compass of t ins Journal we
should like to introduce here the whole chapter. He shows that
the Coal marshes were but little above the sea level, and were
therefore flooded with salt water at slight changes of level, lie

stat
i

-
: hat the occurrence of broken down trees of Sigillario, L<pi-

<l>'h>i><Ir<>i,,(>U\< sometimes show the effect of the incoming sea at-

"> ling a subsidence; and observes that "he once traced the trunk
ri,(

y
in the roof of the Pomero y seam of coal, for over forty

feet;" and also that thousands of the trunks of what Mr. Lesque-
reux takes to be l\ <><>>>t< r!$ nrhorescens are found in the slates over
the same cos burial as they were bent or' bro-
ken down by the waters which brought in the sediments that cover
them. As a general thing, the subsidence was so regular that two
beds of coal, each formed at the water level, are almost perfectly

i
> = ill. The Nelsonville bed in Ohio, for example, is about 420

feet below the Pomeroy bed (the equivalent of the Wheeling and
hiNhin-irh ] )( ,|, throim-h manv counties in the State; and the
^me is true of the other well-defined beds. Prof. Andrews says
that he has not found any instance in which two distinct beds of
'•"al coalesced in one.

_
Prof. Edward Orton had charge of the third ideological district,

i lit. n. Ch nont, Warren hi 1 Butler ( utilities lie

;-''- a full and able account of the region with regard to all

f formations from the Lower Silurian to the Drift, and
the soil and its productions at surface. The Cincinnati group is

described at length, and the various facts bearing on the fact and
«a of the c; detail, and illustrated
by a map.

' '

.
The geology of Ashtabula, Trumbull, Lake and Geauga Coun-

ties is reported on in the following ,, :i g t s of the Ucport by M. C.

" ': <"f Williams, Fulton and Lucas Counties, and West Sister

!
r he surface geology of the Maumee Valley by ( i. K. Gil-

bert
; and the geology of Sandusky, Seneca, Wyandot and Marion

X. II. Wim-hell. In each the region under investiga-
tion appears to have been well »tudi< d. Th -

terraces of Maumee Valley by G. K. Gilbert, has [,,l Prof. Gilbert
to important results—as the readers of this Journal have already

u
a
i!?

ered from his pages in the first volume of the present series

Many of the pages of the several reports c
v*lue to analyses and other results of chemica
the chemist of the survey, Mr. T. G. Wormley,
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determinations with respect to the condition of the sulphur in the

Ohio mineral coal have already appeared m tins Journal.
_

The State has been ably served by its geologists both in the

work performed and in the preparation of the Reports pr«

its results. The geology of the several distn

by colored geological maps ; and the style ot the vol-

ume is well adapted to give intelligible ideas of the geology and

mineral productions of the State to its people. This volume is

soon to be followed by another on the Paleontology, by Mr. Meek

and Prof. Newberrv, whirl, will contain, besides descriptions,

numerous excellent plates of fossil plants, shells, crinoids, etc.

7. The Coal-Regions of America: their Topography, (^
ology, and Development, with a colored geological map ot

Pennsylvania, a railroad map of all the coal-regions, and n*

mrrou's other maps and illustrations; by Jamks Macfaiuaxk,

A.M. 689 pp. 8vo. New York, 1873. (D. Appleton & Co.)—

This volume is a very important contribution to economical geol-

ogy, by one who has been for sixteen years employ^! in a large coal

in Pennsylvania. The author has collected with great

;l , sMuitv t he character, structure, distribu-

tion, working, eronumiral value, and other points connected with

pona of the continent. Although

treatise on the Coal formations was not his object, he

information on the stratification and geologi-

cal n iations of the Coal-measures and their coal beds. The coal-

reo-ion and products of Nova Scotia are described eqa

tliose .»f the United States, and those of Cretaceous or Tertiary

age in the Rocky Mountains, as well as the true Cai

The geological map of Pennsylvania is by J. Peter Lesley, one of

the host of American geologists, who has labored much among the

rocks of the State, and especially its coal strata. This and the

8 Geoloqical Map of the United States, compiled f

Census, by"' C II. IhicHrociv and W P. 1]..akk. (J. lUen, NeW
)__The need of a geological map of the United

..,.,. n long and urgently fell by all students of the

.^. The admirable chart of Canada, which, through the lib-

erality of the Canadian government, is made to embrace the north*

to Virginia, and to extend west to the 100th meridian,

d the place in part of such a chart. Yet its price—

though small considering the size, the amount of dot a

- in the way of its genei il usi l
'I lie m ip

now issued by Professors Hitchcock and Blake is a -

(84X22 in.), with no geological details beyond an in.

colors of the grander areas—namely, the Eozoic, with

the in. t amorphic areas are united under one color; the '

tli,- I). \o] i ,d -Mihearb! liih-rou- -I I Carboniferous and lVr

raian—the Trias-ie and Jurassic— the Tertiary—the Alluvium—

* Third Series, i, 216. aia

f Its size is 8 feet by U, and it is sold by Dawson Brothers, Montreal, for $i»

in sheets, and $24 on cloth in portfolio.

:;::
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the Volcanic. Even these subdivisions are enough to make a

chart of the kind valuable to the general reader.

It is a little puzzling to us to explain why such a chart should

have been compiled for "the Oth Census." There is nothing in or

on it to indicate that it was intended to illustrate the geogra phical

n of mineral products of economical importance. The
9th Census Reports claim to represent the known condition of the

country in the year 1870, and this they do with great fullness

both in the text and the various excellent maps issued by Gen-
eral F. A. Walker. A geological chart fit to be associated with—\ work, or to be a part of the publications relating to the 9th

3us, should
present knowledge
States, or if not for all its formations, at least for all

fral materials; the agriculturist would say for all its formations

with their fullest details ; for only on such a map could the par-

ticular rock underlying the soil of a region be indicated. At a

time when other nations, and Canada among them, are issuing

iiati-mil U e« : l,. u ie;d charts that are most admirable productions
both of art and science, it is not a little discreditable to the United
States for the government to publish so meagre a production. A
general U. S. geological chart'ouirht to be published by the Gene-
ral Government, and it should combine all that is contained in the

maps that have been made in the course of the various State sur-

:, and be issued in the best possible style. It would be a great

"J

for the nation's industry as well as its science if the work
I be soon begun, and the best of American art and science

be engaged upon it.

The lithographer has done his part on the 9th Census map badly.

i'i colors are selected without taste, and are so unskiil-

fully put on that those of adjoining areas often overlap some miles,

and sometimes to the obliteration of a narrow intermediate area
r
!'

:ir was in the original copy. As one example, the Connec-
!l"H River Red Sandstone formation, besides being narrowed

1 "I " - is in this M av stopped off at Northampton, the r« main-

- - mi 1

-, t 1 n itii ulii h tin < ngi i i"s< I i tl imli

i beneath the overlapped colors of the areas adjoining.

Sueb careless work does not appear on the Canada geological

chart, or those published abroad.
There area number of improvements—improvements in our view

—that nia\ b, made in tin mar- in preparing it for ai ther issue.

an : \,,t to put tin- carmine odor of the Eozoic over

• rpf ie are- s ,,f t J M >ounfry win th r K •/ ie or imt.

'

• - • . :. - -
'

. as an aekn, ,\\led'_rement of doubt <>r ignorant ;
to

°™it the bands of Lower Silurian around the metamorphic areas
of the Rocky Mountains, except so far as specially observed facts

Am. Jour. 8ci.—Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 31.—Jcly, 1878.



over regions ""west of Sie lOOdi'meridia*" where "the Paleozoic

and Cenozoie systems cannot be subdivided."

9 Sternberg™. -Dr. Dawson states that the pith of the bal-

sam fir (/LJies bahamea) has the same curious structure of pith

that he years since found in Sternbergia, the pith of a Devonian

Conifer. It is well seen in young twigs one or two years old, and

closely resembles that of Dados;/!:,. J/-.-.-. ,-:-r:>t,. of the upper

Coal formation of Nova Scotia. The st run ure is in each ease an

« organic partitioning of the pith by diaphragms of denser cells

0|,jmmU' the nodes.'— -V'/^/v, May 15.

10. The >

'

V" > •' t

'

y J • W. Dawson, LL.D.,

I'.K.S., K.<;.S.,' Principal and Vice ( hanceilor ni" MoCili I mver-

lity, Montreal 404 pp. 12mo. London. (Hodder & Stoughton).

—This work is a popular history of the earth, from its genesis to

man. The wonderful story is told by an able geologist, and one

sound in the faith both of nature and of the Bible. The progress

of the continents, mountains and climate, and of hi; liot.lt \«"-<-

table and animal from its beginning, is described in a way to

interest and instruct. The author brings ou1

geology presents to the theory of natural selection, and takes

strong grot ency as a means of accou

the origin of the kingdom of life. Several plates are introduced

intended to represent ideal landscapes with their plants and ani-

mals, such as it is imagined may have been realities in the succes-

sive ages, in order to impress the characteristics of these ages on

the minds of the uninitiat* d. Tin y subs* r\ < a good purpose if the

tea from them only the most general impressions. The

known learning and high character and position of Dr. Dawson,

as well as the interest of the subject, will command i«.r hi< work

and his arguments attentive consideration and a wide range of

readers. ,,

11. Revue de Geologie pour les Annies 1869 et 1870, par M.

Delksse, Ingenieur en Chef des Mines, etc., and M. de Laitaukvi
-

,

lngenieur des Mines. 1S8 pp. 8vo. Paris, 1873. (F. Savy).—Tfc"

volume is the ninth in the series of valuable annual reports

1 Lapparent.

of geology,

^ontology.

prhite color,

aspect, and G.=2-4903,
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The mineral, a variety of opal, was collected by
Dr. A. C. Peak-, ami is called by Sir. Endlich pealite.

13. Miner"/" n < ' ' To$< / a, Suidii di \nt< m > d'Achiardi,

AjutoalProf. Min. e Geol. nell Uaiv. di Pisa.—The second vol-

ume (404 pages, 8vo) of this very thorough work on Tuscan miner-

alogy and crystallography has been issued.

i 4. Armjot'ih . M> t i >,,„ <tt»!f'tte.—F. E. Dtjrakd, in the Proceed-
ings of the California Academy of Sciences, iv, 218, has given the

name Aragotite to a bright yellow substance, impregnating a

1 occurring with cinnabar. It

volatilizes easily, after becoming dark red, but is not acted on by
-. or by oil of turpentine, alcohol or ether. It is sup-

posed by the describer to be a volatile hydro-carbon related to

Mr. Durand, on p. 210, figures two crystals of metaciimabarile.

and states that the form is probably orthorhombic. The figures

represent a r replaced angles.

III. Zoology and Botany.

1. The Megalops stage of Ocypoda ; by S. I. Smith.—The
-'/<•//</> inermis, long ago described by Say,* and partially

figured by Dana,f is undoubtedly a stage in the development of

Ocypoda areiu/riit. The larg. - crure of this

megalops render it one of the most interesting forms of the group
svhich it belongs. It is .-,.-, i\ alii. .1 to the Monolepis

ana, from tl-- "-mm!,,.. >. a. ligured in detail on plate 31
of the Crastaceaof the Wi ves" E\p] ring Expedition. The cara-

wred toward the front. The

ngs.

? Dana, from the Sooloo Sea, liguml i

ustacea of tlic Wilkes' Exploring Exj
pax is very convex above and narrowed toward the fron

front is deflexed and the extremity tricuspidate, the median tooth

",'f

'long and narrow! v inangaiar. while the lateral t

"*.d obtuse. The sides are high and impressed so »B m,

three anterior pairs of ambulatory legs. The third
]

v appressed along the uppe»ry legs are closely appressed along the upper edge of

, and extend forward over the eyes, the dactyii U-ing
"Urvcl .1, u-n ,,ver the eves and alom- each side of the front. The
posterior legs are small and weak, and each is folded up and lies

in a groove on the latero p sJ rioi Bnri ce of the carapax. The
uiaxillipeds have almost exactly the same structure as in

the adult %,„/,/. and, as in the adult O.-ypoda, there is a tuft

t hairs between the bases of the second and third ambu-
latory legs . This megalops is common upon the coast of the
Southern States, it has been found at Block Island, and I have
jnyaelf collected it, late in August, at Fire Island Beach, Long

R8t locality the carapax
is 9-4mm long and 5 -6 broad.

^/arge number of young specimens (

at *vre I8 lana Beach, indicate plainly th:



from this megalops. So

he mistaken for a different s

broader than long and very convex above. The front is broad,

not narrowed between the bases of the ocular peduncles, and tri-

angular at the extremity. The margin of the orbit is not trans-

verse but inclines obliquely backward. The ambulatory legs are

nearly naked, and those of the posterior pair are proportionally

miK'li smaller than in the adult.

The adult Ocypoda is terrestrial in its habits, livin<_>- in deep

holes above bi-'h water mark on sandy beaches ; but the young

in the zoea state are undoubtedly deposited in the water, where

they lead a free-swimming existence like true pelagic animals,

until they become full grown in the megalops state. Say men-

tions that his specimens were found cast upon the beach by th*

refluent tide and "appeared desirous to protect themselves, by
burrowing in the sand, in order to wait the return of the tide,"

but they were more i

1

.1 change to the terres-

trial state. The tufts of peculiar hairs between the bases of the

second and third ambulatory legs, and in the adult connected

with the respiration, are present in the full grown megalops, and

are undoubtedly provided to tit the animal for its terrestrial ex-

istence as soon as it is thrown upon the shore. The young in the

megalops stain- occur on the shore of Lmii; Island, in Auinisi. auu

perhaps earlier. At Fire Island Beach, in 1870, no sp
()<-,iptxhi were discovered till the last of August, and those lirsi

found were the smallest ones obtained ; by the middle of Septem-

ber, however, they were common on the outer beach, ami many ot

them were twice as large as those first obtained. Although care-

ful search was made along the beach for several miles, not a speci-

men of the adult or half grown crab could be found. Every indi-

vidual there had evidently landed and developed d urine- the sea-

son. Probably all those living the year before had perished

during the winter, and it is possible that this species never sur-

vives long enough to attain its full growth so far north.

New Haven, June 1, 1873.

2. Corals and Coral Islands, by J. D. Dana. Re-ply t<> th>

criticism of P. 31artin Duncan.*—In a criticism of Prof. Dana'*

work on Corals and Coral Islands, printed in a recent number of

"Nature," (vol. vii, p. 119), Mr. Duncan saw fit to mention my
name and certain of my views, adopted by Dana, in a somewhat
discourteous manner. I therefore offer the following reply to

some of his strictures, which are both erroneous and unjust.

Concerning the general character and plan of Dana's book it is

not my intention to say anything, for these are matters which

chiefly concern the author and publisher. It is to be presumes

that they know, quite as well as any critic, the kind of book de-

1 in nearly the same form in "Na
s in type before the publication of the former.
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manded by the public—at least by the American public—and ex-

>. rience every day shows the errors of critics in this respect.

Certainly few authors have had more extensive and successful

. -xprrii mee in writing strictly scientific books for the public than

Professor Dana.
Mr. Duncan criticises the introduction of brief notices and de-

scriptions of " animals which are not corals, and which in no way
b;ee coral iv*fs or Man U," e\identh alluding to the

Actiniae, Hydroids and Bryozoa; for he says, "all the notices and

descriptions of the Actiniae and Hydroidea might have been omit-

ted, as they only confuse the subject." Surely Mr. Duncan ought

to know, and if he dors, should not ignore the fact, that M'dU t
»>r<t

and allied genera are true Hydroids, and at the same time form

large and abundant corals, which contribute very largely to the

formation of coral reefs, both in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

Moreover, this important fact is clearly stated by Professor Dana,

ou page 104, and its discovery is correctly attributed to Agassi/.,

and the animals are illustrated bv a cut 'copied from his figures.

It should be added that a confirmation of this discovery, made

twenty-five years ago, has recently been published by i'ourtahs,

(Deep Sea Corals, p. 56). That many of the ancient fossil eorals

wei\ of the same nature scarceiv admits of doubt, though I have

elsewhere shown that this was not the case with all the so-called

"Tabulata." Whv. then, >hoiild this important class of corals be

omitted from such a work ? As for the Aetinhe, their relationship

to the ordinary stony corals is so close, and their anatomy so near-

ly identical, that any general work upon recent corals would be

v.ry detective without some description of them. Moreover, they

are the only near relatives of tiie corals that the majority of the

iv;elers of the book will ever be able to see alive.

towed them
j

Qtri V sin bin- to

the existing reels, can be easily demonstrated. A single species,

• h , Ua ,„,/,/ ///,,, (bumiaut on tin southern coast of \ w

England, accumulates in vast quantities over extensive districts—
enough even to form beds of limestone oad
stances. It forms solid coral-like masses, two or three inch* s m
lianietcr. Some coral-reef species grow even larger. And in

Palaeozoic thm -. ;h< Urvozoa >.ver. relatively of still greater im-

portance, some of the stalled - true-corals," evidently belonging
to this group, in addition to those generally referred to it. lhe

^•»v Algje, als,,. are not to be ignored in treating of eoral-ivets,

tad the halt p -,
\

..-il have been extend-

"b ratlu-r than omitted. Darwin, Agassiz, Major Hunt and

"tilers, beside> Dana,
<-alcereous matter to the reef linn m.uips. bine sp. cimens of such

Imiestones, composed almost entirely of their remains, maybe

Of Ameri-
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can novelties to the exclusion of well-recognized European classifi-

cations is neither right nor scientifically correct." Are we to un-

derstand from this 'that " American novelties " are less valuahle

than French or English ones, providing they he equally true to na-

ture? Or, that an erroneous European classification is more valuahle

than an American one that is correct ? Certainly no one has con-

tributed more, in the \t a \ . -f , ri nal in\ litigations ami discover-

ies, to a triu> classification of tii corals, th 11 Pi .lessor Dana, in

his great work on the Zoophytes of the IT. S. Kxploriug Kxpedi-

tion, which was far in ad\ anoe of any work on this -

had been written in Europe up to that time (1846), and in some

respects, his clnssiricati >u was far more natural than that proposed

afterwards by Edwards and Haime.
Unfortun corals anil polyps in I-jiropcnn

museums had not been described or figured by European writer*

in a manner accurate enough to make their identification possible.

or even, in many cases, to -how- their generic ami family relations.

Th a' Kdwards and Haime, having access to those collections, and,

having the benefit of Dana's great work, should have been able to

make corrections and improvements was natural. Nor was it less

natural, that, after the publication of the more accurate descrip-

tions by Edwards and Haime. an American, with these and all

other works at hand, and the freest possible accesfc to tic

types of Dana, the
Agassi/, and all the other collections (hy no means few or small)

'he United States, should, after twel vi years devoted larg< V to

orrections and

rtain European
But several European authors have also made numerous

? system of Kdwards and Haime, and are likely to

'nly the time has not yet come when Wi

classification of corals permanently fixed, any

more than that of other classes of animals. Whether the '-novel-

ties" to which he refers he "scientifically correct.'" is quite another

question, and one that must be settled in the scientific way. hy the

evidence of facts observed, not by denunciations, nor hy dogmatic
assertions. In my opinion, Mr." Duncan is very unfortunate m

xamples, which he gives, of the supposed inaccuracv

? adopted by Dana, He cites the " Oculina trihe,''

include certain

straea tribe, or

suborder, and says, "the admisdon of Orhicella. which is r aNy
the old Astrsea of Lamarck [a mistake,—not of 1801], and of

Caryophyllia. into this well differ, minted trihe. is simply ah>unl,

for tie y possess structural characters sufficiently diverse to place

them in different families." As a matter of tad. the writ' r. in

several papers, has placed these sane corals in diflercnt/'O/oV'V.?,

teri.he. Stylophoriihe, Pocilliporida-. etc., into ,>„, higher group.

(suborder), called Oculinaoea, and, this is the view that Dana



ad ,pts, so that the argument quoted is of no value, and become-

«. u.l\ il.Miia
1

\i i' i, h -ays tint " [st-in/u w \- we!! dit

.

.-:'.

Conrad. Lonsdale, and the distinguished French zoophytologi-ts,

"consolidated the genus, which has not h _ i r.m inntli tin

O.-nlinida'." What he means liv " consolidate.!," in this connec-

tion, it is difficult to understand, for all that Conrad and Lon-daie

di !. was to d< scribe, very poorly, as species of " Astraea," a few

T.,_i! species, winch we're afterwards referred, doubtfully, to

\ r „-u b\' Ivlw i! 1- and Ilaime. The genus itself w s lir-t

pointed out 'by Hana himself, in 1846, and named Pleiadia, (as

stated in his hook, p. 68), but it was not strictly defined at that

time, as there were no species belonging to it In die c

:li- K\|-I..rn-' K\oediti..n. -.. tint the name given by loh\..rl-

and Haimc, two yinrs later, has been universally adopt,,!.
_

Hut

what my own a-o'or refutation in the year 1848 has to do with it.

is not obvious/ That I have since enivfv.llv •

of this genus, and described a considerable number of new ones

while hut three were known to Kd ward- and Ifaime, is true
;

and

that 1 have shown that the genus is elos,

and Oculina. is equally true; and I presume that had Mr. I>mi-

can enjoyed as good opportunities as I have had for stm

elated genera, he would long r~" ^

"laices. n
culina, an(

. rial points of structure and form.

Moreover, thei uv sj ies of Axtnt / that hud hit

finally growtq. into bramdmd forms no! unii

species of Oculina, when young, are encrusting, Kid ;

ordinary Astrainnsp. some of them always remaining nearly in this

•-'•ndition : and as for the internal structure, there are Oouhnae in

which the cells are but slightly filled up below, while tin re are

<1<>< | the wo
;I former afford more

r liahh chai icters foi tl i liffi-rn.tiati : for it t'tei o curs n

'.latter. In

fact, it is in ,,. cum-s. ,pdte difficult to sayjo winch genus

some specimens of certain species belong (.1

/> >»< Ag.. for example). Such are the genera t

m common," according to our critic. If any oil

d dance of the soft parts, he can easily satisfy t

i that have "nothing

5 should doubt the

ng the published figures of these genera; but the

able each other even more than do tin

. I- y rv dMnndt to write a diagnosis of the Oculm-

ould include all the species, and at the same tune

lin well-characterized Astrangi*. These amimals

he compare,! with those of A^nn>. {l<.,r,a\ or

1 be sufficiently
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appareut. Tin relations between Caryophyllia and Astrangia,

through V . obvious;

but as I have elsewhere fully discussed all these relations (Trans.

Conn. Acad., I, pp. 512 to 540, 1869), it is unnecessary to say

more at this time upon these points.

What Mr. Duncan means by saying that ' '

Smith il" was tirst discovered in the rhiropean seas by the Porcu-

pine exjH lit
'

-\ the name he intends the weft-

known species which has for many years passed under that name in

England, and w hi. a Dana iila.'t rates by a figure copied from

Gtasse's A the only figure, by the way, which

Mr. Duncan specially criticise). The' remark thai ('. c*}<ithts is

wide!) distributed in t'he Atlantic, extending ;

' even as far north

as the British hies," was probably based on the discovery of the

well known C. darns in the Straits of Florida, by Pourtales,

coupled with the assertion of Mr. Duncan, in a former paper, that the

• aster and ('. cif<it/iits, and all other Kuropean firms, are only

"varieties" of "(7. boreulisr So Mr. Duncan's remark that

vaited a little longer he would have had the opportu-

Mr. Dun.-;m himself.
'

his'

ht Tin peculiar injustice of
to give Dana credit 1fo/ hiT extenlve ori

'

imd i
T,'!

1

.!!-

>on the structure of coral reefs and islands, and ,

iol, th; it the facts and theories are mostly borrowe<
e cha( ! Of coral reefs and

he knowledge which Darwin, and Jukes, lloch-

Lcrha\ e given us ; but Dana
o reproduce the detai Is with which we are

thai these authors, in v
Dan jiven Darwin fulleredit and well merited pr
the a the body of the bool

oYc.S"".
of facts and his diseov ery of the true mode <

the well-known fact, i hal !

is 4-2.

Mr. Darui tfs report was published The report of Ml •. .Ink cs was
still later (1*47); Da: •reh-rc,

ginal, and the chapters upon this subject ; s tiny

H.rt to be, mainly a reprint of his original reporl:, vcit

add,

! t i;"ot'^which are^eredited
8

!;o the various authorr'wh. l"have
on this subject. In t he preface the author

uir
•• The

cd.se in the

he Wilkes Exploring ]Expedition around thei world, du-

1842," and had Mr. 1).

the 1 r-rnhhto" examine the origi ha\c found
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nature by Dana himself, so that it is not strange that " some of

them are very correct representations of nature.
1
' When the

figures are not original, the source is invariably given. The

charge that Dana does not give credit to others, is simply ridicu-

lous, and in no case more so than when lie is accused of treating

the works of Kdwar.U and [Taiim with "supreme eontempl. inas-

much as he rarely gives them credit for their good work," for in

the list (p. 379), of the species of corals described in his great

work on Zoophytes, prepared by the writer at his request, he has

adopted, wilhoul he-nation, all the nnmerou- n educations made

by them, as well as those made by the writer and others.

i
for the

first time, and it must therefore be quoted as the original author-

ity for such chant's. Nothing less than ihe complete absem e ot

hh- and vanity, and entire devotion to scieV

for which Professor Dana is so justly distinguished, could *"»"

induced him to have published such a list in this book. No
instances in which he has overlooked writings of more or h

portance may occur, and the authorities for well-known tact

not always be given, for such references would uselessly enc

the book. In other cases, when to refer to another would I

to condemn, such references have been intentionally omitted

would serve no useful purpose. Such w
spect to the )ns of Eui

which are n Mich
reefs oi well exp

Ham, and which liavi : been shown by
partly

to MiIndies, he does not rei'ei -. Duncan's

xxiv, p. ::0), that " The <>rino

shuts in the coral-life of the C
e Florida retits con

'('oihe'-" i

ud! was'VgrSn, uml! r «"ha.
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reefs related to those of the West Indies, but situated upon the

['.-u-iii. -id- of tin- r-t linn.-, or upon i,s highest par^. .»r«,en by

fossiliiV-i-ous beds containing other fossils, thus situated. The well

known existence of elevated coral reefs in the East Indies and

Polynesia, and in the West Indies, proves nothing of the sort, for

what little relationship exists between the corals of those regions

can he explained in other ways. We think it singular that while

certain geologists Hud ir necessary t< fore the Gulf Stream across

the Isthmus during the warn Miocene perh.d, others rind ii quite

as important to have it turned out of the Atlantic across the

Isthmus <luring the Glacial period. Both assumptions seem equally

Animal Mechanics; by the Rev. Samuel
^ellow of Trinity Coll. Dublin. 8vo. London,

1873. (Longmans, Green & Co.)—This volume is the result of

observations and calculations made by the author during the last

two years. The scope of the work "is seen by a statement of a

portion of the subjects treated, viz: the nature of muscular con-

traction; statical work done by muscles; dynamical work done

by muscles ; the absolute force of muscles ; mechanical work done

by the human In art ; classification of muscles and their mode of

and shoulder joints : principle of least

ngement of the muscular fibers of the

The author has throughout reduced his elaborate obw
made in the dissecting room to numbers, and then has availed

himself of the principles of geometry and mechanics in their r'ur-

ther discussion. Especially in his treatment of muscular curved

surfaces, both ellipsoidal and skew surfaces, has the am
full u-e of the mathematics.
As a result of mm y calculations for the hip. -I mil lor, and other

joints of many animals, Dr. Haughton states that he has " never

met with any exception to the following propositions, which may
be regarded as summing up my results:"

—

1. Each muscle is constructed in relation to its joint in such

a manner as to perform one kind of work only : and it performs

2. The number of muscles employed is determined by the

number of distinct actions required from the limb.

3. The shape and form of the bones employed are the necessary

consequence of the shape and power of the muscles in action.

4. The smallest muscle in the combination is as carefully adapted

to its conditions of maximum work as the largest muscle.
From these propositions, supposed to be extended to the action

consequences: —
1. That a foreseeing Mind planned the type of the limb, and
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! with as much certainty as an

3. That the shape and arrangement of the b'ones follow, of

neecsdtv, from the necessary arrangement of the muscles.

4. That any alterations/ however slight, in any part of the

r> mii I ii tuition of bones, muscles, a: "ail a loss of

work, and lead to a less perfect mechanism.

5. Hence, the permanence ami stability of e eh specie* (so ar

as relates to hones, muscles, and joints) is absolutely secured on

the principles so admirably laid down by Mr. Darwin.

5. The profound study of the mechanism of joints hauls no

support to the postulat. . th it tin dniilarith - found to exist m the

bones, muscles, and joints of animals may be explained by com-

With respect to muscular action Dr. Hausditon lays down these

three laws

:

Law I.—In comparing together different muscles, the work

done in contra, tin- is proportional to the weight of each.

Law II.—In comparing the same muscle (or group of muscles)

with itself, when contracting under different external conditions.

the work done is always constant : n -

Law III.—When the same muscle (or -n .
in constant action until fatigue s< ts in, the total work done multi-

plied by the rate of work is constant. h. a. k
4. Check-list of the Ferns of North Auterl-a north <>f . !.'*.r»-o.

Prepared ami published by J. mix Koimx-on, Salem. Mass. April,

1873.—This check-list is published in two forms, 1st, on a thin

sheet of folio-post for use in marking desiderata, etc., ami - ;, m an

ordinary 8vo pamphlet, this edition having some Engi

and used as -la .. .

in Mann's Cataloc

5. Fh, r,i n,-'s;/: ,\ ,,*' 1,,,m Mm:
f'-n.— Fascicle (id. published in 1).

I>r. Engler of Munich; viz: '>/„,/,,

tnJhfp with a single p':<b' of

Production of that of M,r,»-



t,:ui<je)tce.

oe) of the vast

orated this family {Euphorbia excepted), in the Prodromus. We
have here 42 plates and letter-press up to p. 292 ; so that the order

will fill a volume, the second part of which, it is said, will appear

before the close of the current year. The Brazilian species of

PhyUanthus amount to 71, of Croton to 275. a. o.

6. A Monograph of Ebenacem, by W. P. Hiebst, M. A. (Trans.

Cambridge Phil. Society, vol. xii,' part 1.) Cambridge, Eng.,

is;.",, 4to.—The letter-press tills 300 pages; the illustrations
_

are

I 1 lithographic plates; and there is m lithographed " plan cxhibit-

ing the affinities of Ehrtairw ." Mr. Iliern is very favorably

known by two or three botanical papers, one of them on the B<tir&

clii'im. group of 7l<muneirf><s. He comes now to take a position

among the few Uritish botanists of the day who will undertake to

elaborate an exotic order; and lie has chosen one which has much
needed a monographer. In the notice of the collections consulted,

the herbarium of '• /,,./,„„/„/,," now belonging to Cambridge I'ni-

versity, is mentioned. That of the late Br. Charles Lemann (to

whose memory Bentham dedicated the genus <'>nh nmnnhi) is

doubtless the one intended.

In a brief account of the economical products of the order, 18

species of I)iosp</ros, 2 of Maba, and one of Endi-a are said to

suoolv ebony; not t < woods, sue!) as box-

wood'and pear tree, which are artificially dyed black ami used in

commerce as ebouv, nor of the ebony of the ancients, which accord-

ing to Bertoloni, was furnished by a Isgmninosa. Fourteen spo-

iling D. Virginian« from the Asiatic D.Lotus; but
that some specimens, of which the native countr

rn, are extremely difficult to assign with certainty.

y full list of the numbered collections, with names assit

'lumbers, our author has earned hearty thanks. Only
are admitted; and one of these is a new one, of a si

,
from Madagascar, Tetrad!<, well marked l>v the val

ion of the corolla. Not onh are lists given of the speei

I the monograph, the Latin diagnoses and the En:

tioiis. and the displayed synonomy, &c, seems wholly (
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France, 1872, p. 153), i. e., has petioled and connate cotyledons,

from the hase of which false radicle the succeeding leaves come

forth. A - G-

8. E. Hegel: Animadversiones de Plantis vivis normal)')< Hurt.

B»t.L,i}>.P<:tf»p<>lttrin>.—\\\\m*\\\\ d pamphlet i-sued th • spring

It contains several Calii'ornian plant- raised trmii seeds collected

by Ibezl—all but one of which we can identify. Keel's Astn'

i-orz<>),,-rifolh.is i-.i. {Xylorhiza) And, rsotiii (-ray. His ' diir-

rho sr ;<;,r,t\\\\ i d ii his CartemFlora, 1
7 -J, t 737), is ^duh-r,,

malvazflora Gray. His Campanula Razli is C />•> ..->, ,>!,<> d< ,<

Durand and O.filiflora Kellogg. Pndstcmon Jl^zC remain- un-

recognized; hut. except that the cells of the anther are said to be

distinct, it might well be a form of P. azureus Benth. a. g.

IV. Astronomy.

1. Astronomical a?ul Afit, nn>h»/iral Ohxerrathms wtd, dur'my

the year 1870 at the IT. S. Naval Observatory ; Rear Admir:d

B. F. Sands, Sup't.—This thick volume gives the results of the

routine work of the Naval Observatory for the year 1870, ami is

followed by four appendices. Three of these have been before

noticed (vol. v, 320). The first appendix gives the result of the

determination of the longitude of St. Louis, from observations

made by Prof. Harkness of the Observatory and Prof. Einsbeck of

the Coast Survey.
The final result is ti

' at St. Louis, in the

vWhinirtoii bniversitv ^rounds, on St. Charles street, between

I7t!i and 1-th streets, 'is west of the center of the de-

United States Naval ( )bservatory at Washington by h 52'" 36 s -90

-'. Aurora .AwtmUs.—The Aurora was visible at .Melbourne, S.

Australia, on the evening of the sth of Julv, IH72. It was first

seen at 6 50 . and a! .". 55 ; there u ere for a -hort <

streams. It brightend again at in' 55'", reaching ;•

25°; and again at 11° 30'. It was seen also at < ape Otway.

Coincident with the Aurora there were magnetic^!;

the minimum easterly declination oeenrred at s l> , the maxi-

again on December 9th".— ~M- >/, 'tidy K* -. »/< Ibourne Observatory.

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

^"•:>V.-.T. K. IIi,, ;Ai:i ..'of tlm Coast Survey, has e:A

depths indicated b v the observation* on:!
of the earthquake "wave of Aug. 13, the
"carlv vertical at \rh-ji Peru Tie tir-t:

shock began at 5'' 05

l "d lasted till 5 15 , and the first wave at 5 :V1
. \\ e cite

from an abstract of his paper in the Coa-t Survey Report for 1869,

recently issued (p. 233), the table containing his results.
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D

HlJiL jB. flrHve 'Ba. ;'":';, oSn.

Miles. d. h. to.

13 5 32

13 14 00

h.m. d. h. TO. J, m . JM

San Diego 4.030

4.480
- :l

13 16 2( 10 54

is :;s

10 01

22 10

34S

265
282

368
322

13 22 00 !

5 32

13 11 30 4 56

Chatham Island
J2!

ioo

6*,]20 14 16 451 7 48 14 00 33
|^Joan Islands .... 12,100

Sydney 13 20 00 14 05 13 8,800

Mr. Hilgard states that the superior depth of the Pacific in it

8

eastern equatorial part, which there was otherwise ^m.l ground tor

believing in, is here made manifest, and that the depth in the

northern part also seems to be small.

2. The Challenger Expedition.—Crossing the ocean to the West
Indies, the expedition made several deep soundings. March 4th,

in 21° 38' N., 44° 39' W., 1,900 fathoms; the bottom gray ooze

and the bottom temperature 1-9° C. A crustacean related to

the Astaci (and named b>

fathoms, bottom temperature i\° C. : brought up a little red mud,

:g a single valve of a lamellibraueh, ami -

teeth of two genera, with nodules that appeared to be cor

to manganese ore : position 19 57' X., 53' 20' W., 558 miles from
Sombrero. March 10th. 2.675 fathoms, bott< m t mperature 1*6° C.

;

brought up some red clay with very little calcareous matter.

March 11th, the line run out "over 4,000 fathoms or nearly five

miles" ; brought uj mill 1, com nining me long cases

of a tube-making Annelid (related to the shallow-water Clymenida?
ami ehtsoly allied to Owenia), made out of the gritty matter, which

occurs sparingly in the clay, and very few foraminifera ; the

depth was 2,975 fathoms, " a depth which does not appear to be

greatly exceeded in any part of the ocean." March 13th, lat.

18° 54' N., long. 61° 28' W. ; March 14th, still 35 m. from land,

mounded in 1,420 fathoms; brought up material consisting chiefly

spicules of sponges.

"The expedition sailed thence to Ih-rmuda and Halifax, arriv-

ing at the [at —Nature, May 15.

3. Michigan I'uicerJ.tg.—Yxoi. E. W. Hilgard, for many
years connected with the Univers:

cently entered upon the duties

Michigan University. The change takes him to a new no 10,

where he will be able to connect his very valuable work in the

Gulf region with observations over that of the Great Lakes and

the northern United States.
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i. British Association.—The next meeting of the British Asso-

ciation will he held at Brad turd, England, commencing on the

17th of September, and be under the Presidency of the distin-

guished physicist, James P. Joule.

5. Report of the Superintendent (Prof. Benjamin Peibce) </

the V. S. Coast Survey, showing the progress of the Surrey

(Jnri,,y the year 1869. 260 pp. 4to, with 28 maps. Washing-
ton, 1872.—Besides the Report of the Superintendent on the

movements, researches and results of the Coast Survey, this vol-

ume contains several valuable papers in an Appendix: am. ng

them Prof. Agassiz, on the coral reef regions and deep sea-bot-

toms of Florida and the adjoining region; on observation* l»y

Coast Survey officers, on the eclipse of the sun of Aug. 7th, 1869;

on the reclamation of tide lands, and its relation to navigation,

by Assist. Henry Mitchell; on the earthquake wave of Aug. 14,

1868, by J. E. Hilgard.
6. Year-book of Nature ana' .

S T2; edited

by John C. Dkapkb, Prof. Nat. Hist, and Physiology in the Col-

lege of the City of New York, and of Chem. in the Univ. Med.

College. 334 pp. 12mo. New York, 1873. (Serioner. Armstrong
& Co.)—So small a work can of course contain only brief excerpts

from some of the scientific articles of the year. This volume,

besides its many short paragraphs of this kind, has scraps of in-

formation and opinions on a large variety of subjects, many of

them not 1872 in origin, or of any particular year.

7. Annual Record of Science ami Industry for 1S72. l>y Spen-

cer F. Baird. 652 pp. 12mo. New York, 1873. (Harper A
Brother.)—The readers of Harper's periodi
others will gladly welcome a volume containing the various scien-

tific notices contributed to them by Prof. Baird. The Record

embraces a large amount of information with regard to dis-

coveries during the year in the various branches of science
;
the

movements am! explorations of expeditions ; ami the d« \ elopinei.ts

in many branches of industrial science. Besides the names of the

several physical and natural sciences, it has the heads of Agricul-

'-i-'. Pisciculture and the Fisheries, Domestic and Household Econ-
omy, Mechanics and Engineering, Hygiene and Sanitary Science.

The book opens with an introductory chapter having the

tide " General Summary of Scientific ami Industrial Progress

during the year 1872," the most of which was evidently prepared

.. ....roductory cnapt€
title " General Summary of Scientific and Industrial Progr<

during the year 1872," the most of which was evidently prcpar

for Prof. Baird by other hands. In general the chapter appei

to be satisfactory. But in the geological r>art the writer cites «

estal.r

sidedly from the papers of 1872 (and 1871), putting a

" "shed truths the view that the Green Mountain rod

'•'"I'o-iian: ami that the metainorphism ol I'

rocks is no longer to be bebeved in—making the old ide:

pothesis based on very slender ground*." A little deeper look

»nto the articles of 1872 would have brought to light evident

rniations to which the great limestones tmnrUrsi ol the

Green Mountains belong, and which all Canadian geologists have

pronounced Paleozoic, include gneisses, mica-shists, chlontic mica



slates, garnet rock, and other metamorphic rocks which are as

iet in; .rphie i- ••'is oi pi « d'aleozoi. tin . : ml that

some of the kinds so closely resemble rocks of theGr<

mp,., iliat it' lit In. logical evidence is worth anything, Mount

Ma: -field, th< ! io'hest peak in tin «e mountains, in Northern Ver-

with some of the Paleo;

Berkshire. An actual" comparison of rocks lias |>ro\ -d that tin

idenee for the Huronian age of the Green Mountains

will not hold, and thai the denial of the existence of Paleozoic

gnetasefl and mica slates connot be sustained by an appeal to

Green Mountain facts.

of their various

nomy of t lie most

interesting. From the French of Louis Figuier. New edition,

revised bv Parker Gilmoro (" iib^ne'*). (}_' i pp. I 2 mo, with 307

illustrations. New York, 1873. (D. Appleton & Co.)—Figuier's
popular works ii, science are well known. The figure* a re very good.

0. Vines of Xatare, and of the Elements, Force and Phenomena
of X, itare and <>f Mind ; hv Ezra C. Seamen. 140 pp. Pimo.

New York, 187:3! (Seribner," Armstrong & Co.)—This little vol-

ume contains many sound ideas. But the author is not sufficiently

versed in science to criticize its principles, or to produce argu-

ments on sciontitic point - that liave much weight.

10. A Manual <f Phi>t<><ir«
t >i,>i found, d „> t //./,•,/./•/,//< VI, »U-

.jrophir Chemistry ; by Geo. Dawson, M.A., Ph.D., of King's

College, London. ' sth edition. :<7<; pp. 12mo. Philadelphia: 1873.

(Lindsay i tographic Chemistry has

long been a standard work with photographers. Mr. Dawson has

condensed it by wisely omitting much irrelevant matter—as the

compend of elementary chemistry -

inal. The histor'ma! sketch very naturally omit> all allusion to the

contribution^ of American photographers to the art. But thi- does

not much impair its value. The hook is an eminently practical

and useful treatise, not too learned for the unscientific reader, and

exact enough for all useful purposes in the practice of this impor-

i Professor of 1

ity of Christi:

,

and Director of the Observatory there, died on the 15th of

April last, at the age of 88. He made many valuable conl

to our knowledge of t, n,d was sent by bis

Government on an expedition into Siberia, u
""* To him we principally owe the establishmei '

L'
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Art. XIII.—Om the effects of Magnetization in changing the Di-
mensions of Iron and Steel bars, and in increasing the Tnit rwr
Capacity of Hollow Iron Cylinders; by Alfred M. Mayer,
Ph.D., Professor of Physics in the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology.

Part II.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, in Cambridge, Nov. 22, 18*2.)
'

• Magnetization and Demagnetization.

To study and measure with precision the minute elongations
and retractions which rods of iron and steel undergo on their

magnetization and demagnetization, it is necessary that the
motions of the part of the measuring apparatus which records
these changes in length should not be in the least affected by out-

ona transmitted to the apparatus, but should becon-
troled alone by the molecular motions in the rods which take
place on changes in their magnet he motions
of this indicating part of the apparatus should be synchronous
with the motions in the rods, so that we may be able to study
the character as well as the amount of these elongations and re-

tractions.

Several instruments have been devised by me which fulfill

these essential conditions, but they were all abandoned (except
one to be described in detail in Part IV of this memoir), and
preference given to "The Reflecting Comparator and Pyrome-
ter of our esteemed colleague, Mr. Joseph Saxton ;

this simple
and precise instrument is well known to American H—

*

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 32,-August
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the apparatus which has greatly aided in giving to the geodetic

work of our National Coast Survey its renowned precision, and

in rendering accurate the comparisons and constructions of our

office of Weights and Measures. A detailed description, with

drawings, of this instrument will be found in the " Keport on

the Construction and Distribution of Weights and Measures,

Washington, D. C, 1857," written by Dr. A. D. Bache, the late

President of the Academy.*

The Measuring Instrument.

I will now describe the actual adaptation of this instrument

to our research. The drawings 1 and 2 give respectively an

elevation and plan of the apparatus. A beam of Gej

well seasoned, dried and then soaked with shellac varnish, formed

the base on which the instrument was lined and firmly at-

tached. This beam is 7 feet long, 8£ inches deep, and of inches

wide. It rested on slips of hard wood at », t, placed at distances

from the ends of the beam equal to one-fourth of its length.

At a and b are two Ys of brass which supported the terminal

brass caps of the rods experimented on. These rods were all

601 inches long, -5 inch in diameter ; and each rod weighed, on

the average, 1520 grams. While the ends of a rod rested m
the Ys, 1100 grams of its weight was supported by the two

springs, ss, which took hold of the rod at distances from its

ends equal to i of its length. The flexure of the rod was thus

in great part avoided, and it could therefore be accurately cen-

against its agate terminal. This operation was performed as

* To my friend and colleague,

I am indebted for the loan of tl

Dr. J. E. Hilgard, of the I
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tered in the helix h. This helix is 60'2o inches long, and has

an outside diameter of 1"75 inch. It is wrapped on a tube of

brass of *8 inch internal diameter, slit longitudinally throughout

its whole length. Atm is the micrometer abutting-scn ..

which the end of the rod is firmly pressed by two heliacal

springs, which are stretched between hooks on the brass mount-
ings of the screw and a rod which passed through the terminal

brass caps of the rod. The brass caps, at both ends of the

rod, are terminated by pieces of agate. The other end of the

rod is in contact with a slide c, with triangular section which

S

moves, between guides, in a direction which is the

axis of the rod prolonged. To this slide is attached a delicate

fusee-chain, which is coiled once around the vertical axis of the

mirror d. This chain is prevented from slipping by a steel pin

which securely attaches it to the axis. Ti

chain is firmly |>n -> d apiinst the terminal agate of the rod by
means of a heliacal brass spring. Thus the rod is, at one end,

firmly pressed against the micrometer screw, while against the

other end presses the slide which is connected with the mirror

by the intervention of the fusee-chain ;
which latter is also tightly

fiber of silk, or ,< film it nt « >f glass, which supported a magnet of

very hard steel g. From the oscillations of this magnet, or from
its deflections by means of the divided circle and glass filament,

were determined the intensities of the residual magnetism of

the rods. The deflections of the mirror, caused by the elonga-

the telescope and the scale,
scale were placed between 5 and 6 meters from the mirror, ana
the scale was divided into millimeters. Each unit of the di-

vi? i»ii given in the experiments corresponds to one centimeter of

the scale. The above apparatus was placed in a cellar room,

without windows and entirely under ground ; and the room
WW always entered by a door, the bottom of which was on a

»*©] with the ceiling of the room. During the course of the

experiments the range of variation of temperature of this room
did not exceed 01° C. in twenty-four hours.

Examination of the stability and degree of precision of the

apparatus.

A rod was accurately centered in the helix, and the micro-

meter screw and the slide of the mirror were brought in con-

tact with its ends. After the heat imparted to the rod and
apparatus by handling had been dissipated, and the scale-read-

ing had remained constant for an hour, I pushed the mirror-

shde away from the rod and then again allowed it to come
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expeditiously as was consistent with the careful avoidance of

shocks to the apparatus. The thermometers which were placed

ts of the apparatus were now read, and it was

they gave the same readings as before the

touched. The scale was now read in the tele-

ned that

apparatu

scope, and it was ascertained that the cross-threads bisected the

same division observed before the slide was moved ; thus show-

ing that the mirror returned to the position it had before its

rotation. This important fact was repeatedly confirmed with

all the rods and at various stages of the research. Indeed, the

isures of hundreds of experiments made on the elongations

[ retractions of rods also confirmed the confidence I obtained

in the indications of the apparatus arrived at by the preceding

experiments. Jumping on the floor of the room, and the pass-

age of carriages and carts in the streets, had not the slightest

effect in disturbing the scale-readings.

To ascertain whether the mirror accurately followed the

changes in length of the rod, I repeatedly made the following

i >\ serration. The readings of the screw-head and the scale were

noted ; then the screw was rotated by an assistant, so as to push

before it the rod. The scale-readings ran up steadily with the

rotation, and when the screw was rotated backward the scale-

readings ran smoothly down, and when the screw-head had

reached the same position it had before it was touched I found

that the scale-reading corresponded to that noted when the screw

previously had this position. This observation repeatedly made

gave me the means of testing the precision of the instrument

during the progress of the investigations.

It will be seen below that one division of the scale, or centi-

meter, corresponded to a change of -00011 inch in the length of

the rod ; but \ millimeter, or ¥\ of a division, could be precise-

ly read in the telescope ; I am therefore justified in believing

that the measures I will give in this memoir can be relied on to

the aonVoo of an inch.

hie of one division of the scale in changes

in inch-measure of the rods.

Pasted on the inside of the box in which the mirror, tele-

scope and micrometer-screw came to me, was the following:
" Abutting-screw of field-pyrometer. By 7 comparisons of

5 turns with 01 inch on Troughton-scale, in June, 1857, by

Mr. Saxton, 1 turn=0-01912 inch."

As the result of numerous determinations, made on various

parts of the screw, I found that Tiv of a rotation of the screw

equaled 1787 divisions of the telescope scale; which gives

000011 inch as the value of one division of the scale. This

value, however, applies only to the experiments on the rods ot
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mirror was changed, and
division of the scale corresponded t

Description of the helix and measurei

The helix was a compound one, formed of four layers of

copper wire. The two inner layers formed 1069 turns of one
length of 303 feet of wire -087 inch in diameter. The two
outer layers were formed of another length of 330 feet of 112
inch wire wrapped in 850 turns. These two helices could be
used separal fco one helix of 633 feet having
1919 turns.

The resistance of the inner helix was 44 ohm ; the outer had
a resistance of -31 ohm ; together giving a resistance of 75
ohm. The latter resistance, added to that of the wires leading

from the battery through a Gaugain galvanometer to the helix

and back to the battery, brought up the resistance to nearly

A battery of 25 cells of Bunsen was used in the determina-
tions of the coefficients of elongation and retraction; and the

above interpolar resistance showed that the maximum effect of

magnetization would be given by connecting the 25 cells, 5
in couple and 5 in series.

Whenever in this research we speak of the effect of 25 cells,

it is to be understood that they are connected as just described.

The iron and steel rods used in the experiments were prepared
for me with the well-known skill and fidelity of Mr. William

Wallace of Ansoniu, Ct. Me carefully selected the material,

and annealed the iron rods by packing them with iron scales

from a rolling mill, in a wrought-iron covered box, and expos-
ing the box to a red heat for three days ; the box was then

allowed to cool very slowly. The steel rods were tempered as

uniformly as possible throughout their lengths

Arrangement of the Apparatus,
phenomena which take place c

neVzation of the rods of iron.

The beam supporting the apparatus was so placed that the

axis of the helix was in the magnetic meridian. Each rod,

before it was introduced into the helix, was tested, as to its

owgnetic
?

its length at right angles to the

ridian and pointing it toward the center oi :i mag-
netic needle. When the rod, thus directed, gave indications of

Parity, its S end was placed downward with the axis of the

I'!"
"' the line of the dip. and its upper end was struck with a

XVM 'mdlet. Thr md vvas te-fd. until alter one or more opera-
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tions of this kind it gave no indications of polarity. But on

placing the rod in the helix, it of course was again magnetized,

but feebly, by the earth's induction. This fact serves to de-

termine the distance at which the magnet, which determined

the residual polarity, had to be suspended above the rod. If

this magnet is placed too near the rod, an interaction between

it and the soft iron of the rod takes place by the inductive ac-

tion of the magnet, and the vibrations of the latter are more

frequent than when it is alone acted on by the earth ;
but if it

be removed to a certain distance above the'rod, then the magnet-

ism of the rod acts as a "damper" on the magnet, and its vibra-

tions are slower than when it is only under the earth's influ-

ence. There is, therefore, an intermediate position at which

k vibrates the same, whether the rod remains under it

i away. This distance, of course, varies with the rod

used, but on an average it was about 3 inches.

Thus arranged, the rod was allowed to remain until its tem-

perature had become constant, and the scale reading in the tele-

scope was stationary.

The interpolar connections with the battery were made so

that the helix, on closing the circuit, would magnetize the rod

with the same direction of polarity it already had from the

earth's action. The current was now passed from the 25 cells

by plunging the amalgamated wire of the open part of the cir-

cuit into a cup of mercury ; then the scale-reading was imme-

iliatelv noted: the circuit was at once broken, and another

reading obtained. The thermometers which were placed on

various parts ol the apparatus, and which had been read just

before closing the circuit, were now again observed, and the

room vacated and closed. At intervals of a half hour during

the three to six subsequent hours the room was entered, and

readings of scale and thermometer obtained.

It may be well to give here a general account of the phe-

nomena which the rods exhibit when the voltaic circuit is

successively closed and opened. When the rod has, for the

first time, the heliacal current passed around it, a sudden elon-

gation takes place, and this elongation remains steadily of the

same amount as long as the circuit is closed and the temper*

ture of the rod remains constant. Now, on breaking the cir-

cuit, the rod retracts, with a less velocity than that with which

it elongated, but the retraction does not equal the elongation.

The temperature of the rod remaining constant, it has been

found that the rod retains the length it attained on the break-

ing of the circuit; that is, the rod has received, with its perma-

nent magnetic charge, a permanent elongation. On passing the

current a second time the rod again elongates, but ,
the eiou.m;-

tion is now less than that which took place when the current
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was first passed around it. On now breaking the circuit the

rod retracts to the length it had before the current was passed

for the second time. That is, after the first magnetization and

:ization of the rod, the successive elongations and re-

trootioQS are equal. These conditions exist until four or five

subsequent make and break-circuits have been made ;
but now

a change takes place in the phenomena, for on making the cir-

cuit the rod elongates about the same as in the preceding ex-

periments, but on breaking the circuit the retraction does not

equal the elongation ; so that after each experiment the rod is

ongerthan before the preceding experiment was made.

Continuing the experiments, the scale gradually passes over

the cross-threads, and I have thus repeatedly caused the entire

scale to traverse the field of the telescope. On now allowing

the rod to remain at the temperature it had when the current

was for the first time passed around it, the rod slowly retracts

until, after several hours have elapsed, the rod has the length

which was observed after the first experiment made upon it.

Heat developed in the rod at the instant of its demagnetization.

The above described experiments show conclusively that the

minute elongations which take place on breaking the circuit

are due to the heat developed in the rod at the moment oi its

demagnetization
; for, in the preceding experiment the current

did not heat the helix sufficiently to cause radiations from it to

elongate the rod; therefore, to obtain the results described

above, it is important to ascertain beforehand that when the

current has traversed the helix for a time equal to that occupied

in the experiments, the rod during this time does nol

If the current is sufficiently intense to heat directly the helix

and rod, the above phenomena of heating on demagnetization

nevertheless manifests itself and can readily be disentangled

from the comhim-d ciV.vts, a> will be seen further c

t of heat onThese interesting results proving the developm

demagnetization, were obtained a year ago witho

edge of the recent work of Jamin and Eoger, and the r

made directly on the changes in length of the rods, tend to

confirm the result arrived at by these experimenters. Kecent-

'.< Cazin (Compt. Rendus. t. lxxv. p. L2<i5), has shown that * the

neat thus produced is proportional to the square of the intensity

of the magnetism and to the polar distance :
and Moutier,

* I have not been able to find the paper containing Jamin and Roger's experi-

ments, either in the Comptes Rendus or in the Ann. de Ch. et de Phvs. l
nave

'-,, ;: . . - ,. •, . -..
....-,..-.

;

'

C R t lxxv p 1266 "When we pass an

a. electro-magnet, the recent experii
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(Coraptes Rendus, t lxxv, p. 1620), deduces this result from a

thcnim<U namic theorem e>tablMu .1 by Cluu-iiH. and thus con-

cludes his paper :
" The increase of via viva which the bar expe-

riences from the effect of magnetization is therefore propor-

tional to the square of the intensity of the magnetism and to

the polar distance. The effects of the demagnetization corres-

pond to an equal loss of vis viva, which is the measure of the

thermal effect produced, and this effect is the only one which
accompanies the demagnetization."

The fact that an iron bar is heated by successive magnetiza-
tions and demagnetizations has been known for a long time,

but only recently have experiments been made which indicate

that this heat is produced at the moment of demagnetization.
In a paper " On the Calorific Effects of Magneto-Electric in, and
on the Mechanical Value of Heat," (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., vol.

23, 1843), Dr. Joule first showed that heat was developed in an
iron bar when it was rotated between the poles of a powerful
magnet, and also determined that the heat thus produced was

ml to the square of the inductive force. These ex-

periments will ever be regarded with interest, for they led

Joule to the first experimental determination ever made of
"the mechanical value of heat."

It may be of interest to present the following account of the
experiments made by Van Breda and Grove, taken from
Daguin's Traite de Physique, 1861, vol. Ill, p. 621. "M. Van
Breda having enveloped a tube of iron with a helix through
which he passed an intermittent current, found a heating of
the iron due to the alternative displacement of the molecules,*
the heat being shown by the dilatation of the air contained
in the tube, which formed, a reservoir of an air thermometer.
Grove subsequently determined the heating of an armature of
soft iron, on passing an intermittent current in the wire of an
electro-magnet on which the armature was placed, or in turning
near it the poles of a strong electro-magnet. The heating effects

were indicated by a thermo-electrical couple. Cobalt and nickel
gave similar results, but less marked; while non-magnetic
metals were not heated in the same circumstances. I have
made many experiments on a tube of iron, weighing two hun-
dred weight, which confirm these results. The experiments will

be given in Part III. of this memoir.
I here present two tables of experiments on rod No. 2, of

n.-t-r in.n. The successive discussion of these two tables will

give to the reader a clear physical conception of the phenomena,
and serve to elucidate the account I have above given of the
heat developed on demagnetization.
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In experiment No. 1, we passed the current for the first time

around the unmagnetized rod, and observed an elongation of

1*6 divisions of the telescope- scale. Immediately after the

observation we broke the circuit, which had remained closed

about 5 seconds, and observed a retraction of 1*2 div. ;
the rod

now remained at a constant temperature for three hours and
the scale-reading remained steady at 380; thus showing that

the rod had received a permanent elongation of 4 of a division

on receiving its charge of residual magnetism. Oil repeating

the experiment, we find an elongation and retraction of 1'2 dry.,

which is the quantity the rod retracted on tl . first break e r-

cuit. Experiments 2 to 5 inclusive give the same result
;
but

on the 6th and subsequent break-circuits, we observe a retrae-

also noteworthy, that from the moment of breaking t

';
! :Ui experiment until the formiiu: of it in the succeeding one,

the scale remained immovable. Taking 12 div. as the am. unit

of elongation and retraction due alone to magnetization and

demagnetization, we can determine the mean amount of elonga-

tion at the moment of demagnetization as follows: The mean

,< u 17 is L-l.sdiv. Thisisotih -<'2oi

a div. less than 1-2, and can candidly be attributed to the errors

• -lean retra-tio:,..: the sum.'.-

»lJ8div.,wl, his 12 In sion less t n 12 mi vos

us the measure of the effect due to the heating of the rod at the

moment of its demagnetization : for. on keeping the rod at the

"incuts 1-5 we found that it

, „, ^ain remained steady at 3SU

,

i;

:

l,!"ll is here given to show that m-arh the same effects

oi elongation and retraction are observed when the rod is
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The experiments in this table were made on the same
rod used in the experiments in Table I, but before this new
series was commenced I passed around the helix a stronger

current than previously used, so that the rod was elongated, by
the heated helix, from 39 '2 divisions of the scale to 514 divi-

sions, and while the scale was advancing to this reading I deter-

mined its rate of progress and found it to be 36 divisions in 10

Therefore these experiments were made on the rod

ad a slow motion of elongation. The mean of the

i is 1-22 divisions. The mean of the retraction is

svhich subtracted from 1*20 gives 16 of a division for

the effect of the heat of one demagnetization. The reduction

of Table I gave 12 of a division for this effect. The difference

in the two results I thus account for. While the bar was

slowly expanding from the heat radiated from the helix, the

3 made and the elongation was immediately observed,

but about five seconds elapsed fee I Ld be made,
and the circuit broken, and during these five seconds the rod

was expanding, but so slowly that its amount could not be read,

but was often visible. That this minute expansion could not

be determined was to be expected, for if the rod elongated from

heat 3*6 divisions in 10 minutes, it elongated only '03 of a

division in five seconds, and '03 of a division was a quantity too

small to be measured on the scale, but it nevertheless existed

there, and during the continuance of 18 make-circuit> would

amount to -03 X 18 = '54 of a division
;
quite an appreciable

quantity when we come to calculate the mean with this frac-
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tion contained in the sum of retractions given in the last column

of the table. Therefore, to obtain the effect of the heat devel-

oped at the moment of demagnetization, we should sir

from 16, the heating effect of demagnetization determine

out this correction. This gives -16- 03= 13 of a division;

while from Table I we deduced 12 for the value of the same

effect The difference of only -01 division in the two results is

not, however, to be taken without some reserve, for in the cal

dilations I assumed that the rod had the same rate of expansion

under a closed circuit as under an intermittent one, and this I

did because I had no means of determining the difference, if

any exist Experiments similar to those just given were made

on all the iron rods, and similar results were obtained.

Relations existing between the number of break-circuits, the heat-

ing of the rod, and its elongations.

At this stage of the investigation, it became of interest to

determine the above relation. For that purpose I drilled

a hole six inches deep in the direction of the axis of rod

number 3, of Norway iron, and inserted into this hole a thermo-

electric couple, formed of two wires, one of copper, the other of

iron. This compound wire was wrapped, first with two layers

of waxed silk, then with twelve layers of floss-silk, and over

these layers I coiled two more layers of waxed floss-silk, leav-

ing, however, the point of junction of the wires exposed.

This apparatus was introduced into the rod so that the un-

covered point of the wire was about one millimeter from the

bottom of the hole, and the space included between the point

of the wire and the bottom of the hole was filled, in some

experiments with fine iron filings, in others with mercury.

The terminals of the thermo-electric couple were connected

with a delicate galvanometer. With the apparatus thus ar-

ranged, I successively made 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400 lueak-

Jircuits, taking care that the closed circuits, preceding the

Id all be of the same duration.

.
After each series of break-circuits the elongation produced

™ the rod and the permanent detection in the galvanometer-

needles were noted, and the observations i

id the increments of temperature in the rod were pro-

portional to the number of break-circuits.

„w* observed in the iron rods as the

strength ,,
r> a sect and

"—>-/. an 1 , „ th< < r ality in the elongations produced by a

^finite current when it is gradually and when U w suddenly

brought up to its maximum 'strength.

The observed sudden elongations taking place in an iron rod

at the moment of its nuu t . i
"i rally led me to inquire
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if the quantity of this elongation was in any way due to the

suddenness of the magnetizing action, and whether the elonga-

tion produced by a certain current which is gradually brought

up to its maximum strength would equal that produced by the

same current suddenly passed with the same maximum
strength. This problem was also connected with a proposed

simple and accurate means of measuring the changes in dimen-

sions of bodies subjected to magnetization, and I have therefore

examined it with* care in the following manner. I cut the

thick copper wire leading from the battery to the helix and

firmly attached one of its loose ends to a support. Between
this copper wire and the opposite wall I stretched a fine wire of

The other loose end of the battery wire was

bent into a sharp angle and the vertex of this angle was
I gamated. Now by sliding this bent copper wire along

the fine wire of germau-silver toward the other copper wire, I

uld gradually diminish the resistance,, and on touching
her end of the thick battery wire, this interposed resistance

mished and the current gained its maximum strength. On
owly retracing our steps the resistance was gradually increased,

ntil the whole length of the fine wire was interposed, and then
* ' se was at its maximum and the strength of the cur-

its minimum. But if we brought the two amalga-
of the copper wire in contact, either with or without
ition of a mercury cup, we at once could suddenly

send the current with its maximum intensity through the helix.

Mean results of 1st series of experiments. Resistance of fine wire

Fraction of length of fine interposed wire.

Scale-readingB went from 54*8 to 54-85 54*9 55 55-2

54-8 54-8 54-85 55 55*4 56*1
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Examining the results in the two series of experiments, we

see that where the current was passed, with all of the interposed

resistance in the circuit, the scale went from 54-8 to 5485, or

moved -05 of a division in the first series of experiments ;
but

in the second series the current was too feeble to effect a meas-

ureable elongation, and it was not until ± of the fine wire was

out of the circuit that the scale-reading began to increase. In

both series of experiments the rapid increase in the rate of

elongation is noticeable after f of the fine wire was out of the

ie elongation, in both series of experiments, amounted
to 1-3 divisions of the scale. The same amount of elongation

always occurred when the ends of the copper wires were brought

together, or when the circuit was as suddenly formed by plung-

ing the wires into a cup containing mercury. Therefore, it is

well established that a current of a definite strength will pro-

duce the same amount of elongation whether that strength is

suddenly or gradually attained. Indeed, in some of the experi-

ments over three minutes were occupied in gradually d*

the interposed resistance, until it was entirely out of the circuit,

yet during this very slow increase of the current strength, the

scale slowly and smoothly moved upward in its readings, and
when all th- tance had been passed over the

elongation again equaled 1*3 division.

The establishment of the above fact was of considerable im-

portance, for it rendered applicable the following simple and
precise method of measuring the change in dimensions of bodies

on their magnetization. Two iron, steel or bismuth bars are

placed parallel to each other, in Ys, with their similar ends

strougly pressed against a firm support, so that if the rods change
their length on magnetization, their free ends will move.
Now imagine a lever so arranged that one end of it carries a

plano-convex lens and the other end a micrometer screw.

The convex side of the lens is opposite :i plane -hiss, which ter-

minates the end of one of the rods, while the point of the micro-

meter screw touches the end of the other rod, against which it

w pressed bv a spring. An inclined piece of plane glass placed

m front of the lens, sends the light from a sodium flame down
to the lens and plane glass behind it, and by means of a micro-
scope we can look through the inclined glass on to the lens and
thus accurately view and measure the "Newton's rings, which
we will now observe. If around the rods we n< m pass

current of gradually increasing strength^ we will see the rings

displaced, and from the amount and direction of this

ot the rays of the sodium lHit we can accurately determine the
amoUnt and direction of the motion of the ends of the rods.

If- however, the current should have been passed at once
Wlth its full intensity, there would have followed a sudden dis-
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placement of the rings, but the amount and direction of this

displacement it would have been impossible to determine. By
making the arm of the lever which carries the convex lens

longer than the arm which carries the screw, we can increase

the delicacy of the apparatus, for it is understood that, as the

rods move in the same direction, the rod carrying the plane

glass moves toward the lens, while at the same time the other

rod. through the intervention of the lever, pushes the lens

toward the plane glass.

nination of the experiments of the first and second

lined under the heading, " On gradually increasing

ace," makes known a remarkable phenomenon. In

these experiments the current, with its maximum strength, was

first passed through the helix and then it was gradually brought

down to its minimum strength by sliding the copper battery

wire over the fine wire of german-silver until the whole length

of the latter was brought into the circuit. At the moment of

sending the current with its maximum strength, the rod elong-

ated 1*3 divisions of the scale; but if we now keep the circuit

closed, but gradually diminish the strength of the current, we
observe that the scale-readings do not correspond to those given

when the corresponding strengths of current were reached by
.ii their mimimum to their maximum, as the following

tables, giving the differences of scale-readings in the two cases,

plainly show.

On gradually increasing the curren

Differences, 45
~

6 ^ ~8 ""
5

""""0

We thus see that the rod tends to persist in the elongation it

acquired in first passing the maximum current, for it does not

retract in proportion to the diminished strength of this current;

and the experiments show that even when the current is so far

diminished in strength that it would, if suddenly thrown
through the helix, be unable to elongate the rod sufficiently to

be measurable, vet this feeble current holds the rod elongated
•45 of a division in the second series of experiments, but on

breaking the circuit the rod instantly retracts -45 <>i a division

in the second series of experiments and *65 of a division in the
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Brat Miics, and regains the length it had before the current was

passed around it.

On passing the current with the whole of the fine wire in the

circuit, we have, in the first series of experiments, an elongation

of -05 of a division, but on making the circuit without the in-

terposed fine wire, we have an elongation of 1-3 divisions; and

if we now do not break the current, but gradually diminish its

strength by increasing the interpolar resistance, we find that

when the whole of the fine wire is again in the circuit that the

elongation is yet '65 of a division : whereas when the circuit was

at once formed with this same interposed resistance the rod was

elongated only "05 of a division.

The discovery of this most remarkable phenomenon was con-

tained in the above experiments, but to be sure that my exper-

iments should not mislead me, I repeated them several times,

using every precaution to ensure their accuracy, and obtained

results almost identical with those formerly observed. I am
therefore confident that I have discovered a phenomenon worthy
of minute study, and I purpose to make it the subject of a

special investigation.

Unfortunately, during the above experiments, I did not make
a parallel series of determinations of the magnetic intensities of

the rod during the successive stages of passing a current of in-

creasing and of decreasing strength. Yet I can hardly believe

that the magnetic intensity will be kept up with the persistent

elongation of the rod when it is slowly demagnetized, but I

think that it will be found that the magnetic intensity of the

rod depends alone on the strength of the current travei^im. the

helix. The phenomenon indeed shows that the molecules of

the rod, on its elongation by magnetization, having been forced

into new positions, that either bv what might be well called a

magnetic set'
1* or from molecular friction, the D

retained these new positions with such persistence, that it

required the sudden shock of the induced current, produced on
breaking thi them to rush to their positions of

stable equilibrium.

Effects observed on making and breaking separate currents in the

component helices of the compound helix.

In these experiments two batteries were used. In the outer
Qelix I made and broke a current from 16 cells, arranged four

coupled and four in series. In connection with the inner helix,

I used a battery of 25 cells, connected five in a row and five in

senes. The experiments are interesting as showing the effects

n»l?i
e **[* " raagnetic set," as appplied above, is from analogy an appropriate

JjWie^forthe phenomenon; but it cannot well be so applied, for Dr. Joule has

3 set" as designating the residual magnetism an iron
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1 1 i Made circuit in inner helix, rod elongated 14 division.
'
;

a u ci outer « » " -25 "

Broke " " " " " retracted '25 "

(2.) Made circuit in outer helix, rod elongated \ -5 divisions.
" " " inner " rod suddenly retracted 4 div.,

and then suddenly elongated 4 division.

Broke circuit in inner helix, rod suddenly retracted 4 div.,

and then suddenly elongated 4 division.

Broke circuit in outer helix, rod retracted 1*5 divisions.

(3.) Made circuit in inner helix, rod elongated 14 divisions.

Broke circuit in inner helix, rod suddenly retracted
-35

division, then suddenly elongated -35 division.

Broke circuit in outer helix, rod retracted 1*65 divisions.

(4) Made circuit in outer helix, rod elongated 1'5 divisions.

Made circuit in inner helix, rod suddenly retracted "5 divi-

sion, then suddenly elongated -05 division.

Broke circuit in outer helix, rod retracted "1 division.
" " " inner " " " 14 divisions.

On the times occupied in the elongations and retractions of a rod

when the two component helices are joined as one helix, and

placed in the circuit of one battery.

The determinations I here give were made with the eye and

a chronograph, and although not as accurate as the interest of

the research demands, yet are near enough to the truth to show

that the subject is worthy of a careful investigation. The

experiments given under the above heading and the succeeding

one, give an insight into the velocities of the molecular motions,

and therefore these determinations, taken in connection with

the measures of the corresponding elongations and retractions,

will be of considerable theoretic interest, when they have been

determined with the precision which the following proposed

• apparatus will, in all probability, afford.

I thus propose to attack this problem. The i

paratus will be made of the minimum weight

stability. The mirror will reflect a pencil of light from an elec-

tric lamp to a revolving glass disc coated with sensitized collo-

dion. This converging pencil will form a dot of light on the

disc and when the latter is stationary will, on the elongation of

the rod, describe a portion of one of its radii, which will n{>}><" !1
'

on developing the sensitized plate. If, however, the disc have
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an uniform and known rate of rotation, the dot will on the elon-

gation of the rod, describe a curved line which, referred to the

appropriate ordinates, will give not only the time of the motion

of elongation, but also the mode or law of this motion. Of

course the motion of retraction can be studied in like manner.

The following experiments were made on rod No.3, of English

refined iron, and each result is the mean of 50 experiments.

Time of elongation. Time of retraction.

(1.) 25 cells, ^th of a second. T\ths of a second.

(2.) one cell, ^ths " " TVth " "

It is thus seen that, with 25 cells, the duration of the retrac-

tion is six times as long as the duration of the elongation, but

with a current from one cell the phenomena are reversed and the

duration of the elongation is three times that of the retraction.

Determinations of the times occupied in the elongation and the re-

traction of a rod when the inner or the outer helix forms in its> i

a closed conductor, whih the current is passed, in the respective

cases, in the outer and in the inner helix.

(1.) Terminals of inner helix not joined. Current passed

through the outer helix from 25 cells. Elongation of the rod

1 5 divisions. Times of elongation Ti sth of a second. Times
of retraction,

-J sec.

(2.) Same result as above when the outer helix was open,

and the current was passed through the inner helix.

(3.) The terminals of inner helix united ;
bo thai

formed a closed circuit in itself. Current from 25 cells passed

through outer helix. Elongation, 16 divisions. Time of elon-

ths of a second. Time of retraction, l^th seconds.

(4.) Same results as above when the terminals of the outer

helix were united, and the current passed through the inner

helix.

(5.) One cell used. When the terminals of the outer or inner

helix were not united and the current passed res:

through the inner and outer helix, the elongation was 1*1 divis-

ions. The time of elongation, ,\t.hs of a second. The time ot

retraction ^ths of a second.
f . . ,

(6.) One cell used. The terminals of inner helix united

Ihe elongation was 11 divisions. Time of elongation, fttha of

a second. Time of r. ads.
. . .

(7.) Same result as experiment (6) when the tern

Jter helix were joined, and the current from one cc

trough the inner helix. . ,

lo observe a rod slowlv retracting during 1"3 of a second

tne interaction «f tv, ;«,i„'....i „„>•,...,.*« n^siii- in the
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rod. I may here venture to suggest that the study of these ex-

traordinary phenomena—which I believe I have here first

made known—will eventually be of some service in the study

I currents. For the present, I am content with mere-

ly presenting the facts, for I have not yet been able to command

the time which their investigation will require.

In experiments (3) and (6) the time of retraction was re-

spectively 1 TV seconds and 1A seconds, and the slowness of

these motions allowed me to obtain an insight into their char-

acter. In each of these experiments the rod retracted with a'

gradually diminishing velocity, and the motion reminded one

forcibly of that pertaining to a body projected vertically upward.

The coefficients of elongation and of retraction of seven rods of differ-

ent species of iron, and of three steel rods of various degrees of

hardness.

It remains to give the determinations I have made of the co-

efficients of elongation and of retraction. Those measures were

made on rods of circular sections, 60*1 inches long and -5 inch in

diameter. As previously stated, the iron rods were thoroughly

annealed, and the steel rods were carefully tempered. On the

ends of the rods, numbers were stamped, and these marks cor-

> the rods as follows

:

Ulster Iron.

Norway Iron.

English refined Iron.

Low Moor Iron.

Fall River Iron.

• Steel soft.

00. Steel hardened and drawn to blue.

0. Steel hardened and drawn to yellow.

The method of determining the coefficients was as follows:

When the rod had attained a fixed temperature, so that tlu

ling remained constant for an hour, I recorded this

scale-reading. I then passed the current from the 25-cell

battery, and so soon as the new scale-reading then produced

was read, I broke the circuit and obtained the corresponding

ling. These readings were now written in the note

book, and immediately after recording them, I again made and

broke the circuit and noted the two corresponding readings of

the telescope-scale. I then continued making and breaking

the circuit and recording the scale-divisions, until the rod began

to elongate from the heat produced on demagnetization.

The tables I here present consist of six columns, A, B, C, D.

E, and F. Under A are designated the rods ; B contains the

elongations or retractions produced on first passing the current |
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factions or elongations observed after the first made
1 been broken; D the permanent elongations or re-

tractions observed in the rod after the first circuit passed had been
broken ; E the elongations or retractions produced on making
the second and subsequent circuits ; F the elongations or retrac-

tions produced on breaking the second and subsequently formed

Elongations a nd Ketractions in Units of the Telescope-scale.

2d maScircuiJsd ^'circuit.1st break-clrc'it.

I

l'25ef
T2

5

r* u 1-2 e ! 1-2 r
1-4 e*

l-15r

6 1-4 e •85 r •t>5 e •9 e •9 r

•6 e* 25 e

•5 e*
•4 rf •25 ef 15 rf -2 rf -2 ef

A.

•0001375 inch •nnnnl ** ,J: * 000077 tncA •000077 inch

000132 "

•000220 "

000275 "

•000066 " •000110 "
6 •000154 " 0000935 " 0000605 " •000099 " 000099 "

•0000365 « •0000730 "

_0__0000584__^_ •0000219 " 0000292 " •0000292 "

000002288 efr000001377 r -000000732 ef

•000003019 e

•000002562 e



After the quantities given in the columns, I have written e

to designate the elongation of the rod, and r to indicate its

I have given the measures in three tables. Table I contains
the elongations and retractions in the actual scale units. It is

here to be remembered that one division of the scale equals
0-00011 of an inch for the experiments on rods No. 1 to No. 6
inclusive; while for the remaining rods 000, 00, and 0, one
division of the scale equals 0-000146 of an inch. Table II
gives the elongations and retractions of Table I expressed in
fractions of the inch of " Troughton's scale."*

Table III contains the coefficients calculated from the num-
bers given in Table II.

Certain numbers of the tables are followed by * or by f

;

* indicates the maximum effect observed in the iron, or in the
steel rods, corresponding to the phase of experiment given in
the heading of the columns of Table I, or as subsequently
designated by A, B, C, D, etc. An examination of the tables
shows that the maxima and minima effects, in the case of the
iron rods, are very irregularly distributed. Thus, correspond-
ing to the " first make-circuit," we find that rod No. 4 gives the

i No. 1 the minimum. On the " Br
rod No. 2 is the maximum, while rod No. 5 is the

minimum. For the " permanent elongation," rod No. 4 is the
maximum, and rods No. 1 and 2 are the minima In the two
columns corresponding to " second make-circuit " and " second
break-circuit," we see that rod No. 3 gives the maximum effect
observed, while rod No. 1 gives the minimum.

The phenomena of Elongation and Retraction observed in Rods of
Steel

The phenomena observed in the magnetization and demagne-
tization of the rods of steel have not been referred to. Here
we have presented to us remarkable results. On first passing
the current around rod 000, of soft steel, it elongated -8 of a

aon, behaving like a rod of soft iron
; but, on break-

ing the circuit to my astonishment, it again elongated -6 of a
ims leaving this rod with a permanent elongation

or l i divisions
;
and this elongation exceeds the permanent

and a mXabKon S? Th %®& S
tandari

' ™> a bronzo standard
'

No
"
"•

nted by the British govern-ed States. A series of careful comparisons,-made in 1856, by
>
direction of Dr. Bache,-of the British bronze standard
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elongation given to any of the soft iron rods when similarly

experimented on. On passing the current around the rod, for

I time, the soft steel rod again did not act like a rod of

iron, for it retracted "25 of a division instead of elongating, as

did the rods of iron in like circumstances ; and on I

this circuit the rod elongated '25 of a division, instead of re-

tracting: again exhibiting a phenomenon the reverse of those

observed in the rods of iron ; and it is here important to re-

mark, that all of the steel rods behaved in the same manner on

the making and breaking of the second and subsequently

formed circuits.

The results just described differ from those obtained by Dr.

Joule. Eeferring to his memoir (Phil. Mag., vol. xxx, p. 85),

we find that experiments on a rod of soft steel, one yard long

and a quarter of an inch in diameter, showed that the rod

elongated on first passing the current ; but on breaking this

circuit, the rod retracted', while in my experiments, the rod

again elongated on breaking this circuit. Indeed, the experi-

ments of Dr. Joule indicate that a rod of soft steel behaves

like one of iron, except that the elongations and retractions are

of less extent than in the case of an iron rod. It is important.

however, to observe that Dr. Joule did not, in his first experi-

ment on this rod, pass around it a current sufficient to " satu-

rate "
it, but gradual I v increased the intensity of the current

Jsive experiments ; and it is to be remarked, that as

the intensity of the current increased, the retractions and elon-

<me nearer and nearer to equality, but in no instance

did he observe a retraction on passing a current and an elonga-

In his subsequent experiments, Dr. Joule worked on a steel

rod of the same dimensions as that used in his former experi-

ment, but it was " hardened to a certain extent throughout its

whole length, but not to such a degree as entirely to resist the

action of the file." On first passing the current, and also in

subsequently passing the current with successively increased

i results similar to those I observed in

the rod of soft steel, but with this rod also he never observed

^ The fact that so eminent an investigator as Dr. Joule

obtained, on first passing a current around a bar of soft steel,

results similar to those obtained by me with my bar of soft

fteel, leads me to suspect that the rod I experimented on may
Mve retained some degree of "hardness" after it hi

annealed
; but even this fact granted, does not explain why ak

the steel rods I experimented on gave rdra
' passing

- Fit a second time after they had been " saturated dur-

ing the first passage of the current
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Examining the results of my experiments on rod 00, of hard
steel " drawn to blue," we see that the phenomena are exactly
the reverse of those occurring in rods of iron in the same cir-

cumstances, except in this one particular, viz., that after break-
ing the first made circuit the rod is permanently elongated; and
this result agrees with all of those obtained by Dr. Joule.
The experiments on rod 0, of hard steel " drawn to yellow

"

are noteworthy. On making
_
the first circuit, this rod retracted

l breaking this circuit, the rod elongated,
i division, thus leaving the rod perma-

,
i that this rod of hard steel,

wmch after the experiment remained a powerful magnet, is

shorter than it was before it was magnetized. On passing the
second current around this rod, it, like the two preceding rods,
retracted -2 of a division, and on breaking this circuit, it elon-
gated by the same quantity, so that after the second and sub-
sequent passages of the voltaic current, it persisted in the
retraction it received after the first made circuit was broken.
The experiments I have just given on rod 0, differ in every

r from any obtained by Dr. Joule, on rods which were
not subjected to tractile strain. I cannot but regret that this emi-
nent physicist did not experiment on rods of very hard steel
treed, as far as possible, from all strains; for then my experi-
ments would have been strictly comparable with his.

" The &X
penments which Dr. Joule made on rods of hard steel (except
those I have already quoted) were conducted on rods subject to

gomg from 80 fbs. up to 1,030 fbs., while my experi-
ments were made on rods so supported by brass Bpri!
only a fraction of their weight was supported by the Vs on
which their ends rested.

J

Referring to Dr. Joule's experiments on a "soft steel wire,
0n
V°?i°ngi

.

a(luarter of an inch in diameter, tension 80 lbs,"
it this rod behaved like one of soft iron, free of strain,

n nts deflecting his galvanometer 34° 40' up to 56° 30';

tr !?? T^ bd0W 34° 40 ' no action whatever was ob-
served to take place in the rod, except its magnetization ;

but
when the same rod was subjected to a tension of 462 fbs., and .
current ol 60 lo it behaved like my horizontally suspended
steel rod 00; that is, it retracted on making tie- cirruit.

1

but i;

elongated more than it had previously retracted when this cir-
cuit was broken. With a tension of 1,680 lbs. the rod retracted

gated by equal amounts on making and biv.
circuits In Dr. Joule's experiments on a "hardened steel wire"
one toot long, a quarter „f an inch in diameter, tension 80 lbs.,
he observed no effect until the en , ;i >itv of

then this rod also elongated and retracted by equal
quantities on making and breaking the circuits. With a ten-
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sion of 408 fes. and of 1030 lbs., this rod behaved in the same

manner, but the elongations and retra.-u...^ 'I' •
n-.t k-gn t

-

-
,

,w themselves with the respe
'

'h^o^of
had respectively reached the intensities of 60 20 and 48 dd

.

Summing up these results, Dr. Joule states :
" From the above

experiments, we find that the induction of permanent magnet-

Lces no sensible effect on the length of a bar oi

ly hardened steel, and that the ten tot toe

to the magnetism multiplied by the current

tening effect does not in this case

1
1 the increase of the tension." We have n< i

reason to doubt the truth of this statement when am

act to tension, but my experiments show thi

the rod 000, of soft steel, and the rod 00, oi hard steel -drawn

to blue," were not subject to such strains, and indeed freed,

as far as possible, iron', all strain, thev •"

gated after they had received their \
n lam-nt magnetism

;
and

also, that the rod 0, of hum steel "drawn to yellow, had a

permanent retraction given to it with its permanent magnetic

°
^experiments have been made with such conscientious-

ness, that at present I am not able to doubt the reality of these

effects ; but they should be repeated on fresh bars, and this 1

intend to do at some future day.
.

It is important that 1 should here call attention to the fact,

that the coefficients I have given in the appended tables are

derived from measures on only one rod of e,

and it may be that a considerable range in the elongat

retractions may be found in rods made of ti

or of steel. I hope to be able to present a new series of deter-

minations of these constants, to be made with tm-

already described, which employs the displacements o
!

ri,,,s as a mean< „f measuring the changes in the longitudinal

and transverse dimensions of the rods.
, , ,

When it is considered that the greatest motions, wh

- •

of tenths of an inch, while the smallest space
J

limits of visibility of the most powerful microscope, u-

s 5,Wh (or -000005) of an inch, and furthermore v.

known that the last mentioned quantity equals the chai

of only T?
T

77Tths of a degre
conscientiously met and s

become manifest ; but the

Known that the last mentioned quanu
length of one of the rods caused by a '

Centigrad'

,."of those difficulties

the confidence 1 fed :

5 tempered with modes
I I will gladly accept
<->}\ c ['role r

:
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Art. XIV.—On some results of the Earth's Contractionfn
ing; by James D. Dana. Part IV, Igneous Ejection

IV. Igneous Ejections, Volcanoes.

The direct connection of igneous ejections with the move-
Miltmg from the earth's contraction has been briefly

illustrated in the course of the remarks on mountain making, f
It is apparent, without further discussion, that regions of great

ices embrace the regions of great igneous elections;
that the oceanic slopes of the border mountains, especially
around the Pacific, the greater ocean, have been preeminently

|

itions
; and that in Tertiary times, when the

earths crust was becoming too stiff to bend much before the
lateral pressure, profound fractures, instead of flexures, were a
common result of its action, igneous outflows were most exten-
sive and volcanoes- were of increased size and numbers.

Ine questions remaining are
(1.) Does the mobile rock owe its mobility in all cases, or

ie movements of the rocks under lateral pressure-
ioto heat being its source, in conformity

5w views abl ->' set forth hy Mallet ?

latlrd p"4sureT
tingf0rCeiU empti°nS a r6SUlt °f the Same

1. Source of yn«msfuswn.i--TU suggestion of Prof. Hop-km, with regard to the earth's . been SUV
tamed on a preceding page,§ offers for the source of igneous

For Part I, see vol. v, l

This Journal, <

§ Prof. Hopkin

: .

- temperatur - d much by the
F. for an increase of pressure equiv-

-olid cfniirZt
ati°n^"^7ar^^^n^ woujTSnsist

11^
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icussed, that « the incrustation ,. very first step

Q place alter the formation of a solid
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ejections the old one of viscous rock underneath the earth's

crust ; but viscous rock at first as a layer, and later as rem-

nants of the same layer, left after the long cooling. This

author suggests that these isolated or detached portions may be

the souree'of modern volcanic eruptions, and this view is

favored by Scrope, the eminent vulcanologist*

The theory does not require that the isolated fire-lakes

should exist now at the depth of the original viscous layer, for

in the movements and flexures of the crust, and the opening of

fissures for the escape of the mobile rock, great regions of it

may have been pressed up and become isolated fire-lakes at a

higher level. Or, as Prof. Hopkins suggests, the snbtern a

sources of volcanic action may have been in shape like inverted

cones extending far up into the crust, and may have finally

been divided off into "smaller ones by a process similar to that

by which the larger cavities were themselves formed from the

general fluid mass, the position of each minor cavity being-

determined by the points in the roof of the larger one, where

previous fractures had left the most perfect volcanic vents.

This last explanation holds if regions of volcanic vents date

back to early geological time, so that modern volcanoes in an

area are successors to indefinitely older ones; but is less appli-

cable where the vents of a region are of Csenozoic origin (as

appears to be true of most of them), and a consequence of the

later movements of lateral pressure.

The inference that igneous eruptions have generally been

derived from a deep-seated source is sustained by the great

:

of surface. The eruptive rocks (or trap) of the Triassieo-.I a ras-

sio areas of the Atlantic border, from Nova Scotia to the Caro-

lina*, already many times referred to,f all which belong to

nucleus surrounded by a superficial fluid envelope, according a

began at the surface or center; but in either case, as I have 1

the superficial crust when first formed must necessarily have reposed <

globe must at length arrive atwhaU
Paragraph on p. 33 speaking 0:
ent condition, that of a solid mass containing
•numdoscent matter, and either
some cases by obstructed channels." These cav
material of volcanic eruptions.

2d ed., 8vo, 2G4, 2GS.

and breadth in Nova Scotia. In the Connectici
aw m many lines,—as laid down espec ally for
geological Report. A copy of a part of his very
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one epoch, are solely varieties of dolerite: rocks made up

essentially of labradorite and pyroxene, with more or less of

magnetic iron ore in disseminated grains or crystals. Analy-
ses have shown that the trap of this region in Connecticut and

New Jersey is essentially identical in constitution; and an

examination and determination of the density of specimens of

the same rock from North Carolina and Nova Scotia leave no

doubl that it is fundamentally alike throughout. The aspect

of the ordinary specimens from these widely distant regions is

closely the same, and the density varies little from 3. The
dolerite of East Eock, New Haven, Conn., gave Professor G. J.

Brush for tl B 1 '9—3-085 ; from West Eock, ib.,

3-045—3-07
; from the vicinity of Ealeigh, North Carolina (a

specimen received by the writer from Prof. Kerr of
and not distinguishable by the eye from an East or West Eock
specimen), 3 '16. Prof. Cook of New Jersey obtained for the

dolerite of the Palisades (Geol. Eep. N. J., p. 215), 2 -94. Prof
II. How gives the writer for a similar variety from Nova Scotia,

2-94. Complete analyses have not been made of many of these

rocks. The following are analyses of the West Eock (New
Haven) dolerite and that of the Palisades, New Jersey (70 miles

west of West Eock), the former by W. G. Mixter^ Assistant
in the Sheffield Scientific School, and the latter by

Prof. G. H. Cook, of the New Jersey Geological Survey.

2. Palisades, 53-9 175 80 10-3 80 [2-3] ....=100

There are variations in the dolerite of the regions above
referred to, depending on the proportion of the feldspar, and
also on the presence of water. But they occur in varioitf

parts of the several regions, instead of characterizing any one
of them. The dolerite of dikes in East Haven, Conn.—the
town adjoining New Haven on the east—diminishes in luster

as the dike is more remote from the New Haven line: and in

m these hills north continues to lit. Tom, near Northanip
sachusetts. The range to the east, south of this bend, continues a

• ill east of New Haven.
_
Other lines cut through the ;

Connecticut, as iund, six miles

nearly et tal jg f an interrupted series

s trap dikes. The Palisades of New Jersey/

. ..'I!.. ~ ",

i the northern part of a complex ser
1 - nnsylvania into V

areas. There is
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the ridges near Saltonstall Lake, two miles distant, it is faintly

glistening, and of somewhat less hardness, and, although gen-

erally solid throughout, it is in some parts vesicular (amygda-

loidal). A precisely similar rock in all its characters occurs

among the trap hills (dolerite) of Meriden, called the Hanging

Hills, and part of it is amygdaloidal. The same is found also

in Nova Scotia. An examination of a specimen from the

vicinity of Saltonstall Lake, by Prof. 0. D. Allen, shows the

presence of 4-53 per cent of matter driven off on ignition, after

deducting the hygroscopic moisture (0*60). It indicates the

presence of some hydrous mineral (chlorite apparently), in

place of part of the augite or feldspar. But the peroei

L9'88, 5010, according to two determinations by S. T.

Tyson of the Sheffield Scientific School laboratory, and thus

differs but little from that of the anhydrous dolerite of West
Rock and the Palisades ; the proportion is less instead of greater.

There is hence a close similarity to the other dolerite, notwith-

standing the presence of water.

Since the dikes of this hydrated dolerite occur as parts of

the same series as the others, and in the same regions, and are

of the same epoch and system of ejections, and moreover are

exceptional instead of the prevailing kind, it is apparent that

the hydrous character is owing to some exceptional i

attending or subsecuent to the eruption. The source of liquid

rock was all one, and the material must therefore have been

essentially one in kind ; it could not have been locally hydrous.

Portions of the erupted viscid material might have encoun-

tered water on the way to the surl'ruv. and thu- haw Uvoi,
im-

penetrated with it;* so that the viscid material at the high

temperature became altered in part—Dine of its augiti to chlo-

rite, and perhaps some of its feldspar, with the lime of the

augite, to zeolites, etc. Or else, this kind of change may have

taken place through infiltrating waters. The fact that the

'• (now imvirdaloi lah i- th it win 'h is hy.l *<
'

renders it rather pro', ivs and caleitc may
have been later made with in the nude by superficial action or
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infiltrating waters, the chief change was cotemporaneous with
the eruption

;
for the vesicular character was undoubtedly then

produced, and it was probably dependent on the same mois-
ture that, penetrating the rock, caused the metamorphism or
hydration through the mass. Bunsen, in his well known paper
on the igneous rocks of Iceland,* gives various facts illustrat-
ing this kind of metamorphism yielding chloritic and zeolitic
minerals.

There is hence nothing in the relations of the different kinds
of dolentem the Connecticut valley or any part of the Trias-
BicoJ urassic regions of the Atlantic slope, either as to geograph-
i J position or chemical composition, that favors the idea of
difference of original subterranean source.
Now such a similarity of product occurring at intervals over

a region 1,200 miles long, and in several parallel lines, shows
some unity of origin. It evinces that the source must have
been either the under-crust fire-sea, like the under-Ai
as we have termed it, derived from the old viscous layer; or
else plastic masses within the true crust, which crust, as it was

>m the viscous layer by cooling, would have had like
uniformity of mineral constitution.

This example of igneous eruption is grand in scale, since
>m tappings along a line more than a thous-

« long
;
and it may therefore serve well to test the gen-

ii leories of igneous eruptions. It indicates
tnattneon. ^ of great extent

Professor T. Sterry Hunt, in his paper on '"'The probable

<'f and others of earlier date, while adopt-
1 ll '^r "i a imclt us niw solid 1 \ pressun and of an

:• with a riscid layer between, has proposed to sub-
>us layer recognized as the source of volca-

noes by Hopkins, one made by the " aqueo-igneous fusion" of

V;\
vr

"/ Hie lower sedimentary beds of the supererust.1 The
i'

!

' ^ l

?
11™' " r ^< l«'sion is (1) pressure due to the accumu-

1:u,n
°i J

beds; (2) increase of heat, by
• ie lsogeothermals—another effect of the same cause;

» of moisture, a common feature of sedi-
ae moisture becoming, under the heating, super-heated

\ apor, and so aiding by its great dissolving power in the result.

^ri^^ 1^.^!,-!^!^ ™?."oon*n7 or#n of the zeolite8 a^
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In a later article * he says: "I have taken pains [in former

i explain that the deeply buried layers of sediment,

together with the superficial and water-impregnated portions of

the solid nucleus, constitute a softened or plastic zone from

which all plutonic and volcanic rocks proceed, and which

allows of the movements observed in the solid crust."

It will be perceived that the hypothetical viscous layer of

Hunt lies between a rind made out of sedimentary formations

mi*! i solid nucleus which is at surface of sedimentary origin;

and the viscous layer which Professor Hopkins regards as be-

longing to a stage in the process of solidification is supposed to

have been closed up, or some way put " hors de combat,"

This substitution appears to be quite unnecessary, and the

process incapable of producing the result claimed. As has been

already explained,! the pressure from the gravitation of sedi-

ments cannot produce the heat needed for the fusion, no more
than it can cause the plications alleged to attend it. If then

no fusion of sediments would have resulted from such a cause,

there was no chance for the formation of the deep and extended

plastic zone required to meet the demands of the grand system
of oscillations the earth's surface has experienced. In fact, the

conditions Prof. Hunt's hypothesis appeals to—that is, thick

sedimentary eh as those of the Ap]
region,—are far too local for the production of so vast a plastic

zone, even if fusion were a possible result of the accumulation.

Again, the facts mentioned on the preceding page give as

positive a declaration against this origin of the material of

igneous ejections through the fusion of sediments. The sedi-

:<iontary strata along the Atlantic border, whether unaltered or

Hie, deep-seated or superficial, vary every score of

miles, and could not yield a uniform quality of fused material

for the ejections. In the Connecticut Valley the met:

rocks from New Haven, Conn., to northern Massachusetts, a

distance of a hundred miles, have an east-northeast strike ob-

- *h, ny, m trap cj Vj us. an Ian on tl e wc-1 - '«

chloritic mica slate, dia B " "ist,

gneiss and other micaceous rocks of various kinds; and the

Archaean (Azoic) rocks to the west, in Dutchess Co., N. Y.. and in

Connecticut west of Winsted, are diverse tsa

granitoid gneiss, containing orthoclase and albite or oligoc!

with quartz, and sometimes hornblendic, but as far as king:,

without labradorite. Only wide diversity, not uniformity,

could come from such varied material. Dolerite is, moreov< r,

the last rock to be looked for from any of i1

the diabase. For it has a low ]><>r ita- < i silica (4b to o2
per cent) and no free quartz, with 8 to 12 per cent of oxide of

* Geological Magazine, Feb., 1868. f ™* voL
' Page 13 "
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iron, about as much of lime and also of magnesia, with verv
little potash or soda ; and in these constituents there is compara-
tively little variation.

Hunt claims that the presence of moisture in many igneous
rocks sustains the idea of derivation from the fusion of sedi-

ments, that is, from the fusion of rocks containing water. But
it has been shown, (on page 107) that the cases of
dolerite in the region referred to are local and exceptional, and
that the rid

i

. with those of the more common
anhydrous dolerite, that all must have had one source. His
argument would be of some weight if there were uo source for

the moisture except in the region of fusion. The hyclrated
rock, moreover, is shown to have the low percentage of silica

which belongs to the anhydrous dolerite.

If subterranean fusion were somehow produced and a zone
of mobile rock were thus made many scores of miles deep, with
the material not simply plastic but of perfect liquidity, and the
zone without obstructions in any part so that there could be
tidal movements or at least free-flowing currents throughout it,

then, if the material entered into fusion were as diverse as the
rocks of the Atlantic border, there might be such a mixing up
and chemical digestion of limestone and everything else, that
the product would perhaps be doleritic—a rock low in silica (or
basic). But these conditions are those of the earth's liquid en-
velope before and after refrigeration began, and of the viscous
layer developed out of it, even, probably, to the basic character
of the fused material ; and further, they are what Hunt's me-
thod has no provision whatever for producing.
The facts afforded by other parts of the globe and other periods

ry, add force to this argument. A doleritic or basal-

one among the igneous eruptions
of all ages from Archaean time to the present, and of all con-

j

!11
H
ms :md oceans. Whitney ami Pmnpelly have described

basic or doleritic rocks of Lower Silurian age from the Lake
Superior region, where they are the prevailing igneous rocks.
Huilt !,:! ^ 'l<'*'rib.'d ;u ,d analyzed others, from Canadian locali-

se Laurentian, the Lower Silurian era and of later
F;1 z"" > time

- They are far the most abundant of the igne-

d Quaternary over the Pacific
-- S|; ii'-hu- facts might be cited from other con'

Q three-fourths of true igneous rocks are probably of

. Bence, it is reasonable to pronounce such ejec-

ifestoes of some kind of community of origin in the
earth s ejections, as well as announcements of the kind of ma-

* For comparison with the analyses on page 106, I add here others of the

(Pogg. Ann., xc, 110, 114, 1853), all of which are now supposed to be of Tertiary



terial that constitutes to a large degree the deeper regions of

the crust

There is, however, considerable diversity among true igneous

rocks. Besides the prevalent doleritic iron -bearing kinds, in-

cluding dolerite, peridotite, melaphyre. etc., to which the pre-

ceding observations relate, there are trachytic or fe]

lose constitution, especially in the case of the more
si iceous vari tit s, comports with their origin from the fusion

itarybeds made of granitic ma-

terial. They occur in the same regions in which doleritic

dikes exist, as well as among volcanic products.

Such a composition does not, however, make it certain that

the supercrust was their source, for true granite and gneiss and
even quartzites occur constituting old Arcluean tcnanes. and
it may be that essentially the same kinds of rock are to some

presented in regions of the infra-Archaean crust and

\ fire-seas.

Basaltic and trachytic rocks often occur so combined in a

siDgle volcanic mountain, that we seem forced to find some
other explanation of their origin than that of the i'usion of

unlike sedimentary strata. As long since observed by von
Buch at Teneriffe, the center of the mountain may be trachytic

when the sides around are basaltic. I found a similar foot

in a dissected volcanic mountain of western Oahu.* And at

Mauna Loa, where the ejections are almost all basaltic, there are

feldspathic lavas at the very summit of the dome about the

summit crater. A sight of the boiling movements of Kilauea
in 1840 led me to explain this association in volcanic moun-

origin
; and another (IV), of an Arcluean (Laurentian) dolerite from Grenville,

Canada, by Hunt (Geol. Rep. Canada, 1863)

:

Silica 52^13 47-80 49-40 50"35

the present (Prim B. AUport annoum
t»cle (Geol. Mag.. U ,ry and Paleozoic^c Traps," that h

publication the results of i

sition and struct- ir geological periods.

* See on this sal Erp. Exped, pp. 2
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tains on the principle of liquation—the feldspathic material

being the least fusible, and being therefore left at the center

while the more fusible iron-bearing lavas were drawn off by

the outbreaks through the different sides of the cone. The

diversity, on this view, is not proof of diversity of origin

Again, the two kinds of igneous rocks occur on a majestic

scale over the Pacific slope of the Rocky Mountains. The

trachytic rocks there appear, as stated by Richthofen,* to be

generally the older. Clarence King, in his description of the

Shoshone Falls on Snake River, states that out of seven hun-

dred feet in thickness of igneous rocks exposed in the bluff, the

lower 300 feet are made up of trachyte, while the upper 400

are of basalt ; and that a continuous field of igneous rocks,

mainly basaltic at surface, stretches over the country of Snake

River" for three hundred miles or more. The outflows are of

later date than the Miocene Tertiary. The fact of the very

wide genu-! q of the basalt on the Pacific

slope appears to be good proof, as in the case of the dolerite of

the Atlantic border,—but better because of the wider range of

the ejections,—that the source of its material was not local, or

dependent on the fusion of sedimentary strata. And if this

be true of the basaltic rock, it is probably so also of the tra-

chyte. Whatever doubt may exist, the general argument is made
a demonstration by the fact explained, f that a vast undercrust
fire-sea was a necessity in order that the great heavings and

bendings of the earth's crust essential to mountain-making on

the Pacific border should have taken place.

The conclusion arrived at militates not only with the theory

of Hunt, but also to some extent with Mallet's, unless the

latter is made to appeal to the true crust for the material to be

fused by the motion attending mountain-making. The motion

in the true crust, even in the catastrophic period of mountain-
making, is very much less and slower than that which is expe-

rienced by the plicating strata above it, and must therefore be

a much feebler source of heat and fusion. Still, under the frac-

tures, and shovings, and crushings, which must at times take

place, it should be sufficient ; and, acting at infra-Archaean
depths, it would give uniform results over wide areas, or on

the other hand a degree of diversity. Unlike Hunt's hypo-
''

ilet gives a reasonable source for the heat occasion-

ing fusion.

But the sufficiency of the method for all cases of igneous

ejections may well be questioned. The subsidence ending in

* The Natural System of Volcanic I



Scotia to North Carolina was extremely slow, and probably

nowhere exceeded 5000 feet ; and it caused in the end only

small displacements of the strata. In such a case as this, the mo-
tion would seem to be a wholly inadequate cause of the fusion

and ejections. Moreover, if the dependence of the subsidence

upon the existence beneath of a great region of mobile rock

was a fact, as has been urged,* there was fusion enough without

aid from this source.

Further, over the Pacific slope of the Eocky Mountains, the

vast ejections in the Tertiary era appear to have had, as 1 have

said, a natural source in an undercrust fire-sea, and the same
that was essential to ail ns of lh> crust; and

which, therefore, like that beneath the eastern border of the

continent, must have been continued on from the period of general

fluidity.

Moreover, these Pacific-border eruptions took place in con-

nection with, or as a consequence of, only a slight gea

uplift—that is, slight compared with the extent of the region,

although adding 10,000 feet to the height of the Eocky Moun-
tains, since the angle of slope made by it was not over fifteen

minutes—and through simple fractures that were unatten. I© I 1 >v

flexings or crushings of the region broken : conditions wholly

incapable, it would seem, of generating the heat required for so

vast an amount of subterranean fusion as the ejections

Again, both on the Atlantic and Pacific borders of North
America, wherever the plications have been greatest, and the

conditions, therefore, favorable for producing the largest amount
of heat, there we find evidences of the profoundest meta-

morphism, and of the least amount of fissure eruptions: ami.

conversely, the regions of gentler plications and feebler meta-

morphism, or of none, are those of the most numerous fissures

and most abundant igneous ejections. The Green Mountains
are an example of the former;' and the Tr assi so-J

on the Atlantic border, or the Tertiary and Quaternary
on the Pacific slope, of the latter. The reverse should be true

if the heat for the fusion were transformed motion ; for fusion

certainly requires a much higher temperature than metamor-
phism. The evidence appears to be decisive against the mak-
ing of the vast undercrust fire-sea by this method.
On the other hand, as already stated, there are, in many

countries, regions of siliceous trachytes whose ejections mav
well have come from the local fusion of common granite and
the allied schistose rocks, or of sedimentary strata of like com-
position.

* This volume, page 7, and beyond.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 8a—August, 1873.
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Mallet's theory presents us with a true cause ; but what are

he limits of its action it is very difficult to decide. It relieves

3iivative from the old viscous

L against it—that Era

could not long exist surrounded by cooled rock

;

iequate to make great undercrust fire-seas one or

i in prolonged existeno

2. What are igneous rocks?—From the preceding discussion

we derive an idea of the distinction between eruptive and meta-

morphic rocks. Since the larger part of eruptive rocks have

come from the infra-Archaean region—either the true crust, or

the fire-seas within or below it—they are igneous in all their

history, and in no sense metamorphosed sediments, whether

derived from a second fusion of the rocks where they originated

Again, the plastic rock-material that may be derived from

the fusion or semi-fusion of the supercrust, (that is, of rocks

ejected through fissures far from its place of origin ; while crys-

talline rocks are simply metamorphic if they remain in their

original relations to the associated rocks, or nearly so.

Between these latter igneous rocks and the
* metamorphic

there may be indefinite gradations, as claimed by Hunt. But

if our reasonings are right, the great part of igneous rocks can

be proved to have had no such supercrust origin. The argu-

ment from the presence of moisture or of hydrous minerals in

such rocks in favor of their origin from the fusion of sediments

has been shown to be invalid.

3. Source of the ejecting force,—When the fractures of the crust

giving exit to fissure eruptions are a direct sequence to a long

continued subsidence—as, for example, in the case of the

Triassico-Jurassic eruptions of the Atlantic border,—there ran

hardly be a doubt that the lateral pressure causing the subsi-

dence contributed also to the ejection of the plastic rock from

beneath. And as the great fissurings of the crust are in all

lents in the working of lateral pressure, it is unsafe to

deny that this cause has not aided in the great majority of

eruptions in non-volcanic regions.

Another cause of ejection appealed to is pressure from the

vapors imprisoned in the regions of fused rock. It must have

often given efficient aid. But such vapors may not exist to the

extent sometimes supposed about the deep sources of the

material of fissure eruptions. Non-volcanic igneous rocks are
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usually solid throughout, without the minutest vesicle, and

similar complete compactness characterizes many fissure ejec-

tions even of volcanic regions, when they have taken place at a

Me distance from the volcanic vent* This would

hardly be so generally the fact if vapors were abundant about

the sources of the eje such vapors would im-

ply tin existence in the mobile rock itself ordinarily of vapor-

izable ingredients capable of easy vaporization under the pres-

sure there existing. The fact seems to be that the great pres-

sure is in the way of vaporization of the sulphids that may
exist in the plastic material ; for pyrites is often found in the

s .'.
i basalt, ' And, further, the deep-seated sources of igneous

rocks must be mostly or wholly below the regions accessible

to moisture ; for if not they would show its presence by hydra-

tion and frequently a vesicular structure.

Volcanoes, in their states of ordinary activity and eruption,

do not appear to be dependent on the lateral pressure in the

earth's crust. As I have long since urged, sustaining the view
of Prevost, the force engaged is chiefly pressure from the ex-

pansion of vaporizable material rising with the lava. Besides

this, there is* the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid column
raised in the conduit through the expanding vapors. The
want of sympathy between the summit crater of Mauna Loa,

nearly 14,000 feet in elevation, and the larger crater of Kilauea

on the flanks of the same broad mountain only 4000 feet above
the sea, I have adduced as evidence that the ordinary volcanic

action was here due to movements in the upper parts of the

lava columns, probably to portions extending little below the

sea-level, and that these volcanoes were therefore mainly de-

pendent for their various phases on the freshwaters pr<

over the mountain slopes. The waters of the ocean take theii

~*-t
"~i such action; but they are not in Hawaii the chief source

The effects of hydrostatic pressure have been <

emplified* ini the same volcanic mountain, not only in fractures

of the mountain, but also in majestic fire-fountains, in which
the lavas were thrown to heights from 100 to 700 fee-tj

Another Part, on the formation of the Continental plateaus

and Oceanic depression, will finish this memoir.

* It is a great, though common, mistake to suppose that volcanic ejections are

alags or scoria. The surface of an outflow is often of this character fora depth of

six inches or perhaps a foot. But below this, the lay

i nothing slag-like except that it is somewt About Hawaii

i'.-«rt of i

Vullr-v.

excellent observatio

$ This Journal, I

«£S'



W. Gills on th 'ucls f Cobalt

In the joint memoir of Grenth and myself on the ammonia-
cobalt bases it was stated that Xanthocobalt is not the only

product of the action of nitrous acid gas upon ammoniacal
solutions of cobalt. A further investigation of this and other

related subjects was then promised. I propose now to resume
the study of this class of compounds from the standpoint of

the chemistry of the present day. The progress of science has

rendered necessary the abandonment of my former theoretical

views, as well as the adoption of the new notation. It has

also, as I shall endeavor to show, lent a peculiar interest to the

study of the ammonia-metallic bases.

In studying the action of the alkaline nitrites upon salts of

cobalt, or upon those of the different series of ammonia-cobalt
compounds, a principal difficulty arises from the varying nature

and relative proportions of the products obtained under various

conditions of temperature, concentration of solutions employed
and duration of action. I have endeavored to cover the whole
ground as completely as possible.

1. Action of ammonia and amnionic nitrite upon a
bride and amnionic nitrate.—When a warm solution of

cobaltic chloride, CoCl 2 , is mixed with ammonic nitrate, and
then with a solution of ammonic nitrite, containing much free

ammonia, the solution soon becomes deep orange, and after 24

hours deposits orange-brown crystals in large quantity. The
mother liquor of these crystals is olive-green. By re-solution

in hot water containing a few drops of acetic acid, and filtra-

tion, beautiful orange-yellow needles may be obtained as this

filtrate cools. The crystals are perfectly free from chlorine and

represent the nitrate of a new series of ammonia-cobalt salts,

the formula of the salts being

Co 2(NH 3 ) 8(N0 2 ) 4 (N0 3 ) 8
.

The formation of this salt is accompanied by an absorption of

•oxygen from the air and may be expressed by the equation

:

2CoCl2-r-2NH 4 . N0
3+8NH 3 +4NH 4 . N0

3
+0=Co2

(NH
3 ) 8(N02 ) 4(N0 3 ) 2-|-4NH 4C1H-2(NHJ 2

0.

'2. Action of a mixture of ammonia and potassic nitrite upon

cobaltic sulphate.— "When cobaltic sulphate is dissolved in water

and a mixture of ammonia and potassic nitrite is added, the

liquid speedily becomes brown upon the surface, and after a few

hours orange-yellow crystals form upon the bottom and sides

Being Part II of Researches on the Ammonia-cobalt bases, by Wolcott Gibbs
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of the containing vessel, while a green flaky matter is at the

same time deposited. When large quantities of material ftW

operated upon, the complete oxidation requires several days.

On filtering, a bright green mass mixed with orange-yellow

crystals remains upon the filter ; the filtrate is olive-green, and

on standing often deposits small brilliant orange-yellow scales.

If the mass on the filter is treated with hot, very dilute, sul-

\\ instantly becomes bright orange and on boiling

dissolves. The solution then deposits on cooling a splendid

salt, which has the formula

Co 2
(NH

s ) 8
(N03 ) 4S0 4

and which is the sulphate corresponding to the nitrate already

mentioned.

3. Action of a mixture of ammonia and potassic //

' ihattic nitrate.—When eobaltic nitrate is dissolved in water

and a mixture of ammonia and potassic nitrite is added, the

liquid speedily becomes brownish-orange, and after an hour

begins to deposit bright orange-yellow crystals, mixed with a

green flocky matter, precisely as in the case of the sulphate.

By dissolving the orange- vellow crystals in boiling water, a

few drops of acetic acid being added' to prevent decomposition,

a fine sherry-wine colored solution is obtained, which on cool-

ing deposits crystals of two different forms, the larger portion

being in octahedrons, the smaller in prismatic forms. By care-

ful mechanical separation and recrvstallization these crystals

may be separated and the two salts obtained pure for analysis.

In this manner I found the octahedral salt to be nitrate of

Xanthocobalt, while the prismatic crystals are the nitrate of

the octamin series above mentioned. In one experiment

:

0-3833 gr. gave 0-1890 gr. CoS04
= 18*77 pr. ct. cobalt.

The formula of nitrate of Xanthocobalt, Co a
(NH 3 ),

(NO 2 ),

(N°
3 ) 4, requires 18-73 pr. ct.

0-7369 gr. gave 0-4050 gr. CoS0 4
= 20-S2 pr. ct. cobalt.^

The formula of the nitrate of the new series, Co 3
(NH 3 )

8(N0
2 )4(N0 3 ) 3 , requires 20-99 pr. ct ...

,
For greater certainty I made also a nitrogen determination in

this nitrate

:

0-5668 gr. gave 168-5 c.c. nitrogen at 13°*5 C and 756-lmm =
34-79 pr. ct. nitrogen.

The formula cited requires 34'88 pr. ct. The two salts were

further readily recognized by th
' rions

; ^Jmy experiments the proportion of Xanthocobalt salt tound

?*s ttmeh the greater. The formation of the new nitrate may
m this case be represented by the equation

2Co(N0
3 )2+8Nn 3

-
r-4KN0 2

-
r-OH 2 +0=Co 2

(NH 3 ) 8
(N0 2 )

4(N()
3 ) 2
-f2KNO,+20KH.
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and the formation of the nitrate of Xanthocobalt by the equa-

2Co(NO
3 ) 2+l0NH a

+2KNO 2+OH a + O=Co,(NH 3 ) lo (NO 2 ) a

(N0 3 ) 4+20KH.
The green flocky matter which accompanies the formation of

the above mentioned nitrates and sulphate is cobaltic hydrate,
Co(OH)

3 +20H a , and is of course due to the action of the

potassic hydrate upon the solution of cobalt in excess. I

varied the above process by adding ammonia first to the solu-

tion of cobaltic nitrate, and afterward the solution of potassic
nitrite, but the results were the same.

4. Action of ammonia and potassic nitrite upon a mixture of
cobaltic and ammonic sulphates.—In this case as in the others
the solution becomes brown and deposits an orange crystalline
mass. If the mass is dissolved in water and a solution of

potassic bromide is added, after standing, fine crystals are

formed, which after a single recrystallization are pure bromide
of Xanthocobalt. In one experiment

:

0-5634 gr. gave 0*2496 gr. CoS0
4 = 16*87 pr. ct. cobalt.

0-7294 gr. gave 0*4496 gr. silver= 45*65 pr. ct. bromine.
The formula, Co„(NH

3 ), (NO
3 ) 2

Br4 , requires cobalt 16*86;
bromine 45*71. I did not succeed in finding the sulphate of

the octamin series among the products in the single experi-
ment which I made with the above mentioned mixture. If pre-

sent at all its relative quantity must have been small. The
formation of sulphate of Xanthocobalt is easily explained by
the equation :

2.CoSO4 +l0NH 3 +2KNO.+OH2 +O=Coa (NH,) lo(NO 2 )

2(S0 4 )2 +20KH.
but it is not easy to see why the presence of ammonic sulphate
should determine the production of sulphate of X •

m place of the sulphate of the octamin series.
With these preliminaries I pass to the description of the salts

of the new octamin series. These salts as a class greatly re-

semble those of Xanthocobalt, but are rather more stable.

They have a fine sherry-wine color, are usually comparatively
in cold, and are dissolved with difficulty even by boil-

The solutions when neutral are decomposed by
aaonia being evolved and a black powder precipi-

tated. The addition of a small quantity of acetic acid serves
to prevent the decomposition in hot solutions. Mineral acids,

even in small quantity, usually produce more or less decompo-
sition on heating. The salts ervstalliz.- with remarkable facil-

ity, resembling in this respect the salts of Luteocobalt which
are, however, much more soluble. As the octamin salts are

easdy prepared in quantity, they may hereafter be found to
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possess some value as means of investigation from their remark-

able power of crystallization.
.

i
,.—Of all the salts of this series the sulphate is that

which is most easih ; tv and free from other

The general method of preparation has been already

pointed out. The mixture of cobaltic hydrate and crude sul-

phate is to be boiled in very dilute sulphuric acid, hit.

the solution allowed to stand for a few hours, when the sulphate

separates almost completely, in consequence of its insolubility in

ter. The mother' liquor contains a large qui

cobaltic sulphate, and traces of the new salt together with

potassic and amnionic BulphaUs.

gives a perfectly pure salt. In large crystals the salt has a dark

wine-red color, like the salts of Xanthocobalt. It usually sepa-

rates from hot concentrated solutions in small, very brilliant,

yellow scales which under the microscope appear to belong to

the quadratic system. The sulphate is remarkable tor its in-

solubility. Cold water dissolves a verv -

solution taking a golden-vellow color. Even in boiling water

the salt is but slightly soluble ; but dilate

solves it more readily and without decomposition it the boil-

ing be not continued too long. Stronger acid readily decom-

poses the sulphate bv boiling When boiled for some time

with dilute chlorhydric acid, the solution gradually becomes

viol. Med, and on cooling deposits crystals of chloride ot Tur-

pureocobalt. Of these crystals,

0-2825 gr. gave 0-1749 gr. CoS04
=23'56 pr. ct. cobalt.

The formula Co,(NH
s) ,

C1
(
requires 23'55 pr. ct.

The decomposition is accompanied by effervescence from

uantity of nitrous acid vapors, and may perhaps be expressed

oy the equation

2Co
2 (NH,) H(N0 ).SO ±=:Co n (NII 3 ) 1 o

C16+2CoS0 4 + 120H2+
2N0 2

+12N.
In this reaction we pass from a lower to a higher ammonia-base,

and Genth and I have shown that we may also pass from rut-

pureocobalt to Luteocobalt, or from the decamm to the uoae-

camin series, the higher term being in each case the product

of the decomposition of the lower. The formula-ofthe sul-

phate in the new series is. as stated, Co 2
(NH 3 ) 8

(*0 3 ) 4
S0

4
.

The following are the direct results of analysis

:

0-6142 gr. gave 0-3596 gr. CoS04
= 22'28 pr. ct. cobalt.

0-4207 gr. gave -2454 gr. " =22-21 "

1-5547 gr. gave 0-6785 gr. BaS0 4
=l7-98

0-6960 gr. gave 0-2903 gr. water
0-4693 gr. gave 123-5 c. c. nitr<<gi.>

,Jr<

. C. ami 754
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Hydrogen 24 24 4-49 4'63

Nitrogen 12 168 31-46 31-33

Oxygen 8 128 23-99

534 100-00

On Blomstrand's view of the constitution of the ammonia-
metallic bases, the formula of the sulphate may be written :

fNH 8 -NOaNH 3 -N02

C°2lNH 3-NHP 4

I NH 3-N0 2

[NH 3-N0 2

I shall discuss this view more fully at the close of this paper.
Chloride.—The chloride of this series cannot be readily ob-

tained by the action of a mixture of ammonia and potassic
nitrite upon cobaltic chloride, since, as I shall show hereafter,
other products are formed under these circumstances in much
the larger quantities, salts of Xanthocobalt predominating. It

may, however, be easily prepared in quantity by boiling the
crude sulphate with baric chloride and a very small quantity
of chlorhydric acid. To avoid loss, the baric sulphate must he
repeatedly and carefully washed with boiling water and a trace
of free acid. The chloride then crystallizes from 1

1

in beautiful iridescent crystals. The forms of these crystals
together with those of other salts of this series I hope "here-
after to be able to give in detail. The chloride has the charac-
teristic sherry-wine color of the salts of this series, and the
small crystals are very brilliant and exhibit a remarkable iri-

The chloride is more soluble than the sulphate, but still be-
longs to the class of slightly soluble salts, and crystallizes almost
completely from hot solutions as these become cold. The salt

possesses in a high degree the sharply defined crystalline charac-
ter of the members of this series, and forms a large number of
compounds with metallic chlorides, many of which are of great
beauty. The constitution of the chloride is represented by the
formula

Co
a(NH 3 ) 8 (N0 2 ) 4

Cl
a

as the following analyses show :

0-5164 gr. gave 0-3152 gr. CoS0
4=23-24 pr. ct. cobalt.

0-6048 gr. gave 0-3683 gr. CoS04=2318 "
0-7188 gr. gave 0-3027 gr. silver =13-84 « chlorine.
0-4846 gr. gave 0-2152 gr. water = 4-92 « hydrogen.
'-••• --Hi" '---. gave 172-5 c. c. nitrogen at 16° C. and 768-2"""=32-9I



Hydrogen 24 24 4'7l 4-90

Nitrogen 12 168 33-00 32-91

Oxygen 8 128 25-17

509 100-00

The corresponding bromide, Co a(NH 3 ) 8
(N0 2

),Br s ,
resembles

the chloride so closely that no special description is necessary.

In this salt,

0-3944 gr. gave 0-2059 gr. CoS04
=:19-87.

The formula requires 19*73 per cent.

Hyperiodide.—When a solution of iodine in potassic iodide

is added to one of the nitrate of this series, a magnificent crys-

talline cinnabar-red compound is precipitated, which may be

washed with cold water and afterward with a little alcohol

without decomposition. For analysis, the salt was dried in

pleno over sulphuric acid. The crystals are small scales of

unusual beauty and richness of color. They are slightly solu-

ble in cold water, and are partially decomposed by boiling

water with evolution of iodine vapors. Even long boiling.

however, does not appear to decompose them completely.

When heated with a solution of sodic sulphite the salt instamly

becomes yellow and is converted into the normal iodide. >< o

:npound is formed when a solution of potassic hyper-

iodide is added to one of nitrate of Xanthocobalt. The forma-

tion of the hyperiodide may be represented by the equation :

Co
=(xH3) 8

(N0
2 ) 4(N0 3 ) 8

+ 2KI^=Co
2
(yH3) 8 (^02 ) 4

I
6
+ 2KXO

;:

In this salt,

0-5748 gr. gave 0-1494 gr. Co.S0 4
= 9"87 pr. ct. cobalt.

0-4705 gr. gave 0-2550 gr. silver =63'70 " iodine.

0-3942 gr. gave 49 c. c. nitrogen at 14-5° C, and 736-8-"'= 1410 per

cent nitrogen.

Cobalt "2 118
C8,C

9
a
83" 9™7'

Nitrogen 12 168 14-00 14-

Hydrogen 24 24 2 00

Oxygen 86 128 JOj67
T200 100-00

If we consider iodine as triatomic in this salt its 1

onal formula may be mc•re simply represented by

,

MI =1
! Ml ,= l
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Nitrate.—I "have already stated that the nitrate of this 3eriea

may be formed by the action of a mixture of ammonia and

amnionic nitrate upon a solution of cobaltic chloride and

amnionic nitrate. It is much more convenient, however, to

prepare it from the crude sulphate by double decomposition

with baric nitrate. The sulphate is to be boiled with a .small

excess of baric nitrate and a little acetic acid and the baric sul-

phate carefully washed to avoid loss of nitrate. From the

filtered solution the new nitrate crystallizes almost completely

on cooling in beautiful orange-yellow needles, and sometimes

in distinct prismatic forms. It is much more soluble than the

sulphate, though cold water takes up but little. Boiling water

and dilute acid solutions dissolve it more readily. The reac-

tions of the base may be studied most conveniently with this

salt The formula of the nitrate is

0-2405 gr. gave 0-1333 gr. CoS0 4 = 21 -10 per cent cobalt.
0-6564 gr. gave 0-2484 gr. water =s 4-21 per cent hydrogen.
0-6148 gr. gave 173-5 c.c. nitrogen at 4°

-5 C. and 762-2mm-=3-

Cobalt 2 118 20-99 21*10

Hydrogen 24 24 4-27 4*21

Nitrogen 14 196 34-88 34-83

kte explodes, though not very violently, on being heated.

Its solution gives with a potassic ferrocyanide no precipitate at

first, but after some hours beautiful garnet-red acicular crystals

are formed. It is most easily distinguished from the nitrate of

Xanthocobalt by its crystalline form and by the extremely

Lcb its solution fields with potassic

hyperiodide and with potassic chromate.
Chromate.—When a solution of potassic chromate is added

to one of the nitrate of the octamin series a most beautiful

lemon-yellow salt is formed, which separates almost immediately
in very brilliant scales which appear to belong to the <

system, and to be isomorphous with the sulphate. The salt is

but slightly soluble in water. Its marked crystalline form ren-

ders it valuable as d st nguish rig tin- s; Its ol t ds >eries from

those of Xanthocobalt. In this salt,

0-4660 gr. gave 0-2128 gr. BaCr0
4 = 20*95 per cent Cr0 4 .

0-4659 gr. gave 119-5 c.c nitrogen at 9*75° C. and 753-5mm=30-42#-

The formula, Co
2 (NH 3 ) 8(N0 4 ) 4

Cr0
4 , requires 20'97 per cent

Cr0
4 and 30-42 per cent of nitrogen.
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Bichromate.—This salt is easily formed by adding a solution

of potassic dichromate to one of the octamin nitrate. It

separates after a few minutes in beautiful orange-yellow needles

which may be redissolved and again crystallized without decom-

position. In appearance and solubility it run hardly be dis-

tinguished from the corresponding salt of Xanthocobalt,

Co2(NH 3 ) 10(NO 2 ) 2 (Cr2O 7 ) 2 + 20H
3

.

The formula of this salt is

Co
8
(NH

3 ) B(N02 ) 2Cr 2 7
.

0-5604 gr. gave 0-4315-gr. BaCr0 4
— 32'91 per cent Cr

g
O,.

The formula requires 33-06 per cent. The determination of

Cr0
4
and Cr 2 7 , in this and similar compounds containing

N0
2 , can be effected more accurately by means of a banc salt

than by mercurous nitrate, since the nitrous compound always

reduces a little chromic acid to chromic sesquioxide.

Platino-chloride.—A solution of sodic platino-chlonde, PtCl
a

Na
2 ,
produces in one of the new nitrate after a time fine orange-

brown prismatic crystals which, however, cannot very well be

llized without decomposition. The crystals were

washed with cold water, dried by pressure and then over sul-

phuric acid. The analysis was made by boiling the salt with

ainc and dilute sulphuric acid, filtering off, and wei_

reduced platinum and determining the chlorine in the

silver. In another portion of the salt the platinum and cobalt

were determined together by gentle ignition in a current of

hydrogen gas. In this manner
0-3959 gr. gave 0-0921 er. platinum and 0-3016 gr. silvers 23-26

per cent platinum and 'J.VOt yw cent chlorine.

0-4-159 gr. gave 0-1652 gr. platinum and cobalt = 37-04 [.< -r .nit.

Subtracting -ja-ji; per <vnt platinum from this vchau' 13-,

b

per cent cobalt.
&lcaUtiiA Found.

Cobalt 2 13-91 13*78

Chlorine 6 25'12 25-04

Platinum 1 23"23 2326

The formula of this salt is therefore

Co2 (NH 3 ) 8
(N0 2 ) 4

Cl2
+PtCl

Auro-chloride.—A solution of auro-chloride of sodium, AuU 4

Na, produces immediately in one of the octamin aita

trful nearly crystalline precipitate, with a fine canan -

-.
-.,;-..

color and 'silk v lu^t.u-. Small quanrith - "t tin- ^lt m^ l;e

dissolved in boiling water without decomposition, but it is

<" lillieult to recrvstallize it without grout l..ss i*"'' 1
1ht '

auction of the gold. When boiled for a short * *' -

almost completely decomposed. It is remai
cold water. For analysis the salt wa- dried on kbulous j^pn.

and afterward in pleno over sulphuric acid. The analysis was
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effected by boiling the salt with zinc as in the case of the

platinum salt, and determining the chlorine in the filtrate by

silver, but the gold precipitated was found to contain much
metallic cobalt Another analysis was made by simply heating

with sulphuric acid, precisely as in the process which Genth

and myself introduced for the determination of cobalt in these

salts and then washing and weighing the gold. This method
was found to give excellent results. In this manner,

5-36 per cent chlorine.

1391 gr. gold, and by
difference 0-1092 gr. CoS0 4 = 10*54* per cent cobalt and 35*30

per cent gold.

Cobalt 2 10-57 10-54

Gold 2 35*30 35-30

Chlorine 8 25'44 25 -36

The formula of the salt is therefore

Co2(NH 3 ) 8(N0 2 ) 4
Cl

2 + 2AuCl
3 .

Erdmann's Sall—O. L. Erdmann* in 1866, described a re-

markable salt which is formed when a solution of potassic ni-

trite is added to a solution of cobaltic chloride containing an

excess of amnionic chloride. The liquid quickly assumes a

dark orange color, becomes strongly acid and evolves red

vapors. After a time very beautiful oblique rhombic crystals

are deposi* &g to Erdmann, have the formula
(old style) Co 2 32NH 3 , 3N0 3+KO,N0 3 .

In modern notation the fonnula of Erdmann's salt may be

written Co
2(NH 3 ) 4

(N0
2 ) 8
K2 .

Erdmann states that the potassium in this salt may be replaced
by other metals, and describes the corresponding ammonium
and silver salts. These compounds are espt .-i-iil'v int.-r«-tiiu.

because they hold an intermediate position between the two
series represented respectively by the terms

Co2(NH 3 ) 12 Cl6 and Co2(N0 3 ) 12K6 .

I propose therefore to speak of them more in detail hereafter,
and to confine myself at present to thei]
of the octamin series.

When a solution of Erdmann's salt, Co a(NH 3 ) 4
(NO,) 8

K„ is

added to one of the octamin nitrate,

is formed, which after washing with cold water may
be redissolved in hot water and then separates in fine orange-

pj mular crystals. The equation representing the reac-

c,>
2(^H 3 ) 8(NOa) 4(NOs),4-Coa(NH8) 4(N02 )8Ka=2KN08+

Co,(NH,)
4(NO,),(Co8(NH3 ) t(NOa )4 }

w
.

* Journal fur prakt. Chemie, xcvii. 385.
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The new salt gives with reagents the reactions of the salts of

the octamin series. The relation between the two complex

atoms which form a molecule of the new salt is worthy of

notice, the number of atoms of ammonia and nitroxyl in the

one corresponding to the number of atoms of nitroxyl, N0 2 ,

and of ammonia in the other; one complex atom being, to use

Graham's convenient expression, chlorous and the other zinc-

ous. We have furthermore the relation expressed by the equa-

Co2 (NH 3 ) 4
(N02 ) 8

(Co 2(NH 3 ) 8(N0 2 ) 4
)=2Co2(NH 3 ) 6

(N0 2 ) 6 .

Now I shall show, farther on, that there exist several other

salts, the en qs of which may be represented

also by multiples of the formula

Co2 (NH 3 ) 6
(N0 2 ) 6 ,

so that we have here, for the first time, I believe, in inorganic

chemistry, a series of strictly metameric bodies. In the salt of

the octamin series

:

0-2600 gr. gave 0-1622 gr. Co 304=23-74 per cent cobalt.

The formula requires 23 '79 per cent.

The salts which I have described are not the only ones which

contain 8 atoms of ammonia with 2 atoms of cobalt. In our

memoir Genth and I made mention of a leek -green o

body which we obtained in more than one reaction in quanti-

ties too small for analysis, and which we termed, prov

Praseocobalt. Braun subsequently denied the existence of any

such substance, but in an excellent paper on the ammonia-

cobalt compoun. Is. F. I?o>o has not merely described and ana-

lysed the body in question, but has given a method of prepar-

ing it in quantity. Kose gives for the formula of this salt

Co
2 Cl 3N 4

H
, , (old style). I should write this

fNH 3
-Cl

NH 3 -C1
NH 3

-NH 3
-C1

C(M NH 3—NH3-CI
NH3-CI
NH

3
-C1

It thus forms the tvpe of a special octamin series, the rela-

tions of which to the salts which I have 1

-

seen by comparing the formulas which I have given. Kose has

not described any other salts of this series. It seems possible

that my series may be derived from this by acting upon the

chloride with argentic nitrite : we may have

Co2(NH 3 ) 8 Cl 6
+4AgN0 2=Co2

(NH 3 ) 8
(N0 2 )4

Cl 2+ 4AgCl,
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but I have as yet made no experiments in this directioa

Finally Kiinzel*' described, many years since, a hyposulphate, to

which he gave the formula Co
2 3

+4NH 3
+2S2O s

(old style).

This formula becomes in my view, Co 2
(NH

3 ) 8
S 2 0, 3 and the

salt then belongs to the octamin series, but I am a

assign to it any plausible atomistic expression, and it is possi-

ble that its empirical constitution has not yet been correctly

In treating of the salts of my new series it appeared to me

more in accordance with the theoretical views which I have

adopted to abstain from trivial names. All the members of

this series may however be regarded as containing the complex

atom Co 2(NH 3 ) 8
(N0 2 ) 4 , which alone is constant and wnieh

from one point of view may be regarded as a diatomic radical

or residue, and those who justify the use of trivial names by

their convenience may find the name " Croceocobalt " expres-

sive and appropriate.

Cambridge, June 16th, 1873.

B. SlLLIMAN.

1. Enargite, 3€u S+AsSSb 3.—This hitherto rare mineral ex-

ists in two or three localities in a district of Southern Utah,

kmrwn as the Tintii District ; -nth of Salt

Lake City. The localities are, (1) the Shoebridge Mine, (2) the

i vein, Eureka Hill, East Tintic. and, (3) the Dragon

Mine, East Tintic. All these localities occur in metamorphic

ystalline rocks of the granitic family.
m1

e Shoebridge locality furnishes fin

,
associated with octahedral pyrite.

is found fills a fissure about four feet wide in granitic rocks.

This vertical fissure is filled to the depth of about 80 feet from

surface with enargite mixed with pyrite. The whole mass is

regarded as a silver ore. A sample of the ore made up from

in hand yielded to fire assay 269 -25 oz. troyw

silver, or $347.34 to the ton of 2000 fee. ; this is equal to 0'84l

per cent of silver, which is considerably above the average

value of the vein. Below the depth of 80 feet, the character of

the vein changes, as I am informed by one of the owners, Mr.

Samuel T. Hatch, of Salt Lake City, to a vein of arg<

galena, carrying some antimony. In examining many hundred
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pounds of the ore taken from above the galena zone, I found

uite and pyrite with quartz and some heavy spar as a

gangue—and not a trace of galena, as the analysis proves.

The enargite from Shoebridge mine cannot be distinguished

by the eye from that which was first mentioned by the late

Prof. Eoot, from the " Morning Star Mine ,:

in Alpine County,

California (this Journal, II, xlvi, 201).* It occurs both massive

of a brilliant luster and fracture, resembling in color gray cop-

per ; and also in brilliant orthorhombic crystals striated on the

terminal plans parallel to the longer diagonal. The crystals are

sometimes 5 or 6mm . long, but more commonly are not over 2"'m
.

in length. The forms are more simple than the crystals figured

from Peru. Dr. Gideon E. Moore, who has studied those from

the Morning Star Mine, informs me that their form is identical

with the Shoebridge mineral, and is expressed by the crystallo-

graphy formula ooP . OP . ooP oo . ooP co

.

Its pyrognostic characters conform to those of the Peruvian

mineral, but it contains much less antimony then the California

varietv. Its specific gravity is 4*861 in fragments to 5111

i lost that of pyrite, and somewhat higher than the

Peruvian variety. Mr. E. S. Dana kindly furnished me somevariety.

ime ago the fol]

nineral made
irystals. He obtained-

Sulphur 34-35

Antimony -95

flowing approximate analysis of the Shoebridge

by the chlorine method upon carefully selected

17-20 Residue (undissolved), trace

Copper. 46-94 100-50

The silver was not determined. The iron is probably due to

the pyrite, with which the species enargite is intimately associ-

ate!
; tins occasions also the excess of sulphur, in the aim i\ sis.

which corresponds, however, sufficiently well with the formula

given above.
At the "Mammoth Vein," in Eureka Hill, the enargite oc-

curs in broad laminated masses somewhat resembling blacJc

hornblende, and stained green in the joints by the oxidation

of a portion of the copper. It is associated with calcite and is

quite free from pyrite. The blowpipe shows it to °e tree, or

nearly so , from antimony. This locality has not furnished the

enargite otherwise than in columnar and cleavable masses.

The mineral from Dragon Mine resembles the last named

varietv but is more massive. Neither of the two latter varieties

We been analyzed. - t ,

2. Bhmnthnite, B 2 S 3.-This species is found ra"

dantly in three associated mineral veins in Granite Mm-

* Wrongly quoted in Dana (5th ed.), p. 797, as in vol. x v.
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ing District, Beaver County, Utah, about ten miles west of

Beaver City. The main vein, which is said to be about six

feet in thickness, contains also bismuth ocher or bismite, %
'he surface greenish yellow (a sign by which the vein

has been traced at intervals, it is said, for about 2000 feet), and

bismutite (hydrous carbonate of bismuth), Bi4Csfi4 , in yellowish-

gray masses inclining to siskin -green. These last two species

are due, no doubt, to the oxidation of the bismuthinite.

These three species sometimes form masses of considerable

size, but more commonly the sulphid occurs alone in a gangue

of almadin garnet of a hair-brown color, with black horn-

blende, heavy spar and quartz. Yellow pyrite exists in small

quantity in the gangue, and by its oxidation has furnished

masses of iron oxides. No arsenical ores could be detected in

the samples which have fallen under my observation, nor does

the blowpipe detect either lead, antimony or copper.
Hitherto bismuthinite has been a rare species in JST. America,

and I do not know that it has before been found in quantity

likely to give it a commercial value.* In the Beaver vein, the

metal is said to form about five per cent of the mass.
When this locality is properly opened for mining we may

hope to obtain an abundance of good mineralogical specimens

of these several species. I am indebted to Mr. J. B. Meader
of Salt Lake, and to Col. Head of San Francisco, for the speci-

mens from Beaver, which I have examined.
3. Wulfenite.—In a former communication (this Journ., ffli

iii, 195) I pointed out the absence, so far as observed, of phos-

phates among the miner; 1 spi -'<
- ! .p.,,,1 in the Wnhsatch Range,

and the existence of molybdic acid as wulfenite in its place.

Further observation has confirmed this statement. In a subse-

quent visit to that region, and more recently, I have received

from Major Wilkes, of Salt Lake City, wulfenite from the Em-
pire mine, Lucin District, Box-Elder County, Utah, in the Wan-
Batch Range, which for beauty is rarely equalled by the same

species from any known locality. The crystals are thin tables

20 to 30mm. broad, of a pure yellow color set on a deep brown

iron ochre, and making splendid cabinet specimens.
4. Orpiment and Realgar.—These two species are found with

in a vein known as the " Lucky Boy mine," in Butter-

field Canon, which is in the Oquirrh Range on the west side of

Jordan Valley, Utah.
5. Priceite.—This borate of lime, which I received from Mr.

Thomas Price, in San Francisco, in March, 1872, has been

noticed bv Mr. Chase, and its mode of occurrence and probable

origin described by him in this Journal (III, v, 287), accom-

* I have observed it in minute prismatic crystals in the well-known chrysoberyl
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panied by two analyses. A recent examination of this miner*]

—of the soft chalky variety—affords the following results. Its

specific gravity is 2*262 to 2-298. It resembles chalk, but is

even softer than that mineral. Its powder under a half inch

magnifying power is seen to consist exclusively -of minute

rhombic crystals. It is insoluble in water which removes only

a very minute quantity of common salt, not a constituent of the

mineral. It dissolves completely in dilute hydrochloric acid,

and this solution promptly deposits abundant crystals of

boric acid. Its filtrate is "completely free of sulphates, and

reacts only for lime, with a trace of iron and alumina. In the

close tube it evolves abundant neutral water, and at a red heat

fuses to a white enamel. The spectroscope discloses from its

solution in hydrochloric acid only the double spectrum of

boric acid, with the lines of calcium and sodium. It contains

no carbonate of lime, which might very naturally be looked

for. Five grams of the air-dried mineral afforded me by the

volumetric method only 0*7 c.c. of C0 3 ,
equivalent fco Ty}v , of

calcium carbonate in the weight taken—hardly a trace.

Its water of constitution is very constant—and it is almost

non-hygroscopic. Two determinations of the water in the air-

dried mineral gave 18 "395 and 1840 per cent of water, while

two of the same dried at 212° gave each 18*29 per cent.

Dried at 212°, three analyses made by hydrofluoric acid—
which leaves the boric acid to be determined by the loss—gave

as follows

:

Water 18-29 18*29 18-29 18-29 18
Lime, 3238 ' 31-37 3173 3183 1

NaCl. PeSl -93 l'OO '97 "96

Boric acid 48-50 4934 5001 4900 37

The oxygen ratio gives approximately 4B, 3Ca, 6S ;
the lime

is a little too high. The probable formula of the mineral ts

Ca 3B<6£, which makes the mineral to differ from hydroborante

by containing one-third less water and no magnesia. [his

formula requires: water 1943, lime 30-21, boric acid 50-36

-100.
This mineral is certainly different from the cryptomorphite of

How, to which it has been provisional Iv referred by Price and

others. It has the microscopic c '
e,i JJ ^r.

Robb as belonging to the Nova Scotia species; but the absence

of soda and the greater ratio of the protoxide base

much nearer to hydroboracite, from which it is separated by

containing no magnesia and less water. It is certainly not a

sal mixture, as its finely divided o

re. The microscope completely sustains the constant

results of analysis on this point. As it appears therefore to be
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a new species, I would propose for it the name priceite, in honor

of Mr. Thomas Price, the well known metallurgist of San Fran-

cisco. Mammillary and radiate masses of aragonite, some of

great size, but more frequently as crusts, occur with the price-

ite, and were at first mistaken by the miners for a variety of

this borate of lime.

6. Ulexite.—The boronatrocalcite of Ulex proves to be

an abundant mineral in Nevada and Arizona. The specimens

of this species which I have examined are from near Columbus,

da County, Nevada, where it occurs in beds of con-

siderable extent, mixed with sulphate of soda and gypsum. It

is found in round masses, as large as the fist and larger, which

when broken show the fine fibers of silky luster not to be dis-

tinguished from the tiza of Peru. Thisspecies, it is said, occur?

m ! mi ciantly in the Arizona desert, and also near Wadsworth,
Nevada, much mingled with dirt.

Near Columbus, Nevada, they have likewise found large

quantities of borax diffused in the soil, and Prof. Price informs

me (June 6, 1873), "that all the borax produced there is ob-

tained by lixiviating the soil and crystallizing out the borax in

the usual way. I have been informed by trustworthy parties

that they can manufacture at least forty tons of commercial
borax every day ; the difficulty is to find a market for so much."

About twenty miles west of San Bernardino <
'.-. ii"..nii:i. i> th

so-called " Cane Spring District," where ulexite is found over

an area, said to be about ten miles in width by fifteen in length.

The surface of the ground is covered with "efflorescent salts,

commonly known as "alkali," beneath which the borax salts

(chiefly ulexite) are found, at a depth of a few inches, when
they exist at all. As these "alkaline" wastes arc now attract-

ing attention from the commercial importance attached to the

borax salts, we may hope to obtain vet other contributions of

interesting species. The saline salts removed in obi

borax salts recur again after an interval of time, during which

the process of solar evaporation in a rainless region brings up

by capillary action from a lower stratum fresh portions of the

saline solutions. It is a fact long familiarly known to travelers

in these desolate regions, that while the lagoons, where ar0

exist, contain only water too strongly saline to be drank, that

wells sunk to a moderate depth in the saline soil afford water

which can be used. This water is only a more dilute solution

of the same salts, which on reaching the surface by capillarity,

form the peculiar " alkali " incrustations of the desert.

7. Borax.—On the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada- DO*

far from Walker's pass, borax is found in what appears to be

the bed of an ancient 1 a ke, kwu'e crystals of tmkal having been

found in the hardened mud, like the well known crystals ol

borax found in the mud of Clear Lake in California.
' But by
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far the largest quantity <

salts, incorporated i

extracted by lixiviation.

I have examined several samples of this material which Prof.

Price has kindly sent me. One of them, by his assay, contains

t- weiiihl <>t borax. It is a light gray clay-like

ly, with a strongly saline and alkaline taste, efferves-

ilute hydrochloric acid, and tinges the flame of alcohol

They are all alike in reacting alkaline, and for sodium,

acid,' ehlorin< md <ulphun it-id. The portion insol-

• is attacked by dilute hydrochloric acid with etler-

nd contains alumina, lime, a little ferric oxide and

.„. Minute crystals of gypsum exist in some of them,

> gaylussite, glauberite or boracite could be detected.

r deposits containing borax exist in Panamit and Death's

Valley in Lower Nevada, which desolate districts have yet to

receive a careful scientific examination, for which, in Professor

Price's opinion, they offer an interesting but certainly not very

inviting field. There are few parts of the earth's surface where

human life and endurance are more severely taxed.

8. Chrysocolla.—Tkis species, in specimens of eaus

and beauty, is found in a vein, or heavy deposit, of thirty to

forty feet in thickness, in the railroad mining district, Elko

Bounty, Nevada. Above one hundred tons of it were sent last

year to the Eevere Copper Company, where it yielded 28i per

9. Compact 'Anglesite.—This variety of anglesite occurs in

large quantity at the Union mines near Cerro Gordo, Inyo

county, California, in an Alpine region about twenty miles east

of the Sierra Nevada mountains, and at an elevation of more

than 8,000 feet above tide. The mineral vein, or ore deposit,

occurs in limestone and makes its appearance on the west slope

of the mountain (which rises some thousand feet or more

liiirhor than the vein). It was indicated at surface by a few

boulders or isolated masses of galena, which on exploration

ran into a nearly continuous mass of galena mixed with a red-

dish-brown sand colored by sesquioxide of iron, but without

quartz or epigene species derived from lead. Singularly enough

the carbonates of lead occur below the anglesite, mix
the latter species and with galena. At the depth of 600 ieet

from surface, the ore course is about fifty feet wide, the entire

absence of water at that depth a i i
,

eabl(
?
ta
f
*'

in considering tin- par. ccois of species. Water is l.r-

mules and Indians from a distance of some miles, to supply

tli' 1 hoisting in i ner\ md other needs of the mine, at a cost ot

10c. per gallon, and is economized by a careful condensation

This anglesite often includes unchanged galena. It is of a

gray to grayish-yellow color, sometimes dark, or with seams ot
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yellow covered with druses of small crystals of anglesite,

which are quite colorless, brilliant and transparent. The
masses are banded like agates. Its density is 6*08, and its pyro-

gnostic characters are those of anglesite. It contains on an

average of mining samples about 55 ozs. of silver to the ton of

2,000 lbs., which is materially less silver than is found in the

unchanged galena. The " bullion " (silver lead) of this mine
as sent to market contains about 120 ounces of silver to the

net ton. My informant for these economical facts is Mr. F. F.

Thomas, a graduate in Arts and Science at Yale, who is in

charge of the smelting works at these mines.*
10. Platinum and Iridosmine.—Since the publication (this

Jour., v, 384) of my note on the crystalline sands of the Chero-
kee gold washings in Butte county, California, I have obtained,
through the kindness of Mr. G. A. Treadwell, who at my sug-

gestion gave the proper directions, samples of the heavy sands
which accompanied the " clean up " of the gold to the last stage

of concentration before going into the melting pot. These
m<1s I find to be largely composed of scales of platinum

mixed with yet more abundant iridosmine. When the adhering
mercury and other foreign matters which disguise the true char-

acter of the platinum residues are removed by a slight washing
in acid, the beauty of these species is seen, and it is quite easy
to select each by the aid of a glass. A few minute zircons and

microscopic crystals of chromite (?) were selected from
the sample of about 25 grams which I received. The search
for laurite and the anomalous mineral believed by Dr. Genth
to be new (this Jour. II, 246), which he described as occurring
among sands from California, in 1853, was not successful.

Mr. Glass, the resident manager, informs me that the plati-

num and its associate minerals are quite abundant at Cherokee,
but as the quicksilver does not amalgamate them they have no

means of escape from the mechanical force of the stream which
washes away much the larger part, thus entailing a loss which
there is no means now known to prevent.
Platinum and iridosmine were very early observed in Cali-

Blake and others, among especially the sands of the

surface placers near the sea, on the northern coast and in Ore-

gon. But I believe this is the first notice of their being found
in the older deep placers now so extensively worked by the

hydraulic process.

The " Black Sands" of the Cherokee deep placer washings I

find to be composed chiefly of chromites. The magnet selects

quite sparingly a few crystals and masses of magnetite, some of

thom being also strongly magnetic. An occasional mass of

described by Prof. Brush in this Journal,

the Cerro Gordo mineral.



brown iron {limouih ) occurs, giving off water in the tube, becom-
The search

nth its well-

It is higldy improbable but that ilmenite

exists, but I have not yet after some time and much pains suc-

ceeded in finding it. The mass of sands searched by an explor-

ing-glass, discloses some other species besides the abounding

/iron-,, among which the most conspicuous is rutile in minute

prisma of a fine red color, transparent, sometimes doubly termin-

ated, but rarely compounded; 68 of these little crystals of

rutile weighed "only 58 milligrams; garnets, epidote, and a few

t n 1 1 1 u t e fragments undetermined are sparcely found. We may
therefore enumerate the mineralogy of the Cherokee washings,

so far as known, as yielding gold, platinum, iridosmine, dia-

mond, zircon, topaz, quartz in several varieties, chromite. mag-

netite, limonite, rutile, pyrite, almadine garnet, epidote. A
further search on larger samples of the sands will undoubtedly

reveal yet other species. The matrix which has furnished most

of the species enumerated (the gold and platinum metals

probably excepted), is probably syenite, boulders of which are

among the frequently recurring factors of the gravel mass.

11. IHamt -About twenty well-forme* I crys-

tals of diamond have been picked out of the " sluices " in the

deep placer workings at Cherokee, Butte County, since the atten-

tion of the miners has been called to the existence of this gem in

such situations. One of these diamonds which I have ex-

amined weighs about 2£ carats, and is of a faint yellowish

color, with curved faces, and the form of fig. 58, in Dana s

Mineralogy. Some of these stones were of a pure water, and

have been' cut and set as gems. „
12. Sands of the Arizona Desert—The search for "diamonds,

"rubies," and -emeralds'- in 1872. led to the sending of seve-

ral expedition., into Arizona and southern Nevada. 1 have

had, by the kindness of Mr. Geo. A. Treadwell, an opportunity

of examining a portion of the findings of one of these parties

which explored a region about eiirhtv-five miles northwest ot

Fort Defiance in Arizona. The '..
as one ot

porphyrifcie and other eruptive rocks. The "rubies are gar-

nets, some of very fine color and good size, but whether pyrope

or common <mrnet an analysis t.nlv can determine, borne ot

them, cut in mu Francisco, which I have seen, com,
in color and beauty with the Bohemian stones. The erne-

mlds" arc chrv.olivc too faint in color to be used a, gems.

The "diamonds" are 'quartz, some opaline, others hyaline, and

all smoothh . ,!i<!>cd. In ..Miti.m. I tiiul tlm alalite variety

of pyroxene, fluorite (white), magnetite, ilmenite, ohgociase

and jasper.
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Art. XVII—Remarks on the Distribution of the Fossils i„ //V

'inns of a few

new species ; by S. W. Ford.

When, in the summer of 1871, I published a brief notice of

my investigations among the ancient r< >cks < .verl< >< >king the Hud-
son River upon the east in the vicinity of Troy,* I hoped to be

able to present shortly thereafter a more detailed account of

these rocks, and of their intimate stratigrnphical arrangement.
Several circumstances have, however, prevented the carrying

out of my intended labors in this direction with any degree of

satisfaction to myself, and I shall therefore leave the further

consideration of this subject to a future occasion. In the pres-

ent paper I shall confine myself mainly to a few observations
relating to tire distribution of the fossils in these rocks ; and to

the description of the remainder of the new species which they

have afforded, in so far as these are sufficiently well preserved
to admit of being characterized.

The only rocks of the Lower Potsdam at Troy that have
thus far proved ossilif - are certain thin limestone masses,

aw>ciaTi'<] with tin- great body of coarse slates of which the

formation at this place is principally composed. These masses

are four in number, or at least occur in four distinct north and

south ledges. They all occur within a tract not to exceed half

a mile from west to east and considerably less than a quarter

of a mile from north to south. Within this tract there are

several other ledges, some of them holding thin deposits of lime-

stone
;
but in these I have not as yet succeeded in finding :iny

fossils. The following is a section across the Hudson River at

Troy, not drawn to scale, but designed simply to show the gene-

ral arrangement of the rocks in this vicinity.
At the point of the section indicated by the vertical dotted

line a great dislocation most probably occurs, bringing up the

more ancient strata c and causing them to overlap or stand

above the newer b. This would, however, harcllv be suspected

from the physical structure of the region ; since, so far as I have

been able to ascertain, the rocks throughout the entire length

of the section have the same average (easterly) inclination. I

have nowhere observed the precise line of contact between the

rocks of b and c, unless it be in a high ridge about a mile and

a half north of this city, where the hard dark-colored slates nn d

thin gray sandstones of the Lower Potsdam appear to overlap

conformably the newer shales. At Troy there is a considerable

space between them covered with drift.

* " Notes on the Primordial Rocks in the vicinity of Troy, N. Y." This Jour-



The limestones of c, which I have for c

nated simply as limestones 1, 2, 3 and 4

Troy, K Y. 1

those already

iiiestoiK' shnihirly s

ferred to as being the only portions of the Lower Potsdam at

Troy that have proved fossiliferous. The annexed table pre-

sents a list oi ; - e <\n vu < ..bt lined from them so far as described;

and shows also the manner of their distribution among them.
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thirteen to Nos. 2, 3 and 4; fifteen to Nos. 2 and 3; while five

are found in all four. No. 1 does not present as good facilities

for examination as the others, and has \ idded but live species;

but when further studied it will, I have no doubt, furnish a

larger number. Enough evidence has, however. L think, been

obtained and here presented to prove that the limestones in

question, with their associated beds, all belong to a simile great

series of strata. That some repetitions occur in this series I

have but little question; but I have been unable, thus far, to

identity with certainty the rocks of any of the exposures exam-
ined with those of other exposures situated either to the east or

the west of them. The thickness of this series remains still

undecided. I do not conceive that limestone No. 4 forms the

eastern limit of this series: on the contrary, there is much to

lead me to suspect that the formation has a rather wide spread
beyond; but as the beds to the east of this band thai I have

examined have, up to this time, proved barren of fossils. 1 have
made the section to terminate with it.

This series I consider for the present to occupy a lower geo-

logical horizon than the typical Potsdam sandstone of the New
York survey; and to be of nearlv if not exactly the same age

with the Olenellus or Georgia slates of Vermont, and the Oknellus
limestones on the north shore of the Straits of Helle isle, deter-

mined by Mr. Billings. It may yet prove to be a trifle more
ancient or more recent than the above named strata, but there

can, I believe, at any rate be no great difference between them
in this respect. The fauna of this series is wholly distinct spe-

rom that of the Upper Potsdam of Wisconsin and the

true Potsdam of New York, as well as from that of the more
ancienl St. John's or Menevian group of New Brunswick and
its equivalent in the Primordial of Newfoundland :

although
connected gcnei'ically with each of them and stromdv so with

both that of the Upper Potsdam and Menevian. It will be

observed that in this fauna the genus Microdisrus is represented
by two species. This genus is new to the fauna of the Lower
•'"tsd.'im. vet be found to range throughout
the Primordial, since it is known from both the Lommvul
and Menevian groups of Wales, the St John's group of New
Brunswick, the Lower Potsdam as above stated, and may pos-

sibly be present in the Upper Potsdam of Wisconsin, in the

shape of certain minute pvgidia ivf.-i .,, 1,\ lh,,i. Hall with

doubt to Agnostus (16th Beg. Kep. 1863, p. 180). It occurs also,

as is well known, in Augusta county, Virginia, where it is asso-

ciated, according to Dr. Kmmons, with <jTa]>toli?es. The genus

Archmocyathellus is, so far as knov n ... < i

',,., t,,
t j K . ihuna of

the Troy limestones.

On the south shore of the St. Lawrence, in Canada, there

occurs a great series of strata relenvd !>v t lie ( h-olo-ical Survey
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of Canada to the Potsdam group, the conglomerates of which

have afforded several of the species found in the Lower Pots-

dnm at Troy, as well as several occurring in the Lower Pots-

dam of Vermont and Labrador, with many others. The exact

of the formation holding these conglomerates is not yet

'"vely settled; but it is, by Mr. Billings, regarded as at

not far from that of the Potsdam.
The fauna of the Troy limestones appears to me to supply in

part a long-recognized blank in the Paleontology of our State.

The Primordial fauna with us lias hitherto been a meager one,

being confined, with the exception of Scolithus, to the few spe-

cies found in the Potsdam sandstone at Keeseville, Essex

County. In the Troy limestones we now have, however, quite

an extensive and strongly-marked fauna, establishing many
important relations between these rocks and the Primordial of

other regions and other horizons, both at home and abroad.

This fauna is probably vet far from complete; and should

these rocks be further 'investigated, I have no doubt that

many additions will be made to it in the future. My own
opportunities for study in this held have been very far from

what I could have desired; and have prevented me from giv-

ing to it that connected and systematic investigation of which I

believe it eminently deserving.

Descriptions of new species of Fossils from the Lower Potsdam

group at Troy, JV. Y.

Microdiscus sjjeciosus, sp. nov.

-Head destitute of eyes and sutures, semi-ellip-

conspicuous border all around, thickened at the

edge, which in the majoritv oi cases carries from 5 to 6 minute

tubercles on each side; border expanded m front. Glabella

long, conical, prominent, smooth, without neck furrow, extend-

2 ing in an obscurely triangular projection

slightly beyond the
* posterior outline sepa-

Jm a rated 'from the cheeks by ratlin- wi-te aed

deep dorsal furrows, sometimes, though only

in very rare instances, obscurely lobed by

from three to four faint furrows on each

side. Cheeks convex, prominent well de-

Pig. 2. Microdiscus
finecl by the dorsal and marginal furrows.

*^PySdium Natu- Posterior angles narrowly rounded.

ral size. The parts Thorax with four equal segments. 1
leura

%ured belong to two pointed, straight except a1 their extremities.

Cerent individuals, ^^ ,„. ,„ ,, .,, u, ;1 „dsli, th recurved

deeply grooved for nearly their whole lei

l ' u ' ;e\ is have a slight groove across them in the posterior huh

of each. T :r ,,u-s t,. be anchylosed

t:;\

^
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to the pygidium, at least it invariably accompanies it when the

latter is found isolated.

Pyindium as long as the head and of nearly the same shape,

but slightly narrower, taking the extreme measurements, and

more rapi 1 1
[

d ly curved in outline. Marginal

rim distinct all around, widest anteriorly, distinctly raised or

at the edge. Axis conical, sometimes acutely so,

long and slender, extending very nearly to the margin, divided

by faint cross furrows directed slightly backward into eleven

rings or segments. Sidedobes highly convex and without fur-

rows. The axis and side-lobes a

;

the marginal

rim at the posterior extremity, giving the border the appearance

of being only about half as wide behind as it is in front.

The entire surface is finely punctate. In one specimen

of the pygidium, out of a large number of perfect specimens

i xamined, there appears to be a twelfth ring in the axis.

Length of a specimen of the usual size with all the parts in

place, but too imperfectly preserved to be figured, half an inch.

Length of thorax 013 of an inch. I have seen but a single

specimen showing conclusively the true number of thoracic seg-

ments. This species had the habit of roll in-- itself up into a

1 -all. and is quite often found in this state. In the specimen
just noticed, the pygidium is bent slightly under the body.

Nearly all of the specimens that I have seen, that were in a per-

fect condition before extraction, exhibit this tendency to coil

themselves up, which appears to account for the thorax break*

conglomerate limestones of the Lower Potsdam at Troy ;
also

at Bic Harbor, Canada, where it has been collected by M>- %
C. Weston of the Geological Survey of Canada. The Troy

specimens were collected by the writer. It is a rather common
fossil at Troy, the head and pygidium usually occurring de-

tached from the thorax. The head sometimes attains a length

of 0'38 of an inch, but this is quite unusual.
This species closely resembles Mirrodisms pinu-tatus (Salter),

from the Menevian group of Wales ;* but it differs from that

species in not possessing a neck spine, in the greater number of

its caudal rings, and in having the marginal rim of the head

tuberculated. The head, compared with that of U\
Z>a«;so7w'fromtheSt. John's group of New Brunswick (Acadian

Geology, Dawson, 1868, p. 654), is proportionally longer, and

is wanting in the grooves of the border of that species.

Lu/icrditia Troyensi^f sp. nov.

The following description is based upon a single right valve.

the only specimen of this species that I have seen.

f Figures of (h
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Description.—Minute, obscurely pentagonal in outline, greatly

narrowed in front, broad behind, narrowed at either extremity,

posterior one somewhat obtusely angular. Dorsal margin

straight, ventral margin gently rounded. Surface depressed

convex, convex it \ » roan st a little behind the mid -length. Eye-

tubercle prominent," Marginal rim well-defined all around ex-

cept at the hinge. A distinct marginal groove can be traced

entiivlv annuel the carapace, but it in very faint in the upper

portion. It is most distinct along the forward half of the ven-

tral outline. Surface smooth and polished.

Length 018 of an inch; breadth 0-12. Occurs in even-

bedded limestone of the Lower Potsdam at Troy. Collected

by the writer.

The characters of this species agree very closely with those

of Leperditia Solvensis Jones* from the Menevian group of

Wales: but our species is larger, a little different in shape and

provided with a distinct eye-tubercle. They appear, however,

to be very nearlv related.

In the ' limestones at Troy there occur cor sain small himelh-

hranchiate-like shells whose' affinities I shall leave for the pre-

sent an open question. They are very abundant, and are rep-

resented up to this time by a single species. Externally they

present something of the appearance of a small Mbdiohpsis. Aa
no undoubted lamellibranchiates have, however, been hi then..

detected in strata certainlv more ancient than the Oaleiferous

Sandrock, it is quite possible that, when they come to be better

understood, they will be found to belong to some as yet imper-

fectly known group of crustaceans. While I am unable to

decide to what class they belong (although inclining to the

belief that thev are lameU'ibranehiatesl 1 consider some noticed

them needful' here and shall describe them as lulh as the

material will allow, without lor the present giving them a dis-

tinct name. The following is the description

:

Bivalve of uncertain class, gen. nov. ?

Description.—Shell transverselv oblong or suboval in outline,

convex, widest posteriorly, narrowed at either extremity, with

an oblique posterior rid-e. an i 'TV!
tU

;

ated anteriorlv. sometime present in- an obscurely bi-lobed

appearance in front Dorsal margin nearly straigt.

"largin uniformly rounded. In the interior of the left valve

as shown by a gutta-percha cast of an impression in stone of

this valve, there is a wide and deep furrow with a slightly
'' ;to the oblique
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rated by a broad flattened border. This line is deeply sunken

f,
becomes almost obsolete or discontinuous in passing

the oblique internal furrow, beyond which, in the posterior por-

tion of the shell, it is less distinct, though clearly shown. Just

in front of and above the anterior limit of this line there is a

slight conical protuberance. Further than this nothing can be

made out, owing to the imperfection of the material. The

shell is thick, with the surface finely striated concentrically.

I have never observed a specimen of this singular little shell

with the two valves together, but they are frequently found

side by side in the same hand-specimen of stone.

Length rarely more than 016 of an inch ; usual width aboul

O'lO. Occurs in both even-bedded and conglomerate limestone

of the Lower Potsdam at Troy. Collected by the writer.

Besides the foregoing species I have from the Troy lime-

stones several specimens of an Orlhis, but too imperfect to

describe; and also a few specimens of what seems to be an

iiitdcM-ribt'd Lut'/"/, /!,/, which cannot at present be dealt with

for the same reason.

Troy, N. Y., May 14th, 1873.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGEI
I. Chemistry and Physics.

of the torsion-balance, first <

dish in 1708. Thei
of the torsion-balance, as an instrument for absolute measurer
Profiting by the information thus acquired, they construct ed tn<

apparatus with which to obtain the constant of attraction —a'" 1

hence the earth's density,— in a cellar room of the Ecole Polvtedi-

nique. The lever of the torsion-balance consisted of a small

aluminum tube 50 centimeters long, carrying at each extremity/
copper ball weighing 109 grams. At its center was a small mir-

ror, which reflected to the reading telescope the image of a scale

placed 5-6 meters distant. The filament of suspension was an

annealed silver wire, 4-15 meters long. It was put id

September, 187!. At the time of the experiment, the balance

made a double oscillation in 0m. 38s. The attracting mass was

mercury contained in two hollow cast-iron spheres 1 2 centimeters

in diameter, so connected that all the mercury could be forced

into either or he divided between them. As improvements over

the apparatuses used by Cavendish, Reich, or Bailly, the authors
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note: 1st, the reduction of the size of the apparatus to one fourth,

I huh m an advantage, since—the time of oscillation being the same

—the deviation is independent of the weight of the suspended balls

mm I i rersely as the homologous dimensions; 2d, the use of mercury

instead of lead ; 3d, the elimination of electric perturbations by
good ground connections ; and 4th, the electric registering appar-

atus, which gives graphically the number of oscillations, the time

of each, and the minor attending circumstances. Two series of

observations, comprised in twenty groups, and including mote

than two hundred complete oscillations, were made with this

apparatus, one being in the summer months of July and August,

the other in the fall and winter months of 1872-73. The summer
series gave for the mean density of the earth 5*56; the winter

series 5-50. The mean variation was T25 per cent for the sum-

mer, and 1 -5 per cent for the winter series. The difference in the

results is due to a slight flexure of the lever ; the authors regard,

therefore, the first above given as the more accurate. Moreover,

the value obtained decreases according to an almost regular law,

as the attracted masses increase: varying from 6*02 when the

lever was used alone, to 5'60 when the mass upon it was heaviest.

This source of error is eliminated when the mass of the leror is

[able in relation to that of the balls. Calcul.v

limiting value by applying an empirical formula repress
law of variation, the mean density of 5*55 is obtained. The au-

thors take 5-5(.i—the mean of the summer determinations given

above,—as accurate to within one per cent.— Compt. Rend., lxxvi,

2. On Spectral Lines of Low Temperature.—The Marquis ^
Salisbury has observed that there appears in the tube of a ther-

mometer whose bulb rests on an inflated metallic plate con-

nected with one of the secondary poles of a powerful induction

coil, the other pole being unconnected, a greenish light in the

vacuum above the mercury, produced, as it would seem, by induc-

tion. The point of special interest, however, is the fact that no

perceptible heat attends this light, uninterrupted a. -turn even for

five minutes producing a rise in the mercurial column oi .mly

three-fourths of a degree; and even this, the author tli

> heat. This light then, appears at a temperatu

below 60° F. It is strong enough for spectroscopic (

"" -t thermometers. Instru-
ow 60° F. It is strong enough for spec

1 affords a spectrum differing in different t

nts of the best makers, like Casella and Iments of the best mat
lines which were identified as mercury lines. A feebl

mercury line appeared once. In thermometers of makers of less

repute, four additional lines appear, which, by compare
:

•
• bceurbon lines. Thev are due. evidently, to a want

of cleanliness in m !
' °* I™

seeming to attract readilv 'thin films of grease. In a very dirty

f er, one or two additional lines appeared m the green.

These results are interesting since they show that carbon vapor

becomes luminous under electric influence at a lower tei
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than hydrogen. If, for example, a Geissler tube containing a

bon be arranged as described above, and the free pole

be applied to the upper end, the full discharge passes, and the

hydrogen F and the carbon lines// appear. But on wi-

the free wire, F disappears while the carbon lines remain, nearly

as bright as before. As, therefore, the carbon lines are visible

when the hydrogen lines have not yet appeared

;

i expand while the hydrogen lines still remain

arp, ana may reach the condition of a continuous spectrum

ich sooner. The author surest s that by admixture of other

nents with the mercury of a thermometer, the lowest tempera-

3 of their luminosity may be determined.

—

Phil. Mag., IV,

, 241, April, 1873.

On the Solvent power of liquid Carbon Dioxide.—By i

of an ingenious apparatus, consisting essentially of a hydrc
press, by which mercury may be forced—if necessary, un

ure of 900 atmospheres—into a cylindrical i

terminating in a narrower thick tube, Cailletet has succeeded in

w\vm dioxide gas under conditions which enable idm

to test its properties. Liquid carbon dioxide is colorless, mobile.

and a non-conductor of electricity. A powerful induction-spark

appears white and dazzling in the liquid, but does not decompose
it. Attempts to determine it- coefficient of compressibility gave

no uniform results. Sodium chloride, sodium sulphate, calcium

chloride, calcium carbonate, sulphu in, and par-

affin, are insoluble in curb,,), . 1 i- . x i- ! . Iodine is sparingly soluble,

with the color given by carbon disulphide. Potassium carbonate
becomes dicarbonate (?*) inx-lubh- in m e\ces> of tin liquid. Water
di—ohe- it only -di-j.hii\. netr iemn .. or i. times its bulk. It is only

is miscible with ethe*

in all proportions. It dissolves liquid, but not solid fats, and i=

not reduced by sodium.— (_'<>, upt. Rem!., Ix.w, iJ71. Dec., is?-.

Bull. Sac. L'h., II, xix, 20, Jan., 1873. a. r. b.

4. On the Density of the Vapor of Phosphoric Chloride.—Tv*
theories of equivalence are in use ; one of these assumes it to be vari-

able, the other invariable. Phosphoric chloride has been appeal*' 1

to by both parties in proof of the accuracy of their position-; th«

aing that in PC1
5
the phosphorus was a pentad, while la

PCI, it was a triad; the other that phosphorus was alwayi
triad as in PC1

3 , and contending that PC1
5
was a molecular com-

bination of PC1
3
with Cl2 , as was proved by the density oi its

vapor. Wurtz, as the champion of the former view, haviag

as.-ri ed its anomalous vapor-density to dissociation, has redeter-

ifl density, taking care to reduce the dissociation fcoi

He first used the methods of Wanklyn and Playfair,

;i "d volat lizi I iiie < hlorides in a balloon con
in a bath of paraffin, at temperatures from 129° to 145°, and under

a pressure of vapor of 148 to 391 mm. The results gave a den-

sity for the vapor of 6-118 to 6'7
; mean 6'5. The calculated

density for two volumes is 7 217. In his second series of experi-
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meats, Wurtz sought to avoid the dissociation by diffusing the

MijH.r ..f ill-.- phosphoric chloride in a spa.-.- till*-.! s'sith one of the

products of this dissociation, phosphorus chloride. In this was . a

series of twelve experiments was made, at temperatures from 160°

to 175°. The results are as follows, the number of the experiment

being given in the first line, the density obtained J

7-25 7-38 7-74 7"d6 7"03 8-30 6'8

194 338 168 271 343 174 41

The mean of these results is 7*226; a number
the calculated density, 7-217. Hence when dissociation

vented, phosphorus chloride is normal in vapor density, the com-

pound PC1
5

is an atomic combination, in which each chlorine

atom has an equal value, and the equivalence of phosphorus is

variable.- 0.»>^. ^''" /- L« vb ,;0I
>
Maroh

>
18 ' 3

'
Bul1 Soc-

'.'/,., II. xix. 4:.l. Mav, 1873. G- F. R
6. On Ethyl-amyl—Thishydroca] edbyWttrtz

in ls55 and has 'since been investigated by S-horlemmer, who
obtained from it the chloride, acetate, alcohol, and <-.-ri

acid. This latter chemist has insr proved that each of the normal

secondary chloride, it appeared of interest to test this question in

the case of paraffins not normal in constitution. Gkim>i:\w.

under his direction, lias investigated ethybamyl, which, since it is

obtained from amyl alcohol, has the constitution

CH
3

I
CH-.-CH 2

-CH 2
-CII 2

-CH
3

.

It was prepared by the action of sodium upon a mixture of ethyl

and amyl bromides, the former being in excess. From !-~>o gram>

of each, 100 grams of product svere obtained. m» -rams of which

were ethyl-amyl and ->0 grams diamvl. After puntication, the for-

mer boiled constantly at' 90 and had a specific gravity of 18'4 of

0-6833. On chlorination, a product boiling Horn 1
Jo to 150° was

obtained; this \va* converted into the acetate, winch boiled from

160° to 175°; and yielded, on treatment with potassium hydrate,

a mixture of two alcohols, one boiling at 146°-148° the other at

163°-165°. These were oxidized together, and afforded (1) iso-

cenanthylic acid, boiling at 210°-213°
; and (2) methyl-arayl-ketone,

ooilbg at 143°-145°. Hence the primary alcohol above men-

tioned is isoheptyl alcohol, and the seconda

-
.-.'--.'::

'Iimeths -biuvl-i ethane, is acted upon by chlorine in the same

way as the normal paraffins.—J. Chem. Soc.,U, xi, 8W, Apni,

6. On a Few Synth?*;* <>f Aromatic Adda.—Sine*
alco'holv, ulirn acted upon by carbon dioxide, s leld ratts acMs,

tl »" I'lu-nuls thus treated mav b e espocted
salicylic acid. So the acetylene series of hydrocarbons, yielding.



as they do, metallic derivatives easily, should, by this I

also afford a series of acids. Pateiwto, therefore, passed a cur-

rent of dry carbon dioxide gas through acetenyl-benzol, eontain-

•ents of sodium. By suitable methods the product was

rod found to be phenyl-propiolic acid, C
6
H

5
.C=C.COOH.

lie is still investigating this subject.— Gaz. Chim. ItaL, ii, 553,

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. On Glacial Movements in Northern New York ; by R. P.

Stevens. (Editorial correspondence, dated New York, June

17, 1873.)—I have just come back from a trip into the moun-

tains west of Westport, Lake Champlain, returning via White-

hall through the northwest corner of Saratoga Co. On my trip, I

kept constantly in mind the subject of glacial movements, and

made many observations confirmatory of the view, that the

courses in the valleys corresponded to the direction of these

1. Along the valley of Lake Champlain, in the 1<<

rocks, the general direction of the stria? corresponded to the

longer axis of the valley or north and south, though there was a

2. On the higher hills and mountains the striae are more from

the northwest to southeast. This is
7

Mt., just north of Westport, also in

KUzaliethtown, and at Mt. Moriah.
the landscape to see the struck side of
ing through the gaps of drift, change as we ascend from the tare

3. At Luzerne, Warren Co., on the Hudson River, the drift

moved down the stream or southward, conforming to the trend

of the valley, and forms long and high sandy ridges with or with-

out large boulders. In the town of Corinth, it oeeurs piled into

large hills and filling up an ancient valley.

4. But, in Hadley, Saratoga Co., just opposite the village of

Luzerne, the Sacanadaga River flows from the west, the valley

opening into the Hudson at almost right angles. The drift flowed

down" this valley or eastward, even in some bends having a north

of east direction.

n-ked

i of Day Township. Whu. _r
mountains, we could plainly see that the drift moved over the vaf
1

?y and over the Kayderoseras Mts. south of it. Their I

een shaved off by ice action, which moved over them from the

orthwest.

It was to me very interesting to find such confirmation of the

iew set forth by Prof. Dana. I thought I could see just where

he change of course took place as we ascended the hills, and

hardly doubt, that if I had been on foot and had my aneroid
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could have marked the exact elevation ahove the

[ observations made at widely separated localities

confirmed each other.
'. found seven distinct terrains

:. I found T<:W,„t Groenbmdka
in No. 1 and No. 4, the Litter two hundred and fifty feet by esti-

mate above the lake.

2. Deep-sen d'ufk;: *"/,.'.—The analyses

whirl) have been made of the ehalky mud that lias been brought

up from the bottom of the Atlantic, have found hut little mag-
nesia. An analysis by J. Hunter obtained (Jour. Chem. Soc, II,

viii. ltt) 4-00 per cent of carbonate of magnesia to 01 '34 of car-

bonate of lime; and another of J. Mahony (Chem. News, xxi, 01)

1-V6 per cent to 58-80 of carbonate of lime. Besides these con-

stituents. Hunter's anah ^ lou id 2:b;b> silica with -V:)1 of alumina,

5-91 of sesquioxi.le of iron, besides the above = 00-02
; and Maho-

ny's, 26-60 silica, 3-so ses<,uioxide and phosphate of iron, with 4-20

of soluble salts. _>-:b> .,f organic substance, 2-.30 water and 0*08 FeO.
' by C. W. Gtimbel (Ja~ "

ide after separai
' foraminifers and lar^e, organisms, 3 of mineral

per cent of lime and
part combined with phosphoric acid, 1'44 carbonate of

sia, with oO-tj.3 carbonate of lime, 20-00 silica. 3-0.3 organh
"ice. and 2-:!! water and loss.

3. JVwnmulites and Orbitolites in the M smote, Ilh^ni,
#">•„,. ,ni>l Ammonite in the CtirhonifernHt.—Ginnv.

l:

;:*
f

!vMr. VVaa^n'has
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of about eighty u et, it regains again its old channel.—Jahrb. JHe..

1871, 582.

5. Phosj !

''• nalyses by

A. Kupffer show that the shells of Lower Silurian Obolus have

nearly the composition of a fluor-apatite. He obtained from a

specimen from Jamburg in Ehstlands,

f 6 Fl 3Pe % Ca ign. quartz.

36-57 2-42 381 4-90 062 50*47 2*57 0-53=101*39

from which, deducting the oxygen in excess, on account of the flu-

orine, 1-59, leaves 99*80.

A concretion of Trilobite shells contained, according to the

same chemist, P0
5

19-45, CaO 45-06, CO
g

16*45, Fl 2-88, with a

little FeO, MgO, and 6-80 of volatile matters mainly bituminous.

impurities.

6. Statistics of Mines and limine/ in tfa> Stnte* „m 7 7<rrit>-rhs

west of the Rocky Mountains (for 1871); by Kossitbr W. Ray-

mond, U. S. Commissioner of Mining Statistics. Washington : Go-

Printing Office, 1872. 566 pp. 8vo.—This volume^
i delayed by no faul

tch of his work is w
the statistics of 1871, and i> known as the Report <>f !-7-\ but its

publication has been delayed until July, 1873, althon.

were distributed to members of Congress in March, lsw'b This

delay in the issue of a document so important to a largo numher

of persons engaged in indu>trial and scientific pursuits in a great

degree, baffles the object of the Commissioner—which the Com-

missioner on his part so well and promptly discharges. The con-

tents are divided in tl tie chapters with sn

introduetion and appendix. Pari I, Condition ot Mining- Industry,

Part II, Metallurgical Processes. Part III, Miscellaneous. The
Sto+«c ™A T rritnri00 ^nsidered are California, Nevada, Oregon,

Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, _'iud

are tall of interest, and are compile. I with care limn mo un-

authentic sources. The chapter on the treatment of iiiriteruii--

ores in Colorado is translated, with annotations by the Commis-

sioner from a series of articles by Mr. Albeit Keichenecker of

Central City, Colorado, printed ori^inallv in the German Berg-

.-,,.! Untn'.-Zutiniy, and is illustrated by original drawing* "*

the mill machinery and a full discussion of the results of erudung

and amalgamation. The results of Mr. J. D. Hague's invotig^'

tion on the same subject . di, King's 40*6

Survey) are also given, both as to the media;
ment of ores and the results of smelting. A chapter
the "Speed of Stamps in Colorado," and another on -The Wad,-;'

1'an Amalgamation," abridged from Mr. J. 1). Hague's mene'ir

in the volume just named, and, for the chemical part, fnun tn»'

researches of Mr. Arnold Hague in the same volume. Ti

( hh.ri nation process for the treatment of Auriferous Sulphured
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and Mr. F. 1>. M i _ I _ \ Uum .h b ] h in I

in Australia, is also given in detail. The smelting of silver ores

(chapter xv) completes the list of metallurgic;>l processes. The
bullion products of the U. S. have been carefully compiled by Mr.
Raymond, and we append from th< Mil ing .1 irn: 1 the amounts

from L869 to 1872 inclusive.

Idaho 7,000,000 6,000,000 5,000,000 2,695,870
Montana 9,000,000 9,100,000 8,050,000 6,068,339
Nevada .14,000,000 16,000,000 22,500,000
New Mexico 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000
Oregon and Washington. 3,000,000 3,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000
Wyoming 100,000 100,000 100,000
Utah 1,300,000 2,300,000 2,445,284

Total, 61,500,000 66,000,000 66,663,000 63,943,857

The decline of over two and a half millions in 1872 is attri-

buted to the decline in the workings of shallow placers in Califor-

nia ;md the Territories; while the permanent works (quartz
mines and hvdranii mines'] ! \i m d. inert, sed returns ope
vially tin silver mines of Nevada, which have increased 11.] mil-

lions since 1869. The product of 1872 was about equally divided

between gold and silver mines, if the bullion of the Comstock lode
is reckoned in the latter class. Mr. Raymond says :

••
l lie transi-

tion from precarious surfaee mining to 'organized permanent and
extensive work is goin U- steadilv forward/ Every year witnesses
:i substantial uaiu ; and though the aim-regatc production may
fluctuate, there is no real ret rogression/but a constant advance,
m this most important industry.""

,

7. Roy.tl MJurr,,!../;,;;/ uIim'hm >'" DrmPn.—A note by Dr.
(T '-"Htz in t!,,. Dresden Journal ..f.June 7th, state* that the Bres-
,ll-» Museum lias hi-on recently enriched by the gift of a specimen
»f j>t<r. w( „ r , recently obtained at Eichstadt. I '.avari;., which has

-..;/ <;/•//„' „;„,/.< tHst'tn-t; and that in this respect and

so m'ti h lik. the sim « ii i. n th it «-;b oi - ,1 at the same

:- and purchased U the Museum of Yale (

the two might be taken for "twins. The spread o! tin wings ls

about three feet. The species is closely allied, according to Meyer,
to the Rhamphorhynchus Gemmingi

8. Descripttn: <<„<! Ao.ihft;,;,/' Il.t.my. /// F k Maoit <>„<}

1
' ' v n x i ; translated by Mrs. Hoi.kkk. »r;V/

"
. ',< / <

»<l>-<\

fc-, by J. D. Hooker, pp. 1066, small 4to. 1873. London:

n Green & Co.—The full title of this important work is

s,li,
.l "n.d.+ lor the advantage of the many who in this country are

* Including Wyoming. f Including Utah.

h Outlines of Organography, Anatomy, and Physiology; Part II, Descriptions
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interested in botany, and who may desire or who ought to procure

it. We could not in fewer words explain its nature and scope,

the history of its production, and of its reproduction in the pre*

, nt form.
*

It is 1 lit- </> */-//, •</////,>, the general work which we are

unceaMiiglv asked to indicate l>y teachers, botanical travelers, sci-

d men, medical or other, and the amateur

botanist, no less than by more serious cultivators of the science,

who feel the want of something more than a local manual or flora

and a common text-book. Since Lindley's Vegetable I

ran out of print, there has been nothing in the English

to recommend, and perhaps nothing but the French o

this in any other. Lindlev's volume was a noble one, in spite of

serious faults, and it had the advantage—as yet unapproached—

of giving an almost complete account of or references to the med-

ical and economical uses of plants, as well as a list of all the

known genera. In the present work, however, we find a judicioffl

selection. Among its many merits, the crowning one, for the

devoted botanical student, is in the most copious, excel

chiefly new illustrations (in wood-cuts) of the second and far most

important part of the work. These give it a value whi'

be over-estimated. Those which are not original are

excellent sources, such as the Geneva Am. 11. i
lllustrata. Tin

whole are here reproduced from electrotypes taken from the

French cuts, so that there is only the diffoi n between th<

oii_p il and the Knulixh < dit his w hu h on - Iim m'\
;

>n ' -

between the French and the English printing of such ':

The first is of much less consequence to usfand might have been

abbreviated or revised in some particulars ; but the' copious illus-

trations are a great help.

The original work was duly noticed in this Journal. The Eng-

lish reproduction of it has reached us barely in time for the pre*

ent announcement, which we are unwilling to postpone. Nothing

which a critical examination is likelv to discover can s,rioiHV

oualifv our jud-acnt (founded on considerable us-- of •

in French, and' a cursorv examination of Mrs. Hooker's transi-

tion), that this ample volume well supplies a great want in t'u>

country; and thai the heartiest thanks of all Knglb
cultivators of the science are due to the wife of our em
lish botanist, for the spirit with whmh -he has inch i".

the successful execution of. her mo<l laborious -hare i

tion. As to Dr. Hooker's part of the work, there is no need °

commend it. The wonder is how and when he found time for ft

and Illustrations of the Orders. By Emm. Le Maoitt, M.D., Member of the P '

lomathique Society of Paris, and J. DecMi-

Professor of Cultivation, Jardin des Plantes, Paris. W
.. .

:

;,C
P
B.

!

F.B.S.,L-S/

France. London: .
(in -on
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We can only here add tli.it. in its Knirlish form, the small folio

is brought down to the small quarto, or rather to something

between quarto and octavo (i. e., the volume is 10X7X-' inches),

which will u'eneraily bethought an improvement. It is brought

out under the cordial cooperation of the original authors, and is

published, by the Longmans, for 5_>| shillings. a. g.

0. Fhj-oitehhtu in N.o\<v//v„ /,/.—! n tin- Kmrhsh edition «»i Le

Maout and Decaisne's System of Botany, noticed above, I tind the

following note by the editor. There is nothing answering to it in

the original French.

"Sarracenia rubra has been vaunted in Canada as a specihe

ill-pox, but has not proved to be such. The pitcher-

shaj.ed leaves an i m used-traps; sugary excretion exudes

at the mouth of the pitcher and attracts the insects, which dc-cend

lower in the tube, where they meet with a belt <-f ivtf x. 1
hairs,

wh'u !. facilitate their decent into a watery fluid that tills the bot-

tom of the cavity, and at the same time prevents their egress
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pose there, is obvious. That more commonly they do not perish
by drowning in S.fo.vo is equally clear. While all the lowerand
gradually attenuated part of the tube is filled with dead flies in

our plants growing in the house, there is only a little moisture at

the very bottom. One won! t he fine and sharp

dehVxed bristles, which line the lower half of the tube only in 8.

ftava, would greatly imp.-de the return of a fly, they lie so closely

against the wall of the tube. But I find that a house-fly, either

large or small, when thrown into this lower part of the tube, is

quite unable to get out, and there it perishes. Probably the ad

vantage derived by the plant is equally secured whether their

prey decomposes in the moist air of the cavity or in the water in

which they are often immersed.
A main object of the present publication of this note is to ask

observers to note whether any viscid secretion appears anywhere
below the orifice of the pitcher, of 8. pur-

upon the hood, wThich isj>nro. I am confident there
wholly beset with umrmalb -t iff detlexed "bristles. I have had
full-grown specimens of this season to examine; and from analogy
I should expect the sugary secretion, if any, to appear only W
warm weather. A . g.

10. Dionwa.—The brief account of the action of this queen of

fly-traps in he Maout and Pecaisne's Treatise, now becomes so

nu, -h •"">
' - En-iMi dre.s, thaMt max be worth

while to note, 1. that one does not find "on their upp
two or three glands wmich distil a liquid attractive to inserts,"

The scattered bristles on the surface of the trap, throu
!,; " ^nsitiwii - is nianifi -ted, secrete no liquid. 2. Nor is it

true that "when the inset is dead and all movement has ceased,
the plates expand again and awaii a fresh victim." The trap does

not open until, after several davs it has digested the soluble parts

<;f if- prey. This part of the work was probably prepared by he
daoiit : and to several other statements in it mav b. .

! - ' "in. r ip.M nded t . s ,mo of them I v th EwjUh editor, viz:

that they are opposed to all the established phenomena of phmt-
life, as known to English observers. a. fi-

ll. Primltim Monographic Eosarum, auct. F. Crepix : fasc -
1*72.—M. Crepin, one of the curators of the Royal Ibduian

Museum of Natural !ii>'orv at Uru-eb. and an aide botanist,

devotes a large part of this pamphlet of |:i() pa-vs to a revi-K>n

of the Roses of the Herbarium .,f Wihlenow. It is a separate
i-a. from the Bulletin of the Roval Botanical Society of Bel-

-"iiu. May 11, 1S72. It contains some matters of interest to us.

.
Under Eos-i h,,,,,*-!, <f,<;< is an important discussion of the spe-

cies and its whole histo:
; / t

>

r , ltj.^,, Thunh., t<
!

o belongs R. ferox Lind.,'and the recent li. L'<
•/>•'>''""

<•» th< Illustration Horticok. It is !. lb, i • Rose of tie

2 miens.
A'o.sv/ hhihtht is also critieallv discussed and on the whole R.

fwhufni;,, of <;melin is thought to be a cultivated form of it.



Tin- first and the sixth s

Z /,/,.;. ..ranle'ah part frorri Muhlenbe
- that it

?^ Vvii

i

!; v
' Wi 1. T In- lir >t t;,ii

rs to i2. w (A/ Miehx.),a-had !h,

; the 'illnU s specim(jn of the a

hX
the Botani

Liii-s

.n- t.»

.^r:;:f"."
<. The .;U..stion, ^ hether A\ /

li.:s A".

pin supposes to be the '• A. Wo„7.-, ain-i.. nun .larU .
K. N»i;ii..in

L e., .R. Wt»ufa Ait., to which the present writer referred it. It

may be worth noting that it was nut " Torre y qui avait examiner

l'herbier de Willdenow," but his associate.

We solicit for M. Crepin copious specimens of all our wild hoses,

in all their forms, and from every part of the country. To any

who will thus contribute go< anagraph « taop

he is engaged upon, Dr. Crepin will return critically named speci-

III. Astronomy.

1. A Catalogue of
L„hr,uh,y.

lately come into my
1

a! Okkak in 177S Y

tted by

STe^^ l ;^^v^ :

;
^,
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It will therefore be seen that the record here given for Okkak I
a continuation of that published by De la Trobe for the same
place, for the years 17 77 August to 1780 July, whilst on the other

hand De la Trobe's records ^for Nain from 1777 August to 1780

August are probably identical with the corresponding portions oi

tlic obr *

The

Auroras observed at Nain, Labrador.

1779. Feb. 12;* Nov. 11.

1780. Sept. 1, 2,* t* :,. G. 2.".. 2(J; Oct. 7, 21, 24,* 25, 29;

m.), 23, 25, 26,

:;. is l'.-j, -m. >

vpril 18 ; Aug.

15,* 18,* 19,

, 28, 29; Feb. 9, 10, 19, 20, 21, 23;* March 3, 19*
24: May5,*8(?);

Auroras observed at Okkak, Labrador.

The comparison of these two records sufficiently shows that

neither can lay claim to great completeness ; the observer, Krugel-
stem, seems to have been specially mi the watch for auroras, but
it should l„. remembered thai the' period, 17SO-17SO was one of

the periods of great fre.pienev of this phenomenon. '

Of the 145 dates above -iv'cn for Nain, <>:; are not found in (he

extensive compilations of Loverin-. and of the 17 date- lor <>kk:.k

« arc wanting in Loverin-; of these latter, however, two are

r" ,|li! in the record for \ain, leaving <(.» lu .w ,|ates of auroras as

the result of the present communication.
Washington, July 11, 1873.

2 Meteors of Nov. 27th, 1872, at Tmerife, Cwm/ IdnmU

;

by O. Fbkdkbica Dabney. (From a letter 'dat ed American Con-

eeriffe, Canary Islands, 31ay 11, 1873, to the Kditor of

Harper's Monthly, and communicated by him to this Journal.)-
IJl '

1 bug hit. !\ ii yo
i S.-ii-ntifi re onffor March ibout the dis-

appearand ,,f I Jiela's comet and the meteoric showers of November
-
!

7, supposed to be fragments of it, it occurred to me that the fol-

lo

\
n ".- ! '' ! - lir ^ worth putting on record.
Rejoicing in an at niosplnre ce!,l„'ated f. r its elcarncss. our

meteoric displays in Xovember arc always brilliant, and last year

on the very night mentioned, ,'7th, no Ic'ss than 500 were counted



than moonlight, turning gradually re

much ms lour minutes afterward. :i report as if a large piece of

artillerv had been fired in (lie immediate neighborhood shook the

house, and reverberated for some seconds in the surrounding mouu-

The cause of these phenomena seems to have been, from descrip-

tions of those who observed it plainly, a large luminous body of

conical shape, <_o>hm- with nival velocity point foremost and draw-.

ing after it a long fiery tram. It was observed from all parts of

the Uland ; observers on the north side reporting it as rising out

of the sea and vanishing behind the peak; those on the south saw

it vanish apparently below the southern horizon some minutes be-

fore the report.

The observers having been for the most part peasants and peo-

ple of little education, it was difficult to obtain the truth from the

marvelous reports made. The above, however, seems reliable,

and the first part of the description is from personal obsen ai mm
3. Observation of TempeVs Conn t of Short 1\ ri >d ; by M. Ste-

phen, Director of the Observatory at Marseilles. (From the

Monthly Notices Astron. Soc, May 9.)—

R.A. 16" 37m 51-59 tf.P.D. 103° 11' 52"-3.

The correction for parallax is not applied.

Mean position of Comparison Star, Weisse's 738 H, XVI, for 1

R.A. 16 h 39m 39*'59 N.P.D. 103° 6' 19"'2 Lai. 1. 15essel

The comet was still very faint, though somewhat less

4. On Recent Estimates of Solar Temperature;
Dkwar, Esq. (Proe. K. Soc. Edinls Mi, 697.) (Abstnu

part, the author proceeds to group all the known i"<-'thmU ol

arriving at a knowledge of hi-h temperatures under eight different

processes. The following table gives the names of the physicists

who have especially employed each process, together with the

principle on which it is founded

:

.

nd Daniell, Prinsep, &c-Expansion ot Sobds(l.Hiuyt
i:d <; ;i >os.

(2.) Draper.—Refrangibility of Light

(3.) Clement mid
ll.) Ii.v.pu,vl.Seamens.-Thermo-E] ^
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After treating of the great disparity of opinion regarding the

temperature of the sun, the author proceeds to detail how' it is

possible, from the known luminous intensity of the sun, to derive

a now estimate of solar temperature. This' calculation is based on
a definite law relating temperature and luminosity in the ease of

solids, viz., the total luminous intensity is a parabolic function

of the temperature, ahove * li.-i t ;,•> .f Mv where all kinds of

luminous rays occur. So that if T is a certain initial temperature,
and I its luminous intensity, a a certain increment of temperature,
then we have the following relation :

—

T + n(a)=««I.
The temperature T is so high as to include all kinds of lumin-

ous rays, viz., 990° C, and the increment a is t6° C. This formula
expresses well the results of Draper, and I have used his numbers
as a first approximation. It results from the above equation, that

at a temperature of 2400° C, the total luminous intensity will i

1-iseau and Fouealt's experiments that sunlight has 150 times the

J;t; so that we only require to cal-

culate at what temperature this intensity is reached in order h> -'ft

the solar temperature. This temperature is 16,000° C, in round
numbers. Enormously high u n p ratui - ai not r. <piired. there-

lore, to produce ^ :i
'

anrl the temperature of

the sun need not, at least, exceed the above numb, r. Sir William
Thomson, in his celebrated article " On the Age of the Sun's

Heat, says, •• It is almost certain that the sun's 'mean tempeia-
U
V\

! \". ' C," and this is the estimate
with which the luminous intensity calculation agrees well.

5 Meteor set n I, X<;rf>,i t „li„ tl ,J.—A letter from Ileurv H.

Ueit t.» Prof. Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian !

' <""•> >'ay -Md. 1^7'. M,.h. thai on the 1 >th <"

.'. if., th. writer saw b very large and bi Is
n.theU.S.W., at an altitude of about -fo

westward, and leaving a long trail of yellow lmht afte'r it It

burst at about s.i" p.m. in the X.W. b\: W., Lo^above the hori-

zon; and the matter from it formed a coppery-red cloud below it

of the shape of a comet's tail, which remained half an hour.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Flow of Water in Rivers and Canals: by D. Fabkaxd
riKVKY. Chief Ei rrineer Detroit Water Works, and late Assist-

ant in the United States Lake Survey.—The o-reater oortion of

:Mished '

Franklin Institute. It is mainly a discussi-
oi th. Tele-raphh- ( urrent Meter, invented by the author,
used by him in his experiments for the determination of the
flow of the western lake-, and the double float n>vd l.v IlumpI
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of the Mississippi River. The general r< suit- villain, d by the two

methods of observation are also compared, and the points of disa-

greement considered. An Appendix contains a reply to the criti-

cisms, pubUsh >'- 1 • S. A.,

t*> the Secretary of War for 1*70, on the autl or's methods of current

measurement, as set forth in his "Progress Reports, submitted to

t
; Superintendent of the Lake Survey:" and .- Mudn i

r-.
: . t

i- -nl

Investigation on the use of floats in < : '.: _it>_: !li\>'-and s !rt;>ms

by the distil .. i m, Prof. S. \V. Robinson, of the

Illinois Industrial Institute.

The author maintains that the measurement of suh-surface veloci-

ties hy the method of double floats is liable to the !'

••principal causes of error," which do not affect measurements

made with the telegraphic meter.

(1.) The error of cross scrtio , ; which aris< - i'n m the fact that

"in order to ascertain the true mean area, it would he necessary

to know the exact depth of the river past the whole hase hue:

but generally it is considered sufficient to sound out two or three

lines across the river, and take their mean depth, which, when the

bottom is not perfectly regular, may differ considerably from the

true mean depth."

(2.) The puUnVn,, of the current; or, the existence, under all

<-ii urn-tam -, of "an intermittent \>] »
; *

ishing in accordance with some yet undiscovered law:'* which

may materially alter the result obtained by the double float, while

:ill its irregularities will be accurately recorded by the telegraphic

andde
Of the current "

(G.) The effect of the current «,, the ?<„„„«;.,.,•<.,><<:

'•' cause the cord to form a curve concave up stn am. >}
^

\vliich the lower float is raised somewhat".
hitter current. Asa consequence the v: i<

A";it i< iu excess of the true velocity tor the «. -tunated .

v hi<-h no allowance was made for the deviati

cord from the vertical line—the error men
In a s< ries of comparisons of mo:
float and telegraphic meter iu the St. Clair liner. tm
h kat the depth of 15 ft., tin

°*o5 ft. in excess of that obtained with the t

Our author joins issue with Humphreys and AM>ot u:

to most „f the -enera! result- obtained, by them, as given

Report on the Hydraulics of the Mississippi River.
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(1.) Maximum velocity. The Mississippi hydraulicians place

lis, on a calm day, at -& the depth, and in general at depths

arying with the lore*.- and direction of the wind, as represented

y the following empirical formnla,

t?=(0-3lV+0-06/)r,

1 which d is the depth at which the maximum current velocity

btains,/the force of the wind on a scale in which 10 represents

le maximum force, and r the hydraulic mean depth.

The author reaches, from his discussion, the conclusion, that "in

irge rivers, we may condder t lie surface velocity in a calm

ime to be nearly the same as the maximum; while in narrow

anals, especially when their sides are vertical, it may be consider-

(2.) Form of velocity curve, at various depths. Humphreys
nl Abbut adopted a parabola, with the axis horizontal, and at

he depth assigned by the formula just given for the depth

nswering to the maximum velocity, as the "best graphical rep**

n a calm day. lie tinds the parabola to be especially inaccurate

rhen applied to the results of his own observations in the St. Clair

(3.) Mean velocity. One of the most important results obtained

y ih< hydraulicians of the Mississippi was the establishment of

epth velocity, by means of which the mean velocity in the cross

ection of a stream could henceforth be deduced from mid-depth

elocities observed at several points of the cross section. Henry
laintains that the mean velocity obtains at -& the depth, and

^commends as a still easier method of measuring the discharge

f a stream, "to obtain the velocities at several points at VV ^
e

epth, and multiply the mean by the area of the cross section."

We must reserve, for the present, any decided expression oi

pinion relative to the several points at issue between our author

nd the distinguishe.l hvdraulic'.nn- of the Mississippi River. We
re, however, ready to admit that he has supported his positions

•ith signal ability, and weakened our confidence in important

'here can be no question, also, that by the invention of his teje-

raphic meter, and tin » ^tended series* ol experimental deternnn-

tions made with it, he has contributed materially toward the

dvaucement of the science of hydraulics. His telegraphic meter

; certainly far superior to Woltmann's meter, and every other

>rm of stationary meter hitherto devised. The grave objection
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careful tests, applied to both surface velocities and velocities at

depths of 40 ft. to 60 ft.
w

- *• *•

2. 2>e««A fty Lightning ; by Rev. Hora.-k (.
.

Uovi.v. M.A.

(Communicated.)—A thunder-storm pas-d ..\«-r K.m>.i> t i, \

Mo., on tli. tt'tern i of Nn,da\ . -Tun. ".th, !<:!, the r< -u ' - o.

single stroke of lightning is concerned, the

---^od and the

,_ 'arose' a number of persons were walking.on

the broad platform of the amphitheater, in I

cent to the city. The promenaders, either in _'--'»''' • " <"< ' '' -'
'

gence, of the laws governing the passage <>1 eh-tri al nnvN -.

sought refuge from the rain undern B
'

J
*°me

: the Locality. Under the tallest ot these

oaks, fifteen feet from the point wh
platform, and within three or four feet of the overhanging

stood Miss Nora Ritenour and a young g

accompanied her to the grounds. An electn

them out, on its way from the clouds to the earth. Sh<

and he was crippled; while the shock was felt

from the fatal point of impact, jar

and Fosti _ i, mi n 1- i. gs, so as to prevent spectato s to i

fcv momenta ** When
..

.

•
•

'
•

•- .'-•
!

.

'

'

ladv was actu-div mider-vano eondmstion. :

xtin-u>h the tiaai, s l,v ]- dlWnl of water. < >n inspecting the re-

mains it was found that the first point of

where a red mark was left, as if by a vioh :

the head showed no external injury e*
burned to a crisp. From the chin the el <

body, breaking the neck, and buf
through and through. Its exit wa

ot its hranclu'S, or injnrv done to -

the body of Mis> Kit'cuo'nr, tlieciii'

plank on which she stoo< I pierch g
side of the perforation being smooth!
it was jugged and enlarged'. From '

feet to a beam, ,_ u h 'us oath was d,v,ded ;
U-.i

by a fissure h rectkwrt to the two>
pro

which the beam was supported. Tin-.
|
— ," '

_

'

((

thoroughly seasoned, and about one foot ly diame or-

;-•<!>
V;

iV fr„M. t r »

'>'""' *-* ]
':

,

\'\\iC]u!\C\ I

and to each nail head, in passing, th.e el etneal UK p<
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discriminating a

an axe. The ground at the foot of these posts was not '

disturbed. No traces of fire were to he seen on the dry, tnflam-
malde pine wood, although the living object, on which this mem-
orable thunder-bolt concentrated its fury, was

3. A new and ingenious American Move in the G n, of
Priority. [We take this article from the Annals and Ma-.'aziiie

of Natural History for July, and would add oar full

of its views. No copy of the circular letter referred to has reached
us. Eds.]—The following circular letter, partly printed, parth
written, which lias just come to our knowledge, will, we think.

somewhat amuse our readers :

" Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. June G. 1873.

" To the Secretary of the Society : Dear Sir,—You are
hereby notified that a paper enti - to a Knowl-
edge of North-American Moths," by A. R. Grote, has been read
this evening before this Society, declaring that three new genera

'•'' .<•'.•,

imdcx-ribed species Acronycta 4, Agrotis 1, Cloantha 2, Litoq.m-
iha 2, Meghypena 2, Botis 1, Eurycreon 1, Phcecmi.

3, Graptolitha 1, (Eta 1] occur in the North American
-

' " ;lll "\<' i-ipi-r ;i- -ecurim: all ri-hK lo'i;-
kequire by publication.

'• Mr. Grote's paper has been accepted by the Publication Com-
mittee of thi mlletin.

" Yours respectfully, Leon F. Harvey,
Corresponding Secretary B. S. N. S."

Iii characterizing this proceeding on the part of one of the
:' '"- ~ r I'^Hshing m,.;. ties in t ,« wild u, forced to cull a

phraM h-.,m the slang dictionary; it is simply the " cheekiest
"

>-r remember to huve seen. The usV of h -a! phniM-ol-

"p '" tlu
' um ' is U] "

"

i! «'i.- ii-'tve put in italics has M uite a peculiar
,,

' i:ii"> 1

:

:ii "i will <loiihth-s> produce its due ei!"ect in causing ento-
i.:'.-h'-i.-.t.> m ailquarters of the world to avoid trespassing on those
"'.Known premises which have been formally handed over by
these Presents" to Mr. Grote by the Buffalo Society of Natural

Sciences It seems hardly credible that experience';
Ox. Grote at any rate is, should have even dreamed of

absurd a course as this. Another ta\ orite American

and not for sale, is bad enough,
but it must yield the palm to the Buffalo invention.

4. Transactions of the Academy of Sciences of St. Louis.—
! ol

I:"
1 ln

'
staining 102 and xcviii pages, has just

':"- =>r ,1. The articles of the number are—., the genus Yucca,
''.>' '/• /<>','/'{»»"/" ; on a new genus of Tim-ida- with remarks on
the ^utilization of Yucca, Riley ; new N. American llymei.optcra.
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R D. Walsh; Atmospheric electricity, Wisllzenus ; Catalogue

lakes in 1871, Hayes; on the occurrence of iron ores in

Missouri, Gage.
3. A Dictionary of Science, cony

'///, Beat, Hydrodynamir,% y/,,,/,-,,*.-,./,,-.*.

Light, MaifiK //".-•»/, -V» A '"'''.
'

v
-
>""«'/

V/ preceded by an essay oi hehiston f the Physical Sei

i-nct-. Kdiu-d bv<i. 1'. i:.)i.wi:i.i.. F.P.A.S., I'.C.S. 094 pp. 8yo,

wirl! mu i,,u- i'llu^trations. (American edition. 1"

J. B. Lippincott & Co.)—A good and convenient dictionary of the

SMivsi.-al Sciences, though unequal in the value of its articles.

4. Physical Geography, by Aenold Guyot, author of Karth

and Man. 124 pp.. It... with numerous illustrations (Scribner,

Armstrong & Co.).—Professor Guyot, one of the best of living

physical geographers, has here prepared for academies a

schools an admirable work on his favorite science. \\ ith a
\

:•-

foufid and comprehensive view of his subject, and of the relations

of its several departments, he brings out in a simple way the gen-

eral truths connected with it, without overloading his chapters

with details. The excellent illustrations speak out boldly the

tacts ,, r principles in view, and cover all branches of the science.

There are also a number of large colored maps presenting

tribution of magnetic phenomena, volcanoes and i

temperature, wind-, o.vanic currents, course of tidal -

vegetation, etc. The volume should become a text-book in all

"in- higher schools. We hope that Prof. Guyot may be enabled

soon to finish the completer manual for our coll. .«•; and the scien-

tific public at large, which he alludes to in his preface.
_

5. Amerioii,, [*«..,;. it;,>„ f<>.- th> A<lr,i,i<;m t -t <>r ,v" '''"'

The twenty-second meeting of the Association will be held at

Portland, Maine, and will commence on Wednesday, the 20th of

August. Pi
r the year,

and A. H. Worthen <
Vice President

C llnt/al Surht,/.— Prof. Asa Gkav has been elected Foreign

Fellow of the Royal Society. TT h . T,

7. Academy of Sciences of Paris, Session <>f ./»'.»/ "'//.-In.

order of the day was the election of three correspondents ot the

section of Zoology. At the first ballot, in *hv!

took part, the vote stood 38 for Steenstrup
the second, in which 46 voted, 35 for Dana, 10 for Par

one blank; at the third 1- soling. - 5 her Carpenter, I. i i-

*in and 1 for Huxley. Whereupon Steenstrup, Dana and Car-

penter were declared elected correspondents to the Academy.—

L'lnstitut, July 9, 1873.
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with Prof. J. D. Whitney. Two Reports and an atlas embody
the results of these explorations, the second volume being devoted

to the iron region, together with the general geology. This is a

work of high value in the development of American geology, both

theoretical and practical.

Col. Foster was born at Peter- '.'arch 4,

1815, and graduated at Wesleyan University, Middletown. He
served for a while in the Legislature of his native state. About
1854 he removed to Chicago where he has since resided. His

later contributions have been chiefly his work on -The .Mississippi

Valley : its Physical Geography, etc/'—various ethnological me-

moirs in the Transactions of the Chicago Academy, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, American
etc.; researches on the "block coal*' and iron ores of Indiana.

The last and most important work of Col. Foster appeared at the

very moment of his death, entitled " Pre-historie Laces of the

Hexky James Clakke, Professor in the Amherst Agricultural

College, died nt Amherst, Mass., on the 1st of July. His labors as a

zoologist, especially in those departments requiring difficult micro-

scopic research, had placed him among the two or three first in

the country, and given him a world-wide reputation. He was for

a while assistant to Professor Agassiz in pn paring his Contrihu-

tions to the Natural History of the United States, and part of the

emhryological researches on the turtle are his work. Foremost
among his several discoveries with the microscope is that of the

true nature of the animal of sponges, till then misunderstood, the

hast paper on which subject by him appeared in this Journal for

He was also the author of a work entitled

re and development in the ani-

mal kingdom, and containing many of his labored result-, with

illustrations from his own faithful drawings, lie was always

working, and full of enthusiasm in science, and also a most genial

Thomas Lkum:\ Litlki;, physician, jurist, and meteorologist.

born in Wethersfield, Conn., Aug. 22, 1806, died in Nor walk.

Conn., June Sth, 187:'., in his 07th vear. Judge Littler entered

upon his legal studies after practicing medicine for some years

- graduation i„ the Vale Medical School,
:

o' as a jurist. Ho was a student in many collateral

brandies of knowledge, espedailv in agriculture, mechanics, aii'l

gv. He was the author of "The Philosophy of the

Weather" (1*30), mid <.f "A concise analytical and logical' develop-

ment of the Atmospheric Sv>t em : HartCrd, 1-7<C" 1 It- w:i- cho-eii

Judge of the Superior Court of Connecticut in 185-, and in lSfd

.

the progress of geologi inlurope
and Ana. is profoundly indebted, died at Paris on the 29th ot
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On some results of the EartKs Contraction from
cooling; by James D. Dana. Part Y, Formation of the

Continental plateaus and Oceanic depressions.

In my papers of 1846 and 1847, I attributed the t

of the great plateaus, called continents, and of the oceanic

depressions, to unequal contraction, observing that the oceanic

crust, by being the later in consolidation, became more de-

pressed through the continued contraction than the already

firm or less-contracting continental crust. The steps in the

process I propose now to consider, as a means of further eluci-

dating the subject.

1. Unequal contraction afact.

The fact of unequal contraction is manifest from the inequal-

ity of level that exists over the sphere dividing it mto oceanic

depression iteaus; and unequal contraction,

the material of the crust being essentially the same over the

two kinds of regions, implies an unequal rate of cooling.

Moreover, it is a necessary conclusion that the great areas first

ting should have been first free from that

aetivitv. and those ebullition-like movements due to escaping

vapors, which are inseparable from the fluid condition of rocks

under merely atmospheric pressure.

2. Location of the continental areas.

3
The areas first to become quiet, and first to cool and consoli-

date, would have been the shallowest areas, that is, those be-

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 33.-Sept., 1873.
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neatli which the solid nucleus of the globe reached nearest to

the surface; for this approach to the surface would have been

favored by the chemical quiet ; and the less depth would have

insured more rapid cooling.

The solid state of the interior mass, under the Hopkins'

theory, is due to the pressure of the outer portion, this pressure

being capable of producing an increase of density, and, a? some

depth, that density which belongs to the solid rock ;
so that

downward, either from the plane at this depth, or from some

level or levels below it, actual solidity would have existed. It

may be that when exterior solidification, that is, the solidifica-

tion of the crust, was about to begin, the outer limit of the

interior solid mass over the solidifying areas was quite up to

the spherical plane in which the rock of the interior had the

density of solidity. It is at least certain that its limit was

as near the surface as was possible under the temperature then

existing.

3. Nature of the cooling crust, and of the liquid layer of which it

was formed.

The change of specific gravity or density which the rock-

material underwent in passing from the liquid to the solid state

is part of the data required for conclusions on the subject in

view ; and with reference to it we may first consider the nature

of the rock -material.

The larger part of the igneous rocks of the globe are

according to the evidence which has been presented, either

from regions within the true crust of the earth—that is. the

part situated below the supercrust and which was a direct result

of the cooling—or from the plastic layer or seas underneath. In

either case they are testimony, and have long been so regarded,

with respect to the outer liquid layer of the melted sphere.

The next best testimony we have is that from the earlier of the

surface formations—the Archaean (Azoic). Another source ot

conclusions, appealed to effectually by Daubree,* is the consti-

tution of meteorites and parallel facts in the earth's igneous

and metamorphic rocks. Still another, used by Hunt, is reason-

ing from physical and chemical laws to the probable results

under the supposed conditions of a cooling globe. We thus

arrive at the following conclusions.

(a.) The more prominent minerals were the following. W
Some iron-bearing species (bearing also magnesia and lime) ot

nphibole family, as augite, hornblende ; (2) the iron-and-

Vfe (or olivine), to which Daubree, on the

,
gives great prominence

; (3) species o
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feldspar, either the lime feldspar called anorthite, the lime-and-

soda kind called labradorite, the soda-and-lime kind oligoclase

ning usually some pot-

-h-leldspar (containing usually some soda)

.- of which feldspars the first two are lowest m silica,

45--6S !>. c, the third intermediate in amount of silica, or 60

to 64 p. c, the last two the highest, 65 to 70 p. c.
; (4) magne-

tic (or magnetic iron ore Fe 3 4 , but often titaniferous) ;
and

(5) perhaps quartz or free silica, and mica. Serpentine and

ire omitted from the list on the ground that they are

always metamorphic. The question with regard to quartz is

discussed below.

{b.) The principal rocks in their relation to the subject before

us fall naturally, as Elie de Beaumont first formally an-

nounced* into two series—although there are intermediate

.ugh which the two graduate into one another :—one.

low in silica, or ' --. containing less than 56 p. c. of silica;

the other, hisrh in silicti or acidic, containing 56 p. c. or more.

The basic rocks include dolerite and the related igneous

rocks: made up of u .
— ^

with

orthite or oligoclase, often chrysolite, and generally magne-

e in disseminated grains, and varying m specific gravity

mostly between 2 '8 and 3 "2. .

The acidic comprise (1) most trachyte and related feldspatnic

rocks, consisting of one or more of the feldspars, oligoclase,

albite, or orthoclase, with usually a little hornblende and mag-

netite, and sometimes mica, and not unfrequently free quartz—

sp. -I— 2-5-2-75; (2) syenite, consisting of orthoclase and

hornblende with quartz—sp. gr. =2-9-31; hyposyemte, con-

- ' '.< .:.-!:
.

' .. :

'
:. "

2-9-3-2
;f diorite, consisting chiefly of olig-

ide—at) gr.= 2-80-31; granite, consisting of ortho-

ehH.- ^u„,.tii.H''s along with albite or oligoclase), quartz and

mica—sp. gr.=2-6-2-75.
,

, ..,

(c) These igneous rocks are also conveniently arranged witn

reference to their origin into an iron-bearing and a compara-

tively iron-free series.
°

* Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, II, iv, 1253, 1847. De la Beche has

asan regions; and I

; naturally teTdToff °tiM hornblende or ayenitic »
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The former include the rocks containing as essential constit-

uents one or more of the iron-bearing minerals, augite, horn-

blende and chrysolite, and often also magnetite ; and are divided

into two groups, the doleritic, containing pyroxene, and the

n ntaining hornblende in place of pyroxene.

The latter comprise those mostly (seldom wholly) free from

these iron-bearing minerals, as the trachytic and granitic kinds.

(d.) The presence of quartz among the chief constituent min-

erals of the true crust is not certain. Of the above-mentioned

rocks, the basic iron-bearing (or doleritic) kinds are far the most

abundant among acknowledged igneous rocks ; and this fact

seems to indicate that quartz or free silica was not abw
the original liquid rock of the globe. Its absence, which Mr. Hunt

urges, is seemingly opposed by the fact that it is present in so

•nite and granite, and the related

rocks. But Hunt is right in holding that in general granite

and syenite (the quartz-bearing syenite) are undoubtedly meta-

morphic rocks where not vein-formations, as I know from the

study of many examples of them in New England ; and the

veins are results of infiltration through heated moisture from

the rocks adjoining some part of the opened fissures they 61
These rocks, although common, present therefore no positive

testimony on the side of the presence of quartz. Mr. Hunt urges,

in support of his opinion, the experiment of Kose, in which

fused quartz on cooling had the low density and othei

of the form of silica called opal, and not those of quartz. Bat

the evidence is inconclusive, since a laboratory experiment can-

not inform us what would be the condition of silica on cooling

from fusion, provided the process of solidification took some

millions of years. But Eose's experiment does seem to settle

the question as regards all quartz-veins, since if of igneous

origin, their little width would have insured comparatively rapid

•cooling ; and it thus sustains the evidence in favor of the vie*

that such veins, like most mineral veins, were filled through

the aid of heated moisture. Professor Hunt's argument from

the probable condition of the material of the liquid sphere,

when about to solidify at surface,—or the fact that the lime

.and magnesia now in our limestones and waters, and the

soda in our waters, must have been mainly in the condi-

tion of silicates, and that therefore the free silica would have

thus been in combination,—is of great weight ; and, considering

the vast amount of limestone in the earth's formations, it favors

the view, derived from the prevailing doleritic character of

igneous rocks, that silica would have been mostly, if not

wholly, in combination, and that the chief feldspars present

were the lime-and-soda species, labradorite and oligoclase.

Granite and syenite—common rocks of Archaean terranes—

-
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.fc the rocks that are likely to have been formed over the

3 surface after the action on the crust of the foul atmos-

pheric vapors that settled upon it as it began to solidify. It

there were mainly doleritic material and other labradonte nnx-

; crust, the result of the conflict would have been a

removal of part of the bases and the liberation of silica, making

free quartz and quartz-bearing rocks.

Again, the general fact that the doleritic rocks, and even

most trachvtic, contain disseminated grains of -

oxide of iron in the form of magnetite (Fe 3 4 ^
adds to the

strength of the argument against the general diffusion of quartz,

that is, free or uncombined silica, if not proving its absence.

(e.) The presence of a large pro/»>rtinn „j in,,\ \- a marked

feature of most igneous rocks. This ferriferous quality is not

characteristic solely of the doleritic and syenitic kinds; even

the most purely feldspathic trachytes usually contain some dis-

seminated magnetite and hornblende ; and from this extreme

there is a shading off in trachvtic rocks toward dolentes,

syenites, or hyposyenites. It should be here understood that

augite and hornblende are esseni u *nical con-

stitut ,n, tin uo-h dillei m in crystal ization. Hornblende has

often a site oxygen ratio of the

bases and silica frequently 1:2* as in the feldspar oi

instead of 1 : 2, as in augite. and this may be one reason for its

by preference in the trachytes, in wl
1

imate, and that of augite in the dolentes,

! the predominant feldspar. In labrador-

i» mis ratio is i : iA, and in andesine 1 : 2. Mixtures of

„1 nliu-oela.se. which constitute the base of some

.-hvivs, in which the silica constitutes oyer

55 per cent), would hace 1:2 for this oxygen ratio when the

proportion of labradorite to oligoclase was 1 to 2.

The basic iron-bearing feature of the tirst solidified crust is

attested to also by the nature of the lowest rocks of I

.true crust

and directly or indirectly made from it. We find among the

Archaaan terranes the feldspar la'uviorite far more abundant

than in an rocks; the rock hy]

common, which is much like dolerite in elen

a chroolitie hypci-stli-nite, which are

ated to peridotite or chrysolitic dolerite; otl

that are almost solely chrysolite; another, diabase, wl

the composition of a chloritic dolerite ;
other kinds.referred to

•• ;u I dh.basr. whicl api ^l.
'
,' .' P • J v?t

'-id,<. the-, ,-u-, -onto., t ^\>Uuv. ot

or oligoclase, a, id hx p,»vrnii.-. emoting of hornblende and

orthoclase.
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These iron-bearing kinds of Archsean metamorpliic rocks

much exceed in amount the granitic kinds that are free from

iron. Moreover, in these Archaean formations, the granitic as

well as the iron-bearing, there are immense beds of iron-ore, as

seen in New York, Canada, Northern Michigan, Missouri,

Sweden and Norway, the thickness of single beds frequently

exceeding a hundred feet ; and thus, although the surface over

which Archaean rocks are exposed is relatively small, its iron is

in vast amount. In fact, unlike human history, the earth's

iron age was its earliest. Now since these great iron-ore beds

are of sedimentary or marsh accumulation (for they occur inter-

stratified with rjuartzire. chlorite schist, syenitic schist, and

other metamorphic rocks), the iron was gathered from the pre-

existing crust rocks. They therefore prove that iron was a

very common ingredient in the original fused material of the

(/) We hence have reason for the inference that the

original fuse-! material contained largely the ingredients of

the iron-bearing rocks, d >!• rit< ,
\
eridotite,' diorite, hyposyenite,

besides trachyte and the related kinds ; and perhaps in small

proportions those of the quartziferous trachytes, if not of

granite and syenite.

It is not certain, from present knowledge, whether the slow

cooling would not have made hornblende through the crust-

mass, in place of the akin species augite. Yet the considera-

tions mentioned on the preceding page suggest that augite may

have characterized the basic portions of the crust, and horn-

blende the smaller acidic portions ; and if so the prevailing

rock is strictly doleritic.

(g.) In view of the large proportion of iron, the mean specific

'jrav'ivj of the true crust can hardlv be less than 2'9, and prob-

ably it is as high as 3 0.

(ft.) The method of distribution of the basic (doleritic) and

the less abundant acid. dsin the earth's outtf

viscid layer before solidification—whether in separate layers, the

latter over the former, as Durocher urges, or whether in sepa-

rate local streams or regions made by the boiling movements
and the great oceanic-like currents in the liquid mass, through

the principle of liquation on a large scale—need not be here

considered. I merely add that observed facts seem to be best

explained on the latter view, since the existence of the two

layers is not proved by the study of the Archaean terranes.

If it had existed at the beginnimr of solidification, and the

trachytic layer was thick enough not to have been i

by cooling before the era of the more recent trachytic ejections

over the great Pacific slope, the constituents of the iron-

bearing or doleritic rocks should exist but sparingly hi the

Archaean, instead of I a kinds.
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4. Change of density and volume in solidification.

All the rocks above mentioned have a higher density in

the solid state than when in fusion. According to Delesse

> Teases in density in passing trom the stone to trie

!ition,f 9 to 11 per cent; syenite, syenitic granite 8 to

be, 6 to 8; dolerite and melaphyre, 5 to 7 ;
basalt and

8 to 5 per cent The difference in volume is thus

large between a rock in the solid and glass state As to the

difference between the glass and liquid states we have no pre-

cise observations, and only know that it is very small.|

From the above facts, sustaining the near absence ot quartz -

bearing rocks from the crust, and, therefore, oi granite or

^venit.V, and the other considerations presented, we in

per cent as the probable average change of density for the

earth's crust between the stony and the liquid states
;

which

is equivalent to a change of volume from 100 to 92 per cent in

passing from the liquid to the stone condition.

5. Process of solidification and continent-making.

The crust over the areas of solidification after atfc

thickness that would enable it to overcome by its gravity the

cohesion in the liquid rock beneath, would have sunk m
masses, and then have been remelted by the heat beneath, and

this remelting would have cooled somewhat theHm*WeT'..?°:

this process of crusting, and sinking with an overflow from e ther

side, remelting, and cooling, would have gone forward unti

the masses could sink without much remelting, to bring^up at

the level where the density of the liquid layer™ that ot the

solid rock, if this liquid layer had not becomeso stiffy viscm

by the cooling as to offer too great resistance to then

quite to this level. The sinking rock-masses may have had

their density somewhat increased by the pressure to

were subjected on descending; bat;jhatever dens y_A

acquired, this density would determine the limit to^rn^ -«^
ting aside resistance from viscidity—they t~"

, woZ ££ cot«„^d 7aow over the solidifying

area and add to the solidifying material.

longed cooling

informed that at the Lenox Glass Fur

is noticed in the cooling of the glass.
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Finally, a layer of crust-rock, miles in thickness, would have

been made over the great continental areas. Throughout the

other portions of the sphere, the surface, whether all I

in incipient solidification, would have the level of that of the

continental areas. For the sake of the illustration, suppose
them to have been all liquid, and the continental crust twelve

miles thick, and the oceanic areas to go through the same
process of solidification as had been completed over the conti

nental, that is to the twelve-mile limit, the oceanic crust thus

formed would have become depressed in the consolidation (on

the above ratio of 8 per cent less volume for the liquid than
solid) 5,000 feet; or, if the layer consolidated were thirty-six

miles thick, 15,000 feet ; that is, supposing the continental part

to undergo no contraction during the time. As such contrac-

tion would have been in progress from the continued cooliDg,
the above 5,000 feet is not the actual depth the basin would
under the supposed circumstances have acquired ; and yet,

since the change of volume in the cooling of solid rock is

small, it is not very wide from the fact.

The case here supposed is partly hypothetical because the

condition over the oceanic areas when the solidified crust of

the continental areas was completed may have been that of

incipient solidification, so that some of the contraction had
already taken place. But apart from this it represents correctly,
as appears to me, the steps in the process, and illustrates how-

it is that great depressed areas would have been an inevitable
result, and why they should have had comparative! v abrupt
sides or a basin-like character. The present mean depth of the

oceanic areas below the mean level of the continental plateaus
is probably about 16,000 feet. The thickness of the layer of

liquid rock required to make a depression of 16,000 feet Dy itfl

consolidation would be about 38£ miles. But as contraction
has gone on through time over both continental and oceanic

is is the mean excess of depression for the oceanic area.

art of this excess existed when the oceanic i

was first made there are no facts for satisfactorily deciding. If

the coral-island subsidence was due in any considerable part
to radial contraction beneath the Central Pacific crust itself, it

is probable that the excess has increased even in Caenozoic

I find no explanation, in the present state of science, where-
fore most of the dry land of the globe should have been located
about the north pole, and of the water about the south. Phy
>n-i*ts sav that it indicate uivuti-r attraction, and therefore a
greater density, in the solid o be southern
ocean. But why the mineral ingredients should have been so
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gathered about the south pole as to give the crust there greater

density is the unanswered query. It may be that magnetite is

much more abundantly diffused through the Antarctic crust

than the Arctic. This is only one of many possibilities, and it

is at present without a satisfactory fact to stand upon, beyond

the general truth that iron was universally present.

6. Resulting crystalline texture of the crust,

The doleritic and trachytic rocks of the true crust, and

whatever else exists in its constitution, cannot be present with

just the texture we find in the rocks of existing dikes and vol-

canic mountains. For, as above-stated, the crust has cooled

.. .tii inconceivable slowness, far more extreme than that which

has attended the formation of any of the coarsest granites and

syenites. And, since the coarseness of crystallizations is gen-

erally in proportion to slowness of cooling, the texture of

the whole should have been after the character of the coarse

Archaean syenite or hyposvenite and vein granite, or else in

much larger crystallizations. One or another of the cleavable

feldspars Is, in 'all probability, everywhere present; and since

the cooling, and therefore the crystallization, has been in pro-

gress through many millions of years, and still goes on—the

probability is that the feldspar crystallizations and

planes of the first-formed crust-layer were lengthened down-

ward for very long distances, if not indefinitely. If so, the

existence of a cleavage structure in the crust as courses of

easiest fracture, such as I have appealed to elsewhere tn

explaining the origin of the courses in the earth's great

feature-lines,* is not an unreasonable supposition.

7. The Continents ahcays the continental areas.

The above-stated effects of contraction lead to the necessary

conclusion that the oceanic and continental areas w i

when the earth's crust first began to form, if not also still

earlier, during the progress ot it- 'ii .

- ltlon
-

lt
.

1S

hardly possible to conceive of any conditions of the eoi

forces that shoufd have allowed of the continents and oceans in

after time changing places, or of oceans as deep nearly as exist-

ing oceans being made where are now the continent* areas :-

although it is a necessary incident to the system of
'

Hnes and outer limits, and perhaps thousands of feel

depth of some portions of the overlying seas; and also^thatthe

oceans should have varied in the extent of their lands. The

'V^.v characteristics of the continental borders: t

r coatra.t between tin landward and *-award slopes oi the

of the plications constituting n. the

. II. i
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positions of volcanoes and of regions of igneous eruptions and

metamorphisra, indeed all the features declare which side of

each border chain is the oceanic, and which the continental,

and protest against speculations that would reverse the or ler.

The early defining, even in Archaean time, of the final

of North America, and the conformity to one system visibly

marked out in every event through the whole history—in the

mes and the formations of its rocks, in the

character of its oscillations and the courses of the mountains

from time to time raised, sustain the statement that the Ameri-

can continent is a regular growth. The same facts also make

it evident that the oceanic areas between which the continent

lies have been chief among the regions of the earth's crust that

have used the pent-up force in the contracting sphere to carry

forward the continental developments.

If this was true of the North American continent, the same in

principle was law for all continents.

CONCLUSION.

I here close this reconsideration of the views brought out in

my papers of 1847. Of the principles then presented, and

briefly recapitulated in the opening pages of this memoir, vol.

v, pp! 423-426, I have found reason to modify some points con-

nected with section 4 on mountain-making, and part of section

8, or that on metamorphism : the former, in consequence of

some new considerations of my own, and of two ideas, of funda-

mental value, which I owe to LeConte ;* the other in view oi

Mallet's recent contribution to Vulcanology. I purposely

avoided in my early papers any expression of opinion as to the

nature of the earth's i i Hopkins's argument

of 1839-1842 in view) and hence there is nothing on this point

in the statements then made that requires change.

f

The views on mountain-making now sustained suppose the

existence, through a large part of geological time, of a rilU1

crust, and of liquid rock beneath that crust so as to

oscillation possible, and refers the chief oscillations, whether ot

elevation or of subsidence, to lateral pressure from the contrac-

tion of that crust ; and this accords with my former \

with that earlier presented bv the clear-sighted French geologist,

Prevost,

I hold also, as before, that the prevailing position of moun-

tains on the borders of the continents, with the like location ot

* Introduced in Part I, v, 431, and Part II, vi, 12, 13. 3l . .

f The later paper of Prof. Hopkins, read before the British Association,
,

did no*

appear in this country until after my articles of 1847 were in priM
since then be '' fr
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volcanoes and of the greater earthquakes, is due to the fact that

the oceanic areas were much the largest, and were the areas of

greatest subsidence under the continued general contraction of

the globe. • .

Beyond these points there are additions and modifications In

addition to admitting the nucleal solidity of the globe, and the

present partial union of the crust to the nucleus, these include

the recognition of the following principles

:

(1.) That - on the continental borders, the

oceanic crust had the avantage through its lower position of

leverage, or, more strictly speaking, of obliquely upward thrust,

against the borders of the continents.

(2.) That, among mountain elevations, there are those which,

like the Alleghanies, are the result of one process of making, or

monogenetic, and those that are a final result of two or more

processes at different epochs, or are polygenetic.

(8.) That there are two kinds of monogenetic ranges—those

that are geanticlinals, or anticlinoria, like the region of the Cin-

cinnati uplift ; and those that were the result of a slowly pro-

gressing geosynclinal, with consequently a very thick accumu-

lation in the trough of sedimentary beds, ending in an epoch

of displacements and solidification, and oftei

of the sedimentary beds, as in the case of the Alleghanies and

other synclinoria. ,.

(4.) That great mountain chains are combinations of syncli-

noria and of anticlinorian elevations. . ,.

(5.) The principle advocated by LeConte (restrict,.:

cated) that plication, shoving along fractures, and crns

the tn lc sources of the elevation that takes place d

making of the second of the two kinds just mentioned of mono-

genetic mountain ranges or synclinoria. ,. ,

(6.) That, on the oceanic side of the prog

referred to, there has been generally, as the first eftectot the

thrust against the continental border, a progressing g«
wl. -1. usually disappeared in the later history of tn-

-gravity, : plication in the region of the

geosynclinal favoring this disaj p r; n< e.
_

.

(7.) That the locus of the region of subsidence oi

nental border was in general alongside of a region oi

stiffened unyielding continental crust, and
the stable area beyond was one source of the catastrophe of

fountain-making.
. , . „ pnr]pil

.
(8.) That each epoch of plication and mountain-making ended

m annexing the region upturned, thickened and so

, i>!! ; illl
, litj] crust, and that consequently

the geosynclinal that «... aft^ard n. yv^n-
parallel region more or less outside of the former, either land-

ward or seaward, and commonly the latter.
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sedimentary accumulations go forward, through the access of

heat from below or the rise of the isogeotherms (the change of

level in a given isothermal plane having been seven miles in

the Appalachian region), and that this in an important degree

has made possible the catastrophe in which synclinoria have

resulted.

(LO.) That, while igneous eruptions and metamorphism have

each attended the formation of synclinoria, still in cases where

the plication was greatest the igneous eruptions have been

least in amount or absent ; and that the most extensive igneous

eruptions have taken place on continental borders after the

erasl had become too much stiffened to bend freely before the

lateral pressure.

(11.) That in the upturning and plication attending moun-
taiii-making, the heat from the transformation of the motion

was sufficient (in connection with other heat from a rise of the

isogeotherms due to previous surface accumulations) to cause

:<iiism; and also the pasty fusion which obliterates

all stratification and gives origin to granite, and which may fill

cavities or fissures, and so make veins that have all the aspect

of true igneous ejections ; and, as a more extreme effect, it may
produce, as Mallet says, the degree of fusion which belongs to

plastic trachyte, and give rise to trachytic and other ejections

through fissures or volcanic vents. But

—

(12.) That the chief source of igneous rock is the plastic layer

situated beneath the true crust, or the local fire-seas derived

from that layer.

The discussion has enlarged beyond its limits in my previous

publications, and many additional [acts and conclusions have

been brought forward. The various conclusions go forth to be

tested by the further developments of science.

Art. XIX.

—

On a Secondary Spectrum of very large size, with a

Construction for Secondary Spectra; by Prof. O. N. Rood.

When two prisms of different substances are arranged so as

to compensate each other for color, it is ordinarilv found, on

passing a ray of white light through the combination, that a

''' -"'" ij ^P'Ttmui of wry small dimensions and peculia
ance still remains. It is well known that this secondary spec-

trum is due to the circumstance, that the spacing of the colors

in the two original spectra is not accurately correspondent, and
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that its dimensions vary with the amount of the disproportion-

ality of the original constituents. Sir David Brewster seems to

have made the most extended set of experiments on this sub-

ject, and has given a list of substances, arranged in the order in

which their spectra differ in this respect.*

His mode of experimenting was quite simple, consisting

merely in giving the two prisms such refracting anglesas pro-

duced the best approximation to achromatism, and then in view-

ing through the combination the bar of a window with the

naked eye. Under these circumstances he found the window-

bar fringed on one side with a very narrow line of green color,

the line of color on the opposite side being purple. The second-

ary spectrum can also sometimes be observed as a defect in

telescopic or microscopic lenses ; here also we have the green

and purple fringes., but as in the other case, the phenomenon is

quite inconspicuous, and is easily overlooked by those to whom
it is for the first time presented.

I have recentlv found it possible, by a proceeding of a differ-

ent kind, to produce secondary spectra whose size is quite

gigantic as compared with those just mentioned, and which dis-

play the fixed lines with a distinctness that allows the study of

their peculiar construction by ordinary spectroscopic methods.

The essential condition for the production of a large secondary

spectrum is a large difference in the spacing of the colors of the

two primary constituents, and the largest secondary spectrum

observed bv Brewster was that furnished I >y a prism of sul-

phuric acid in combination with one of oil of cassia, these sub-

stances standing at the opposite extremes of his table. A vastly

greater difference is, however, obtained, if we employ as one of

the constituents the spectrum furnished bv oil of cassia, bisul-

phide of carbon, or even tlinl -'lass, the other being the normal

spectrum obtained by the use of a diil'racti. »n grating. Here we

approach very nearlv, if we do not actually realize, the maxi-

mum difference of spacing that is attainable in the yr-

of optical science, and hence give to the secondary spectrum its

maximum dimensions.

Apparatus, Sc.—A spectroscope provided with col

and observing telescopes was employed ;
it was provtd

a flat circular brass plate seven inches in di

ported the prism and the grating; the vertical axis around

which the observing telescope revolved was capable of being

adjusted under any desired portion of this plate. The observ-

ing telescope was provide! with a micrometer eye-piece of the

kmd described by me in the July number of this Journal

;

* Sir David Brewster's Treatise on New Philosophical I

alao his work on Optics.
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with its aid the distances between the lines in the original, er

in the secondary spectra, were measured. The collimating

telescope was arranged so that its optical axis could be directed

across any desired portion of the supporting brass plate. All

these parts were capable of being independently leveled.

In the experiments described in this paper only two prisms

were used, their angles being approximately 60°
;
one was made

of ordinary flint glass, the other was filled with bisulphide of

carbon. Mr. Rutherfurd kindly supplied me with two of his

superb diffraction gratings ; both were ruled on glass, the finer,

No. 1, having 6480 lines to the inch, while the other, No. 2, in

the same space contained 4320. The equality of the intervals

between the lines was equal, if not superior, to that in the grat-

ings of Nobert which have come under my observation ;
the

spectra were brilliant.

The lines of the solar spectrum are not adapted for the study

of the arrangement of the colors of the secondary spectrum,

owing to its peculiar structure, consisting as it does of a spec-

trum bent back or folded on itself and in some portions very

much contracted ; the identification of solar lines becomes, hence,

all but impossible in the majority of cases. Accordingly I a*

lected a number of chemical line's of easy identification, which

in point of fact proved to answer quite well. They were as

follows: the pol issium lino at the extreme red end of the spec-

trum (Ka), the red lithium line (Li), the red hydrogen line (M,
the sodium Hue (Na). the thalium line (Th), the blue hydrogen

line (H/i), and in some cases the violet hvdrogen line (ny\

For the most refrangible portion of the spectrum I employed

two mercury lines, viz: the final line, which is som
refrangible than the solar line H, and which, is marked by Hug-

gins with the number 5158 ; also the line next but one to it,

4775, Huggins. This last line is a little less refrangible than

the violet hydrogen line (Hy), and is far more brilliant. These •

lines I have indicated in the spectra given below by the symbols

II- 1 and Hg :i

. The most refrangible of the caesium and ru-

bidium lines were also sometimes employed to divid

- of measurement, the rather extensive tracts in tne j""6

and violet portions. The potassium line was best obtained by

a flame of common illuminating gas somewhat under-fed witn

oxygen, so as to avoid danger of fusing the platinum

salt selected was the nitrate. The hydrogen lines were from a

spectral tube containing the rarefied gas, the thalium line from

a mixture of the sulphate of thalium with carbonnt.

which ensured the n^

ter. The mercury lines were generated by the aid ol
|

and mercury electrodes, in connexion with an induct.. •

Leydenjar. All these lines were plainly visible in both tbe
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primary spectra ; in the secondary spectra, also, sometimes all

were present, though usually the potassium line was too faint

measurement, and sometimes this was the

ease with the violet hydrogen line.

Mode of experimenting.—Light from the slit was rendered

parallel by the collimator and fell upon the prism, which was

placed in the position of minimum deviation for the Na line

;

emerging from this, it fell npon the grating, which was also

tdon of minimum of deviation for the same

line. The vertical axis of the observing telescope was pl.-.-.-d

lii-M-tK midi-r tlu> uratiim. prism and grating I •. mult arranged in

the sense of balancing each other's action. With the aid of the

chemical lines above enumerated and the micrometer eye-piece,

a map of the secondary spectrum was then noted down, and

afterward by two distinct processes, maps of the two primary

spectra were obtained, the prism and the grating, as before,
1

ation for the Na line.being in the positio:

-Before giving the resultsConstruction for secondary spectra.-

of these experiments, I will describe a simple com
which is quite useful in the study of secondary spectra, as it

furnishes correctly, not only the order and
the lines are disposed, but also their actual distances apart. If

we adopt the convention of representing achromatism, not by

the parallelism of lines representing the rays, but by tl

section, we obtain immediately the annexed construction, for the

resultant action of two opposed but equal and similar ^nvtr;;.

Let the vertical parallel lines represent the spacing of the orig-

inal spectra
; joining the corresponding p<>int~ l«\ <traighl •-•

the resultant spectrum is found on the line AB, midway be-

primary sped particular

and perfect achromatism :

If, on the other hand, we *™
the original spectra to a point, and as

before complete the construction, a real

resultant spectrum will be found on the

line AB, correct in its spacing and oi

half the size of the actual physical resul-

tant spectrum (which in this case is the

remaining original spectrum), and so on

for all other cases ; or in general, if b=

secondary spectrum
any portion of it, and S' =
same spectrum as constructed
scale, the resultant or secondary spectrui

tram, or me «uB uu v»

;he corresponding length of the

,then S= 2S'; or if
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will always be half the size of the actual physical spectrum

which it represents. It is evident that the construction is inde-

pendent of the relative position of the lines representing the

two primary spectra, demanding only that they should be repre-

sented by straight parallel lines.

It is not actually necessary to go through the labor of execut-

ing the projections on paper, as a far more accurate result <

otherwise be obtained. Upon inspecting the

th dissimilar primary spectra, it at once becomes

the distance of any two lines apart in
''

spectrum (on the line AB), will be equal to one-1

evident that the distance of any two lines apart in the -

: between the corresponding distances in the primary con-

stituents, or V——

,

and hence in the actual or physical secondary spectrum we

shall have l'— I'— I.

where I" is the distance between any two lines in the secondary

spectrum, V and I the corresponding distances in the two prim-

ary spectra. Hence to construct a correct map of the secondary

spectrum in any case, it is only necessary to make maps of the

primary spectra with the spectroscope and any convenient set

of lines, when the above formula at once furnishes the desired

result, and gives also the point of inflexion, if attention is paid

to the algebraic signs of the intervals between the lines, which

is most simply effected by taking the extreme red as

point, and making the distances measured to the right of it

positive, those to the left negative.

Experiments.—Three principal cases arise : 1st, where the op-

posing spectra are of equal or nearly equal lengths ; 2d, where

the spectrum from the grating preponderates ; 3d, where the

prismatic spectrum is the longer of the two. I give below for

these cases the measurement made on the two primary spectra

and on the actual physical secondary spectrum, adding for each

of these cases the results obtained from the construction, which,

for a reason hereafter to be mentioned, are generally somewhat

more correct than those obtained with the telescope.

1st Case.

Spectrum from flint glass prism of 60°.

Ka Li Ha Na Th H/3 Hg3 Hy Hg 1

|
4-5

|
-9

|
4-8

|
5-6 | 6'7

| 99 |
'3

|
10-6

|

Spectrum of 1st order, grating No. 2.

Hg 1 Hy Hg 3 H/3 Th Na Ha Li Ka

|

4'75
|

-2
|
6-45 | 6'45 I M I 8"75 I

1-85
|

12* I
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Actual secondary spectrum due to the above in co

i M Na Hg 3 Hy Ha Li Hg 1

•4
|

1-3
|

2-1
|

-3
|

1*5 |
1-05

|
2-75 [

Secondary spectrum fro

|
-25

|
1-25

|
2-2

|
"I |

1-65 | -95
|

3-25
|

4*75
|

The magnifying power of the observing telescope was about

[2 diameters.

2d Case.

Spectrum from bisulphide of carbon prism of 60°.

Ka Li Ha Na Th H/3 Hg 8 Hg 1

|

4-6
|

'8
|

5-4 | 6-3
|

8' |
13'3

|
15*4

|

Spectrum from grating No. 1, 2d order.

Hg 1 Hg 3 H/3 Th Na Ha Li Ka

|

6-5
|

9'3 | 8-7
|

9-5
|
11'8

|
2'7

|
17*1

|

Actual secondary spectrum due to the above.

H/3 Th Na Hg 3 Ha Li

|

'6
|

3-5 | |
6-7

|
1-7

|

Secondary spectrum from construction.

Th Na Hg3
:

|

3-2 | 'I | 6-3

magnifying power of the observing telescope

d a half diameters.

3d Case.

Spectrum from bisulphide of carbon prism, 60

Li Ha Na Th Hj3 Hg3

10-1
| 2' | 11-35

|
13-45

|

17-6
|

28'35
|
33

Spectrumfrom grating No. 1, 1st order.

1 Hg3 H/3 Th Na Ha Li

7-6
| 9-78

|
9-5 |

10-7
|
13*25 I 2'85

| 1

Actual secondary spectrum from the above.

Na Ha Th Li W Hg3

|
1-9 |

-8 } -13
|

7-87| 18-2
|

(The sajne repeated.)

Secondary spectrum from construction.

la Li m ^ Q *r i7-7
H
f

|

-85
| |

8-1 |
'8 |

1* '?7 I

i.-Thibd Series, Vol. VI, No. 33.-Sbpt., 1878.
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The magnifying power of the observing telescope was about

12 diameters.

The difference between the two actual secondary spectra in

this last set of experiments is due to slight errors in ajjusting

n at the time of combi-

uiiiiuQ) as a small error in this respect produces, as I ascertained

by direct experiment, a much larger one in the secondary spec-

trum. Also the differences between the set of actual secondary

spectra, and those given by the formula, are mainly to be attrib-

uted to this same cause. The accuracy of the measurement in

the second set of observations is somewhat inferior to that in

the other two, owing not only to the low magnifying power,

but to the employment of a rather awkward method for obtain-

ing the positions of some of the lines. The maps of the spectra

inlast set are, on-the other hand, free from this reproach.

In this place I will mention a beautiful and instructive ex-

periment, which reveals at a glance the nature of the secondary

spectrum which happens to be under examination,

its study in a qualitative way. Instead of using as the source

of light a slit, let a pin-hole be employed, and the refracting

edge of the prism being vertical, the diffraction grating is to

be revolved in its own plane, somewhat, so that its lines shall no

2
longer be vertical. This proceeding

- reduces the secondary spectn

and upon viewing it with the naked eye

with the observing telescope, :

-
•

be found to be curved, and upon slightly

E
" v rotating the grating or prism around their

Pf vertical axes, will run through all the

\^_ changes that under the circ

Y^p^^^^ are possible, as is roughlj
B v fig. 2. From this figure it will be seen,

*^===~ that we must regard as a true -

e (X"Y ° R spectrum a resultant spectrum in which

^<^ any two, even clos
v united ; even although the actual union

of different tints has not been effected, and the geners

ance still resembles that of one of the primary constituents.

Application of the construction to the secondary spectrum pro-

duced by two prisms.—Although it has been shown that tae

construction above given applies to the case of a prism placed

the collimating telescope when balanced by a diffraction

>!.iced next to the observing telescope, it by i

immediately follows that, by reversi g their respective

results would be obtained which could be accurately predicteu
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by the construction, or by the formula founded on it One of

the disturbing causes here introduced is the thickness of the

prism, which in the other mode of arranging the apparatus is

at To determine the amount of the difference due to

an exchange of the position of the prism and grating, I made a

few experiments which may now be detailed.

The diffraction grating No. 1 was placed next the collimator,

and balanced with the bisulphide of carbon prism of 60°
;
both

were arranged for the minimum of deviation of the sodium line,

and the secondary spectrum A was obtained. The whole

apparatus was then re-arranged, and the same experiment re-

peated, with the result given in B.

Na Ho Th Li H/3 Hg3

A
|

1-9 |
'8 | 'I | 7"6 |. 17'2

|

Na Ha Th Li H/3 Hg1

B
|

2- | '65
|

'33 |
7-48 |

17*1

On comparing these secondary
in the 3d case, it will be seen that

t.ian the nee<-sarv ormrs of observation, except in the distance

between H/S and Hg 3
, where the difference is about twice as

-!• it as ii otherv ise oiiiiht to be. A second perfect;-,

experiment was now made with flint glass prism and grating

No. 2, with the result given in 0.

Th H8 Na Hg 3 Ha Li Hg 1

C
|

-3
|

1-3
|

2-25
J

1-75
|

l'l
I

2-85
|

On comparing this secondary spectrum with that obtained in

'•as*- 1st, it will he seen that it is even more closely correspon-

dent than A and B. Other experiments were also made where

the positions of the prism and grating were repeatedly inter-

changed, and the maps of the secondary spectra immediately com-

pared, and from this work it re.-,
purposes

errors, and that hence the above constarud

!'h< - to the secondary spectrum furnished by two prisms ot dif-

ferent materials.

It is thus seen that the construction furnishes a simple means

of determining the size and arrangement of the secondary spec-

trum furnished bv two prisms of selected angles, placed m any

; ,; ...:
;

.

;

-

. _. .. ,
,-

. _^, .. :• . :

tfee accuracy of the result depending maml
^•'th wlnelftlie measurements on the pr

..
.

,

accessary to that the nee of an eye-piece provided with
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cross-hairs and a micrometer screw would easily give results

considerably more exact than those detailed in this article
,

I may add that the construction is evidently applicable to

the case where the two primary constituents do not oppose, but

add, to each other's effect, and that with it, two secondary, can

be treated like two primary spectra. In this last case the two

secondary spectra, if equal and similar in all respects, and op-

posed, of course destroy each other ; but what is more to the

point, the construction shows that even where the secondary

spectra are additive, their sum, or the total extent of the terti-

ary spectrum, will be smaller when the secondary spectri

similar in arrangement, than when this is in both identical,

though here the matter of the choice of tints for union comes

into play and must be considered.

Quite large secondary spectra with lines were also obtained

by achromatizing one 60° prism of bisulphide of carbon with a

train of seven water prisms, and by the pin-hole method some

experiments were made on the secondary spectra obtained by

achromatizing two or more prisms of a given substance, placed

in the position of minimum of deviation, by a single prism ot

the same material much inclined ; these matters were, however,

not pushed far enough to give results of much interest in this

Columbia College, July 1

Art. XX.—Notes on the Corundum of North Carolina, Georgia,

and Montana, with a description of the Gem variety of the Co-

rundumfrom these localities; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louis-

ville, Ky.

The corundum formations in North Carolina and Georgia

are the second in importance in the United State,

been brought to my notice ; and the one in North Carolina is

by far the most interesting in this country, and perha]

yet known, in the extent of the formation, the distribution oi

the corundum, and the purity of the mineral.
.

»

This mineral was first discovered in North Carolina in l&*>

—about the time I was engaged in developing the geology °

emery in Asia Minor and the Grecian Archipelago ;
and upon

communicating to American geologists my discoveries in re

tion to the associate minerals of the emery in Asia Minor, ana

directing them to search for the same in connection with toe

corundum found indifferent parts of America, th

ciates were discovered in connection with the North Carolina

corundum as well as that from other localities.
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At this time there had been discovered but one detached

block, but no other specimen could be found in that local-

fry There the matter rested until 1865, when C. D. bmith

(to whom I am indebted for valuable information contained in

this paper), assistant of Prof. Emm Sj «w Caro-

lina, had brought to him bv one of the inhabitants of the coun-

try west of the Blue Eidge Mountains a specimen of rock

which was recognized as being corundum, and on visiting the

spot this geologist discovered the corundum m situ, and a

number of specimens were collected. Since that time public

ed in relation to this substance, and it has

been discovered in such quantities as to make it an object of

interest to the arts as a substitute for emery, and very rapidly

other localities were brought to light along a distance of forty

The colors of the corundum as found along this zone of out-

crops are blue, gray, pink, ruby, and white. Sometimes it has

broad eleavauv' faces, and then again it occurs in h-

;

prisms. One hexagonal prism weighed over three hundred

pounds. There is a difference in the cleavage and the associate

minerals at different localities.

In the development in North Carolina the corundum occurs

in chrysolite or serpentine rocks - rpentme it

has not been found. These chrysolite rocks belong to a regu-

lar system of dikes, which have been traversed for the distance

of about one hundred and ninety miles. This system of dikes

lies on the northwest side of the Blue Eidge, and hat

parallel to I
ridge, and has an average dis-

tant from the summit of the ridge of about ten miles it con-

the head of the Little Tennessee B

from Mitchell to Macon County, one hundred and thirty miles.

Here the ridge curves around the head of the Tennessee and

falls back about ten mUes to tl. th%vest. ^ conformity

with this elbow in the ridge, the disturbing force shifts to tne

northwest and re-appears at Buck's Creek, having the same rel-

ative position to the Blue Eidge. . ,. «

The serpentine appears at intervals along this whole line of

onehundred. ,d nin ,tv miles. There is a c«™ în^
tern of dikes traversing the southern slope of the BY

but not so regular ami compact as the system on d

west side, nor Ire the outcrops so frequent. The mam mass of

the ridge bears no evidence of having been disturbed at .all at

least none has been found. F l^eS
which bears rose-colored garnets, evamte, and nvnte

^
Alter

"-l»fti" B to the ruht it o, ar- ,n hornlu ,lic edsjnd

gnce Bouthwestward the horn
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blende beds assume very large proportions, and instead of com-

mon feldspar have in them albite, making an albitic syenite.

At Buck Creek (which is named Cullakenih) the chrysolite

covers an area of about three Imndiv i and liity acres. One or

two observers have fallen into the error of confounding the two

dike systems, whereas they have no connection whatever. Ac-

cording to them the northern system cuts through the Blue

Eidge at rightangles, and then turns back on the opposite side

of the ridge. Now there are no such phenomena connected

with these outcrops. They evidently belong to separate sys-

tems. The outcrops along the northern system occur at inter-

vals ranging from one to fifteen miles. The belt or zone along

which these outcrops occur never exceeds four miles in width

on the northern side of the ridge. On the opposite side the

system is not so well denned, and the outcrops are rarer.
* Upon these serpentine beds there exists chalcedony, chro-

mite on some of them, chlorite, talc, steatite, ant!.

tourmaline, emerylite, epidote on some of them, zois

albite, with occasionally asbestus and picrolite, as also actinolite

and tremolite. The corundum at some places seems to occur

mostly in ripidolite in fissures of the serpentine. At
the corundum with its immediate associates is in chlorite, ex-

cept the red variety, which is in zoi site, containing a minute

Throughout all the range of rocks for the great extent re-

ferred to, corundum forms a geognostic mark of this c

rock, just as it does of the calcareous rock bearing corundum

described by me in Asia Minor. They belong to the same

geological epoch, and overlie the gneiss.
.

.

The closest investigation shows that the chrysolite m r*ortn

Carolina takes the place of calc-rock in Asia Minor; that these

are invariably the gangue rock in the two differed

of the globe ; but, as remarked above, the contiguous rock

shows them both to be of the same geological period, overlying

directly the primary rocks ; and both of them are also identi-

cal geologically with the Chester emery formation of M
setts.

While all the localities of corundum and emery I

amined exhibit certain marked and prominent char

common to them all, and evince unmistakable evidence of geo-

logical identity, yet each locality has its peculiar cl

tics. In all cases, however, the masses of corundum give

evidence of having been formed by a process of segregation,

as described in my memoir on the Asia Minor emery.
In Asia Minor the Gumuch-dagh emery has bu1

tourmaline associated with it, and instead chloritoid
or lamellae; also its diaspore is rare, but when found is

l
uls "
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matic, affording the finest perfect crystals yet seen, from which

-
'

st stu.h of the crystallography ot this

Min. -al: a.'i.l n,r m calcareous rock over-

eiss. The Kulah emery from the same part of the

world is equally in calcareous rock, and has very little chlori-

aeral associated with it.
_

The Naxos and Nicaria emery of the Grecian Archipe

also in connection with calcareous rock, but has no chlontoid

associated with it, but in its place black tourmaline is abun-

(

^hile in the above localities the rock bearing the corundum

,- r.lra.vnus. that in Chester, Mass., has hornblendic gneiss im-

. on one side of the vein, and is accompanied with a

large amount of magnetic oxide of iron. Tourmaline also

abounds in this corundum, and like the Asiatic variety it con-

tains rutile, ilmenite, etc. , f
,

In the localities forming the subject of this memoir the fol-

lowing minerals are deserving special notice.

Corundum.-This mineral occurs in finer and more beautiful

variety than in any yet known locality. The masses in many

and twelve and eleven and three-fourths pounds v

The largest is red at the surface, bat within of a bh

The general figure is pyramidal, showing, however ,

a single six-sided pyramid, whose summit is ten

rathe? an uneven an<

The smaller crystal is a regular hexagonal prism, well te

at one of its extremities, the other being Sru

The general color of this crystal is a grayish-blue though there

are spots, particularly near the angles, where it is or a p

sapphire iint. Its greatest breadth is six inches am

over five. Some of the lateral planes are coated in patches witti

a^esn^rSe

are often transparent at tto extrem-

itiea It is, however, in color that the corundum ot

Hy excels.' It is gr'ay, green, rose rub7^J™*
d
fSy

sapphire-blue, and all intermediate shades to £«*»£££
pieces of the blue and red have been cut and polished present

ing very , gems, without being of the Unest
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Diaspore.—While this mineral is found so abundantly with

the corundum of Chester, Mass., I have not been able to find it

with the North Carolina corundum. Several specimens of sup-

posed diaspore have been submitted to me, but on close exam-

ination it was found to be colorless cyanite.

Chlorite.—This mineral abounds in this locality, and, as has

been stated, is the gangue-rock of the corundum ; it not only

surrounds the corundum, but permeates it. There are several

varieties, varying in color from a yellowish-green to a dark-

green, and differing a little in composition. Two specimens

from the same locality were composed as follows :

Silica 27-00 29'15

Alumina 21-60 10-50

Oxide of iron.... 16-63 23-50

Magnesia 22-00 25 -44

Water... 12*30 10-04

Margarite (Emerylite).—This curious mica—curious so far as

that since my first pointing it out as a characteristic of the

emery formation in Asia Minor and the Grecian Archipelago
it has been found wherever corundum is, and in the case of

Chester emery was the means of leading to its discovery,—at

the N. C. localities is abundant mixed with the
minerals. Chemical analysis was made of a specimen with

the following result

:

Silica 32-41

Alumina _.. 51-31

Water 2*13

Zoisite.—This mineral occurs in two forms—a black variety

and a light-green variety. These minerals have been called by

some Arfverdsonite, but neither of them have the composition

of that mineral. Their compositions were as follows

:

Silica 45-70 43-59 4590
... 24-01 27-72 13-34

13-44 21*00

':- 1253

Water
Oxide of chrome.

The green variety has a verv pale chrome-green color ;
wr

3 m the analysis of a similar specimen from Lake

Geneva is annexed.
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Andrnte.—This mineral occurs mostly in a granular form.

Its composition is

—

fc::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !g
Soda 928
Lime 2 °

Oxide of iron
14

The other minerals associated with this emery formation are

magnetic oxide of iron, chrome iron, rutile, asbestus, talc,

actfnolite, black tourmaline, chalcedony, anthophyllite, spinel,

albite and picrolite.

On the existence of the Ruby and Sapphire in North Carolina

and Montana Territory.

The corundum locality that I have described in North Caro-

ikhea masses of corundum from whi

be detached, of good blue or of ruby color, perfectly I

ent, and nearly free from flaws. When cut and polished they

are gems of no mean value. I have not seen the nw »1

of them that have been cut, but I have some polished speci-

mens of fine color but with many flaws.

The question naturally arises, what may be the prospects ot

obtaining the gem from that locality in sufficient qui

warrant exploration? Up to the present time its occurrence is

so different from those in known loo ties m t!

that we are rather inclined to the opinion that it wit.

occasionally that pieces of corundum will be found ot -

purity and beauty to be of much value as gems
;
lor it \s wei

known that very small defects, if they do not destroy i

the value of the gem, depreciate its value to a very grea

About a year ago a quantity of rolled pebbles were sent to

me from the territory of Montana, which upon examination 1

found to consist principally of corundum

;

rolled pebb
'•-,".'

one being a little crystal in itself, more or less traded on the

angles, and being of a compact, uniform structure J

flattened hexagonal prisms with worn edges. The «

colorless or green, varying in shade froi

green
; some were bluish-green, but none redI; there f

red pebbles, but on examination they proved to be spind

These pebbles are found on the Missouri Ihvei

source, about one hundred and sixty miles above Benton, they

are obtained from bars on the river, of which t^eie aie some

four or five within a few miles of each other In the mmin

r^'ion of this territory on these bars considerable go .:

the bars are now being worked for the gold. The corundum is
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found scattered through the gravel (which is about five feet

deep), and upon the bed-rock. Occasionally thej are found in

the gravel and upon the bed-rock in the gulches from forty to

sixty feet below the surface, but it is very rare in such locali-

ties.' It is most abundant upon the Eldorado bar situated on

the Missouri River about sixteen miles from Helena; one man

could collect on this bar from one to two pounds per day.

I have had some of the stones cut, and among them one

very perfect stone of three and a half carats, and of good green

color, almost equal to the best oriental emerald.

My opinion is that this locality is a far more reliable source

for tii e gem variety of corundum than any other in the United

States I have yet examined.

Art. XXI.— The Geology of the Bosphorus.

[Thk following notes are the result of a careful inv

of the rocks of the Bosphorus, made in company with Mr. W. T.

Forbes, Instructor in Mathematics in Robert College.—George
Washbubn.]

The straits of the Bosphorus conduct the waters of the Black

Sea into the Sea of Marmora. The general direction of the

stream is from N.E. to S.W. Its length is about eighteen

miles and its average width about one mile. Its depth is about

the same as the height of its banks, whi
its shores from two hundred to six hundred feet. These banks

are broken by narrow valleys and steep gorges at right angles

to the course of the Bosphorus. This broken, hilly country

extends inland for many miles on both sides of the straits.

The general character of the rocks is the same on both sides,

but changes suddenly near Kavak, about six miles from the

i. and again in the midst of old Stamboul at f

of the Marmora, The bleak and barren rocks above Kavak

are such as might be seen if a passage were cloven through M*
Vesuvius, and this volcanic region extends, with irregular

boundaries, about six miles east and about fourteen u

of the Bosphorus. Below Kavak, as far as the Sea of
'

there are stratified rocks of the Paleozoic age, which extend in-

land about sixteen miles on the European shore, and about

twenty-five miles on the Asiatic. They are bounded on the

T.-rtiarv strata, and on the latter by Cretaceous.

The Paleozoic rocks.—These rocks were formerly ca

rian. M. Roemer afterward .dnirn.M that they were Upper De-

vonian. Tchihatcheff in his work on Asia Minor, Dr. AM- dh >_'

Bey in various articles in German scientific journals, and Mr.



Swan in an article published by Murchison, express the opin-

ion that they belong to the Lower Devonian. This is now the

generally received opinion. It is based upon the fossils found

by these gentlemen, chiefly at Caudlija, Arnaout Knie and

Cartel, on the Sea of Marmora ; but even in these localities many

fossils have been found which are rather characteristic of the

Upper Silurian period, and the rich deposits which have been

discovered by Mr. Forbes and myself at Hissar and Baltali-

ear to belong chiefly to this earlier formation, although

they contain fossils us .

It s, ems probable, upon the whol . th t in this \

was no clear: >m between the Upper N.i man
and the Lower Devonian periods ; our fossils belong distinctly

neither to one nor to the other, but rather to a transition period

between the two. Dr. Abdullah Bey, in a notice of our im .-li-

gations, lately published, acknowledges that the deposits dis-

covered by us at Baltaliman are probably Silurian. He says :

" Looking at the peculiarities of the local fi

we think that this must be considered in a different light Its

enormous richness in trilobites, which approach the forms

characteristic of the Silurian formation, permits us to believe

that we find ourselves here at the limit where the Upper Silu-

rian formation is in immediate contact with the Lower Devo-

nian of the rest of the Bosphorus." .

He bases his opinion, that the rest of the Bosphorus is Devo-

nian, upon the fact that de Verneuil, the distinguished geologist

of Paris, examined a large number of his specimens and pro-

nounced most of them Devonian ;
but even

edges that some of them were characteristic of W
period-that "there seems to be no clear line of dem

between the Upper Silurian and the Lower Devonian

"The fossils and rocks of the Bosphorus have an,

resemblance to the Sih.

notices that he has a specimen from Can
are found a Devonian Erachiop

-

a single specimen three inches square found at Bal

which exhil ^ ™ '

*

Pkurodyctium problem "* £
heS

?

admissions of Abdullah Bey, de Verneuil and Tchihateheff, and

these facts, certainly confirm the views expressed above as to

the age of the rocks of the Bosphorus. Another fact ot at.least

negative value is that no trace of fish and m
of the existence of plants has ever been found m these rocKS,

both of which might be expected in the Devonian Penod"

The principal rocks found in this forma
shales, and limestones, with more or less quartz either m veins
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isolated blocks. The sandstones ;

close grain, and with colors about equally varied, gray, yellow,

and red predominating. The shales also vary in qui

color, some of them very nearly approaching slates, while others

ace marlites resembling some' of those of the Tertiary period:

All the soil which covers our hills, and is washed down to fill

the valleys is formed by the disintegration of these shales, which

is going' on wherever they are reached by the air and rain.

Oone is generally of a dark blue tint veined wil

and sometimes with quartz, often enclosing nodules of iron and

often sparkling with iron pyrites. The stone varies much in

texture and quality, and although generally blue, is found at

various points of a black color and often of a reddish or yellow

tint. In some cases the grain is very fine without any appear-

ance of crystalization ; in others the stone is so ch

almost to resemble marble ; sometimes it is very hard and some-

times soft and crumbling. The better qualities, though expen-

sive to cut, are much used for building purposes.

The fossils of the Bosphorus formations are found chiefly in

the shales and in some kinds of the blue limestone, but very

seldom in the sandstone. The stone which contains them is

rarely vised either for building or for lime, and consequently

they ore seldom found in the great quarries. The deposits on

the Asiatic shore are more extended than on the European.

On the Asiatic shore fossils are abundant in the Giants Moun-

tain, where they generally have a bright red color owing to the

presence of oxide of iron. From Beicos, near the foot of the

mountain, down to Caudilli they are found everywhere along

the shores and on the hills, but especially at Uaudl
Geukson. The hill between Caudlijah and Kurfess, which i>

crowned by a beautiful grove of stone-pines and covered by a»

old Turkish cemetery, is made up <>i ll.ssili < rous n» k '"'
\

[ '

furnished most of the specimens of TchihatchefT and Abdullah

Bey At Geukson the best specimens came from a point

about two miles back from the Bosphorus, where the Sultan has

cut through a new road to his farm.

Between Caudilli and Scutari we have found nothing except

on heights near Bulgurlu and on the road to Alera-dagh.

On the European shore fossils are found on the extreme

northern boundary of the Paleozoic rocks near Yeni-M»hall< —
also at Therapia and Kalender—but all of them in a worn

state. At Yeni Kusi, Stenia, Emirghian, and in the main valley

of Baltaliman we have found nothing near the shore and only

here and there one on the hills, although these villages are

opposite the rich deposits of Caudlijah.
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But on the hills behind Hissar and in the valley beyond

them, which opens into the great valley of Baltahman, we have

made our most interesting discoveries. We have v

over these h J*
fir
\
dl?S

anything and with very little hope, but a more careful and de-

termined search, to which we were led by accidentally finding

aLoxonema in a detached rock, brought to light a quarry in

the garden of the Sultan's brother-in-law, which contained rich

deposits.

About two hundred feet higher than this garden and nearer

the Bosphorus we found another Turkish garden, where the

underlying rock was broken up last year to the depth of four

feet, and this proved to be a garden of trihbitis. While the

work was going on we visited this place as often as the ugliness

of the keeper could be mollified by a reasonable backsheesh,

hut the work was soon done, the vineyard planted, the melons

growing and the trilobites buried.

The Turkish cemetery in front of Robert College contains

rocks which furnish many fossils, but they are poorly pre-

served. At Arnaoutkuei there are old quarries, which furnished

former explorers with most of their specimens and v

still full of fossils. No other deposits of any import

known to exist on this side of the Bosphorus, though others

may yet be found. At Kartal ai

mora, the fossils are abundant and do not differ essentially

from those on the Bosphorus. , . , , r
Within certain limits, however, each of the prmcip.

ties on the Bos, hoi ,s is el u-aeterized by a fauna
y

itself The vineyard spoken of at Hissar.

in Tri^hites with only now and then an Orthis or a Cyatho-

phyllum. The valley of Baltaliman, 200 feet below, is espe-

cially remarkable for the grea

"

!

•'
,"

' J
Orthids, and the variety and beauty of its Cnnoids. am l n-

kbiles are common, but of different genera from those found

upon the hill above. From the latter we have specimens ot

Conocephalus, Bavarilla, Asaphus, Cheiru

haps others. From Baltaliman, we have a great variety of the

Oryphceus, Phacops. t
,?*K?

of the Phacops hngicaudatus and one of the.Homalmotus delpfo-

nocephalus of great size. In the Geukson Valley on the oppo-

site side of the Bosphorus, we have foni

Homalonotus of great sizeUeveral of tl

vilki, of which we have found no trace am - >
'< -'

l

^
last is figured in the plates of Tchihatcheft s Asia Minor, ne

remarksi!
"iletiJthe

men found ,n \„„ ,K. , ,1 thu -r .- d. .;
tl «

whether the

small fragment found by Abdullah Bey really belongs to this
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remarkable species. The three specimens found bj us at Geuk-

son are fully equal to the one given in his plate.

Almost all the fossils of this part of the Geukson Valley are

very large and peculiar to the locality. The Spirifer exists

everywhere, especially the Spirifer subspeeiosus. The same

may be said of the several varieties of Pleurodyctium especially

the problemaHcum and Constantmopolitanum ; also of several

species of Oyathophyllum. Many varieties of Orthoceras and

Trochoceras are found at Arnaoutkuei and Caudlijah ;
a few at

Baltaliman and G-eukson. We have found in all ten or twelve

species, the names of most of which we do not know, but

among them is the Trochoceras Barrandei of de Yernueil, which

is probably a misnomer ; it is probably a Lituiies. The species

of Or tins are found in all the localities, but most abundantly

at Baltaliman ; from this single quarry we have at least

thirty species, including a number of new ones, to two of

which Dr. Abdullah Bey has given the names of Mr. Forbes

and myself. The genus Leptcena is especially char

ijah, where at least twelve or fifteen species exist

in abundance ; at Baltaliman it is hardly found at all. The

Pterinea elegam also is common at Caudlijah and Geukson, but

is not found at Baltaliman. lihynconella, Strophomma sfid

Chonetes and species of other genera abound in various locali-

ties. Crinoids and corals of many kinds, and some of them of

great beauty, occur at all the points mentioned. Should we

have the good fortune to receive a visit from some thoroughly

competent paleontologist, we shall submit the Eobert College

collection to his consideration and publish a full catalogue of

our specimens. At present there are many which we cannot

determine.

Th Eruptive Rocks of the Bosphorus.—-These rocks may be

divided into two groups, those which are massed at the north-

ern extremity of the Bosphorus, and those which are found m
dikes at different points in the midst of the stratified rocks.

These two groups are of different ages and of different origin,

and must therefore be considered separately.
It is our impression that we have at the northern extremity

of the Bosphorus the remains of a true volcano. The general

appearance and structure of the rocks is the same as

about Vesuvius or Etna. We find trachyte, dioril

vast collections of conglomerate of every kind of c<

often composed of masses of black doleriti'c porphyry with other

(onus of rock winch are very difficult to determine. These

are often regularly stratified, but in other localities in immense

masses, broken only by irregular fractures. ,

,

As there is no visible crater from which all these n <

have been thrown out, nor indeed anything which looks like a
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1

crater of eruption, we must suppose that this crater is now

hidden beneath the waters of the Black Sea, possibly at some

little distance from the shore. It is certain that these volcanic

rocks extend out under the sea, to some distance, and there is

nothing in the nature of the case to make it improbable that

there was once a vast volcano there, which vomited out all the

eruptive rocks on both sides of the Bosphorus as far down as

Kavak, and afterward in some later convulsion of nature sank

below the surface of the sea. We have found nothing in the

rocks to determine at what period this volcano existed, but we

think it may be asserted that it was not contemporaneous with

the eruptions of the lower Bosphorus.

The only historical evidence upon the subject is the tradition

of the Cyaneau rocks or the Symplegades. There are oertaiD

rocks near Fanaraki which now bear this name, but without a

shadow of right. These rocks are mentioned by Strabo, who

alludes to the ancient story that they were floating islands

He says that in his day two islands existed at the mouth of

the Bosphorus, about twenty stadia apart, one near the Euro-

pean and one near the Asiatic shore. The rocks now called

Cyanean are on the European coast, with no corresponding ones

on the Asiatic, and they have evidently been connected with

the main land within a short period of time. Their geological

Composition feo the nearest point of the coast

which is only fifty feet distant, and is contu

by a continuous ledge of rock, with deep water on either

with not more than two to three feet ofwater above the ledga 1 he

sea breaks here with tremendous force and has evidently worn

this passage through the rocks. If Strabo ever saw the is amis

of which he speaks, which is doubtful, they have since disap-

peared, either worn away by the sea or sunk beneath its waters.

Homer, in the Odyssey,' says of these rocks :
"These 1

lofty rocks, and "near them the vast wave of 'Amp
sounds; the blessed Gods call them the Wanderer*-: ,.n.

neither birds pass by nor the timid doves which earn Am-

brosia to father Jove ; but the smooth rock takes

one of them, and the father sends another to make up1

ber. From this has not yet any ship of

ever has come to it ; but the wave of the sea and the storms of

fire take away planks of ships and bodies oi men

together. The Argo alone," etc. From this passage, I tninfc it

may be inferred that the Cyanean rocks w< I

current in the time of Homer. What Is m
firms the idea, for it can hardlv be imagined that mnis cn-i

be caught by the islands coming together though they migm

be by volcanic eruption.
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It is possible then that the volcanic remains at the mouth of

the Bosphorus belong to the present geological period, that the

centers of eruption were already surrounded by the sea in the

time of Strabo, and that they have since sunk below the sur-

face. This seems to me, on the whole, the most plausible

theory in regard to the Symplegades. They were volcanic cra-

ters that made the passage into the Black Sea extremely dan-

gerous, and sometimes, perhaps, filled up the channel by their

eruptions, thus giving rise before historic times to this well

known fable.

apparent

any volcanic action below Yeni Mahalle. We find hundreds

of^dikes in the stratified rocks tilled with material which is

evidently eruptive, but which differs from the great volcanic

domain of the upper Bosphorus in composition almost as much

as in form. It is true that a few of these dikes are filled with

trap, almost black, but ordinarily we find some variety of por-

phyry, especially dioritic porphyry. The most interesting

illustration which we have of an eruption of this last is found

in the valley of Bebec. In this deep gorge we can study, per-

haps better than anywhere else, all the phenomena of these

local eruptions, which have turned, folded and twisted the

stratified rocks of the Bosphorus in such an extraordinary

manner, as to make it utterly impossible to discover any regu-

larity in the dip or strike of the strata. At Bebek there is a

dike of beautiful dioritic porphyry more than 200 feet wide,

which can be traced Yor at least half a mile, although there are

generally stratified rocks above it, which have been modified in

texture, twisted and rolled back by this eruption. Smaller

dikes appear at other points at Bebek, so that it is not improb-

able that the whole hill back of the village owes its elevation

to this eruption. Arnaoutkuei, Hissar, Koulali and Greukson,

indeed all the prominent points on the Bosphorus, furnish

equally manifest, though not always equally interest r

plea of these eruptions. In many cases the eruptive rock has

decomposed much more rapidly than the stratified rocks about

it, and in different localities it may be seen in every stage ot

decomposition, until in some cases it is distinguishable from

sand or clay only by the few crystals of feldspar or a

which it contains. At Geukson the great extent of this erup-

tive rock, which is exposed by a new road, makes it a

tain that it underlies the whole hill, and we have here the

curious phenomenon of well-preserved fossils in perpendicular

strata lying directly against the porphyry.
It is an interesting fact in this connection that the Paleozoic

domain which has been so completely broken up by volcanic
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eti' n. 1 - <"ii iyi d sin < historic times a long immunity from

earthquakes. Many earthquakes have been recorded in Con-

stantinople, some very severe, but they have spent their force

on the region of the Tertiary formation and on the adjacent

southern slope of Stambool, never, so far as we can learn, doing

any serious damage on the Bosphorus. The walls and towers

of the castles at Hissar remain iir Id walls of

the city have been split and cracked in every direction.

r

The*Mines of the Bosph >rus. -These are of iron and copper.

There is an iron mine, formerly worked, not far from the vil-

lage of Beicos on the Asiatic coast, and a copper mine at

Sariya on the Kuropean shore, now worked by an Englishman.
who sends the ore to England to be smelted there. This most
interesting mine is situated just at the point where the volcanic

rocks of the upper Bosphorus end and the Paleozoic rocks com-
mence. On one side of the valley you have absolute barren-

ness and desolation, on the other the luxuriant and picturesque

scenery which has made the Bosphorus so famous. The local-

ity of the mines is marked by groups of hills—white, red. and
yellow—which are perhaps mostly the refuse of old mining
operations, and are composed of" disintegrating quartz, con-

glomerates, and variously-colored clays and earths. The metal

-

liferous rocks are sometimes quartz, sometimes limestone or

shales, and sometimes of a peculiar gray argillaceous stone, the

character of which is difficult to determine. Those rooks all

furnish pyrites of iron, copper and arsenic, and are decidedly

o the average of English copper mines. Their extent

]* unknown. Thus far thev have hern worked only in a prim-

itive way by running galleries into the sides of the hills, fol-

lowing the *

veins of metalliferous rock. There seems to be
httle doubt that those deposits : ,re connected with the \oIramc

rocks, as we find traces of copper on the Asiatic shore, not

opposite Sariva. hut hmher no in the eru| tive rocks, or where
these meet the Paleozoic. We find mm pvrite sand nodules

everywhere, but there is no trace of copper below Sariya until

we come to the Prince's Islands in the Sea of Marmora.
The origin of the Bosphorus.—It is evident, from the facts

!. that v h; t i ow coi ititutes the Paleozoic zone of

the Bosphorus. a territory of about 700 square miles, rose

above the seas at the commencement of the Devonian period

as a single island. Pi
' he so. [t was not

until the close of the Tertiary lted t0 the

continent of Europe, although it was prob.-d

taceous epoch that it became a part of Asia. Until its union

With Europe, tho Mediterranean, the Black Sea. and the Cas-

pian were all one body of water. The (V
trom the Black Sea, and its surface is now variously estimated

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 33 -Sept., 1873.
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at from 80 to 300 feet below the level of the latter. The forma-

tion of the Thracian peninsula cut off the Black Sea from

the Mediterranean, and it had to seek some outlet Before this

time the succession of local eruptions mentioned above had

broken up the strata of the old Paleozoic island so as.to.form

deep valleys in all directions. As the waters of the B

rose, they found their way into one after another of these val-

leys until they reached the Marmora, which was then probably

a 'lake The' rise in the Marmora cut through the channel ot

the Dardanelles. There is no evidence whatever of the Bos-

phorus having been opened by a single eruption or earthquake,

or of any raising and breaking of the r<

line The only thing which makes the problem a difficult one

is the existence of the great volcanic domain at the northern

extremity of the straits. The channel of the Bospto

through this a distance of more than four miles. How waj

this part of the channel formed ? If we knew the age to which

this domain belongs, we might answer this question. As it is,

Art. XXIL—Explorations of 1872 : U. S. Geological Survey of

the Territories, under Br. F. V. Hayden ; Snake River Division
*

The party gathered at Ogden, Utah, during May an*

ientists explored a considerable stretch of territory in

the neighboring portions of the Wahsatch Mts.. while animals

and supplies for the season's work were slowly got together.

Upheaval and folding have here proceeded on a s

the main front ridge of the Wa *"»g ot a"

immense anticlinal, somewhat complicated on its front (western;

face by subordinate folds, which would be apt to confuse one

who passed hastily over them. Except where portions oi

these folds remain, the front of the ridge is here mainly com-

posed of gneissoid rocks, showing strong westerly i

the crest and eastern slopes are composed of quarl

limestones, also with strong dips but easterly ones. The gener

section of these upper strata is as follows :

1. Gray and drab limestones, largely siliceous 3000 ft.
Carboniferous.

2 Ferruginous quartzites 2000 to 2500 " Devonian t

3. Blueandgraymagnesianliineatones,partpebblyl900to2000 " )l
[

4. Gray calcareous shales 1000 to 1200 "
J^Ylt

5. White and ferruginous quartzite, base pebbly 1500 " Potsdam-

From discoveries made farther north, it became e\

at least the lower part of the limestones of No. 3, together W»«

* This notice has been prepared for this place by Prof. Frank H. Bradley.

Geologist of the Expedition in the Snake River Division.
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probably the whole of No. 4, must belong to the Quebec Group.

The inper part of No. 3 may possibly represent the Upper

Mi ill
' '. -nM. t tlif i h .; ( 1 .Mii NlU M >

latus, vvas obtained by Dr. Harden, in 1871, in Box Elder

GaSon, about 25 miles north of Ogden, from a bed of limestone

which appears to belong to this member of the section. The

qnartzites of No. 2 give no indication as to their age, but are

referred to the Devonian merely on account of their relative

position. The Carboniferous limestones of No. 1 are in some

places quite fossiliferous, though mostly not so. On a hasty

trip to the mining districts of Little Cottonwood Canon,

about eighteen miles southeast of Salt Lake City, the lower

part of this series of limestones was found to include some

layers containing Subcarboniferous fossils allied to or identical

With forma common at Spergen Hill, Indiana.

June 24th, the party followed the roads

running north along the base of the Wahsatch Mts., crossing

Bear River just below the point at which it breaks through

the range, and reaching the divide between the Great Basin

and the Columbia drainage, at a point on the Montai
road, about eight miles above Malade City. As we pass north-

ward, the range loses much of its elevation ;
and, about

the upper strata disappear, while the mass of the moi>

composed of variously-colored limestones, with into

shales and sandstones, most of which contain very numerous

Trilobites, Brachiopods and other fossils characteristic of the

Quebec Group. Mr. Meek is of the opinion that the fossils. «
>
h v

ierenceofthebedstoanhM.iz-n
higher than what has elsewhere been called Calciferous. though

he admits the impossibility of distimj d ing certain pygidia,

vdiieli are rather common io one of the lower layers, from those

of Bathyurus Saffordi. About 2,000 feet of strata are here ex-

| study than it was

possible to give, at the time of our \ i>it, would show a distribu-

tion of species in the su« layers w ieh would

with progress in tarn i

*

w only a few hours ride by stage from Connne, it is to be hoped

that collectors, who may be passing over the Central Pacihc

R- R, will visit the locality and work out the details of the

The terraces surrounding the Salt Lake Basin, of wl

teen were counted near the mouth of Ogden Canon, ?

"ver currents had been checked by the lake when at i

•

levels, though only three are prominent along most ot the bor-

der of the basin, run above Malade City; and the a

'!"" J4.pan.MitU- coincides so nearlv with the summit of the

,l,V1, I" -- to leave one in doubt whether or not there was
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formerly a dribbling outflow from the Great Basin to the

Columbia. There certainly was not any very abundant outflow

at this point: but, from all reports, large outlets did exist

from the head of Malade River across to Bannock Creek, and

from Bear River, by the way of Red Rock Pass, to Marsh Creek,

a tributary of the lower part of Port Neuf River. Still another

outlet existed, though it probably had but small volume, from

the bend of Bear River Valley, near Soda Springs, across to the

head of the Port Neuf. These should be examined m detail.

In descending Marsh Creek, two terraces are very prominent

;

and a third is dimly outlined at about a thousand feet above

the stream.

On reaching the Port Neuf, we first encounter the volcanic

rocks which have filled the great plains of the Snake River

Basin. The valley of the Port Neuf is floored with basalt,

which escaped from one or more old craters near the bend of

Bear River, and flowed between sixty and seventy miles, at

least, if it did not indeed extend itself far beyond that, over

the plains of the Snake. In the upper canon of the Port Neuf,

the stream flows on or in the lava beds, being constantly

broken, at short intervals, by small falls over dams oi

ous tufa deposited from numerous springs along its co-

in the lower canon, it has fewer breaksf and runs a

channels excavated in the Quebec Group limestones and rots-

dam quartzites of the adjoining hills, while the basalt stands as

a high table in the center of the valley, broken only at the

edges, where the stream has partly undermined it by i

the gravel of the old stream bottoms over which the lava origin-

ally flowed.

As we reach the plains, we find them underlaid by from three

to five layers of basalt separated by beds of sand and grave..

showing as many repetitions of the volcanic eruptions, occur-

ring after long intervals, during which intervals the

streams brought down and . distributed wideU over the plain.-

immense amounts of well-rounded pebbles and sand, consisting

mainly of quartzites, limestones and metamorphic rocks, but

including also some of the lavas themselves. Uph'

gone on here until a very recent period ; since upturned porphy-

ries and basalts, interlaminated with Pliocene sandstones ana

limestones, occur at many points along the foot-hills bordenn

the plains ; but such disturbance seems to have now nearly

or entirely ceased. , '. h

Reaching Fort Hall on July 3d, wagons were "tuJ

a pack train was outfitted, fresh supplies were secured, ancl tu«

party started a_ain. on the 12th, across the broad lav;

the northward, leaving for a time the Paleozoic rocks wnicn

form thei: I which are overlaid (un<
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bly?), about Fort Hall, by Jurassic limestones and sandstones

and by the Pliocene rocks aforesaid. Vast accumulations of

drifting sand cover portions of this eastern edge of the great

Isms, driven by the southwest winds which sweep up the val-

y for a large portion of the year.

Crossing Snake Kiver, at Taylor's or Eagle Eock Bndge, the

stage-road was followed to Market Lake, where the party bid

adieu to civilization and struck
"

the i

almost entirely of tufaeeous sandstone, i

formed under water, and inclosing many pebbles

evidently came from one of the beds of river gravel under the

s
t thr<.ii!_li < In 1 b tin • uuption took place.

The Sand Hill Mts. were visited, and gave some evidence oi

having been once a volcanic crater, though the bound

are now so much broken down as to make their original conti-

nuity somewhat doubtful
In approaching the Teton Mts., the basalts, which are, in

:-. cui up by canons 700 feet or more in depl

left behind ; and more ancient porphyries formed the foot-hills

of the range. The axis of the range was found to consist ot

granites, gneisses and schists, overlaid unconformably by from

fifty to seventy-five feet of comp
ponably of Potsdam age, followed by about 300 feet -

compact, partly shaly, glauconitie sandstone, and about 40U

feet of bin-

.

limestones,

both belonmno- to the Quebec Group. These limes*

yielded a fe They are followed by about

600 feet of a heavy-bedded. .Irnh to light burl. vc.-
;

nesian limestone, containing no fossils except small I

ofcrinoid sternal W
Group. Tin v "v over 2000 feet of

compact, gray to drab, Carboniferous limestone often quite

m «tly rather barren, though a few beds are ncn

111

Among the metamorphic rocks of the axis of the :

most interesting bed is one of trap, some 60 or 70 i

than colum ~ h>°
ê

flow over the ocean bottom during the accumulation of the

anginal sMiimuits of whieh the irramtes were tort:
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ent place as an intrusive rock, since the commencement of the

Paleozoic. The metamorphio rocks are exposed throughout an

area about thirty miles long and perhaps lour miles wide.

From this, the iu>\ .-r b. d-i T , u: v in « \. r\ dir-rtion, at angles

varvimj from 15° to 30°. No disturbance of the porphynes at

the"foot of the range was observed, which should have given

evidence of any upheaval of the range continued to modern

The Big Teton, named Mt. Hayden by our party, in default

of auv previous specific title, was found, by any i

ment, from well-determined barometric bases, to be 13,858 feet

high. An attempt to carry a mercurial barometer to the sum-

: it ; Led of success: the reported reading of a good aneroid,

at the highest point attained, indicated an elevation of 13,400

feet.*

The summits of the range are far from being "snow-covered,

as reported ; but huge banks of snow must last through the

summer, in the various hollows of the mountain; and, in a few-

places, incipient glaciation was observed, though no true glucier

was found, and probably none exists at the present day. In

former years, however, glaciers of great size formed on these

flats and in these hollows, and swept clown the valleys on either

side of the range, as is shown by
in the heads of the valleys, as well as by the numerous large

and small boulders which line their lower courses.

Leaving the Tetons, after far too brief an examination to be

at all satisfactory, though as complete as the general intereste

of the survey would permit, the party turned back to the valley

* This is said to have been at the summit. The writer, who reached only_12,000

,s reached or not. Ine oe-

B rude building upon the crest will give the means of deciding in

Geyser can ejecta^soiiu

Our* SSo^SS^g
enough to confide in his stories of mountain life;" 1

his publishers could allow an article '

plainly contradicts itself to appear in so r.
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of Henrv's Fork, and followed the general course of that stream

rce in Henry's Lake. The central portion of the val-

ley ia 01 distantly floored with basalt, which was finally traced to

le's Peak, which stands on the south side of

Henry's Lake. The crater of this ancient volcano is still from

1200 to 1500 feet deep, about a half mile wide and something

less than a mile and a half long. The range running west from

this point appears to consist of volcanic rocks
;
and probably a

row of similar craters will be found along its summit

The foot-hills and mountains along the east side of the val-

ley of Henry's Fork, after we pass the northern termination ot

the Tetons proper, consist of porphyries and obsidian-sand-

stones, until we reach the very head of the valley, a litl

>m Henry's Lake, where the same »

.1 . iurtzites •
( 1 we saw at the Tetons agai i :,,•; nrs m I ;

: ween the waters of the Snake and those of the Madi-

son ; but, instead of the conformity before observed, the Que-

bec Group : '

J*
6* ™ e

upturned edges of the Potsdam quartzites. Beneath these

metamorphic rocks form the face of the ridge to the westward

and northward. The ridge west of the lake is mainly composed

of metamorphic limestones with quartz bands which are sup-

posed to be of Carboniferous age. These include a sixty toot

bed of trap, standing conformably between the upturned layers

of the limestone. , A orirr<:i

The divide toward the Madison rises into a rather lofl

whose height was not ascertained, but which mustrea

a thousand feet above the average level of the plateau o Ivo 1-

canic rocks which fills the broad depression toward the letons.

In crossing here to the waters of the Missouri, one has

of three easy passes, all level enough for a horse to cv

buggy, at full trot, and only one of them at all obrtru

timber. Henry's Lako ^ li ..I t-hiuvim. vation o 6492

feet; from its southwestern side, Red Rock Pass mosses to the

head of Beaver Head Fork of the Jefferson, at an eto

7271 feet; from its northern extremity, R< Y

the lower Madison, with an elevation of 6'.H I

with an elevation of 7063 feet, led our party eastward

basin of the Upper Madison. , orenerv
The up, lison shows some g an-

-vertical walls, projerr::,, ,i:lV- and :

nating on either side of the swift flowing river-of *™P££
v.-ater, bordered bv grassy banks, and ov.rlmnu ;-

n ogroves

of pine and aprace. At the mouth of G
saw the first of the boiling -

this region; and, in a few miles more, the J,,v

''o M
\-

v M ,,*'

of the Fire-hole Fork was reached, at about » ' -z;^;
August 14th. Dr. Havdi '

««""«
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rendezvous, from Bozeman, about five hours earlier, a strangely

close connection for trips of a month, without communication.

The geysers of the Fire-hole have been so fully represented

in this Journal, that it seems best to pass them with but brief

mention, and that rather upon generalities than upon par-

The bedding of the volcanic sandstone which forms the

mountain boundaries of the basin indicates this as probably the

site of an old crater of huge dimensions, whose eruptions long

since ceased, but whose fires still heat the rocks at depths acces-

sible to the waters which readily permeate these porous strata,

and which escape in springs of various temperatures up to 200°

or a fraction above the normal boiling point at this elevation.

At several points, masses of this ie are found
perforated by irregular holes, evidently formed by solution of

the siliceous ingredients in the escaping hot waters. By this

process, degradation of the hills and enlargement of the basin

are in progress. On the other hand, the deposition of various

forms of geyserite from the siliceous waters is raising the floor

of the basin, in some places ; though, even here, the disintegra-

tion of the laminated deposit, by the combined action of sun

and frost, and its erosion by large and small streams, will, on

the whole, more than equal the increase. The deposition of

the solid geyserite, which is far less soluble than the silica of

the surrounding rocks, gradually stops up the vents below

;

and the flow is thus forced back' to higher levels, and so con-

stantly removes more and more of the bordering beds.
Besides the pretty regularly laminated deposits of the more

quietly flowing water, there is great variety in the forms of

deposition in the more turbulent portions. The immediate ori-

fice of a geyser is almost universally beaded ; and this charac-

ter extends to greater or less distances, according to the distri-

bution of the falling water. Surfaces that are frequen 1

1

in steam, without much spray, are nearly always pearly, us il

the steam itself earned enough silica to form the extremely thin

«h are essential to pearly luster Surfaces constantly
bathed in water, without much* disturbance, arc commonly
covered with prickly points. In the little pools about the gey-

sers, there are many concretions, more or less rounded beloU
by constant attrition, and sometimes rounded also above, by
constant rolling ; but, more generally, the upper surfaces, and
occasionally all, are roughened into very various beads and
points. In nearly every pool, except where ebullition is so

strong as to break up sin h mi. i, v ti-.mes. there are gelatinous
vegetable forms, sometimes in broad thick sheets, sometimes in

clumsy branching forms resembling >poi,uvs. sometimes in long
waving fibers. The former kin.

;

. v green or
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rusty-brown, and are most abundant in pools of comparatively

moderate temperatures ;
while the more slender forms are com-

monly white, and are most abundant in the rapidly-iiowmg

outlets of the hot pools, where they are ooi

as the channels fill up with newly deposited silica which buries

the older fibers, so that, in breaking the crust, we frequently

find laminas filled with moulds of the fibers, sometimes so

closely set as to resemble the grain of silicified wood. 1 he-

only other living forms seen in the hotter pools were a few

larves of Helicopsyche, which were found in a pool of the tem-

perature of 180 \ Very numerous skeletons of Diatoms occur

in the sediment of even the hottest pools ;
but no living ones

were found in springs of much over 100°.

The process of silicification of wood and other tissues is well

shown in many cases: all stages of the process may frequently

he seen in the same pool.

The eruptions of a few of the la

by violent subterranean pulsations, from 70 to 73 per minute;

while others give no sound, except that of the mere rush and

the water.

Neighboring vents exhibit various degrees of synq .athy. In

some cases, a large vent is surrounded by several small one.-.

\ bii h are activ. rhen it is qui 1 ; id qui« t w it n it is a< l\

Again, the I ma* be active togethei

together. Large vents side by side are sometimes in lull sym-

pathy and sometimes totally independent
Dr. Hayden's party passed down tl e Madison >n Ua 2utij -

August
; but the rest of us rema i

supplies were brought from Virginia City. On September i

;

i

we started up stream, on our return to Fort Hall. Abort i gh

miles above Old Faithful, we came unexpectedly oj

basin of hot springs, with one large geyser mound, whos
.

served eruptions did not exceed about seventy ieet m heigi.t.

On the 4th, we reached the head of the stream, and spont tm.-

next dav in camp, b,-i.m detained \>\ ^ snou storm Un me

ward. ln , ,d of the Madison we

pected to find within
1871, and na ed to him 1 >- -> '—
we were disappointed. We found the source of ti ..

however, in a pond covering about sixty acres, to

Dsferthe name Madison Lake l p

™g the divide to the lai-.-r !..',.. we ,amd it to belong to the

Snake Riv, h,e called it Shoshone Lake.
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including ?ev< ral geysers of moderate size. Oneof these showed

more plainly than common how dependent the eruptions are

upon the supply of water. In this, which was called the Minute

Man, a series of eruptions commences with strong jets reaching

from 30 to 40 feet in height. These are repeated, at intervals

of from one to three minutes, for two or three hours, gradually

losing force and lengthening their intervals, until the s

venter is exhausted, when they cease for about the same period.

The basin and crevices having become filled again, another

scries of eruptions commences. Part of the water erupted, in-

stead of flowing away, is conducted by surface channels to the

back of the geyser mound, where a large opening admits it

again to the inner cavities ; and, as soon as, by its flow, these

arc again rilled to a certain point, another eruption takes place.

As the supply of water gets low, eruption takes place by both

vents, which indicates the end of the series of eruptions. From
this it appears probable that the constant eruption of Steady

Geyser, in the Lower Firehole Basin, is due to its standing in a

large pool which keeps its cavities constantly full. The rationale

of geyser action, as given by theorists, is not satisfactory to the

writei', but he is not now prepared to fully present his own
views, termed solely from observation of the phenomena. It

is to be hoped that means may be found, ere long, to locate a

ob» ' era in this region for an entire season, so

thai the details of the different forms of eruption mav be fully

studied. If their force and period are found to be in all cases

dependent upon supply of water, as above suggested, it would

be an interesting experiment to surround one of the larger gey-

sers with a water-tight retaining wall, so that erupted water

should be constantly returned, and the eruption be made con-

tinuons or dependent upon the will of the exhibitor.
Shoshone Lake is surrounded by the remnants of an old

"rave! t-rraee, reaching 112 feet or more above its present level.

About the mouth of the Geyser Creek, the sand and gravel

materials of this terrace are more or less firmly cemented into

conglomerate, porous sandstones and perfect quartzite, by de-

posits from the hot springs evidently made while the lake

covered the terrace, the pressure of its waters probably being

sruiicicnt to check the flow of the springs which, if not so

checked, would have removed the sands instead of consolidat-

ing them. Since the decline of the lake to its present level,

erosion by the springs has? gone on quite extensively, and is

essing. Perforated bits of the terrace rod
the surrounding volcanic sandstone, like those before men-

tioned as occurring in the Firehole Basins, are abund
crater-like hollows north of the principal springs, which also

show many sulphur-vents.
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Shoshone Lake is about eight miles long; and its form re-

sembles the outline of a well-filled purse. It is apparently quite

deep; but its depth was not ascertained. From its eastern

. a large stream flows eastward, about three miles, to

another lake, hitherto unnamed so far as known, which was now

Lewis, in memory of Capt. Memwether Lewis, who

would otherwise be without memorial in the region v.

was the first to explore, since "Lewis's Fork" of the Columbia

has now reverted to its Indian name of Shoshone or fcnake

River. This is about two and a half miles long and frc

to one and a half miles wide. The greatest ascertained depth

is 108 feet. From its southern extremity, its outlet, which was

called Lake Fork, flows directly south.
.

Leaving the main train to move southward, a surveying party

passed eastv m, the culminating point of the

Red Mts. This is about 10,420 feet above the sea and is sur-

rounded on all sides by deep valleys, so that wide views are

attainable fr 5 distinct mountain sun-

counted around the horizon. It also gave fine views
;

ot all tne

ling lakes, of which a small one, Lake Riddle lies in

the summit of the divide between the Yellowstone ai

Lewis, at an elevation of 7999 feet, while Lake Lewis itseli is

7750 feet, and Yellowstone Lake is 7788 feet above the sea

The lowest point of the actual divide was located at lo teet

above Lake Riddle, or 8024 feet above the sea.
<

Moving southward from Mt. Sheridan, the region about the

ultimate sources of the main Snake was pretty thoroughly

examined, the principal streams being named, for convenience

ag and mapping. Here, at length

tin.,.. Ihrni tl,, v.,l«-:.nn- ro,-ks which had surrounded us ever

since leaving Tyghee Pass, and found ourselves amoi

grained Tertiary sandstones. Along the waters of.Barlow

River, these strata include some thin seams of coal, but ot no

The ultimate source of the main stream of the &*<*e
J*J

small pond on a flat divide between that stream and

Fork. On the west side of this divide

about 500 feet, shows a face of quartzite gn

very summit, where the deposit i

- » "™*J
of the gray trachytic lavas and red basalt which fon

cleus of the ridge
7

This is one of the highestP^in *e ™.
mediate neighborhood, being about 8654 feet abov

and there wis nothing'to indicate, with any <^£ ^ .;' ,'
*

been the source and course of the large river whi< h

tnhuted such immense amounts of gravel Onh
f

evels implv a southern source and a northward flow, ^ros °

eon so grand a scale that one is compeuea

to consider the deposit very ancient
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Between this point and the great valley along the eastern

front of the Teton range there lies a heavy body of mountains,

which appears to be the " main range " of the Kocky Mts. at

this point, if such a thing exists. At least, it is a part of the

high it mass connection between the Wind River and Big Horn

Mts. on the east, which form the northern termination of what is

the main range further south, and the range west of the Three

Forks of the Missouri, which there bears the name of Eocky

Mts., and whose continuation really appears to be the main

range further north, so far as the best maps indicate. This, of

course, does not coincide with the water-divide, which cnrva
far north above Lake Lewis and far south around the heads of

the Jefferson.

After an examination of the sources of the tributaries further

the main Snake was again reached, about twel
from its source, where it is already a large stream with high

gravel terraces along its banks, and was followed to its junction

with Lake Fork, where the main party were in camp. A few

miles above this point stratified rocks were again found, con-

sisting of Triassic ? red shades and sandstones, followed by a

nearly white limestone, probably of Carboniferous age. These

are at one point crossed by a "huge bed of basalt, filling what

had probably been a stream valley through the older rocks

before the eruption of the volcanic material from some vent of

the Red Mt. range. At the upper edge of this belt of basalt

there is a small basin of hot springs, once of considerable im-

portance, but now nearly extinct. Other groups were found

near the mouth of Lake Fork.
in descending from Lake Lewis, the Lake Fork was found

*'' >- r: pidh through a narrow canon, whose nearly vertical

walls m some'places reach the height of 700 or 800 feet, while

not over 400 feet apart at the top. These are all of dark-

colored volcanic rock.

The low divide toward the valley of Henry's Fork was ex-

amined with some care. A large stream, Falls River, bursts

1
1 from the slope of the high terrace of porous obsid-

iaii-eu.dstones lying north of the divide, passes through the

more northern of the two Beulah Lakes, and rushes rapidly

downward toward Henry's Fork. From any one of several

points along the first two miles of its course, this Btrea

easily be turned eastward into the main Snake ; and fch

-t side of the Beulah Lakes is only eight fe

e of the more southern one. The rocks of the divide

;);' all volcanic.

|' ills pass probably affords the best line of approach to the

V iiowstone roin tin southwest Tin average grade from

Henry's Fork to the summit is about 54 feet to the mile.
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From the mouth of Lake Fork, the valley of the Snake

and a >] a '.. Is out into the basin of Jackson s

ody of water about eight miles long and from two fcq

three miles Wide, shallow in its eastern portions, but deepening

rapidly toward the west, where the foot slopes of the leton

range descend sharply into its waters. The deepest of a very

incomplete set of soundings was 258 feet.

A few miles north of the north end of the lake, the letons

begin to rise from the flat divide of Falls River ;
and their

slopes show Silurian and Carboniferous limestones i

the central mass of metamorphic strata, as on the wesl

of the range. The Potsdam quartzite was not seen here, but is

probably in place. The knobs of the central portion of the

valley still show some of the volcanic rocks, though these oc-

cupy less and less space as we pass southward.

The outlet of Jackson's Lake is at its southeastern corner

;

and the outflow escapes into the valley of Buffalo Pork, i.
-<•

i d

of following what was evidently its natural channel through a

terraced valley running from the southern extremity of the

lake directly south through Jackson's Hole. This change ot

. outlet was found to have been consequent upon the influx into

the old channel of the sediment-bearing stream escap

beneath the glacier which then filled a large two-pronged valley

that here opens out of the mom *'• henir
%tf

in by the terminal moraines of that ancient glacier now mis

the mouth of the valley. A similar lake lies before the valley

,!nage of the western side ot the

principal peaks of the Tetons ; but it is not surrounded by any

the materials
• they

have been eroded
... the glacier melted. Two

other lakes of similar rhanu t. r 1." in the months of canons far-

ther south, and are surrounded, the first by five and the second

by three large moraines. . , , T i„,„„;a
The Teton range, as seen from the west side of J**** 8

Lake, is a grand °one, rising as a wall to heights varying from

5000 to 7000 feet above the level of the plain lhe sno*

patches were already on the increase (Sept
_f*

to») "?" ™J
sionally squalls would make the range really snow-covered.

Just below Jackson's Lake, Buffalo Fork emerges

mountains, a deep rapid stream, with a broad open valey

bordered by rounded hills for several miles. Fiuo
. ,

.

,

sandstones, probably of Tertiary aire. ^V^av theniom
the stream, for a short distance ; but no nvks ^^tben visible,

until the point is readied, about twelve miles up e vlu-iv
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the hills on either side close in to sharp canons, 400 feet deep

by 200 feet wide, with coarse gray sandstone walls. These

aiso are supposed to be of Tertiary age. At the head of the

basin, a few miles farther on, there are high rugged walls d
thin-bedded limestones and sandstones, probably of Quebec

Group age, though possibly capped with Carboniferous.

The valley of J;he Gros Ventre, which is the first stream

south of Buffalo, is narrow, with precipitous slopes on either

hand, walled near its mouth by Carboniferous limestones and

*aud.-t<>ii.-s, which are toll.n ed above by Triassic (?) red shales

and sandstones, Jurassic (?) gray and buff magnesian lim

and Tertiary (?) white friable sandstones. A large butte which

stands on the bank of Snake Kiver, opposite the mouth of the

Gros Ventre canon, shows Carboniferous fossiliferous limestones,

followed below by limestones apparently destitute of fossils,

which are referred to the Quebec Group, and quartz?

are referred to the Potsdam. The southern portion of the butte

shows only the soft Pliocene whitish sandstones and marls,

which cover the place where we should naturally look for m eta -

morphic rocks beneath the quartzites ; but, from the strike of the

upper rocks, it is probable that a metamorphic axis runs across

here from the Tetons toward, ifnot to, the metamorphic nucleus

of the Wind River Mts. A short distance south of this point,

the metamorphics of the Teton Mts. disappear beneath the

limestones which come forward from the western slope and

which now form the mass of the range for several miles.

The South Gros Ventre Butte's, which stand on the bank of

the Snake just below the junction of the Gros Ventre, contain

the last outcrop of volcanic rocks seen in this basin. The up-

per slopes were not examined, in this neighborhood ;
and it a

possible that, at a higher level, these rocks may continue south-

ward: but the general appearance of the country gave the im-

pression that tins was their southern limit,—that, before their

eruption, the drainage of the region flowed northward and

westward through the broad and deep valley v.

existed beyond the northern end of the Teton range ; that that

i r iption dammed up the waters over Jackson's Hole, so that

the Pliocene sandstones and marls were deposited beneath the

lake thus formed ; and that the southern outlet across the southern

continuation of the Teton range was subsequently eroded to its

present level, during the progress of which erosion the terraces

were formed which are here exhibited on a grand scale.

At the South Gros Ventre Buttes, the party again divided,

the main train crossing the Teton Pass to Pierre's Hole, and

striking the Snake again where it emerges from the i

about twenty miles from Taylor's Bridge, while a surveying

party followed the river through the so-called Grand Caflou.
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that the party had already passed through. A railroad could

be built here with very little difficulty. Triassic sandstones

appear at the upper end of the canon ;
but it is mostly walled

by Carboniferous sandstones and limestones, until we pass the

mouth of Salt River, a little below wbich ;

J
the outer basin make their appearance and follow thi

closely to the Columbia. The reunited party reached lort

Hall on October 11th, and soon after broke up. Its scientific

members were the following : F. H. Bradley, geologist
;
G. R

Beehler, topo-nipher; R. Hering, astronomer and meteorolo-

gist; Dr. J. Curtis, surgeon and mim.seopist ; J. M. Coulter

botanist ; C. H. Merriam, ornithologist, together with several

assistants and collectors.

Art. XXm.—Contributionsfrom the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale

College. No. XXVII— On the Mineral* .found at the Idly

Foster Iron Mines, K Y ; by E. S. BREIDENBAUGH, M.A.

tg a considerable quantity of magnetic iron ore. In

the spring of 1872, Prof. O. D. Allen, of the Sheffield Scien-

tific School, in examining some of this ore a

Bridgeport, Conn., found traces which indicated that at the

mine there might occur a variety of interesting minerals. On

subsequently visiting the locality, Prof Allen found s]

of a number of mineral species ; and of the most interesting oi

these, during the past winter I have made analyses.

Dunn- the fail 1 paid:, brief visit to the locality, u

the main, specimens of the same species as those lound dj

Prof. Allen. , , ft

Formerly the mines had been worked b

but for the past year ore has been taken pr

the surface, and 'it is far l#ss rich in miner

ously mined. Nearly all the specimens proci

in a large pile of rubbish, which has been —
the opening of the mine.
Except where the contrary is stated, the

with carbonate of soda to ensure purity.

token to effect a complete separation of lime ana magn

h'om iron and alumina. , . , y . •, n f. i

Mica.—Thevariety of mica most common .

daU pearly lustre, and of a dark brownish-gray color by reflected
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light, but gray, with a honey-yellow tinge by transmitted light.

h is in thin" foliae, transparent and quite tough, with slight

: H. = 3. The plates are compact, irregular and show

a somewhat wavy structure. It occurs lining the wall rocks.

Small particles of magnetite and pyrite distributed through the

plates render it quite impure. Mr. C. S. Hastings, of this School,

examined this mhieral for the determination of the optical

characters. But on account of the wavy character of the best

specimens he could only approximate to the axial divergence,

finding it to be from 4°-8°. Analyses gave the following

I. n. in. iv. Mean. Oxygen.

SiO„ 40-10 40-06 40-08 21.70

MgO 21-86 22-19

Giving as the oxygen ratio for ft, fi, Si, 111 : 1 : 2 1 ; which is

approximately that of biotite, 1:1:2.
Chlorite.—A chloritic mineral is found very abundantly,

usually in the fissures and cavities of the rock ; it is of a bright

gras rreen to pea-green color by reflected light ; by fcra

bter green; and in thin plates almost colorless. It

•Hv luster and is quite transparent. Thin plate? are

flexible but not elastic. H. = 2-5. Crystals are often quite por-

ta, being frequently grouped in rosettes and accompanied by

crystals of chondrocyte. Some of the specimens show a slight

opalescence. Between the plates are found small particles ot

magnetite. The surface plates and edges generally show evi-

dences of decomposition, which fact will be referred to under the

white serpentine.

Mr. Hastings found the axial divergence to be 12°-14°.

Analyses gave the following results :

i. n. *in. Mean. Oxygen.

Si02 32-30 32-36 32*33 17*22

A12 3
14-57 14*55 .... 14-56 6'78

FeO 5-29 5-29 5-29 l'l?

MgO 33-70 33-78 33-74 13"5

CaO 1-04 1-04 ... 1-04 "29

K 2 -87 -87 -14

Na2 -54 -54 -13

H 2 12-01 12-04 12-02 10*68
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Making for the oxygen ratio of

R, S, Si, fl, 5-00 : 2 85 : 607 : 3 92, or for &%, Si, fi, 4 : 309 : 2.

The corresponding ratios of ripidolite are 5:3:6:4 and 4 :

3:2; and hence the mineral is that species.

Associated with the above, in several specimens from this

locality, is a hydrous mineral, composed of quite small foliated

scales very compactly united ; by reflected light it is of a dark

bright green color, in the mass almost black ; but by trans-

mitted light, light pea-green. In thin plates it is translucent.

The luster is pearly to resinous, and it is greasy to the feel.

H. = l-5 to 2. Before the blowpipe it exfoliates, and at 4^ to 5

fuses to a grayish glass. On ignition it assumes a dirt-brown

color. It is partially decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The
mineral is easily crumbled into small fragments, but further

reduction to a powder is accomplished with difficulty in an

agate mortar. The result of an analysis was

SiO, 37'33 21-00

A1.0, 7-58 3-53

FeO 9-62 2-13

MnO tr.

MgO 33-56 13-4

ine oxygen ratio for

"ft, a, Si, fi, is 15: 3: 21: 9. or for ft, B, Si, fl, 6: 6'6: 3.

It approaches the ratio of pyrosclerite, in which this ratio is

4 : 2 : 6 : 3 or 6 : 6 : 3. It seems to be perfectly homogeneous,

and not the result of decomposition.
Serpentine.—Several varieties of serpentine are found at this

locality differing much in c.
; T usually occur

m the fissures of the ore bed, either alone filling up the fissures,

or in connection \ th < lite or chlorite.

t
In color the varieties varv from dark green to pure white.

Variations in structure will be described in speaking of the

several varieties. Thev all present a smooth, polished surface

and are generally greasy to the feel. Hardness varies from 2

White Serpentine.—-This variety is opaque white, soft (H.=2),

possesses a dull pearly luster, and has a fibrous to columnar

structure. Small grains are found disseminated through the

°re, but it usually appears in the fissures, when it forms the

matrix for rounded crystals of chondrodite and magnetite and

crystals of chlorite. The chlorite and serpentine occur in all

Proportions not only united by contact, but in intimate admix-

tore
; and in the latter case, there is a gradual shading of color

from bright green to pure white, and in texture from the folia-
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and transparency of the chlorite to the con

Si02
42-27 42-30 .... 42-28 22-53

A12 3
'85 -87 ---. '86 -40

FeO 2-58 2-56 .... 2-57 "69

MgO 40-29 40-30 40-29 16-11

CaO 1-41 1-29 .... 1-35 '36

K2
.... —. tr. tr.

Na2
.... -.-- -48 -48

H 2
12-58 12-47 .... 12-52 1118

100-35

The oxygen ratio for ft, gi, fl is 17-26:22-53: 11-13, or 3-1:

4-03 : 2 ; that of serpentine being 3:4:2.

Green Serpentine.—-This variety sometimes presents a quite

peculiar appearance ; light green and greenish white alternate

in thin layers parallel to the walls of the fissure. Across the

layers at a considerable inclination to them run traces of

a 'fibrous structure ; neither the layers nor fibers are separable.

The layers assume a wavy appearance, depending pro

the character of the fissure. On thin edges this variety is

translucent. Sometimes the color is quite dark green—again

very light—with more or less distinct structure such as is

described above. Analyses of this variety were made in this

laboratory, by Mr. 0. A. Burt, with the following results

:

I. ii. Mean. Oxygen.

Si02
41-29 41-57 4143 22"08

FeO 2-13 2-07 2-10
*46

MgO 40-56 39-79 40-18 16'07

CaO 1-08 -82 -95 '27

H2 13-61 14-00 13-81 12-28

This likewise gives the ratio of serpentine.

A third variety was analyzed, of which only a few specimens

were found. It occurs as a group of nodules, formed oi

radiated fibers, and is of a light grayish color with a greenisti

tinge and a pearly luster. Fuses at 5. H.=3. Sp. gr.=2'*>

Analysis gave

—

Oxygen.

SiO, 39-38 21-00

A12 3
1-56 '73

FeO 13-87 3-08

MnO tr.

MgO 32-25 12-9

K 2 ) 17

Na
8Oi

H 2
11-90 10-59

Oxygen ratio for ft, SI, fl is hence 3:3-9:2.
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One other variety of this species deserves a passing mention

;

it is massive, of an olive-green color, with a porcelain -like luster

on the smooth fractured surface. No analysis was made.

Amphiboles.—Several varieties of the amphibole group of

bisilicates appear at this locality, and are quite abundant, oc-

curing usually along the walls of the ore bed. Of two varieties

I have made analyses.

Enstatite.—This occurs massive, having a slight fibrous ap-

pearance with a pearly to vitreous luster on a broken surface,

and is of a light gravish-brown color, with a yellow tinge by

transmitted light. In "thin pieces it is translucent It is quite

free from impurities. There is no distinct cleavage. H.=5"5.

Infusible. Sp. gr. 3 -29. The results given by analyses are—

i. ii. in. Mean. Oxygen.

MU2

A1,0
3

FeO

54-16

9-90

MnO •24

MgO 32-22

CaO
K

2

Na2

Ignition .

.

3"25

2- ID

Oxygen ratio for ft, Si, 16 : 29, approximately the &g Si of

enstatite
; the composition shows it to be this mineral. If the

A1
3 3 be considered as replacing Si0 3 , we have a ratio of

15:30-9.

Actbwlite.—This variety of hornblende occurs in consider-

able abundance, and is generally crystalline, often only ob-

scurely so. A few fine crystals were 'found. The orj

specimens have commonly a bladed structure, H.=5"5. Ihe

color is dark green, the luster vitreous ; and when free from

^purities, the specimens are quite translucent—almost trans-

parent. Small particles of magnetite and pyrrhotite are so

widely disseminated through the specimens examined, even in

fine crystals, that it was with great difficulty enough was ob-

tained to make an analvsis. The results obtained are—

x

*'

n m. Mean. Oxygen.

Si0
2 57-39 57-50 .--- 5^44 29-61

A1
2 3 1-13 1-14 .... l^ ;52

FeO 4-36 4-30 .... 4-33 85

MnO -15 -16 .---
'15

CaO 13-22 13-36 - l 3
'29 3

' 83

MgO 22-56 22-63 — 22'59 8'92

K
2 tr.

Na
2 . tr. ---- --;-

H
8

1-52 1-52 1*34
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A1 2
0* being considered as replacing SiO a ,

the oxygen ratio

for % Si is 14-8 : 301.

Chondrodite.—Of the mineral species fonnd at this locality

by far the most interesting, with respect to both occurrence

and chemical constitntion, is the chondrodite, which occurs m
very great abundance, small grains being widely and

generally disseminated through the ore, forming what the

miners term "the sand." But, approaching seams in the ore

bed, the proportion of chondrodite increases, until, m the seams

fissures or cavities, chondrodite occurs crystalline with rounded

crystals of magnetite and crystals of chlorite, imbedded in the

white serpentine described above.

When undecomposed the chondrodite is clear, translucent,

in very thin edges transparent, and possesses a vitreous luster,

particularly on fractured surfaces, which are always irregular.

When decomposed, as is frequently the case, it becomes opaque,

grayish white, loses its vitreous luster and is easily broken, pass-

ing even into a crumbling condition.

In color, it varies from dark-brown and cinnamon-red to a

light grayish-brown or yellow. Although the intermediate

shades of color are found, still several varieties are so easily

distinguished by color that three may be noticed. H. = 5 ,5-b ,

o.

Brown Chondrodite.—-This is of an amber-brown color, having

by transmitted light a red tinge; the powder is light gray, and it

seldom shows marks of decomposition. Disseminated through

the piece which was analyzed were some small but very per-

fect crystals of actinolite, showing under the microscope sharply

defined angles. Sp. gr. 3*2.
,

Red Chondrodite.—The second variety is cinnamon-red oy

reflected light ; transmitted light gives it a yellow tinge. 1 he

powder is reddish-gray. This is the prevailing color of the

crystals and crystalline specimens which were examined.

Grayish-brown Cho?idrodite.—The third variety baa

brown color, shading into a honey-yellow, which is the prevail^

ing color of the grains disseminated through the ore. It wa

found impossible to separate from the magnetite enough tor an

analysis, but it was proved to be chondrodite by its pyrognostic

characters. This variety may be merely an altered form ol tne

red variety. Analysis of the brown variety gave

—

I. ii. Mean. Oxygen.

Si0 2
, 35-21 35-64 35'42 18*86

FeO 5-73 5-71 5-72 H?
MgO 54-23 54-21 54'22 2149

Equivalent of oxygen replaced by i
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Analysis of red \

Fl 5-33 5-42

Oxygen replaced by fluorine,

5-38

To^Tl

100-15

The brown variety gives 78 Mg and 3Si, in which part of the

oxygen of magnesia is replaced by fluorine, or MgFl 2
+3Mg' Si.

The red variety gives 7 "5 % and 3Si.

The fluorine on the above analyses was determined by the

method of Wohler, modified by Fresenius.* The silica and

bases were determined according to the method given by Kam-

melsberg. A large number of experiments made on these

methods confirmed their superiority to others suggested during

uod of this investigation.

A. Burt made an analysis of a dolomite found at"STE
this locality, obtaining-

FeO ;91

MnO -13

CaO 30-30

MgO 20'78

CO a 46-97

This corresponds to FeCo 3
l-13,MnCo 3

0-63, UaUo 3
&a »*, ^8^3

43-66=99-24.

The ratio of CaCo 3 and MgCo 3
is 1 : 1 nearly.

Besides the minerals mentioned above there occur at this

locality pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, calcite, quartz (small

crystafs/a few specimens of' fluorite and apatite. I found also

two specimens of molybdenite. . . ,,•„,-„
I gladly take this opportunity of expressing the ob gation

*hicl I am under to Prof. Allen for his kindness
i

in furnish

ing me with material for my work and advice during the pro

gress of it.

Sheffield Laboratory, New Haven, Ct., May, 1873.

tion,p.404; Zeitschr. Analyt-
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Examining fi Delphini with my 6-inch Alvan Clark refrac-

tor on the evening of August 8th, I saw at once that it was a

very close double star, and with a power of 410 it was well seen,

h too close to "be separated with an instrument of that

aperture. The secondary appeared to be nearly two magni-

tudes the smaller. The" distance I estimated to be 0*"5, and
the position angle about 355°. I am inclined to think the dis-

tance is slightly underrated, to the extent, perhaps, of one or

two tenths of a second. It is a pretty difficult object for a

6-in. refractor; although within the last two months I have
discovered a good many new double stars much more difficult,

and one this same evening where the components were at least

0*"2 closer.

/? Delphini has long been known as a wide double star from

: llth magnitude star at a <li<t:ui<'<- »>f .'J2-"48 (Struve), and was
' "" by Sir William Herschel and i

"

as No. 35 of his Class IV. Struve measured :

first observed in 1781 by Sir William Herschel and catalogued
as No. 35 of his Class IV. Struve measured it in 1829, and
entered it in the great Dorpat Ca ;

as No. 2704. Sir John Herschel also noted it in his Fourth
{Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. iv),

and added a more minute companion, rated by him as 14 mag.,

at a distance of 18"; and both were measured still later by Ad-
miral Smyth

( Cycle of Celestial Objects). The well known double
star observer, Baron Dembowski, measured the principal com-
panion in 1864, giving its distance as 34 '"64. None of these

observers seem to have even suspected the duplicity of the

tar notwithstanding very much larger instruments were
used than the one from which it was detected. Possibly it

may prove to be a binary of long period, and single during the

earlier observations. It would be very desirable to get meas-
ures of it during the present season.

Chicago, Aug. 12, 1873.

Art. XXV.—Apparatusfor Rapid Filtration ; by E. W. Morley.

I have had in constant use for some months an apparatus

that lessens considerably the time which it is necessary for

the analyst to devote to a quantitative filtration. The device

has become so indispensable to me, and has been so favorably
received by other chemists, that an account of it mav be of

some value to those who employ Bunsen's method of filtration.
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After fitting the platinum cone and filter in the funnel (a), a

second funnel {b) of the same diameter, with a rather wide neck,

is inverted over the first. A strip of thin vulcanized rubber

(c) two or three centimeters wide, is stretched around the rims

of 'the two funnels, so as to make a nearly air-tight joint An

ela tic band (d) secures this strip. A syphon <e), inserted m the

neck of the upper funnel, is made to reach below the rim of the

filter, and the joint at the neck of the upper funnel is made

tight by a piece of rubber tube (/). The outer arm of thisjjy-

phon should be a few centimeters longer than the 1

Qg the liquid to ue lineieu. «. iua^u^-
hi:....,,! v I;

,*.- iiriirht admits of easy adjustment, so that >\v

rlv down to the precipitate A vacuum

being now produced "in the flask, the liquid m the t»

d keeps it filled to a level which

depends on the amount of air en I

'

,

ms °} Uie
,

funnels. If the liquid rises above this level, more In

less air pass the filter, the degree of exhaustion in the tunnel is

lessened, and the flow through the syphon is retarded, it tie

alls below this level, the degree of exhaustion in me

funnel is increased, and the influx of liquid by the

quickened. The oscillation of level while a clear or nearly

clear liquid is passing from the beaker is only one or

hmeters. If the rubber surrounding the rims of the

about twice as thick as the paper on which this page is pnnte^

and is stretched one third or one half ts length ",

the ends of the strip are pressed tightly by th e
a tic

band, no further adjustment is needed than is made u

the apparatus together as rapidly as is possible. I

seconds after moistening the filter, one ^J^^U t
the arrangement of the apparatus, and hay.' lett it to itseu, i

require no more atte L*«*
above the F P

— shall have passed over.
, t . .i fl unny

If the precipitate is to be washed by decantation, the liquid

from which the precipitate has settled is removed inithe.am

way. When ihS precipitate is readv to \^f^ *£
filter, the beaker is raised so that the syphon.reaches to tnt

bottom of the precipitate. The precipitate then passes
i

w er

and may be completely removed from the beaker by to
u^

of the rubber andWW, drawing
R

the ™h-wa** through

the syphon. During this process, the action 01
/J

may he hastened by
b
closing

F
the air passage (at A) by piessure

and may well be suspended at timesW»"*£g^&
at the neck of the upper funnel, so as to preveni y
liquid holding precipitate in suspension rom being

;

tnrow

upon the sides of the funnel. If the bulk of *°^s*^
shing may now be comp
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by adding to the beaker a sufficient quantity of water. No
further attention is required till the operation is completed by
removing the upper funnel and washing its inner surface,

together with the outer surface of the short arm of the syphon

;

on which some drops of liquid are often thrown by the bursting

of air bubbles, when the level of the liquid in the beaker sinks

below the end of the syphon.
The advantages of this method of nitration are—that any

amount of liquid can be passed through a small filter without
attention ; that liquid and precipitate can be transferred with
less liability to loss than by the usual methods : that the appara-

tus can be adjusted for use in less than a minute; and that ir is

composed of parts which may be said to involve no a

expense
; also, that if the precipitate is not too bulky, its whole

washing may be effected without attention during the passage
of the wash-water.

In an experiment which was a fair sample of the use of the

apparatus, the moistening of the filter a ie I ndju.-lmentof syphon
took If minutes; the passage of 380 c.c. liquid, 11* minutes;
the transferring of the precipitate (hydrate of aluminum), using

70 c.c. water, 8£ minutes ; the passage of 85 c.c. wash-water,
10£ minutes. Attention was given during 10J minutes, while

ion lasted 31£ minutes. In a second experiment, on
the same precipitate, the apparatus was adjusted in 2* minutes

j

500 c.c. liquid passed through in 16|- minutes; the pr<

with 25 c.c. of water, was transferred in 11£ minutes, of which
6i minutes needed no attention; and 105 c.c. wash-water
passed through in 18* minutes. Attention was given during

7J minutes, while the filtration lasted 49 minutes.
Western Eeserve College, Hudson, Ohio, May, 1873.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Physics and Chemistky.

1. On the reflection of Solar heat from the
Geneva —J,. Dufour, in a communication to t
emy of Sciences (June 30, 1873), states that he has used the

method proposed by Gasparin, of hollow blackened bulbs with a

central thermometer. Three such bulbs were used; the first pro-

tected by suitable screens gave the atmosphere t, mperat tire ;
the

second protected from the direct ravs ,>f the sun iveeived the heat

reflected from the water; the third, entirely exposed, indie:ite<l

both the direct and reflected heat. Resting on the indications
furnished by the three bulbs at the same moment, it is possible r.»

fix the ratio Lot ween the heat ivhVeie.l in.ni the lake ami the

direct solar radiation. The calculation requisite to determine
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and upon

itions, the details of which are out of place here.

Observations were made at five stations, situated at different

distances from the lake, and at various heights above its tereL

Tlie two nearest stations are close on the borders of the lake; the

most remote is about 400 meters in horizontal distance and at an

of 268 meters; all are on the northern slope of Lake

Qi .-
y a i Leman), between Lausanne and Vevay.

Many circumstances unite to impair the perfect accuracy ol

such researches as these :—the necessity of operating in the open

air, never perfect.lv calm; the constantly variable surface of the

water ; the unequal diathermancy of the air in spite of its apparent

serenity ; the partial absorption of reflected heat by the lower

strata of the air, before the ray reaches the instrument, etc., are

among the causes which prevent one obtaining perfect:;,

results. These results are, however, sufficiently sharp to justify

.'<it.su, inf. n no -
t int. res x } hvsies and meteorology.

(1.) The highest proportion of reflected heat was 0-68 ot the

i'his ii imum w is twi . ol.sen d uith a solar

elevation of 4° 38' and 3° 34'. A proportion between 0-4 and

0-5 of incident heat occurred a number of tin;

less than 1° 21'. The proportion of 0-3 to 0-4 was ir

solar elevations under or about 11° 56'. The proportion 0-2 to

-
is very naturally more frequent for elevation under or about

1

35'. The proportion of heat reflected from water when the

between the heat

tbeensatisfa.tuiily

established^owing ^chiefly "to the changing state of the water sur-

face, and the partial absorption of the reflected rays while to* ers-

ing layers of air of variable thicknesses before reaching the appa-

(3.) The proportion of reflected heat arriving at distant stations

does not always increase with the fall of the sun toward the nou-

zon. For very slight solar elevations this proportion u a> in n>

tunes less than it was at those more considerable, tm tin .».>-

probably that when the sun is low its rays are reflected from .u,-

tant areas of the lake, and before reaching the stationJune
!
^ '

'

a thick stratum of air. The absorption which it suffers ^jveen

the point of reflection and the station compensates therefore lor

the higher intend -
.

" [ »"* '"?'
,

.
(4.) The proportion of heat reflected, almost without exception,

taking account, at each instant, -f th intensity ol the .In.
.

i.n

and of the nronortion reflected by the lake. Tliej-rop...!

mn is above 30° elevation is inappreciable.

(2.) The law determining the proportio

reflected and the elevation of the sun has i

the sun falls; but the intensity

Thec^bination of these two opi

of th<

I
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6.) The sum total of heat which at any given station is fur-

lied by the reflection of the lake, starting from the moment

en their reflection becomes sensible, until the sun sets, may be

» that which is presented directly by the line daring I

example, we find at the

28th of September, reflection furnished a total of heat

almost equal to that which the sun's direct rays ga\

thnv-^uarters of an hour before his setting. At the Tour-Haldi-

mand station, Oct. 5th, this total is nearly equal to that which the

sun furnished .luring his last half hour, etc.

(7.) Comparative observations made with the bulbs used in

these experiments have served to convert their relit

i

into absolute values, expressing the absolute quantity of heat

reflected by the lake from one square meter of surface, norma
i
to

the ray, from the moment this reflection began to be sensible until

the sun was almost set. We have the following values at

—

Station : Ouchy, Sept. 12, 104 calories.

" Tour-Haldimand, Oct .5, 84 "
" Dezaley, Sept. 28, 112 "

Oct. 18, 134 "

These numbers are somewhat in error from the disturbing cause*

before named. This error certainly does not exceed a fourth"!

the values given, and it is very probable that the true quanthj

of heat furnished by reflection is greater rather than less than

that stated. * * *

(8.) This action of reflected heat has no probable connection with

the absence of salt in the water, and the same effects will no

doubt be observed at the surface of the sea. This reflect til heat is

not without its influence on favorably situated plains, and it ought

to affect favorably their vegetation. The loss of heat pa-

of the atmosphere into the celestial spaces should by these experi-

ments be considerable, and especially in the Austral regions where

the oeeauic areas are wider than at the north pole.— Compta
Rendu*, lxxvi, 1572. s-

.

2. Thermodifusion.—W. Feddersen has confirmed by experi-

ment on various porous substances the theoretical proposition

assumed by Carl Neumann,* that if a limited portion of a ifa* en-

closed in a tube of unlimited length (or one that retun
self) be different in density from the rest of the gas, an a

produced difference of temperature at the two ends of this por-

tion must occasion a continuous motion throughout
cylinder of gas in a determined diiveri.m, and, indeed, from the

cooler to the warmer end through the limited portion in question,

if the gas in this be in the state of condensation. Tl

ments of Feddersen were performed in this manner. A sub>taiice

in the form of powder was -* uffed tight into a glass tube so as to

form an immovable plug; this rube was fixed in a hor;

tion, and the two projecting ends were each connected
means of caoutchouc, with another horizontal glass tube, which

*Berichte der Konigl. Sach Gessell. der Wissea., Sept. 15, 1872.
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bore. In this
was stopped by a drop of liquid at any place in its bore, in this

manner, every displacement of the air cylinder contained m the

middle 'portion o/the tubes must displace the two fopso liquid

at its extremities in the same direction. One end of the plug was

now exposed to a constant source of heat, the other being left

cold or artificially cooled. Then without exception th. r. a,
,

ean d

.„i„™™+ f the air column in a direction through the

plug, from the cold to the heated end, sometimes quicker some-

times slower, sometimes stronger on one side and sometimes on

the other. Spongy platinum, spongy palladium, gypsum, char-

coal, silicic acid an -</' &? f
ubJect ot ?*£*""

ment in the manner described. The detml ,d these experiments

is given by the author in t
' be presentedin

abstract. From these experiments, made with the most netero

geneou* substances, it appears to follow that it M a universal prop-

erty of porous bodies, when in the form of diaphragms, to draw

gases through them in the direction from the cold to the not siue

We have thus a i

»<>n, which, contrary to ordi-

nary diffusion, occurs even when the same gas under the same

pressure is found on both sides of the diaphragm. ™ ,s *™g;
lar, hitherto unknown phenomenon ; and is properly calted by the

author thermodifusion Dnf ""? diffusion ob-

servations the converse of these and in harmony with them. lie-

states that when gases diffuse, there is a rise of temperature on

the side where the more qui-kK diduM..- u'^ enters the porous

diaphragm, and a fall of temperature on the opposite side
;
so that

in Dufour's experiments di ^ f
tem

l*"£
ture; in Feddersen's experiments a change of tcmperatu

diffusion^ ^ "

pn-dueed i

e; in Feddersen's . x,k rim-nt^ a eliam;.
. ;^"r

\\ t
; }Zu-

usion,and the latter in a direction such thd

-lured difference of temperatures, if we apply

ered by Dufour, is diminished by the process oi

-••onrdin^lv there appears to be between thermo-dit us.on and

Dufour's discovery a recipr
" ( Vv \.\ ,.- s

and electricity in the ordinary thermo-electric current anu n
phenomenon.—Phil. Mag., July, 1873, p. 55, and Pogg. Ann.,

clxviii, pp. 302-311.
, . „_ ;ii n,tra-

[The influence of heat on the diffusion of gases ha an i lu. tra

tion on a grand scale in the coking of bituminous.coal n^1 e c ay

retorts now so eenerallv used in gas works. I

hydrogim and hvdro i" 1 ' .and* <>i us oxide ,ua>es o
.

the furnace occurs is well known, and is arrested m
by the atmospheric exhauster, under the inflf

,

\
ce

.

oi
JjL

10^ the
pheric air and effete gases sometimes find then **7
retorts. How far the iLrmo-diffusion of our author >

;;

.

a factor into the operation of the clay retorts—^vhicn ar g

porous diaphragms—remains yet to be determine*!. >. \ ^wfew fl5sr%2^fc*5a
Boston, 1873.)—This second part of Professor btorer s p

Archives de Geneve, Sept., 1872, pp. 10, U.
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work carries the subject in the alphabet from " Carbonate of

Sodium " to " Cyanide of Silver.'''' In January, 1871, we noticed

the appearance of the first part of the Cyclopedia in terms which

appears to be a the present fasciculus.

The alphabetical order adopted appears not to hamper the

author's freedom of scientific classification in the treal

his subject. The only regret we have is the length of time, per-

haps unavoidable, which is consumed in the preparation of the

work, which at the end of two and a half years has not com-

pleted the letter C.

4. SulV Ozono, Note e Riflessioni di Giuseppe Bellucci di

Perugia. 656 pp. 12mo. 1869.—A notice of Professor Bellucci's

work is deferred to another number. Other recent papers of his

on ozone are—Sulla pretesa emissione dell 'Ozono dalle piante,

22 pp. 8vo. Palermo, 1873; and Nova sorgente di Ozono gl'ipo-

cloriti 8 pp. 8vo., Firenze, 1873.

II. GrEOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY.

1. The Calorific Value of the Lignites of Western America;*
by R. W. Raymond.—The important question of the metallurgical

value of the coals of the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Coast

is to be settled, of course, by practical experiment. Meanwhile,

as I have had occasion to point out, the proximate analysis of

these coals throws little light upon it, and is, indeed, likely to

mi.!, a. I the metallur. with the results of sim-

ilar analyses upon bituminous and semi-bituminous coals. With
the view of showing how large a proportion of the mat
classed as " volatile matters" consists of combined water, or oxy-

gen and hydrogen presumably in chemical ::':. ination, I have

collected a number of ultimate analyses from various sources, in

the following tables. The numbered analyses in the first table

No. 1. Monte Diabolo coal—Analyst, H. S. Munro, Columbia
College School of Mines, New York City.

No. 2. Weber Canon, Utah—Analyst, H. S. Munro, Col. School

of Mines.
J

No. 3. Echo Canon, Utah—Analyst, H. S. Munro, Col. School

of Mines.
No. 4. Carbon Station, Wyoming—Analyst, H. S. Munro, Col.

School of Mines.
No. 5. Carbon Station, Wyomin-— Anal yst. II. S. Munro, Col.

School of Mines.
No. G. Coos Bay, Oregon, Wyoming—Analyst, H. S. Munro,

Col. School of Mines.
No. 7. Alaska—Analyst, H. S. Munro, Col. School of Mines.

No. 8. Alaska—Analyst, II. S. Munro, Col. School of Mines.
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Canon City, Colorado-Analyst, Dr. T. M. Drown,

leaker Co., Oregon-Analyst, Dr. T. M. Drown, Phil-

. Block Coal, Sand Creek, Ind.—Analyst, Prof. E. T.

.

1

I

2
I 1

I
l

i

|

1 III

1

i"..fs4

1 1,0

4-50

(H2

1-.-.V2

<vr, i

21-82

l" 12

M 4 2 2-OS

1G-52
:;-ns

14-08

4 50

3 10

1-05

0-28

•s-so

4-50

17-65 5900 (547 •_

24-55 4768 54: -

14-40 6522,6729

7208 6843 2654

This table affords some suggestive comparisons, to orauw
which a remark or two, explanatory of its construction, will be

useful. In the ultimate analysis of coals, the proportions are tre-

quently calculated (as, for instance, in the

Cox, State geologist of India -*** 18
,f? **}\

excluding the percentage of moisture. Thus the analysis
,

(IS o.11

above) of the Sand Crelk block coal is given in that report (p. lb)

;
ash, 4-71; hydrogen, 4-71; oxygen,

, of moisture: To secnr

iysi . results to the basis of a full analy-

Theiustice of including the moisture

„f its calorific power would,be ungues-

ere a constant element. This it is not

,

as follows: Carbon, 76-38; ash, 4-71; hydrogen, 4-71;

12-32; nitrogen, 1-88-thc previ Ay glVj

having shown 4-50 per cent of moisture. Do se<M

i:h,M
;

.v
:
u!;V "t

i

h
:

-l.as,s^ ^
ing the i

of the coal in calculations <

tionable, if the moisture we.. <. .

it varies in amount, according to the local conditi

samples taken. But, on the other hand, some m
present; and an amount not exceeding 5 or

scarcely too great to be included
' of average qu

"
> coals gn

%• Prof Frazer's proximo ***<»
Colorld^

an average of 3 per cent; of the Bouhler ( o. -al •,/
_

1.-...-K

16 per cent; of the Evanston coal, 5\S:s m r cent
,

.in .;'—'.

age of 93 analyses of India, SSffiment
this moisture is a greater (

«*» tue neating power
since the water re""™
I have therefore
of moisture, as a basis for calorific calcul itnms, tl i

instances (notably Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 10) tin amo mt o,

Perhaps abnormal! v -rent, and the calorihe power u

the calculation may' be less than the average ol tlu
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give. There are, it will be noticed, three columns of calorific

powers. In each of these the amounts are expressed in centigrade

heat units, and therefore indicate directly the pounds of water

which could theoretically be raised from zero to the boiling point

by the combustion of one hundred pounds of fuel. The first col-

umn is obtained in the following manner : The amount of combined

water is found by adding to the oxygen one-eighth its weight of

hydr< 'lien ; the remaining hydrogen is multiplied by 34,462, the num-

ber of heat units evolved in the combustion of hydrogen ;
and the

amount of carbon is, in like manner, multiplied by 8,080, the calorific

modulus for carbon. The sum of these t wo products is the number

of heat units generated by the complete combustion of one unit of

the fuel, containing the given proportions of carbon and

hydrogen. The heat units due to the combustion of the sulphur

are disregarded, in view of the small amount of sulphur, its low

calorific capacity (about 2,240 units), and the circumstance that it

exists partly in the form of pyrites, the decomposition of which

still further diminishes the amount of heat from this source, and

partly as sulphuric acid, causing a net loss.

The second class of calorific powers is obtained by a bj

culation on the supposition that the moisture is absent. The

third column gives the closest approximation to the available

heat, and is obtained by deducting from the figures in the first

the amount of heat units required to vaporize the moisture and

combined water. This is 537 units of heat for each unit of water.

The last column gives in centigrade degrees the maximum theo-

retical temperature to be obtained by the perfect combustion of

the fuel. It is calculated in the following manner : The quantity

of carbonic acid, sulphurous acid, water and nitrog
from the combustion of one unit of the fuel in atmospheric sir M

determined, and the quantity of each of these substances is multi-

plied by its specific heat. The sum of these products, which we

may call the temperature unit, is the number of heat units required

to raise the mixture one degree in temperature. Dividing the

number of heat units given in column Hi by this temperature

unit, we obtain as a quotient the number of degrees centigrade

through which the temperature of the fuel will be raised, or, in

other words, the average temperature of the products of combus-

tion, on the supposition that the initial temperature is zero, that

the combustion of carbon and hydrogen is complete, that no super-

fluous air is admitted, and that there is no loss by radiation and

conduction during the process. The calculation may be illus-

trated by displaying a single example in detail.

We have in analysis No. 1 of the table the following con>t na-

tion of the fuel: Carbon, 59-72
; hydrogen, 5"08; nitrogen, l'Ol ;

oxygen, 15-69; sulphur, 3-92; moisture, 8'94 ; ash, 5'64. To find

the combined water, we add to the amount of oxygen the pro-

portional amount of hydrogen, or one-eighth, since water con-

sists of one part hydrogen, and ei^ht parts oxvgeii.

us 17-65 combined water, leaving 3-12 of hydrogen available lor

the generation of heat. But the moisture and combined water
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must be evaporated by the combustion of the rest of the fuel ;
and

the heat aborbed in this evaporation is 537 heat units. I lenee, to

evaporate 26*59 hundredths of water, will require (temperature

apart) 142-78 heat units, which must be subtracted from the cal-

orific power in column I, leaving 5757-22, as per column III, the

available amount of heat.

We now proceed to determine the temperature of the products

of combustion. A simple calculation based upon the chemical

equivalents shows that those products will be as follows

:

59-72 carbon will unite with 159-28 oxygen, forming 219-00 C02

3-92 sulphur " 3*92 " "
7 "84 S02

3-12 hydrogen " 24'96 " " 28'08 HO
26.59 combined water and moisture, 26-59 HO
Total oxygen required from the air, 188-16

Amount of nitrogen corresponding to

this amount of oxygen in the air, 629-86

Amount of nitrogen already in the fuel, l'Ol

Total nitrogen in the products of combustion,... 630 -8 7 N
The specific heat of carbonic acid—that is, the number of heat

units required to raise a unit of this gas one degree of tempera-

ture-is 0-216; the specific heat of sulphurous acid is 0'155
;
that

of steam is 0-475
; and that of nitrogen is 0-244. Applying these

numbers, we have for the heat rendered latent by each substance

in one hundred units of the above mixture of gases

:

CO, 219-00 X 0-216 = 47-304

S0 2 7-84X0-155= 1'215

HO 54-67 X 0-475 = 25-968

N 630-87 X 0-244 = 153-932

That is to say, it will require 228-419 units of heat to elevate the

total products of combustion of 100 units of fuel one degree cen-

tigrade; or, 2-28419 is the specific heat of the products of com-

bustion of one unit of the fuel. Dividing 5757'22, the number of

available heat units from the combustion of one unit, by 2-28419,

the heat absorbed for each degree of temperature we have 2,5 2U,

which is the temperature in degrees centigrade of the product*.

It need scarcely be said that the unit of weight employed is

immaterial to this calculation. The temperature is t

whatever the quantity of fuel, provided
place as above supposed, and the gases are

It should be remarked, finally, that the &**-—
ash has not been taken into account in the foregoing calculations.

The analyses give no means of determining it ;
but it is certain y

insignificant as a source of i

!

?
m t0J

he
.
"?

ant temperature would be reduced by the diluting «erlect ot an

additional quantiu ..f. i::- *-u in tlu : .ir n -|""vd forito oxidatoon.

Pure carbon yields by combustion to carbonic acid 8,080£eat

umts; and the theoretic resultant temperature of the carbonic

acid is 2,720°. It will be seen that some of the coals in the table,
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ularly the lignites of Canon City in Colorado, and Carbon

n in Wyoming, approach the calorific power of carbon.

;ral of the lignites nearly equal, and that of Canon
City surpasses, the " block coal" of Sand Creek in calorific i

Yet the latter is successfully used in the smelting of iron, vv e

are therefore led to conclude that high metallurgical temperatures

can be obtained from the best lignites of the Rocky Mountains,

and that only their physical behavior, which hinders a complete

combustion, prevents their use, even in shaft furnaces. That they

can be utilize"! by means of gas producers. I think there is no

room to doubt.

—

Engineering and Mining Journal, May 27, 1873.

2. The Mineral Region ofLake Superior.—At the meeting of the

Montreal Natural History Society, held on .Monday evening,

Feb. 24th, Prof. R. Bell, of the Geological Survey of Cm
a paper on the Huronian and mineral-bearing rocks of Lake
Superior, of which the following is an abstract.

In addition to the sandstones of the south shore of the lake,

which are unaltered sediments, in which traces of organic life have

been detected, there are three well-marked groups of rocks on the

Canadian side. These are the Laurentian, the Huronian, and the

Upper Copper-bearing series of Lake Superior. Recent researches

have shown that Huronian rocks occur, to a much larger extent

than was formerly supposed, as band- ! .
i ,i itin^ \\ it li Laurentian

beds on both the north and south shores of the lake.
To the northward of Lake Superior the Laurentian rocks for the

most part consist of gray and reddish gneiss, with micaceous belts

and mica schists. No minerals of any economic value have yet

been found in these rocks at this particular locality, nor do there

seem to be any crystalline limestones.
In the same region the Huronian rocks are mostly of a schistose

character, the most common of which are greenish schists and im-

perfect gneisses, the whole formation being rich in us* I'ul nun. r. k
In these latter deposits almost every conceivable variety oi

schist is to be met with. Amoner them , (V. i

: ; •: .
;

."••
. :

... .-

. . .

. . ;

ceous schists; more rarely dolomitic schists, and occasionally

bands of magnetic iron ore and hematite. The lectin

ifl region gold and silver veins are always assoi ;

dolomitic schists. The principal vein to the southwest of She-
- 1" -nd others, were referred to as bearing c~*

•"

Various isolated patches of granite and syenite, some a few

yards and others many miles in extent, bra alwav- connected wiht

Huronian rocks, were pointed out on the map. In these masses

there is no stratification.

In the Nipigon Basin, the Upper Copper-bearing rocks of Lake
Superior attain their ma in les !<».>, ent in Canadian Terri-

tory. This area has the shape of an airow-head. with the apex

pointed to the true north. The basin floor consists of m
atones, &c, often covered with trappean outflows. The lecturer
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was disposed to t
1 outburst originated from

some point in Lake Superior. The direction of the now, as indi-

cated by wrinkles on the surfaces of beds, is from the center out-

ward. The occurrence of these traps on all sides of the lake, and

their general arran^-im lit, which presents an appearance as if the

masses had been pressed against the rocky margin of the lake

basin, are supposed to favor this view. The overflow in the

Nipigon Basin too becomes exhausted in receding from Lake

Unlike the Laurentian rocks, in which, as before stated, no use-

ful minerals have been found, the Hnronian beds contain ores of

iron, copper, lead, gold, silver and nickel. (
'« »pper is most frequent

in quartz veins -,\ hi. h int. rs- < t ioritic s. h sts of Huronian age.

The silver and gold veins near ShebandoAvan occur in similar

- l.i-K md were discovered! "-
1871. A letter from Mr. Mi
which gave a description of the details. The principal vein, Mr.

McKellar write, is of quartz, and is from two to six feet in thick-

ness. In addition to gold and silver it contains ores of all the

metals we have cited above as occurring in Huronian rocks. At

this locality, in addition to the dolomitic band associated with in-

trusive granite, a great variety of Huronian schists occur. A vein

of calc spar and quartz cutting through Huronian schists on mn>
mo- lot S A, on the north shore of Thunder Bay, and containing

native silver and nickel ore, was next described.

The main silver vein of Silver Islet belongs to the Upper Cop-

per-bearing series, and although it has been worked to a depth ot

150 feet below I
fe has yet been experienced

from flooding. Up to the middle of last summer about one mnnoi,

dollars worth of silver had been taken from this mine. \ ariou>

other silver-bearing veins and mines in ro< k> ot t.i> '^
;

«"
described brieflv, but the space at our disposal wlU onl

>
,

"" ,"'

the bare mention of their names. Sufriee it to say tuat uie

Algoma, Silver Harbor,
'

: :.e M.un.al. .i.u-

vis Island, McKellar's Island and McKellar's I oint deposits wi.u

i noticed, iu conclusion, the lecturer i

which intersect trappean rocks belong to two sets, one o

have a N.E. and the other a N.W. di?ection.-Jfo^«/ Gazette.

3. On the Carboniferous M'/riapnds prt « rv< d in the£^7/«™*"

^,mps of Nova 5» 10 PV^rini od™
the Mem.B. S. X. i!., v '.. ;\ o, -To t u m- - •

^

"

Ascribed by Dr. Dawson others are here added by Mi. ><
-

and the whole snbiect review,- 1 T! sne •
< include ^V'/"™'<*

%^jDa; s • v j;.:*: s,:. .v. n - ---•-
; :it;

xylobroidesSc '

''
; ^ aT^'u 'id

u:im. I
• dl.lt is pi p -- d. H-

^
tions the discov. -

A

the British coal
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third
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Bridge near Haddersfleld, and proposes for it the name Xykbim
Woodwardi.

4. Dr. Dawson on the Post-pliocene Geology of Canada. ~1\\<.-

four numbers of the Canadian Naturalist for 1872, contain the

successive parts of an elaborate review of the facts connected

with the drift and other post-tertiary deposits in Canada, by Dr.

Dawson, and mostly from his own observations. The number of

species of fossils collected from the post-tertiary beds of the St.

Lawrence and those of the coast of Labra ;

a mention of localities in this paper, is 205 ; of which 24 art' Li -

diates, 14c
'

a and 5 VerU brates, besides 10

of plants. Dr. Dawson observes that all, with three or four

exceptions, are northern or Arctic species, belonging in the case

of the marine species to depths from the littoral zone to 200

fathoms, and identical with those of the northern part of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Labrador coast. The ah
some amelioration of climate from the epoch of the oldest of the

deposits to that of the latest, and yet but little, as the cold La-

brador current continued to flow into the St. Lawrence Gulf and

River.

In connection, Dr. Dawson brings out the various ai

which appear to him to sustain the Iceberg-theory, and all who
are studying the subject will be int. pmc 1

', n ling them. He
closes his arguments with one of a personal nature : thai

views (which he does not discuss) of the advocates of the $*ast
theory, Da: their < itravagance '

largely t<» the overthrow or modification of the theory." The

writer would add that he has no objection to the challenge,

only refer the reader to a paper on the subject in this Journal for

March, 187H. In thi- ,, in the earlier referred

to by Dr. Dawson, it is observed that the glacial scratches over

the rocks of Canada directly north of New England
in direction with those south and southeast over the hi

of all New England ; showing that the ice-mass which did the

work of abrasion to the north con tin u< d . n itssoufh. i tw u i«' in-

to the ocean ; and proving, therefore, that the ice was that of a

glacier. This conclusion was further sustained by reference to

the fact, that while the glacier-mass had 8

course over New England, its under-surface often followed the

courses of various New England valh-vs. goin-- ways impossible

for icebergs. It was added that if all was the 'work of
the upper surface of the glacier must have been higher about the

mouth of the St. Lawrence (lat. 48°-50°) than it was far up

stream (lat. 45°-48°), or else the glacier would have moved north-

eastward down stream. Now Dr. Dawson mentions as .

drift transportation in the vicinity (

made by a movement tip stream (such a one as might in his view

have existed if the continent were deeply submerged and the >t.

Lawrence valley opened over the Lake region into the Missis-
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sippi valley). His facts thus prove that there was no movement

down stream, and therefore that, if the ice existed as a glacier, tt

dot ! igheBl about the mouth of the St. Lawrence. He thus sus-

tains the statement made in that paper, that any valley movement

of the bottom ice along the St. Lawrence valley must have been

one directed southwest or up stream. J. »• D.

5. Report of the Geological Survey "/the State of New Hamp-
shire, showing its year 1872 ;

by C. H. Hitch-

cock, Ph.D., State Geologist, etc. 1G pp. 8vo. Nashua, N. II.,

1873.—This report is a brief statement to the Secretary of State

of New Hampshire, of the plans of the State geologist wit

regard to the Final Report on the Surg-

ing to the statements, will treat first of

and include in this part a chapter by Professor Quimby on the

facts relative to the terrestiral magnetism of the State from his
le terrestirai n;ue Ilom 111C

and, secondly, of the Stratigi iphical Geol„g\

.

o be followed by observations on the elevaii. m

~ mountains, on Agricultural Geology, etc. Prof. Hitchcock

presents as t] he rocks of the State—(1) Fossil-

iferouB ILdu ar Littleton; (2) The Coos group

. taui Hte sel ist. mica schist, ela\ slate.

' • t tated for the most part neai tin

_; nearly continuously from Ma>saci

lome other parts of the State--

o-k I-. tl -/ l-ri • (-1 Areas of the

a slates, conglomerates oortn of Co-

lumbia and the other south of Stratford, a

along the Connecticut to Charles;
iTxronian ;

tains and other areas, made r r<> -Tluroi^an.

6. The /: ' •., Vin s and Mmmg :
b>

Rossiter W. 1Uym-.ni.. fl.-..; pp. svo. is7:<.-0n ]>:•-

• .^ - I . ... I .. i tice of Dr. Uaymond's third Report .

tatedfor L871. Thewriterwas

,1 also by the fact that the volume was trans:

:i: > "IhVial tVom \V:ishiii.n.»n, as the new volume oi th*

year. The contents are correctly stated, only the third was mis-

taken for the fourth report, the title of which is here given.

Th,s:
,

d»ntl^.vpnrt asinthepre-

Arizo„a. \ ,do, and Wyoming, form eacn a

separate chapter in Part I. The smelting

treatment of gold and silver ores by fusion-

of gold or, ,n of silver ores in pans

aid of chen tent of ores «»*»•
,. . v .

-' ' ' . "

The most i, ,., devoted to American
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schools of Mining and Metallurgy, in which the organization and

plans of instruction are given in detail of twelve of the most

important science Schools of the United States, a timely and

permanently useful thing to do.

7. Birds with teeth.—The first example of a bird with teeth

was described by Prof. Maksh, in the last volume of this Journal.

At the meeting of the Geological Society of June 25th, Prof. R.

Owen read a "Description of the Skull of a dentigerous Bird,"

which he named 0,/u„t,.j,U,->/j: toliapicus, that was obtained from

the London clay of Sheppey.

8. The Human Skeleton of the cave near Mentone.—A brief

notice of a memoir on this skeleton and its mode of occurrence

by A. Riviere is given in vol. iv, at page 241. The memoir has

been issued the present year by J. B. Baillere et Fils, Paris.

It extends to 64 pages 4to, and contains two excellent photo-

graphs, one of the skeleton, and the other, more enlarged, of the

cranium with the upper part of the skeleton. The author states

that the height of the man of Mentone was about l"85m., or 6'08

feet. It closely resembles the man of Cro-Magnon (Perigord di*

trict of France), whose height was probably over P80m. (5 ft,

1 1 in.), and also that of Grenelle whose height was about l-70m.

Calm x the length of the humerus 100, that of the tibia was 70-90,

while the same in the negro is 7
9
*4 8 for the male, 79*35 for the fe-

male : and in the modern skeleton of the laboratory of Anthropology
73-61. The forehead is full and high, and the facial angle 85 .

The skull is strongly dolichocephalic, because long, and not be-

cause narrow; and there is no prognathism or projection of the

9. Footprints in the Middle Coal Measures at Osage in Kan-
sas. Prof. Mudge has found at Osage about twenty different

•dabs with footprints. The impressions were made by f!

ent species, one or more I.abvrinthod.mts. and other-
true Reptilian. One of the former is about five inches broad.

Two of the latter had long slender tors, and one of the two was

eight inches long. The bed of rock—an excellent flagg
—contains also some marine fossils, showing that, when the tracks

were made, there was there a mud flat or shoal.—Kansas Com-
monwealth, Topeka, July 6, 1873.

10. Geologic il Survi'u >>f Kentucky.— The announcement w. 1

be received with great satisfaction that a < Geological Survey of

Kentucky is to be carried forward under the direction of Prof.

N. S. Shaler, of that State, now Professor of Geology in Harvard

College. Prof. Shaler will make the work tell on the progress of

- ience, and do1 lese on the welfare of the State.

11. Geological. Sur^./ <>f []!!>,,„>. — Mr. A. II. Won'-?:, thy

"-'It- head
, v of Illinois, writes to the edi-

tor- that the fifth volume of his Geological Report is in course of

puMi-ation. It is paloont , .logical, lik the three pr
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12. Stromatopora.—Dr. A. H. Nicholson, in the Ann. Mag. 1ST.

H IV xii, 89, has described as new four species ,»t Strut,, at /.>/•>

—one Upper Silurian and three Devonian—from Canada West,

and gives reasons for regarding these coral-like fossils as calcare-

m
u

V
°Ztescrizione Geologica aldV Isola cVElba, per sevire alia

Carta della medesima, di Igino Cocchi, Presidente del R. Comitato

Geologico d'ltalia. 172 pp. 4to, with many plates. Firenze,

1871.—Prof. Cocci agth the geolog-

ical structure of this most famous of iron-bearing lands, gives

various facts respecting its pn I icti i
-. and HI istratea the subject

with a colored geological map of the island.
m

.

14. The European Lobster, Palinurus vulgaris, in the Brighton

Aquarivm.—The tank containing the Spring Lobster or SeaCray-
'"

Palinurus rulaaris, at the Brighton Aquarium, Ko. 26, is

of the appearance, during the last few days, of hmumerable young.

hi late
m

our British Crustacea, »<** ,

Squilla, representing the Stomapodous instead of the fodoptnai-

mous order of their class ; it was thus described by Leach under

the name of Phyllosoma commune. The celebrated Belgian nat-

uralist, Prof. Van Beneden, was one of the first to establish the

identity of the- result of his prais. worthy

'

1

:^-;,r th
k the Brighton tlmks. In tins » Phyllosoma pb

ovate body is so remarkably transparent and flattenedic-.

even ^hen - gtb they can scarcely be (

pushed a1 I

»- numb r> n.m, \ < r\ tin*- < ^ imph- I' these Crustacea,

opmcii

type , tin K«val i He-eefSu

The specimens at the Ib-iu-ht,

their t

isible oi

egg are very sr

and although
,e,li,^v,!ye
swarming in

S;;£f:
"berried hen" s large
the collection

; ibi.ut a niT.utl'i Vu adjoining

teaming in a siimilar manner A-ith tl Le young of tllie Common c

fxture
l

J

e«if:.te;p
15. Mexicar, }i:„;.,

t

.'-/,"

'.'u'Mini

!

A'W...;;,,/..• -/y/

Ss'fiiK et A. It

Messieurs deS
other parts of the same ser

t

l

'^''iea'i'>l
ous memoir o

lished by de Saussure

^Cy^ l ''' iV the descriptioias there given. u*

,, : ,] fundamental cii:l
-
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pods, enumerates the species before published, and add
tions of new species ; hich are com-

plementary to the Mexican i':\<v,: \ e to illus-

trate the subject of geographic:! 1
, distribution. An extended

catalogue of American Myriapods is added to the work.

16. Bentham's Xoti.s i>„ th< '

'/, and Geo-

graphical ad most in-

teresting memoir. This commentary of the order Compositce, as

recently worked up in the new G<

pages of the 13th volume of the Linnean Society's Journal, and is

also separately issued, has table of contents, and four plates. One of

these illustrates the corollas, one the stamens, and a third the

styles of Composite ; the fourth exhibits the affinities of the tribes

by a diagram. A. G.

17. A. S. Oersted's Si/sten, <h:r J'ih:e, Lirhenen unci Algen. A
translation from the Danish into German, by A. Gr
J. Reij

Lower Cryptogamia, adapted to the use of ordinary classes or in-

dividual students desirous to find their way to a good general

knowledge of the structure and classification of Fungi, Zichenes,

and Algm. The wood-cuts are very striking and tell their story

frith great clearness. It is much to be wished that we had some-

thing of the sort in this country, in which there is an increasing

desire to study the Lower Crypto g

18. Catalogue of the Phcenogatnow and Vascular Cry; !

I'UmU <tf Canada and t}„ northeastern portion oj
'

st.it, tf ; l>y Allen H. Curtiss, Liberty, Bedford Co., Virginia,

duly, is 73*.—The portion of the U. S "included is thai coinprix 1

in Gray's Manual, with th, adddion ,,i' ?»I i«~. .i: rj and Minn -"!.

By careful management in plan ami typography, the whole

catalogue is comprised in eight large quarto pages, each of six

columns, and the geographical range is indicated by noting the

occurrence or not of each plant in the three most dissimilar dis-

tricts, viz: 1. Canada; 2. Illinois; 3. Virginia. The varieties

are enumerated, and the main synonyms. It is prepared especially

for use in botanical exchanges, by one of our most active and

keen botanists, has evidently cost very much time and care, and

it appears to be admirably adapted to its end. a. g.

19. A Botanical Index I,, di , M, .;; .,„,,/ /yfm ts
t
<Jbc.; by Allan

Pollock, druggist. 137 pp. 8vo. Kew York, 1873.—This is a new
edition, evidently prepared, with great care and thoroughness, of a

i'ul work, intended for druggists ; but the botanist can

I elsewhere so full a collection of popular names. There

l* first a list of officinal plants with the popular nam* -

the more proper one italicized; then one of popular names with

reference to the botanical name. In one instance a name is

wrongly given, evidently through a reliance on very old authority.
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th , tWHot -. muTosrop. a.,1
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observed every few minutes,.., atha a long* r «,
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ation of the spores (conidia)
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germination increase* steadily up to 22° andabove that di

at first steadily, then Avithout regularity. The rapidity of mycelial
growth rises continuously from the lower limit up to 2si ('., and
then falls wdth more or less regularity. The maximum raj lit

of the production of spores is reached" at 22° C. g. l. g.

*

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. On the sudden cooling of melted Glass and particular! ,/ on
"Rupert's Drops;" by V. de Littles.—The
• k Rupert's drops" the moment the ti in end is broken offhasbeen
hitherto attributed to the state of ;

;
,. interior.

It is supposed that the extern: i i tied by cool-

ing, while I he inner portions are still hot and much expanded, com-
pels the latter, to which it remains adheren.t, to retain a volume
greater than that to whir', thev would be reduced if the whole
drop ha i been cooled slowly; hence a state of unstable «

<i

winch is only maintained by the resistance of the outer layers; so
tii;i! *hei the thin end
or another portion of the drop, the state of equilibrium ceases and
bursting takes place.

The experiments whose results I have the honour to present to
the Academy seem to prove, on the contrary, that the effects in

question are chiefly due to the peculiar condition of the exterior
layers, and that the interior play no part, or only a secondary part,
in the phenomenon.
The mechanical actions by means of which the drops are ordina-

I'l'duce \ ibration- in tin u lass, the effect

"1 which it is impossible to appreciate. That is why, in this inves-

tigation, I have preferred to make use of fluohydri acid, tin action
oi which can be moderated at pleasure, and which permits us to
destroy at will, and u i , ortion we wish to

attack.

On suspending a Rupert's drop by a thread over a platinum ves-
<v

)
, " !i '' 1 ""^ nimhydric •.

i 1, in such a manner that the extrnnity
ii «iid dips into the liquid, we find thai wc can always dis-

solve the whole of the thin end without destroying the drop; but

>\ ll( '" the acid touches the origin of the neck (that is, the point oi

' Hio pair), equilibrium is always broken; the drop
- into :, great nun;'.. v of fragments, and in most in-

stances without explosion.
Reciprocally, the swollen part may be immersed in the acid, the

onum ol the neck and th. w!i de of flu- thin end b. lug kept oat of

t
! 'o li.piid; in this c ;l-e the drop d 'without

rupture, and the thin end r. n ibis >,•
, \\ v \-\, different drops

•:..: '
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These two experiments prove at once that the stability of the

drop is bound up with the existence of the origin of its neck, since

whenever it is preserved no disaggregation of the drop takes place.

Now it is known that chilled glass remains more expanded than

if it had been cooled slowly ; the exterior layers of the drop, more

strongly chilled, are more expanded than the interior layers, which

have occupied more time in cooling. We may therefore regard the

drop as formed by the superposition of layers of glass unequally

chilled and expanded, cemented to one another. The exterior
" '

i interior ones, can only yield to

s them if, through any cause

whatever, they are all at the same time set free to return to their

normal state of expansion.
It results, moreover, from the form of the drop, that all these

layers, unequally stretched, meet together at the origin of the neck
;

so that on destroying this the common point of resistance vanishes,

and these layers, the actions of elasticity of which are added to-

j displaced along the same directions and prodw

tion of the system.
If this supposition is'correct, one might make a drop bu

cutting it at the largt as to set fre<

e. or when we attempt to saw i

takes place as soon as a little more than half of the thickness has

been attacked.

Another consequence ofthis ] ie vitreous mole-

cules will be displaced in a
..-ceding to tne

manner in which rupture takes place. This displacement should oe

greater for the ex ; i erior layers, which are less

expanded; and i
f ; " "' f >'/ i"^,- -tlw, e,.nt-r:!l nortions. whtci

'
it all or bu1

lesinapla

.dilated nearer to the center.

>e less and less so as thev an farther from the surface, so «,,«...

Aerthe rupture this plane section ivill l.a^e the appcaranc,

""> surface fonmd <n Iml ihs ot ^.w, arM.utr.rit.,.

krinkage on all sid--,: mi ih. tired .11 -i " '
summits ol tnes

"Us of eoiu'x w ii
" '

i:
' the thin end be broken off, the shrinking will be toward tne

>«N\ and all the summits of the cones w
tni end. Ji the explosion be caused

That this is what in far; happens 1 have ascertained by op. i.'.i ->A

V hv """owing manner. 1 tit some Rupert's drops inj:>iasie ,

!rjng only a little m< >re t h- * f, t
" ' '

^hich is left protruding, I immerse in rluohydne acid. I Ik-

ortremities the unequally chilled layers of glass. This is,

hat takes placewhen the large end of the drop i

not been chilled at all or but verv little. Consequently, on consid-

ering the molecules in a oiaue transverse section of the drop the

eccentric molecules, belonging to the more expanded lay. rs, wnl ';
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ment the neck is attacked the drop is disaggregated, with or with-

sion ; and the fragments constitute, by their grouping, a

series of conic assemblages encased one within another and ha- mg
1 1„ i:- summit tow ard the thin end. On sawing the big end, the

summits have the opposite direction ; and if the drop is sawn m
the middle, the two opposite arrangements are observed on the

two sides of the incision. Operating while the plaster is i'lv-h.

we can easily detach the fragments of the drop and establish all

the results I have stated.

These facts demonstrate that in the drop the glass is in no pe-

culiar condition other than that which arises from the unequal ex-

pansion resulting from the difference of cooling.

Analogous phenomena are presented by thick glass rods which

a>e ehiiled naturally by cooling in the air at the moment of their

fabrication. When these rods (which have always some curva-

ture) are heated at one end, it sometimes happens that they break

along their whole length, the fracture being conic and a< a ul.r.

I am indebted to the kindness of M. Friedel for a fine s,

this kind. The tubes obtained by letting melted glass flow m
threads of more or less thickness into water possess in a high de-

gree the explosive properties of Rupert's drops. They bave al-

most always the form of cork-screws, on account of the

expansion of the upper layers; and dipping the extremi'

bydric add is sometimes sufficient to cause an instantaneous explo-

sion, with the same characters as in the fracture. In fine, the lumps

of glass which remain at the extremities of the canes by means<«

which the tubes are drawn have the form of large Rupei
and are of considerable weight, \'\ bed from the

cane they are in the condition of a drop of whi 1

been sawn ; during their cooling n

off splinters with violence; and their fracture lb Ldenti

of the small drops broken at the big end. A fragment of ';
H
'..j

t

these large drops, which I had brought from the works ..; dJL

A p pert at La Villette, presented an interesting phenomenon :
on

slightly squeezing it between my finger and thumb, a considerable

di-enu-au-ement ,,f heat was produced; the temperature rose t«. a<';«it

40° C. This confirms the results obtained by M. Dufour concerning

the heat disengaged during the explosion of Rupert's drops.

The existence of layers cooled with un.-.pial suddenness m tin-

thickness of the glass "affords an explanation of the I-'

hiss. In fact we may suppose that, on account

heat-conductivity of glass, a very thin layer at the surface is, hvni

whatever cause, cooled with sufficient suddenness to be to a **j*3

different state of expansion from that of the layers ben
least shaking, or the slightest change of •

it to break; and the fissure will be propagated in the mass of tne

glass: exactly the same thing takes place when a crack snow*

itself on pottery the glaze of which has been ill com".
Compttus liemfiis de. rAc'flemn <?<:.< Srt'mces, vol. lxxvi, pp. 346

349.—Phil. Mag., June, 1873.
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2 Deep Sea Exploration on board" The Challenger.
1 '~X"furc

of July 24 and 31 contains No. IV and V of letter- from W y, ilh-

Thomson. A sounding on the 15th of March of 450 fathoms, off

Sombrero, bi rina mud, with broken 8h«

ose of pteropods. In oth
' u tms and

1,000 fathoms similar results were obtained. Several spun-.- ••!

the Hexactinellidaa were procured, closely allied to those in mod-

I sep water off the coast of I

'

>
coral*

'near >'. ,/,//,,//»/* of B.mrtah's; crn-tv. ;.-i- r. mvd
-titute of eyes, one named . 1

.-

JaWW
: >».-,<* nearly 5 inches long. Le:

.March toward the Cuh bra passage^aml sounding t
1 " ""

shells. They secured also

ml, Rhizncrinus Lofoten.

Xulenia varispina, besides many corals, theiqnna, D M1UBt ,;1 """'

j described by Pourtah s, :In<l the sponge Hyalonemaby Pourtales, and the sponge Hyalot

resembling the //. Lunitanicnm and II SiJ-^l-

appearance and the arrangement of its parts.
_

March 26, nearly 90 miles south of St. Thomas, in la t. 19

41' N., long. 65° r W., they sounded again in 3,875 fathoms.

The bottom brought up in tbe tube was reddish, the upper layer

of it the most so! The dredge was also used; it brought up a

, mottled with ml: thorite, p rtmn < iVerv. - n , ine y

>ting a few small foraminifers of both the calc:

is kinds, showing the paucity of life at extre

day, tbe 27th, they sounded in

ceous kinds, showing the paucity of life at extreme depths, in

day, the 27th, they soun
2,960, and on the 29th in 2,e

;o paucity of life, but in the last bringing i

he calcareous clement beincr nearly wantim
;ends for 1,900 miles between the ternaries ;

April 4th, the expedition reached the Bonn
3. Petroleum of Upper /**,W*.-Tlus »

't Y,y.,
! „,gv..„„ u; andVa^an. There are a

tnndred and fifty wells worked at Yeynangj
rf.oil estimated as deliverable from these

laily, of which 10,000 viss is taken by the

,] 5.000 viss l.y_tTie

;'> 1'pper Burmah. The total yi

fells, and wells 'that produce very small qua

are about fifty wel -

. , . ....
:

.

these wells is obtained in a more liq

naphtha. It is of a brackish nature, and i; bet

than the YeI purposes than the \ eynangyo
th-oil in Upper Burmah now p
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4. India-rubber or Caoutchouc of Upper Burmah.—The esti-

mated number of trees, which are chiefly situated in the Bhamo
and Mogoung districts, is 400,000. They thrive best in damp,
moist soil, :iud in thi k fores s, slmd\ amfn ol. Tin '

to a height of from 50 to 100 cubits, being from 15 to 20 cubits in

girth at the base (in! ith roots creeping over

the gri rand for some distance. They are fit for tapping when from

6 to 10 years of age, at which time they are from 15 to 20 cubits

in height and 3 cubits in girth.

When the time for tapping arrives, incisions are made in the

trunks of the trees and in the r.">;« above ground. Hollow bam-

boo cups, about 14, foot in length, sloped and pointed similar to a

})! , n d pen, ar< then is. I in the incisions and receive the

uce or milk. Three or four hundred of these bamboo re-

ceptacles are inserted in each tree. The tapping is continued for

about a month, after which time it is discontinued and the wounds
allowed to heal. At the expiration of another month the trees

Water is boiled in large iron pans, and the juice of the tree is

iekens, and subsequently is dried

The India-rubber so obtained is being brought into local use for

covering water-buckets, baskets and boxes as a substitute for

The existence of the India-rubber tree in Upper Burmah does

not appear to have been known, or, at any rate, it did not attract

, until somewhat recently, when three Europeans. Messrs.

10 were employed at the jade stone

forced to look and the forests for a

-Miller, Marshall and Henri,
mini's, were forced to look
substance that would effectually repair a diving appai...
they used in working for jade stone. Tiiev found India-rubber and

repaired the apparatus. 'The existence and value of the juice was

then brought to the notice of the King, and Mr. Henri is now em-

ployed in tapping the trees and preparing the juice. Some 70,000

vis- ol' India-rubber was brought iYo: , M, ... ; ig '

ist year. I my'
self -aw 30 or 40 cart-loads of it entering the palace
I !>;<: r i Mirinah could produce 2 or :u)0 tons of this useful substance

per annum.—Ibid.
5. The Lalande Medal to Prof. Watson, Aio/ust Int.— i'l'01 -

•Tames ('. Watson, of the University of Michigan, who
of the Observatory at Ann Arbor, has received a g<

i im by the Institute of France for valuable aa

«. The Ann Arbor Register gives a descri]
and -ays: "The medal was awarded to Prof. Watson by the
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balance of the sum appropriated by the Institute for the medal.

It is exquisitely wrought and has on one side a bust of Minerva

in half relief, surrounded by the words: ' Institut Imperial de

France, Constit. Art. lxxxviii.' The other side has inclosed in a

massive wreath the following words :
' Academie des Sciences,

Prix d'Astronomie, fondation Lalande, James Craig Watson,
1869.'"

6. Meteoric iron.—The mass of meteoric iron which was found

at Neuntmannsdorf, in Saxony, in December last, weighing twenty-

five pounds, has been bought by the Museum at Dresden.

7. Pre-Historic Maces of the TliiteJ Status of America ; by
J. W. Foster, LL.D. 8vo, pp. 415. Chicago, 1873: D. C. Griggs

& Co.; London : Trtibner & Co.—This interesting volume reached

us in the same week which brought the sad tidings of the

death of the author, already announced on page 160 of this vol-

ume. It is no doubt much the most important of Col. Foster's

works. The subject had long engaged his attention, and his own
researches have added impoi dosioiM respecting

this department of ethn- •;..- v. The subject is treated in twelve

chapters: I. Anti u nces in Europe. II. The

same-Evidences in the United States. III. The Mound Build* n
-The Geographic;!

1

, d-iril-uti-n .-f tlu ir works. IV. Shell-hanks

—Their Geographical di-iributlon. V. Mounds and Enclosures.

VI. The Mound Builders- :
ufactures. VII.

Ancient Mining by the Mound Builders. VIII. Crania of the

^"iind Builders. IX. Manners and Customs as the basis of Ethnic

relations. X. Who were the Mound Builders ? XL The Unity of

the Human Race. XII. Chronometric measurements as applied

to the Antiquity of Man. There are 72 illustrations on wood,

largely drawn from materials now for the first time brought to-

gether. The style of the text is animate:! ana generally in good
taste. Ample references to ci

r. are given, and

mere compilation* but bears*the marL of the' hand of an original

observer. The mechanical execution of the work does credit to

new Chicago. H:,dV«- \.v\,-v liv.-l to revise his woik for a

second edition, he would undoubtedly have eliminated some errors

°f the press and some slips of the pen, which the careful reader

will oote in perusing the volume. TT
,

,;i
- Mittheilunaen

'

<h r ,h nts<>h, n G,.sdls h,,ftfu.r Xatur un<? T <,-

keshmde Ostnsiens.—Herausgegeben von dem Vorstande. 1st

Heft. 26 pp. Small foL May, 1873. Yokohama, Japan.— i ins

Publication is the first number of the Transactions of a scientific

^ciety in Japan—a Deutsche Gesellschaft. The number contains

phalopod

Point at the hinder extremity,
186 centimeters (6 feet 1 inch;

s, and l

The^iength""of "the Ommastrephes, from i
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to the mouth. The longer of the eight arms measured 197 centi-

meters or nearly 6| feet.

10. Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Vol. I,

No. 2, 1873.—The contents of this second number of the

are Descriptions of new species of Fungi by C. H. Peck, (occupy-
' IgeofK A. Moths, by

by A. R. Grote. The

number contains two excellent lithographic plates containing

hVun- of Moths.

The President of this Society is George W. Clinton, LL.D.

;

the Vice-Presidents, H. Chandler, G. E. Hayes, and S. S. Rogers;

the Corresponding Secretary, L. F. Harvey, M.D.
11. Academy of Sciences of France.—Of the elections men-

tioned on page 159, the first was in place of Prof. Agassiz, who

had been advanced from the list of Foreign Correspondents to

that of Foreign Associates ; the second, in place of M. Pictet of

Geneva, deceased, and the third in place of M. Pouchet, deceased.

12. German Association of Naturalists and Physicists.---The

40th meeting of this association will be held this year at Wies-

tber 18th.

13. British Associ.ition for tin Idvancement of Science.—Dr.

Joule, of Manchester, the president-elect of the year, being

unable to be present at the coming meeting of the Association,

owing to the state of his health, Dr. A. W. Williamson of Uni-

Wwity College will probably be chosen to the office of President.

14. The French Association for the Advancement of &

The annual session was appointed to be held at Lyons, during the

week commencing August-21.

Gustav Rose.*—This distinguished mineralogist died
duly lo, in the 76th year of his age. In him Germany .

have lost a wise and nobleman,—conceded by all to be ;

his science among the learned men of Germany. He was the

younger brother of Ileinrich Rose, the chemist, and the youngest

of four sons of Valentin Rose, who was Assizor in the " Ober-

Medieum" of Berlin; and grandson of Valentin Rose

tbe < Ider. discoverer of the "RoseVhen" metals, lie early lost

h father, and his excellent mother looked after the culture oi

four sons, whose youth fell upon hard and trying times. All four

brothers served their country in the war for freedom. Gusto*.

born on the 18th of March, 1798, and 17 vears old at the date »*

the battle of Waterloo, did not go into that battle, but made the

march under arms from Berlin to Orleans.
At first devoting hinwdf to engineering, he fell -i

t\-\cv. During his convalc^ence he gave himself to scientific pur-

suits, and this, as well as ti e influema of his broth, r Il-

ium to leave engineering and devote bin
He went to Stockholm where Heinrich was already working under

* From the German of Prof, vom Rath, of Bonn.



Austria. In the year 1829, he made, with Humboldt and Khren-

berg, the famous tour to the Ural and Altai Mountains and the

Caspian Sea, and beyond to the borders of China, a journey
which first made known the mineralogical resources of the exten-

sive Russian Empire. His researches on his native soil were con-

fined to the Silesian Mountains.
G. Rose was the first in Germany to use the reflecting g< I

in accurate measurements of the angles of crystals, lie took an

active part in the researches which led Mitscherlich to the impor-

v try of isomorphism. His work covered all d« pa

ralogy, the form and combinations of crystals, physics in

cations to crystallized substances,, the chemical constitu-

tion of minerals, and their artificial formation. He was the great

master in the art of crystallographic drawing. The science of the

on of minerals in rocks, petrography, originated with
him. He was also the first to teach us the method ol •

rocks by means of thin microscopic sections mounted on glass

slides, in which minerals invisible to the unaided eye are dis-

With a special predilection he devoted himself to the study of

meteorites, those wonderful bodies whi< h reach the earth from the

depths of space. With his keen penetration he discovered the

structure of the iron meteorites and the mineral components of
'

,

in a cosmic atom, and in the solid crust of the earth.

It is woit!,\ ,,t i mi ik (h,t ins li«i miiitni u i diM.»\tn -

were made not always cm rare bodies, but often on those which

v and were- common in collections. An ex-

ample of this is his recoumition ,,{" right ;r !

crystals by their exterior forms ; the complex t w in ciy -

same species, etc The secret of his success was that In- md
not observe simply form, but all t:

4 the fPf
l

*

Ie «
:
when searelnn, I"' w,,

;

lt
"

.

"• b the wide range of facts could serve as a key to the solu-

tion of the difficult problem before him. During his later years

ms researches were devoted to the
k> kim; ol - •

nes, tin dia-

mond. Few mineralogists would have thought that the .1;am od

yet offered unsolved problems. In his anxiety that his work
should not be lost to science only twenty-four hours before his

death he dictated to his son the results of his latest researches,

of the diamond was nor attained bv him; hut lie was m-ar.vacn-

lng his aim. His lite, in th unlit' and a tiou, reflected ,,:i
.
»s

maxim « Pertransibunt multi, sed augebitur seientia. He was
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true student of nature, an eminent and effective worker for the

ess of science and the exposition of the system of nature.

. 3 can scarcely find a better example than in Gustav Kose of

the joy from a growing knowledge of nature lasting to the even-

Li., .kins' back over his long life, he saw how many

dark paths of science had been followed out and made clear. This

.,! higb hop .

- You will yet have more

light.*' he said to the young. "Much must perish, but science will

continue to increase." lie saw his co-workers and best friends,

Mitscherlich, Magnus, Haidinger, above all, his brother lleinrirh,

called from i'-. i loneliness

fill.-il him with pain. Still he rejoiced in the thought of how much

science had been advanced by the common efforts of his departed

friends. Tims his spirii < xhibited the uncommon spectacle of

augi-mming cheerfulness to life's close. Three years since it was

decile. 1 to celebrate his " Doktor-Jubilaum," on the occasion of

his completing a half century as an instructor. He never sought

honors, but nevertheless all honors fell to his share. When bfl

was made Knight of the Order pour la merite, he considered the

is too great for him.

Imperishable is the memory which Gustav Rose has left. Not

only imperishable, but a memory that is living and active in tae

hearts of all who knew him. In his science and his many-sided

r. hiti ns i-,, life, lie had no enemy, no opponent, no envy, no evn-

wisher to disturb him. lie lived' in a profound peace, of which his

eyes were the speaking witness, whose peculiar soul-full outlook

astonished all with whom he spoke. What is often so hai

best men, to live in peace and friendship, was allow.

As he always strove to judge from a sense of the good, the true

and the beautiful, so he expected the same judgment from others.

He recognized in the efforts of others only the good. If words

and deeds did not accord with his views, he did not atl

others evil motives—and thus he won to himself the love and

respect of all who came in contact with him.
Gustav Rose, in his life, as well as in his science, has

example hard to imitate. Until the 11th of July he still gave his

lectures. Notwithstanding his -real debiiii v,—feeling, he say-.

"as if I had climbed the "Hummerh h" and the " Lowenburg,
-"

he wrote in the evening a long scientific letter, i Los

words " Rest will do us good; we will go again to our

ters in Friedrichshafen ; would we were there now I"

had he closed the letter when he was seized with a

monitory symptom of pneumonia, which, in less then four days,

ended the life of the best of men.
Now rests from its work the hand srhich melded I

with strength, and with exquisite delicaev drew the .'

crystal figures ; and from their work rest the eyes which saw the

snowy summits of the Altai, and distinguished the " matt" and the

anzend " on the surfaces of rock-crystals. Peace to his ashes.

Blessed are the peacemake
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AET. XXVI.—Anniversary Address of the President ix> the

Linnean Society, May 24, 1873.

The anniversary address this year before the Linnsean So-

ciety was devoted to some considerations growing out of " the

recent progress of the study of Vegetable Anatomy and Physi-

ology." It is interesting to notice how topics of this sort are

handled by a consummate systematic botanist who has never

paid attention to vegetable anatomy and physiology, either for

their own sake or as a professional expounder, but who appre-

ciates their bearings upon his own department of the science.

Mr. Bentham's address opens with the following passages :—

"I have been struck with the observation made by more than

one critic in this country, and commented upon in some foreign

journals, that we in England are in this respect some way be-

hind our continental neighbors—that, for instance, the most

important investigations and consequent discoveries relating to

sexual propagation, am1
-
1

plants and microscopic ;

Germany—and that we -«,
what the Germans are pleased specially to distinguish by the

fme of Scientific Botany and Zoology. Without a
for a moment that there is less of science in the study of the

comparative anatomv, the mutu, I

" l
lie™ "at"

ural arrangement, and the geogra

that of microscopic structure, we

may acknowledge that there may be some truth in the remaric

that, with few exceptions, we have not excelled m that long,

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 34,-Oct., 1873.
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patient, and tedious devotion to one subject of limited extent

fr< >:u which such discoveries have usually resulted ; and the fact

may be, in some measure, the result of our social habits and

ideas. Our early education, the whole tendency of oui

ejenendlv directed to the means of advancement in the world,

if not alw:: income, at any rate to the raising

of our social position in the eyes of those amongst whom we

live. If the enormous increase in our commercial and indus-

trial wealth be carefully investigated, it will be found to be m
many respects deeply indebted to the recent progress of pure

natural science ; and yet the necessary study of that pure science

will neither enrich the one who would devote himself to it, nor

vet raise him in the estimation of his neighbors and a--

whilst it may seriously interfere with his means of bringing up

his family, reduced as they become by the rapid increase in the

expense of living. We have not in this country those numer-

ous small professorships, or government or municipal places in

provincial towns, which give to a man of modest requirements

sufficient leisure steadily to carry on his researches year after

year without interruption. Content with what he has thus

secured, many a contii

vancement ; he requires no relaxation but perhaps a few weeks

in summer spent at a bathing-place ; he seeks his reward m the

publication of the results of his labors in Transactions or Jour-

nals, or a favorable report, withoi

;

ate on pecu-

niary results. If we had any such places in this country, few

Englishmen could be found to sit down in them to rest and be

satisfied ; and it has required some moral courage in those of our

young men who, having enough to live upon, with a passion

rorsoienee, have for its sake renounced all attempts to climb

round after round on the social ladder. We have had, however,

and still have such men. With all our social drawbacks we

have contributed our fairshare to the progn sa i d I

as of physical, mathematical, and other sciences. We have had

our Robert Brown, and long before him our John Ray. Among
our living zoologists and comparative anatomists I could name

those who yield nothing to any of their continental rivals ;

and

above all we must remember that it is an Ku-lishman who has,

in this nineteenth century, brought about as great a n

in the philosophic study of organic nature, as that
effected in the previous century by the immortal Swede. Witn

such names as Linnteus and Darwin, the northern Dal

well hold their own in the presenee ,, r
' anv scientific celebrities

of Central Europe."
J

" In considering these observations it may not be uni i

to keep in mind a perceptible difference between our two grew

scientific neighbors, the French and tin- Germans. Excelling "
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method, the French are unrivalled in clearness of exposition in

Natural History, as in Mathematics, Jurisprudence, Philosophy,

and other abstruse subjects. With a great readiness to seize the

general bearings of the several facts or points they have before

them, they will at once organize them into systems or theories,

often successfully ; but they may be sometimes apt too readily

to admit into these systems and theories elements which they

have not verified, or not to wait for a sufficient confirmation by

repeated observations of the original facts upon which they were

founded. On the other hand, method and exposition are not

among the distinguishing characters of German naturalists
;
they

have had no Jussieu, no De Candolle, i

practically owe the greater number of important (r, . r„
pilations, Genera and Species, Nomenclature and indexes, Bee

ords, &c, equally requiring steady labor, with results not bril-

liant, but useful. Again, if the French are good theorists, the

Germans are great speculators. If French theories may some-

times be found defective in detail, so German imagination is

apt to wander too far from the facts from which it started And
this comparison of French method and German detail, of h rencn

theory and German speculation, will probably be found exem-

plified not only in their physiological researches and elemental}

works, but also in their monographs and other systematic pub-

lications. You learn more rapidly from a Frenchman ;
the brer-

man supplies you with more materials for study; and thus 3 on

derive equal benefit from both. "
•

The most important portion of the address is that which

relates to

The questions 0/ (h, unnspo 1 an <>' " !>/-"fV™^"
tant ^estion in' ogy, first fought forwairi

h Robert Brown, and a subject of much ^oversjm la e

times, the gymnospermv of Conifers and their f"g™
gently been placed in a somewhat new light by a German

Physiologist The nucleus and. later, the >ee<
l
,r°Perj™^ '•

;

the embryo and its albumen) are in tl
.

-' 1' "^V.
1

,

1

.
.'V,,,

,

fewer envelopes than in any other phsenogams. 3Kun ...

chlamyds or Monocotyledons have no perianth or stamens 10

^ent alone cover, t' , nuch is. H- l^"-
,

a
.

tter
1 Ĉ J that

^ simple or d«
.responded to that 01
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ovule and seed in other Dicotyledons, and that Conifers have

no ovary, style, or stigma.* Lindley observed, in 1845 (and

left the observation unaltered in 1853), that 'about the accu-

racy « >f this view there is at this time no difference of opinion.

Since then, however, Payer, and his disciple Bullion, founding

their conclusions upon organogenesis, have asserted that it is

the seed-integument, not the carpellary envelope, that is defi-

cient a view whieh has been supported by Parlatore and

others, refuted by Hooker, Caspary, Eichler, and others, and

.a up by Prof. Strasburger, of Jena, after a series of

careful and detailed organogenetic observations, combined with

genealogical, or, as they term it, phyfogenetical considerations,

in a remarkable essay entitled < Die" Coniferen und die Gneta-

ceen.' In the attempt to reconcile views apparently so opposite,

taken by naturalists whom we should all consider of high au-

thority, we must, perhaps, in some degree, take also into account

a certain bias which may be observable on either side. From

the well-known accuracy of Brown's observations and the sound-

ness of his views in every department of botanical science he

entered into, there is a great disposition on the one side to rely

absolutely on his conclusions ; whilst on the other hand, French

organogenesists, having broached theories which have proved ot

great importance in various homological questions, have been

but too ready to set them up against all authority, without sul-

ficient verification of detail. Id the present case this verification

of detail has been supplied by Strasburger, who has combined

it with general considerations now first brought to bear on the

gymnospermy of Conifers. He proves to be an ardent disciple

of Hackel, the greatest amongst Germanizers of Darwinism.

The testimony in favor of the derivative origin of forms and

organs has certainly received large accessions from the German

accuracy and copious details of Hackel and his followers, but

at the same time has been the occasion of a free display of Ger-

man imagination, as I hope presently to show, in considering

ger's views of the homologies of Conifers, in conjunc-

tion with some parts of Hackel's last great work, the Monograph

of Calcisponges.

"In the first place, we must be careful to consider what we

mean by homologies of organs. They are of two kinds :—U)
the homology of the several appendages to the axis of one and

the same plant, which in zoology may be compared to the ho-

mology of the front and hind limbs or of the several vertebras

r, in a journal which had but very httle

lown till attention was called to tnenw

Camel in 1865. Strasburger quotes the passage (with &

p. 174 of hia "Coniferen."



' the wing of a bird with the fore-leg of a quadruped.

To the former class belong the various much-vexed questions

on the distinction between axis and appendages, arising in the

consideration of the flowers of Conifers as of many other or-

ders ; but it is the latter class with which we are now more

specially concerned in relation to Brown's gymnospermous

theory/ In his time this homology of organs was determined

solely by their similarity in position, development, structure,

and other characters, as observed in the plants compared: m
1

' ts have to take into account the evi-

ditary derivation from a correspond-

1 parent, or of their being an early stage of

development of organs which have further progressed in planta

to which their own race are supposed to have given birth. It

is in this respect chiefly that the arguments put forth by Stras-

burger differ from those of his predecessors. But whilst giving

him every credit for his patient and persevering elaboration of

details, we cannot but s.v in Ins derivative arguments much of

pun l\Pi Liiiuwi vthij . ithv» [1 att. -Kdewdenoes. When
in the higher races of phsenogamous plants we meet with ertami-

iodia ( irpi I i o thei rudim. it in ot mom «mis

we may justly, with Darwin, conclude that they are the hered-

itary representatives of organs normally perfect in a

race, but which, in consequence of other adaptations oi the Gen-

eral economy of the plant, have, in the course of successive

generations, become useless and gradually reduced or a. most

ted, if not modified so as to perform different functions.

So when we find in a species, or group of species, some one

organ specially modified in adaptation to special purposes, ana

thus differing'or progressing from the forms prevalent in the

genus or order to which it belong, without retrogrosu.n u.

other respects, and if we allow no fallacy to creep m as to wnat

we mean by progress or retrogression, we may perhaps conclude

that vv,. have at the same rime a -,,< -iall

modified desemida.it- of the rao- it has sprung from But it is

hard to be!, >ad any such solid

for his argument that the envelope of the nucleus of Conifers

M genetically the same as the carpellary envelope of tb

3 not,asfaTas] can learn, -

this envelope is the reduced representative of organs more per-

fect in previous races ; for the presumed ancestors

- m pt„,,-amm. He n >ts >olely upon the supposition i

envelope in Con, f.u.i-th. lii-i m» >"'>*»' " /" "

,. descendants, thj

Gnetacea3, and perfected in th. carpels of their ultimate progeny,,
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the higher Dicotyledons. But there seems to be very little be-

yond pure imagination upon which to found such a supposed

and many reasons present themselves against the be-

lief that the higher Dicotyledons can have descended from Gne-

tacae or Gnetaceae from Conifers, or that Conifers 'ever produced

any races now existing out of their own order. As a postulate

under the Darwinian theory, we may allow all to have had their

origin in a common parent. We may also, from the soanty

evidenees supplied by Tertiary and Cretaceous remains, believe

that the parent races of some of our species, or perhaps genera,

may have remained unchanged to the present day in company

with their modified offspring. Even of two nearly all

one may be more altered from the common stock than the other,

and may he thus in a vague sense said to be derived from it and

therefore more modern. Thus Cycadese may be supposed to be

more ancient than Conifers, Araucariae more ancient tl

groups of Conifers
; but the common parent of Conifers, Gne-

tacese, and other low Dycotyledons belong to an age so remote

as to have left no visible trace to guide us in our conjectures.

"From such conjectures, however, as have been indulged in by

phylogenesists, I gather that the supposed earliest progenitor of

the plant-races was a simple organism multiplying by internal

growth and division, that at a later stage, besides growth in

various directions with a tendency to radiation, sexual elements

had arisen, at first, perhaps, without other arrangement than

their proximity, h rd the more

>me of the principal courses

f the indefinite! v growing

axis or of one of its branches, and of the male on the appen-

dages—the adaptation ol the appendages t<> the various pur-

poses of vegetation, of protection to the sexual elements, or <">*

assisting them in their functions—the separation of the male

from the female element, &c I see no arguments to oppose to

these different modes of gradual progress by means of natural

selection through a long succession of untold generations ;
but

they cannot have followed the same sequence in all races o*

plants. In some the separation of sexes may have Ioi

ded the development of floral envelopes ; in most of r
'i

Phaenogams the reverse has been the case. Phyllotaxy oas

become highly developed in several Cryptogams, while in some

Phaenogams, far advanced as to sexual apparatus, the foliar sys-

tem has remained in arrear. But in none of these course- i
;

v

we any evidence of retrogression. We have no more reason to

believe that sexes once separated are brought together again m
future generations than that cellular plants should descend from
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those in which the vascular system has been perfected.* And
v.'T we must believe this if we admit Strasburger's pedigrees.

\Vc must suppose that rae< s. alter liuving once secured the acl-

i
, lT _, of l( tni tl -.

L

> ir. tu -ii of the two sexes and undergone

B »uit< d to their w ;
arate n .piirements, have again

i t r o 1 t their primitive state of sexual proximity, and com-

menced a to1 ries of modifications destined to

counteract the evil effects of that proximity. A much more

simple hypothesis would be that Conifers separated from the

common stock before the development of floral envelopes, the

higher Dicotyledons before the separation of the sexes. The

tent of the vegetative organs, or phyllotaxy, had prob-

ably acquired considerable perfection before the separation ot

either of these primary classes of Dicotyledons; for we haye

the vertieillate aiTaimvinnit in alternating whirls hi hrni'lu.

Efhrc-dn. (a. •',,,.. ('„!,,. „, r lu*, Iliftnms. and many others

: to the most widely separated natural i

opposite and decussate leaves in various gen

Gmetacese, as well as in numerous orders, whether of Monochla-

>r Polypetal»; and in Conifers, as in the

higher Dicotyledons, the whorled or decussate arrangement is

variously broken up ir
But the reproductive organs having at that early stage taken

the two directions of total separation of the sexes in the one

and their union in the other within a set of floral envelopes,

their progress was thenceforth in different directions and homol-

ogy in a great measure disappeared. In Conifer* tin- i

>• tio'n of the sexes and fertilization through the agency ot

wind being established, natural selection would only promote

the development of such floral envelopes as

for protection and would not int.

cess, and would necessarily be very different in the male and in

the female flowers. Ae-.dnmh -me .rear point e^,-

Stasburger and others is, that' in" Conifer* andGnetace* there is

no homology between the male and the female flowers, intne

I cotyledons the male elements took their place, wound

the females, and axial appendages would be early established or

controlling fertilization or maturation, all of which

ments would become more and more complicated as tb

came to be benefited by cross fertilization through insect anu

other external agencies. ,„ ;mam simplified by partial abortions

_ ain perfected, is no

["female Euphorbiaceous

iaphroditism.
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as the same purposes came to be answered by more or less per-

fect unisexuality or other means.
" If, then, we are right in concluding that Gnetaceae cannot

have descended from Conifers nor the higher Dicotyledons from

Gnetacese, though all may have descended from a common stock,

we cannot but think that Strasburger has failed in proving any

genetic homology in their floral envelopes. The question

returns, therefore, to its old phase, to be determined by morphol-

ogy, position, and functions.
" First, as to morphology. In phaenogamous plants, immedi-

ately around or among the sexual elements the outgrowths from

the "floral axis are of two kinds, either continuous and uniform

or oblique all round the axis, or arising in several separate parts

:

. the former are regarded sometimes as mere axial developments,

sometimes as exceptionally single and one-sided foliar organs

;

the latter as appendages or leaf-organs, forming part of the

general phyllotaxy of the plant To the former class would be

referred discal excrescences and ovular integuments, to the lat-

ter carpellary elements. Strasburger shows that the disputed

envelope in Conifers most frequently, though not always, ap-

pears at an early stage in the shape of two more or less

opposite protuberances, that it is consequently foliar.
|

of the phyllotaxial system of the plant, not axial nor exception-

ally monophyllous and unilateral, and that it is therefore ottpd?

la rv. not ovular.
:> But here we have another element of uncertainty, which has

recently been the subject of much controversy, and to which I

shall presently revert. The limits between axial dilatations and

regularly formed appendages are not always definite, and occa-

sionally are wholly obliterated ; and the present case may be

included amongst those in which the distinction is ambigu-

ous. Morphologically the seminal envelope of Conifers shows

a tendency to enter into the general phv 3 1 < > 1 axial system of the

plant; but in several genera it retains the characters of an axial

dilatation, or, as Strasburger interprets it, a single leaf. In Gne-

turn there is a double inner integument, which he considers en-

tirely ovular or seminal and moiiophvllous. whilst the outer one

•is, according to his view, rarpellarv, collating of two leaf-

organs in conformity with the general phyllotaxy ; but he ad-

mits (p. 119) that the outer one of the two ovular integuments is

traversed by bundles of vc.-eK Mmilar to those of the external

carpellary envelope, and "only affords a further proof of the

morphological connection of the two.
" In position, the integument of the Coniferous nucleus ap-

pears to me to be similar to that of the ovular envelope of the

higher Dicotyledons, close around and on the axis i

by the nucleus, not that of the carpellary leaves, which are on
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axis. Whatever be the theoretical origin of the
" the axil

'the central axis,

its funicle, which bears the integument as well as the nucleus,

is ;, branch, and therefore a secondary axis, and not the main

axis of the flower, on which are placed the carpellary leaves.

"In function, the integument in question is purely ovular and

seminal, the protection of the nucleus and embryo, not that of

the carpellary leaves of the higher Dicotyledons, which bear

each a sepa

;

ratus for the reception and trans-

mission of the pollen-tubes to the nucleus. This, however, is a

purely adaptive character, whose chief value is in respect of

practical terminology.
"The result of the above considerations as to the homology of

the integument of the nucleus of Conifers as compared with

those of the higher Dicotyledons, if I have put them thirty,

would therefore be, that genetic homology docs not exist, mor-

phological homology is vague and doubtful, position indicate!

rather that of the ovular or seminal than of the earpe

.teguments, so also does the secondary and adaptive

of function. Theoretically, therefore, we should say that the

organ in quest ion is not the (

either the carpellary < >r the seminal integument

;

it is most useful and instructive to treat it as seminal And
as to the name of the two great subclasses of Dicotyledons, as

all are agreed that they are essentially distinct, in that the one

is deprived of one of the two envelopes (carpellary and seminal)

which exist in the other, the received names Gymnosperms
and Angiosperms appear to be really appropriate, as denoting a

fact admitted by InJth ndes, though differently interpreted:

whilst the proposed names Archisperms and Metasperms are

founded on a theorv which, under the above views, we cannot

but qualify as purely imaginary.
. .,-,-,

"A valuable portion of Straslm iter's essay consists nihi^ de-

tailed illustration of the development of the (lowers ot l '''^

of this p'ffi^Tt out by Dr. Hooker so far

as the materials .,t - - > 'it d. in his now celebrated

paper in the twenty -fourth volume of our Transactions. Hooker

flad then no the it was only some

years later that he succeeded in procuring from Air. Monteiro

m«re satisfactory specimens, in various stages of development.
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ful examination, he has given the results, pp. 91 and 141 of his

CnnilWvn uiid<Tiietaceen.' The accuracy of his observations

has beeo confirmed by Professor M'Nab, to whom Dr. Hooker

ha,' also communicated some of \\ ' and who,

after an etpudlv careful independent examination, embodied the

results iu a paper read at our meeting of the 16th December

hisi and now in the printer's hands, to which he afterward added

•

"!"

the prolyl. ility of its being the nearest approach to (the least

modified tnts of) the original type or parent

stock of Dicotyledons wnich has reached recent geological peri-

ods. If. as above, we suppose the original parent race of Di-

cotyledons to have been one in which phyllotaxy had already

become variously modified for the purposes of nutrition, but in

which the sexual arrangements remained much in arrear, we may

conjecture that amongst its immediate descendants there was a

tendency to vary both in the relative arrangements of the sex-

ual elements and in the development of floral appendages

amongst and around them, combinations arising in both direc-

tions calculated to promote the welfare of the race. In the

midst of tn aces in which their descendants

were placed in the co rsion through succes-

sive ages, some profited by an increasing complexity in their

floral developments counteracting the evils of sexual c

others by a total separation of the sexual elements r

their comparative exposure rather beneficial than pre

From the former may have descended the higher Dicotyledons,

from the latter the Conifers ;—the former ever increasing in the

complexity of their arrangements, so long as they retained their

hermaphro them again, perhaps, in some

cases by arrest or obliteration as they become more or less uni-

sexual ; the latter retaining rather more of their primitive sim-

plicity. Welwitschia does not absolutely belong to either, and

may he a race which has come down to us with Less ota'.r ra-

tion from the early descendants of the common stock than

either of the others. Some progress had been made in botn

directions. Sexual separation predominated, but not i

floral development had taken place ; and neither had been car-

ried to the perfection exemplified in the two great sia

and the race would probably have become long since extinct

had it not been established in a country which has 8

experienced since very early times less of the v:

affecting organic life than any other, and had it not been at the

rfame time endowed with other <•.

'

! '
s

-
.

CI1

J

aiding it better than any other plant to bear with the phy^ ical

conditions surrounding it.
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"All this may be rejected as purely conjectural; but surely

Strasburger's genealogical tree is equally so. My object is

merely to show that the supposition that, of the three races now
so distinct, Welwitschia, after the first variations, has remained

the least modified from the common stock, that the Conifers

have undergone a greater progressive change in one direction,

and the higher Dicotyledons a still greater advance in another

direction, is more plausible than the assertion that Conifers are

the parent race from which Gnetaceae have directly descended,

and that these, again, have engendered the higher Dicotyledons.

"The establishment of direct pedigrees or genealogical trees,

in which the parent and descendant races are supposed to co-

exist in the present day, is a favorite speculation of the Ger-

man school, especially since, after Hackel, it has adopted Dar-

winian views, carried in many instances far beyond what is war-

ranted by the works of the great master himself. In plants at

least, such pedigrees appear to be wholly admissible, so long

as we have no geological record to justify them. If the image

of a tree be really applied to the illustration of the parentage

of plant-races, it must be very differently conceived. Taking,

for instance, the Dicotyledonous class, we might suppose a tree,

in which the trunk represents the common ancestor, forming m
successive generations innumerable more or less diverging

branches, the greater part of which perish either immediately

or in the course of few or many generations, but some remain as

branches or common trunks for future ramifications We may
suppose the center of the tree always to consist of those vvbicU

retain most of the ancestral characters, the lateral branches di-

verging more and more as they have become more and more

modified. These modifications, even the extreme ones, may
be for a long time very slight; but in the course of ages (as we

may observe in varieties of modern species) some of them may
have acquired a more marked character as well as more or less

of fixity. We may suppose this to be going on through mil-

lions of ages, innumerable branches, whether near the center or

pore or less distant from it, ceasing to grow or to bran. -h -it.

leaving gaps in the upper part of the tree, partially failed up,

Perhaps, in a few instances by returning branches from the cir-

cumferential ones, and all decaying at the base, leaving only

S?ir upper extr, the process in future ages.

We should then have the present races represented by the

countless branchlets forming the flat-topped summit of the

Pjeotyledonous tree -a hundred to a hundred and fifty

thousand, perhaps, if we take into account species only, ten

«mes as many if we go into subspecies and varieties
;

tne

Ranches which immediately bore these present branchles

» well as the lower more general ramifications, will have wholly

^appeared from our view or left only here and there the most
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fragmentary traces; and the surviving branchlets themselves

v. |l.,'i -m ir • i ilarly placed. Here we should see thousands

crowded into compact patches definitely circumscribed at every

point (Compositse, Orchideaa, Gramineee, &c.) ; there we should

meet with enormous gaps, either quite unoccupied or a few soli-

tarv branchlets or small clusters isolated in the middh

Wo, Nepenthes, &c.). In other parts, again, irregular

masses may be more or less connected by loosely a

branchlets or clusters, obliterating all boundaries we might be

opeta-

the im-

1 of such a tree, all we can do' is to map out

the summit as it were from a bird's-eye view, and under each

cluster, or cluster of clusters, to place as the common trunk an

imaginary type of a genus, order, or class, according to the

depth to which we go. If we believe that this type, or original

trunk branch, is exactly represented by (has descended un-

changed to) one of the present branchlets, we place it imme-

diate! v under that branchlet, as having been directly continu-

ous with it, and regard the remainder of the cluster as the

persistent summits of lateral offsets. If we consider that the

direct trunk-race of a duster has become extinct in its precise

form, and has left descendents only from its branches, we place

it under one of the gaps in the cluster or under a vacancy out-

side the cluster, according to the conjectures we may think the

most plausible, as derived from the relative structures, geo-

relations, &c, of the present branchlets or other

evidences we can bring to bear upon the question. Such cir-

cnmstairtial evidence will always be exceedingly vague and

inconclusive ; and the assistance we can derive from the geo-

logical record is so exceedingly slight, especially if we descend

below those tertiarv times in which the ramification was not

very materially different from that now exhibited, that in the

construction of our tree much must be left to the imagination

Still, as real affinities and geographical relations come to be

more carefully studied, and as here and there missing links are

discovered, either among geological remains or still lingering

in some unexplored region of the globe, we may yet hope

fcline of the lost ramifications of

crar lieotyledonous tree, provided we are always on our guard

te common error of treating plausible conjectures as

sd tacts."

The distinction between appendicular and axial organs, i. e., between

leave, and stems.-- There is no doctrine better established, no

one whieli has been fi.mtd oraet irally useful in the history <>1

the lifl m ,l
„i

,
, ,

|!lMt ., ,',, ], „ , lt
individuals

than that of the homology „i appendicular or-ans as distin-

guished from the axis— a d-- icd out by
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Linnaeus * poetically conceived by Goethe, and philosophically

worked out by several of the most eminent botanists. Upon
this depends the whole system of phyllotaxy ; and many an

important question of affinity must be decided by a due discrim-

ination of appendicular and directly axial organs or parts.

There are, however, cases where such a precise determination

has proved difficult or impossible. The leaves of Pinus, the

outer casing of inferior ovaries, the floral cup of Myrtacece,

some parts of Coniferous flowers above alluded to, the stamens

of Euphorbia, &c, have led to much controversy as to whether

they are axial or appendicular. Amongst other arguments it

has" been endeavored to decide the question by tracing the

development and course of the vessels. It has been found,

however, that the main principles of growth and arrangement

of the vessels are the same in both, and that in fact no positive

line of demarcation in this respect can be drawn between an

axial development and a true appendage. It is consequently

argued that there is no real difference between a leaf-organ (or

appendage) and a branch ; and Trecul (Comptes Eendus, 1872,

lxxv, 655) goes so far as to propose the suppression of the

former term, and call all the parts of a plant branches. To
ignore in Nature all classification where no positive limits can

be assigned, would be to abolish all method in its study. If

we treat all the parts of a plant as physiologically the same,

and only give them distinct nan < - according to their functions,

we put an end to all study of homologies and affinities, except-

ing such as are based on the very secondary adaptive characters.

If a leaf or a part of a leaf is capable of being occasionally

converted into an axis, if the end of an axis may occasionally

develop into a definite leaf, if there are a few cases in which the

exact point where the swellhm of then ^is terminates and the leat-

organ commences cannot be fixed, if the differentiation of the

axis and its appendages is in many Cryptogams imperfect or

null, these are not reasons e g llie rea1
'

a
,

lmost

constant, and important differences exhibited by the two classes

m phsenogamous plants generally. .. ...A „

"At the same time, the demonstration of the susceptibility of

ramification of the leaf organ, which we chiefly owe to trench

naturalists, is a great point gained. If it takes place in a true

vegetative leaf, it results in its conversion into a true Imd-bear-

"»g axis; if in the floral organs, they may still retain the

determinate appendicular character."

„ We should hardly have regarded Goethe's morphology as

.'poetically conceived." It seems to us to have been as-soberly.
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of the most eminent botanists," due allowance being made for

the time. While criticizing Trecul, we are not clear that Mr.

Bentham has sufficiently considered the writings ofYan Tieghem,

who claims, perhaps too confidently, that he can draw a posi-

tive line of distinction between an axial development and a true

• // , ',,,,,,,, Mueller's
' Befruchtung der Blurnen durch Insecteri

proves to be just such a repertory and digest of recur

supported by original observations as is become absolutely

able for the further pursuit of inquiry in this

direction. The author is brother to Fritz Mueller, of Desterro

in South Brazil, so well known as a judicious and reliable

observer, and as a warm supporter of Darwinian theories
:

and

Hermann Mueller himself proves to be an equally persevering

and indefatigable collector of facts, having for the present pur-

pose the great advantage of being evidently as well versed in

entomology as in botany. It appears also that he has been

already assisted by his son Hermann. As far as a hasl

over the work enables me to judge, the principal gen

here first brought prominently into notice appear to be, the

variety of insects which visit the same flowers, the variety of

flowers visited by the same insects, and the number of flowers

which an in false appearances, visits in search

of what is not to be found —all much greater than had hitherto

been supposed.

Besides the methodical record of all the facts he has been

able to collect from German, Italian, Swedish, and Bi

erature, H. Mueller commences with a short historic

duction, in which he does full justice to his predecess

concludes with some general considerations of a ren

sober character. He justly criticizes the fanciful flights o±

Delpino's imagination, to which I have myself alluded in

former addresses, and Axell's theory that the development ot

the fertilizing arrangements in Phanerogams has beei

an advance, and still continues to advance, in one ami I

direction toward perfection ; and, as far as I can see, his own

conclusions are none but what are fairly deducible from the

facts he records. -,

- With this book in hand, I cannot but strongly recommend

the further pursuit of an inquiry, still in a very early stage, to

nil i at iralists residing in the country, and especially to those

who mav be located in regions which, like the Medit

the South African, the Southwest Australian, the subtropical

and extra-tropical South American, and the Mexican, appear to

maintain at onee a great variety of locally restricted endemic

plant-races, and a great number and variety of flower-seeking

insects,—in order that we may ascertain how far these I

supposed facts are confirmed by direct observation, and how

far they may mutually have influenced each other."
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oxide; by W. C. May.

In the account of Luckow's scheme of analysis of copper
ores by means of the galvanic battery, which is given by the

officers of the Mansfield Mines,* the behavior of many metals

toward the electric current is noticed, and the statement is

made that lead is completely precipitated as peroxide on the

positive electrode. These authors appear to have considered

chiefly the case of a solution previously treated with sulphuric

acid, which, consequently, could contain only traces of lead,

and I have been unable to find any published account of de-

terminations of lead by this process. The experience in this

laboratory confirms the statement of the German authorities

;

and it has been the custom here, for two years past, in the

separation of lead from copper, to precipitate by the battery

the small amount of lead which remains in solution after the

main portion has been precipitated by sulphuric acid. In
order to discover whether this method is serviceable for the

estimation of larger quantities of lead, the following experi-

ments were made.
The substance operated upon was brass, the per cent of

copper and lead in which were accurately known from a

large number of analyses made in this laboratory. Various

amounts of proof lead were added in order to increase the

quantity of that metal. These were dissolved in nitric acid

and diluted with water, so that for one gram of copper about

80 to 100 c.c. of water and 3 c.c. of strong nitric acid were

present, in addition to the acid combined with the metals.

The metals were precipitated by the galvanic current, the

copper upon the negative and tlie'leml upon the positive elec-

trode, using for the former a piece of platinum foil about 2| to

2 inches
; and for the latter a narrow strip of foil, about i inch

wide and long enough to reach to the bottom of the beaker.

After the precipitation was complete, the copper was thoroughly

washed and was then weighed in the usual manner. The oxide
of lead precipitate, I satisfied myself, was virtually insoluble m
mtnc acid of the strength here 'used, and therefore deemed it

unnecessary to continue the current after the copper had been

removed from the solution. All chance of error in this respect

JNght be avoided by conne< I

v wlth the
.

b^"

fry, in place of the negative Vhvt rode, and immersing it in

toe solution. After drying and weighing the copper, the lead

Fresenius Zeitschrift, 1869, p. L
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which remained upon the positive electrode was gently chafed

atecl glass rod, into a small beaker contain-

ing writer, ami tin' entire precipitate was collected upon a filter

washed and dried, and then transferred to an accurately weighed

porcelain crucible and ignited gently, apart from the falter.

This treatment brought the lead to the state of protoxide, in

which condition it was weighed. From this weight of protoxide

the per cent of lead was calculated. I generally found no

trouble in completely removing the peroxide of lead from the

foil; should any difficulty be experienced, however, the last

traces mav be converted to the peroxide upon the

itself, by cautious heating ; and without, in the least, injuring

the foil.

Below are the results of several analyses.

=0.3988 grms. Wt. of lead taken=

ignng. Total '5707

Wt. of copper taken=2201 grms. Wt. of lead taken= 0260 grms. io«»

" found=-2205 " " " found=-0248 "

Theory =8944 Theory =10-56

Wt. of copper taken= -4666 grms. Wt. of lead taken=-4109 grms. Total -8715

" " found=-4695 " " " found=-4070 "

Per cent " " =53.50 Per cent " " =46-38
Theory =63-17 Theory =46-82

These results were obtained by the process previously de-

scribed and under the conditions there detailed, and seem quit

satisfactory, especially the first three. The plus error ot t&e

copper was probably due to slight oxidation of the metal

upon the edges.
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In a subsequent analysis I added to the copper and lead

solution a solution of iron and potash, which, so far as can be

judged by a single determination, exerted an injurious effect

upon the precipitation. Further investigation must be made

to ascertain this more fully. Following is the result of the

f copper taken =•< ! grms. Total "9405

Art. XXVIII.— On the Quartzite, Limestone and associated

rocks of the vicinity of Great Barrington, Berkshire Co., Mass. ;

by James D. Dana.

3. From the Housatonic Valley eastward.

The region about to be described is within the same half a

dozen square miles of area that have afforded the facts men-

tioned in the preceding parts of this memoir. It lies to the

south and southeast of Monument Mountain, and is within

three miles of it. And yet it is independent in the flexures

of its rocks, and exhibits alternations of quartzite, mica schist

or gneiss, and limestone beyond what has been elsewhere

observed.

It will be remembered that Monument Mountain f crosses

the north and south Housatonic region obliquely from north-

west to southeast, and that the section along the course ol me

mountain included on the west a low anticlinal of limestone {I)

beneath mica schist (s\ and then, eastward, in the mountain, a

? quartzite, (q\ ?) and gneiss (s
2
,
in part

i schist), dipping 20° to 25° to the sonm^w^^ « ^

«

seated in the annexed section (fig. 8). At Ae east en I there is

*ange to a westward dip, so as to make the whole a gentle
a change to a westward dip,

*The preceding parts of this
'«, and vol. v, pp. 47, 84.
t See this Journal, III, iv, 450.
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synclinal; instead, the slop

tan It, as explained beyond.*

While this is the position of the rocks in this Monument
Mountain section, there are, hut a mile north of the position of

the mountain—as shown in the Glendale section—two steep

and small synclinals (V1
, Y2

, fig. 9) of the same schist and

limestone, with intervening anticlinals, the limestone being the

prevailing and underlying rock, between whose jaws the schist

was pinched up ; and, further, these two small synclinals nar-

row out within a mile to the south against Monument Mt.f—
each trough where widest being too narrow to take in much of

the overly i ding less and less as it extends

southward.

Now in the section through Great Barrington,—three miles

south of the east end of Monument Mountain and tour miios

of the west end (and separated from it by open meadow land)

—the position of the n t ; and the rocks them-

selves, although equivalents, are also to some extent different.

There is a fault, as in the Monument Mountain section ;
but

in-n-.-id of a fault at the mm* end u( ih - rtion. it is near the

Housatonic Eiver toward the west end (see fig. 10), and east of

the fault there extends for three miles a single low synclinal of

gneiss, with overlying quartzite at the west end and underlying

quartzite at the east ; and at the east end there is next—instead

of a fault—the beginning of a low anticlinal, whose middle

part is occupied by the southern continuation of Muddy Brook

Valley, and whose eastern side is a bluff of quartzite overlaid

by gneiss, and underlaid by alternations of limestone, gneiss or

mica schist and quartzite.

The following are the details with regard to this Great Bar-

rington section.

In my last paper on this subject, in volume v, of this Journal,

I give, on page 88 and beyond, some account of the sec

of Great Barrington, continued eastward through the village to

the mountain (East Mountain) bounding the valley on the east,

and illustrate it by the following cut (fig. 10). Here the low

portion is the position of Great Barrington village, underlaid
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pping^

quartzite {q), and,

by steeply-dipping lim
'

"' i of mica sch''

3 Housatonic Valley through Great Barrington.

Stock .ridge limestone—all conformable to the Great Barring-

ton limestone; the elevation on the east—East Mountain— is

made of very firm fine-grained gneiss unconformable to the lime-

stone adjoining, with a bed of quartzite at top 100 feet thick.

H is the position of the Housatonic Kiver.

in my former paper of the Great Barrington lime-

stone, I observed thai 1 had been unable to find evidence of its

being a continuation, in a fold, of that to the west, and that I

therefore supposed it to be a Bed tum
-

^he

i ii>.-.rt:.noe of settling this point has led to the dor

i oi this continuation of my memoir. Hav
recently over the ground niraim I have finally arrived at the

conclusion that the rid^e of schist west of G
actually the course of a synclinal, and that therefore the Great

Barrington limestone stratum dips under it and is nothing but

plains of Egremont, Sheffield, Stockbridge, etc. The ridge ol

,,i,t half a mile south of the eonn-r <
t

and has low nmadov,> ^.nth of it ronnootinir with those of the

river on the east and the limestone plains on the west
;

ridges which rise just south and continue
are all limostone :

'

so that there is no onf
' the south of it. Again, the connection of the qu;m nio south ol it, Again, the connection oi ^ ^^~--r -

this ridge with that of the south end of Tom Ball, explained

on -pages 87, 88, of vol. v, and the fact that Tom Ball is itself

the course of a synclinal, sustains the above conclusion. Hence

I now believe that there is in the region no second or upper

limestone stratum. .

I pass now to the region east of Great Barrington.

The ridge begun in East Mountain (at the east or right md
of the preceding section, fig. 10) continues for three mjieHwixn

a Partial interruption at !

[J *S&.2££
where stands "Three-mile Ridge" as its terminus. 1 his i^ree

mUe Ridge is in the same ]
*m!. M- " " " L ^T? tl pr

f connected to it by a low ridge, and the whole togeth

r

ornis the west side of the open Muddv Brook Vall^£
the much higher Beartown Mountain Ridge forms the east side.
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(The map, in volume v, may be consulted for the positions of

these points.) The south end of Beartown Mountain stands on

a high plateau, 150 feet or more above the level of Muddy
Brook ; and where this plateau faces Muddy Brook "Valley

with a bluff front is Devany's hearthstone quarry (D Q on the

map), an important geological locality referred to below.

Three-mile Ridge stands directly opposite, on the west side of

the valley (as represented in fig. 11).*

Along the high region from East Mountain near Great Bar-

rington to Three-mile Ridge on Muddy Brook Valley, the

rocks, gneiss and quartzite, form a very shallow synclinal. The
dip at the west end of the section (right end of fig. 10) have

at first a high dip, or 50°
; but it changes in the course of 30

yards to 40°
; and then a mile beyond becomes nearly horizon-

tal ; and in Three-mile Ridge, the low anticlinal which spans

Muddy Brook Valley is already begun, its rocks dipping 10°

to 15° to the northwestward. The quartzite at the top of East

Mountain—a stratified and rather soft quartzite, in some places

gneissoid—disappears to the eastward. In Three-mile Ridge
the rock above (see fig. 11, left end) is the hard gneiss that

prevails to the westward ; "but the lower part is a very hard,

well-characterized quartzite, finely exhibited in the bluff front

constituting its foot, but rising to a higher level to the south-

ward. The fact that the formation of quartzite in preference
to gneiss, or the reverse, depends only on very small changes in

currents or levels is beautifully shown in the bluff; for near

the middle of the hard and pure quartzite there is a layer of

mica schist ten inches wide which to the southward commences
to have a thin center of quartzite, and then, in the course of a

hundred feet, is changed wholly to hard quartzite, while in the

opposite direction (northward) it retains its mica schist charac-

ter, but narrows gradually to six inches before passing under
cover of the soil.

The rocks in the low synclinal between Three-mile Ridge
and Great Barrington are then (1) the lower quartzite, q\ of

Monument Mountain (fig. 8), at the bottom of the front of

Three-mile Ridge (fig. 11) ; (2) the gneiss, s 2 (of the same sec-

tion), overlying this quartzite and making the mass of the high
land

;
and (3) the upper quartzite, q

2
, at the top of East Moun-

tain at the west end of the section.

Three-mile Ridge, as I have said, and as the section in fig-

11 shows,f fronts on the limestone valley of Muddy Brook

;

and across, and directly opposite, is Devany's quartzite bluff, Q.

* Muddy Brook has its head just north of this point ; but the broad valley con-

tinues on southward, and becomes the valley of the Konkapot, and at the same
tune expands eastward, over the lake region of Monterey.

t The diagram here given, to be true to nature, should have the dotted line repre-

senting the meadow land of the valley doubled in length.
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In this bluff, and in the fields adjoining the road (E in figure)

just south and southeast of it, there occur the alternations of

limestone, quartzite and mica schist or gneiss, already alluded

to. This interesting place—about four miles east of Great

Barrington village—was made known to the writer by Mr
.
K.

P. Stevens, of New York, who, many years since, studied the

alternations of the rocks and made a section of the region.

The succession is as follows, commencing below, or in the

field to the south of the road (E).

1. White granular limestone—that of the valley.

2. Mica schist, a thin bed.

3. Hard jointed Qtjahtzite, 30 feet,

4. Same, limestone, 60 feet.

5. Quartzite, like the lower, 20 feet.

6. Gneiss, 30 feet ...

I (North of the road, B stone, crumbling.

8. Mica schist, 6 to 8 feet.

9. Quartzite, 100 feet (Devany's quarry).

10. Gneiss (overlying the quartzite at the quarry).

The dip of the beds south of the road (E) is 30° to 3o to

the eastward, tin- strike !..!.,_' N'. 10°-30° B. But at the

quarry, which is two hundred yards
'

'

^
20° to 30° to the northeastward
other facts, including the northw
Ridge, show that the' low anticlinal opens wiueiv "> ——
~~te!

Sbe
l
n" "" !"" '

'" '^ n
" '

i t"1 ku the little genetic
,

Ine alternate
i kkt in

importance of the distinction between quartzite ana ^
U1

?

Berkshire
; and I *& oi hmestone md cate

that the conditi d accumulations intermitted

Jith those favorable for tl :

0t
, of ind

fitted for limestcne-makiim : and henee, that the area ol sana

depositions chan„,1,.^ to n .;,,,. mul^^ °

bed8

tward, the dip is

Three-mile

l and abundant life. The lower of the quartzite t

N°. 3 in the section above) has but ^% l^J^^Is
nly a hundred yards oil' in the direction of the strike there is

othing but limestone. The old seas were hence much like

" •

3 of the bottom and m the out
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The thickness of the beds of quartzite and gneiss (or mica

schist) between the lower schist (No. 2) and the upper (No. 10)

taken together, is very near that of the lower quartzite (q
l

) at

the west end of the Monument Mountain section (fig. 8), and

corresponds to it. Thus that quartzite which is there all quartz-

sists of alternations of the two, with only the upper half all

quanzite; and, moreover, instead of including near its base

merely a bed of calcareous quartzite, as in the west side of the

ridge between Yan Deusen ville and Williamsville* there are

three thin beds of the orditi m erann r limestone.

Devany's Bluff has been stated to be the front of the plateau

on which the south end of Bear Mountain stands. Going east-

ward a mile and a half, and then rising by a rough and steep

road to the top of this plateau, the dip of the upper gneiss be-

comes northwestward, and the limestone formation outcrops

on the plateau from beneath it and is the surface rock to the

eastward over a large region.

Turning northwestward toward Beartown Mountain, the over-

lying gneiss is again reached; and the very small dip, 10° to

20 . and that to the northward, together with other observa-

tions in the region adjoining, show that the rocks in the south-

ern end of Beartown Mountain, which are all nearly horizontal

in position, constitute a shallow synclinal. Hence, east of the

low anticlinal spanning Muddy Brook Valley, a little to the

north of its line, there is a sha that west

of it.

y

But Beartown Mountain, while having nearly horizontal

rocks at its south end, has its beds very steeply upturned to the

north, and hence in r deep synclinal It is

hence like Tom Ball* in heinu' a shallow synclinal at one end

and a deep at the other, but the shallow is at the opposite

e\treimt\—the south.

The rocks of the mountain all overlie the Stockbridge lime-

stone. They are mainly varieties of firm and well characterized

'-'ii.-i-. Ki-ile dark-gray gneiss, approaching mica schist, and

a firm less schistose variety of similar color, are common. But
these vary on one side to' a white feldspathic gneiss

k mica, in short interrupted lines; and on the other

side to a quartzose variety, which on weathering becomes at

surface in appearance a curiously pitted quartzite.' Again, the

ass at the north end is an exceedingly firm gnarled

rock, owing to the «•<., riod of bold

upturning and metamorphism. South of the railroad half a

")ii" '.vest of South Lee, immense blocks of this gnarled gneiss

lie like ruins on the slope of the adjoining ridge.
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In some places in Beartown Mountain there are hornblendic

\. lir ,
: an*! ai <> u> :im-< nt at the mountain made from the west

,

,l-,,v:n , r lYi tiie ! »rth and south extn mita - I

Iimi „i, near the to,, a daih-ia\, iine-tamed layer, exceedingly

tough, consisting iarirolv of quartz and massive garnet. In a

spur just east of the south end I observed in the gray gneiss a

,u rths of an inch wide of magnetite*

I have stated that the rocks of Beartown Mountain overlie

the Stockbrhme limestone. Precisely the same kinds of gray,

white and ouartxitie -Mieiss 1 found constituting the first ridge

leads up the valley to Washing!

near Lenox Knrna.ee. The Stockbridge limestone makes the

crops at its western foot : and the

the same stratum two miles to the

Leaving now the region of the preced

V

—- and eai-

,uwnMountain,wenn^ ,'o v;esl to the low north-northwest and

south-southeast rid-e thai extend, from Three-mile Kidge north

to the south end of Monument Mountain, and follow the ridge

northward. „ „ • , _

First, at the notch where the road from Great Bamngton

passes through Three-mile Bidtje, the gneiss is nearly horizontal,

with a slight dip, where distinct, to the westward, as in ±niee-

mile Ridge just to the south. , , ,
ffA mile and a half to the north of the notch, a rocky bluft

faces Muddy Brook Valley, the rock of winch, a hare
l gPF*,

" westward 10° to 15
6

. For the rest of the i

iment Mountain the ridge is mostly under soil: and au n._.

the western slope all is earth-covered. Toward the °^ e

western slope there are immense numbers of q^™> ™"*
which seem to indicate the presence of a layer of qua-t

.

'

*-

neath. As the few dips ol^erved correspond with that m

Three-mile Mountain the rid-e is probably, like that, the course

* I speak, p. 262, of " rising by tn
Near the point there reached, in the limestone area

rhodophyllite(rose-culure.l pvmschriUM. hm i-ontaimi

grains; and, later, an.^r *n,:ill.T U><» hi. ^ '
" !;

;

frrc i in.talh 1 lit . . -' will hi-* ''"l"
11

'"•iiiriful rosi'-c.lnred M.lu'iu-. Sinee the hrst di^'"

cess. They suggest the sus, - -ion tl at there may c:

«*tian) rocks in the vi,i,.ity. But in three ascent;

^T/themostprobable-thattl



of the annexed section, fig. 13), there is an exhibition of quartz-

ite under its various contradictory phases. In the first place, on

the Monument Mountain side of the road, stands out in some

I Housatonic Valley and 1

places the intensely hard and enduring quartzite of the i

tain, having joints, as usual, but only fallacious signs of stratifi-

cation. On the opposite side, the rock, when any in place is

seen, is also quartzite ; but, unlike the mountain kind near by,
it is, in the first place, very di and, in the
second, part is so soft or unenduring that much of it has fallen

to loose dirty sand. Thin layers of a hard cellular quartzite
often stick out from the sand, showing that there are strange
alternations in the rock. What is stranger yet, there are also
isolated portions, some 10 to 20 feet across, 'that are intensely
hard quartzite, without a trace of lamination, except in some
parts of the contour—the layers of which they originally con-
sisted having been locally solidified into the hard massive
structureless rock. But for evidences of transition in some
parts of their contour these masses might be taken for trans-
ported boulders. The dip of the layers of this soft quartzite is

30° to 35° to the eastward, and the strike K 5° to 20° E.
At one place, 200 yards to the north of the other outcrops,

this soft quartzite occurs on the west side of the road with the
dip reversed or to the westward, the amount 15° to 20°, and
with the strike N. 20° W. ; and here also there are immense
boulder-like masses lying alongside of the crumbling kind, or
seemingly imbedded in the soft quartzite. Such a quartzite

angea to earth and thus makes a region of pseudo-
boulders

;
and this suggests the true explanation, as 1 think,

for the boulders on the west side of the ridge south of Monu-
ment Mountain, and shows that all quartzite boulders else-
where are not drift boulders.

This soft, bedded, rotting quartzite at one place is exposed
within forty feet of the massive enduring Monument Mountain
quartzite, and with nearly the same dip, the latter not relenting

- the former. Are the two, not-

• d m texture, parts of the same
gyer ? This is possible. Along the path descending northward
rrom the eastern quartzite summit of Monument Mountain, the

elsewhere of extreme hardness, is for some yards thin
bedded and rather fragile: showinir a rapid falling off toward
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the soft variety. Again, on the south and west parts of the

mountain, the same bedded variety in some places occurs.

Still, in each of these cases the passage is rather gradual and

not absolutely abrupt, as here on the Stockbridge road.

In view of all the facts, it seems most probable that the soft

quartzite at this place is really that of the lower quartzite stra-

tum (q*), and therefore that there is a fault near this east side

of the mountain, along which the lower quartzite is brought

up to a level with the upper quartzite (q
2
). This conclusion is

favored by the fact that a mile farther to the north, if not here,

a fault actually exists east of the vertical eastern front of Monu-

ment Mountain : for the limestone of Muddy Brook Valley

3 (at

the mountain is only 15
d
to 25°—the strike being N. 15° W.

Moreover the stratification of the limestone is mostly indistinct

owing to the soldering together of the layers in consequence ot

the lateral pressure attending metamorphism. The evidence

proves at least that there exists here either a fault or a very

abrupt synclinal.

The limestone at this outcrop is the Stockbridge stratum
;

it

outcrops at several points along the way to Stockbridge and

Grlendale
; and it is consequently the same stratum that is seen

descending under Monument Mountain at its west end near

Housatonic village.

The porosity of many of the hard layers in the soft quartzite

is probably owing to the former presence of disseminated car-

bonate of lime ; and the n • ; he other la
£f

s

pay be due to the same fact. Yet the soft quartate cmmWes
m other localities without such a cause. The thm-bedded

Porous quartzite often has on its surfaces minute brown tour-

malines.

4. Observations outside of the Great Barrington Region.

. Mt. Washington and Western Sheffield.

W:„i
astern Massachusetts, with its

plateau,
?
ituated

^^^
western side in JNew

.

southern in Connecticut. It is about 2,000 feet in Ration
above tide level, and four to five miles across at top. i»

western side stands in the line of tin- l> • » h '-',, '

,

,'

mass of it projects to th . isn n I
><l is dmost wl..»ll> m in

t!| " Stale,,! M.i-h- hum tt< Mount Everett, the in-lu>
1 y

-2.(534 feet l.i_ M

^ ill-]

1

.! on *',!' '

,o ..
:: the north.
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the way to Mt, Everett,

E and S are two
ridges extend
the plateau northward
into Egremont. The

the intermediate val-

5, even into th(

row western, between
S and T (the one by
which the carriage road
leads to the summit of the pla
or to Copake).

The rock of the mountain, and also of the ridges E, S, T, is

a fine-grained mica slate approaching (if not really) hydromica

slate, and much of it is chloritic. It is the same that consti-

tutes Tom Ball near Williamsville, west of Housatonic, and

various ridges of the Taconic Eange ; at the summit of Mt.

Everett it is much seamed with quartz.

Mount Washington is a synclinal with limestone below and slate

above. In the plains of Sheffield, near the eastern foot of the

mountain, there are two parallel north-and-south roads nearly 8

mile apart. Along the more eastern the limestone has its usual

I ip—the amount 35° to 45°. But along the western--

the under-mountain road—the dip is to the west 25° to 30°, with

. N. to N. 25° E. (compass course). The
extends up the slope of the mountain for 100 to 120 feet above

the road (by estimate, 700 feet above the sea level), bb

throughout its westerly dip; and then there follows the over-

lying slate of the mountain, with the same dip. This plunge
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of the limestone westward under the slates of Mount Washing-

ton may be traced along for four to five miles, even to the north

extremitv of the ridge R ; and it characterizes also the high

eastern summit, Mt. Everett, where the westward dip is 8.V to

60°. East of the extremity of the ridge R, the strike of the

limestone has some westing, becoming first N. 15° W., and then

K 30° W., and the last is the strike just north of it.

The limestone thus dipping under the mountain does not

emerge short of the region of Copake in New York, and conse-

quently the Copake and Sheffield limestones are the same stra-

tum—both, the Stockbridge limestone; and the limestone

stratum, therefore, makes a synclinal.

But the slates of the ridge S, and also those of the Taeotnc

Eange, TT, dip eastward 45° to 70°.

Moreover, the limestone of Egremont west of the ndce K
takes the steep easterly dip of the ridge S, and the same also is

the dip of the extension of it up the valley between S and 1,

where there are fine exhibitions of the conformability of the

slate and limestone—the dip being there 60° to 70° and the

strike nearly north and south. ,

We find thus evidence of a very broad synclinal across the

center of Mount Washington. But just north, in ^grem0j
?t.

the structure is totally different ; the ridges S and 1 are the

courses of very steep and comparatively narrow independent

synclinals, with the axial plane inclined eastward.

We learn then that the trough or synclinal, m the formation

of which was involved the making of the mass of Mount

{ton, commenced three times farther east than that for

the TacSnic Range to the north of it; and that thus tlu m.^.t

enclosed slate is more than three times as wi b

pened that the mountain there made was a lofty one. 1/*>»K
eral pressure, from the eastward, beginning the d -v.

a mile east of the foot of Mount Washing
whose bottom on the east inclines westward at a con M

small angle, as shown not onlv in the slate- ,. ••; i

em foot but also in those of Mt. Everett; but over t

spending n-,,,, j,M north, i, K_. m< it. r.

Walla5d7o mountain syWlintl was bi

of the Taconic Mon i I

***> ^J**£
a relatively narrow trough making it of great depth and tness

Jg
it over until its ax ^tash-

dipped eastward 50° to 70 . Then, quite near Mon

the second synclinal, S, was made with the sam steep

"-linati,., TIm ^ , is S and T become merged m o

mass, in Mount Washington; and as the lime tone _doe not

appear at the summit, the intermediate anticlinal mtnem
tab was only an anticlinal of slate. In other words, the syn
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clinal of limestone beneath the mass of the i

great trough with breaks and incipient flexures ; while to the

north these incipient flexures became two defined bj

with the intermediate anticlinal— the synclinals being the

courses of the ridges S and T, and the anticlinal that of the

Alforcl the Taconic

eastward dip.*

It is to be noted that a limestone as soon as made is as hard

and unyielding as at any time afterward. It is hence far more

resistant to flexure than the slates. This will account for

changes in the flexures within short distances. The limestone

of Sheffield and Egremont generally dips eastward at an angle

as high as 35°, showing universal displacements ; but where are

its faults and folds it is for the most part difficult to discover.

The Taconic Mountains hence consist of no older rocks than

Monument Mountain, or Tom Ball, and the multitudes of other

heights in Berkshire, which are made of strata overlying the

Ige limestone. Further, the gray, white and quartz-

itie gneiss of Beartown Mountain, and the mica schist and

quartzite of Monument Mountain, are strict equivalents of the

<-!i:.>riii.- mica slate of Tom Ball, Mount Washington, and the

Tacomc Range. It will be remembered that Tom Ball is only

two miles from Monui.
I but one from a ridge

of the quartzite.

If then the Stockbridge limestone is of the age of the Chazy
and Trenton, the Taconic slates may be reasonably set down as

of the Hudson Eiver or Cincinnati' group.
To the eastward of Mount Washington, and half to three

quarters of a mile west of the village of Sheffield, there are

two narrow ridges of mica schist, each about half a •

Standing surrounded by limestone. The western, called Bears

1»'M Ridge (from a deep gorge in its west side), is about 150

feet high, above the plain around ; and the other, Barnard s

Ridge (go named after President and General Barnard, whose
' sidence is near by), about 120 feet The schist at

Bear's Den and the limestone adjoining dip 60° to the eastward.

The western side of the ridge is limestone, and the wearing

away of the limestone at the junction has made the gorge,

while the tumbling of great masses of the schist has contrib-

tothe wrildness and beauty of the place. Each
of these ridges is a local synclinal of limestone and schist :

tne

trough of limestone was small, and hence it pinched in but

little o; the overlving schist. The layer of the schist f..,de<l

together in the synclinal was probablj Dot over 80 yards thic*i

* This Journal, III, v, 86, 91.
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making the whole thickness of the schist between the jaws of

limestone about 160 yards. The schist involved in the syncli-

nal is but a very small part of the great formation that overlay

the whole limestone region when the folding began ; for the

Mr. Washington, between the top of Mt. Everett

and the underlying limestone, is not far from 1000 yards, and

this is what is left after ages of denudation.

The mica schist of Bear's Den is a coarse kind, full of trans-

lucent garnets a tenth of an inch in diameter, and some layers

abound in dark brown slightly {,-• ?t>mrolite.

The staurolite crystals have the planes 0, 1, 1-f, and the garnets

are dodecahedron- with the odses deeply truncated.

In the limestone of West Sheffield," two miles east of Mt.

Washington, an opening has been made by Mr. Kalph Little

of Sheffield, whi.j, has ail'onled some copper pyrites, with traces

of galena and blende, and also rutile in crystals one to two or

three inches long and an eighth to a fourth of an inch broad.

b. Canaan, Connecticut.

From the region of Great Barrington, the mica schist (or

gneiss) and quartzite extend southward to Sheffield, and thence

ugh East Sheffield to Canaan, the hard quartzite constitu-

ting long ridges the latter part of the way. At the £

the great limestone formation of Great Barrington and Egre-

mont stretches south to the same town, with undiminished

breadth ; there is hence no doubt that Canaan and Great Bar-

rington are within the same geological region.

The patches of qnarl bn by themselves, or

even with outcrops of some other localities, suggest strongly

and enforce the conclusion presented in my former paper
;

lor

'"ii of the areas with limestone around, the absence

of stratification, and the apparent uii.-omionnability and inde-

pendence, are as I have stated. But, in view of the later

observations—that the hard jointed quartzite may pass in the

course of a few rods into soft frinbh quart /.it. that it n v

graduate almost as abruptly into mica schist or mica slate,

either firm or decomposable ; that the hardest and most massive

kind mav d i reel I
\ , ti mestone, or even

_

be

-or gneiss,

and the latter not participate in the system of joints that per-

vade the other ; that small beds of quartzite may lie isolated

^ the upper part of the limestone formation ;
that consequently,

the qualities, thick or thin, of wide or narrow extent, mean
• the h: rd qu rtzite—tin tacts are not at

.red from the Great Barrington

region.
8
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patches, Nos. 5 and 6. (I reproduce here the map of the region,

prepared for me by Mr. Adam.) I still find, on a re-exam-

l of the
,
the formability of E •ike between

.
region, t

the quartzite of No. 6 and the
rods distant strongly marked; and,
line of strike, but a hundred yards off, there is nothing but

limestone. Still, there is much variation in the strike of the

quartzite itself, the angle being N. 60°-65° W. at the north-

west end, N. 45
c
AY. ai the mi. ML-, and N. 30° W. at the south

end
;
and much also in that of the limestone at its parallel

outcrops 20 to 25 yards to the westward, that to the northwest-

ward being N. 80° W. and N. 70° W. ; while only 12 yards

west of the southeast end of the quartzite, the dip of the lime-

stone is K 35° W. Now, noting, in connection, that limestone

uplifts are very irregular in their strikes, and also the fact that

to the eye, from a little distance, without the use of an instru-

ment, there is apparently a general conformiiy in the dip ot

the quartzite and limestone, we may conclude that the lime-

stone does dip conformably beneath the quartzite (No. o).

The fact that there is only limestone to the northwest, in the

line of the strike of the quartzite, is proof that the bed is one

of small lateral extent, like one observed near Devanys

that there is a fault. Seventy-five yards farther

the northeast, the 1 3Utcrops agan
N. 53° W., and dip to the northeastward

* No. 3, page 261.

,

with the s

the other
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cases, as if it were a bed overlying quartzite No. 6 ; and this

it is, unless there is a fault between the two. The quartz-

ite of patches Nos. 5 and 6, having the dip in opposite direc-

tions, may be parts of one bent layer; for the thinness of the

bed No. 6 may be only the thinness of the hard part of the

bed, a soft upper portion having been removed. Hence,

while my previous deductions are sustained by Canaan facts.

they are wrong only because facts elsewhere observed have

proved that the quartzite has no fixed qualities, and is hence

the most deceptive of rocks.

Rattlesnake Hill, just north of Canaan, while consisting

mainly of a decomposable arenaceous mica schist, has below a

stratum of soft quartzite over the limestone. Canaan Moun-
tain, a very prominent feature in the topography of the town
< ! ' lanaan, rises from the plain half a mile or so south of the

above quartzite outcrops, and stands on a high base of Ummkm^
outcrops of which are best displayed on the southwest side.

The rock of the mountain, over the limestone, four hundred

feet or more in thickness, is mainly coarse and fine mica schist,

passing into gneiss. I have not found any quartzite stratum,

hut it is possible that the soft kind may be concealed beneath

the high grassy slope of the north side. Canaanite, or white

augite rock * occurs in many places in the upper part of the

underlying limestone.

f

c. South Canaan and Falls Village.

The village of South Canaan is situated to the south of

Canaan Mountain, and two miles east of the Housatome River,

where is Falls Village and the railroad station. A few rods

to the southeast of the South Canaan Church, there stands

1 . tiled . si ur of Cai ' M<> i
• ' •

' amed Couble

Hill. This hill consists below, to the west, of quart

ping southeastward 40° (strike about northeast). Above the

quartzite, 20 to 25 feet of which are exposed above the road,

there is a stratum of mica schist and thin-lay. red -i
.
- <;<•'>-

taining scales of both black and white mica: an d I

and constituting the body of the hill, there is a whitish

ike gneiss, great blocks of which lie at the foot of the

Muff adjoining the road. The quartzite is mostly the sott

.
*Both tremolite and white augite occur in the Canaan region^ The Canaanite

is a massive foi
^ ,pard, m his

i the nearly hori

r rock ; and i
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bedded kind, and in its upper part it contains, at intervals, some

sticks of hlark and white mica, thus showing its relations to

the overlying schist. The dip of the rocks conform to that

of the limestone not far distant, and there is no reason to

doubt that the quartzite, with the other crystalline rocks,

overlie conformably the limestone.

At Falls Village, the limestone outcrops above the river at

the fella and over the plains adjoining. Just above the falls,

on the west side, there is an outcrop of well characterized mica

schist; and half a mile to the northwest the schist forms a

ridge, with limestone outcropping in its lower slopes from

beneath the schist, both rocks having a dip of but 15° to 20°.

The mica schist contains small garnets, and some of

abound in crystals of staurolite. This locality of staurolite was

mentioned to me bv Dr. Steph(
~

that at Bear's Den in Sheffield.

d. Rutland, Vermont, and Grayloch in Northwestern Massa-

chusetts.

Vicinity of Rutland,—I have not attempted to give the Eut-

land region a careful study, but have made some observations

of interest bearing on the relations of the same to that of

Great Barrington.

On the eastern border of the Eutland limestone, just east of

the road from Eutland to Mendon, there is a portion of that

long Vermont range of quartzite, which is marked on the

geological map of Vermont as extending from the Massachu-

setts boundary to a point just north of Mendon, sixty miles,

and thence, after a brief interruption, to Eockville, nearly

forty miles beyond. This so-called "quartzite" ridge consists,

near Eutland, of chlori magnetite, and hydro-

mica slate (the so-called talcose slate or talcoid schist), along

with quartzite ; and, as has been stated (this Journal, III, iv, 69),

the hydromica slate graduates laterally by rather abrupt tran-

sitions into the quartzite, the same bed being quartzite in one

place and hydromica slate 100 yards off. Part of the

looks like gneiss, owing to streaks of silvery mica (hydrous

mica?) in largish scales. Another part is a coarse conglom-

The rocks in the Eutland ridge, excepting the massive

quartzite, are well stratified, and have a dip to the eastward

corresponding with that of the Eutland limestone a I

entty lying over it. I found no vertical section of

and limestone near Eutland, showing positively that the quartz-

ite with the hydromica and chlorite slates were uppermost.

But the dip of the rocks at the nearest outcrops was the same

with the limestone ; and at one outcrop of the limestone, the
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upper layer was covered above with i

It will be observed that the variations from hard to softer

. and from quartzite to metamorphic schists, are simi-

lar to those observed in Berkshire. East of Brandon, a mile

or two beyond the limonite, lignite and kaolin bed of " Forest-

dale," I visited another part of this Vermont quartzite range.

There the rock is of the hard jointed kind. But the bedding

is in some places distinct, and in a few layers there are slaty

portions.*

Graylock—Graylock, standing between South Adams and

town, in Northwestern Massachusetts. 3600 feet above

tide level, while Taconic in system and in the character of its

rocks, belongs to a parallel line of elevations about six miles

east of the Taconic Eidge. In structure and origin it is closely

like Mt Washington. This is shown as far as relates to the

existence of the synclinal, in the section of it published by

Prof. Emmons, at page 19 of his American Geology (8vo, 1853),

the general truth of which I have verified.

This section commences at South Adams, and terminates

at the entrance to the great funnel-shaped valley called the

Hopper, where the limestone stratum dips eastward under the

mountain. The dip of the slates at the summit of Graylock

and to the west of it is steep to the eastward.

At the narrow north end of the Graylock range of elevations,

abreast of North Adams (5£ miles north of South Adams), the

limestone and slate both dip eastward, just as with the Taconic

ridge in Egremont north of Mt. Washington ; and the i

tion is, I believe, the same : that the broad synclinal which

holds the broad and lofty mountain, is at this place pressed to

a steep and narrow synclinal with the axial
|

ward. The verV large and deep mountain-girt depression called

the Hopper, north Snd south in trend, suggests strongly the

view that two synclinals with an intermediate anticlinal exist

m the slates of the broader part of the mountain mass, and that

the existence of the Hopper was determined by the position ot

the anticlinal; while the limestone syne!
a nearly simple one beneath the slates. M
over the region have been too limited to make this more than

a suggestion.

*The Geological Report of Vermont makes the W^*J**n^J^dk and

::.:;:.;.:..
. :; \ ;

:
: ,

,-v^
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CONCLUSIONS.

I close with the following conclusions as a sequel to those

mentioned on former pages of this memoir.

XIII. Lithological evidence as a test of Geological age.—It is

above shown that the mica schist overlying the Canaan lime-

stone is in Sheffield and Canaan staiirolitic. TJie mineral stauro-

ld> exists, therefore, in rocks younger than th> Stockhridge limestone.

But the facts which have been presented, besides opposing

the idea that staurolite is a satisfactory mark of age, also show

that lithological evidence should be used with extreme caution

even within a district of a few square miles. For in a distance

of three miles or less, a stratum of quartzite has been found to

become one of mica schist, or of gneiss, or of mica a

iferous or not, or of hydromica slate, or of chloritic

chlorite slate containing magnetite or not ; and in another

>f two miles, the quartzite stratum

mica schist, full of garnets; and
locality,

in another, mica schist is replaced by a granitoid gneiss.

I known these facts when I commenced my investigations m
Green Mountain geology, I should have had much less diffi-

culty in reaching right conclusions. It is hence evident that,

in the present state of the science, we should beware of all con-

clusions as to the age of metamorphic rocks that rest on litholo-

gical evidence alone, whether they relate to pras-Silurian or

subsequent time. When every square mile of New England

has been investigated stratigraphically with thoroughness, we

shall begin to know something of its geology.
It should be understood that tracing a formation along from

mile to mile by means of the rocks, after an understanding of

their characters and transitions, is a very different thing from

tSie age of rocks on the principle that a particular

kind belongs to a particular age in geological history.

It follows from the facts reviewed, as stated in an early

part of this memoir, that there is not strictly any quartziteforma-

tion in the Green Mountains ; the formation being made up oj

i not always the predom
XIV. Age of the Stockhridge Limestone.—This mass of lime-

stone, as I know from personal study, extends continuously

from Pittsfield to Canaan.* Beyond Canaan it stretches on, as

shown by Percival, to a point south of Pawling in Dutchess

Co., New York—making for the total from Pittsfield *

a length for the formation of 70 miles. To the north

field, I have examined the limestone only at isolate

At these I have found no reason to doubt the conch
the geologists of Massachusetts, Vermont and Canada, that the
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rock, all the way to Rutland 80 miles from Pittsfield, and 20

miles beyond, is the same limestone. The evidence consists

not only in the apparent continuation and similarity of the

limestone throughout, but in the fact that with very small in-

terruptions the quartzite continues to accompany the limestone,

esp -.; Ily along its eastern border, just as in Berkshire, and

that it undergoes the same transitions to mien schist, mica slate

or hydromica slate, along its course; and, further, that the

nying the limestone, especially along its

western border, is very similar throughout. That the evidence

should be conclusive, the actual continuation of the limestone

through, from Pittsfield northward, should be ascertained, and

also the stratigntphieul relations of the quartzite to th-

ing limestone. What is now known is sufficient to render the

conclusion excee \\w_\\ prol able. If so, the age of the lime-

stone at Rutland and other parts of Vermont is approximately

that of the rock in Berkshire and farther south.

I have referred to the facts with regard to Ghazy fossils

found in the Rutland limestone by the Rev. A. Wing. As the

facts are of the highest importance, the paragraphs maybe here

cited. (This Journal, vol. iv, 133, 1872.) Mr. Billings says—

I received last summer some fossils from Rev. A. Wing, and

made the following note upon them before I sent them back.

15th June, 1871, from the Rev. A. Wing, twenty B]

With the following tieket: " Encrinitev and ..Wuiv Iu>m1n Mip-

l to be Trenton, collected M;iv, 1870, at the marble quarries

\ Rutland, not one hundred yards northwest of an

parole quarry, the m.-t northern one worked on the south \u <t

side of the vail, '. . -a v hu aire,] a id tiftv rods southwest iron,

.West Rutland." r TTT .

This is the description of the locality given by Mr. Y\ ing. -My

note on the fossils in the book I keep for such purpose is—

"These consist of numerous obscurely preserved forms ike

Pleurotomaria staminea, small w < <' '— -''>

of Palmocystites tenuiradiatus. I think thi-

fhe rock is a gray fragile limestone with white crystalline seams

.
If Hitchcock's Eolian is Stockbridge limestone then the latter

he Chazy. The plate of the Cystidean, I \ ft

!,al h i* a ncvcr-iailinu; guide to the Chazy; at least it is so on tne

west side of Lake Champlain.

,
That all the facts may be before the reader I quol

(PP. 418, 419) from the Vermont Geological Report on otiier

fossils from the same limestone.

Although the Eolian limestone is largely distributed in our

«»to& Vermont V\

^l
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Stromatopora, Chcetetes and

plates have also been discover

by Prof James Hall.

Euomphalus. This is a genus of univalve mollusks, somewhat

resembling Maclurea and Ophileta.
Tj

Dev '

Low
limestone in Whiting and Sudbury. A shell of the sai

is tumid in the Hudson River limestone in Orwell, which is quite

near the locality in Sudbury. There are two species of Euom-

phalus i n the Eolian limestone.

Zaphrentii. The three other genera are of corals. Zaphrentis

belongs to the family of Cyathophyllidce, and there is no instance

in this country where this genus has been found below th

of Afnjpa reticularis, which is an Upper Silurian and Devonian

species. The two are found together in great abundance in the

M •mi-.-rvstalline limestone connected with clay slate upon Lake

Memphremagog near talcose schist. We cannot ourselves dis-

tinguish between the specimens of Zaphrentis from Lake Mem-
phremagog and the Eolian limestone. This genus occurs in a

dark rolmv.l slaty limestone in Sudbury and Cornwall, associated

with Euomphalus and Chaetetes.
, .

Stromatopora. This is the most common of all the fossils in

the Eolian limestone, and it is a genus whose lower limit is in ti><

group of Upper Silurian rocks. It has been found i

this genus witb a query. There

early and late one—that is it

to the Carboniferous rocks.

Both branching and oval forms of this genus occur in the Eolian

limestone of Vermont, and there are two distinct species of it.

It has been found in Sudbury, Benson, on M. C. Rice's farm, Corn-

wall and Williston. A supposed fossil of this genus is quite com-

mon at Peck's quarry in Cornwall, and on Dea. Casey's farm;

at New Haven on the railroad north of New Haven railroad

hri.lge, and in a loose block of limestone at Middlebury village.

Stictopora. In Sudbury were also collected specimens of the

genus Stictopora. This genus was remarkably well defined. Prof.

Hall did not venture to pronounce upon the species. An obscure

coralline form, distinct from any of the others described, has been

found in the limestone above Sheldon & Slason's marble quarry,

in West 1 Jutland. ,

Encrinal stems. The large encrinal stems from Sudbury and

Cornwall are interesting, because the only cases where encrinaL

rings of such dimensions have been found in this country are m
Devonian rocks. The fragment-; of small encrinal stems that have

been discovered in the 1 re found at the marble

quarries in East Dorset, upon Mt. Eolus, and in West Rutland,

Sudbury and Cornwall,
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One will be struck with the fact that all these fossils have an

Upper Silurian or Devonian character, wherever they are of value

in identifying strata. * * * *

We incline to the opinion that they must probably be placed

as high as that formation, or as low as the Lower Silurian
:
to

which last position Mr. T. S. Hunt assigns them.

With regard to the Vermont quartzite, we have the follow-

ing tacts from page 356, of the same report.

Several species of fossils occur in the quartz rock. They are a

species of Lingula, a mollusk rosemWinu' tin- V-»/tolopsis, a

straight chambered shell (?). a few crinoidal columns, tl,

line",-!* (Hall), a few fucoids, and some indeterminable forms

organic.

The Lingula is from the north part of tl

quartz rock in Starksboro, near Rockville, at the house of Mr. Hill.

The locality was discovered by Henry Miles, of Monkton. Ihe

specimens contain scores of fossils, but none of them are very dis-

tinct. Prof. James Hall has examined them, and rog

as a new species of Lingula, related to a species contained m the

Medina Bandstone.
;-.•-.

f<> md in hvalin, »,uartz on the west side of Lake Dunmore Ihe

first and last were referred to the same authority by Prof. Adams.

From the above st temei ts t would appear that the lime-

stone is either later Lower Silurian, or younger. But species

of Zaphrentis have been descri I *J
L°wer

Silurian (Hudson River group, one of them three m
and an inch and a halt in diam.n.T at top): and it has been

inferred by and others that the beds are

Val.lv L I ***» as I learned

i Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, were not over three-eighths of an

inch in diameter. Putting the facts together, the evidence

i-< strong that the limestone is not older than the C ,

that the Trenton limestone is included with it, its

having followed that of the Chazy, as in n

rocks. Excepti ,_ th< S mm, tin i ii

ite that suj ;
,. or anything older than the

Hudson R?v
g
er group ; and the Scoiithus is of no **»?»&

The results thus take us back to the old idea of the
,

Profi*-

sots Rogers 1 therefore

that tke*slate ofthe Taconic Range are of the Hudson ^erjroup

The two make up the true original Taconic system ot Emmons.

Before leaving this topic I make one remark of a personal na -

S* T: '"
,n/sTde

Prof. Emmons on one s

'the la-id.

probably
from Prof.

: .'Rogers out
investigation l
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I well as in Canada, brought c

rocks—those of Taconic mountains

—were identical with the Quebec group,* (an opinion then partici

pated in, I believe, by Prof. Hall,) I gave it acceptance an<

adopted it in my Manual of Geology. Within the past half a dozei

years I have looked to the rocks themselv
ground for an ind.'j.'-nd.-ii: judgment; and
above presented. It makes the Taconic rocks and the associated
ground for an independent judgment; and the result

:ed. It makes the Taconic rocks and the a

: in formation, as held by Logan ; and it differs from

his view as to the age of the beds—on the basis partly <

older examination of fossils by Hall, and csp.-riully on the receiu,

!>y Hillings; and diverges also as regards the relations of the

quartzite.

The conclusion I have presented relates to the oriffhuil T<ic<>»i<'

as presented by Emmons in his New York Geological Report

miUished (in quarto) in 1842, and not to the unfortunate addi-

tions to it made in his later publications!—unfortunate because

they drew off attention from the real Taconic, and became the

chief subjects of controversy and prolific sources of error.

XV. The condition of the Green Mountain region in Berkshire

during the formation of the rocks.—The occurrence of the quartz-

ite along the limestone region, and its passage oc

into conglomerate, testify to the existence in the Green Moun-
tain seas, during the later part of the Lower Silurian, of great

exposed sand flats, such as are made in the face of the waves

;

and the frequent transition in the quartzite stratum to mica

schist, or gneiss, or mica slate, and the like, are good proof that

in the shallow waters about the great sand banks, the bottom
was of mud. The fact that the quartzite pr< vail- most along

the eastern border of the limestone shows that in that portion

of the region the water was most shallow, or that there lay the

largest amount of emerged land. Whatever the depth of water

in which the limestones were made, the depth appears to have

ed in the Berkshire region toward the end of the

Silurian era; and this was a prelude to the time of

upturning and metamorphism which appears to have closed

that era in Western New England.
It is a remarkable fact that the conglomerate accompanying

the quartzite contains no pebbles of gneiss or of any of the

older crystalline rocks. The pebbles are all of quartz or

quartzite.

* The views of Logan are to be found in this Journal, II. xxxi. 210,
also, with additional eonclufrii •

;lt page 392 o
volume, in an article entitled "On some points in American Geology."
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The distmuui.hed assoeinte of whom the Academy has just

. .i, alike eminent in character and intelligence,

alibis u- an example, too rare among us, of an independent

.nsecrated with zeal to science and crowned with mi-

nveries.

Philippe Edouard Poulletier de Verneuil, born at

,12th, 180o, was destined to the :

attained to twenty-five years of age, when the events of lodO

put an end to his plans in that direction.
_

At the moment when he hesitated as tow-

himself, geology was making marked progress. No <>nh "a-

.... the crust of the earth, instea l>-

:• numi, d um-hai.ir.Ml, as the sehool of Werner demanded, had

undergonefoldin-andfrartn.^vhirh.vv
in its "structure, but it was becoming possible to n

the relation in age of these phenomena. It was under such

Qcea that M. de Verneuil felt himself drawn toward

geology, and that he followed with great a

which M. Elie de Beaumont developed these new ideas, lne

great questions connected with the history of the globe soon

took strong hold of him, and he resolved not to remain a me

spectator of the discoveries of others. _ , f

Recognizing the fact that in geology, as in all the sciences
,

of

observation, the study of nature alone can give a Ml under-

standing of her phenomena, he desired to travel 1

1

first the country ,,f Wales, whirl at that very time the mve.n-

-m.msol „,ti.l.n_. I.. 1 1m._ t. _ ol. _ ^
M .

1 „. v.,,,,,,,1 I
..... o, th- *•;«

divisions and a fixed order of superposition in the gre^ group

of ancient beds whirl., up to that tun., had ^en confounded

under the an mr:.l nam.-ot Transition formations.
_

A>

than once happened, this first journey had a decisive u

upon then,,',' , „ the researches of M. d<

and upon the character of the services to science by which nt

was to become distinguished. , .

jje
His desire to see and compare soon led him to ine- e* .

turned toward Turkey, following down the Danjibe, « nw hictt

?twmi navigation was just then i ," £rm, a\y
!,. went through

Moldavia and Bessarabia to Odessa in the Crimea, and
Moldavia and Bessarabia to Odessa in theW -.

tie frontiers of Ciivassi:,. ami lat. r toward the Bosphorns. 1M
memoir on the Crim,a u lii.-h he th-n puM.^ '

|

\- [.^ ;

Options of new and int 'resting tonsils described Dj
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M. Deshayes. This savant, who now came to the aid of strati-

graphical geology by his profound knowledge of fossil shells,

took much pleasure in instructing de Veroeti

study in a private course rendered illustrious l.v distinguished

auditors, themselves soon to become eminent geologists.

After having made, in 1838, a special study of the lower

beds of the Bas-Boulonnais, M. de Verneuil had already become
an authority in the determination of fossils. Thus, 'in 1839,

when Sedgwick and Murchison wished to compare the oldest

formations of the countries of the Rhine and of Belgium with

j desired de Verneuil to accoi

Absorbed as they had been i

of stratigraphical relations, they found the necessity of his co-

operation, which was the more important to them since M.
de Verneuil had already travelled over and studied these coun-

tries. In the memoir which they published, these English

geologists made full acknowledgment of the assistance their

companion had afforded them by generously putting at their

disposition the rich collections he had made in person. In con-

nection with M. dArchiac,—whose name we cannot pronounce
without recalling our great sorrow in the loss of this distin-

guished student, our most excellent associate,—M. de Verneuil
published in 1841 a description of the fossils of the older beds
of the Ehenish provinces. The work is preceded by a general

sketch of the fauna of the so-called Paleozoic formations, and
followed by a table of the organic remains up to that time dis-

covered in the Devonian system of Europe.
This journey made apparent the advantage, I had almost

said the absolute necessity, in order to carry out such explora-
tioiis with aeeuraev, of having alwaws at hand a trained paleon-

tologist like M. de Verneuil. At this time he was in fact almost

alone in his knowledge of fossils. So, when Murchison, desir-

ing to study further the geological formation which he had so

aed in the northwest of Europe, formed the project of

exploring Russia, he again sought the companionship of M. de
Verneuil. The facility with which Murchison could at a

glance appreciate the eharaetoristu- <>t <tnit:i rould never in

that way alone have enabled him, able as he was, to reach sure

distinctions in a region so vast, where, moreover, the rocks are

so seldom uncovered. These two savants supplemented each

other in the happiest manner.
The labor of three summers, 1840 to 1842, enabled Mujcbi-

son, Verneuil, and Keyserling, to explore a region comprising

Q Half of Europe. It is just to say that the Emperor
Xk-IiuIus w.mwb ia\ d this enterprise, the grandeur and
utility of which he fully appreciated ; and that many learned

men, Russians and foreigners, had published papers on various
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isolated parts of the region. Traveling by different routes,

and meeting from time to time to compare their obaerval ona,

the three savants gave a very wide range to the field of their

operations. The nea;' ; ' of all the forma-

tions beyond the chain of the Urals is in marked contra* with

the manner in which the same groups are upturned and broken

in Western Europe ; and the great extent of the beds favors a

rapid acquaintance with them. The work upon Eussia in Eu-

rope and the Ural Mountains, accompanied as is well known by

geological maps representing each of those countries, appeared

in 1845. It is a monument raised to the knowledge of the im-

mense region to which it relates, and at the same time to the

fundamental principles of geology. The introduction of the

Permian system into science was one of the great results of

this exploration.

As the conclusions rest entirely on the exact detern

of fossil species, it was essential to give to this part of the work

all the care and all the range which it required. The whole

of the second volume, which contains, so to speak,

ing testimony, is, in all that pertains to the Paleozoic fauna,

the personal work of M. de Verneuil, assisted by Count Keys

erling. The fauna of the secondai j
formations v. -

to M. Alcide d'Orbigny, at that time the authority in this

department of the science. Viewing together the four Paleo-

zoic systems, the authors show that the sua
beings is almost exactly the same as in the other countries of

Europe.
.

The various investigations which have been carried on with

so much activity in North America have made us well ac-

quainted with the wonderful de\
; a aeoosita

intnnt part . l thovo.rl 1. remarkable not onh fort

of the beds, hut als<- tor t hoi r geographical extent <-

not less than thirty-four degrees of latitude and fifteen d. <_m>

of longitude. But with wise independence, the

geologists did not consider, in laying down the sir

the groups that in Europe appeared to be their ai

moreover.- vmitin-r ti.r an exact compari-

son. When it is possible to follow depo-
to another without interruption, it is easy to trace out covv̂ '
Pondances among them ; but this cannot be done between two

continents separated by 3,000 miles. •

Id the spring of 1846, the publication retatag

was hardly completed, when M. de Verne**] und

bridge ov.- 0. He was anxm -

out and compare for the two continents the

str: *t;i. iVoni the lowest tossHiterons beds up to tlie eoal. i-

^s the task laid down to, it us, I
b> this tut epnl pioneei
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science. His study had exclusively for its base the species

which he examined in local collections or those which he him-

self gathered from the deposits. He established the lact that

in countries so remote the first appearance of life was very

similar in forms, and that the same types were developed suc-

cessively and in a parallel manner through all the series of

Paleozoic beds ; that there is on both sides of the ocean a

striking agreement in the succession of life.

De Verneuil has then the double credit, on one band, of

earning to the United States on intimate knowledge of the

divisions in the Paleozoic strata established in Europe, and on

the other, of bringing back to Europe the results of Amer-
ican investigations, and the possibility of profiting by them

:

de Verneuil resolved the complex question by his own labor*

His modest presentation of the parallelism 'of the Paleozoic

rocks of the two countries has lost nothing of its merit, not-

withstanding the constant advance of the science ;
it is still

a fundamental position. This memoir established the place

to which paleontology is entitled in investigations relating to

the history of the globe. This is perhaps the crowning labor

of M. de Verneuil.

There is, however, another enterprise which bears si-

testimony to his boundless devotion to science and ins in-

We perseverance. Spain had been less stud

any other part of Europe, when M. de Verneuil ti

turning his steps thither. He was also drawn to it by Blain*

ville, who did not believe in the universality of the laws of

paleontology. If the succession of the beds, and of the fauna

f 'v raeterizmg them, seemed to be established over the north-

ern portions of the two continents of Europe and America,

this great naturalist supposed that in Spain, in the south prin-

cipally, the order of succession of fossil species might be re-

versed, or at least modified : an idea which was far from being

realized.

From 1849 to 1862, de Verneuil made not less thai

trips into the peninsula, sometimes alone, and somen
M. Edouard Collomb, who was already known by his inves-

tigations of ancient glaciers. Sometimes also he was
panied by young naturalists, who went for the sake of his

as. The geological map of Spain, and tl

I after these laborious excursions, among others that

which is rendered signal by the discovery of the
fauna, did not interest Spain alone, where they incited others to

labor, but the whole scientific world.
It is greatly to be

-'rvations did not find time to put them in order em
work them out as a whole, as he did in Eussia.
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In 1854, de Yerneuil was made member at large of the

Academy of Sciences at Paris. The Royal Society of Loudon

and other foreign societies had enrolled him among their

. j for traveling, which was so important m its results

to geology, was not lessened when the increasing failure of his

sight deprived him of its chief pleasure. The privations he

endured in rough or i
ies had never dimin-

ished his zeal, or his good humor. Many times he ran great

risks, as when he ventured dangerously near a volcanic erup-

tion at Vesuvius or at the island of Santorin.

A clear judgment, and a complete independence of all pre-

conceived ideas, guided him in his deductions. Far from being

absorbed in his own special studies, he interested himseJt in

various other branches of human knowledge. He was

master of many modern languages ; and this was one of the

means which insured him success in the countries he explored.

Moreover, the fine arts were not excluded from his pi

he had cultivated his talent for music even to becoming a skill-

ful composer. Few persons possessed more natural benevolence

than he. His extreme kindness was not only apparent in the

ordinary intercourse of society, but w.as manifested m many

generous deeds. He discussed the opinions of his 0]

with calmness and good temper. Exquisite loyalty and sincere

modesty were the dominant traits of his noble character, tie

found more pleasure in bringing forward the discoveries of

another than his own, and, perhaps for that reason, more than

one of his associates failed to appreciate the full extent or ms

merits. , . ,

During the illness which for three months interfered with

ity, he continued to interest himself warmly

kcts of science as well as in very different questions ;
through

all, his good humor never failed. He preserved Ins seren^y

even to the last, and died, as a Christian, on the 29th of May,

1873, having almost completed his 68th year.

M. de Verneuil had called to his aid all the ""™«g
paleontology, particularly those pertaining to th<- I

^ata. la°UiB

P
respect he held perhaps the first rank among

geologists on both continents Moreover, he was at once tne

Pioneer and the master in the knowledge of North American

^ItTas not only by his published works that de Verneuil

contributed to the advance of science. He has raised

self a monument in his collections, in which he br0Ught^X
[ypesof tin „ leeted from the various n

bad explored. Strangers from all countries as well
•

savante Ives of his valuable collections,
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ity he put at their service, besides

aiding them with the results of his own studies. In this way
he was a center for the study of paleontology, whence radiated

light in every direction.

To continue, even after he had. gone, the exercise of his

generosity toward all students, he has desired that his collec-

tions—certainly unique—should be always at their disposal,

and to this end he bequeathed them to the Gallery of the

School of Mines.

The memory of our excellent member will always be held

in reverence among the geologists and paleontologists of the

In the hope of finding a simpler method than that at pres-

ent employed for the preparation of oxysalicylic acid, I turned

my attention to the sulpho-acid. The preparation of this acid

under the most unfavorable circumstances must be simpler

than that of the iodo-acid ; and, further, it appeared probable

that, if the desired conversion of the SO 2OH group into hy-

droxyl took place at all, this would be a cleaner change than

that which accompanies the action of potassic hydroxide upon

iodosalicylic acid.

Sulphosalicylic acid was originally prepared by Cahours,*

but was first carefully studied by Mendius.f These chemists

prepared it by allowing the vapor of sulphuric anhydride to

act upon salicylic acid. On dissolving the product in water,

i-ing off from unaltered sali<- v !ic acid, an aqueous solu-

tion of the sulphoacid was obtained, and l'r..m this, by proper

\ the salts and the free acid.
I found it simpler to treat salicylic acid diivetlv with onli

nary concentrated sulphuric acid. Solution took place very

readily with the aid of slight heat. The solution was some-

what strongly discolored. On diluting with water and allow-

ing to stand, no unaltered salicvlic acid was deposited. The

whole was neutralized by means of finely powdered c

then filtered off from excess of chalk and precipitated gypsum-

The solution of calcium salts, thus obtained, was treated with

potassic carbonate until a precipitate was no longer formed,

when the calcic carbonate was filtered off. The filtrate. c.m-

' potassium salts, was evaporated down to a compara-

tively small volume. On now being allowed to cool slowly, a

* Ann. Ch. Phys., [3] xiii, 92.
f Ann. Ch. Pharm., ciii, 39.
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deposit of crystals was formed. These were removed and re-

crystallized.
' Thus they were obtained in the form of beauti-

ful thick needles, almost colorless. Although subsequently

recrystallized a number of times, they retained a slightly yel-

lowish tinge. These crystals, which presented every appear-

ance of a chemically pure substance, were analyzed with the

following results :

I. 0-5885 grams of the salt, on being heated to 190°, lost 0-0637

grams H2 O=10'83 per cent.

IL 0-5885 grams of the salt gave 0-

grams K— 23*71 per cent.

(C 7H*0«S) 216

330 100-00

The fact that this salt contains two molecules of water of

atkra, together with the fact that it is the
|

product of the reaction under consideration, renders it probable

that it is identical with the potassium salt prepared and de-

scribed by Mendius (loc. cit.), as the latter also contains two

molecules of water of crystallization.

On evaporating the mother liquor from the crystals first ob-

tained, and again allowing to crystallize, a second deposit took

place. This was made up to a great extent of crystals of the

same kind as that already describe .1,1 it, in addition to these,

there were noticed others which were larger, more compact

and well-formed. The two kinds were separated as carefully

as possible by mechanical means, and both recrystallized re-

peatedly. The larger crystals, after being subjected to this

process, were nearly colorless, and presented the form of sec-

tions of quadratic (?) pyramids. Some of them attained con-

siderable dimensions • all were well developed ;
and none pos-

sessed the slightest resemblance to the crystals of the first set.

They were analyzed with the following results :

I. 0-5258 grams of the salt, on being heated to 180°, lost 0-044

i H8Q=8-37 per <

(C'H*0«S)
K 2

1£H 2
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The salt is thus proved to be derived from a sulpfo

acid ; and, further, the difference in form and formula between

it and bh i1 appear probable that the two

salts are derived from isomeric modifications of the same acid,

though, of course, the proof is not given. This sup}

rendered still more probable by the fact that when a

ing agent is allowed to act upon an aromatic body, in almost

all cases where it is theoretically possible, two isomeric prod-

ucts are formed ; the formation of but one product being, as

recent investigations tend to show, a rare exception.

If the ordinary reaction of Dusart, Kekule and Wurtz could

be applied with success to the two salts described, it would be

possible to throw some much-needed light upon the constitu-

tion of the dioxybenzoic acids, of which we can safely say that

the constitution of not a single one of the many varieties de-

scribed is known. Provided we can once establish the fact

that molecular rearrangement does not play an important role

in the varied metamorphoses of aromatic compounds
;
provided,

particularly, we' can demonstrate that hydroquinone, pyro-

catechin and resorcin are not mutually transformable under the

influence of heat; and that there is more than a chance connec-

tion between the arrangement of the hydroxyl groups in the

dioxybenzoic acids and the products which they yield when

subjected to dry distillation, then the problem of determining

the constitution of these acids becomes a very simple one. A
careful consideration of the subject will show that it is only

necessary to know in regard to each particular acid : 1st, from

which of the oxybenzoic acids it is obtained, and, 2nd, which

of the three dioxybenzenes it yields when distilled. From

these starting points the conclusions may be easilv drawn.

There are, according to Kekule's hypothesis, but six varieties

of these dioxyacids possible, most of which are probably

known; though they have been prepared in such smi

titles, and studied so superficially, that our knowledge of them

is exceedingly limited. I hope soon to be able to give this

subject further attention. As remarked above, the study 01

the isomeric sulphosalicylic acids promised reward in the direc-

tion indicated. I hence endeavored to convert the sulpbo-

group of each of them into hydroxyl. Unfortunately, this con-

version could not be effected', though, at the same time, another

interesting and significant result was attained.

The potassic sulphosalicylate first obtained, viz : tl

d in the form of needles, was fused with

hydroxide in a silver basin, the mass being constant

with a silver spatala, A change of color accompanied the

reaction, resembling that observed in connection with the corre-

sponding reaction between potassic sulphoxybenzoate and
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potassic hydroxide. As soon as the mass ceased to foam it

was allowed to cool ; then dissolved in water, acidulated with

rith ether. The ethereal extract.

on being distilled over a water-bath, left behind a brown, thick,

oily residue, decidedly unattractive. This was boiled with

water, and thus partially brought into solution, while at the

same time a portion of the substance was volatilized with the

aqueous vapor, and deposited upon the upper walls of the ves-

sel in the form of very delicate, silken needles. The whole

was boiled with a large quantity of water, and the vapors

which passed over condensed. The distillate was clear with

the exception of a few oily drops which floated on the surface.

For a long time the vapors continued to show an acid reaction,

but, after boiling for several hours, the process was discon-

tinued. On now again extracting the dissolved substance by

means of ether, both from the distillate and the contents

of the flask, the products were found to be very w
appearance, and both resembled the original "brown, thick,

oily residue." They were allowed to dry over sulph

when they became compact and hard. Finally, by carefully

subliming these products between watch-glasses, through filter-

ing paper, a pure sublimate was, in both cae

also in both cases, an oily residue was left behind. The subli-

mate consisted of delicate colorless needles of silken luster.

These were found to fuse at 156°. They were readily soluble

in hot water, and crystallized out on cooling in long

Their aqueous solution when treated with fe

a deep violet color. These are the properties of sail.;.

and an analysis was alone necessary to prove that this acid was

indeed the principal product of the reaction :

0-2058 grams of the substance, dried over sulphuric acid, gave

0-4606 grams CO»=0'12562 grams C; and 0-0882 grams

H*O=CK)098 grams H.

C* 84 60-87 61-04

other product formed could „e most varied

.;,', .''tive/ It remained a dis-

agreeable, thick oil. This had the odor and other gener

erties of phenol. Its aqueous solution, treated with bromine

Wf^r. gave a vellow precipitate ; and this yellow precipitate,

the odor of phenol* As nothing else could be detected, these
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two, viz.: salicylic acid and phenol, may be considered the

• products of the action of potassic hydroxide upon

potassic sulphosalicylate.

It remained to study the corresponding reaction with the

second variety of poti ita The experiment

was performed in exactly the same manner as in the first case

;

;ui«l all the phenomena observed were but repetitions of those

already described. Salicylic acid and phenol were the only

products. The salicylic acid was not analyzed, as its properties

were a sufficient guarantee of its identity. The phenol was

detected, as in the former case, by means of Landolt's reaction.

If we consider the phenol as a secondary product, formed by

the splitting up of salicylic acid under the influence of heat,

we thus see that the effect of the action of potassic hydroxide

in the cases under consideration is simply to cause a substitu-

tion of the SO 3OH group by H. Similar instances are men-

tioned in chemical literature, though their number is not great

enough as yet to permit of any well-founded general conclu-

sion in regard to this kind of action. It remains to be seen

whether any connection can be traced between the positions

of the substituting groups, and the occurrence of this retro-

grade substitution.

"Williams College, Mass., August, 1873.

Akt. XXXL—On the Silt Analysis of Soils and Clays ; by EuG.

W. Hilgard, State Geologist of Mississippi.

(Read at the Portland Meeting of the Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., August, 1873.)

Among the objections raised against the utility of &

ses as mostly made and stated heretofore, not the least serious

one is that they do not indicate with any reasonable degree of

accuracy, or in a generally intelligible manner, those impor-

ts in the physical condition of soils which are practi-

cally designated as "lightness," "heaviness," "openness,' etc.

Indeed, the very idea of what constitutes a sandy soil or a

clay soil is exceedingly indefinite ; uecessarily so, so long as

the constituent ideas of " clay" and " sand," respectively, remain

so ill defined.

It makes a material difference whether the grains of sand

contained in a soil or clay are prevalently half a millimeter in

diameter, or the tenth or twentieth part of that amount. Sana

(or more properly silt) of the latter size is by no meal
pable; and yet a soil containing 50 per cent of this -

might be exceedingly " heavy," while it would be " light n

the sand grains approached 0-5"»m diameter. And it would
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make an equally material difference whether or not the

pable matter usually classed as " clay" were really, in the r

ilicate of alumina, or

Equally important i

ences in the properties of clays intended for use m ine arts.

In the prosecution of my researches on the soils of the State

of Mississippi, I found myself confronted by these difficulties,

and by the necessity of providing for some mode of operation,

and means of designating the several physical constituents of

soils, which should not only insure more" accurate results, but
should also render these capable of ready comparison all the

world over.

I need not recapitulate the often-discussed objections to

Nobel's apparatus, with its four vessels of ever-varying capacity

and slope of sides, and variable head of pressure. Not one of

the five sediments obtainable by its use is ever of a character

approaching uniformity
; and even in one and the same instru-

ment, successive analyses of one and the same material differ

widely in their results.

Schultze's elutriating apparatus, as modified and used by Fre-

senius in his investigations of the clays of Nassau—a tall,

conical champagne glass, with an adjustable stream of water

descending through a tube in the axis—answers a better pur-

pose; but offers the inconvenience of the accumulation of

heavy sediments around the mouth of the tube, whereby not

only the velocity of the stream is changed, but its failure, at

low velocities, to agitate the whole mass of the substance under

treatment, allows portions of the latter to escape the elutriating

action altogether. And since in soil analysis special impor-

tance attaches to these finer sediments, which are carried off at

low velocities, this objection is a capital one.

Intending to carry out in a convenient form the idea (already

urged by Tiirrschim.it. Noti/.l-latt, v. 180) of substituting for

the accidental ami indefinite products usually appearing
;

in the

statements of silt-analyses, sediments of known and definite

"hydraulic value ice of a variable head of

Wiiter, a constant one (a Mari. tt« "s bottle arrangement, adapted
t0 ten-gallon carboys), modifiable by means of a stopcock*
^ith a long lever moving on a graduated arc. on which the

Positions corresponding to given velocities in vessels of known
cross-section of i. m t0 empirical

determinations.

In order to obviate the inconvenience arising from the accu-

sation of sediment around the orifice of the tube delivering

the current, I introduced an intermediate conical relay reser-

voir (R
? fig< 2

; a test glass, cut short) at the point of the

* For figures, see Plate I.
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elutriator (inverted) cone. The smallness of the lower orifice

of the latter renders the current there sufficiently rapid to pre-

vent any portion of the sediment concerned at a given velocity

from falling into the relay ; and whatever sediment does accu-

mulate there can at any time be stirred and brought back into

the elutriating vessel, by increasing the velocity for a few sec-

onds of time.

Following up with the microscope the chs

ments so obtained with the apparatus, fig. 2, I soon found that

they were throughout of a very mixed nature ; and searching for

the cause, I found one in the abruptly conical termination of

the elutriator, at C, where the efflux tube was at first attached.

For in that case, the ascending current does not decrease regu-

lar] v its velocity as the cone expands, but is broken up into a com-

plicated system of eddies, whose general tendency is to ascend in

the axis oi Lea So far,

therefore, from corresponding to the calculated velocity belong-

ing to the cross section at C, the sediment carried off represents

the variable effects of these eddies.

The obvious remedy was to adapt to the wide (upper) end of

the elutriator tube a cylindrical portion, as shown in the dia-

gram., above (
'. W

I

is cylinder is made not

less than 125mm , no perceptible eddies reach the effli

and the sediments exhibited a pretty satis

of grain, save in so far as the coarser ones still contained a

t of the balance, I found the results still quite unsatis-

factory, and apparently inconsistent, especially as regards the

finer sediments.

The cause of these anomalies became apparent upon attempting

to work over, the second time, a quantity of sediment originally

obtained at the velocity of lmm per second. It shoi

course, again have passed over at the same velocity ;
but to

my surprise, barely one-half of it did so, while a 1.

sediment collected in the lower portion of the elutriating tube,

and even settled into the relay reservoir E ; as roughly shown

in fig. 2. On returning the portion that had passed over to

the elutriating vessel, the same phenomenon recurred ;
and by

repeated " cohobation," I finally succeeded in getting about

four-fifths of the whole quantity of sediment settled into tne

relay reservoir

!

-

On examination I found this coarse sediment to consist oi

floceulent aggregates of from a few to as many as 30 fine par-

ticles of siliceous silt. When >

pany and become diffused,

then presents simply i

m a tew to as many as ou «»« r-

Len violently shaken, they part com-

, si.m-Iv, through the liquid, wnicb

neral 'turbidity; the particles then
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settling down slowly and singly, at the rate corresponding to

Lie value.

The process of formation of these aggregates may be ob-

served by means of a lens, in all its stages; it being the

effect of the downward currents always existing on the sides of

the conical vessel, as heretofore mentioned. The aggregation

progresses slowly at first; but when once five or six particl* a

have thus coalesced, they begin to descend with

rapidity, and, growing, avalanche-fashion, as they roll down,

finally drop through the narrow lower orifice, despite of the

rapid' current exist i ng there, into the relay reservoir R
I have vainly attempted to obviate this trouble in various

v aye. Even when a central core is introduced in tl

the conical tube, so as to force up the current close to the sides,

return currents will form, and with them these miniature

avalanches.

Itisobvm -lance completely vitiates all deter-

1. in conical vessels; whether those of

Nobel's apparatus, or those of Schultze and Fresenius ;
or even

the later ones of Miiller, and of Schone ;* in all f

agitation produced by the current is alone employed for stirring.

The tendency to coa h of course, as the size

of the grains increases; but does not altogether cease until

their diameter exceeds 0'2«'m
, or about 16'"m hydraulic value.

For the elutriation of coarser se< I 3
'•m ng maJ

be successfully employed. For finer sediments, however, the

ose of cylindrical vessels, and of rapid agitation by outside power,

seems indispensable.
, , .

Fig. 1 of the diagram shows, on a somewhat enlarged scale,

tUo instrument I have devised, with this end in view. Ihe

'•vimdrieul elutriating tube T, of S4-8
mm

i -

mouth, and 290mm high, has attached to its base a rot:;:

P, consisting of a porcelain beaker triply perforated, v;

bottom, for connection with the relay reservoir R ;
and at the

sides, for the passage of a horizontal axis A, bearing four grated

^>o-s. This axis, of course, passes thro

My cemented to the roughened outside of the bea

Provided with o-ood. thick leather washers, saturated with fc

low. These washers, if the axis run true will bear a millu

or more of revolutions without material leakage. *rom live to

six hundred revolutions per minute is a proper velocity, which

may be imparted by clockwork, or a turbine.

As the i caused by the rotation of the

dasher would gradually communicate itself to the whole column

* I regret having been unable to obtain, for reference, the <>^.W8 °£

£|two latter author!; the most thorough, probably, heretofore published on this
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of water, and cause irregularities, a (preferably concave) wire

screen of 0-8mm aperture is cemented to the lower end of the

cylinder. No irregular currents are then observed beyond

about 75mm above the screen, whose meshes are yet sufficiently

wide to allow any heavy particles or aggregates to sink down

freely.. Any grains too' coarse to pass must, however, be pre-

viously sifted out.

Thus arranged, the instrument works quite -
*

and by its aid, soils and clays may readily be sepai

sediments of any hydraulic value desired. But in order to

insure correct and concordant* results, it is necessary to observe

1. The tube of the instrument must be as nearly cylindrical

as possible, and must be placed and maintained in a truly verb?

ca3 position. A very slight deviation from the vertical at once

causes the formation of return currents, and hence of molecular

aggregates, on the lower side.

2. Sunshine, or the proximity of any other source of heat,

must be carefully excluded. The currents formed when the

instrument is exposed to sunshine will completely vitiate the

3. The Mariotte's bottle should be frequently cleansed, and

the water used be as free from foreign matters as possible. For

ordinaiy purposes, it is scarcely necessary to use distilled

water: the quantities used are so large as to render it difficult

to maintain an adequate supply ; and the errors resulting from

the use of any water fit for drinking purposes are too slight to

be perceptible, so long as no considerable development of the

animal and vegetable germs is allowed. Water containing

the slimy fibrils of fungoid and moss prothallia, vorticellse, etc.,

will not only cause errors by obstructing the stopcock at low

velocities; 'but these organisms will cause a coalescence oi

sediments that defies any ordinary churning, and completely

vitiates the operation.

4. The amount of sediment discharged at any one time must

not exceed that producing a moderate turbidity. Whenever

the discharge becomes so copious as to render the moving

column opaque, the sediments assume a mixed el

coarse grains being, apparently, upborne by the muH
..- below the

velocity used; while the churner also fails to resolve the

molecular aggregates which must be perpetually re-formmg r

where contact is so close and frequent.
This difficulty is especially apt to occur when too large a

quantity of material has been used for analysis, or when one

sediment constitutes an unusually large portion of it. In eltner

* Usually within 5 per cent of the quantities found.
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case a portion of the substance may be allowed to settle into

the relay reservoir, until the part afloat in the churn and tube

is partly exhausted; after which, the rest can be gradually

up and worked off. Or, the sediments shown by the

microscope to be much mixed, may be worked over a second

time. Either mode, however, involves so grievous a loss of

time, as to render it by far preferable to so regulate the amount

employed that even the most copious sediments can be worked

..:r':.i" dice. Within certain limits, the smaller the .p.amny

employed, the more concordant are the results. Between ten

and lilt. 11 -rams is the proper amount for an instrument of the

dimensions given above.

I have found that, practically, 0-25mm per second is about the

lowest velocitv available within reasonable

that by successively doubling the velocities, up to 64mm
,
a

desirable ascending series of sediments is obtained
;
provided

always, that a proper previous preparation had been given to

the soil or clay.
.

.... „

Preliminary Preparation.—As regards this point, wh
en ':::! importance, I premise that I find f

boiling from 30 to 60 minute-- ah u si al - n II; "" "' <] ™]
,

'.'

perform that loosening of the adherence of

n • fund: n. ntal o nditi. n of success in :
i

.ration. In no case have I found less than six hours

incessant and lively boiling even nt
]

: n
.'

!

even with double^ that time, so much of the disintegration is

often left to be done by the churner of the instrument, a, to

proimrt in-U-iinin-l v the exhaustion of the finer sediments,

Waich are then continually being set free from ^coarser por-

tions. Thus, in avera-meascs the sediment ot 2o
_

n. \.nu\

be -run off "in the course of 30 to 35 hours. But in one case.

after 12 hours boiling, the 0'25 sediment gave no sign ot aw-

appearance after 36 hours, and continued to come ott ioi o*

hours more, with t he coarser sediments.

It is therefore a material saving oi' rime, and

promotive of aceuracv. to effect the nuvh:

the most thorough manner, beforehand fins e:

d , .e .
.

.

:

I cannot see the propriety of nsi

tegration, unless the investigation is to ext

ncal properties of the substance treated. I

Puppets, consist x ->t sand-urains cemented l>\
-

lime; the grains of bog ore, or alnmino -

found in .um, ...1K iultili.
|

v. the
.J'-

'

sand-grains of corresponding size: and should appear as sucn

1,1 the analytical i
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The presence of clay in the instrument would materially in-

terfere with the prop- tents. Inconsequence

5 property of indefinitely fine diffusion in water, clay— i. a,

hydrous 'silicate of alumina—produces the same effect as

dissolution of a salt, viz : increases the buoyant

effect, and therefore the hydraulic efficacy of water, to such an

extent as to enable it to carry off, e. g., sediment pertaining to

the v. locity of l
mm in pure water, when the actual velocity is

but 0-25mm.

In view of these facts, I have adopted the following course

of preliminary treatment

:

1. Boiling livelily, for 24 to 30 hours, 15 to 20 grams of

weighed "fine earth."

This is best done in a thin, long-necked flask of about 1

liter capacity, filled 4 full of distilled water, and laid on a

stand at an angle of 40-45°. It is provided with a cork and

condensing tube of sufficient length (5-6 feet) to condense all

or most of the steam formed when lively ebullition is kept up

by means of a gas flame. For the first few hours, the boiling

generally proceeds quietly ; but as the disintegration progresses,

violent bumping sets in, which sometimes endangers the tlask,

but is of material assistance for the attainment of the object

in view. In extreme cases, some of the heavier sediment

clean sand) may be removed from the flask; but

this is undesirable. It is frequently the case that when the

boil.'d contents are left to settle t I~m - - li< > id appears perfectly

clear within an hour: although so soon as they are largely

diluted, the elay becomes diffused as usual, and will not settle

in
_
weeks. Probably this is owing to the extraction from the

soil of soluble salts, which exert the same influence as does

lime or common salt, even in verv dilute solutions.

2. The boiled fluid and sediment is transferred to a beaker,

and diluted so as to form from 1 to 1^ liters in bulk; and being

stirred up, is allowed to settle for such a length of time as

(taking into account the h right of the column) will allow all

sediment of 0-25mm hydraulic value to subside; the process

*»'ing repeated with smaller quantities of fresh water, until no

sensible turbidity remains after allowing due time for subsi-

It must be remembered that this time is considerably longer

than that for pure water, so long as any considerable amount
of clay remains in the liquid, rendering it specifically heavier.

And ,-is the precise amount of allowance to be made <

general be foreseen, some sediment of, and exceeding, 0-25ffl

!)• v. will almost inevitably be decanted with the successive

'•ho. • ;it.t>. until the buoyant effect of the clay becomes insen-

sible. The united clay waters (of which there will bo from four to
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eight liters^) must therefore be again stirred up and the pro-

llowed for the sediments of 0-25ram
,
and over, to sub-

side. The dilution being very great, a pretty accurate separa-

ls accomplished; the sediments being then ready tor

the elutriator.
,

. «

Treatment of the "Clay Water:
1—I have based on the well-

known property of clay, of remaining suspended m pure \v:.ter

for weeks and even months, an obvious method of a

;

from at least the greater portion of silts finer than 02o

hydraulic value « 0-25).
f . , . . .

"The clay water is placed for subsidence in a cylindrical vessel

,; n wlll ,i
'

it 1U!U . ,,-„v<-nirntlv occupy 200mm in he.,

is there allowed to settle for at least 24 hours This interval

of time was at first chosen arbitrarily; but 1 su

found it to be about the average time required by the
$

tnest

siliceous sill u,uallv present in soils, to sink through AW oi

. So loii-'asaiiv sensible amount of clav is preset.

the time of eon,- is loner* r. say from 40 to 60 hours, or even

more, if the clay be abundant and the liquid not very dilute

Line of separation between th<

and the translucent clay water above, is readily obsen

the time of subsidence regulated accordingly. A1 I

eral such lines of division may be seen simultaneous

column, indicating silt of successive sizes, with a break i.et u
;

.

No such appearance is presented when after weeks of quiet

almost clear at the surface, then shades off downward ver}

gradually, until, near the bottom of the vessel, it becomes en-

tirely opaque.
,

. . u„„ia ; c

After decantation of the clay water, the I

poured off t. nil va h. Ikh ne the - dn .cut a- «lrv as poshi-

^ It ta
;,

t o
itself, with long handled rubber pestle (conveniently cut out oi

" WaTSten again poured on (agitating as mojjkj-1P-gj
to break up the , ular aggregates) to the po
and another 24 hours subsidence allowed. This

!

repeated (6 to 9 times), until either the
'

clear after the ;

. st ml u lenee. or the decanted turoia

fails to be precipitated by salt water. „ rt„Mcivp de-

cantations, to separate pretty sh:
r d £ he

fine silts. But the amount of time and ^u^iXence of
process of complete sep i ri -

|

'' '

! ; eTeyond
percentage resulting fiom a neglect of

24 hours is , n ,<t

tli'is far, 1 have throughout adhered to the U Hour.



the "clay" thus obtained being, of course, more or less con-
taminated with some of the finest silt ; which is precipitated
with it by salt, provided the relative amount of clay is not too
small. Otherwise a slight turbidity may remain for several
days in the decanted liquid, which cannot then be cleared by
the further addition of salt.

50ccm of a saturated brine (i. e., 1 "5 per cent of salt) is ordinarily
sufficient to precipitate one liter of clay water ; the precipita-
tion is much favored by warming. Half the quantity, or even
less, will do the same, but more time is required, and the pre-
cipitate is more voluminous.
As it cannot ordinarily be washed with pure water, it must

be collected on a weighed filter, washed with weak brine, dried
at 100 and weighed. It is then again placed in a funnel and
washed with a weak solution of sal ammoniac, until all the
chloride of sodium is removed. The filtrate is evaporated, the
residue ignited and weighed : its weight, plus that of the filter,

deducted from the total weight, gives that of the clay itself.

In some cases, especially of clays and subsoils deeply tinged
with iron, the clay, after drying at 100°, will not readily diffuse
m water, and can be washed with pure water until free from
salt

;
it can then of course be weighed directly.

[To be continued.]

Art. XXXII—Discovery of a new Planet, and observations on
that discovered June ISth; by James C. WATSON.

On the 29th of July I discovered a planet of the 12th mag-
nitude and observed the following place :

Ann Arbor M. T. a 6
1873 July 29 14" l

m s 23 h 8m 12 s35 —2° 23' ll"'0.

t of cloudy weather and bright moonlight I did

Ann Arbor M. T.

1873 August 16 12h 38m 4 9
23h

:2 41-50 ~2° 37'59"-2

16 13 14 24
16 14 2 4
16 14

N
59 27

17 10 25 3

23 :

23 :

23 -

2 40-23

2 38-75

2 3735

2 38 9-5

2 38 9-2

2 38 12'8

17 10 46 20 23 <I 1-93 2 39 47-1

i of these observations I computed the following
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Epochs 1873 Aug. 23-5 Washington M. T.

u=20° 5' 50*"9

Q=U
l % "I'l |

Apparent Equinox August 23.

log a= 0-467016 /u= 7Q7"*103

These elements represent well the places of the planet to Sep-

tember 2d, and for July 29th they give the following place:

a=23 h 12m 41 s '2 6 = - 2° 23' 42"

It is evident, therefore, that the planet of August 16th is

different from that of July 29th. I have commenced the search

for the latter, and will prosecute it as completely as the weather

will permit. The planet of August 16th is at present about a

magnitude brighter than that of July 29th.

I add also some observations of the planet discovered by me

Ann Arbor M. T. a o

1873 June 13 12h 43m 44 s l7 h 16 59 s-50 -21°52' 17'"4

13 13 37 44 17 16 57-04 21 51 52*9

14 10 17 9 17 15 56-10 21 42 40'7

15 11 47 20 17 14 41-68 21 31 29*6

18 11 51 51 17 11 16-97 20 59 58-1

July 2 13 5 16 57 50-4 18 44 50.

5 13 22 17 16 55 38'43 —18 19 12*7

This planet was of the eleventh magnitude. The following

elements have been computed by Mr. Bitter, one of my
assistants

:

Epoch=1873 June 18-5 Washington M. T.

ju=152 38
- Ecliptic and Mean 1

under the Direction of the Department of the Mteno,

.

.
The U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Tor-

Tories was authorized by the last Congress to make a ran- u

^logical and topographical survey oi Colorado
I

01'™'^
<iekl work was begun about the middle oi May ik •< -;;'"

elected for this season's operations lies between parallels 66

Communicated by Jas. T. Gardner, Geographer of the Expedition, under date

* Ml(W1e Park, Sept. 3.
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and 40° 20' north, and between meridians 104° 30' and 107°

west, and contains about 20,000 square miles. It was divided

by east and west lines into three districts, each about 58 mUea

broad by 130 long. The survey of each district was entrusted

to a mixed party, of geologists and topographers. The north-

era district included the Middle Park, the middle district the

South Park, and the southern the San Luis Park. Each dist rid

presents a complete section of the main upheavals of the Rocky

Mts. The whole area surveyed may be regarded as a section,

160 miles broad, of the grandest ranges of the Rocky Moun-

tain system at their point of greatest elevation; and as the

most extended region of high peaks to be found in the country.

From Mt. Lincoln, which is nearly in the center, we counted

200 peaks of 13,000 feet or over.

Between latitude 38° 30' and 40° 30', we find the Rockjf

Mts. composed of three great parallel meridional ranges ;
and

west of these a grand group, of complex structure, called the

Elk Mts., and high plateau-like ridges, sloping westward.

To the most eastern of the three ranges we give the nan if of

Front Range, since it is the grand front which the Rocky Mts.

present to the great plains. Standing on a high roll of the

prairie back of Denver, one sees the mountains rise abruptly

out of the plains and tower to snowy crests that strel

and south in a magnificent panorama for 120 miles, from Pikes

Peak on the south to a group 20 miles north of Long's Peak.

Six of the summits—namely, Long's Peak, Mt. Torrey, Grays

Peak, Mt. Rosa, Mt. Evans, and Pike's Peak—attain an eleva-

tion of 14,000 to 14,200 feet above the sea. Our arte*

Mr. Holmes, has made a very accurate detailed drawing of the

, which we expect to publish, with names, \u>
;

West of the Front Range lie the great parks, separated from

each other by comparatively low or broken cross ridges. Par-

allel with it, and about 40 miles farther west, is a gra

mountains, forming the western boundarv of the Sour

and North Parks. We name this the Park Range. Its high-

est points are near the junction of the cross range that divides

South fromtMiddle Park. They are the Mt. LincoL
which includes twenty peaks that exceed 13,000 feet in height,

and its culminating points, Lincoln and Quandary, rise above

14,000. Twenty miles farther north, the range becomes a very

sharply crested wall, with many 13,000-foot peaks, and with its

i ig points rising to 13*300 feet. This we call the Uiu

River group. To its northernmost and highest sumi oil

the name of Mt. Powell, from the gallant explorer 1 ;

was first ascended in 1868. From Mt. Powell northward there

are no high peaks until opposite the North Park, where toe

range rises again into summits of 12,000 feet and over.
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West of the southern part of the Park Eange is the Arkan-

sas Valley ; and beyond this valley is another grand line of

heights, heretofore unnamed, and which we call the National

Range. It axis is parallel with that of the Park Eange, and

only about sixteen miles west of it. It ends abruptly, about

40 miles northwest of Mt. Lincoln, in a very impressive peak,

about 13,400 feet high, called the Mount of the Holy Cross.

This steep-sided cone with rounded top fronts the east ma
dark precipice 3000 feet high, in the center of which is a bnl-

te cross 1500 feet long. The form is quite per

isible to the naked eye at 50 miles' distance. We first

saw it from Mt. Evans, and then from Gray's Peak, in the

Front Eange. After tremendous labor* Mr. Jackson suc-

ceeded in obtaining admirable photographic views of the preci-

pice and cross, from a distance not exceeding a mile.

The highest part of the National Eange commences about

20 miles south of the Holy Cross, in Grand Mountain, opposite

the town of Oro, in the Arkansas Valley. Grand Mt. is about

14,200 feet high, and from here to 50 miles farther south the

whole range is elevated to 13,000 feet, while there are ten peaks

that rise above 14,000 feet, some of them doubtless reaching

14,400. These culminating points rise at intervals of five to

eight miles along the crest of the range. The one next south

of Grand Mt. is Mt. Elbert ; the next is La Plata U
come the peaks named by Prof. J. D. Whitney in 1869 Mt
Harvard and Mt. Yale, and so on.

,

The National Eange is one of the grandest Ou *~» —
Through nearly its whole extent it forms the divide between

the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

West of this range, and connected with it, is a great group

of mountains, lving in the triangle between the Grand Kiver

on the north and the Gunnison Elver on the southland known

as the Elk Mts. Owing to the complexity and variety of their

structure, they are of the highest imaginable interest to the

geologist The part that eruptive granite can play D

Ling is here completely demonstrated. 1 he a

vated peaks of this group form a ridge about 30 mi

nearly parallel with the National Eange, and some

'. At the northern end of this line of ehn

at 39' 15' N, is Sopris Mt, a long dome-shaped ridge, about

13,000 feet high. Ten miles to the south of it is a sharp cone,

overtopping all its neiair:--. und rising to about I4,iuu ieet,

this welave named the Capitol. Three miles further south is

another great peak, only about 50 feet lower, which we call tne

»et of steepest debris alone.
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White House, from the conspicuous snow-field, about a mile in

horizontal breadth and having a slope of half a mile, which

covers its eastern front. This snow-mass is by far the largest

we have found in the mountains of Colorado, and distinctly

marks and characterizes the peak, even as seen from the Front

Eange, 80 miles away. Yet further south, five and ten miles

respectively, are two 14,000-foot peaks, of dark red sandstone,

which we call Maroon Mt. and Castle Peak.

West of this group there are no high mountains ;
within 20

miles the ridges change into plateaus, which fall off to the Col-

We expect to publish accurate panoramic drawings of each

of these four ranges ; nothing but these and photographs can

give an idea of their grand forms and interesting structure.

It seems very remarkable that, in a region where there are

so many high peaks, the culminating points should all range

between 14,000 and 14,500 feet. So far as I now know, there

are 22 summits of this class in our district.

The primary and secondary triangulation, on which all we

work is based, has been successfully carried through, in spite

of the difficulties that attend the carrying of large instruments

to the top of such lofty peaks. The 8-inch theodolite and tripod,

weighing about 50 lbs., have sometimes to be earned ont

back up ascents of 3,000 to 5,000 feet, over the steepest rock..

By October 1st, the primary triangulation will have been e
-

tended over 30,000 square miles.

Art. XXXIV.

Many additional remains of the Dinocerata have been ob-

xined by the Yale College expedition during the past,suw

ler, and many doubtful points cleared up in regard

tructure of these animals. ,
urll

1st. The dental formula of this order, so far as now know ,

3 as follows:—incisors -| canines 1, molars |, X 2=34

2d. The premaxillaries are not united in front, and vary

auch in form in different species. . . ,„oa hut
3d. The lower jaw has no true proboscidean Matures,

«-MMnl.l..tlmtoftii(.//vVW7^ lllMSl>]KH-i i ill\ in the great do

rard extension of the rami below the diastema. -j,,]

4th. It is extremely probable that both sexes were pr"

rith horns..
J

*
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5th. It is possible that the osseous protuberances on the skull

'(A not all support true horns.

6th. There were five toes in the manus, with metacarpals

moderately elongated.

7th. There were but four toes in the pes, with short meta-

8th' The characters of the order include marked perisso-

.tanyl. artindactyl, and proboscidean features, the last being

. parently the least developed.

9th. The geological horizon of all the known animals of this

group is Upper Eocene.
A new and well marked species of Dinoceras is represented

by a nearly perfect skull with the lower jaw entire, and hy

various other parts of the skeleton. It differs especia

f). mi-robin* Marsh, the type species, in the greater proportnm-

ate width of the skull, the shorter and more massive posfc or

horn-cores, and the more compressed and prominent nasal e< mes.

The species, moreover, was of greater size. The entire length

of the skull was 33-0 inches. The width between outer faces of

the occipital condyles was 7'8 inches, and across the Z}

arches 13*5 inches. The lower jaw measured 11 '6 inches

between the outer ends of the condyles, and its length from

condyle to front of symphysis w; s •_")- mei.es. T
the lower jaw was smaller than the last incisor, and .slightly

separated from it. The three incisors decreased a

from the symphysis, and all were directed well forward. This

- from the Upper Eocene of Wyoming, and may be

called Dinoceras laliceps.

Fort Bridger, Sept. 1, 1873.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Physics and Chemistry.

h On the Measure of Work in the Theory of Energy. By
RobERt Moon, M.A., Honorary Fellow of Queen's College, Cam-

bridge.—Professor Maxwell gives the following definition and

measure of work :
- W rk - h . .

!

>

-'-' "' l '
,N

l'''"'' ',"'T

*

and the quantity of work done is measured by the produc t
-ot the

resisting force and the dista
' h that force 1S

overcome." (Theory of Heat, 1871, p. 87.)
P F acts

.0-) It is to be presumed "on? ? , ;
',, ia

throughout the tinu- T in :i iwn direction upon a body winch is

~"
> move in tl„

.

,
!U! u- overcome by the lmji

i,(
" Hnit lu-i.in- from tin- inert-la of th(

'esistance which the body offers to an
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in its atate of rest or motion for the time being, and which is

always proportional to the force employed in overcoming it. It

follows from this, that, under the circumstances referred to, the

resistance which is being overcome at each epoch of time, and

therefore the work done in equal intervals of time, will be the

same throughout the motion. But if the body is at rest to start

with, and T is divided into n equal intervals, the work done at the

end of the first interval -, according to the above measure, will be

I F2 ~
; that done at the end of the second interval will be

the end of the third interval will be

, etc. : and therefore the work done in the first interval

©»

that during the third interval will be °- F 2 —
2

, etc. It has already

been pointed out, however, that the foregoing definition of work

implies that the amount of work done in equal intervals of time

vill be the same. It follows, therefore, that the definition and

the body in the direction of

that, if during the e

s, and has acquired

ring the small time T the body moves through the space

id of T the velocity V, we shall have

F«= *(MV8 -MVf),
an equation, be it remembered, which holds independently of the

magnitude of T, provided F be uniform.

If we put V=V, +v, we shall have .

work= F5= pi(v 2+2uV
1 ) . • '

IJj

Now v is the pure product of the force F acting on the body *

during the time T ; whence it appears that, adopting the mea «

by the force F
"jqi

^
U-pendent alike of F. of

work above proposed, the work done by the force I on

iy M in the time T involves the variable quantity V „
wAicu

i V, and v have the same sign, i. e., so long i the diree-
so long as V

, and v have the same sign, l. e., so iuug «»---.-
t j,e

tions of the force and the initial velocity conspire, but »
^

force and initial velocity have opposite directions, and i a
• !

are both finite, the right-hand side of (I) will first be n^ '

as the motion proceeds it will become zero; and rt*"V£ JJ
become and continue positive. It r

above measure . ,-k done in a finite turn ;
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finite force acting upon a body of finite magnitude which is free

(4.) The proper work of force is to generate or destroy mo-

mentum;* and the work done by the force in a given time wfll

be properly measured by the momentum created or destroyed in

The measure thus proposed, in fact, differs from the received

measure enunciated by Professor Maxwell less than might at first

sight be supposed ; for when T is very small, (1) becomes

works=F*= M».V,.
Thus, while I contend that the work done in a short interval of

generated during the
upon the subject which are generally received, it is measured by

the product of the momentum generated and the initial velocity

V,—a position the reasonableness of which, I apprehend, it will

he found difficult to establish.

(5.) If, instead of expressing the work done in^ terms of the

force acting and the time during which it {

iplace T in the express

>ther variables. This,

iFTby

m rest, would give us \/2MFs as the measure of

the work done by the force F on the body M while moving

through the space s.—Phil Mag., Sept., 1873, p. 219.

•2. S„W Ozrmo ; Xoti e 7i;i?wio,n\ <// Giuseppe Bjsixucci,

Dottore in Storia Naturale, Professore nel R. Istituto Industrial

e Professionale di Terni. Prato, Tipografia Giachetti, Figlio e C.

1869, pp. 456, Svo.— In this volume, Signor Bellucci, who is now

Professor in the University of Perugia, gives a very interesting

and valuable r'esum'e of the researches upon the subject of ozone,

which have occupied the attention of chemists for so many years.

The author lms i
-m the original contribu-

tions of the numerous investigators, the sources being candidly in-

dicated by foot-notes. The discussion is di\ ided into five parts, a

summary of which will give an idea of the scope and general

character of the work. , ..

.
Part first traces the progress of discovery in re ozone trom tne

*»"« «f Van Marum, who in 1783 observed the peculiar odor

communicated to oxygen by the passage of the electrical dis-
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charge, and a year or two later noticed thai sinuilt aiH-oii^ly with

this effect a diminution of the volume took place, but without

having an idea of the significance of these facts, to those of mod-

ern chemists, who have so thoroughly cleared up the obscurities

which for a long time surrounded this difficult subject.

In part second the author treats of the physical and chemical

properties of ozone, and its action upon the animal economy.

In part third are discussed the various modes of producing

Part fourth is an exposition of the theoretical views of various

chemists relating to the so-called antozone. This is one of the

most valuable portions of the book, and it is interesting to see,

that from a thorough discussion of the subject, the author con-

cludes that the experiments and theories which were supposed by

many to confirm the assumption of an allot ropic condition of oxy-

gen antagonistic to ozone are unsound, and that the supj»

zone has in fact no existence. It must be noticed too that the

book was published before the more recent researches, especially

those of Engler and Xasse, had conclusively proved that the reac-

tions formerly attributed to antozone were really due, in most

cases, to the presence of hydrogen peroxide.

In part fifth, lie discusses, by comparison, the properties of

ozone, of ordinary oxvu'en, and of oxyovn in the nascent or atomic

state, with .nsiderations suggested by the

have been observed. . .,

Although bearing the modest title of "Notes and li-

the work is reallv a full and satisfactory exposition of tl,

ical part of the subject, and places under obligation to 1

1

:- of readers who are interested in ozone and its uses.

Prof. Bellueei has also published more recently a br»r,

rites as a new Source oi

(Florence, 1873), and another upon "The sui-posi-d !

Ozone from Plants" (Palermo, 1873), in whii
Ins experiments u'ave negative results, he c,

gen emitted by plants does not contain an appreciable proportion

II. Geology and Natural History.

that the bot-

j and surface

imulation"go forward, through the rise of the isogeothermS>

J"
"this in an important degree has made possil

n-ophe in which synclinoria have resulted.'
1

is attributed to •

LeConte. I should have credited to Prof. T. Sterry Hunt the iu

of the weakening of the bottom of a geosynclinal in the rnanu

stated. To this id. a. Prof. LeCuto add* d "the view that throng

such ;t weakenimj\ lateral pressure j'roni the earths w
force not appealed to in Prof. Hunt's hypothesis) was enable^.

produce the c
'

eiple adopted
ropln- referred to, and this is the in
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2. Cretaceous of Long Island.—In a notice of the United States

.'...|.. L'iciil m:i|> .'« Ilit

,

.-'M M..-U
. :i.l !! lake, on page 64 of this vol-

ume, the representation of Long Island as Cretaceous is objected

to. 'Prof. Hitchcock writes us that the authors were guided in

their decision on this point, not merely by the report of Prof.

Mather on the subject, but also, by more recent and satisfactory

observations. Prof. Mather, in his New York Geological Report,

bases his conclusion on the existence of a bed containing lignite

beneath the drift, and on tin- fact that shells and some bones had

been obtained at various times in dicing wells and other ways,

although he was unable to find any specimen of the sin lis or

bones in the hands of those who reported such discoveries and

knew nothing whatever of the species. Three pages of the report

are occupied with statements of facts of discoveries having this

indefinite geological value. The evidence was so incomplete that

the Cretaceous of Lone Island does not appear on the geological

maps of either Prof. James Hall or Sir William Logan. We
understand that there are recent discoveries which will place

Prof. Mather's conclusion on a better foundation. J. n. v.

3. On the <'<;,;•
.

:r-dge—In my last

letter I gave some account of the Ore Knob Copper Mine, m Ashe

County, North Carolina, where 1 then was.

its of Polk County
' <>umv, \ iroinia. The first of these ;

town mines, which were well described in the report ot ^essrs.

Trippel and Credner to the American Bureau of Mini3fl in
1
B»».

In this, as in the earlier published reports oi Messrs. \\ lutn<-\,

Blake, and others, these deposit* of Ducktown are indicate'! a-

conforming in dip and strike with the enclosing mw-a-s. lust, :m<

not as fissure-lodes. Notwithstanding theii ipparent i.tei

I am, however, disposed to regard them not as comjU mP°™
Jith the strata, but as subsequent, deposits in nits or n>>m >

This relation of contemporaneous or posterior .tepo-ition >

evidently the fundam.ratal i ! :

posits; aw ii

the latter case it is hut a secondary consideration whet iei n

. which the endogenous mineral ^in.-'.-^AM

formable to the stratification. It is°doubtless in some cases diffi-

cult to distingue :

,r ' L " ! ''" '

a sediment, as in certain tbroii.ni copper-date- and some analogou.

,l v *u b
'
"'

' etr
irJpta iic

fusion, which oft.
-

:

l0n f X^TtZ?
ore in fissures, sin these conform to the strata

the local impregnations sometimes give the aspect of W
from the bedded «k. 1" m* *«raPle8 fj£*
intercalated fur connd. rah! d'M.-n <vs with the strata, are 8e

the , ranit, V( ,
| in the gneiases and mi^-

^'-'it'ueMontalban or Wl.it. M unv.-i -no- 1*™V?™
f Maine, as described by me in the American Journ^ of hcunce

,or Mimrh, is?]
;
and also in the thin parallel veins which, at

Am. Joint. Sci.-Thito Simnw, Vou VI. No. 34—Oct., 1878.

been fori
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Winslow, in that State, carry cassiterite and mispickcl in a

gaii-me of fluor, quartz and mica, and arc intercalated between

the beds of a micaceous limestone with great regularity, and <>nh

hen- and there are seen to traverse the beds, thus reveal

posterior origin. These were described and exhibited by me at

the meeting of the Institute of Mining Engineers in 1-Y1 r

last. In both of these cases, however, the endogenous characfc r

and posterior origin of these deposits is evident trom their -mi -

ture and mineral composition, and it is in like manner that, afta

a careful study of the Ducktown copper deposits, mid a compari-

son of them with others in Yi ' .rolma, I feel

constrained to regard i In m as hnvin- !<-; fori \ed in the midst ot

the strata, and as apt, in any part of their distribution, to appear

as transverse veins. There are, it is true, in their

vieinitv, impregnations in the mica-schists v

those of contemporaneous origin, but the una, masse-

nre< and associated minerals, a.s disclosed in the deep v.

the East Tennessee Mine at I hiektown, ha ve all the el

true veinstones. The massive pvrrh.tine and chalcopyrite which

mriii the . I*' i he deposit are t ravers

ervstal, ot'/oi-i,e, hornblende and pvro.v.me, the latter sometimes

an inch in diameter and six inches i„ length. The hornblende

often curved, and sometimes partially broken across,

ami their transverse iWures tilled will, sul

occasionally interposed between tl

ervstals. these silicates are sometime- ii-

rite, with galena, with blende, and more rar

. mol ybdenite is also met with. But for thes

tions it would be impossible t . distingnisl sp.vin

silicates from those met with in the gr.

so well known to mineralogists, and the ree< D

is still more complete in the great masses of coarsely

white augite rock which form portions of the win-

others which are an aggregate of long r

blende imbedded in a gangue of white crystallii '
'

these are associated varieties of \

wnue ervMuoinc v«- . ,

inely fibrous hornblende, .U'venis.

dor. The disposition of these u

nne eases, at least, parallel to
\more or less regular, and in some cases, at least, P.

aiauL1
.
"

hite
plane of the lode. In one instance a layer of prisms of wm

hornblende, two or three inches in length, is arrang. d in a
y •

,

nar manner tran- d1 ersl ices being^filled^
chalcopyrite. Layers of vitreous translucent quartz, witn en -

^
masses of sulphids, are also found, having all the ajj*™^
ordinary quartzose veinstones. A pale cinnamon-colorea g ^

copy
[got

ggreJ

the present workings at the East Tennessee Mine

i crystals half an inch in diameter,

imbedded in quartz, or more frequently in chalcopyrite

latter also sometimes' incbuU - - _ md tine en -tals „. n -sn,^

A collection of the various minerals and mineral aggree
j think,
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t, whatever its attitude in regard to the enclosing rocks,

erior formation and identical in thv mode of it- formation

nary concretionary veins. Similar evidences, though

pletely displayed, are seen at the Isabella ;

calm color and in aspect with thai found associated with tin-

copper ores of the Ore Knob Mine in Ashe County, North Caro-

lina; and that, passing thence into Carroll County, Virginia, the

intcrstratified copper lodes there found, which are apparently

identical with those of Ducktown, are often hounded by layers of

the angles and inci i t..| wiili in.-: i i pi -U Similar speei-

mens occur in the clearly transverse lode of Ore Knob. In the

Carroll County deposits, fragments of the mica-schist which forms

the enclosing rock are found imbedded in the sulphids of the lode,

and the contact of the wall-rock wiili the la- er of quartz is per-

fectly well defined. It should he said that both here and at Duck-
town the country reck, like that at Ore Knob, presents the char-

acters of the White Mountain series. Mica-Schists, occasionally

with garnet, staurolite and be, and are asso-

ciated with a black i

- gneiss, and a ripe-

grained grayish-white gneiss, which at depths where decomposi-

tion has not penetrated, resembles the beautiful granitoid gneisses,

so much used in Maine and New Hampshire. A stone of this kind

is quarried near Hillsville, in Carroll County.

m
The great ore deposits of Ducktown are certainly very variable

in breadth, ranging from :;0o feet to not more than twenty. They
are. according to Credner and Trippel, occasionally pinched out m
'heir longitudinal extension and so succeeded bv others as to

allow of their being described as lent ieular masses, arranged en

vhilnn. At the same time the length of these is very consider-

ai 'le; one at Ducktown has been worked continuously for black

«* for nearly a mile, and another has been opened for a still

Tic- curious ,
;.' e ores f these deposits has

«en been described, and there seems no reason to question the

weeded explanation that they owe their origin to a reduction, by
some as yet unexplained process, of the sulphates formerly gener-

ated by oxidation in the upper portion of the lodes, which, as is

- • changed into a porous mass of hydrous peroxide .,1

ore ,„•
l t

.ss oxi.b s, and green carbonate ot cop

The analy
s?own that this black ore is chiefly a sulphid, m which iron son

*»*« predomb rauy i1 -"tains a large pi

•

in composition to copper-dam

„g to Mr. August Raht,

its lower portions. The anal — ':"
T' !"'' anA ?*ers have

'«n that thk l,|.,,.i, ,„.,, '.a ..hinri,- a sulphid, in

,,,. .__,, nerally it cont

Won of coppe^anda.Moaeh.-'iu composition to popper-glance,

>f which species, accordi

of thb
1 nearlv to erubescite or calcopyn

i hold grains o1
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crj stals of red oxide, while copper-vitriol, as a result of oxidation,

often impregnates these move or less porous or cellular ores, the

drainage-waters from which yield considerable quantities of the

salt. The product of cement copper obtained at Ducktown by

passing the water from certain of the workings over scrap iron is

equal to about 5,000 pounds monthly, and the waters hold, in some

cases, as much as one part in 1,000 of copper, though generally

The study of these deposits in Ducktown and in Virginia has

convinced me that the rich purple, gray and black sulphurets d
ribed in my last letter, are oi

g in the alteration of a lode of yellow

7so-calfedbIack~ores are found in direct contact with the

unchanged sulphids of the Ducktown lodes, and it is by an error

that the constant existence of a zone of pyrites free from copper

between the overlying black ores and the productive masses oi

yellow copper beneath, has been asserted. The fact is that these

great pyritous lodes vary in composition in different parts, i".'tii

laterally and vertically ; and it has sometimes happened that a

portion comparatively poor in copper has been met with just

below the black ores, while elsewhere, as at the Mary Mmein

Ducktown, excellent yellow ores are found in that position, TW
breadth of these deposits is very great ; the chief western lode m

Ducktown varies from twenty to ninety feet, while the great

middle lode, on which the Isabella and Eureka Mines are situate. .

attains more than 300 feet. All portions of these immense lodes

not being equally rich in copper, it has been found
.

adva"taSe™
g

for the purpose of exploring them and of determining what p<"
may be mined with \)-, -r. .t.->i profit, to make use of the annu

diamond-drill which has just been employed at Ducktown^ ^
remarkable success. The great 300 foot lode, dippt~"

southeast at a high angle, has been traversed by t"vi

nearly at right angles to the plane of the lode, and the

-

large bands ot

jiass of pyntes,

greatly augment

the produce of this" region. Some detail* of tin minuej and h
.

_

ing oi these ores, together with observations on the future impor

i both of copi

3 accessible lodes of a

!.°
r
j
S
'„ °_£

et Ql
\ Wn.l SIllplM

tance of these deposits as sources both of <

on the not less valuable and more accessible x^v.-

in Southwestern Virginia, must be reserved for a third leu
_

Engineering and Mining Journal, JV. T. T. Sterry nvi

Boston, July 25, 1873. . . ^
4. On the Situation and Altitude of M»u»t ]1/"^'- :

''m
W. A. Goodyear, C.E.—On the 27th day of July, *»'

'

t

M. W. Belshaw, of Cerro Gordo, and myself, rode our ra
ft

the highest crest of the peak southwest of Lone I me, '

(

. Vi , u ,

over three years now, has been known by the r'
;,iu

'

^ ]lV V,

Whitney, and which was ascended and measured as *u<
^, ^

Clarence King, in the summer of 1871. A full accou
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King's ascent of this peak is given in his " Mountaineering in the

.:i.la," pp. 264-281.

I know this peak well, and cannot be mistaken as to Us identity.

As seen from Lone Pine, it appears perhaps the most prominent

peak in the whole Sierra ; and during' the summer ol 1870, when,

in company with -Mr. C. F. Hoffmann and Mr. Alfred Craven I

!i;:nh- a trip for the State Geological Survey through Owen's \ alley

and the Inyo Mountains, this peak was the object of constant

.b^rvations by us for a month or more, under the name of Mount

Whitney,—which we then supposed it tu he. Moreover, since Mr.

Kincr'g ascent of it in 1871, the half dollar which he left at the

summit has been found there, with his name inscribed upon it.

There can, therefore, be no mistake as to the identity of this peak

with the one ascended and measured by Mr. King in 1871.

I do not mention the fact that Mr. Belshaw and myself reached

its summit in the saddle as being one of any new or special in-

terest
; for Mr. Sheriff Mulkey, of Inyo County, accomplished the

same thing on the 6th day of August, is 72, with Ins iaimh ;i.e.,

his wife and daughter), and since that time it has also been done

by several other par ties.
, %, _ .

,

But there is some interest in the tact dbcovered by Mr. bebhaw

and myself, when we reached its summit—that this peak ts nut

Mount, Whitney.
'

It is by no means ihe high -t among the grand ctiistei o
^

pi., vs

Uitt/,, ,,„/ ,r',;,-h ,m, ,?{«<;„;„./ hy Prof. \Y. U. hranr a,ul

party, in 1864, and then originally named by them Mount

For the truth of such a statement as this, after the mountain

has become so famous, I shall of course be expected to produce

How', UhmV, in the first place do I know that this so-called Mount

^"ighit struck a little high

!"-' :*. Vis, '\^xC^a!uZ
rectly done, is proof positiv<
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But we applied still a third test. While I was busy with my
notes, Mr. Belshaw improvised a still more perfect level* by taking

a pint cup, four inches in diameter, and tilling it hea/or

water— i.e., so that the water stood higher tnan the eu

cup all around the rim, yet without overflowing. When this was

done, it became at once evident, on sighting across the smooth sur-

face of the water, that the other peak was higher than the one on

which we stood by an amount which we both of us estimated to

be not less than 5<V> or 600 feet.

As to the proofs that the peak which we climbed is not ih <>„<

ich/noilhj minted Mount Whitney by Professor JJr.veSs r nrtij.

in 1864, thev are numerous; and'am'ong them are the followiiig:

In the first place, .Mr. Clarence Kin J", in LP64, on reaching t!i«

summit of Mount Tyndall, remarks as follows, in the Geological

Survey Report (Geology, vol. 1, p. 386) :

;
!

we called Mount Whitney, appeared equally inaccessible from any
\

ther investigation a
Tyndall.)"

Now, the peak which \

than Mount Tyndall. but verv nearly the
as closely as we could judge bv our water-level at such a distance,

Mount Tyndall appeared a trifle the higher of the two More-

over, this peak, instead of being between seven and t'igat im l *

distant in a south-southeast direction from Mount 1
viidail. i>

between twelve and rhirteen mile- distant from it, in a direetioi

about S. 37° E. true course; while the genuine Mount ^ltnev

(i.e., the highest peak) is actually distant from Mount 1
yii-laa

only about seven and one-quarter miles in a direction a
»'j|^

S. 26° E. true course—thus corresponding exactly with
^

remark of King's in 1864. It is evident enough that this di

th-
ence between seven or eight and twelve or thirteen nines air- ii'<-

distance involves an error which Mr. King would have
_

Dee"
4
'.

no means likely to make in his estimate of the distance in >

while the direction S. 26° K. also corresponds far more ne.

to Mr. King's words, "a south-southeast direction," than

course of S. 37° E. does. , ^
Again, after Mr. King's ascent of Mount Tyndall, andtne

turn of the party to Visalia, Mr. King made anotln r <
vctirsmn ...

the mountains, leaving Yisalia. Julv IK 1m". 4. for thi
', '"'T:

.„ij ;

,

making an attack on Mount Whitney. He followed from v

a trail, which appears, so far as hi-* d. seription and my mi«'
'

tion give the means of identifvinu it. to have been the P^
Hockett Trail, to the point where it crosses the mam Ken'

Kr<>m this point Mr. Kin- followed some route among the H_
branches of the Kern River, which he has not desert*
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ac.pia'nited in the Geological Survey (Hi

mm- ,.f Mount Whitney. In his attempt

; which he reached, as indicated by his hi

v'e the' sea-level" And " at the point wr

D and 400 feet lower than the culminat

n which, must, therefore, somewhat ex*'

400 feet lower th- ; " unt " hitney.

, 300 or 400 feet,

and probably somewhat more, between Mr. King's barometric

results in 1864, and his r^uits in 1-71; a discrepancy hitherto

utterly unaccounted for, and, if the two peaks were identical,

unaccountable, except by supposing the existence ot mors <>

a magnitude which is, to say the least, extremely improbable,

in the whole method of computing hi-h altitudes from barome
f™

observations. This strange discrepancy vanishes at once>.

the fact is recognized that, in 18(51, Mr. King was attempting a

dim-rent and n hi-her peak t

Moreover, the shape of 1 irv -uj the surrounding c

: <"'} justiHes me in makm- the -tatemciit that neith r Mr

l"'int \\ it hin three ,:r four huiidivd feet of the mmmit et I

vj'i''h he measured in 1S71, and the,, have -

;

V
- S-W-, around by south to southeast, he would hav

^i,it„;.y

'i"gy, vol.
.

uished the
f, I think, of the fact, tl

borne that name i
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There is snow on the summit, which indicates that there must

be a tint surface there. The mountain is the culminating point of

an immense pile of granite, which is cut almost to the center

by numerous steep and almost vertical canons, ending in high-

walled amphitheaters. Southward of the main peak, there i> a

range of sharp needles, four of which ;m \<r 1 4,000 feet high.

! aspect of the group is much like that of Mount Tyn-

dall. This mountain has been approached on all sides except

from the east, and found to be utterly inaccessible. Mr. King

thiiiks ii possible, however, that some route may yet he found by

which the summit can be reached."
Now, this description corresponds in every respect, so far as

Mr. Belshaw and I could see and judge, with the grand peak to

the northwest of us—the original Mount Whitney; and it <U>

not correspond at all with the one we were on, and which by

mistake has borne the name so long.

Moxnt Whituci/, havinu " its perpendicular face turned toward

the cast," looks from Lone Pine like a pretty -harp <

The other peak shows the " helmet outline " from Lone Pine, and

<e is turned toward the nun!, and northwest

instead of the east ; while the true Mount Whitney, as s

the summit of this peak, assumes again the " helmet outline,'' with

the steepest bluff to the eastward.

"

Again, the peak we climbed is not cut anywhere near to the

center by canons, either numerous or steep, on the south

west sides. Furthermore, there is no vestige of a range

needles" to the south of it, or of anythi
such an idea; while imm diateh to "the south "1 '

peak, northwest from the one we climbed, there is precis* :.

i range of tremendous and utterly inaccessible erags and turret-,

sible "on all sides except from the east," is, as already statec

,

very easily accessible from anywhere from W.S.W., around by

south to southeast. .

In the face of all these facts, though it may be possible, ye

certainly seems hardly credible, that Mr. King, familiar as he «a-.y;

at least ought to have been, long previous to 1871. with tnegciitn

appearance of the whole reuhm of ,-ouutry immediately t<^
^

north and northwest of Mount Whitney, should, on reaching

'^ peak to whose crest Mr. lh -

peak from the one h

ther hand, if he did
J

lately rode our mules, have failed
that he was on a lower and ditf't

attempted in 1S04. And vet, on the ot

nize this fact, then whv, *m hi- return fnun the trij

:»i i ie in the summer of 1871, for the special purpose ,!

and measuring Mount Whitney, did he not make it known

gl

Inlny^SjtL fullness of detail with which Mr. Kh»g>
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while standing, in reality, on a peak over five miles d

t!u-..iu? which he says was under his feet—appears t<

all the topography of the scenes of his earlier stru-gV

lii- attempts to reach the summit of Mount Whitney, in

Certain it is, however, that the peak which for over three years

has borne the name of Whitney, has done so only by mistake, and

that a new name must be found for it ; while the name of Whit-

ney must now go back to the peak to which it was originally

given in 1864, and which, is, in reality, the highest and grandest

of this culminating cluster of the Sierra Neva. la.

Furthermore, it appears that Mount Whitney not only retains

its claim to being the highest point of land in the United states

of America, but that its claim to over 15,000 feet of absolute

altitude above the sea is still indisputably : while, up to the pre-

sent time, it also retains the prestige of the fact that, in all proba-

bility, no human foot has ever trodden it- summit.
It* .Mr. Kino's descriptions, in lso4, of the appearance and sur-

roundings of this mountain on the north and northwest can be

relied upon, it is safe to say that no man will ever ride a horse or

mule to the summit of that peak, unless it be by a costly as well

M i dangerous trail.

Whether the peak is utterly inaccessible or not, is still a ques-

i the higher peak.—Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., Aug. 4, 1873.

5. Sixth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological*
l*-r»t,jri<s, .mhraeintj p-rt'inn* »f -1W"""< hhl"

«»« Utah ; being a Report of Progress of the Exp
the year 1872 ,• bv F. V. IIayokx, V. >. Geologist.

»> ^luuu-ton, 187:5. Conducted under the authority
;u'y «'t tl„ [,-,,, |>, Uav. ^ \'^Y" vt Un
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the public. ~~

Dr. Hayden,

maps, and many 'geological sections. Dr.
_

! Iayden stat-s hi In-

\ : :

:':' : - '

! " " ' — - '

:

"

onlv some of the smaller of wi . , p in 1 his volume.

The Report of Dr. Hayden is followed by those of other mem-

bers of the expedition.
m

A. C, Peale dcsrril.es tin- g oioeh :il '-' '

of the region visited, giving details with regard to the features

and mineral products, and the hot spring regions, the c mo-
tion and temperature of the waters, composition ol the

depositions, the character of the eruptions and their

together with various geological facts of value, and :i list ot

the minerals and rocks obtained in the course of the survey.

The Report of Frank II. liradley, geologist of the bn

division, announces, among its ma
erv of the Quebec group (the age between that ot

ciforons sandrock and Chazy limestone) in Wyoming
—rocks hitherto not found 'out of Canada excepting hy I «,"

Bradlev near Ivnoxvillc, Hast Tenm-sec. An a •- •

report "of Prof. Bradley, by himself, has been already given

pages 194 to 206 of this volume. , f
.

The physical geography and agricultural

80t»,Da] m well described in the follow.,

report: bv Cyrus Thomas. , x>^ arm.

Part II. is occupied with special Reports on Geology and Paleon

tology. , t
fr."

. L. Lesquereux has an admirnUe Report on the Coal or „

niti formation of the Kockv I

—as already announced in this volume. The subject u

with great 'thoroughness, and over a hundred new species

sils are described. Usance
H. M. Bannister gives a report of a geological reconnoiss

along the Union Pacific Railroad. , f
,.

(\Qi.

Then follows the Paleontological Reports of F. h-

orihing the l'ah-.. Z nie and later formations, and their in

fossils; of E. D. Cope, on the extinct vertebrates (mam

tiles, and nshos ) f tht . Wyoming Knr,,r .

logy, illustrated by two "plates of the >

Cope, and four of the Loxolophodon cornutua < ope

;

on primitive art in the Bridget- Uasin. I»y •!. Leidy, anu

on the ancient mounds of Dakota, by C. Thomas.
pntaiiv

Part III. consists of special reports on t!

of the territories: on the mammal' nd l.inN of tin .

C II. Merriam; the Coleoptera, by G. II. Horn; Ortbopu
, .
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C. Thomas ; the Odonata, by H. Hagen ; New Mallophaga, new

parasitic worms found in the brain and other parts of bodies ol

liinls. new insects, and on the insects of the Great Salt Lake, by

A. S. Packard, Jr. ; Botany, by J. M. Coulter; Cyperacese, by S.

T. Olney; Graminaceae, by G. Vasey; Musci, by L. Lesquereux;

Lirl.ensj'.v II. Willcy; Kungi, by C. H. Peck.

Part IV*. contains the report on astronomy and hypsometry of

H. Gannett, giving a great number of heights along different

routes over the mountains, besides other information; notes on

the climate of Montana, by Granville Stuart, and a resume of

meteorological observations at Fort Ellis, Montana.

Besides working himself, as has been seen, Dr. Harden has had

the cooperation of some of the ablest scientific men of the country.

"We propose to cite from the volume at another time.

Dr. Hayden has recently been elected a corresponding member
of the Academy of Sciences at Liege.

6. The Geological evidences of the Antiquity of Man, with an

outline of Glacial and Post-tertiary Geology, and remark* >>,, the

origin of species with special reference to Man's first appearance

on the earth; by Sir Charles Lybll, 4th edition, 572 pp. 8vo.

1873. London and Philadelphia (John Murray, London; J. B
of Lyel Is well-

known work on the Antiquity of Man bring* the subject down to

the present year. The author's wide range of observation, and

his extreme care in sifting facts, and gathering in all that is

pertinent, make his works a reliable and to a large extent an

original source of information for all who wish knowledge on the

subject, whether tie \ ,,gi-* e u iih him in some of his conclusions or

not. The volume is printed in the best style, and has a number

of good illustrations.

deal Survey of Tt

uthorized a geological e

» going forward through this summer. Hie

ate of—Chief, I. A. Lap
1). Ikv.v;. A.M., KM

\M]-;ki:ux, A.M., Whitewater, Mosks MU"N
»": Chum\t, \Y. W. Daxiki.i.s, M.S., Madis.

< hireira Bravo, the root of which, once fai

. I is loi gbei I
2<



9 Elias Dukand died at his residence in Philadelphia, on the

14th of August, in this year, so fatal to American botanists. He

•,va< ,
m.' of the oldest, bavin- been born at Mayenee.

the 25th of January, 1794, and was therefore in the 80th year ol

his acre He used to tell how he was baptized into

le of Leipsic : while serving as aid

:.
•

I
: -i ol. i

-:,- ; .,,
:

-

the edge of a bog, where he first saw and coi-

rs, a year or

so aero. He had amassed a large and very valuable North Amen-

eh, about five years ago (after const

writer of this notice), he presented to the museum of I

ih-s nmf,s>M Paris, desirous, like a true sou ot m
*>n. thin- U « hi h his la ril, > dg ,t b

remembered, in his nativ. land.No --^

was this, the work 'of a long lii'e-time, sab !;

,,
i

, ,;, .; ,
, ;il ._ ,.].... -inn Mr. Durand began to

r of his energies to the formation of a supp ementa

y

herbariam, which, when he could do no more, was lateij- seni

to Paris. . D . , jr r

Mr. Dm;
,„„„„:.,,,„, ^\

X

l>:fX />,. ....-/M,ac

i; I ] ili, \i 1-. M . i
ii

!
. - iKo a sketch oi iu

Botany of the Basin of the Great Salt Lake of Utah,

tiou of the plants collected by Dr. E. K. Kane in

lecond expeditions to the Polar regions, also contr

t'-t if-' 1

* well as of the pul.ln : ml. i- i_'i duw on, retired W^
fovQritew ,,1x ,

;;;;:

>

ith Torrey, whom he has so soon followed,

the writer of this notice, his relations were < -^ ^ {]w]y

ars honorable but verv inadequate "'^'j" "} Mirvi-

servieesand usefulness.' All ibose ^h", hlu i

^
iuli;lt0

honored by his friendship, will hold w a



- unselfish zeal,

rlii' genial kindness, and the true benevolence of the good old man
who has now gone to his rest. A. g.

August 18th.

Ill Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement

of Sconce, 'it JWtl'i.i' 1
. M'i'ni', >• nnm ,ci;if U- <lnt$d<nj, A'njust

20, 1873.—The meeting of the Association at Portland was very

largely attended, and, with few exceptions excellent in its scien-

tific papers. Professor Joseph Lovering of
_
Cambridge was

President. The members had a generous reception from the citi-

zens of Portland, and enjoyed much the excursions which had been

projected for the week. The Association adjourned on Tuesday,

August '26, to meet at Hartford, Conn., on the second Wednesday
of August 1874. The officers elected for the next meeting are

Dr. J/L. LeContb of Philadelphia, Prof. C. S. Lyman of New
Haven, Dr. V C. Ham: -n ..f I5:.n-«'r, t ieneral Secretary, an

The"

On the Possibility of a Liquid Solar Envelope ; C. A. Young.

Rotation of the Planets as a Result of the Nebular The r

librium and Dynamic Theories of the Tides; J. G. Bar?ar<

: in the Progress of the Coast 3

On the Longitudes of Greenwich, Paris, and Harvard Observatories, dete

w Curve; T.Hill.

ttachment to the Whirling Table for project*]

; Sound into KUvtricity ;
A. E. D *1

^?
1":

• Longitudes which depend on them; W. A. Rogers

The Coefficient of Safety in Navigation.
'1/ ship

, m he lo, t il it «ea by astronomical c

Musical Flow of Water; H. F. Walling,
dissipation of Energy ; H F. Walling.

, m .

Remarks on a projected Gigantic Telescope; P. H. Tan der Weyd
Microscope with a i

and Remarks on the M

Id; id. .

• the True Cause of a peculiar form of Mirage
;

ic

On the Telescopic 81 -] -here ; S. P. Langley.

Hilization of Solar



On the Influence of Strength of Acid and Time c

'hernial Soil Vnalysis; R. H. Loughridge.

The Atmospheric Electricity of the Earth, of the hi

<

i Heating Iron by Hammering; P. W. Clark.
* r—facture of Glas

itus. Presents

Tour. Sci.; H. }

ting Thermometer; G. W. Hough.

M: nui'acture of Glass; L. Feuchtwanger.

Presentation of the Apparatu

i r of Am. Jour. Sci.; H. W. Wiley^

rator ana nam uuage; iu.

Tornadoes of Illinois ; M. L. Comstock.

On the Storms of Western Illinois; M. L. Comstock.

Peculiar Formations of Wind in Local Thunder Storms; H. A. Cutting.

-us; W. W. Wheildon. ^^

-

On the Unification of Doses and the Introduction of the Metric System into

-"•Wiley.
. „ ^ «w „».. F B

Method of Harmonizing Apothecaries' and the Metric System of Weights, ft a-

'...dial System of Measures of Length; E. B. Elliott.

Umvlinhilitv of Life Statistics as usually compiled
;

T. S. Lambert

On tin- Credit of the U. S. Government, as indicated by the daily i

r of Rates of Interest in the New York Market
;
h. B. *

s progress ; E. B. Elliott,

s of the population of the tt n

"Life Table,Y
~

3__ Geology, Natural History, e

Lateral Position of the Tent in Amphioxus, and in eerta™ —•
d of Intermembral Homologies ,

te

'

r

Variation in the condition of the Sense Organs in Fcetal ^S^™ j£ __ The

tfonf^^Ce^
Phrenology; id.—The Pectoral Muscles of Mam
toral Muscles of Domestic Dogs ; id.- The Cerebral Fissures of

Mammai
_

th, limiteol II.
I

;tC'9

t „ of the Carpus" ""-- -ts of Epeii W — '
imposition of tn

e ^
.-The need of

J
'

f**
'

I lead be always turned toward the lett
;

ia.
d

3 on the 7* colorations of the New Mg

Coast by the U. S. Fish Commission ; A. E. Verrill.

Animal Organology ; T. C. Hilgard.

Relations of Dentalium ; E. S. Morse.
aenitalia of the Brachiopoda ; E. S. Morse.

Embryology of t rse.
Timiilus* A- S.

Further Remarks on the Embryology and Morphology of Limuiua,

Packard, jr.

:

romotion of Economic Entomology in the U. &•
,

•»

On the Origin of Species; G. C. Swallow.
,

i T'f T S.
Lambert-

On the Question, ''Do Snake
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Concerning Hyalonema ; S. Lockwood.
The Museum of Nat.' I ark, New York : A. P. Birk.ix.n-.

Suggestions for Facilitation of Museum Administration ; T. Gill.

The Identity of the Locust of the Prophet Joel (ii, 55) with the (Edipoda nii-

i Pish Fauna of Massachusetts; T. Gill.

On Hermaphroditism in Rhus cotinus and R. glabra; T. Meehan.

Some Botanical Contrasts of Portland with New York city ; J. Hyatt.

On the Marble Deposits of Pottsford, Vermont ; J. S. Newberry.
On the Age and 81 * 8. Newberry.
On Circles of Deposition in American Sedimentary Strata; J. S. Newberry.
On some Paleozoic Fishes from the rocks of Ohio; J. S. Newberry.
On the Geological Relations of the Niagara and Lower Helderburg Group of

Rocks in the Unifc , I a rues Hall.

Breaks in American Paleozoic Rocks ; T. S. Hunt.
The Geology of Southern New Brunswick ; T. S. Hunt.

oses of Rocks; T. S. Hunt.
The Geology and lv the Southern Appalachians ; id.

On Staurolite Crystals and Green '

I
irian age ; J. D. Dana.

The Slates of the Taconic Mountains of the age of the Hudson River or Cin-

cinnati Group ; J. D. Dana.
On some extinct species of horned perissodactyls ; E. D. Cope.

The Devonian Limestone in Ohio ; N. H. Winchell.
Geology of the Northwest part of Maine ; C. H. Hitchcock and J. H. Huntington.

Sote on the Cretaceous Strata of Long Island; C. H. Hitchcock.

Geological II - liuhcock.
Geology of Portland b heock.
Means of determining the Stratigraphical Order of Seams of Coal in Ohio,

Kentucky, etc. ; E. B. Andrews. _ _
Geological Relations of the Iron Ore Deposits of Nova Scotia; J. W. Dawson.

Specimen of SigiUaria showing m J u Dawson.

£'--ne*of Parallel Lines of Ovation in the Earth's Crust: A. Ross.

The Quartzite of V, *OM of the Graylock

---•: S. T-nnev.
™»ibition oi Marl Fossils from New Jersey, near the coast ;

L. Feuchtwanger.

ifoUusks; C.A.White.
The largest Tooth of the Fossil Elephant yet described ; E. 0. Hovey
On some Spontaneous Fractures, Movements, and Expansions of Kock observea

" ! M'mson. Mass.; \V |[ Mil.'s

nSwanton, Vermont; G. H. Perkins

Exhibition of Colored Diamonds and other gems, with brief remarks on tneir

formations
; A. C. Hamlin.

On the Origin of Mountain Chains; C.Whittlesey.

On the Descent of the Rivers of the Valley of the Missisippi; 0. Wnittiesey.



the recent progress of the theory of vision; the conservation of

force; and the aim and progress <.f physical science. They are all

of the widest general interest, and are treated in a simple and

,,,,,, i , The \ i
- - oral wood-< ut il isti ti >us

*
:. :/;, ?. u >,„;„'{••< <>f '<•>,-//, a,,,* ,-;<«. /,<><> t„ ,<<>«•]< «,,<i /

/„ „,, *!,..„ ; l,vJ..T! M.'...i-m\n. \!.l).. [Musician to the White Sul-

„„,„. >.„•!,,_,. Virginia. :::'l 1T . lLiim. l^uLippineott,& Co.).

A popular work, containing notices of man)

,,t to. c. 11 ii . it, i m nd I
'

pi the tourist and invalid.

out of the whole are devoted to Virginia Springs. Some analyses

are given, and also the " thermalization *'- in ordinary and much

more correct language, temperatures—of vaiioii. warm ami h"t

springs of the United States. We leave it for medical men to

pronounce on its medical opinions.

4. Foods; l.v Ki.wako Smith, M.D. 485 pp. 12mo. ^ew

York, IS7M. (1). Appleton and ( .» -Thi *> rk is

tons - Scicntiri. Scries;" of uhid T\ idall's Form of W ater and

Ba-chot-s Physics nild Politics have already been noticed.
_

Dr. Smith is widely known as a physiologist who has m bis

own person carried, out a large number of experiments on tfie

influence of food and drinks upon respiration,

tion. He handles his suhject, there* ire,

ginal investigator. His book is replete with

tal results, and will be read with interest by a large "!»««

The '

scientific readers as well as specialists. The American reaoe

must be pardoned for smiling at some of hb statement- r. y- []

-

familiar fact, in This countrv : as for example, that the M'^V, ,.

the sugar maple "are very'abnndant in spring and summer, tnai

tvpn "rooomW.,« ti,<. o-nniniv tree." and that the• 'resembles the Muimmr i.^, ---_

navors besides those due to sugar," he thinks, would .

not to be preferred to the purified cane si.

obtained at about the same cost;" while this is the

i

refined cane sugar.' I Jut we will leave our >

to settle tl; tl. " Young America,' -

as a unit against his statement. Not less will the

whiskv drinker be surprised to hear that the " peach v.

named first of those kind* " accounted the best." H-;

"Alcohols "which follows that on Tea, Coffee, etc., as bi<;

is the one of all others on which opinion will be .

divided, as he frankly says, both on " the M
to be called foods, and upon moral grounds, the;,

Hal result, recited by Dr. Sun'

person and others, bring the subject within the range ol sc

research. t^rme&Bt ^
Dr. Smith's statements as to the nearly value!.-

;

the Li.-bigbc.f extract as nutriment, hav
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The so-called " Queen's Chamber " in the Great Pyramid of

Jizeeh has not hitherto received as much "

been bestowed upon the other portions of that most remarkable

structure
; and yet as we shall presently show, it is of prime

importance in deciding upon the truth or falsity of certain

hypotheses which have been proposed as to the objects of

causation of this wonderful building. For the present, without

expressing any opinion ourselves, we shall present certain facts,

leaving our readers to make their own inferences. We may,
however, premise that the most commonly received hypothesis
is, that the great pyramid, and all the other pyramids in Egypt,
are gigantic tombs,' built for the safe preservation of an enclosed

sarcophagus and the kingly body once placed therein.

So far as all the other pyramids are concerned, we will con-

fer this hypothesis admitted, but there are a few who believe

built for the preservation of cer-

.dards, and for the purpose of con-

lu.tor days some remarkable astronom-

" truths and hi^h mathematical (geometrical) relations: and

ey call upon us to admit, either that this knowledge was given

ration, or that a high degree of civilization existed,

an<l a knowledge of geometry, arithmetic and astronomy, not

me'ely up to, but in some respects surpassing, that „f ti..- \
*>-

flsed by man, 4000 years ago. Either horn
of this dilemma is sharp enough ; and it is, as bearing upon
a m. JorR . Sci.—Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 35 -Nov., 1873.
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the necessity of accepting one of them, that we_ present, as

briefly as possible, the result of our investigations in the

" Queen's Chamber." For the benefit of those who may not at

once recall the structure of the great pyramid, we refer to fig.

2, plate II, which is a sectional view, in the plane of the

meridian, looking eastward.

1 is the entrance passage, inclined at an angle of about 2b

27'
]
this passage, at a distance of some 300 feet, enters into the

, c tber 11. which is an unfinished room,

lly below the base of the pyra-

mid and it is cut in the limestone rock upon which the

is built. The entrance passage is re

inches in breadth and 47 inches in height, lined with

limestone of a much finer quality than that constituting the

the pyramid; and the joints are exquinfa

About 30 feet within the passage, at 2, m fig. 2, there son

either side a thin, fine, exquisitely-ruled line cut by a mtoter

hand, exactly vertical by severest tests. Whatever else these

line* mav symbolize, we find them to be so situated t

observer placed midway between them, in the axis oi w

passage, the walls at the entrance would be tang.'

,
, h of n po], star Ux Dra-nuis). at , distance otd£

" -
^

- ':.
At 3, the ascending passage commences, at an

,

of 26° 18' very nearly. Originally this «

closedbyatn,„_u!,r^.M insert, d ... rl, mot o

„,, ,,-,,, : ,r :;. :md ,ii;,.t.iallv concealing it This -

accidentally dislodged, during the progress of the tore.

made into' the pyramid by the Khaliph Al Mamoon, some

3000 years after' the erection of the pyramid, and oy i

r.-vral'.-d tin- wvuiUwi p.-.ssM-r. still cloHMl.hny.

granite bl,,k l,,n sV„, l.,,,,,- I.i-l. -,,;••
;

rTrian;^;^
now made by passing around .t, m
Mamoon's hole. A careful .

under the ascending passage shows the insertion o

much harder stone, with jninN di^'onal_ t<, the pa-

others being at right fmulos: perhaps mteimed t<

any one really searching for it, that just above was w t

to look for the upper passage. . entered

Ascending for about 128$ feet, the grand galley

This <_ral!erv has a length of 157 feet, nearly, an < ^_
«. 28 feet ; the walls have seven overlapping* ana* ^
bench, or ramp, along either side; the distance belw

ft

-

cl

at *. ims ga ' lui lo< u, ,._—, ,

of 28 feet; the walls have seven overlapping 1,n '

bench, or ramp, along either side; the distance betw
g>

ramps being 3 feet 6 inches, and above them o teei x ^
Originally the floor of the gallery was continuous, Dun * I
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removed near the c

the Queen's Chamber, 9. This ne

;e limestone, exquisitely polished;

now covered with dirt, and salin

nearly or quite one inch in thiebti" ; th< joints of the stone are

cemented, and of microscopic fineness, often within the thickness

of i hair. Unlike the other chambers of the pyramid, this has

a gable-roof; and the floor is rough ; the floor is 205 inches by
227 inches, the height to the apex of the roof is 244-2 inches,

and under the eaves 182 inches, nearly. A very nicely con-

structed niche, about 15 feet high, and some 40 inches deep, is

cut into the eastern wall ; it is eccentrically placed, its axis

being 25 inches south of the central line of the east wall. The
workmanship of this niche is very excellent This is the room
and niche to which we now invite attention, and hitherto there

has been scarcely an attempt at an explanation ;
none whatever

upon the tombic hypothesis.
Passing up the grand gallery, we enter the little ante-chamber

6, a very curiously constructed room, partially lined with

polished granite; from this we enter the so-called '-Kings

Chamber," 8, upon the floor of which stands the coffer, or

sarcophagus, as some suppose, 7. This noble room, probably

the finest ever built, is lined with polished granite, in five

courses all of the same height, 47 inches, except the lower

course, which by a rise of 5 inches of the polished -ramie floor,

inside the room, is only 42 inches in hemiM : the object of this

appears to be quite clear, but it is no part of our present pur-

Pose to discuss the features of this room. The chamber is

approximately 34 feet 4 inches Ion- 17 feet 2 inches in breadth.

and 19 feet 2 inches in hei-ht. Nine beams of polished granite

cross the room Iron, north to south, li.rming the ceiling, (one of

these stones would woidi about m tons.) The stone coher is

rectangular, of polished granite, but now shamefully broken

and abused; it is entirely plain, and indeed, no hieroglyphs are

anywhere found in the great pyramid. For a discussion of the

significance of the coffer, and the dimension of the Kings
^hamber, we must refer to the works of Prof. Piazzi bmvth,
J;hn Taylor, Mr. St. Vincent Day, William Petrie and others

Above the King's Chamber are five small chambers, entered

°J a forced passage
;

probably constructed to relieve the

'ious pressure of the superincumbent mass above the c< ii-

: the King's Chamber. In these "chambers o\ construc-

tion were found some rough quarry marks, (not incised,) ex-

pressing the names of kings of the fourth dynasty, Shoto and

^u-Shofo. The date of erection of the great pyramid is as-

tronomically determined by computing the time when ,r

^conis was the pole star, with a distance of 3° 42' from the
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pole ; and it is especially as bearing on this question, that our

own investigations in the Queen's Chamber become valuable.

Upon this supposition, the pyramid was built, in round num-

bers, 2170 years B. C. The base of the pyramid is a square

covering some thirteen acres, and the sides of this square are

very exactly, two in the plane of the meridian, and two in that

of the prime vertical.

The standard of length, which appears to have been adopted

in the pyramid, is 25,025 British inches, which happens to be

the one-ten millionth of the polar radius of the earth, and, so

far, a much more convenient unit than the French met*

is the same proportional part of a particular quadrant The

height of the pyramid, as determined by the most careiul dis-

cussion of all the measures hitherto made, is given by Frot.

Piazzi Smyth at 5813 pyramid inches, =5819 Britis]

and the length of base as 9131 "05 pyr. inches, = 9140 British

inches, nearly. These measures we adopt.

Supposing now the triangle XNS, fig. 2, to be so co

thai 20X:4NS::1-: 314159, &c, i.e., the circle struck with

the height of the pyramid as radius, to have a perimeter equal

to the perimeter of the square base of the pyramid, then, upon

this supposition, the angles XNS, and XSN, can be •

and they are found to be 51° 51' 14" '3. And again, peculiar

to a triangle with the proportions we have supposed, are tnree

other angles, viz-

26° 18' 10" * Upper culmination of pole star.

30 Latitude.

33 41 50 Lower culmination.

And' also, derived from above, 41° 59' 48" -7, angle of arris.

With these angles demanded, we enter the Queen s Chancer,

let us see what we shall find there. . e

We remark that Prof. Piazzi Smyth had no conception

the amazing importance of the Queen's Chamber when he ma

his measurements ; and, as he had no theory with regardton,

whatever we deduce from these measurements comes,
^

unbiassed
; at the same time, there are certain portions

we could have wished he had more carefully measi

when he states that other portions have been measured

care, we feel bound to adhere very closely to his figures.

Having an idea from the roughness of the floor, that
,

ai

time a lining might have existed, he searched for evidence^

it along the vertical walls ; he assures us that he *a*
™

f the

low the walls upward from their very bottom, to tbele
^ tQ the

first overlappings of the niche in the eastern wall, ana

See "Life and Work at the Great Pyramid," by Prof. C P"^
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top of the northern doorway, before any horizontal cuttings

were met with" ; this is the height of the line K'L, fig. 1, and
was measured by him as 66"7 Br. inches, or 6b''634 py. inches

nearly; does this mean anything?
We turn to a table of natural tangents, andlo ! '6668 natural

tangent, 33° 41/ 50". Farther up, Prof. Smyth measured the

height of the line KS', fig. 1, as 127 inches, mean of two meas-

ures, one being 127-2 inches ; he says, however, that having no
' d upon, the " measurements of the upper portions

are rude in the extreme;"* but from table of tangents we have

12732 equal to natural tangent, 51° 51' 14". Taking, how-
ever, 127' given as the actual measure, makes but a difference

of some 4' in the angle, a difference which, considering that the

floor just under the niche, and also the back of the niche itself,

ui» to this height, has been more or less broken, and removed,
in the search for treasure, or hidden passage, is, we think, quite

as near as could be expected. Passing now two stages higher

of the niche, we find two measures of this, one 184*8 Br. in., the

other 186-4 Br. in. We feel quite justified, then, in this differ-

ence of 1-6 in., in adopting 186-218 Br. in., or 185-033 pyr. in.,

as the true height, esj." lar number is again

tested hereafter bv an entirely different process, and proved

correct. The line" N'B, fig. 1, marks this height, and BK is

equal to 57*713 pvr. in., but '57713 is the natural tangent of

29 3
59' 24". The true latitude of the pyramid is, according to

the laborious measurements of Prof. Smvth, 29° 58' W ', and
by M. Nouet, in \he celebrated national French work, 29° 59' 6'

.

The pyramid, then, is not in lat 30° N. exactly ;
but the

ancient builders, in their endeavor to make it so, have pushed
it to the extreme N.E. boundary of the hill, and have used the

shippings of the stones, an immense mass, to build out the hill

°n this side, and to strengthen it We have now three of the

angles required, with sufficient exactness, and the others follow

from them; but we have, as yet, scarcely n.adca beginning. We
consider now the geometrical construction of the room, assum-
lng as data, for east wall,

Height, 185-033 pyr. in., as above.

Breadth, 205*00 " "

Height of gable, 244-2 " "

2°o in. and 244 Br in are given bv Prof. Smyth as the most

Probable approximations,f Our numbers are evidently not quite

the construction will show, vet they are very close.

Ie begi* then with a rectangle, fig. 1, N'BDH; N'B, equal to

205 m., and BD, 185-033 in. (all hereafter pyr. measure, i. e., lb

py. in. =25025 Br. in.); bisect N'B in O, and HD in A, join

* "Life and Work, Ac.,'" vol. ii, p. 66. t
Ibid -
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AO and prolong it to E, making AE equal to 244"2 in. Join

EB and EN' ; the angles EBO and EN'O are each equal to

30° [i].*

Join ED ; it will cut WB in C, and OC will equal 25 inches.

Join HO ;
produce it to meet EB in F, and from F drop a per-

:
i r upon OB ; it will meet OB in C

;
prolong Fl

HD in B' it is the axis of the niche. Our eq

give results which differ not quite -2 in. from 25 inches, but, as

this number has been adopted by Prof. Smyth, and as a very

slight variation in our assumed elements would give h

we assume OC= 25" in. Set off DL equal to 66"68 in., and DK

equal to 127*32 inches, as indicated above
;_
draw K'L a^J

V

parallel to each other and to HD.
is isoceles; the angles at the base i

of the triangle EN'K' [iv]. The triangle EK'L is eM n

the angles at E, K', and L being each 60°, .-. EK' = KL = bL

= 205 in. . M .

Join N'L and BK' ; they bisect each other m rhe i><»mf M-
v

the line EA; and the angles MN'O, MBO, MK'N, and ML-V

are each equal to :jo
[ v| ':

.-. K'B,= LN',= 2BL,= 2* K
.

aw

LL, M B,= BE,= EM,- EN'= N'M,= N'K',= K'M. \\
u«

M as a center, and radius = ME, describe the arc NEb: > .u

will represent the polar axis, and E the zenith, at I

of the pyramid. Draw S"MX' parallel to S'K
;

it m
the horizon. Through the intersection S, of KL. and \ !•• " !

' '

MSF: it will bisect EB in F, and since the anuleF MX -

to 60°, MF' will represent the equator at the latitude ot u«

pyramid ; also MF' will equal OB [vi]. HD .

' From the point F', drop the perpendicular F'H upon
»

it will bisect OB in C", and pass through the point b, wne

MB and EL bisect each other [vil]. K'B cuts S K, mi
IK = 100 inehe,

!

viii|, end I is one inch from thy

the niche, X.) Join ID, and prolong it to meet AL u

rH; then will HyD represent a meridional section ox

great pyramid, and the angles yRB and yVB. will each be

equal to 51° 51' 14" [ix]. , . /.
i in

Join Lr , and prolong it to meet HN' produce*i,
my ,J

K'M; the angle /MS" will equal 3:? b2' nearly [x], «PP

culmination ofa pole star, which -' H

found by Sir

i of K'L, and axis of niche, draw DJ,

meeting HN' in 8; join <JM; the angle *MS" will[equal
I

a

nearly [xi], direction of lower culmination of aD™c0?'' £A
Setoff CO', equal to 12f> inehes join K'O', intersecting

in V. Join HV and DV : the andes HVA ;

and A> "
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Produce HV, it will meet H"C" produced in C, in the arc

EC'B [xili]
;
join MC ; the angle C'MF' will represent 4° 20'

north declination [xiv].

But the declination north, of r\ Tauri, the lucida of the Plei-

ades is computed l>v the well-known astronomer Brunnow, to

have been, in the year 2170 B.C., 4° 13' 46".

His computation shows further, that its right ascension at

this time was 0° 57' 26", or that it was nearly in the equinoc-

tial point ; and moreover, that at this time, when /; Tauri and

the equinoctial point were on the meridian aliove, at C and E',

a Draconis was within 20m of culmination at 6, below the pole;

and hence the reason why the entrance passage was made to

point to the lower rather than the upper culmination, the date

of the pyramid erection being commencement of the grand

Pleiades year.

We will now proceed to construct the niche, in \ i 11.12 air- adv

the axis and the point O '. We assume also that the line C"H
marks out one side of the niche, though upon calculation it

in it -12 inches, with our assumed data for height and

breadth of the east wall. We set off A'H\ equal t< .614 mehes,

as we find upon trial that 61*3, measured by Piazzi Smyth, is

somewhat too small, yet this number, with slight change ..i

breadth of the room, would do as well. The line S"D will cut

the corner of the niche very nearly in N" |xv].
.

, 1
,

Join N"K; it will cut C"H" in D , corner of the niche :
hv the

computation D'G = 31-86 inches [xvi], but as the line C D

does not quite agree with the side of the niche (with our^piv^-nt

data), we take 31-84 inches as the true height, h nun <t. draw

,; -\~ j.aralk-1 to > G : it will inert KS' in X. a corner oi the niche.

If the point G was in the line C IP, we would have ..»2v. in.

for the breadth of this part of the niche : this would he penu.ps

too great a strain on Piazzi S.nvth's measure. o2 3 br me!,,-.

K, bowever, we suppose the corner of the niche, G to be -l m
nearer the axis, this would give his measure exactly :

tlm- i"i

the half breadth: 0n-(C"B + 4) or 77 -o in. -oP3o i

!

n<-'l'^- We next compute XX", remembering, however.

JmeQX" is 4 inch toward Urn axis: it is found to be 47-63

[XVII]; adding to , his 4 inch and also oV2o m.. the value ol

KX, is found to be 98«98 in., or practia
one inch. The corner of the uA X -

middle of the room, which gives ns 215 inches for

the half breadth of the niche at this place.
.

The height of the
I "p Iris

b*eT,T',drawn p & the point P and is

{?»'nl to b, M/ U11 l lt , „>1 ... tho-ee. tun th; h -
'

^ upper compartment is determined to be 29'58 inches
.

n
* .

>.

The breadth of the fourth compartment, 322 inches, is deter
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mined by joining the points and H'. The line OH' cuts T T'

in W\ a corner of the niche, bisecting the angle atW (xix>

The breadth of the top compartment is already determined as

25 pyramid inches, or the " sacred cubit"

4th " 29-4 28-13 34'3* WFi

5th " 29-4 29-58 25'3* 25'

The agreement is quite within the error,

but as these computed values depend on the assumed values oi

id breadth of the east wall, they are subject to slight

correction when these are better known. With these computed

values we will determine the angles made by drawing the

diagonals of the niche, 0"K, WW, IG\ and ZH\ aud we ob-

The angle at 0" (xx), 26° 21' upper culmination.

The angle at W' (xxi), 38° 30' lower culmination.

The angle at X (xxn), 38° 8' 46" exactly,

being the half angle at the summit of the pyramid, and giving,

for the angle at the base, 51° 51' 14". And lastly, the angle au

Z (xxiii), 30°, latitude of the pyramid. . ,,

The discovery of these angles, which are also subs

given by using Prof. Smyth's numbers, was first made by me,

and announced to Prof/Smyth before any one had a

gn of the niche. It is most fortunate that the meas-

ures of Prof. Smyth, recorded in vol. ii of his "Life*

at the Great Pyramid," were all made, so far as the Queens

Chamber is concerned, independent of any theory. .

We have not by any means finished with this pecu «

chamber. If we suppose now a diagonal drawn irom

(toward the spectator), and touching the west wall at tne ne c

of the line LK', we obtain once more the angle 51 51 ^ j

nearly (xxiv), and we may also notice, that the length oi

room is a mean proportional between the height °* th® j^
and the breadth of the room. The ratio of height t

of the east wall is nearly 9:10. and th« i -' ''
,l 1> '

therefore HBD, the arris angle, 42° nearly.'. BHD=48 £* J

We have alluded to the n theory of the great pyn

us see what the Queen's Chamber gives us here, obsti ^
I by Prof. Smyth, but determined by considering
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simply that divisions of 5s and 10s characterize the pyramid

185-033 X 10 X n = 5812-978 pyr. inches.

But 5813 in. is the most recent and accurate determination of

the height of the great pyramid adopted by Prof. Smyth after

diligent comparison ; it is equal to 5819 Br. inches nearly.

At a height of about 40 inches above the floor, in the first

compartment of the niche, is a bank or shelf L'L", and while

the main portion of the niche is 40 in. deep, this is about 100

in. in depth
; the line tfJD gives its height approximately ;

it

was not measured carefully by Prof. Smyth.
Taking the height at 39-71 inches, we have, for the height

of the niche above this shelf, 145*32 inches.

Now 145-32 X 10 X 7t = 4565-5,

but this is half the base length of the pyramid, according to the

most accurate determinations, viz : 9131 pyr. in. or 9140 Br. m.

We have then, in these two portions of the niche,

185-03 : 145-3 : : height of pyramid : half base of do.

If now we extend the line L'L" to meet /H and yD, and take

this for the base of the pyramid, the line K'L will represent

the level of the King's Chamber, given by Prof. Smyth as

1688 inches above the base ; and by computation 1691-6 inches

above the base, on the hypothesis that the area of a section ot

the pyramid at this height is half the area of the base as first

announced by us, the vertex of the pyramid being represented

V V. The computed quantity for the height of the based
the pyramid above the Nile level, is 1769 in., giving us the

rough floor as representing the level of the Nile at the date ot

erection; this height was estimated by Mr. Pernng at I'o*"1

.;

It may be noted further that yA = 180 '5 inches, and ldUo

X 10 x 7 = 9135, which is the length nearly for one side of

base of the pyramid.
It is much to be resetted that absolutely correct

merits are not at hand to test how closely the ancient builders

could work to what seems to have been the design, at least in

Part. Upon the whole, the results show that they were more

accurate, and capable of doing better work, than many modern

scientific men. Let us see then what modern men have done,

measuring the same things, and it is lamentable to notice discre-

pancies like these for the Queen's Chamber.
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C. Piazzi Smyth. H. Vyse. E. Lane. M. Jomard.

Height to angle of roof, 244*4 243

'

246' 258-41

" of niche, 185-8 183

Width of lower part, 61-3 61
" of top, 25-3? 23-5? ...

In view of these discrepancies, shall we demand superhuman

accuracy on the part of the pyramid builders?

Notwithstanding the remarkable proportions, and evident

geometrical relations, from a rectangle of the height o\ tha

niche, yet, in practice, the builders appear to have made the

walls of the north and south sides of the chamber almost 2*8

Inches lower than the niche. Was this careless workmanship,

or was it designed? Let us see. We adopt 182-62 in. as the

tarue height of the north and south walls, which is very near

Prof. Smyth's mean—
182-62 in. X 100- 3 14159 -5813 in.= height of the pyramid,

and calling the 182 -62 so many cubits—

182-62 in. x 25=4565-5 in.= half base length of the pyramid:

= 9-869587728+ =:

Moreover, 182'62 X2 = 365-24 ~ days in a year. If «'0 w
;

,

now 5813 in. and 9131 in., representing height and base ol the

pyramid, wo get the following proportions :

Arc equal to radius = 3438' : 9131' : :
10°

:
26° 34'.

'- « " " 3438':5813 ,x2::10
o :33°48.

The following are the results of the very accurate measure-

ments of Prof. Smyth for the internal dimensions of the cotter.

Mean length, 77*93 inches.

" breadth, 26*73 "

" depth, 34-34 "

The last number is, almost, the right sine of 90°, or 3437;. •>•f
the arc equal to radius. If n

natural sine of 51° 51' 14" i. e., -7864, we get 27-03 foi

of coffer, which is quite within some of th» in fl

ures. We cannot expect any similar result for the

the eubcal dimensions weiv'designed to be a gn'-

Finallv. we have, breadth of coffer : depth of do. :

:

heig i

pyr.: half base of do.

5813:4565: : 34-34: 26 '9. .

ght
We have thus the tt ratio in the coffer, and exactly, if wC mIg

substitute for Prof. Smyth's numbers 34-3775 and 27.
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Thus, -££**= 3-14159.
27 X 4
34-3775

"~

Are these all coincidences? And was the niche built as a

mere freak of ignorant, and debased idolaters ?

Since the preceding was written, Prof. Smyth calls our atten-

tion to the pavement of the ante-chamber, which is not of one

material, but partly limestone, partly granite, with accurate

joints. He has not yet stated his own results to us, but doubt-

less lie has already the following, and probably more.

The pavement is a rectangle, and lengthwise, is situated ex-

actly north and south ; AD being the length of the northern,

shorter, and limestone portion; DB that of the southern, lon-

ger, and granite portion ; AA' the breadth, and AB the whole

length; we find

DB 2AD
Air

.AA'XDB=2AD».

Theory. C. Piazzi Smith. DH

AA'=(l4-7r)X 10 = 41-4159 in. 41-45 in. —OJ

AD =(7r+7r2)X5= 65-0550 « 64'5 " -'»

DBz=(7r 2+ 7r 3 )X5=204-379 " 203-6 " -'&

,
AD and DB were determined by Prof. Smyth by mea

ing from the edge of the great step (now much worn) t<

successive joints of the pavement, and cannot be as corre

the measurement of AA', which is the distance betweei

polished granite walls, comparatively in good condition.

Equations.

1 OB^RxEO: tan. EBO. 102-5 : 1 :: 59-17 "57727; nat.

II- AE : AD : : EO : OC. 244-2 : 102-5 : : 59-17 : 24-83 ;
cliff. 17

HL BO : OE : : BC : CF. AO : HA=BO : : CF :
CO. .'. AO

:

BC:CO, 185033: 5917:: 77-5: 24-8.

IV. Sin. :jo° : EO ::R: BE. -5 : 59MV :: 1 :
11^-34= UK =- • .-mu. ,>u : i\v >

: : i; ; i>i„ .) : ,>;i-| i :;i.
angle EBL— 90

o+ 30
o=120°. .\ BEL=3

V
- K L : B L : : R : tan. BK'L. 205 : 1 1

8 "35 3 :
:

1

80°.

M. M()= |.;(i os i s roinmon, and ang. 0=9
ESM=i2o-

, ( )SM= (jo
J=SM'X'. EOB and

andEB=BM
;

.-. F'M= BO andEO=BF
Wl

- Ii:FM::sin.30 :MX\ 1 : 102-5 :
:
'5

:
51"

IJ M and EL Insert each other in P. I"

°-BLE.
•5773 ;

nat. tang.

° - ES=MS and

BF'M are similar,

5-.J x'B= '. BO,

the triangle El.M,

IK:R::IA: tang.
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X. In the triangle ?/AD, R : AD : : tang. yDA : yA, 1 : 102*5 : J

1-2732: 130-5. i/N=r vA—DL=130-5-66-68=63-82=i KD.
y'K'=2 rN=127-64, S"K'=MN=(MA- AN)=(AE-EM-
AN)= (244-2 - 1 18-353—66-68) — 59-167= EO. y'K '— S' K'

= y'S" = 127-64 - 59-167 = 68"473. MS" : R : : y'S" : tan.

y'MH", 102-5 : 1 : : 68-47: 66-8
; nat. tang. 33° 45' ; diff. 3'.

XL AM=AE-EM=125-85, B'D : B'J : : DH : US, 77-5:6608::

205 : 1 76-3. 8"S= Htf-S'H (=AM)= 1 76-3 -125-85= 5045.

S".M : R : : S''r? : tang. SMS", 102'5 : R : : 50-45 : -492+ ;
nat.

tang. 26° 13' ; diff. 5'.

XII. KVN" and VOO' are similar, and V divides ON in the ratio

KN»:0O; OX = AO-AN=185-03- 66-68= 11 8-35. 0< > =
375. K'N"=102-5. 140:102-5:: 118-35 : 86-6=NV. AV=NV
4- AX=153-28(=f HD). AV : R : : AH: tang. HVA. 153-28

:

1 : : 102-5 : -668 ; nat. tang. 33° 45'.

XIII. Join HC. The arc C'B=34° 20' (xiv) .'. Chord C'B =
2R. Sin. 34° 20'^- 2 = 69-86, C'C"= VC'B 2 -BC" 2= 4744-

.-.C'H"=232-43. C'H":R::HH": tang. HC'H". 232-43:1::

153-75 : -661 nearly; tang. 33° 28'. This so nearly equals the

angle HVA, that we consider HVC a straight line.

XIV. MC : R : : MX" : cos. CMX ',
118-35 : 1 : : 51-25 :

'433;

nat. cos. 64° 20'. 64° 20'—60°— 4° 20.

XV. S"H = EA - EM = 1 25-85, DH : HS" : : A'D : A'N", 205 :

125-85:: 108-2:66-42; diff. '26.

XVI. X'X : KL : : N""G : GD', 108-2 : 60-64 : : 56-85 : 31.86 ;
diff -02.

XVII. Tan. GXX":GX": :R: XX", 1-2732 : 60-64 : : 1 : 47-63; but,

as the line GX" is -12 in. nearer .enter of room than C'H',

X"K= 51-37: adding XX" gives XK = 99in. .\ IX = one

inch, and from center of room to X=3-5 in. OC—3*5=2
1

'*=

half breadth.

XVIII. IK : KB : : PT : TB, 100 : 57713 :: 51-25 :
29-58=BT; KB-

BT=KT=28-13.
XIX. AO : AH' : : OV : V'W, 185-03 : 55-7 : : 29'58 :

8-9. OC-
V'W'=W'U, 25-8-9=16-l=half breadth. H'O bisects angle

at W, nearly ; this angle as shown in (xxi) is 33° 30'. AV:

R : : AH' : tang. AOH' 185-03 : 1 :: 55.7 : -301
;

nat. tang.

16° 45'.

XX. Dropping a perpendicular from O" upon SK, we have a right-

angled triangle, of which the vertical side=57-713, the non-

zontal=28-6. ^^=2-018; nat. tang. 63° 39= angle at

base .-. ang. at 0"=26° 21=lower culmination nearly.

XXI. In like manner ^-z=l-51=nat. tang. 56° 30'=ang. at

W .-. ang. at W=33° 30z=upper c

v 60-64XML
47 .05

=l-273=nat. tang. 51°i

at X=£ summit ang.=38° 8' 46''.
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XXIII. ~^ = 1'732 =nat. tang. 60= ang. at H' .-. ang. at Z=
30°=latitude.

XXIV. 17752 : 1 : : 226-4: 1-275 ; nat. tang. 51° 55'. 18503:
205 : : 205 : 227-1 ; diff. -7.

XXV. 185-03 : 205 : : 1 : 1-107*8
; nat. tang. 47° 55' ; diff. 5'.

[Continued from page 296.]

Properties of Pure Clay.—The "clay" so obtained is quite a

different substance from what usually comes under our ob-

servation as such ; since its percentage seems rarely to reach 75
in the purest natural clays, 40 to 47 in the heaviest of clay

soils, and 10 to 20 in ordinary loams. Thin crusts of it are

occasionally found in river bottoms, where clay water has,

after an overflow, gradually evaporated in undisturbed pools.

When freshly precipitated by salt it is gelatinous, resembling
a mixed precipitate of ferric oxide and alumina. On drying, it

contracts almost as extravagantly as the latter, crimping up
the filter, to which it tenaciously clings, and from which it can
be separated only -by moistening on the outside, when it may
mostly, with care, be peeled off.

After drying, it constitutes a hard, often horny mass, diffi-

cult to break, and at times somewhat resonaut. Since the

ferric oxide with which the soil or clay may have been colored
is mainly accumulated in this portion, it usually possesses a

i'mgly dark brown or chocolate tint. When
amount of iron is present, water acts rather slowly on the dried

mass, which gradually swells, like glue, the fragments retain-

ing their shape. Not so when the substance is compara-

" from iron. It then swells up instantly on contact

with water ; even the horny scales adhering to the upper por-

tion of the filter quickly lose their shape, bulge like a piece of
tone in process of slaking, and tumble down into the middle of
the filter.

*'

There is a marked difference, however, in the behavior with
water of clays equally free from ferric oxide; some ex

Jhe phenomena just described in a much more energetic manner
than others. On the whole, those freest from iron appear to

^bibe the water, and crumble, most readily. Inasnic

'

i possesses highly import Q the aSn "

h1 ceramic qualities of clays, I propose to investigate
11 more minutely hereafter.
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The pure clay, when dry, adheres to the tongue so tenaciously

as to render its separation painful. When moistened and

worked into the plastic condition, it is exceedingly tenacious

raid •• sticky, " adhering to everything it touches.

Under a" magnifying power" of 350 diameters, no definite

particles can be discovered in the opalescent clay water remain-

ing after several weeks' subsidence. The precipitate turmoil

by saline solutions then appears as an indefinite cloud (mostly

of a yellowish tint), for which one vainly seeks a better incus.

In stronger clay water one can discern a great number of in-

definite. 'punetiform bodies, very uniformly diffused tlirou-h-

ont the liquid, and apparently opaque; the precipitate then

formed by brine also shows a faintly dotted structure of its

clouds.

Doubtless the fine silt obtained in the 2 t \vnw< sul d<h i <

'.

the diameter of whose quartz particles varies from 0*001 to 0-02

of a millimeter, is not entirely free from adherent clay, as is

indicated by its deeper tint, compared with that of the coareer

sediments. The extent to which this contamination exists, the

possible means of further separation, and the distr mtiuii

of the imi aits among the several sediments,

Separation of the Coarser Sediments.—The mixed sediments

iter the s< parahon of the clay, and silts of less than

0-25mra hydraulic value (< 0*25), by decantation, are ti

to the eliin ting by means of a sieve, such as,

being of more than 0'8mm diameter, would fail to pass tliruuen

the wire screen, and thus interfere with the operation, 'lhe

water should previouslv have been let on, so far as to stand

above the screen ; otherwise some sediment may be forced

back into the rubber connecting tube.

77/* Fine frdiments.—-The operation is best begun b;

up the column rapidly nearly to the cork, allowing a )'
u

seconds' subsidence, and then setting the index to

velocity of 0*25mm per second at the beginning,

sediment passes oil' rapid! v and the column remains onviou-p

and cvenlv turbid, from 'the point where the agita'

bv the churner ceases, to the too. But this <>h\ i
»us v n

'

•

generally exhausts itself in the 'course of a few hou

then requires some attention to determine the pr-

operation. I have never known the 0-25mIU sediment b

exhausted iu less than 15 hours, and in one case it_ has
in-

quired 90. The more rigorously the process of pr

disini L'ration. above described, has been carried

shorter the time required for running off the fine se. Unci ,.

which otherwise tax the operator's patience severely
;_

matter of fact, they never do give out entirely:

for the reason that the stirrer contiuues to dis
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compound articles which had resisted the boiling process.

Besides, downward currents on the sides of the vessel will

form, despite all precautions; so that the interior surface of

the cylinder becomes coated with pendant flakes of coalesced

sediment. These must from time to time be removed by

means of a feather, so as to again bring them under the influ-

ence of the stirrer; but it is, of course, almost mathematically

impossible that under these circumstances, any of the sediment*
subject to coalescence should ever become completely ex-

hausted. Practically, the degree of accuracy attainable at best,

renders it unnecessary to continue the operation beyond the

point when only a fraction of a milligram of sediment comes
over with each liter of water. It is admissible, and even desir-

able, to run off rapidly the upper £ of the column at inter-

vals of 15 to 20 minutes: whereby not only time is gained, but

riao the sediment in the reservoir is stirred and brought under
the influence of the churner, for more complete disintegration.

It is noticeable that recent sediments—river alluvium, etc.—
are much more easily worked than more ancient ones ; as might
be expected.

Up to 4mm hydraulic value, the use of the rotary stirrer is
:

<i 'disable, on account of the tendency to the formati. n
!,! f.-'mi pound particles. Beyond, this tendency measurably dis-

appears, so that for the
Coarse Sediments of 8 to 64mm , hvdraulie stirring may be em-

l'Wd. and an elutriating tube of smaller diameter may advan-

ce substituted, in order to diminish the other/. '-.

""inewhat extravagant expenditure ol water. The entire

: '/'^it required for one analysis is from 25 to 30 gallons
:
pro-

yj'M a thorough previous ' disintegration has been secured.

The average times required are as follows:

Total, 56 to 85"

With proper arrangements, much of this can be done auto-

\
: '

r:
'.'ll\-. at nio-ht ; completing an analysis (except the clay and

knest silt determination^) in the course •>(' three or four days.

As the soils are mosl •
"dried at 100°,

'*

ahi e alwaJs weighed the sediments in the same condition.

hygroscopic) clav : the

? - -5 sediment, whi
u

:

;ir 't cannot roadilv be
af*er letting it subside

A somewhat clayey soiafterthefir8t6hourathe]

trejnr-l
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evaporate the last 25-50 c.c.m. in the platinum dish in which it

is to be weighed.

From the other sediments, the water may be decanted so

closely as to render their determination easy.

The loss in the analysis of clays and subsoils eontai

little organic or other soluble matter, is usually from 1-5 to 2*0

per cent, resulting partially, no doubt, from the loss of the fine

ih comes off more or less throughout the process, and

is decanted with the voluminous liquid. When the turbidity tfl

in ik, I n it Ik t -imp lttdpi. niu i di- it< _ ration; it may

be removed, and the silt collected, by adding a weight" I

of alum (about 25 milligrams par liter is sufficient), precipitating

with ciirbnimh: of ammonia, and deducting from the weight of

the (flocculent) precipitate the calculated amount of alumina

The analysis of soils rich in vegetable matter involves some

ona in the preliminary treatment and final v<

which I shall not now discuss. Ignition of the soil

tion, as proposed by some, is obviously mad

as it would render impossible the separation of the clay from

the finer sediments. ,

As I have heretofore stated,f I consider

inv.Mi-ai .n ot th«- ^il,s,u' » is better calculated to furnish re-

liable indications of the agricultural peculiarities of extended

regions, than that of the surface soils, which are much more

liable to local " freaks and accidents," and usually di

the corresponding subsoils in about the same genera

For practical purposes, therefore, the difficulties incident to tne

treatment of soils rich in humus, may in most cases be

Character of the Sediments.—As regards the size o! I

eles constituting the successive sediments, the most co

because almost universally present, material for reference «

quartz sand. I give below a table of measurements, conc
^
r

ing which I remark that the values given refer to 1

1

and most nearly round quartz grains to be found in eacti set

merit, and to scale divisions of T } 5 millimeter each.

As a matter of course, all sizes between that given ana

one next below are to be found in each sediment A «

grains of the finer sediments are also invaJ

both to the progressive disintegration of conglomerated par

cles by the stirrer, and to the inevitable formation ot toe

avalanche-like aggregates of the finer sediments.

While the measurement of the quartz grams,

rarely wanting in a soil or clay, affords sufficient land

the scientific observer, it seems desirable to attach _

l

%.

besides, generally intelligible designations, which sna

imatelY, at least, indicate the nature of the sediment i

have attempted in the table, which is in this respect, ot

fThis Journal, Dec, 1872; Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1312, p. '
•
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open to criticism ; since it is not easy to indicate in popular

language, distinctions not popularly made.

Table of ]>'<.nnrt, ,-.-< >>,,,/ //)/<// ;nilic \'<th/es ,f Sediments.

Designation of Diameter of Velocity pr. sec, or

No. materials. Quartz grains. Hydraulic value.

1. Coarse Grits, 1—3
mm

?

2. Fine " 0-5—1 " ?

3. Coarse Sand, 80—90
(T|T )

" 64 mm

4. Medium" 50—55 " 32 "

5. Fine « 25—30 " 16 "

6. Finest " 20—22 " 8 "

1. Dust " 12—14 " 4 "

9. Coarse " 6—

7

" 1
"

10. Medium " 4—

5

" 0-5 "

11. Fine " 2'5—3'0 " 0-25 "

12. Finest " 0'1—2'0 " <0'25 "

13. Clay «
? <0-0023 "

I remark that the absolute diameter of the elutriator tube
exerts a sensible influence on the character of the sediments.

:
lence of the comparatively greater friction against

I tube of small diameter. Strictly speaking, none
of the sediments actually correspond to the velocity calculated

from the cross section of the tube and the water delivered in a

»\ but to higher ones, whose maximum is in the axis
of the tube, and which gradually decrease toward the sides,

to a law which may be demonstrated to the eye by
-

i si ino tin velocity while i
sediment is being

'

':

"' Jy discharged, so that the turbid column remains
^•tti-Miriry. wliil<.> clear water is running off. The surface then

'^'imes a paraboloid Ibrtn. which is sensibly more convex m a

aall diameter than in a wide one; the results obtained
m the latter being, of course, nearest the truth.

.
Still, the accompanying samples of sediments from Missis-

Qd subsoils show at once, even to the naked eye,

that the assorting process has been quite successful, and that
the prominent characteristics of soils in these respects may thus
oe determined and exhibited to the eye, with a very satisfac-

tory degree of accuracy.
I reserve for future communications the detailed discussion

°tthe services which this method of annlvsis is capable of rem
Qenng to the tlienrv and practice of both apiculture and the

cerarnicart. But I feel confident that the com pi istm n.-J. - t

oi the subject of soil analysis during the past deeenmum. was

J?

e result of hasty judgment, and that, bv properly <

^examination of tin ph si, al ai 1
•' <m deal

}
n p< '-ties of soils

',,lM cla
.

v^ we shall be able to fulfill, in a great measure, the
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high expectations entertained in the early days of ag]

chemistry.

The important bearing of the phenomena of " molecular coa-

lescence" upon the formation of natural sediments, is too obvi-

ous to require discussion. It explains at once why we so

rarely find a deposit composed of particles of uniform hydrau-

lic value, however favorable to such a result may have been,

apparently, tin eirouin.-taiH.-es att ndhm its formation. Ami it

warns us to be careful in our estimate of the nature and velocity

of depositing currents, as deduced from the character o\ fchfl

sediments.

In previous papers on the Quaternary formations of the

lower Mississippi V'allev. 1 have called attention to the some-

what singular composition of the material characterizing the

Bluff or Loess group, which fails to show any marks of assort-

ing or stratification of materials, even in profiles of 70 feet; al-

though it consists of all grades of silt and sand from T1nsr

upward. The uniform intermingling of these ingredients ceases

to be surprising, when we consider that, under the influence oi

the slow eddying motion of shallow and uniformily slow-flow-

ing water, the finest particles may assume the hydra

of very coarse ones, and be deposited with them. We thus, a

posteriori, arrive at the same conclusion concerning the circum-

stances under which this deposit was formed, as had been pre-

viously deduced from geological data alone.

As might be expected, the temperature of water exerts a

strong influence on the coalescence of particles. It is

less in hot water, so long as the water is either strong]

or perfectly quiescent. But the circulating motion set up in

hot water exposed to cooling influences very soon efi

lescence, and consequent clearing of a turbid fluid. jb.e

habitual stimng-up of precipitates by chemists, to favor subsi-

dence, need but be mentioned in this connection: as

fact that troublesome powdery precipitates, such as

lime or molybdo-phosphate of ammonia, become flocculent wueu

allowed to deposit on a sloping surface. th .

The presence of dissolved mineral matter greatly ta

coalescence of particles, and especially the precipitation ot cia>

Foremost among the active substances are lime and comm

salt; the action of the latter being exemplified on the lar^J

scale, at the mouths of rivers, where the fine mud, v

lecular properties with pure water would have kept il

pension for many days, is suddenly thrown down in the s v

of mud shoals, in consequence of the admixture of sea wa

* This action of salt in clearing water has lately, it seems J^fB^^otog"
ery by Mr. D. Robertson, in a communicati

•"", ohSdlv re-

popular recipe for ages; and the action
lfl ! „ &

ferred to by Mr. Sidell, in Rep. Phys. and Hydr. of Miss. River, App- *« I"
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ami magnesia, present in almost all sediments.

The rema ime, in preventing diffusion and
ing the plasticity of clay, will form the subject of a

future communication.

Note.—

T

jrses of one and the

'rial, after boiling 6" and 3</', respectively, exhibit the

effect of th<>> - |);irution, ;uid the gross errors

whiei) may result from its neglect. It will be seen that while

Bg eeingas closely as could be expeeted as regards the coarse

Materials, the diffrrences in the percentages of the fine ones are 90

great as to render the first one absolutely nugatory, and calculated
to lead to an utterly false estimate of the soil's qualities.

No. 173. Under-subsoil of Cretaceous prairie, Monroe Co., Miss. (See Miss.

Akt. XXXVIL—On Bocks of the Helderberg era, in Hie valley

"I

the Omu&-tirut—fhe kind* iw/ndiw/ St> >>„ li< shite, lb>r»-

bkndic corks. <;„, ,\*, J//,-„ sr/,;*t, >(".. /^idn? F'jssiliftro'it /.-•/»'-

*tone; by James D. Dana.

In my memoir on the rocks of Berkshire, I have shown, on
:

<-al -rounds, that the metamorphic rocks, gneiss,

mica slate, chlorite slate and

rerlying quartzite, in one of the

Mer Lower SOuria t>lite crys-

«J
abound in a mica schist of the same age.

|n the following pages, it is further demonstrated that not

1> of metamorphic rocks, but even hora-
oiende rock and schisl - r extensively devel-

oped m a formation of Helderberg age, and probably the Upper
<-.'-' or Lower Devonian. Moreover, crystals o staur

"le are here also abundant ; so that, this mineral species, whu-h

-an Lavdo-ists have thought as good as a fossil

re-Silurian rocks of a specific age has the

^ronometric virtues only of a species of immensely wide range.
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That I may not be supposed to misrepresent the views of

11 some American geologists," I here cite a paragraph from the

observations of Professor James Hall .m nietmnorphic rocks, to

be found in the third volume of his N. Y. Paleontology (1859),

p. 93.

" The imperfect study of these metamorphic rocks which I was

able to make, while engaged in other duties, during the years

1843, 1844 and 1 845, enabled me to recognize among these deposits

a certain order which appeared to me to be marked by the pres-

ence of characteristic minerals which had been segregated from

the surrounding mass. These observations, combined with subse-

quent considerations of the subject, convinced me that much might

be done in the recognition of metamorphic masses by the con-

tained minerals ; and that a proper study of these would reveal

some means of identification of beds at distant points.

to the mode of distinguishing successive formations by their con-

tained fossils. I have subsequently, on many occasion-

this view, in discussion before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, and I am convinced that something of

this kind will yet grow out of the farther investigation of the meta-

morphic rocks and their contained minerals."

To which is added in a note

—

"Every observing student of one or two years' experi.

Coll< -i.. n of minerals in the New England States, well knows

that be may trace a mica schist of peculiar but varying character

from Connecticut through Central Massachusetts, and thence into

Vermont and New Hampshire, by the presence of staurotide and

some other assoei ,*, 1 minerals, which mark with th-

in <_; certainty the geological relations of this rock, a-
'

of Pentamerm »LI, ,,,,,„,, /'. <j„h<,tHS, Spirifn- Nhuj,ir

macropleura, and their respectively associated fossils, do the rela-

tions of the several rocks in which they occur."

If Professor Hall intended, in the last paragraph, to imply only

that the staurulite crystals afford aid in tracing a given con-

tinuous formation over Central New England from souta w

north, he is right. But the paragraph from the text shows trw

he means more,-that he holds tl, at this mineral may be usei

for the "identification of beds at distant points, analogous to in

mode of distinguishing successive formations by r

tained fossils;" and this general principle has been since R|

plied by more than one investigator of crystalline rocks.
_

Tt has. further, been put forth, by a geoh >g

above with Professor Hall, that "the old idea of the convey

of great masses of Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks i

series of crystalline schists, which so long found favor in

rope and in America, is now proved to be an hypothesis oa

on very slender grounds."
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From the time these ideas were first published, I have had a

strong desire to learn whether facts sustained them. My strati-

ibservationa over Western New England, in which the

TacMin, i<»ck- win also studi d, were begun som years since

with special reference to the discovery of the truth on this sub-

ject; and through the whole this object was prominent. The
examination of the Bernardston region, the results of which

aiv here given, was undertaken partly for the same purpose.

Both have led to the conclusion that

—

Lithological evidence of geological age among metamorphic

rocks of distant re</inns is in general" worse than worthless, it

is easy to use, ate! presses itself on the mind most insinuatingly

when a conclusion is eagerly wanted ; and on this account it

should be treated with extreme distrust. I have further found

that

—

The Earth did not finish up its metamorphic work in ore-

Nhirian time, or even by the epoch closing the Primordial, as it

did not its mountain-makinu'. And tins should be so. if, as

MTNt lias demonstrated, the motion itt "h i". ti e ij i i> -
n ( l

folding of rocks, or mountain-making, is, like other motion,

transformable into heat.

ars siuce the first announcement, by

ck, of the unexpected discovery of a

wu ot limestone containing well preserved stems of Cnnoids
in the very center of New Emdaml.-r and twelve years since

the detailed report on the locality by C. H. Hitchcock, in the

Geological Keport , \ .
\

" 11 , k observes that

Professor Hall had exa.nined The Crinoidal remains (some ol

' ppcr Iknlrvberq

Hitchcock, locate

The locality o|

the " New 1

les west of

limestone is ab out three-foi irtha

^rjti Siiidt '[>
J, , J,, N !.rth-

f the
:. On the a-

™ of Bernard*rtoii§ thep« .sition is markc3 by the letl:er I

' The exceptions her
r..,'KS,

^ypersthenite and 01

.^cnite, and chrysolitic rocks. *[ '.!.,•

" ively Archaean.

IT. 2 vols, bo..

ffSSf£S SiT^SSSSt of

ullage of Bernardston, but hardly six in a direct line.
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Directly west of the village (B) rises the riclge called West
Mountain (AY) ; the locality is on the eastern slope of a low

part of this ridge, north of the higher portion.*

The rock of West Mountain and of its eontinu

north is clay-slate, it being part of the great slate formation

of Eastern Vermont, quarried in several places for roofing .-late.

The Melderberg beds overlie the slate.

Hitchcock's section in the Vermont Report gives the order

Another is here annexed. There is, first, as

the upper member (though near the foot of the slope), a graj sfr

black mica slate (1); below this (higher up the slope)

bed of quartzite (2) ; next, the Cri midal linn -ton

at least 30 feet thick; and, finally, under!
a still higher elevation, anothe'r >tratum of <[

which, in some plaees, passes locally into a black si "'"

slate. The strike of the beds, along a" line from the E

slope up to the limestone, is about X. 45
:-o0° K..+ v.-.;

30° to 35°; the dip of t!ie limestone at the .piarn is2-> r "
'

and, higher on the hill, that of the lower quartzite is 10 to i
.

* The locality is on the land of Mr. Williams. After passing his!

t Compass course, .
..-urapass is i
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l.ut L'enerally not distinct. Following the outcrops of the

:'....! stratum of quartzite (No. 2) to the southward, the strike

changes to N. 65°-70° K, making the dip S. 20°-25° E. in

th the amount unchanged.

The clay -slate of West Mountain (or that of western Yen i< >nt),

i- made in the section (at s) an earlier unconformable formation.^

At the nearest outcrop of this slate to the Helderberg beds—
about 300 yards distant—the strike of the slate is N. 14" K,

tod the dip 60° to the eastward (that is, S. 76° K). A few

mds south, the same slate has the strike K 20°-30° K, and

•lip oo° to the eastward: and higher up "West Mountain, hall

a mile to the south, the strike is N. 50° E., and dip 80 :
to the

•fistward: the slate varying much in strike. Tim-, wink the

Helderberg beds have a small dip everywhere, and thesmalkm

a- they approach the eh.\ sh,t< toward' the top ot the rid-« .
the

date is very high in dip. Moreover, this difference

terizes the formations in other parts of the town of Bernard -

ston; and hence, although no section of the two together was

. ting to the eye their relative position, the facts

left little doubt of their uneonformabilitv.
Again, the Helderberg slate is a widely different r-

the older clay-slate, it being strictly a mica slate. Under a

lens, the scaly glistening texture is apparent ;
moreover, there

are distributed through all of it numerous small prisms of

brown mica, usually lying on their sides or oblique to the

plane of bedding, which show their foliation and luster on a

cross fracture of the slate, or bv an oblique view of the surface

of a slab. These prisms are from a line to half a line in

'i"eadth and lenirth. The prismatic eilges arc rounded, so t cat

the prisms have really a narrow elliptical base. Thm have

the aspect of phyllite (chloritoid) in some clay slates :
hut the

folia are easily separable and flexible. There are also minute

red dodecahedral garnets in the slate. On account of the
'

:i ""i 'TWals and imnmrs. the slab- freshly broken out are

covered with small pimples and pits.f The elay-s,atc.
;

,n t.y

contrary, is without the prisms of mica, and is tar liner m
texture; what unevennesses it has are no*

i

and far beyond it; and the clay-slate is as persistent

111 its different characteristics. ,

The Helderberg garnetiferous mica slate is m all caa
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nated parallel with the bedding. Whether this is so or not

with the roofing slate of the region is not positively known;
the probability is against it.

The limestone is crystalline, some of it coarsely so, and much
of it impure. It contains in places disseminated pyrites, and
large portions have consequently rotted away, and left beds of

limonite. The purer kinds, on the surface of fresh fractures,

are generally coarsely crystalline, and have nothing clearly in-

dicating the presence of fossils ; while a weathered surface of

the same block may be covered with prominent crinoidal stems.

The sight of a locality of Crinoids in the heart of metamor-

phic New England is calculated to impress the mind strongly

with the belief that it is a key that will open the mysteries of

New England geology. The Geological Eeport of Vermont
states that a quartzite formation occurs in the next town to the

north, Vernon, the southeast town of Vermont, and the Massa-

chusetts Eeport, that it is also largely developed just across

the Connecticut River, in the town of Northfield ;
and this sug-

gested the true way of bringing the key into use.

After a first visit to the village of South Vernon—six miles

northeast of Bernardston—with this object in view, I visited

the region again in 1871, bv appointment with Prof. C. H.

::. then, as now, State geologist of New Hampshire
The quartzite of South Vernon was found to be overlaid l»y :ui

extensive hornblendie formation; mostlv a coarse or tine gray-

ish-green hornblende rock, or rather, in view of its color, acfin-

olite rock, but part grayish-black Some beds are speckled

with feldspar, and others"are a handsome syenitic gneiss. The

quartzite and the other rocks have an eastward dip of 30
3
to

35°, and the strike is N. 15° E. to N. 40° E. ; but much of the

hornblende rock is massive and jointed, and obscure in its

dding.

Besides the rocks, there is, at a cut on the railroad, a few

rods south ..f the depot, quartzite associated with a n

varying from fine to very coarse scaly in its different

part of it gneissoid. Again, along a north and south road a

mile west of South Vernon, a slate rock was found

which contained crystals of statirolitc ; and near v.

an outcrop of quartzite giving positive evidence of the con-

formability of the two. The strike of the beds at this place is

N. 35°-40'° E., and the dip 40° to the eastward.
We thus passed over a considerable variety of rocks

able to the quartzite—-namely, coarse and tine mica -

hornblende rock, both a pure and a feldspathie kind. ^<-
gneiss containing the hornblende partly in oblong p<

uds, ;i ,,d staurolitic slate : hut we tailed to find an;.
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same in age with the Bernardston quartzite. Prof. Hitchcock

observed that the staurolitic slate, quartzite and hornblende

rocks were just those of his Cods group in New Hampshire, B

formation that covers a narrow band east of xhe Connecticut

Kiver from Massachusetts to Northern New Hampshire We
cmssed the river together, and saw these rocks in North I

i
eld,

Itasa, and Hinsdale, New Hampshire. It was evident that the

South Vernon rocks were Coos, whether the Bernardston were

The characteristics of the Coos group, as given in Prof. Hitch-

cock's Annual Eeport for 1869, are, " the presence of quartzite,

staurolitic rocks, mica schists, hornblende schists, perhaps gin iss.

protogine and other rocks, lying west of the White Mountain
series and east « »t the Connecticut Eiver, along the whole of

western New Hampshire," besides argillaceous slates, whetstone,

mica schists, grits, etc., of Coos Co., etc. The occurrence of 1 edfl

of limestone at intervals is mentioned in the Eeport of 187c.*

The facts observed in the region at that visit made it evident

that the relation as to age of the Bernardston and South Vernon

iect of great interest, especially in connection

with New Hampshire geology. Prof. Hitchcock appreciated it,

and expressed his intention of soon having the South Vernon

region—for the investigation of which he had a kind of prior

nght—carefully studied.
The year 1872 passed without anything being accomplished.

owing, as he informed me, to the demands on his time made hy

portions of the New Hampshire Geological Survey. A day s

excursion was planned in the course ol the summer: and. Im-ium

that he could not join me, I took a rapid turn over the coun-

try alone, in order to gratify a reasonable curiosity. Crossing

from South Vernon westward, to the road next west, nearly a

hornblende ro.de of the first ridge was_ left torn

'^iiitish oru-ravish U
-

U! .iss. which, while mostly poor m its bed-

3o

n
o
gt st2rd in soim

:
i

,,i,,M
.

!l "' - ir;k " x - i:
'

K
-

iTtii'

li

'.lVr-

,:,,,. to the westward

i" in manv of its k.wrs, and also irraduatcd

Wende schist and hornblende' rock : next beyond, appeared the

, slate, with the s
; ,m e eastward dip. d ho nom-

i< >iratumaud that of -neiss were each several hun-

d*d feet in thickness.

* In Prof. Hitchcock's
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The quartzite, which overlies the hornblende rock, constitt

just west of the road to Bernardston.
short distance south of the village of South Vernon ; one outcrop
of it and of the co i hornblende rock was

met with two and a half miles east of Bernardston, between the

two railroad crossings. About two miles east of Bernardston,

I took a i card to "Purple's slate quarry"
(/•. on the map), and found the slate identical in everv respect

with that of the Bernardston Crinoid locality—the same in tex-

ture and in its imbedded ervstals of mica and garnets. Its

strike was noithenst, and the dip 20° to the southeast. Thus a

mica slate identical with that of Bernardston, and the horn-

blende rock and quartzite characteristic of South Vernon, were

found within two and a half miles of the old Bernardston local-

ity, and all had approximately the same dip. The probability

or an identity of age was strong ; but still doubt remained.

Another year having passed, and the important question still

remaining unsettled,—as shown by Prof. Hitchcock's ..

report issued in July last, apparently preliminary to his final

report—I thought myself released from further oblig

leave the field alone, and in August went to Bernardston for a

final settlement of the question ; and in an hour's excursion rt

was done. In September, I was over the ground again to point

out the decisive localities to Prof. Hitchcock.*
The facts are simply these :—
The Bernardston "Helderberg locality (I on the map) is

situated, it will be remembered, on the western sloping border of

the plain on which the village stands. On the rid-
the opposite or eastern border, just north of the road to South

Vernon (R), and only If miles from the Crinoid la

miles from the village), there is visible from the n

with a quartzite summit (q). The beds dip 15° to 25° to the

southward and southeastward. In the fields to the c

still nearer Bernardston, just oast of a road but little traveled

(at h, A), there are ledges of hornblende rock precis.-;

to that of South Vernon, a gray compact jointed rock, general

obscure in bedding, in some beds speckled with feldspar, ana

th"i.<-H graduating into a svenitie gmd<s. The dip of the rocK

was 15° in the direction S. 30° E. Between an upj

lower stratum of the hornblende rock, co
short distance apart, there was an outcrop of

•ects with that of the Bernardston Crinoid loci

small imbedded prisms of mica and dodecahedrous oi

net making it easily recognized; and it dipped with i

blende rock. Moreover, the lower stratum of hornblende rociv

Between these two visits, I learned that Prof. Hitchcock had contemplated
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ined intercalated portions of the same slate ; further, the

jrtion of slate in this ledge increased much to the eastward

of it contained the mica crystals very thickly disseminated

so as to crowdedly spangle the surface of a cross-fracture—

a

variety closely like part of the rock at the railroad cut just south

of the South Vernon depot. Thus the fact that the Bernards-

ton garnetiferous mica slate and the South Vernon hornblende

rock were of one and the same formation was made certain,

for here, besides occurring in alternating beds, they graduate

into one another. The position and dip of these ledges indica-

ted that they were all inferior in stratigraphical position to the

of the hill above mentioned.
Decending the quartzite hill on the north side and continu-

ing in that direction, the rock changed first to the same mica

slate, the slate outcropping at one place from beneath the quartz-

ite. The prisms of mica in some of the slate were an eighth

of an inch in breadth and length ; and, on a worn surface of it,

they appeared as dull black, squarish spots. The garnets in all

cases were minute and not very numerous.
Such facts, observed right on the eastern border of the

Bernardston plain, establish the identity of the western and

blende schist are rocks of the Helderberg s<

he Bernardston garnetiferous mica slate. The surface between

hese eastern and western outcrops is covered partly by the

Triassico-Jurassic red sandstone formation, and for the rest of

the way by alluvium and stratified drift.

.
East of this region (marked CC on the map) there are two

Judges (D D' and E E'), one to two hundred feet high, separated

bv a vaney (vp), and in this valley lies the road (a b). and also,

adjoining the brook, Purple's slate quarry (p), mentioned on
hho ^receding page. The road c d is on the ridge E E .

est of the ridge D W and of the valley there boandii _ it,

.
J is an outcrop of the mien shite with the mica crystals an

eignth of an inch across. On the east side of this valley, and
at the west foot of 1) IV. stands in the field a small ledge o

grayish white gneiss Part of it seemed to be in place, and

Jad a small southward dip: vet it is not too large a mass to

°e a transported boulder. Rounded masses of the same gneiss

were found scattered over the slopes and summit of ridge D v ,

b*t no other outcrop was met with.
i

__, .. .,

Ifi the meadow at the eastern foot of ridge D I)
,

li^ the

slate of Purple's quarry, havimr the dip and strike auea<i\

st*te<
; and it is bevond qu. -•

. :
I- >
^on slate

"

vrhat "

ev
f be true of the gneiss of ridge DD'. .

a
in the top of the ridge (EE\ bounding this valley on tie

^ near E' and E", the?e is true quartzite, having a dip of 20
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to 28°, with the strike S. 20°-30° E. But, at both E' and E",

tlic <iunrt::it>. <u'f<rUy overlies and graduates into gneiss. It is

itself in places micaceous, and then becomes true gneiss. A
little north of E", the gneiss is well-characterized ; and it is an

:_: kind, that might be thought pro-Silurian by a

believer in the lithological test. The outcrops on the rkb-

were numerous, and the intimate connection of the unlike rocks

too plain for the strongest doubter to question it.

This adds to the Helderberg series, gneiss in extensive strata,

another of the rocks observed at South Vernon. From the

relative position of the quartzite and underlying gneiss in the

ridge E K . and the slate in the valley over a hundred feet below,

the mica slate must bean inferior bed in the series, unless there

is a fault.

While at Purple's quarry, Prof. Hitchcock remarked to me

that the slate was precisely the rock that in the Coos group

contains staurolites ; and a moment afterward 1 found in some

slabs <>f it a lew cross-crystals of the mineral, representing

among them both of the known kinds of twins.

This adds daurolilic slate to the Helderberg series of Central

New England.

We are now prepared for our conclusions.

1. This Helderberg series in Central New England comprises

a large part of the common kinds of metamorphic rocks, gneiss

of several varieties, undistinguiskedde lithologioally from the

oldest; hornblende rock and schist; syenitic gneiss: coarse

mica schist and mica slate ; staurolitic slate.

2. A large part of the rocks that have
of the -Montalban- or -White Mountain series" in New Ilmrm-

shire, and regarded of pro-Silurian age, are here included aii't

are hence nothing but altered Helderberg sediments, it is

hence lar from true that -the er\-t;dline' rocks of the breen

M<»um:.ii, end White Mountain trios'" and "the whole
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white portions are feldspathic, as is proved by their fusibility

before the blowpipe, while the light gray are quartz, and seine

short darker lines are micaceous. Thus this region. like that

of Berkshire, demonstrates that gneiss and quartzite are rocks

of the most intimate relations, as intimate as mud and sand

along seashore flats. Part of the feldspathie layers widen at

intervals into forms an inch or more thick at the middle; but

they are generally nearly even.

4 Hornblende rocks of the purest kind, and of great extent.

are here so intercalated with quartzite and mica slate, and so

often graduate into one or the other, that all must have been

alike a result of the metarnorphism of sedimentary beds. It

is not possible that these hornblende rocks, constituting part of

a Devonian or Upper Silurian formation, should have come

from the metarnorphism of beds of a pre-Silurian, chemically-

deposited, meerschaum-likr h\dr..n- -locate.*

5. The Bernardston, South Vernon and N<
of Helderberg age. the Coos group, which is but the northern

'tin nation of the same series, is. if correctly traced out, also

Helderberg. Hence, in the era of the Lower Devonian, the

Connecticut Valley, from the latitude of Bernardston northward.

of the sea, extendingdown from the great Devonian
{ r.\\i of St. Lawrence. Crinoids require the best of ocean water.

and thus they had it in central New England.
6. The Bernardston beds have been supposed to be Lower

Devonian or Upper Helderbcrir on the ground of" Hall's opinion,

and also on that of BillimrsVroeentlv obtained. But both of

' ih ontologists speak of it on!\ - ih m.»- pi

'iusion from the fossils thus far found : tlr.-y ma\ belong to the

Lower Helderberg or later ]uiri oi the Upper Silurian. Aceord-

»>K
to Prof Hitchcock, a slate containing imbedded crystals oi

mica, just like that of bernardston. occurs near Lake Memplm
r- 1:l^. where there are fossil corals of unquestionable L<>v.ei

^vonian tvpes: and. as the same slate follows the ('

trough to that region, tin litholo-i. i! r.-. nblai v HiL'^-ts

1
!
''"> of age, though not proving it without a further strati-

Paphica] studv of the n r

J At Littleton, also, fifty miles south-southeast of Lake

Jlemphremago^ (S. 24° EA there is a limestone, nail

Prosed, containing Helderberg coralfr-one of the in

? to whom f am indebted foi

over the region The limestone is associated a.oi

[sowithaseriesofchlor
I'r'-tly h-lds, tl . icbid.m chh lit. slat, ml i kna! "

1
'

""

g»nei in which a pa
small grains; and it appeared to me that all were conformable.

Hunt's Address, page 12.
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If this conformability is sustained by further observations, we
shall have here the addil .act that

—

Chlorite rocks, including protogine, may constitute meta-

morphic beds of Helderberg age.

8. The facts which have been presented sustain the statement,

made on an early page of this article, that lithological evidence

of geological age is to be distrusted. If, when used by one who
has made it a special study, it leads to the conclusion that true

Helderberg rocks in the White Mountain series are of Cambrian
or earlier age, it is surely a bad reliance. If it also makes out

that Green Mountain rocks are of Huronian age, or of some

other pre-Silurian period, when in reality belonging to the later

part of the Lower Silurian, geologists may well be afraid even

of its suggestions, unless it have' sure strati graphical support

" Huronian" areas have been defined in various parts of the

country and the world, on the basis of this evidence alone ; and

in such cases who knows any thing whatever with regard to the

real age of their rocks? It'is probable that the rocks consid-

ered characteristic of the Huronian occur also among true Lau-

rentian terranes : it is certain that they do in formations later

than the Lower Silurian.

Finally, what reason is there in chemistry or geology why

f andalusite and staurolite should have been made only

in pre-Silurian time? Andalusite consists simply of silica and

alumina, and staurolite of the same, along with iron. These

three ingredients are now and ever have been the most abun-

dant of all the mineral constituents of the globe. With i »r wnu-

out the iron, they are the materials of all clay de] •

clay drp'xits from riic decomposition of granite, gin-i^ a""

related rocks have been forming over the globe, and increa.-m-

in amount, ever since these rocks beiran their existence.

They are therefore the very last minerals that should be

thought of as pre-Silurian "fossils." Were zirconium or any

other of the rare metals a constituent in the species, tneif

would be some reason for suspecting their restriction to the

more ancient formations ; since later sediments would contain

only traces of them. But silica, alumina and iron belong to

all time. These remarks applv equally to chlorite, in^vhicii

these three ii itli only a little magnesia beside,

and water.

9. The epoch of disturbance, in which these Helderberg

rocks of the Connecticut Valley were upturned and en
was probably that closing the Devonian, when, s Daws i

others have shown, extensive upturning, plication and er>^

nlhxation of Devonian and older rocks took place over > <

y

and Nova Scotia. It was the most prominent x\»" •

of mountain-making on this eastern border of the continent
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alter the Lower Silurian. Facts are against any earlier epoch ;

and the only other probable suggestion is that the time was

after the Carboniferous age, when the Alleghanies were made.

Hence, the various Helderberg rocks of the Connecticut Valley

have their actual date as cry n »hic rocks either

from the close of the Devonian, or that of the Carboniferous era.

The conclusions which have been presented are based on a

foundation of facts—certainh as . r a- t m region of Bernards-

ton, Vernon, Northiield and' Hinsdale is concerned, where my
own observations were made ; and, judging from the descrip-

tions of Prof. Hitchcock, they appear to be sustained as regards

tin.- Coos range to the north.

I now pass to what is at present hypothetical, since I can

appeal only to the observations of others, and they are not

sufficient in detail for positive conclusions. I propose to ex-

amine the region personally, another season.

2. The Connecticut Valley in Massachusetts.

The region of the Connecticut Valley, south of Vermont and

New Hampshire, commencing in the northern towns of Ber-

nardston and North field, is covered to a breadth of ten to twenty

miles with the Triassico-Jurassic Red Sandstone formation
;
so

that the opportunities for observing the continuation of the

more northern formations southward are thus much restricted.

Still there are pertinent facts on record.
In the geological map of Massachusetts connected with Hitch-

cock's Report, the hornblendic rocks of South Vernon and

Northiield are made to extend southward in two lines, one

south of South Vernon, passing by Leverett, Amherst and

wanby, the other south of Northiield. through Slmtesbury.

Belchertown, Palmer, Monson and Wilbraham, each line quite

crossing the State to Connecticut. Gneiss, mica schist and clay

slate occur with the hornblendie rocks, as at the north. Quartz-

ite is spoken of as occurring with the hornblendic rock ol

JWthfield, Palmer. Monson and Granby.
.

The varieties of rocks described by Hitchcock are similar to

those of the Vernon and Northiield" region, excepting that no

date is mentioned. „ , ,. ,.

There is hence a probability that these lines of hornblendic

«»kg are but a continuation southward of the Coos formation :

a*d, if either is so, then the wide Helderberg sea of the Con-

necticut Valley extended southward across the State ol Mas-

sachusetts.
'J

3. The Connecticut Valley in Connecticut

In Connecticut the Connecticut Valley terminates at New
Uaven Bay—not at Saybrook. The river leaves the great cen-
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tral valley of New England at Midclletown, it there pa -sine

oat of the area of the Triassico-Jurassic Eed Sandstone (which

continues through to New Haven) by cutting through the me-

tamorphic rocks of Eastern Connecticut
Percival, in his Report on the Geology of Connecticut, states

that, adjoining the Red Sandstone region on the east, there ex-

tends, southward from Massachusetts, a range of hor

and chloritic rocks associated with gneiss, and in some places

with imperfect quartzite. He remarks that he has tract A this

chloritic and' hornblendic range into Massachusetts as far as

Wilbraham, one of the localities of hornblendic rock mentioned

by Hitchcock, showing that it is identical with the eastern of

the ranges in Massachusetts. He followed it in Coi

through Somers, Ellington and Glastonbury to North Chatham,

in the latitude of Middh to* n, < h. i< it dipnoi r> beneath the

Red Sandstone formation.

The chloritic rocks include a chloritic gneiss, related to proto-

gine, and also a compact rock which he says resembles green-

stone. Percival suggests that this chlorite formation is continued

on the west of the Red Sandstone formation abreast of New
Haven, stating that part of the eastern chloritic rocks are more

like those near New Haven (in the towns of Orange and Wood-

than any others in the State. In fact, part of the rock

of the latter region much resembles greenstone or diorite, and

was called " primitive greenstone " in the first published account

of New Haven geology, by Prof. Silliman, in 1811.*

_
If Perch Motion, then all these Coumv-

ticut chloritic rocks adjoining the Connecticut Valley arc

as much Helderberg rocks as the hornblendic and associate!

rocks of Massachusetts from Monson to XorthhVld, orthoses

the Coos group of New Hampshire. Even diabase, a

rock which, under the name of diorite often given it. isca

intensely Huronian look to the Huronian-seeker, is one of the

New Haven Helderberg rocks like the rest. Much hmesfcoM

occurs in the formation west of New Haven.
Thus the observations of Hitchcock and Percival, id

tioi! with those made farther north, lead toward the view n

in the Helderberg era the Connecticut Valley, throng!:

length from north to south, was a wide crinoidal

sea separating eastern from western New
T ii ie are suggestions—but suggestions with
in their favor to give profound interest to further investiga-

tions throughout the valley.

ial, vol. i, p. 145.



Letter of Dr. B. A. Gould.

ist letter to you was written in the beginning of Sept.,

; which time I gave you some account of the progress

of the Uranometry, and of the preparations which were then

of the Jgoing on for the commencement of the long deferred work of

the zone observations.

Since that date I have been so overwhelmed with labors of

various sorts, that I have scarcely been able to secure the need-

ful hours for physical repose, while various superadded cares,—
almost inseparable, I suppose, from an undertaking of such

magnitude,—have scarcely left me the quiet for ordinary a flairs

oj routine, and have rendered letter-writing altogether out of
the question. Yet I have greatly desired to send you some
brief account of the progress of the work, and now avail myself
of the earliest good opportunity.

Work at the Cordoba Observatory.

The observations for the Uranometry were essentially com-
pleted early in the present year, nothing remaining to be done
except the examination of discordances and the scrutiny ofdoubt-
ful cases. The observation- !'<>r the<e purposes have been carried
on by Mr. Thome, in such intervals as the absorbing duties of
the zone-observations permitted, and nothing now remains to

be accomplished except the reductions of the star-places to the

mean equinox of 1875-0, the actual preparation of the charts,

and the careful delineation of the Milkv Way. These represent
a large amount of labor, although small in comparison with the
W01 '

K "< "''serration ami identith-ation ;il ready accomplished.
Mi- Davis nearly completed the drawings of the Milkv Way.

upon his first series of maps, before he left us in March last:

and 1 hope that before long the remainder may be disposed of.

imi nary tests of the observations show all the accord-
ance that could reasonably be expected between the results

obtained by the different observers ; and one of the earliest pro-

: to be undertaken will be the thorough and system-

arison of the results of the four observers, and the

ation for each one of his probable error for a single

^imate. I am confidently hoping that a few weeks will
a to beg]n the preparation of the Uranometry for publication.

i lml
e has been to determine the magnitude of all stars down

«ie '-3 magnitude, partly in order to make sure of om.ttuu

mw.S
!
Jri- ir as th

<
7 -°-'

: " ll! , " ,;;; '-
for olllcr I

'easoa
f.

T
t
e

to be included in the

^
nometry will be available for the catalogue, which I hope to

nstruct from the zone-observations.
* Jouk. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 35.-Nov., 1873.
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On the 9th of September, the observations of the zones were

commenced in earnest, after a considerable amount of prelimin-

ary practice and a good deal of trouble in bringing the various

apparatus into order. Whenever the weather permits we take

three zones nightly, the length varying according to circum-

stances, but averaging somewhat less than 100 minutes. Each

zone is preceded and followed by the observation of four stars,

well adapted for the determination of the instrumental correc-

tions, and by the measurement of the nadir in both coordinates

:

so that the entire series of observations occupies at least eight

During the intervals between the zones I give rest to my

eyes—the assistant who has read the microscope for the first

zone taking the observations for instrumental determinations

;

and being himself relieved at the microscopes by a colleague,

who also officiates during the second zone, while the former en-

joys a period of rest. Thus the routine gives alternately to

each recorder at the microscopes one night with one zone, one

with two zones, and on

•nipted in April, by the reduction

of our force to two assistants. The weather, which had for four

or five months been indescribably bad, so much so indeed that

from the solstice to the March equinox there had been but

nights free from clouds, had just become settled and favorable

:

during an entire month there were but two cloudy nights, and

until the middle of May we enjoyed magnificent opportunities

for observing. During all this time, Messrs. Thome and Bacn-

mann continued the work without interruption or diminution,

so that we observed one-half as many stars during this penoa

of six weeks as during the whole six months preceding. 1°}*

unremitting alternation they continued without the respite
i

o

Bingle night, provided the sky was clear, until within a feW
j

W*>
when the new assistant, Mr. Latzina, had acquired sufficient

dexterity to relieve them in a measure by permitting the resump

tion of the old routine. , i.

Thus, notwithstanding the very unfavorable weather wnic

has essentially delayed the completion of these series ot 0«£
vations, that will now require the greater part of another j

e
,

I have the satisfaction of informing you, that we have sec,

no less than 379 zones, containing about 50,000 stars, ot wmt

less than one-fifth are duplicates. For the width of the zones

took two degrees as far as 46° Decl., and thence graduam

creased it southward, until the last beljt comprises tne

degrees from 75° to 80°. In the Milky Way this^ and
halved, and in the magnificent galactic region near y &*& ^aS

the Cross, it became necessary to subdivide Jet
f
gain

f

'

pl] sbortmy original estimate of the amount of work to be done ie
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of the truth, and my present means of judging lead me to ex-

pect somewhat more than 500 zones between the parallels of 23°

and 80° South Declination. These should contain about 65,000

stars, so that you will see how large a share of the work of ob-

servation has already been accomplished. I am now considering

the advisableness of repeating the observation of the 10 degrees

farthest north, and am inclined to believe that I shall decide to

do this, in so far as it can be accomplished, without delaying the

conclusion of the undertaking,—for which the greater part of

another year will be needed to fill up the various regions which
have been and are " being lost." Naturally, in the intensity of

all this labor, no time has been available for the reduction of

these observations, nor indeed has comparatively more than a

small part been even read off from the chronograph-sheets.

The Southern Circumpolar list of 54 stars, which as I once
wrote you was prepared during the first year and has been
worked up in the same manner as the analogous lists for the

Northern Circumpolars, which I prepared for the Coast Survey
some fifteen years since, and has been adopted by the American
Ephemeris, affords us an ample series of well-determined stars

for determining the azimuth at any desired time, and obviates

the necessity of too long an interval for the observation of de-

termining stars between the zones.
The intervals between the transits of the fundamental stars

are turned to acci mi nation of the positions of

other stars, and in this win the materials for a small catalogue
of carefully determined star-places are gradually accumulating.
Among these are many of the stars used for comparison with
the comet observed in Januarv and February, 1872, but I rind

that I had union ated the optical power of the

meridian circle, which had at that time not been mounted,
jhus there are several of the comparison stars which prove too

taint for determii cle,—in which instrument I

nave been obliged to sacrifice the illumination of the threads

upon a dark field, for the sak ,f ohtai - ' better illumina-

tion of the field itself. The continued cloudiness of the early

months of this year cost me the determination of some of these

comparison-stars, so that I have not even yet taken up the re-

action of the observations.

^ this catalogue I am endeavoring to include as many as

Possible of those of Lacaille's stars which have not been well

observed since his time, and those stars whose places are not

accordant in the different catalogues.
,

. .

Mr. Davis left us early in March, as I have already mentioned
ana he desired to return home by the way of Chile, I availed
mJself of the opportunity to obtain data for determining the
lQngitude of some places through which his route would pass.
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His observations were made with much precision, and afford

admirable determinations of the longitude of the cities of Eio

Cuarto and Mendoza. Similar observations made at San Luis

prove to be affected by errors of record, which preclude satisfac-

tory results ; but any future observations capable of giving re-

sults of sufficient approximation to indicate the errors which

exist, will make these data available also. I had hoped to

have obtained before this time the means of determining the

longitudes of several other provincial capitals and prominent

points, but the number and character of the impediment.- which

are continually presenting themselves would be almost incred-

ible to those not familiar with these regions. Still I hope

before many months to carry out this plan.

The longitudes thus far determined are :—In connection with

Sr. Moneta, Chief of the National Engineers, by transit obser-

vations and exchange of signals on several nights

—

Rosario, E. 1
' 14m 14 s - 48=bO s -02 (latitude, 32° 56' 41"'7)

Buenos Aires, E. 23 1 8-88^0-03 " 34 36 214

By solar observations made by Mr. Davis with reflecting circle-

Rio Cuarto, W. m 36 s 4 (lat. 33° V 19'')-

Mendoza, W. 0' 1 18 ,n 30 s -6 (lat. 32° 53' 6").

The photographic work went on with all the success that we

had any right to expect with the broken lens. Dr. Se

ceeded in obtaining impressions of some twenty Southern • clus-

ters, among them one of the tf Argus clust.

one of the magnificent cluster near x Carina with 122 stars.

But the fracture seems to have been fatal in one respect, for none

of the stars on these plates give a trail, so that the zer.

tion is not determined with the sharpness desirable. Finally, t

decided to bespeak another object-glass of Mr. Fitz on my own

account, and in October sent him the order. The

Government, with the liberality which it has oever fail

fest on every fitting occasion, soon afterward authorized the pur-

chase of the lens for the Observatory, and gave to Dr. SellacK a

appointment from the beginning of the year, asprofessi

scientific faculty now organizing in this University, with lnstruc

tions to conl e work at the Observatory w
the present. The new lens has now arrived in perfect order.

Mr. Fitz gives very encouraging accounts of its perfoi^w,

and a very few days ought to see t

better auspices for success. Before long I hope
give you good accounts of the results obtained.

Cordoba Meteorological Bureau.

The meteorological bureau, of which I wrote, was esta

by the Xj.tioi.MlCun-ivss <.><m aft n iml. md i< almid\

ized. A liberal sum was placed ai mv disposition for t
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chase of meteorological instruments, to be distributed to such

competent persons, in different parts of the country, as ma}' be

willing to undertake the necessary observations. Although I

lost no time in ordering some instruments, as preliminary

specimens, from various countries, only a few have as yet

arrived ; and these are already distributed. Meanwhile I am
doing my best to secure the co-operation of educated men in

various parts of the country, that their observations may com-

mence as soon as the requisite instruments are at their disposal.

And in the interval I am endeavoring to obtain whatever^ me-

teorological observations may have been heretofore made, within

the Argentine territory, in the hope of publishing the results as

a sort of basis for the study <>i the climatic and atmospheric

relations of the country. I have had the gratification of find-

ing that two gentlemen have carried on uninterrupted series of

observations for some dozen years past, the one in Buenos

Aires, the other in Bahia Blanca, near the Patagonian frontier.

Others have likewise made series of observations of greater or

less extent, in other places, all -a Inch I hope soon to have col-

lected. Unfortunately, the difficulty of obtaining and trans-

porting mercurial barometers has led almost all the observers

to make use of aneroids which have been inadequately or not

at all compared, and even now the transportation of a barome-

ter is a matter of serious difficulty ; since the interior traffic is

chiefly carried on by troops of mules, and even where the

roads permit of carriage in wagons, the peril to a fragile instru-

ment is not much less. One gentleman recently informed me
that he had had six Fortin barometers successfully forwarded

mm, and with everv precaution which his ingenuity could sug-

gest-but none had ever reached him in safety. The post-

office has recently introduced a lighter class of vehicles tor

easier and quicker transmission of the mails ;
and a* the

government is providing for the construction of roads between

all the principal towns, I hope for better success m the distri-

bution of the instruments—since everv existing facility is

horded with tic- . and liberality by the ad-

ministrative officers.

Thus far the new meteorological office has secured the co-

operation of about fifteen correspondents, of whom ten are

already provided with the necessary instruments, and 1 nave

small doubt of finding as 1

1

'
undertake the

gratuitous and arduous labor of three dailv observations,-a
"latter requiring far more effort and care in this country than

at home. It has seemed the far wiser policy to aim nrei

anW at securing a few elenmnurv ,i;ita. tnan by askum i«>i

jmury and varied observations to imperil the accuracy ana s>,-

fcnatic character of the whole, ancf incur danger of deterring

observers from an undertaking which might appear to them
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too laborious. Hence the programmes issued ask only for the

readings of the barometer, thermometers with wet arm urv

bulbs, direction and estimated force of wind and amount and

form of the clouds, and quantity of rain. These taken at

7 a. m. and 2 and 9 p. m., are quite enough for persons not

devoted to scientific pursuits. I have prepared a little pamph-

let giving the necessary instructions and precautions, and

blank forms, modeled essentially upon those of the Smithson-

ian institution, for the registry of the observations,—both of

which have been already freely distributed. Some of the

officers of the national army had commenced regular observa-

tions at frontier stations, when the present insurrectionary move-

ment of Lopez Jordan, the assassin of Gen. Urquiza, in Entre

Kios, interrupted the undertaking by requiring a concentration

of the national troops in that unfortunate province, now for

the second time in three years devastated by the semi-savage

hordes, whom the hope of plunder, and the excitement of a

mode of life more attractive to the gaucho than the pastoral

pursuits of peace, have served to gather round this chief.

Earthquake of October, 1871.

You may remember hearing of the calamity to the Argentine

citv of Oran, which was destroyed by an earthquake on the

25th October, 1871. This was the most northerly town in the

republic, situated about 4h 14m W. from Greenwich, and 23

10' S. lat, and contained about 4500 inhabitants, of whom

edin the ruins. The houses m
these regions are usuallv built, as you know, with but one

story: the better class consisting of single rooms arranged

round one or more open court-yards ; the poorer, o\

apartment like an Irish cabin ; and all eons
of adobe or sun-dried bricks,—so that the loss of life on sucd

occasions is far less than would be the case were the building

material harder, or the structures more elevated. This unfor-

tunate town, having just been rebuilt from its ruins, has now

suffered the same fate for the second time.

On the 7th July, I received from Major Host, a

engineer officer with whom I had just concluded arrangement

for determining the longitude of the citv of Salt:.

24° 15', longitude about 4* 23m from Greenwich), a tel

message informing me that on the dav preceding, at 3°

Salta had been visited \n a vinl-.ir ,artU4uake.
for 28 seconds, and consisted of about five severe shock*

of 5 or 6 seconds,—the motion being from JN-fi-

S.W., followed bv a Be tions which continued

until about 10 P. M.
. , Tuiu r,

Later accounts brought information that the city oi o
j j
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north of Salta, had suffered much injury, the church tower

having been thrown down, the principal public buildings much

injured, and many private houses destroyed ;
and we have now

the tidings of the"new destruction of Oram Meantime, through

the courtesy of Mr. Voglino, Superintendent of the Transan-

dine telegraph, and the kindness of correspondents, I have

learned of several shocks in the cities of San Juan, Santiago

and Valparaiso on that evening and the following night, which

for a time impressed me with the suspicion that the earthquake

which destroyed Oran and shook the cities of Salta and Jujuy

must have been the same which was felt on the Pacific Coast

ten hours later. This belief appears to be generally entertained,

and statements to this effect have been made in the principal

journals. Nevertheless, the intrinsic improbability of such a

phenomenon seemed so great, that I have made very careful

inquiries, through those regions of this republic and of Chile

which suffered on those dates, and have convinced myself that

The shocks which destroyed Oran at about 3£ P. M., July 6

are stated to have been felt" at Jujuy and Salta, at from 6 to 8

minutes before 4, and at Tucuman (approx. lat. 26° 50', long.

4h 15m) at about 4* 35' to 4h 40m. But it must be remembered

that in all these places most of the people are unaccustomed to

any exact determination of time, and that even the few who carry

good watches have no correct standard of local time. 1 he

lines of telegraph which the National Government has been

rapidly extending in various directions throughout the country,

and which are now provided with the correct Cordoba and

Buenos Aires time, are boirinnim: to remedy the deficiency, but

this is comparatively a slow process. Therefore it is unsafe to

found any careful estimate of the velocity of the wave trom

the data given. The managers of the National Telegraph

and of the Transandine line uniformly afford every possible

facility for- seient, I, • mvo,ti, t ,.,s. and Mr. David, the Chief

of the Cordoba oilier, h as .fathered from the various othces to

the northward, as has Mr. Vo2lino from those to the westward,

ah the data which could be obtained. It is now clear to me tnai

there were two distinct shocks at an interval of some ten or

more hours ; one on the borders of Brazil and Bolivia on me
afternoon of the 6th, and the other on the Pacific Coast at a

[ittle after 2 a. m. of the 7th. Both shocks appear to have

l*en felt m Rioja, San Juan and Mendoxa. along the eastern

slope of the And- : but the data relative to the precise time

of the shocks are so vague, thai 1 do not venture to draw any

,-e traveled In

v alparaiso there were eleven di-tnict shocks, so seveie as w
break all the telegraph wires between that city and Santiago.
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Meteoric Iron of G-rau Chaco.

The government of the Argentine province of Santiago del

Estero has offered a liberal premium for the discovery of the mass
of meteoric iron so often cited as existing within that province
in the uninhabited region known as the Grau Chaco. This mass
of iron, cited in almost all the books, was described in 1788
by two engineers, Celis and Cervino, who had been sent by the

viceroy of Buenos Aires to examine into the truth of the

reports given by the Indians on the subject. They reported

that near the middle of a great plain called Otumpa, about

sixty leagues to the eastward of the city of /Santiago del Estero,

they found the mass of iron in question, in form approximately

a parallelopiped, of dimensions not much less than 9| feel by

8, and \{ thick, and whose weight they estimated at about

90,000 lbs. During the War of Independence, while the port

of Buenos Aires was closed by the Spanish blockade, an ex-

pedition was sent to the Grau Chaco to obtain iron from this

source for the manufacture of fire-arms.

The expedition was successful, and returned with a consider-

able quantity : ;< pi.>.-.- wishing about 1,500 lbs. was given to

Sir Woodbine Parish, the English Consul, who described it in

his well known work on the La Plata, and sent it to the British

Museum. The English chemists found it to contain about ten

per cent of nickel. A brace of pistols manufactured from the

same material was sent to the President of the United States.

a smaller pieces of iron are said by the Indians t<>

exist in abundance in the same region, and it is to be hoped

that under the stimulus of the large pecuniary reward now

offered, the long lost site may be discovered anew.

Art. XXXIX.— On a Modification of the Jagn Vacuum or Filter

Pump ; by Prof. A. E. Footk

The introduction of the Sprengel vacuum pump—so widely

known since Bunsen applied it to rapid filtration—has been

greatly limited by the fact that most laboratories do not com-

mand the needful head of water. Jagn's pulsating pump cie-

Bcribed in Liebig's Annalen, November, 1872, is capable oi

- a verv good vacuum with a water fall of three °

five feet. In adopting this pump for laboratory use,

in common with many other persons, that the form given

the inventor has grave defects. Of these, the most troubleso n

hes in the caoutchouc valve, which after a time beco

a perfectly or not at all. The valve devised 1

described in the Phil. Mag., October, 1872, and noticed m V*
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Journal, March, 1873, has in my hands proved difficult of con-

struction, works badly unless perfect, and quickly wears out.

My device is exceedingly simple and easily constructed. It

can be made of common materials by any plumber, or gas fitter.

It has been in use in this laboratory for some months, and we
easily produce by it a vacuum of twenty-five inches of mer-

cury. The following is a description of the apparatus as modi-

fied by myself.

A A is a tube
one inch
b
.y means of a T coupling. B is from four to eight i

length, and may have a manometer tube attached. C is the

caoutchouc vibral tducts the supply of water

*° A. The upper part of A over which C is thrust, is cut oil

at
vi
au angle of 40°. The vibrations aiv .vgi.lat.Ml by a move-

able arm D. To B is attached a rubber tube E, which leads to

J?e vacuum bell jar or bottle. Within B and near its connec-

tion with A, is fixed by cement, the valve represented m fig. L
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The valve is constructed as follows: A cylindrical metal
plug about one inch long, and of such diameter as to slip

easily within the tube B, is cut away at one end (as

fig. 2, where it is represented in section, with a portion of tube
B), leaving a tongue of metal a. This tongue of metal is driven

down upon a flap of sheet caoutchouc, about 1 millimeter in

thickness, b, which is thus held upon the bevel of the plug

and covers the two channels, c c, one of which is seen in section.

These channels communicate with the passage d, mad
away tangentially the metal of the plug as shown in the cut.

The caoutchouc flap is represented as lifted away from the face

of the plug in order to show the oriliees which it closes when
the water current in the tube B is checked. These holes, in

order to be perfectly closed by the flap, must be at least one-

aixte* nth of an inch in diameter. The sheet caoutchouc should

be as thin as possible, as the thinner it is the smaller the holes

may be. and the better it works. It is absolutely necessary that

the plug should be tightly cemented into the tube so that not a

trace of air can leak through. A clamp placed upon E, and

used to retain the vacuum, may also be made to regulate the

rapidity of exhaustion, but this may be done more conveni-

ently by means of a stop-cock F inserted in 0, which regulates

the flow of water, or by means of a " globe valve" placed in

the -'- »ph pipe. The j .. e at which A is cut off at the top

is alsi i important. If not just right, the vibrations of the caout-

chouc tube are not perfect. By the use of the ordinary gas

tirt I-.-- l-i-np-ro.-b,. pip N etc.), we have connected one pump
to several

1

1

11-jara or vacuum bottles.

I have been led thus fully to detail this piece of apparatus

from a belief that, as soon as known, its simplh ity, »", in rl

ness, efficient working, and cheapness of construction.
its g.-neral introduction into laboratories even where a fall ot

thirty feet can be obtained without difficulty. Its value, not

only un< rapid and difficult nitrations but also for ev;i;

where the application of heat is objectionable, cannot be over-

estimated.

I will h«m make note of a simple arrangement devised by

dents, Mr. F. D. Whitney, which quickens filtra-

tion sufficiently for many purposes.
To the top of the shelving behind the smK iaaie» «

vertically. Join one end of this to the water-supply pipe,

other to the bulb of a thistle tube, by means of a glass I

inserted through a rubber cork ; through another hole in

rubber cork is carried a tube which connects with a vaci

bottle. The vacuum produced is of course proportion

the column of water supported in the thistle tube and its i

vacuum
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For the platinum cone used in filtering, I take an old worn

piece of platinum foil, one that has been used in blowpipe

work, make it perfectly smooth and cut it to the center on one

side, bend it till it nearly fits the bottom of the funnel and

then press it in place by means of a turned wooden cone. The

more small holes in the foil the better.

i will add that these valves, as shown in fig. 2, as well as

the entire apparatus, fig. 1, are made in the college workshops

here, and will be furnished at cost, on application to Profes-

sor Anthony.

Chemical Laboratory of the Iowa State Agricultural College, )

Art. XL.— Chemical Papers from die Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.—No. III. On the Synthesis of Hydrocarbons by

the treatment of Cast Iron with Acids ; by F. H. Williams.

Since the day when the close relations between mineral and

organic chemistry were first recognized up to the present time,

the artificial production of carbon compounds from inorganic

sources has occupied in a remarkable degree the attention ol

chemists, and the discoveries of Woehler, Kolbe, Bertnelot

and others, in this direction have been received with the great-

est interest ; it is therefore singular that the simplest possible

means of preparing artificially hydrocarbons has received so

little accurate study. , . ,

,
No synthesis in chemistry can be neuter than that w hu-n

joins the carbon combined in east iron with the hydrogen ev<> \
».-u

during the solution of the compound in an acid and il no

one has hitherto isolated and examined the products ol twa

reaction, the reason of this neglect may perhaps lie in tne

erroneous assumption, that the hydrocarbons must consist in

such large part of marsh gas or similar gases, as to make it

impossible to separate them from the hydrogen evolved.

I>r. Schafhfflutl* has given us the most precise accounts,

wMch we possess, of attempts to isolate the hydrocarbon in-

duced during the solution of pig iron in an acid, but He doe,

not appear to have obtained any notable quantities oi suo-

stancea pure enough to be recognized. .
. ,

I publish here some attempts in the same direction, now .

-

standing their incompleteness, in the hope that the resul s ma>

°e found suffici.
~

; ]
•,-

'

to Point to the ])«.s>ibilit\- oi'wUainniif hv the above memm .

.

method a great variety of hydrocarbons, belonging to tne ui

* Erdmann, Jour, der Chemie, 1859, 76, 271.
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rated and non-saturated series ; and these experiments, which
restricted time obliges me to terminate for the presei

the hope that some at least of those bodies may be obtained in

a state of purity by operating with larger quantities. The ma-
terial for the investigation was white spiegel risen •

a very high percentage of carbon.
Of the volatile products, only those which could be separated

from the hydrogen by condensation in a freezing mixture or

by combination with bromine were examined, and those which
could not be separated from the hydrogen by these means were

lost. The compounds of carbon remaining in the liquid ait t

the solution of the iron were collected.

The following apparatus, after several trials, was foural the

most convenient for the treatment of the iron with an acid, and

the collection of the hydrocarbons, which could be condensed

in a freezing mixture or combined with bromine.
A six liter retort was supported in a water-bath and con-

nected with the lower end of a Liebig's condenser one meter

long. To the higher end of the condenser was attached I

chloride of calcium tube ; from this a small glass tube carried

the gas to the first of three tubes immersed in a mixture of

snow and salt. From the last of these tabes the gas was con-

veyed to the hood, where it was passed through bromine and

wa- allowed to escape.

The Liebig's condenser was cooled bv water. It was used to

condense any vapor of water which might come over, and was

inclined in such a way as to cause the water to run back into

the retort.

The arrangement of freezing tubes was as follows: In the

bottom of an old oil cask, which was supported six or eight

inches above the desk, were bored three holes. Into each was

inserted, from the inside of the cask, a rubber stopper having a

single perforation. Three glass tubes, somewhat less than a

meter long and about thirty millimeters in diameter, were

'

I such a way as to leave a small-sized tube three

inches in length on one end of each ; this

"lolein
aer ot the tube rested on the rubber ; the upper enas w »~

tubes were stayed to the side of the cask with large coppe^r

pushed through the hole in the rubber stopper until the sho

der of the tube rested on the rubber; the upper ends of i

- To the small lower ends of the tubes projecting through

i bottom of the cask, were attached small rubber tubes closed

ipper end of each tube was closed by a stopper having

two perforations. Through one of these passed a -

tube, bringing the gas nearly to the lower end of the lai

through the other a small tube, which took the gas t

condensing tube, was passed just through the stopper. W

by spring

Theui
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way the gas was required to go to the whole length of the tube

in the freezing mixture. Nearly all the hydrocarbons were

condensed in the first of the tubes, some in the second and

almost none in the third.

The cask was kept filled with a mixture of snow and salt,

which gave a temperature of 15° C. nearly constant day and

night during the experiments. The retort was charged with

three kilograms spiegel iron, in pieces about the size of a wal-

nut, and three liters of carboy muriatic acid 21 '5 Baume, and

was quickly connected with the condenser. The disengage-

ment of hydrogen was regulated by heat applied through the

water-bath to the retort, and was kept as nearly constant as

possible. About sixteen hours after, six or seven c.c. of liquid

hydrocarbons were drawn off from the freezing tubes. The
liquid had a very unpleasant odor and burned with a very

smoky flame.

About eighteen hours after charging the retort, it was dis-

connected from the rest of the apparatus and the black liquid

in it poured on a filter, care being taken not to allow any of

the iron to go out. Two liters of fresh acid were added and

the retort put back in its place. The black residue on the

filter and the filtrate from it will be referred to again.

The next day the liquid was poured out of the retort ;
two

liters of fresh acid and one kilogramme of iron were put in.

The retort was charged with two or three liters of acid daily,

and iron was added on alternate days for ten days ;
care was

taken to keep the condensing tubes well cooled, and as soon

as the bromine was saturated it was replaced by a fresh quantity.

The amount of iron dissolved in the first experiment was

7430 grams. 49 grams or m per cent of liquid hydrocar-

bons and 325-5 grams of bromides were obtained.

.
The whole of the hydrocarbons, together with a small quan-

tity of muriatic acid drawn from the freezing tubes, were treated

with water, with dilute caustic soda, and then again with water,

until they gave no reaction with litmus. The hydrocarbons

were separated from these and weighed. A small quantity of

chloride of calcuim was a. Mod to absorb the water complete y.

Ihey were allowed to stand some time in a stoppered bo.tle,

when the most concordant analyses gave the following results :

!• Hydrocarbons, -1764 grms. I II. Hydrocarbons '3213 grms.

n HfO -2172 « H2
6 -3V28 *

HI. Hydrocarbons -3625 "
| IV. Hydrocarbons '355o ^

AgCl -167? «
|

AgCl -1,61
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A portion of the hydrocarbons was distilled in a small flask

fitted with a thermometer. The vapor began to go over at

93° C, the temperature rose steadily to 135°, where it paused

slightly, thence to 155°, which seemed to be the limit. The
larger

v

portion of the liquid distilled over at 135° C. There

was no decomposition or disengagement of chlorbydric acid.

The few drops left in the flask had a slight acid reaction.

The bromides, after being treated several times with dilute

caustic soda, was washed with water until they gave no reaction

with litmus paper ; they were then weighed.
They were allowed to stand over night with a small quantity

of solid caustic potash; in the morning they were poi

a flask and heated until the caustic potash melted. Under this

treatment the liquid changed from a dirty milky to a dark-. riot

very clear, vinegar color.

The bromides were distilled from a flask through a Liebig's

condenser cooled by water. A thermometer inserted through

the cork of the flask gave the following readings. The tem-

perature rose from 20° slowly but steadily to 120° C, more

slowly from 120° to 130°, still more slowly 130° to 140°, a

barely perceptible motion 140° to 145°, stopped some time at

146°,' motion of the mercury could hardly be seen from 146

to 148*5°, stopped some time at 148*5°, motion could not

be appreciated' iro,, l Uv.V to 1 19-.V. stopped at 149-5° a short

time, rose slowly 149 '5° to 151°, rapidly 151° to 158°, slowly

158° to 163°, rapidly 163° to 169°, slowly 169° to 176°, leffl

slowly 176° to 179°, when the lamp was taken away.

tcid was given off. About four-fifths of the liquid had

distilled over.

In another experiment using the same acid with (rennan

spu-gel eisen, kindly furnished by the Bay State Iron \\<>iv.-.

2778 grams of iron were dissolved, and 15 grams or '54 per cent

of liquid hydrocarbons were obtained ; also 68 *6 grams bro-

mides. ,

In this experiment all residues from the retort, consisting o;

graphite, siliea, &c, were collected on a large filter; i

dues were placed with the filter and about a liter of water ma
flask and distilled. There came over and was conden

the steam a clear, yellow, oily liquid, which was collected trom

the surface of the water and weighed 437 grams or -15 per ceuj

of the iron dissolved ; nearly all of this came over with the urn

half liter of distillate. j

In a third experiment, using the same iron as in the second,

but instead of muriat acid, one part to ioui

of water, 1691 grams of iron were dissolved ;
1*8 grams, or i*

"

i the freezing tubes,

t*7 grams.
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The muriatic acid probably favored the condensation of the

hydrocarbons in the first two experiments; also at times during

this experiment, owing to difficulties in procuring the freezing

mixture at the proper time, the condensing tubes were not as

well cooled as they should have been ; this would allow more of

the hydrocarbons to go on to the bromine.

Just previous to the last experiment a new retort was pro-

cured and the condenser and freezing tubes were cleaned.

The heat used under the retort in the experiments with muri-

atic acid was very slight at first. Some time after the retort

was charged and the rapidity of the current of gas slackened

the temperature was raised. When sulphuric acid was used, a

considerably lower temperature was sufficient to generate the

gas rapidly enough.
The gas, when lighted at the end of the apparatus, always

burned with a small light-giving zone indicating the presence

of hydrocarbons which were not collected.

Once during the first experiment, when the retort was emptied,

the liquid was poured into a stoppered bottle, the excess of

chloride of iron allowed to crystallize out over night ; the solu-

tion was then filtered, and four or five c.c. of nitric acid were

added to about a half liter of the filtrate. The mixture was
boiled, and ammonia water nearly to alkaline reaction added

;

the precipitate of hydrate of iron was filtered off, washed, heated

with sulphuric acid and ether ii a stoppered bottle, and shaken

at intervals for two or three days. The ether layer was distilled,

and a portion of the distillate allowed to evaporate spontaneously

on a platinum dish left no residue: the lower layer was now
added and distilled : no oilv hm-r was found on the water m
the receiver.

"

The residue in the flask was filtered, very dilute ammonia
added until quite a precipitate of hvdrate of iron was obtained,

the solution still uiviii"' an acid reaction : the precipitate was

filtered off, dried at 100° C, a portion heated in a closed tube.

Steam and' chloride of ammonium were given off : a small quali-

fy of a black substance also condensed on the walls of the tube

;

no organic compound appeared to have been precipitated with

the oxide of iron.

The chloride of calcium in the drying tube, through which
the gas had passed more than three weeks, was dissolved m
*ater and distilled ; there was collected from the surface of the

distillate an oily liquid, resembling in odor and appearance

that obtained fron the resi Lue in the retort,

rhe result thus far obtained may be briefly summed up as

follows: There may be obtained bv the solution of cast iron

111 an acid, besides gaseous bodies, which escape with thejiv.lro-

gen, volatile hydrocarbons, boiling between 93° and 15o centi-
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i-saturated series ; of this latter series, very considerable

quantities may be condensed by combination with bromine after

having passed through a freezing mixture. It is pm
ag to observe that when chlorhydric acid is used, the

chlorides of hydrocarbons are obtained.

Under the conditions of these experiments the quantity of

hydrocarbons, which are not volatile with the vapor of water,

is too small to allow them to be collected.

No formation of an organic acid could be observed.

No. IV. On the Estimation of Arsenic as Pyroarseniate of

Magnesia ; by L. F. Wood.

Fresenius'* determination of the solubility of arseniate of

magnesia and ammonium in different saline solutions, and

Pullersf very thorough investigation oi the conditions under

which arsenic acid should be precipitated with magnesic mix-

ture, and of the properties of the precipitate, show us the sources

of error to which this method of analysis is liable and also the

means of avoiding them.
Puller recommends using a slight excess of magnesia mix-

ture, and assumes that the quantity of hydrate which is preci-

itli the arseniate compensates for the solubility of the

latter in the solution in which the precipitation is made; and

he allows one milligram of arseniate of magnesia and am-

monium to every 16 c.c. of washwater, to compensate for the

sol ii ihn o! tl r< }mk t< i- dili te nun < -mi w iter.

Puller confirms Wittstein's observations, that when the

hydrated arseniate of magnesia and ammonium is heated vm
gradually, and with extreme care to transform it into pvro-

arseniate, the results are exact, and gives this method the pre-

ference.

Rose's method of estimating arsenic acid is then n
'

der the conditions described by the above authors ;

but tm

of allowing for the solubility of the precip

iity to error from hasty ignition, are grave mco -

veniences. The following experiments were made in order

find a method of preci]

objections, and if the results are confirmed by more

experiments, the process described in Finkener's edition

Rose can be successfully used with some modifications.

The precipitant used was a solution of pure uhl

magnesium in alcohol of strength about 85 per cent, l&e

tion contained about 100 grams MgCl
2
per liter.

* Zeit. fur Anal. Chemie, 1864, p. 206. f Zeit. fur Anal. Chemie, 1871, p.
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In each analysis 0-3000 gram arsenious acid was used and

dissolved in a solution containing 2 grams of carbonate of

sodium, and oxidized to arsenic acid in the usual way with

chlorine gas. The solution was then made acid with chlorhy-

dnc acid, about 2 grams of solid chloride of ammonium added,

and then ammonia water in considerable excesa The alcoholic

solution of MgCl was now added as long as the formation of a

precipitate continued, and then an additional quantity of about

l£ c.c. was added, and the mixture allowed to stand over night

A quantity of alcohol (85 per cent) equal in bulk to one-half

the liquid was then added, and the precipitate was filtered upon

a weighed filter and washed with a mixture composed of about

2 parts alcohol, 1 part strong ammonia water and 3 parts water.

In each case, when taking the weight of the filter, it was

nearlv balanced on the opposite scale-pan by another filter of

the same diameter.

Since loss is unavoidable when the filter is burnt with the

arseniate of magnesia adhering to it, and since, on the other

hand, the complete drying of a large quantity of precipitate at

100° is very tedious (see Puller, Zeit, 1871, p. 63), only the

small quantity which could not be easily detached from the

filter was dried to a constant weight at 100°. The bulk of the

precipitate was put in a porcelain crucible, three or four drops

of strong nitric acid added, and the whole placed in a crucible of

larger dimensions and heated at first for about 15 minutes, at a

gradually increasing temperature, to drive off the nitric acid and

decompose the magnesic and ammonic nitrates. The object oi

covering the small crucible and placing it within a larger crucible

was to avoid spattering and to keep away reducing gases. It

also served to protect the v. ^ as at the
.

e
V
d

of seven analyses the small crucible did not differ in weight

The^ruciblS\^ere
8

final'ly heated over the blast lamp for

Periods of 5 minutes, until the weight became constant, femce

t! "' product* of decomposition of nitrate of ammonium are

oxidizing agenta there is little reason to fear a reduction ot

arsenic acid in the process, and the following results appear to

show that none is lost bv volatilization.
In the following analyses, in which 0*3 gram As U 3

was

*ken, the weight of arsenious acid regained was calculated

from the weights of pyroarseniate of magnesia in the crumb e.

and from the weight of hydrated arseniate left upon the hltei.

I. Filtrate = 137 c.c. Washwater = 54 c.c.

W,i.hi of Mga As,0 7
= 0-«3i grams.

" MgNH4As04H-Aq. = j00^6
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II. Filtrate =14i
Wt, of Msra As s 7

-

" MgNH 4AsO+Aq.

Wt. As 2 3 calculated = 0-3008 "

III. Filtrate= 106 c.c. Washwater = 58 c.c.

Wt. of Mg2As a
O

y
= 0-4576

" MgNH 4As0 4+Aq. =0-0134

Wt. As
8 3

calculated = 0-2992

In the following analysis the solution was allowed to star

four days after the addition of the alcoholic-magnesia solutic

and the alcohol. The result indicates the precipitation i

rnagnesic hydrate or carbonate.

Wt. As2 3 calculated = 0-3212

In order to avoid this error in the following analyses, the

first precipitate after filtration was-dissolved in chlorhydricacid,

added. The results were the same, whether this precipiti

was filtered immediately or after the lapse of 24 hours. Pre

ably, if a second precipitation is employed, the alcohol mis

be added immediately during the first precipitation instead

waiting 24 hours.

Results obtained by two precipitations.

V. 1st filtrate = 109 c.c. 2d filtrate = 68 c.c.

Wash water = 45 c.c.

Wt. of,Mg2As2 7
= 0-4630

" MgNH
4As0 4+Aq = 0-0068

Wt. As2 3
calculated = 0-2992

VI. 1st filtrate= 125 c.c. 2d filtrate = 64 c.c.

Wash water = 40 c.c.

Wt. ofMg 2As2
0. =0-4596

" MgtfH 4As64+Aq = 0-0124

Wt. As2 3 calculated = 0-2999

VII. 1st filtrate = 165 c.c. 2d filtrate =
Wash water = 45 c.c.

Wt. ofMg
2As 2

0. =0-4615
" MgNH

4
Asb 4+Aq = 0-0099
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Two of the filtrates and one of the washwaters were ex-

amined for arsen ie water were acidi-

fied with chlorhydric acid, and saturated with sulphuretted-

hydrogen. After allowing to stand 20 hours, no precipitate

was formed. The other filtrate above mentioned was treated

with a large excess of magnesium mixture and warmed; the

precipitate of magnesic hydrate or carbonate which was formed

was filtered and redissolved in a very small quantity of chlor-

hydric acid. On the addition of an excess of" amnionic

hydrate, no precipitate was obtained. It appears from these

experiment- that arsenic acid can be completely preHpitated

by employing an alcoholic solution of chloride of magnesium,
aad that the precipitate can be ignited without danger from

loss by reduction, after the ammonia which it contains has

been transformed into the nitrate by the addition of nitric acid.

Art.. XLI.—On Glaciers of the Glacial Era m Virginia:

R. P. Stevens. (From a letter to one of the Editors.)

drawn to palpable signs of glacial action, in long and nar-

trains of pebbles and small boulders: one train I traced

the Kichmond, Va., coal field, my attention

o£ glacial actic

mall boulders

These trains

called "ancient river beds." Their general direction was north

and south.

Other than these signs were seen at the new opening upon
the middle vein, on lands of the James Eiver Coal Co., lying

north of the James River. I found the northeastern outcrop

of the Coal-measures, including the lower vein of coal, had in

m»ny places been removed, and, with the debris of associated

"Jrata. had been carried over and deposited upon the northerly

'lope of the hill holding the upper vein ol' coal, making a true

f'nft deposit, composed of Coal-measure materials mingled with

BWterial from gneissoid rocks. I was able to follow the line of

removed outcrop up to the northern limit of the coal field. I

^d previously noticed - &°ath ot James
Klver. That the Richmond coal field had been struck by a

,I

i°!
4

ing g^cier was quite as palpable as the northern nelds

ot Pennsylvania. Richmond s in latitude 37 30 S.

*rom Richmond, as far as Covington, I passed oyer the

Chesapeake and Ohio R. R. : consequently no observations toi

8tonal action could be made. At Covington, which is situ-

f.

ted on the Jackson branch of the James River, having a short

lt,1(
' for rumination, I soon found in the railroad cuts the up-

tarned edges of bluish slates shaved off, with drift clays and
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>singup
the way up to Lewis Tunnel,
the valley of the Green River.

The Jackson branch has its source on the east flank of the

east front of the Alleghany Mts., in Highland Co., Va. The

Green River rises on the west side of the same mountains, in

Pocohontas County.
You may remember, that some time since I wrote you, that

I had found Canadian boulders on the summit of the West

Front Mts., or Back Bone Mts., in Tucker Co., at the sources

of the N. W. branch of the Potomac River. Bearing this in

mind, I was on the alert to find signs of glaciers, also, in

the Green Briar Valley.

No sooner had the tunnel been passed, and the valley en-

tered, when great masses of true boulder drift were found

massed on slates and limestones of the Subcarboniferous group.

Beds were seen thirty feet in thickness. These evidences con-

tinued as low down as the junction of the Green Briar with

New River, at Hinton. At this point there was a good field

for observation. Excavations had recently been made for

Inundations of railroad buildings. Here was seen the crush-

ing, polishing, and grooving action of glaciers upon the hard

gray sandstone of the valley, with boulder clays and gravel

reposing upon it. There was no doubt left on my mind that

glaciers had moved down both of these valleys ; one to the

South and West, the other to the South and East.

It is an interesting inquiry, where -did the Green Briar gla-

cier pass from Hinton? Up the New River into the .

ley of Virginia? or down New River and Kanawha
join the Ohio glacier? Or did it follow the channels of both

Was the entire crest of the Alleghany Mts., East Front and

West Front, with their parallel and associated ranges, the

sources of these glaciers ? or were they a portion of the great

Canadian glacier?

Ascending to the table land in Fayette Co., S.W. from Hin-

ton, up to the height of 1370 feet above the ocean level

to find signs of glacial action along the line of the hig

Fayette Co. court-house. Nor, when following the range 01

highlands forming the sources of Piney, Paint, Coal, ana

iy signs ot glaciers.

«»» covered all the highlandsj
1

these southern latitudes and remained stationary on the »eigh»»
glacier have

then, perhaps, and most probably more extensive
than at present, and only moved along the water courses wn

slopes obtained to give descent to the £
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[A subsequent letter dated October 6th, contains the following

additional observation.

—

Eds.]

I have revisited the summit of the Alleghanies at the crossing <>t'

the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, and, in the vicinity of Oakland

station found evidence of a southward movement in the torn up
fragments of the Coal measures, and their transportation south-

ward where they repose upon the upturned edges of Rogers Xo.

XI. The opening of many coal banks in the vicinity of Oakland,

Deer Park and Strawberry Summit have given greater facilities

for observation of superficial deposits than I enjoyed in 186V.

Oakland station is about 30 miles north of the locality where I

found, in the year above mentioned, a true Canadian boulder of

"'
i i'eldspathic gneissoid granite.

Art. XLIL—On the Hypsometric work of the U. S. Geological

and Geographical Survey of the Territories, F. V. Hayden,
U. S. Geologist in Charge; by James T. Gardner, Geographer

of the Survey.

Finding that Colorado Territory, the field of action des-

ignated by Congress, was the center of greatest elevation in

the whole'chain of the Rocky Mountains, it was determined to

place the hypsometric results as far as possible beyond question.

The experience of the Geological Survey of California, under

Prof. J." D. Whitney, and of the IT. S. Geological Survey of

the 40th Parallel—Clarence King, U. S. Geologist in charge-has

shown that the determinations of heights of high points with

the mercurial barometer were liable to errors varying from 150

to 300 feet, even when the base barometer was at the foot ot

the peak, and not over 3,000 feet below the summit. In con-

sultation with Prof. J. D. Whitney, who has for the past three

years been making a connected series of observations in the

^erra Nevada, to discover, if possible, a method of correcting

' present system was adopted,

elevations of from

bed. These stations were

connected by lines carefully run with the spirit-level, and the

Jower station is also connected with the sea by spmt-level me

Permanent mete.,-, I.hm.,,1 >t ti.-ns *ere established at these

Pwnts, whose observations are taken at 7 A. M., 2 p - M
-.fi.9 P. if. The obs v field parties are classified

f.'-^rding to heights, and eaeh class is referred to the base sta-

ton which is nearest their own elevation.

,
The lowest station is Denver, where the U.S. Signa1 !Service

h*ve one of their m,„t ,.
:„vlul observers. It is about 5000 feet
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above the sea, connected with it by three spirit-level lines, one
running to the Pacific and two to the Atlantic.
The second station, Canon City on the Arkansas Eiver, at

about 6000 feet high, is 90 miles south of Denver. The obser-

vations of the classes to which these stations belong, that is.

those between 5000 and 8000 feet, will almost all be taken
within 60 miles of the base stations.

The third station is Fairplay, in the South Park, 60 miles

S.W. of Denver, and about 10,000 feet above the sea.

The fourth is Mt Lincoln, 10 miles from Fairplay. On the

summit, 14,000 feet high, are a number of silver mines, owned
Capt. Breese, under whose charge this station is placed,

observations to be referred to the 10,000 feet and 14,000

feet stations are all within <)0 miles; and the peaks over U.nOo

feet high are all within 70 miles of Mt. Lincoln. It is the

central position of this peak among its compeers that so ad-

mirably fits it for a base of reference for all their heights.

The observers at Canon Citv, Fairplay and Mt. Lincoln are

all acting assistants of the Geologic .1 and ( Geographical Survey,

and the observations will probably be continued through two

entire years, for the purpose of climatological as well as

in psonietrical investigation.

The U. S. Signal Service have recently established a per-

manent meteor, >L,_;i<.;,] ^t.ition on tin- -nuunii oi i'

about 14,000 feet high. The observations ;it this point will he

reported daily by telegraph, and will be of the greatest popular

and scientific interest.' l7nfortunatelv. the station was estab-

lished too late to be used as a base for hypsometric purp**^

this season; but the results, as compared with lower stations

connected with it by spirit-level, will be of vital important m
determining the proper corrections to be applied to the present

barometric formula for use in Colorado.
Besides the barometric determination of heights, two con-

nected systems of trigonometric leveling have been carried wra

the whole area surveyed, one in connection with the prmein

ion and the other with the descending trim

The vetrical circles of the "gradienter," with u liich this woi^ >~

done, are small—four inches only in diameter: bul the\ aie

graduated with accuracy to minutes, and i

four inches long, and verv sensitive, intended bv their ma^y
Mr. Win. Wurdeman, of Was! imrton, to do the best of Je*ei-

lllg '

hlleThe check observations are so arranged th.it t

error can be easily determiner! :|I| d it is imped that i

will!prove accurate enough to thro, -,V
li.ht "" the «no«
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prove how each can be used to the best advantage. Many of

i lese results can be prepared for the next Annual Eeport; but

as the survey of Colorado is only partially completed, many of

our experiments will be repeated for veridcation next year, and

such changes made as this summer's experience may prove

advisable.

By these methods the heights of many thousand points have

been determined, from which to construct a map in "contours"

200 vertical feet apart, on a scale of two miles to one inch.

Colorado Territory is the greatest center of elevation known
on the continent ; and it is the intention of the Survey to have

its maps render with accuracy the general form and sculptured

features of the groat and varied mountain ranges, whose won-

derful structure will be a subject of investigation to the geolo-

Art. XLIL—On a New Arrangement of Shutters for a Dome for

an Equatorial Telescope ; by Edward S. Holden.

In the mounting of equatorial telescopes, particularly those

-f lar-esize, much diilicultv has been met with in pr

>uit;e !e knitters lor closing the openings in the dome through

which the observations are to be made.
The conditions to be fulfilled in the slit and shutters are

mainly as follows : -

1st. The slit must be wide enough to allow the passage ot

currents of air near its e<h''e< without much disturbance near

the center of the opening. It has been thought necessary in

some recent structures to make this opening six feet wide.

2d. The slit must be lone' enough to allow of a complete

view of the whole heavens, when the dome is turned in diner-

Wl < directions. IT it extends from the base of the dome to three

or four feet bevoml the zenith, it is sufficiently long.

3d. The ht enough to be managed by one

man with ease. Thev must be waterproof; they must not be

^Ue to -ret out of order. It should be necessary t-

weight as possible : if practicable, the whole of the slit should

be uncovered a; „•„, •. Various stvl. , of covering tor large tel-

escopes have been contrived, in the endeavor to iulnii tnese

conditions. Perhaps the most typical forms are :

l *t. The sliding roof, like that of the Cim
-d. The turret dome, like that of the P
: 'd- The hemispherical form, such as is no* use,

I

a
;

w
<

-
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The turret form also is objectionable for large instruments, m
the shutters (if made and operated like thus, of Pouiui
become very heavy for a six foot slit ; and the extra material
required for this form is also expensive.
The 3d or spherical dome is almost universally used in

America
; and from recent constructions it is plain that it can be

made cheaply of almost any size. The new dome of tin Naval
Observatory at Washington is forty-one feet in interior diameter.
The only difficulty then in prov

;

r for a huge
instrument is in the shutters. Many forms of these have been
proposed, to all of which there seem to be objections. and as

the structure increases in size these objections become more

At the Observatory at Harvard College, the shutters are

made in sections and slide back over the highest part of the dome
They have, it is believed, always worked well ; but, if made
long and large, their weight misdit become an objection. The
shutters of the West Point dome (and of many similar ones. U
at Washington, that of Mr. Lewis Eutherfurd in New York ami

others) open by cords from the inside, until they are at right

angles with the surface of the dome, and are made in four or

five ---410119. The objection to these, again, is their great

weight if used to cover a wide slit, and the surface which they

present to the wind when open.
It is conceived that by constructing the slit and shutter in

wing way, many of the objections will be obviate*!.

The sht is to extend from the highest point of the dome to the

junction of the hemispherical part with the upright portion or

_

The shutter is of one piece covering this, and is fastened at

its upper end to an upright pintle which passes through an eye

in the upper edge of the shutter. The bottom of it is furuishe-i

era! wheels with broad flanges, which run on a railway

tg around the dome. These flanges must be tunica

mwa rd toward the roof. The instrument is to be mounted with

the center of its ,»hj t vt-gu.>s. when the telescope is vertical, two

or three feet south of the center of the dome. To open the slit,

the shutter must be revolved one hundred and eighty degi ;;

r«"i»<l the vertical diameter of the dome as an axis. If the ^t

»"=
1 iniod southward, the whole southern part of the m

visible, with a few degrees (say a degrees) bevond the znnrii

toward the north. To view the northern meridian. I

must be revolved one hundred and eighty degrees,
v
;'\

s

-
all that part of the northern meridian included between

rl "' horizon and 90- a degrees of altitude will be seen.

['<;';•>"", o| the meridian near a drives of north zenith distant

will not be well viewed. If any object in that place
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examined, the dome must be revolved about ninety degrees

from the first position above described. In this way, by turn-

ing the dome in four positions, all parts of any vertical circle

can be examined.

It is evident that with an instrument eccentrically placed the

dome has to be slighth larger than in the ordinary case To

accomplish this, some additional expense must be incurred, but

it is believed that this expense will be a small item if it allows

the construction of a better form of shutter.

All the conditions of easy motion are in this form fulfilled.

The weight of the shutter rests on a railway, and not a pound

has to be lifted. The friction on the railway and on the pintle

can be reduced to a very small quantity. There should be no

danger of the shutter running off the track, if the inside flange

is wide enough. It can be easily operated by machinery so

simple that no description is necessary. Finally, the precau-

tions to be taken to make it waterproof are evident, and not

too difficult. It is believed that a shutter of this form would

satisfy the wants of practical astronomers, and would make the

handling of large telescopes much easier than at present.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Physics and Chemistey.

i the Chemical Activity of Zinc on which Copper has been

cl—Several months ago, Gladstone and I kiijk :iim.Miii.-.-.t

!i^ zinc mi' which copper hacLbeen'de] •osited, was capa'nh- "i" de-

".''"'
,

l]'Z
'

'•

;i"iyl ami methyl iodides. The couple u:l s prepared hy \"J^
salt,^ upon a crumpled piece of zinc f(

W. "Th'.V, dution loses soo.
and replaced by a fresh portic.n ; and t!Ids is repeated two or three

times. The coating of coppei
^>re firmly, and should preset!
v

:

h '''- b is well washed, firsm with w;

a; the appearance ->i Mack

lT , r then with alchul an l

_as. Winn
'

'/ /'her. and dried in a current of

lide is poured upon
l' ::i,v ; it ordinary temperatur
^ater-bath, some combustible

,lr. hilt let-

'T.,1 !

' !

!

(

v,

;

^<!\\n.UulTV i

',!.-
1

:

'

'' ryst.alline body aimarenth
actionwas conti,m'ed withan'

" !lm '"t ''^'arCiie -as/and tl iv*l which distilled over was
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ceived in water, where it was at once decomposed. Its amount
as estimated by tin- amount of zinc o.\idc produced. The theo-
ticai amount of zinc-ethyl <>' ns ethyl iodide
3-74 grams; in five experiments with the zinc-couple, the moan
mntity was 2-17 grain-, the maximum 2'61 grams. The best

suits were obtained under the ordinary atmospheric pressure.

tie gaseous products which were yielded by the crystalline body
i decomposition, were ethyl hydride and ethylene in equal vol-

nes. When water is present with the ethyl iodide and the

uple, evolution of gas takes place at once, even at 14° C,
nounting in the course of 36 hours to nearly the theoretical

lantity, and being pure ethyl hydride containing a trace of

rdrogen. Alcohol acts similarly. On amyl iodide, the couple

t.s readily at about it- boiling point, 146° C, five c.c. of it being

nverted in fifteen minutes. Volatile bodies, proved to be amyl

stilling at a higher temperature

—

which proved to be Frankland's

dy 'js per cent of the theoretical quantity.
' By distilling from a

ra llin bath and in vacuo, this yield was increased to 43'5 per

it. When water or alcohol is present with the iodide, the action

decided at 100° C, being complete in an hour and a half; pure

lyl hydride is the sole product. .Methyl iodide alone, was de-

thyl hydride
i , ,.,}/ In a' third

per. the authors consider the nature of this black deposit upon

e zinc. They show that, so long as the solution contains copper,

e deposit consists solely of that metal; but, after it has all been

iic to its minute division.—J. Ghem
ay and July, 1873.
Mi-Jlvxl of Estimating Nitric, C)
oRPEhas ingeniously applhd the <

v
.. «

;
• •

..
.

en a small quantity of niter is added
e couple, and the whole is ovnilv he:

but a distinct odor of ammonia is ]
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Ihidc, and coated with copper bv the action for 10 or 15 minutes

of a tolerably concentrated - 1 it ion of copper sulphate. After

.c.of water \vcn ad-h-d. and ih. iiaslv connected with a three

>ed U-tube containing dilute hydroehloric acid. After boiling

the contents of the rla>kYor an hour, the ammonium chloride in the

U-t:Lihe was determined a- platiuo chloride; 0-5090 grm. KN0 3

gave 1 -041*8 onus. Pt< 1
, i
M i ,( n_, « , .i lent to 0"50908 grm.

KN0
3 . The" action is not inllueuccd by the presence of alkali-

chlorides or sulphates. Experiment showed the applicability <-i'

the method to the determination of nitrates in potable waters.

Moreover, by the action of the copper-zinc couple upon potassium

chlorate and' upon ammonium iodate. potassium chloride and am-

monium iodide were readily produced, and directly determined.—

•/. <'/„>„,. ,w.. II, xi, 541, June. G- *< »•

3. On the Theory </ th < n„tinnn, (s
< 'Murine process.—DeLa-

question in the lab - '• They placed 10

grams of sodium chloride and 10 grams boric acid in porcelain

:s, and heate d them. in earthenware tubes

lit redness f<

cd ihrough the tube' When the substan

t ; ri
,. ls and air over frag-
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merits of brick soaked in a solution of cupric sulphate.- /,'"//.

4. On a Glycerin of the Aromatic S, ,-!>,<.— \\\ ls7u, Giumaiw
discovered the first glycol or diatomic alcohol of the aromatic se-

ries. He now describes the first glycerin or triatomic alcohol ol

ihc same series. C.
1

<>iisi«loriiiLf cinnamm alcohol or stvrone as phe-
nyl-allylic alcohol—being allyl alcohol in which one atom of hydro-
gen is exchanged for phenyl, thus

:

CH2 CH(C
6
H

S )

Allyl alcohol =CH Phenyl-allyl alcohol CH
CH.OH CH,OH

<mmaux considered it probable that, like allyl alcohol, it would
unite directly with two atoms of chlorine or bromine to produce
the chlorhydric or bromhydric ether of a glycerin. Kxperirm ; ;f

confirmed this pi bdon ; In >m n produced the desired bromhy-
CH(C

6H 5
)Br

drin CHBr which was readily saponified by the action of

I3H.OH
CH(C

6
H

5
)OH

boiling water, yielding the corresponding glycerin CHOH
CH 2

OH
To tin's pheno-or phenylglycerin, the author gives the name st;/-

'erin to indicate its origin*. He points out its three isomers, de-

rived respectively from triuiethylbenzene, niethyl-cthyl-bciizeuc.

and isopropyl-benzene. The styeer'm ethers with chlorine, bro-

mine and acetyl are also described.—Bull. Soc. Ck, II, xx, 118,

Aug., 1873. G. f. b.

5. Elements of Physical Manipulation ; by Edward C. Pick-

Ki:ix... Thaver Professor of Physics in the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. New York (Hurd and Houghton), 1873. pp.

xii, 225, 8vo.-Forthestuden1 engaged in the iuvestiga"'

problems of physical science by actual observation and >

'" ;!
-

ment, the want of some manual which should give the best an<l

simplest modes of conducting the researches, the mam:
tlie apparatus emploved, and the modes of testing the results '>)>-

- been hitherto very imperfectly supplied. 1

I'nckV Phvsical Technics and the various treatises on chemical

i afford indeed manv useful hints for the
of special experiments, and the construction of simp!
apparatus; and directions for the use of sp< d
tered through numerous treatises and j- ,

of physical science. Professor i\

!l 'tl<' >>ook, " Leitfaden der praktischen Phvsik,'* is aim
and only one that treats of physical investigation u

and systematic maimer, but it is 'somewhat limited in

is intended for students having alreadv sot,
u "- many of the details of adjustment and manipulation Deing



Professor Pickering's treatise is intended as a hand-boe
students at work in the physical laboratory, and is admi
adapt nl to supply the want already referred to. It content]

such a course i k student, at the close of it

1th-

An introductory chapter is occupied with descriptions of gen-

eral modes of investigation, in which are treated, first, the analyti-

cal methods of computing means, probable errors and the like

;

methods of interpolation, etc. ; second, graphical methods, which
are somewhat extensively developed, and include some novelties

;

third, the modes of measuri rsieal magnitudt ^.

The succeeding chapter treats of certain general experiments in

the preparation, adjustment and use of apparatus, preliminary to

the special experiments, which are systematically arranged under
the appropriate heads in the following chapters, where are given

numerous practical exercises in the subjects of "Mechanics of

Solids," "Mechanics of Liquids and (rases." •• Sound" and " Light."

Each exercise begins with a statement of the apparatus and ma-
terials required, after which follow minute directions for the con-

duct of the research in question.
Although the reader may miss some things which he might ex-

pect to find in such a treatise, the range of experiments is very
large, and will certainly more than realize the author's modest
hope that it may aid - in an\ wav those engaged in physical in-

vestigations." Many a tea.! i
r an indispensable

aid in his work, and many a student will derive from it an en-

couragement and a stimulus of the greatest value. A second vol-

ume, including the subjects of heat and electricity, is promised,

and will be looked for with interest. a. w. w.

II. Geology and Natural History.

..ume I have attributed a principle connected t

the formation of mountains to Professor LeConte ; and on page

J04
have modified the former statement, gh ing credit for part ol

the view to Professor Hunt, I have been referred by Prof. Hunt
to an article of his which appeared in this Journal in 1861 (vol.

Xx*i, p. 392), in which he brought out the whole principle in

the form presented by LeConte (except his adopting Hall s view
01 subsidence from the -nsvitv of accumulating sediments), both

^cognizing the weakening effect on the bottom of the subsid-

]ng trough through the heat from below, and the opportunity
wfiich was thus afforded for tic Lit. a. \* »ure from the earth s

fono
raction to finish the foldin»- 0ne of its ParasraPhs

re:u,s as

"The accumulation of a great thickness of sediment along a



altered by the ascending Ik :il of tin nuel -us would er

contract, and plications would thus be determined parallel to the

line of deposition. These foldings, not less than the softening <>f

the bottom strata, establish lines ot ueakno-s or of least re*Hanee
in the earth's crust, and thus determine t!ie contraction which
results from the cooling of the globe to exhibit itself in those

regions and along those lines where the ocean's bed is Mibsidim:

beneath tl nts. Hence we conceive that the

subsidence invoked by Mr. Hall, alt hough not the sole nor even

the principal cause of the corrugations of the si rata, is the one

whieh dcfermines their position and direction, by making the

effects produced by the contraction, not only of sediments, but of

the earth's nucleus itself, to be exerted ahm-} the lines f greatest

accumulation."

Professor Hunt is therefore entitled to the credit given in the

place mentioned to Professor LeConte. J. d. i>.

2. United States Geological Survey of the Territories uwkr the

Deriirtnnut <>/ the L,t,-rim; V. V. Ha'yokn, United States Geol-

ogist, in d ig volumes connected with the sur-

vey have recently been issued.

(1.) First, Second and Third Annual Reports for the years

1*07, ISO* and L800. This is a reprint of these reports, in order

that tin s< ries, now in mm h deina id 1 i-« <i t< i itrii si< ' il "

may be accessible from its beginning to the public. The sum-y
eonimenced in 1867 in Nebraska, on an appropriation of $5,000,

wax continued in 1868 in Wyoming, on a like sum; and was

extended in 1869 to Colorado and New Mexico on an appropria-

te.) Of the five volumes of Reports in quarto of the same expe-
dition which are in progress, there have appeared Part I of \ ol '•

extending to 358 pages, and including thirty seven plates,—on
/•b.s',,v7 WrUin-nt^, by Dr. J. Lkioy; and part'of volume \ ,

e"in-

I

i ' - >> pages, treating of tin 1 /.//»// <>i Orussl
|

rs
'

Dr. Cvi:i> Thomas. The wonderful character of lie-

vertebrate life of the region which is now the center of the Ih><-ky

Mountains, and the equallv wonderful profusion of their remans.

give great interest to a volume like this by Dr. Leidy, and alikt-

to its companion, in course of preparation, by Mr. Cope. VT.

Leidy has here presented in detail, and with
is of species from the collections of the survey and some

other sources, which have appeared, in brief, tnainlv in the <;','"

!

1>J
>">•> r<i* to his mwii earlier -u ,, U s (') .tnt'.rriitht, stating that the

too Blight for generic distinctions.
, .

f
{ " addition to Mammals, the volume contains descriptions o

various species of fossil reptiles and fishes. . f-'- work is a general synopsis with dcs.nptm"-; "

•ni.e-l s,,r„. and also of those or other
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nber of species are describe*! as

is in the main a compilation.
These volumes are handsomely printed, and the plates of Dr.

Leidy's report—the only one of the two illustrated—are excellent.
|:i.) M.UoriiUujicil 01,x r>'-i(i-;iK <h, ,',,.<! the year 1872 in Utah,

I.l.iho <!,,<! Monti,,,!. Prepared for publication by Henry Gan-
m it. 120 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1873.—The reports consist of
tables eoTilaiiiino- the results of observations under the heads of

barometer, dry bulb, wet bulb, dew point, relative humidity,
'iiiveti.in of the wind, character and amount of the clouds,—to-

uvtlier with general remarks.
3. sr !, ll;lll „, n as ,, I'rat-mahr.—Peat residts from the heaping

• f ' eg» tab!. - gno ing at the surface of the bogs; but, as water
i- nere>sary for I lie preservation and transformation of the vt-ge-

.aiid as peat does not grow always in basins, but often
''ar above the reach of any waterdevel. where and how is the wa-
ist pn oftred ? By the agency of a mere kind of moss, the Sphag-
" '<". which acts like a vegetable sponge. These mosses absorb

"'r troni their leave-, their branches, their steins, still more than

'roots; they live, therefore, from the humidity of the

•e, when they cannot derive it from underlying basins of

1 Iter. They always grow in compact masses, sometimes covering
"'

!
' il areas b\ their' \ egetation only. They grow, too, upon slopes,
''' ^teep ones, and thus, in countries where the atmosphere is

' a large proportion of humidity, thev ascend from
the bases to the tops of hid 1110101' fin-, a- i- tin case in Ireland.
Ihe cone of the Brocken. too, so well known in the German le-

ic Hartz Mountains, is not only surrounded at its base by
-hogs, but the peat covers, at inanv places, the slopes of

the cone to the tops of its rocks. No one would dare to attempt
l "bn

_; tin com on t! es mparenth sin .oth -lopes of the

mcated in those naked

Alleghany and of the

places
; a small spring has developed

;ing the growth of any other kind of <

gs, even covering the dead trees failin

have deposits of peat upon slopes of th
hat of the forests around,
one will take the trouble to ti

urface is flat and looks uniform.

- :,seend ail

debris of wood, ev« n the largest trees which have
' ground, and cover them. And, when the swamj
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some places over-grown by bushes or conifers, as is often the

case, these mosses ascend .,_ i i -: tin trunks or above the roots,

forming tuffs or hillocks, around and ujion them.

(2.) This kind of moss, even in its more upraised and apparently

drye-d patches, is always full of water. Take a handful of it and

press it ; water will run out of it, not in mere drops, but in rills.

This moss has the softness of a sponge, and is a sponge. If you

want a proof of it, put this now well-compressed and apparently

dry tuft in your pocket, and when at home expose it upon a dry

plate to the atmosphere for one cloudy night ; and in the morning

you may repeat the experiment, squeeze the moss, and find if as

much saturated with water as it was when taken from the swamp
(Speck's of Sphagnum, when growing in water, extend tin ir fil-

aments over the surface in continuous and innumerable ramifica-

tions, which soon form a net of floating vegetation, where other

plants by and by take root and live. On solid ground, the same

species grow in compact mass, all their stems erect, closely pressed

together.

—

L. Lesquereux in HayderCs Hep. for 1872.

4. Challenger Expedition.—About 1 14 miles west of Fayal,

Western Islands, the dredge brought up, from a depth of 1000

fathoni>, a gray sandy ooze, containing dead shells oi

many foraminifert, and pebbles of pumice ; also large Scbr"™"H

Miguel and Santa Maria, the bottom was Globigerina ooze ana

stony corals were unusually abundant ; two specimens of a large

species of Flnhdbnn were' obtained, and other kinds. V\ est of

Mad. ira, 370 miles, the bottom at a depth of 2025 fathoms « .-

<rl,mi .erina ooze, the temperature 1-5° C—Xature, Sept. 18.

5. Religion Aqinf, ,„;,>,,./„;„<! <u,ntr;!>«t;nnst« tin Ar,'!f>»i"<.l'J
t

and Pain; >ntui,,:U ,,, j>; ,;,/,.,-/ a,,d tin .nlf.hnng ,„::,,,..•<•.•

Southern Fmtnf. \\\ Ki.or.u:i> Lautkt and Henky viikisi\
;

Kdited by TftoM.vs KiPKia JoXES. F.K.S., F.C.S., etc. fj«^

Geol. Roy. Military and Staff Colleges, Sandhurst. I'arf_ Ml-

•Iiiiv. is;.:. |,|,. 157-1 72. and (descriptive of the plates) 1
t
\.

Ll -

with plates A, xxxv, xxxvi, 15, xxiii, xxiv, and C vii. vm-
This valuable work, whose publication has been for

pended, has commenced again to be issued. Part xii

• mmencement of a paper by John Evans, Esq., on I

Cave Deposits of the Reindeer Period in the South

The plates contain engravings of flint chippings and of

horns etched or covered with carvings, and among the lat

the outlines of various animals. . i ,t

The prospectus states that this work will be completed m
:j

"
"

15 part., each to contain 6 plates. The cost of each is ->• *";,
^

6. Note on Huizinga's Experiments on Abiogenesis ; by ^
r
'.r

dox-Sam.erson.—ruder the title of a-'

t

tion of Abiogenesis,'' Prof. Iluizinga h:t< very re<-

Hshed (Pfluger's Archiv. vol. vii, p. 549) a mtI.- •! •

which deserve notice as constitutiug a new and careful!} \_'-

out attempt to support the doctrine of spontaneous genera
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Prof. Huizinga begins his paper with the words Multa renas-
centur quoijani eecidere, using- them as an expression of the recur-
ing nature of this question. He then proceeds to say that he was
induced to undertake his inquiry by the publication of the well-
known work of Dr. Bastian (whom he compliments as having
awakened the exhausted interest of physiologic
hi- ?|n ci;;l object being

'

experiment.

Every one knows what Dr. Bastian's observation is. It is

his, viz: that if a glass flask is charged with a slightly

infusion of turnip of sp. gr. 1015, to which a trace of
3 been added, and is tl litionfor ten
id closed hermetically while boiling, and finally kept
ihm temperature, Bacteria develop in it in the 'course

of a few days. This experiment has been repeated by Il'uizinya

'•are, and the accuracy of Dr. Basti.-urs statement of

led by him in every particular; yet, notwithstanding
'-•- the evidence atiorded h\ i he-c\v-:dts in support of

ine so inadequate, that he, desiring to find such evidence,
has thought it necessary to repeat the experiment under what he
regards as conditions of greater exactitude.

Us contents are al .,, 1 of air, and (2) that cheese
is a substance of mixed and uncertain composition. To obviate
the first of these objections, he closes his flasks, after ten minutes
boiling, not by 1 hem, but by placing over the
mouth of each, while in ebullition, a porous porcelain plate which
has just been removed from the flame of a Bunsen's lamp. The
?
ot Porcelain plate is made to adhere to the edge or lip of the flask

°y a layer of asphalt, with which the ed-e has been previously
covered. The purpu ds an in is . allow air to enter

hV
at llu ' S:U!U

'
,h:u

'
r! '

lt ;il! u " n,l!!
:'

! miltter is excluded -

T
p obviate the" second objection he alters the composition of the

uquid used; he substitu es i\:v cheese, peptone, and for turnip
^fusion, a solution containing, in a liter of distilled water-

grape sugar, - . - - - - 25 grams.
Potassium nitrate, ... - 2 "
Magnesium sulphate, - - - - 2 "
calcium phosphate, ... 0-4 "

oV ,

Th
.

e Phosphate is prepared bv p.red i,itati?itr a solution of calcium
chondewith ordii ing care that the

P^mebein excess.' The precipitate of neutral phosphate so

gained is washed the saline solution in the
Proportion given. On boil]

; "to soluble acid

j'^H^e. and insoluble basie'^alt. of v I ich the latter is removed
»J mhltration. Consequently the proportion of phosphate in solu-
tl0

» «;
less than that above indicated.

A
tUe "Urate, peptone is added in the proportion of 0'4 per cent,

H
- Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. VI, No. 35.—Nov., 1873.
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The peptone is obtained by digesting egg-albumen at the tem-

perature of the body in artificial gastric juice made by adding the

proper quantity o|' u lyeerin > xtract of pepsin to water acidulate*!

with hydrochloric acid. The liquid so obtained is first rendered
-.!.•

with acetic acid and boiled. Tbe syntonin thus precipitated i-

separated by infiltration from the clear liquid, which is then evap-

orated to a syrup and poured in a thin stream into strong alcohol,

with constant agitation. The precipitated peptone is separate.!

after some hours and washed with alcohol, and redissolved in a

email quantity of water. The solution is again precipitated by

pouring it into alcohol in the same way as before, and the precipi-

tate washed and dried.

Flasks having been half filled with the liquid thus prepared (in

1,000, 2 each of niter and Epsom salts, a trace

25 parts of grape sugar, and 4 parts of peptone), each is boiled for

us, closed while boiling, with the earthenware plate as

above described, and placed as soon as it is cool in the warm

chamber at 30°C. The experiment so made " gave, without any

exception, a positive result in every case. After t wo « -r three < lays

the fluid was crowded with actively moving _/>i/<-'ir/"»> nrm<>."

The readers of Nature are aware' that in June last 1 published a

repetition of Dr. Bastian's experiments, with a variation not of tin

liquid, but of the mode of heating, (see Nature, vol. viii, p. Hhl
Instead of boiling the flasks for ten minutes—over the open flame

and (dosing them in .

: m hermeti-

cally, and "then placed them in a digester in which they were sub-

jected to ebullition under a pressure of two inches or more of

mercury. The result was negative. There was no development

of Bacteria.

Since the publication of my experiments. Iiuizinga's hav<

appeared. His result, regarded" as a proof of spontaneous •_: tier

tion, is clearly not superior to Bastian's. The substitution t

soluble immediate principle for an insoluble mixed product nk<

cheese, and the use of a definite solution of sugar and salt-, arc

not material improvements. The question is not whet!

minal matter of Bacteria is present, hut whether it is destnycu -y

the process of heating. Consequently what is necessary is not

alter the liquid, but to make the conditions of the ex\><

regards temperature as exact as possible. In this < -

zinga's experiment is a confirmation nf liastian's and i

I have recently repeated it with the same i

temperature as those emploved in mv repetition of the turnip-

cheese experiment. The ,, \ n \ { has been the same. In all other

respects I have followed the method described by him in

I have prepared the solution of salts, -rap* sug;ir

in exact accordance with his directions. To obviate bi-

as to the absence of air, I have introduced the liquid

flask, but into strong olass tubes .dosed hermetically at each^'"'
' glass tubes closed hernioticain

ith liquid, the remainder of the
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ing air at the ordinary tension. Each of these tahes, after having
been subjected to the temperature <»f ebullition under two inches
of mercury for half an hour, has been kept since September 1" at

the temperature of fermentation (32°C.) Up to the present time,
no change whatever has taken place in the liquid.
As a control experiment. I opened one of the tubes immediately

after boiling, and introduced a drop of distilled water. It became
opalescent in twenty-four hours.
In conclusion, let me observe that I still maintain my resolution

to take no side whatever in this controversy. I do not hold that
spontaneous generation is impossible. I do* not regard heterogen-
ists as scientific heretics. All I say is, that up" to the present
moment I am not aware of any proof that they are right—Ap.
lint. Assor., 1873, Nature, Oct. 2.

the Josephine M ^

pp. 4to, with 20 plates. From the Svenska Vetenskaps-Aknd.
of the Josephine Expedition ; by G. O. Sak

plates. From the Svenska Vetenskaps-^
, Bandet ix. Stockholm, 187 J.—Tin

- l.y
t

• descriptions of ten species ^i
Cumacea collected in the Atlantic ocean by the Josephine E\pedi-

!

• "id i- i yen import ml contrih t n t o < u Urn wh lg< oi this

i-ustaceans. It is specially interesting; to the American
indent, as six of the species are from our own coast, having been
dredged near Lone- M;md and off the coast of New Jersey. All

cies are very fully and most beautifully figured from draw-
r the author; and' nine of the plates are devoted to a single

A,„, wliieli is found upon the whole New
England coast. s. i. 8.

8. Cumacea from the Arctic Ocean and the West Indies.—Dr.
^i's 'has also, in two short papers in the Oefversight af Kongl.

Aka.leniieus Korhandliugar for 1 S 7 I . enumerated the
Species of Cumacea from the deep water collections of the Swedish
A ,; '- Expeditions in 1861 and 1808, and leas described a new
genus and several new species from the \V«
arctic forms are two now e™™™ «f n;n<*tu
fathoms, a species of
from 1,050 fathoms.

9. Monographi over de red Xor</es K'/ster Foreko)nnn
«£»*r,; by G, O. Sabr Parte I and' 11. pp.98, 4to, with * ph
^nnstiania, 1870 and 1872 —This monograph of the Mvsida-

1

" 1| "» ! > th( first tY .parts }, V( ,pp, n d. onstitutes'N
"i. Sars' "Carcinoloo-iske Hidrag til Xorges Fauna." These
Frts contain a general account ^ the family, with a conspe
°i the twelve genera found upon the coast of Norway, and v

complete descri , MV elve species belonging

J£e of the genera. The g, ,.,-ri. d, -riotA,:. are also x ery
"!" P'at^-s are crowded with tin -lv executed figures of the en

***** of both sexes, and Bed figures of

2 *,
Dr

- Sars has a(1,ll '

(1 ,! >"V" than"an
}
one else to our km

£e of this fa , ,]„. species were first m
«own by him, but are now first brought together and figu
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Among the most remarkable forms made known arc the deep wa-

ter genera Amblyops and Pseudomma, in "which the ocular pedun-

cles are rod a m, and wholly without faceted eyes.

One of the species of the latter genus, P. rosettm s ccurs also upon

tie Vmerican coast, having been dredged in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence by Mr. Whiteaves. s. i. s.

10. The Composition of Lichen es (Eecherches sur les Goin'dns

des Ziehen*); by E. Boenet. An article in the Ann. Sci. Xat.,

April, 1873 ; with ten plates.—It must be left for the adepts to de-

cide whether the results of Dr. Bornet's investigation are to be

received as settling the question concerned ; but the pn
'-

suit is that Lichens of all sons arc composite; the green cells

[gonidia) are Algce, of species which are of common ind

oeeunvne. ~ues (hypha), which bear the fructi-

fication, belong to Fungi. The latter are parasitic upon and live

at the expense of the former. By germinating the Efohen-spoiai

on slips of glass or fragments of pottery, the hypha can he devel-

oped as a byssoid network; and the same is produced from bite of

Lich< n similarly treated. The gonidia increase by cell-division.

.ve into zoospores.
The resemblance of the gonidia of certain Lichens to Prot:<c»c-

cits viridis has long been familiar; also the affinity of <'<>lUn->

with X'>sto:\ This has been thought to be mere re'-, n

else that such Algm were rudimentary or b

states of Lichens. But after Schwendener had shown (in 1867)

that such parallelisms were numerous, Famintzin and Bai

extracting the green cell- from various Lichens, saw them develop

presented Al<j«

as high grade as Confervacece, this view could no longer he enl

tained. It was DeBary who, in 1866, first suggested that the

latinous Lichens are Algce with Fungi parasitic upon th<

Schwendener developed the hvpothf sis applied it generally, :

indicated as many as eight tyj.es of Algn in Lichens. He dem
strated the incorrectness of the observations from which it 1

beet inferred that gonidia were pr -dured in

of the hypha, aud showed that the latter attached then
they grew, to the green cells, often forming a network
surface. We have not seen Schwendener's papers. Ave
Bornet, he has no figures which clearly show,
the mode of connexion of the hypha with the gonidia, and the only

one which was satisfactory is that by Woronine, in W
•ed in Ann. Sci.'Xat,, 5th ser., p. 317. tab. 14, fig- L v

i'x.met has abundant.lv supplied this ,]. iV,e; i .. in fix
j

moir. Nothing can be dearer than the whole' matter ,,
•

iti t.i- numerous and admirable figures and expounded in

His investigations have extended "to 60 genera, represeni i

every kind of Lichen- and his , „ „,;,,,. which it seems impos-

sible to resist, an- : 1. That the g.midhi of everv Lichen examined
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may be identified with some species of Algw, mostly with the

very commonest species and those most tenacious of life. 2. That
the relations of these \vi:!i the hypha are such as to preclude all

possibility of the one being produced by the other; and that the

theory of parasitism alone offers a < ttisi tct >v\ explanation of the

11. Riibus deliciom* Tom—This attractive species is figured in

the October number of the Botanical Magazine, t. 6062, but with

more jagged petals than we ever saw in the plant cultivated for

several years past in the Botanic Garden of Harvard University;

and the shading detracts from their
•

i his

needs confirmation. In this recent number of the IJotanical

the plants he raided from them, in Maw 1*70;" and the fruit was
produced in July last. Now this parallel of latitude crosses the

northern part of Wyoming and the center of Idaho Territories

three or four degrees higher than that part of the Rocky Moun-
tains, in Colorado Terr'itorv, in which this species has been col-

lected by Ameiican botanists, and where it abounds, not, however,

"on alpine rid o-es,
1
' but at lower elevation. We shall be interest, .1

to know if Dr. Parry, who has just returned from a botanical

tour in Wyoming and Montana! has there met with this species

so familiar to him in Colorado. It was he who rediscovered, it on

"•'idcil to have been (•ited it i' the Botan ieal Magazine instead of

" James," who was at the i; ocky Mount;
seeds gathered by Dr. anient t, , Kew. to Mr.
of Ipswich, etc., the ii i. first raised in Kn-land
believe it was Howeiv. ) as well "as in

'and. The species w irlv as the

v"^ I Sol. in New M Wriu-ht; but it was de-

bribed as a new si h

identification ha\ pe.- result' 1 'from 'so in din- fifty

. daine s and Dr. Torrey, through wh'.eh tile

;;-i;l
::

.-; .Th.

e way. is'mawkish. and far from
" delicious."
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October, ltt?3, announces his discovery of a second station, in the
county of Cork. He speculates whether and how the pi an I has

truni the one station to the other,—not comprehending
that most probably these are merely the last, or among the last

ations of :i species once common to both continents,
but which has almost died out of the Old World. a. g.

13. Ilyhrid.ith,,, in M,„ss,,< j; /;„,,//,, .s,,,,,-,/,,,,/,/,,,, etc. of the
hunt!, p! ,rent.—Among the Orypto-amia, h\ hrids are known in
Ferns. It appears from a paper by IV.;- ^ r' Phili . it of Aix, in

Ann. Sci. Nat., June, 1873, that he has detected hybrid M"»^>,
f< eundated by 9. orbimdaris.

resting point is. however, his discovery of the imme-
diate action of the antherozoids upon the archegone of the female

gium, seta, etc., take after the
parent, while the foliage, ealvptra, etc., remain unaf-

fected. This is analogous to the action of foreign pollen upon the

i »ns, or the pericarp of Cucurbitacea?, and the like;

and, if really established, is very interesting. a. g.

14. Normal Formation <>/ f<>tt>, ?<»f>sh<n'ces in Chlorophyll; by
G. Bbiosi, (Bot. Zeit, xxxv, 547.)—The following is a summary

(2.) In the chlorophyll of these plants there exists an oily sub-

(3.) This oil occurs, in minute subdivision, between protoplas-

ma-molecules of the chlorophyll.
(b) The oil usually appears in the chlorophyll granules in the

J, •;il;. after the addition of water, or of iodine in a

^
15. / 'a )/.;,',, ',,., ;,-.,> I;,-*,, ,,;/„ s ;,. ,., ,/nr( / /„ ,/, ,-„,;, lltti»n ; by I'n.

Y
VN T[i-:..:iikm, (Ann. Sci. Xat., is?:!, p. _'()4.)—The author rep.. rt>

•"«' n-ults of his investigations respecting both the degree of mu-
tual dependence of the different organ- «,f (he enibrvo, and th:it

of the entire embryo upon its albumen. Uv mutilation of the em-
bryo of the common Sunflower

,
//, 'hntthun niu>im*\, he was able

to study the independent development and numeration of the or-

£ :l " s
- The character of the invent igat ions will be readily under-

m a full account of the first experiment.
11

' " I ng o, is u m ut- \\ giv. n is tin ivei m 1 '

-''
'

at parts of the embryo B"»g*
proper,^ millimeter; eauii.de, 1 millimeter; cotvledons, • >.]

milli-

meters. By transverse socti<,i, tne ra lich u i> '< p u
cauhcle, and oaseoi ten

embryos. These fra.-meuN were placed on moist " waddm-.
kept a
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lets. They grew a little on the second day, then remained sta-

tionary and became mouldy. Their structure was the same Jn
every particular as that of the root in the standard seeds. The
root acquired, in its solitary development, all the anatomical char-

acters which belong to it, when attached to the rest of the embryo.

Separated from the radicle and the cotyledons, the cauliele in-

creased in length by interstitial growth until after three days it

vras 15-20 mm. long, after which it became stationary. These cau-

lichs possessed the same structure as the normal ones, but, on the

fifth day, there were seen on the lower cut surface of most of

them, three or four small adventitious roots, which continued to

grow until they were from 20-30 mm. long The
isolated cotyledons grew green steadily, just as well as those of

the Btandard seeds, and after eight days were intensely green.

They also increase. 1 in size, becoming appreciably larger than the

normal ones, so that on the seventeenth day of germination, while

the cotyledons of the uninjured embryos were 10-12 long and 6-7

broad, the isolated cotyledons measured 1 9-20 mm. in length

Upon the isolated cotyledons

t'lventive roots and buds appeared, and there is good reason

believe that by great care two plants can thus be obtained from

one embryo.
The three fundamental organs of the embryo have in them-

selves the force of their own development, and can germinate in-

dependently, developing with a vigor and duration proportionate

to the store of assiniilaMe food which each possesses at the

Each
'

clock and

h->s thaii natural vigo

aents de embryos depi

Font Indian corn gav.3 the i -fact.

oThetl: IV. f yr.r.i! ur-o'c lock) de\elop

latedj;

ll.'t

..tihW. -

without t;

of the

he help <

2:.
'. ' The:

:

ii:!;;;

.ed

Ul'e/ 'jV 'tisSrso-cidicd. 'can 1 .
ed UP to

point, 'i. formed of the crush,ed subsl ance or



made up from foreign albun
or even from starch to whic
added.

III. Astronomy.

1. Note on the Meteors of November 14th; by Daniel Kiek-
' " (Communicated for this Journal.)—As the display of

'

irs in but five or six consec-

3m which the meteors are
derived cannot extend aroun.l more than one-fifth of its orbit.

But meteoric phenomena have been occasionally witnessed about
the 13th of November, when the principal group was near its

aphelion. The following dates, for instance, are given by Hum-

1787, November 9th-l Oth. I 1846, November 12th-l 3th.

1818, November 12th-13tk
j

1847, November 12th-13th.
1822, November 12th. I 1849, November 12th-l 3th.

1823, November 12th- 13th.
[

Can i hese displays, remote from the regular epochs, be sal i

The meteors of 1818, 1822 and 1823 may be regarded as all

d< rn d from a >;, ._!, extend* .1 swarm. Those of 1787 were prob-
ably due to a former return of the same cluster, as the

as about 33 or 34 years.- Tie short interval of 12 years

(1787 to 1799) cannot be explained on the hypothesis of a single

-roup. We infer accordingly that the Leo 't'-'s entered the solar

system as two separate masses, to which the disturhing influence

<"J
raiius gave slightly different periods.

[h. meteors of 1846,1847 and 1849, observed after the perio-

dicity of the shower had been recognized, were noticed in conse-

quence of a watch instituted for 'the purpose. Their numbers

h nnv pxactness to the

nembers of the

that, whenever the earth passes

'"et eoric current, its disturbing influence change «

uch meteoroids as happen to be moving in its immediate
vicinity The-, disturbed portions of the ring, at their subseqm
returns, must pass through the point of greatest perturhatic"
the periods will vary w
explanation of the pheu

2. Recently J;*r,„<, -ft r,„.„/.v.-LWhih . in the \ ear 1
-72. <

wy
-
v.as discovered, namely, the fragment of Bid:

Pugson. at Madras, ju-f after the star shower of N <-v.

ng the present year there have already appeared six ol

these bodies.

1873, a.-Mr. Stephan, at Marseilles, on the 3d of April, found

the comet 1867, b. (II), originally discovered by Tempel, a comet

18
* Another shower from this meteor-cloud may'be expected between 18 So and
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short period. It had been close to the planet Jupiter, prob-
ly within a distance of 0-33, and its time of perihelion passage
d been altered thereby nearly two months.
1873, b.—On the 3d of July, Mr. Tempel, at Milan, discovered
comet of which Dr. Schulhof gives the following elliptic ele-

T=1873, June 25-38179 m. Berlin time.

7r=306° 4' 52"6
)

a=120° 54' 40"-8
J- mean Eq. 1873-0

log «=0-474867
/<=:6S8"-1867.

s body is therefore a new comet of very short period.
j.o/3, c.—Another comet was discovered by Mr. Borelly, at

Marseilles, on the 20th of August. From the observations of the,
i the 20th of Augu,..

first week, Dr. Peters gives the parabolic elements

, Sept., 10-7022 m. B. t.

21' 42"

log £=9-90163

1873, d.—Again another comet was discovered by Mr. Paul
Henry at Paris, on the 23d of August, in the northern sky. It

i v >..iitlnv:ir.|, ineiva-in- i.: brilliancy.
1873, e. (1846 III.)—On the morning of Sept. 1st, Mr. Stephan,

iUes, obtained a view of Brorsen's comet. It was exces-
sively feeble.

1873, f.—(Faye's comet.) Mr. Stephan obtained an observation

j*
™8 comet on the 3d of September. It was still exceedingly

'•"1, and was only about 9" from its computed place.

« is especially gratifying to be able to add to the number of
" lescopic comets. "The disintegration of Biela's comet,

aranci-i.fMiu. jK.rtioii as a star shower last \..\ em' -r.

.:,,'"- ;iuew many questions respeciint: the nature of comets,

these we need more facts, and ospociallv facts respect-

inter comets. Persons who have the use of a comet

do good service to astronomy by searching for them.

Academy has very justly appreciated this service to

'd continues to offer its gold medal to discoverers. May
" that some of these prizes will be secured by American

•ngements of the Smithsonian Institution for ielegranh-

liscovery of comets should serve as an additional m-

-'• X/><:-tro3<'npi
( > o?>serr<tfions of Borelhfs and Henrifs Comets.

of tl
°gel of Bothkamp has obtained several good observations

" f ra of two of the recent comets. From his report
vr""- Xach.. iqss^ wo r«Q r, particulars. The spec-
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tram of comet 1873, c, consisted of three bands in the yellow,

uv /en. and blue. The relative intensity of the bands in order ('mm

\\u >,,| was ind'n-a'ed by the numbers 3, 7, and 2. Each of the

bands shaded off very markedly toward the violet, the greatest

intensity being toward the red. Only one observation was ob-

tained, and then the comet was near the horizon.

Of the comet 1873, d, Dr. Vogel obtained several observation*,

The sneetrum consisted of the three' ordinary bright lines, w I id

were, however, sharper than usual toward the red. Their rela-

ti\i ri.Mtia-v wa> represented by the numbers 1, 3, and 1, or 5,

12, and^4. The lines were sharply limited on the side of the red,

and these 1: 31 '5
;
51&7:

17-J-.. millionth millimeters. The bands ended at 541, 500, and

4m! mill, linn., and bear a close resemblance to the carbon spectra,

with which Dr. Vogel gives a detailed comparison.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Deep Sea Exploration. (Report Brit. Assoc, in Athenaeum for

Sept. 27.)—The largest audience of the .week was gathered to-

gether on Tuesday mm-ninn (the linal sitting), to hear Comman-

der J. E. Davis discourse -On the recent Achievemei

Challenovr i)eep-Sea Expedition." This paper was foil

one "On the Physical Geography of the Caspian Sea," by Dr.

B. Carpenter, who ah
• -raphe in the Ima^im, which followed Capt. I>

m mi. ation. These two papers were the onh
which our space will permit us to discuss. Capt. Dav;

himself t.» tin pi ( iine> ,,| the < haih

The Ivpiator, which formed a natural section of the voyage, la-

operations with which hediiidlv dealt were the deep-

viewed in their relations to physical geography rather than m /->'-

oh.gv, which, as is well known, occupies a large portion

voyage outward from the Tim

dra and the Canaries, the firsl

iken off the entrance to the >t

er a large area in this section

ridian of Cape St. Vincent,



;.>j"i' ahrupt elevation from the sea-hed w as presented in iJermuda.
The deepest sounding >';'i made hi the ocean was at a point eighty

-o islands, where a depth of :>,S75 fathoms
'.vas found. Five miles of rope was run out with the sounding ap-
paratus, taking one hour and twelve minutes in its course. The
" a i Mtuiidino-s taken around Bermuda prove it to be a peak,
t'"i'iiM 1 !»y coral animals, risino a.hi ipi \ from the abysmal de}>th
of 1,500 to 1,820 fathoms—comparable, as Dr. Carpenter observed,
t'/Hje Matterhorn. Between the West indies (St. Thomas) and
tin' Canaries, nearly in the middle of the Atlantic, shallower depths
wt-r.- found, showing that a submarine ridge here exists. The
'leptlisouM-lhe ,-idgc are i.lioo and i ,n:.(.) fathoms, whilst on either
*Me of it a hroad basin extends, deepening to 2,650 fathoms in the
\vesrern 'oasin, and 3,1.10 fathoms in the eastern. In crossing from

rected to the (iuii-Stre:im . |„,th as to the depth and temperature

withi n the southern edge ofthe famous stream. From ser

r ":-
;

:

ures take

V
:

.;::-'".
i extend beyond

depth. It was found to be 57 mi , rapid

western edge, where there was a ' »elt of W ater 15

wide, rm - Fahr. hi;

'rature than the other parts of the stream.

,

Iu the discmssion which followed, Dr. Carpent.;r expounded to
' u *' N-'crum Ins theory of oceanic circulation, /...., the slow

-Id Polar waters along the depths of the ocean to-

it or, and the compensating movennmt of th.

ow all tin

is recently made corroborated his

IV;
'i

to pivdi, 't that when the deep-sea temperature of the Xohh
imined, it would be found to be mi

VJl
v

l;;"'' ", as a natural consequence of the



Baer has shown, the Caspian was connected with

ay of the White Sea, and marks of erosion are now

visible on rocks at an altitude of 80 feet above the present water-

level These 80 feet corresponded exactly with the present level

of the ocean, and it is a remarkable fact that no marks oi * m i

VMM-..' found between that line and the present level of the _ waters.

This shows that the sinking of the waters by evaporation is a pro-

cess too rapid to leave any records, and took place soon after the

severance of its connexion with the White Sea.

2. On the VJvtrh >' Phr,, ,.,„ / u-hh-j, at'ooniyxitnj th< Co/>fr.ir-

f>„Hs of the leaf of I)U,)v<-ft r,,mnp>tla ; bv Dr. Brnnox-S.vNni:!:-

s..x.— It is well known that in those structures in the high* U

male which are endowed with the property of contract™

<* viz: nerve and muscle—this property is associated

with the existence of voltaic currents which have definite direc-

tions in the tissue. These currents have been the subject of \
ry

careful observation by physiologists. They require deli'

ments for their investigation, but the phenomena dependent on

them admit of the application of the most exact measurement*

The constant current which can be shown to exist in a mu* •-

called the normal current. The most important fact with fl
'•''

ence to it is that it exists ..uh —'mm, is the muscle is dive, and

that it ceases during the moment that the muscle is fchi

action. Other characteristics of the muscle currents were referred

to, which we have not space to mention.
In certain plants said to possess the proper'

traction of certain organs on irritation occur which -

gest a correspondence of function between them and the mo or

organs of animals. Among the most remarkable are tne-e

Drosera and some other plants belonging to the same natural
-

der, particularly the well-known Venus' Flytrap (

'/>>»»•""" *''\

pula). The Sensitive Plant, the Common* Monkey Hower, tne

Bock Cistus, afford other examples. .;lp

Strange as it may seem the question whether these

movements are accompanied with the same electrical

tics,, which occur in (he contraction of muscle and in
#

the fimc

tional excitation of nerve has never yet been invests

vegetab! physiologists. Mr. Darwin," who for man

v

devoted much attention to the animal-like function of !'>

Drosera, kindly furnished plants for the purpose of the

--. which have been made bv l)r >

tory of University College, London. The result has beei

anticipations he "had formed have been confirmed as to

ence of voltaic currents in these parts, and particularly i

of Diontea. By a most remarkable >erie~

will be published subsequently) made with the aid <>t

^
,

Thompson's galvanometer, he has shown that these
_

subject, in all respects in which they have been as yet
"

to the same laws as those of muscle and nerve.—Brit. Asso< ..



- /<•>. Halt, < 'r"j-<>, il'i/,t
**-

; by W. A. Goodyear.—After
1 the 27th of July last, of the

i

I others ; by W. A. Goodyear.—After my ascent with M. \V.

ak which for several

) attempt the
ascent, and obtain if possible a measurement of the altitude of
M"imt Whitney itself, lie therefore engaged Charles Rabe, an
attache of the State Geological Survey, who taking with him a
couple of Green's cistern barometers, and a supply of thermome-
ters, etc., went to Lone Pine in Owen's Valley. Leaving one of

nters at Lone Pine for observations there, he started for

.•ompan> with W. L. Mm ter, William I rapo and Mr.
MeDonald, all of Cerro Gordo. This party reached the summit
of Mount Whitney on the 6th day of September, 1873, and ob-
tained there a series of ten barometric observation;- ex ending
from 9.20 a. m. to 2 p. m., of that day. *
The altitude of Mount Whitney above Lone Pine, as computed

by me from a comparison of these observations with the nearly

- scries taken on the same day at Lone Pine itself, is

feet Add to this the altitude of Lone Pine above the

. according to the best determinations yet made, is 3,917

|

;
- and we have for the total height of Mount Whitney above

',; -i.il.
:
-:> U, t. or siv in round numbers 14,900 feet.— Snn

tratu-isco Eveniny Bulletin, Sept. 27.
4. A,o,val Report of the Board of Regents of the Smith-

• Is 71. 474 pp. 8vo. Washing-
s-After the Report on the op, rations, expenditures and

conditions of the Smithsonian Institution !.y the Secretary, Prof.
Wenry, there follows a list of the meteorological stations and ob-

'
l for the year, and a catalogn

Kv.darti.hs and *..,!. ,- ,, i, ,\l during Uu' year\ind deposited
ln
7^ library of Congress. The next volume commences the < ien-

^
utentsare. Memoir of Sir John Frederick

S. Dodoo; Memoir of Joseph Fourier, by
rWm.

J''

llln - : On the Relation of the Physical Sciences to Science in
General, by Dr. Uelmholtz; Alternate feneration and Partheno-

n's in the Animal Kingdom, by Dr. G. A. Kornhuber ;
Present

al/h°
°f our knowledge of Cryptogamous plants, by H. W. Reich-

rat; Recent researches on the secular variations of the Plane-
wy Orbits, by J. X. Stockwell : Some methods of interpolation
al>Phcable to the graduation of irregular series, such as tables of

r?ftj

taUty,
-

etc
-' ,)

-
v K - L - De Forest f Report on the Transactions

]n. I

1

,

1' N°ciety of Physics and Natural History of Geneva, 1870-71,
'

tl v'
*aussure '-' Instructions to Captain Hall, with reference

".'' fxpelition to the North Pole; Ethnology; Meteorology.

.

_'• '-/.'. Mp,th,,, nf ilv. American A*so*><ition.—An excellent

!. I'"ft of tb.e proceedings, with abstracts of the papers and a pub-

,

,Ul,)" of some p', in-ss of the Presi-
lent, has been issu< of the New York Tribune.
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6. Critiques and Addresses; by Thos. Henry Huxley. 318

pp. 12mo. 1873, New York. (D. Appleton & Co.)-HuxleyV subjects

are Administrative nihilism; school-boards; medical education;

yeast; formation of coal; coral and coral reefs; methods and re-

sults of ethnology ; some fixed points in British ethnology; Pal-

eontology and "the doctrine of evolution; Mr. Darwin's critics;

genealogy of animals ; Bishop Berkeley on the metaphysics of

Volcanic Energy : an attempt to develop its true Orig

,,1-al /Motions) by Robert .Mallet, F.R.S. ™"
his of the Royal Academy, before which the

—2. -This i

the Trans-

port ant contribution to geological

I-, read before the Royal Society June 20, 1872, has recently

been issued. A notice of it is deferred to another number. The

views have been briefly mentioned in the last volume of this

Journal.

8. The Unity of Natural Phenomena ; a popular I

to the studv of the Forces of Nature: from the French ol M.

Sai-ev, with an Introduction and Notes by Th. F. Moses. A.M.,

M.D./lVof. Nat. Sei. Urbana University. 254 pp. 12mo. Boston,

1873. (Estes & Lauriat).

9. Comets and Meteors: th >v jdicjiomeaa >» all ages: //,; ''

mutual relations; a„d the theory of their origin; by Damki-

rv:iii<u-ooi). LL.l).. Prof. Math. Indiana Univ. 93 pp. l2mo, with

excellent illustrations. Philadelphia, 1833. (Lippincott & Co.)—

A notice is deterred to another number.

Lewis White Williams, died at West Chester, Penn., on rhc

19th of September, 1873, aged 69. Mr. Williams u s evteiis
*

known as one of the best collectors of minerals in the con

but few cabinets of any note are without specimens

from Chester and Delaware Counties, Penn., furiosi'

lie paid particular attention to the minerals a->oeia'

chrome iron at Texas, and to those found in the northern part oi

Chester Co.

The work in which he took the most pride, was the discos en

of the rich deposits ofeorundum mar Fnionville, Chester Co.

lie accompanied the Mexican Boundary Survey as n
;

but unfortunately the greater part of his collection !

time was lost while crossing a river, by the drowning oi

lie made a number of very fine collections of -

of which formed the foundation for the well known
Wm. W. Jeffries. The Williamsite of Shepard was nanw*

Prof. Doxati, the director of the Astronomical Observatory u>

Florence, died of cholera at Vienna, Sept. 20th.

M. COSTE, member of the Institute of Franee, anil

OUS physioloo-ieal works, prominent in tlm seieiiee oi '

produ«-tio„ of fish, and inspeetor-general of fluvial and coast n-

eri. s. died reeentlv at Paris, a t the aire of sixty-six.

Prof. Czkrmak; the physiologist, died at Leipsic, Sept. ioi •



Yesterday brought me the July number of the i

ml of Science, in which I saw with surprise an a
nrst seemed to require .--mm. ; it from me. On reflection, how
ever, I think it better simply to state the facts of the case an<
ask you to publish them.
^ou are aware of my efforts to obtain by subscription th<

means for securing an extended series of ] holographs of s/nitheri
star clusters, and also that these efforts had hot the success which
desired. But my parents, by blood and marriage, sympathizing
with my desires, authorized me to draw upon them for a sum ade
qoate to the necessities of the case. Mr. Rutherford, who, before \

left home, had kindlv <dfere.l his assistance in engaging a photo
graphic operator, ami giving him the needful instructions forth
Wjcopic \y..rk, now engaged one in New York, and caused hin

' e carefully instructed by his own assistant, Mr. Chapman

'J

|V '•'''
I asked and readily obtained from the Argentine Gov-

ernment official permission to employ the large telescope foi
making photographs for my private use, at such times as might
'"'t

^

lie inconsistent with th. : regular work of the Ohservatorv.

beworh H 8 nn own.

oitL ?
facts l shouW «ot mention but for the „

tin?;' i

author of which has undertaken to publish in his own
i- and way. without my permission or even knowledge, results

wtnch were in n.. sen>e whatever his own.
°ctobt. _,

<>f Public Instruction, sympathizing with my
Anient, and with the large outlays fruitlessly made, desir
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do its utmost to aid in the photographic work, and with this view

desired to order the new object-glass and to provide for the pay

of my photographic assistant. The place of Professor of Physics

in the scientific corps now organizing here was not yet filled ; and

I was informed that if I deemed Dr. Sellack a fit person, he should
'.

;it •! '<-. wit! <>nh is to go on with the photographic

work under my direction, absolving him for a season from nil

duties inconsistent therewith. This arrangement was about to

be put into effect when circumstances which I refrain from re-

in which I had no part (nor indeed knowledge at the

time), led the authorities to desire that some other person than

Dr. Schultz-Sellack be selected. Dr. Burmeister, who had en-

completed. Dr. Sellack had, however, worked with much in-

ag the earlier months of his sojourn in Cordoba, and

for this, as well as other manifest reasons, I urgently pressed and

finally obtained his appointment, which dated from the beginning

of the present year, and was accompanied by the instructions

ali-f h mentioned.
This simple narrative of facts seems to be called for under the

circumstances, and obviates all necessity of comment upon the

propriety or contents of the article to which I refer—from which 1

will cite a few paragraphs :

—

"Under an arrangement made with Mr. Rutherfurd in New

STork, at the expense of some gentlemen from Boston, I went to

Cordoba, to take in the Aig mine National Observatory photo-

graphs of southern star clusters."
" As the circumstances have been utterly unfavorable,

the r suits of the enterprise could noi fulfill the legitimate expec-

tations of the liberal originators."
"I selected and photographed some twenty star clusters.'

/'The elaboration of the results which the plates are capable oi

gh ing has been reserved to Dr. Gould."
" The Argentine Government is going to provide a n

graphic lens for the National Observatory, and has asked me to

continue the experiments with the new lens."

I likewise waive all comment upon those st.

paper which possess a seientilic bearing. Mr. Rutherfurd ua

reely communicated such of his meth
he has not published. As for myself, nevi.: I

is called a si t, 1 am indisposed to begi

occasion ;—and it is certainly not incumbent upon me to corr

such of the s
'
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Art. XLIV.— On Diffraction Spectrum Photography; by HENRY
Draper, M.D., Professor of Analytical Chemistry and Physi-
ology in the University of New York. (Illustrated by a pho-
tograph printed by the Alberttype process.)

There are, as is well known, two methods by which spectra
may be obtained : 1st, by the action of a prism ; 2d, by a system
of closely ruled lines. In the latter case it is convenient to

speak of the contrivance employed as a grating, and of the spec-

i interference or diffraction spectrum. A casual in-

spection shows that there is a great difference between the spec-
tra produced by these two methods, and close inv<

Proves that the diffraction spectrum is by far the more suitable

M-icntilic work. IA>r this reason it has seemed de-

' make a trustworthy map of those parts of the solar

Attraction spectrum which can be photographed on collodion,

JJM
to attach to it a scale for reading the wave-lengths of the

The plate accompanying this memoir is from collodion pho-
grapns made by myself, transferred to a thick piece ot a

atter Process being known as the Alberttype. For the entire

Recess of this transfer I am indebted to my friend Mr. E. Bier-

«Wt, the owner of the patent in America. The glass is then

r6* ln a printing press in the same manner as a lithographic
stone The spectrum is absolutely unretouched. It represents

^erefore the work of the sun itself, and is not a drawing either

Ze or corrected by hand.
•

lhe Picture consists of two portions; 1st, the upper, which
&<* all the lines of the spectrum from near G to O, or from

*' JocR
- 8ci.-Thibd Series, Vol. VI, No. 36.—Dec, 1873.
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wave-length 4350 ten-millionth s of a millimeter to 3440. Above

that is
| .laced a scale, which is a copy of Angstrom's from just

below G to H
2 , with the same-sized divisions carried out from

H
2
to O. The 2d, or lower, is a magnified portion of the same

negative, having H, and H„ abont its middle, and extending

from wave-length 4205 to 3736.

It follows therefore that the lines in the solar spectrum are

correctly represented in their relative positions.
_
The only

errors are those which may have arisen from mal-adjustment of

the scale. The precautions that were taken to avoid such errors

will be described. With a certain correction, to be mentioned

hereafter, it may also be stated that the relative shadings and

intensities are preserved.

The value of such a map depends on the fact that it not only

represents parts of the spectrum which are with difficulty per-

ceived by the eye, (though thev mav be seen by the methodsoi

Stokes and Sekulic,) but also that even in the visible regions

there is obtained a far more correct delineation in those

which can be photographed. In the finest maps drawn by ii;ti;<L

such as those in the celebrated "Spectre Normal du SoleiF of

Angstrom, the relative intensity and shading of th<

be but partially represented by the artist, and a most

and painstaking series of observation- and calculations on the

part of the physicist is necessary to secure approximately cor-

rect positions of the multitude of Fraunhofer lines. Between

wave-lengths 3925 and 4205, Angstrom shows 118 lines, while

my original negative has at least 293.

For such reasons many attempts have been made to proc;uv

good photographs of the diffraction spectrum. T
were by my father, J. W. Draper ; his results were

|

1 si;; 44 in a work entitled " On the Forces which pn

«m of Plants." This memoir was accompanied

f.lat.s drawn from his daguerreotypes, and the wave

which he first suggested as the proper indices for designating

the Fraunhofer lines, were used as a scale.
,

,.

Since that time the most important experiments in this a :i<

tion have been bv Mascart and Coram These emin<

cists have, however, resorted to the plan of taking portions

the spectrum on a small scale and subsequently making

drawings therefrom. This course introduces the

handwork, and the artistic difficulties of copying intensity

shading, as well as the omission of fine lines. . j

In the photographs of the spectrum v ;

have tried to get as large a portion as I coi

as large a scale as possible. I have usually obtan

from below G (wave-length 4307) to above (wave-ienD
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3440) of about 12 inches (-305 meter) long. I have succeeded,

however, in photographing from near b (wave-length 5167) to

T (wave-length 3032) by resorting to a ruled speculum plane

and a concave speculum mirror, but the photographic and opti-

cal difficulties in securing an enlarged spectrum of that length

Of course, in such a research as this an essential is a finely

and evenly ruled plane of glass or other material. Those which
I have used were made by a machine devised and constructed

by Mr. L. M. Kutherfurd, whose beautiful lunar and
spectrum photographs are so well known to the scientific world.

The plate generally employed is of glass ruled with 6481 lines to

the inch ; the ruled part is l T f „ inch (-027 meter) long, and TV,-

dde. It is unquestionably much i

perfect than similar gratings made by Nobert and others, far

the character of the photographs and the uniformity of the orders

on either side of the normal, together with its behavior under
a searching examination, show that it leaves little to be desired.

As it is on glass, and gives a bright transmitted spectrum, I

have constructed the remainder of the optical apparatus of glass

achromatized, according to the plan used by J. W. Draper in

1843, except that I have not silvered the ruling, and therefore

have used the refracted, and not the reflected beam. The slit

is
TV of an inch (-02 meter) long, and T } 5 of an inch ('00023

meter) wide; the jaws are of steel, and there is not only a micro-

meter screw for separating them, but also one for settle

$e. Occasionally I have taken photographs with the

H'- ',nt an inch i 00028 meter) apart at the top. and

aeter) at the bottom, so as to obtain different intensity

m the two edges of the spectrum.
Most of the photographs have been of the spectrum of the 3d

order, which has certain conspicuous advantages. In the first

Place, it is dilated to such an extent as to give a long image,
ajd yet one not too faint to be copied by a reasonable exposure
°f the sensitive plate ; and in the second" place, the spectrum of

the 2d order overlaps it in such a way that D falls nearly upon
H

, and b upon O. These coincidences are serviceable in deter-

mi ning the true wave-lengths of all the rays.
Ihe only point of special interest in connection witr

- ..:
. ,:. .

-. , .., -;:• •
-

" - '

^equal action on the sensitive plate of different rays of the

It has been commonly supposed, until the recent

Memoirs of J. W. Draper, that there are in the spectrum three

iting the above I have succeeded in photographing the lines of the

mm from b downward, and the picture comprises not only the regions

D, 0, B, a and A, but also the ultra-red rays. The great groups a, /?,

'
ow A

» discovered by my father in 1843, are distinctly reproduced.
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different types of force in three different but overlapping regions.

Heat was supposed to be principally found at the less refrangi-

ble end, light in the middle, and actinism at the more refrangi-

ble. But he showed that this error has partly arisen from using

prismatic spectra, which condense the red end and dilate the

violet, and do not present the rays in the true order of their

wave-lengths, and partly from the nature of our ordinary photo-

graphic substances. He proved that actinism, or the power of

chemical decomposition, does not particularly belong to the vio-

let end of the spectrum, but is found throughout its whole

length. But bromide and iodide of silver, as used in collodion

photography, are more readily decomposed by vibrations of

certain lengths and periods than by others, and hence the excess

of action seen at the violet end is a function of certain silver

compounds, and not of the spectrum. Other substances, as

carbonic acid, show maxima elsewhere, as in the yellow region.

The solar beam is therefore not compounded of three forces,

light, heat and actinism, but it is a series of ethereal vibrations,

hich give rise to one or other of these manifestations of force,

spending on the surface upon which it falls.

In order to provide against this excess of iin order to provide against this excess of action

parts of the spectrum, I introduced a system of dia

placed in the vicinity of the sensitive plate, and re

suitable times during the exposure. The region from wave-

length 4000 to 4350 only requires about one-tenth of the time

demanded by that from 3440 to 3510. In the negative which

produced the accompanying plate, the line O had L5

and G 2£ minutes, and the former is under-exposed. These

exposures seem at first sight unusually long for a wet collodion

surface, but it must be remembered that the slit used was only

tJo of an inch wide, and that the diffraction grating

almost complete circle of spectra round itself, amongst whicn

this thin band of light is divided. A beam T }« of an men

(•00023 meter) wide is spread out in this case into a streaK

about 78 feet (23*77 meters) long. ,

After the production of spectra that were in focus from ena

to end, it was next necessary to attach a scale to them by wnicn

the wave-lengths might be read. At first I tried, by ^%
Angstrom's maps to the proper dimensions, to accomplish to

object, but the undertaking proved to be difficult, and^was u

successful, because, though the original drawing on the s o

was undoubtedly correct, the paper proof of it which I bad, n

stretched unequally in printing, and on applying a photograp

reduction to my spectra, coincidence could not be obtain

_

As, however, the subject of providing a scale for these diftracw^

spectra is of prime importance in giving value and P
recisl01\

e .

the wave-lengths presented in this memoir, I propose to
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acribe fully the method eventually employed in fitting a scale

to the photograph.

The wave-lengths of the ultra-violet rays have never, as far as

I know, been either determined or published except by J. W.
Draper in 1844, Mascart in 1866, and Cornu in 1872. J. W.
Draper's memoir has a steel engraving of some of the principal

lines, from which the wave-lengths may be approximately ivad.

The large plate which accompanies Mascart's long and valu-

able memoir is of the prismatic spectrum, but he furnishes in

addition the following table of wave-lengths

:

L . . 8819-0

M . 3728-8

These numbers do not entirely coincide in all cases with my
photograph, as I will show further on.
The detailed results of M. Cornu have not appeared in any

publication that has reached me.
I have used as a basis the numbers given by Angstrom for

&« and (t, and if there should be any Bmall error

is, my scale will require a proportionate cor-

iiich can easily be effected. At first sight it seemed
better to take G and H as fixed points, but the line II is so

1 lias so many component lines, that it- position is

• and moreover, being almost at the limit of visibility

in Angstrom's apparatus, it was more open to errors of measure-
ment. These reasons led me to take advantage of the fact that

the 2d spectrum overlaps the 3d. the rav D of the 2d being
near H of the 3d, and b of the 2d near O'of the 3d. It is obvi-

ous that we have thus the means of ascertaining the wave-
lengths of three points, one at each end, and one in the middle
ot my photograph. As the rays D and b cannot impress them-
selves on collodion by any length of exposure that it is conven-
ient to give, and as in my method of working the ultra-v^let

ueously with them, it was neces-
sai7 to resort to the following device! I placed in front of the

sensitive plate and close to it two fine steel points, one of which
was carefully adjusted to the position ofD 2

of the 2d order, and
™e other to b

4
of the 2d order. When therefore, after a suit-

at»e exposure to the ultra-violet spectrum of the 3d
^

'

' - ... :,..!. ;:,,• "
:

-
,

;

«ed o„ the spectrum. 1 he

P°«it which had been coincident with D 3
of the 2d order was
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then found to have cast its shadow on H
2

of the 3d order, nnd

the point at b
k
of the 2d order had impressed itself near of

the 3d order.

By a simple calculation it was thus rendered evident that a

given raj in the compound line H
2
was of the wave-lengtl

39301 ten millionths of a millimeter, and that another line

near had the wave-length 3444"6. By looking at the photo-

graph, the reader will see that 3930 falls upon a fine division

in H„, which is beautifully shown in both the spectrum with

the scale and the enlarged proof below. Of course, the ray G
of the 3d order, the wave-length of which is known, had im-

pressed itself photographically on the collodion.

Having thus ascertained the wave-lengths of three fixed

points in the photograph, the next step was to apply a scale

n i liii.n to a -ingle ten-millionth of a millimeter, and. if possi-

ble, fractions thereof. After many abortive attempts to use that

part of Angstrom's map which lies between Gr and H, and to

attach thereto an additional length of scale sufficient to extend

to the end of the ultra-violet region, I was compelled to resort

to a linear dividing engine, and rule a scale which was about

twice the length of the photographic reduction shown in the

accompanying plate. Of course, this necessitated drawing m

by hand the same systems of lines and lettering as are shown

on Angstrom's chart, and this I did as carefully and faithfully

I scale to the proper

photograph ;
after many trials it was

accomplished.

It is proper in this place to make a criticism on my -

to point out a small error, which may be due, however, toM
incorrect determination of the wave-lengths that I have used as

fixed points. Taking the distance from G (wavo-h
m the photograph to the fixed line 3930 in II.,. and dividing

it into 377 parts, and then prolonging these divisions toward
•

it was found that the third fixed point was not at>

that there was an error of about two divisions. But if the

position of D, in Angsl tions should be incor-

rect to the extent of one ten-millionth of a millimeter, or ii

this small error should be partly attributed to D 2
.

ai

to G, my scale would be correct Future meastu

wave-lengths of these ravs, and of 5
4 , can alone settle this neii-

i fch< determinations of Mascart and Angsl
Thal.-n differ nearly to the extent mentioned above.

snn.o nunark is true of Angstrom compared with \>f

while the ditferenee botw.-n. A m-rst-om ,nd van der V\i ! ^';;
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work of the sun, and is only open to errors arising from imper-

fect flatness in the field of a fine lens, and that field only sub-

tending an angle of abcut 4°. The angular aperture of the lens

viewed from tile sensitive plate is 20 minutes. I trust, therefore,

that the photograph may be of permanent value to physicists,

fa any one can affix another scale if this be slightly erroneous.

An examination of the photographed spectrum shows many
points of interest, some of which are best seen in the spectrum
vitii the scale above, and some in the portion enlarged below.

The latter is magnified about twice, and comprises the region

from wave-length 3736 to 4205. I have also made photographs
on the same scale as Angstrom's map, but have not as yet

printed them. The capital letters which are attached to the

region above H, are according to the nomenclature of Maseart,

signed by him to those letters do
le exactly in all cases with the lines in my photo-

graph
; for instance', the line L, which he regards as -

jwfitj triple, and does not correspond to 3819, but to 3821
;

M i- correctly designated by 3728, but it is double ; N is really

at 3583, and'not 3580. It has been suggested that it would be

proper to return to the old nomenclature of Becquerel and

•J-

W. Draper, who simultaneously discovered these lines in

but the designation of position by wave-length in

reality renders the letters unnecessary.
The spectrum above H, when compared with the region from

Gto H, is marked by the presence of bolder groups of lines,

• »nspicuous are those between 3820-3860, 3705-3760,

590, 3490-3530. The first of these groups

rtnlringly shown in the enlarged photograph. I am not as
! r »ble to offer an opinion as to the chemical elements produc-

a roups, for almost all the photographs of the ultra-

violet spectra of metalline vapors that I have thus far made
were produced by a quartz train, aud have not yet been reduced
to wave-lengths. Indeed, that is a separate field of inquiry,

and could not be comprised in a memoir of this length 1

tried to utilize the photographic spectra of the late

Jr '

f
- W. A. Miller, published in the Transaction of the Royal

society for 1862. but for some reason, probably insufficient

the condensed induction spark, v.- pictures do not
Dnng out the peculiarities of the various me1
tanner that is both necessary and attainable. The d;

spectra of metalline vapors that I have made are not yet ready

The probabilities are that each of these groups will be found

I:/:*-
,ll >" to several elements, as is plainlv seen in the -roup U.

l!lls r"»mnound lino which i< oomncm'lv spoken of as being
caused bv calr,,, u m .n ml duntinum - m real it v much more
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complex, for there can readily be counted in it more than fifty

lines in the original negative, and a careful inspection of the

accompanying paper picture shows a large proportion of them.

This observation leads us to a more general statement. The

exact composition of even a part of the spectrum of a 'metal ic<'><

not be known until we have obtained photographs of it on a km/*

scale. The coincidences which were so thoroughly examined

by Mr. Huggins (Trans. Eoyal Society, Dec, 1863), will only

disappear when we can, in addition to the position of B line,

have a clear idea of its size, strength and degree of sharpness

or nebulosity. The eye is not able to see all the fine lines, or

even if it does, the observer cannot map them with precision,

nor in their relative strength and breadth. For example, in

Angstrom's justly celebrated chart, of which the G-H portion

is copied in this plate, and in the construction of which tin-

greatest pains were taken by him, many regions are defective

to a certain extent. The region from 4101 to 4118 is without

lines, yet the photograph shows in the enlarged copy seventeen

that can easily be counted, and the original negative Bhows

more yet The reader of course understands that a paper print

of a collodion picture is never as good as the anginal :
tttfl

coarseness of grain in the paper, want of contact in transferring,

etc., effect such a result. Moreover, the Alberttype process

depends on a certain fine granulation which is given to the

bichromated gelatine, and this forbids the use of a magnifier

upon these paper proofs. It is only just, however, to MR
Bierstadt to state, that without his personal supervision. - 1

<j>

sharp and fine-grained proofs could not have been obtained,

and that no other printing-press process that I know of could

have accomplished this work at all. As an illustration of

the difficulty of depicting the relative intensity of lines, we

may examine 3998, which in Angstrom's chart is shown ol

equal intensity with looi, while in reality it is much fainter.

and instead of being single, is triple, as is well seen in the

enlarged spectrum.
When, however, we compare Angstroms chart with me

photograph, it requires, as the above remarks show, a orifccw

-ion to detect defects, and we have a striking onhrma-

tion of the surprising accuracy of the Swedish philosopher.

So also in comparing Mascart's excellent map of th

tic spectrum with the photograph, the difficulty

all the fine lines is seen. In the group L heshows twelve line*

while even in the Alberttype copy of my photograph ,vl ' I!i

y
five can be counted, and in the original negative mi

From H to L he exhibits seventy lines: in my plate 138 can

observed, besides many unresolved bands. ,

In the earlier part of this memoir, it was
tive intensities of the lines in the spectrum were correctly repre-
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sented if a certain allowance was made. If an unshielded

collodion plate were presented to the image of the spectrum,

Id he produced a stain very dense from G to H, fainter

above H, and still fainter below G. But this stain would not

represent the actinic force of the sun ; it would merely be the

index of the decomposability of a mixture of iodide and
bromide of silver. I have for this reason adopted the idea of

J. W. Draper, that force is equally distributed through the

and have tried to produce a photograph of equal

This has been accomplished, as I have
before stated, by suitable diaphragms. But whether this view
be correct or not, lines which are not far distant from one an-

other are presented virtually without any interference by dia-

phragms, and must therefore be correct both as to shading and
intensity.

Besides the points above mentioned, there are many theoret-

ical considerations suggested by the photograph which it does
not seem expedient to enter upon fully at, present. Among
such is the possibility of arriving at aii estimate of the sun's

temperature, by interpreting the apparent bands, such as those
near G and H, by the aid of Lockyer's researches on the tem-
perature of dissociation of compounds. No one has yet ascer-

tained whether there are or are not unresolval.de bands in the
solar spectrum. If they do exist, the compounds to which they
belong, and the necessary temperature for dissociation, remain
to be determined.

It would seem also to be possible to find out whether, as

asserted byZollner, there is a liquid envelope around the sun, by
a search for more diffused bauds in its photographed spectrum.

in the hope that this photograph may prove to be of value
to scientific men for further investigations upon the sun and the
elements. T

have caused a number of extra copies to be printed,
and shall be glad to present them to any one who can make
nse of them.
Univera

v,

XLV.—/Vote? on the West Virginia Asphaltum Deposit;
'>' v\ m. M. Fontaine, Professor of Nat. Hist. Univ. of
West Virginia.

!x Ritchie County, West Virginia, occurs a remarkable de-
posit of bituminous'

i be name " Grahamite
"

nas been proposed.

tl

Ul * ^ibstance, in its chemical properties, is sir;'.

^'mineral " Albertite." of New Brunswick, while in its

6coiogiGai relations it differs considerably from it. Like
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41 Albertite," it is mined and used for the production of -us. Tt

is highlv valued as an enrieher of the common coal used in

the manufacture of this substance. The value of the mineral

has led to the extensive working of the deposit by a company
of B; ltimore capitalists, who t! by a branch

road of their own construction to Cairo Station, on the Balti-

more and Ohio Kailroad.

The asphaltum deposit occurs in the county of Eitchie,

or. McFarland's Run, a branch of Hughes Riser, nearly 12

miles due south from Cairo. To reach it, the branch railroad

passes, by a series of zigzags, over hills upward of 500 feet

high, thus disclosing quite an extensive series of strata, the

nature of which, by means of the railroad cuttings and the ex-

ea various at the mines, may be easily made out.

The geological tori ••;... here disclosed is that known as

the "Upper Barren Measures," being a portion of the strata

above the Pittsburg Bed which are unproductive of coal.

These barren strata, lying toward the center of the Ap;
coal basin, and being consequently the highest in the series,

are in this portion of the State greatly developed, and present

some noteworthy features. For this reason, and also because

no measurements, as far as I know, have been made of these

rocks, I will give the section from the level of the mines to the

summit of the hills, which rise some 520 feet above them ;
the

Sag point being 2£ miles distant. In this will be in-

cluded the strata which lie below the mine level,

been penetrated by the workings. These have penetrated 160

feet below the surface, which distance, with the 520 feet dis-

closed along the railroad, gives us n \ ertical section of 08° -

The lowest stratum reached in the mine is a red shale, which

has not bo :n n 'netrated : its thickness is consequently unknown.

The section commencing at the bottom is as follows: 1. Red

shale, thickness unknown. 2. Gray shale, 20 feet. 3. baud-

stonc, 30 feet. 4. Grav shale, 55 feet. 5. Sandstone, 95 teet.

a Gray shale, 55 feet. 7. Sandstone, 35 feet. 8. Gray shaie,

15 feet. 9. Sandstone. The strata from 1 to 8 im-1

embraced within the limits of the mine, and their

and nature are well ascertained. The remaining 345 teet oi

the section, commencing with No. 9, are not so w<

since No. 9 overlies the asphaltum deposit, and caps the Inns

in the immediate vicinitv, while the ..

perfi-ctlv disclose..! along the line of the railroad to the sum-

mit. They are, however, sufficiently revealed to show tru*

they are a succession of flaggy sandstones and grav sfa

-.'dinge;,,ho fh,rmth^ r-l,r ^ is found in the mines.

None of the strata denominated shales in this section are

purely so. They contain throughout their thickness many very
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thin layers of sandstone; but the shaly layers vastly predomi-

nate. So again, most of the sandstones are flaggy from the in-

tercalation of shalv strata. Two of the sandstones disclosed

in the mine, however, present notably different features from

these, and from their important influence upon the width of

the crevice which penetrates them, deserve a special description.

These are Nos. 8 and 5. Both present the same characters :

hence we need describe only the more important stratum,

The greater portion of the sandstones seen in this section fire

llaceous, and hence are more or less strongly colored,

ii-i-ih' and flaggy. . On the contrary, No. 5 is often quite free

Liities, presenting very compact, heavy bedded, pure
whit.' masses of sandstone"; sometimes forming a decided con-

'-''MMi'.iti. The diking phvsic-d features of this rock render
it a conspicuous leal are' in the hills, and its indestructible na-

- it to exert a predominating influence on the topog-

raphy of the region in which it appears. The lofty elevations

and precipitous cliffs, seen from the railroad in this section of

the State, are due to its appearance in the hills, and the preser-

vation of the underlying strata thus caused. This stratum is

• great congh merate, which serves as the floor

I formation. It is interesting to note the fact tens

that the conditions of deposit during the ln<t period

'
f Vi

|
! „ h ,n , J era t least in th< center of tin 1 is n,

so closely resemble those prevailing in the earliest.

The dip of the strata is imperceptible, and no indications
v
\
''"v-r exist of displacements. Indeed, no evidence exists

than at the mines of any break in the continuity oi

'ions, unless it be that more cracks and fractures, on
« >inall scale, exist than are usually found in the sandstones of

we Coal-measures. I think that I did observe some such cvi-

1

ol the rocks being sh ttered without displacement, but

had no opportunity t • m;i

> to establish it conclusive!«dmmations sufficiently
1 he observer accustomed to the abundant evidences oi the

former existence of vegetation, as seen in the underlying strata

-'•five portions of the eoal -roup, is most |.»rcib,y

;.'
'

"

: '
; with the total absence in these rocks of even disooh.ra-

arbon. The prevailing tint of the sandstones and

v. which in some is changed by weathering to dull
,l

'' nvn
- No dark shales exist, and in the whole vertical d.s-

""• ''nttwo thin beds of coal arc found, and tin

;"''> .videnee of turbulent conditions having attended ilcar

;" l!i:
>
r i<>n Kaeh of these beds is about 12 inches thick. One,

;

> seen about a mile from the mine occurring m ar
ttle top of the Ln-av shah 'No. ± It has not been discovered in
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working the mineral, being, no doubt, too locally developed to

exist there. The second is seen near the mine, and ocean
near the top of the gray shale No. 6. Each bed is thus found

on the top of a heavy stratum of gray shale, and is capped by
a heavy bed of sandstone. The recurrence in regular order of

the same character of rocks, in our section, and, so far as they

have been measured, with nearly the same thickness, is some-

what singular. We thus see that in the geological horizon of

our mineral, and the conspicuous absence of material to pro-

duce bituminous matter, we have the exact opposite of the con-

ditions prevailing at the locality of the Albertite deposit of

New Brunswick. It will be remembered that this occurs at

the base of the Carboniferous formation, and in intimate con-

nection with a heavy stratum of bituminous shale.

Here, also, we have no anticlinal folds, as in the Albertite

The cleft which contains the deposit is without doubt caused

by the fracturing and slight displacement to one side oi the

strata. Its direction is 12° north of west. In the vicinity of

the mines, it is crossed obliquely by McFarland's Run, a tribu-

tary of Hughes River, and here flowing in a southwest direc-

tion. This run has trenched the strata quite consider;) My.

having cut out a narrow valley about 200 feet deep. Into this,

a smaller stream, called Mine Run, empties near by. Tins

latter flows nearly north and south, and thus cuts th

nearlv at right angles, at a distance of L,'2o0 feet from the vail c\

<•!" M -Fat-land's Run. In the sides of the deep ravine, cur by

Mme Run, the deposit was first discovered, pres

appearance of a vertical band, 4 feet wide, cutting the h. Is

from top to bottom. The deposit has been worked verm

cully through a distance of 300 feet, and, horizontal! v. <>i

o,Hlf> feet. Singular to say, all traces of the mineral disapj-y 1

'

in crossing the valley of McFarland's Run. Not a s

crevice, or mineral, is seen on the east side of this stream,

rhe deposit continues with unchanged width until

«

reaches the west side, where it ends abruptly not 100 yards

from the east side.

The mineral has been traced about a quarter of a mile be-

yond the west termination of the works, but it is there re-

duced to a mere string. If we continue in the direction oi tnfl

crevice, about seven miles beyond this point, we wou
sect at right angles the remarkable line of uphem
which the oil wells of West Virginia are found, and win-' '

- the "oil break.'" No one who examines the .-rcu^

L'«>iit:ii!Mi.gthe asphaltum, and then this bell of rocks. -

upheaved in the midst of horizontal strata, can resist the ln'i" '

that both these disturbances of the strata had a common cause,
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and that the same bituminous deposits, lying far beneath the

surface, have produced the asphaltum, and now afford the

oil of this region. I do not propose to set up any theory to

account for this state of things, but will confine myself to a

statement of the facts, so far as I could discover them.
As stated, the crevice penetrates vertically the strata from

the surface to an unknown depth. Its width varies with the

nature of the rocks through which it passes. Its average width
in the massive sandstone No. 5 is 4 feet ; and in this stratum its

dimensions are greatest. We can stand in this portion of the
cleft and see the mouth of the adit, 900 feet distant, an evi-

dence of its perfect straightness ; while, for the vertical distance
of 95 feet (the thickness of the stratum), a plumb line from the
top would not touch the sides. On passing into the shales,

however, the width is diminished, being sometimes not more
than 2£ feet The direction is also slightly changed from the
true perpendicular at the junction of the shales and sandstones.
^Ve see, in the shaly portions, slickensides and other evi-

dences of rubbing and sliding. Some of the beds of sand-
stone have a good deal of shaly matter interstratified, and in

these the crevice loses width, and becomes more crooked hori-

zontally
; but in no case in the main workings are the varia-

tions from regularity very great. In the deepest portions which
have been reached, all the rocks have more shaly matter, and
hence the greatest width here is only about 2| feet. Followed
to the west, all the strata, even No.' 5, become more and more
shaly; accordingly, in this direction also, we rind the crevice
closing up. I followed the opening in this direction, in the
stratum No. 5, as far as the work has been carried, and found
that here it had become only 8 inches wide, thus being no
tonger workable. Before attaining this minimum width, the
crevice discloses more and more irregularity. The walls are no
tonger smooth, straight and vertical ; zigzags and projecting
shoulders are more frequent, while the crevice is continually
becoming narrower. " Horses " are found in all parts, but I
saw more of them here. I have but little doubt that to the
west the inferior compactness of the strata has distributed and
confused the action of . and thus prevented
Reformation of a clear, wide crevice.
We may, I think, from these facts, conclude that this rup-

ronng force could nQt haye been shrinkage.

Ihese facts were observed in the portion of the mines lying
xo the west of Mine Run. The character of the cleft to the

• run is similar. This portion is 1,250 feet long,

'e tongue of land between this stream and MeFar-

B .?,8 Kun , when, on emerging near the latter ith nchanged
W1«th, it suddenly vanishes.
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There is a considerable lateral pressure exerted on the min-

eral from the tendency of the walls to close in. As it is

removed by the pick, the sudden yielding of the remaining

portions is denoted by a series of pistol-like reports. The

movement, however, is imperceptible.

To the casual observer the appearance of the mineral in the

cleft is much like that of ordinary bituminous coal. But a

closer examination shows, in any given section, that the mm
is composed of two portions, quite different in physica

ties. These always occupy the same relative position. The

one is found only on each side, next to the walls, having a

thickness depending on the width of the cleft.
_
The other

occupies the central position, and seems to be more independent

of the varying width of the crevice, being generally about 15

inches thick. We thus have the entire thickness composed

of three bands, the inner differing from the outer enclosing

portions.

The outer portions next to the walls have a jet black eolor

and brilliant luster, with eminent cleavage in two

perpendicular to the walls, causing the substance to break into

short prisms. The fracture across, or in the plane parallel with

the walls, is fiat conchoidal. The color of the streak on por-

celain is brownish black, nearly quite black. This portion, as

well as the inner, is very friable, causing the production of fine

powder on handling.

The inner portion has a dark steel gray color, and

luster in part, and in part is dull. This deaddooking inner

portion contrasts strikinglv with the brilliant outer portion.

Its structure in the mass is irregularly and coarsely pnsi afcc,

while its intimate structure is finely flat fibrous, n

with very small plates, similar in appearance to the outer por-

tion. The change in color and luster of the inner portion

seems mainly due to the ^renter fineness of the texture, tlion.u"

there may be some difference in chemical constitution. AS

stated, this inner portion seems in its thickness to he mor

independent of the width of the crevice than the out

for when the mass is reduced to a thickness of 8 inch

still 5 inches thick, while it is never more than about 18incties,

even in the most massive portions of the deposit. . ,

The same arrangement of these two van
is seen around the " horses," or fragments of the wa

have fallen into the mineral, and then bee
always find a thickness „1 several in< u-ol tin 1

portion in contact with the "horse." This seems to

this modification of the mineral is a species <>l orvstnl.'/- 1
'

produced next to the cooling or evaporating surface. .

These imbedded fragments are always colored throng
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their mass a dark gray, from impregnation with bituminous
matter. The original color is nearly white. Singular to say, the

enclosing walls show t irdly ever to the depth
of an inch. The mineral adheres slightly to the rock, and may
be removed with the fingers. It presents much such an appear-

ance as tar v -tone, while
tuning a prismatic structure.

No "strings," or " feeders," of the main crevice are to be
seen, nor does the mineral penetrate at all the shaly partings or

crevices along the bedding of the strata, while it insinuates

all openings running in the direction of the
cleft These paper-like seams are sometimes found between
': e wall and a loosened fragment. This behavior is very re-

. and would seem to forbid the idea that the substance

ve been very fluid or subjected to much pressure ver-

tically
; while it may have been forced along a tergo.

Some of these peculiar features may be explained by the

following assumptions.
We may suppose an open crevice formed, and then filled by

the inflowing of a semi-fluid bituminous compound, which hard-
;

. on coming in contact with the porous sandstone
walls. Its "fluidity may have been due to the presence of a

vaporizable liquid, like naphtha, which could easily penetrate
the sandstone walls, thus causing the seeming crystalline struc-

ture on the outer portions, and the lack of discoloration of the

J'"'--
This evaporating fluid nm have met with more obstruc-

tion in passing through a stratum of bituminous matter, ami
•

ii ii ipre-iLa ion l>v it of enclosed fragments of

J°cka, and hence also the imperfect development of structure

If this be true, the inner portion should be richer in volatile

matter, but so far as I know, no comparison has been made.
At least, we know that there do exist hea\ v oils having nearly
the character of our assumed liquid.

I know of but, one analysis of the mineral, that bv Prof.

Wurtz. I am informed that this has been verified, in the main.
: nt ones This is as follows: Sp. gr. 1'145. Com-

position: C 7645, H 7-83, O 13-46, Ash 2-26, traces of S
fnd N. For the behavior of the mineral with solvents and
*eat, the article in Dana's Mineralogy, on Grahamite, may be
consulted.

It yields theoretically 140 gallons of oil per t

aoout 100 may be secured. The fine dust pro

ra! is capable when verv drv. of intlammg irom

... Tin- ha. led to two accidents from explosion.
ihe dry dust havin<>- eamd,t tire in the lower levels, the

fsous pro! i

itI
.,,. in the upper works

an
<* exploded.
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The facts obtained by me in my examination of this interest-

ing deposit are the more trustworthy and general, from the

reformation afforded me by the intelligent superintendent of

the mines, Major Glenn. This gentleman is an accoi

civil engineer, and bis training as such caused him to study

closely every feature of the deposit, thus enabling him to

furnish me with a mass of details which I could not otherwise

have obtained.

Morgantown, West Virginia, Oct. 14,

Art. XLVI.

—

On the Magnetic Permeabili-

of Magnetism of Iron, Steel, and Nickel; by HENRY A. Row-

land, C.E., Instructor in Phvsics in the Kensselaer Poly-

technic Institute, Troy, N. Y.f

In all mathematical theories of induced magnetization a

quantity is iutroiluced depending upon the magnetic properties

of the substance, and without a knowledge of which the prob-

lem is of little but theoretical interest ; this quantity has always

been treated as a constant, although the known existence of the

maximum of magnetization showed it to be otherwise

son of this may perhaps be traced to a formula whio

has given to represent the magnetization of an electromagnet,

and to the extreme difficulty of treating the subject in

way. These quantities as used by different persons are as iol-

k, Neumann's coefficient, or magnetic susceptibility (Thomson).

K, Poisson's coefficient

M, coefficient of magnetization (Maxwell), or magnetic permea

bility (Thomson).

The relations of these quantities are given by the^following

equates.-
fcrK__£-l

Very few determinations of any of these quant:

been made in the case of iron and none in the case ot stee

,

* This word " permeability » has been proposed by Sir. William Thomson
to «j

»—
<
j "oandoctlTity* «fl - m's "Papers on Jiiecww

Magnetism" p. 1* i. Maxwell's " Klectricity and Magnetism, p.
6'

•

red
iV.=*,.o«t nf o rm,.,.- --U3l, l»'°!l" r

•j- Abstract of a paper in Magazine, August, 1873, p
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nickel, and cobalt ; neither has the form of the function by
v.lnrli these quantities are connected with the degree of mag-
netization been attempted, except so far as we may consider

the erroneous formula of Miiller, above referred to, as such an
attempt*

In a preliminary experiment to determine on the mode of ex-

periment to be adopted, it was shown that the distribution of

ion in an electromagnet varied with the strength of

the exciting current, so that no arrangement to measure the

magnetization of the bar which is based on the deflection of a

teedle can give correct results. This has been theo-

retically anticipated by Sir W. Thomson.f
I beiieve mine are the first experiments hitherto made on

this subject in which the results are expressed and the reason-

i out in the language of Faraday's theory of lines of

magnetic force. That my choice is a proper one and my results

wnect needs no further proof than that given in Prof. J. Clerk
Maxwell's -Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism," where this

theory is thoroughly worked out and shown to give exactly the
>ame results as the older theories, where the action is assumed
:

;

"ike
j
,laee at a distance without intervening matter. I believe

there are great things in store for this theory, and its excellent

nali ties are shown in the method of measuring mag-
absolute measure adopted, for which I claim that it is

the most simple and accurate of any yet devised, and which was
suggested to me while thinking of the matter according to this

The absolute units to which I have reduced my results are
those in which the meter, gram, and second, are the funda-
mental units. The unit of magnetizing force of helix I have
taken as that of one turn of wire carrying the unit current per
meter of length, and is 4?r times that of the unit magnetic field.

tizing force of any helix is reduced to this unit by
-r the strength of current in absolute units by the

number of coils in the helix per meter of length. These re-

marks apply only to endless solenoids and to those which are
very long compared with their diameter. The unit of number
ot lines of force I have taken as the number in one square
meter of a unit field measured perpendicular to their direction.

ta working out the theory of the operation, at first I used an
Ration which I obtained some time ago for the distribution

j» magnetism on a bar or ring magnet, but as I cannot here go

ttT.??,
With the Process of getting the equations, I will give

ae Allowing method. If n is the number of coils per meter
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of helix and n' the total number on a ring magnet, i the

strength of current, and p the distance from the axis of the ring

to any point in the interior of the ring-solenoid, the magnetic

field at that point will be* 2n'i —, and at a point within an

! infinite solen

i and M, the magnetizing force of helix, =in,

we have, by developing

Q^«M>(*R-)(l + \™ +\~ + &c.)

For the infinite electromagnet we have in the same way

When the section of the ring is thin, these two equations be-

come the same and either gives

Q'

from which the value of ji can be found when we have simul-

taneous values of Q' and M in absolute measure.

The apparatus to measure Q' was based upon the h

ered by Faraday, that the current induced in a closed

proportional to the number of lines of force cut by the wire.

For measuring the induced currents a modified form of 1 bom-

son's galvanometer was used : the mirror was quite large anu

the needle loaded to make it vibrate slowly : the needle

astatic to prevent external magnetic forces from affectoi

sufficient directive force was given by a magnet above,

deflections were read by a telescope and scale.
j

To measure M a tangent-galvanometer was used, but

wished to measure currents varying in rtren

times, several coils were used and connected with bindn

so that from one to forty-eight turns could be placed m tne c

cuit at pleasure. The value of each coil in Droduci.

tions was experimentally determined by a method wnicn i
-

soon publish.

* Maxwell's Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii, P-
284-
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i,» circuit in the following

from the battery A passed to a

commutator B, thence to the tangent-galvanometer C, thence to

another commutator D, thence around the magnet E (either a
ring or a very long bar magnet) : in returning it passed through
some resistance coils K, by which its strength could be varied,
and thence back to the battery. The induced circuit by which
the magnetism of the magnet was to be measured included the
following

: a coil of wire F around the magnet, a large coil of
wire G, the Thomson galvanometer H, and a small coil of wire
sliding on one branch of a horseshoe magnet L : by sliding the
latter back and forth, induced currents could be sent through
the wire by which the needle could be brought quickly to rest.

\ of measuring Q' is as follows. When the current

the magnet E is reversed by the commutator D, a cur-
';f is induced in the coil F surrounding the magnet due to

mg the lines of force passing through the magnet and
giving a deflection to the needle of h scale divisions. Now

'il G, placed on a horizontal surface, is turned over,

d current is produced due to twice cutting the lines
°i force which pass through the coil from the magnetism of the
earth and giving a deflection to the needle of c units. The in-

ithercaseis proportional to the number of

he helices F or G and to the number of lines of force

«e helices. It is evident then that the number of

passing through the magnet in the unit we have
wosen will be given by

Q' = 2rc'(6-27 Bin 74° 50')ttR5^'

tl TV is tlle number of coils in the ring G, n the number in
*"e helix F, R

(
the radius of G, 6 -27 the total magnetism of the

place (meter, -ram, second, system), and 74° 50'

aedrp. The quantity 2n' (6-27 sin 70
c

50') *R? is a constant
lor *e coil and had a value of 1451
mi i.

a test of tlie whole arrangement, I have obtained the
number of lines of force in a very long solenoid: the mean of

Glenoids gave me Q' = 12 -67 M(ttK 3
),
while from theory
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we obtain Q' = 12-57 M(ttB 2
), which is within the limit, of

error in measuring the diameters of the solenoids. &c.

All the rings and bars with which I have experimented have
had a circular section. In selecting the iron, care must be

used to obtain a homogeneous bar : in the case of a ring I be-

lieve it is better to have it welded than forged solid ; to get

the greatest permeability it should then be well annealed and

afterward have the outside taken off all round to about \ of an

inch deep in a lathe. This is necessary because the iron is

" burnt" to a considerable depth by heating even for a moment
to a red heat, and a sort of tail appears on the curve showing
the permeability which is not normal. To get the normal

curve of permeability, the ring must only be used once; and

then no more current must be allowed to pass through the

helix than that with which we are experimenting at the time.

If "by accident a stronger current passes, permanent magnetism
ia given to the ring, which entirely changes the first half of the

In the following tables Q = —
:
— has been meas-

ured as previously described. It is evident that if, instead of

reversing the current, we simply break it, we shall obtain a

deflection due to the temporary magnetization alone. In this

manner the temporary magnetization has been measured; and

on subtracting this from Q we can obtain the permanent or

residual magnetization.
The following abbreviations are made use of in the tables,

the other quantities being the same as previously described.

C.T.G-. Number of coils of tangent-galvanometer used.

D.T.G. Deflection of tangent galvanometer.
D.B. Deflection from helix on breaking current
Q. Magnetic field in interior of bar (total).

T. " " of bar due to temporary magnetization.

P- " " " " " permanent
Q=T + P.

Each observation given is almost always the mean of several.

D.T.G. is the mean of four readings, two before and two after

the observations for Q' and T. ; D.C. is the mean of from four

to ten readings ; D.F. mean of three ; D.B. mean of two ex-

cept in table I, where the deflection was read only once. »
all the tables the column contain i;-.\ th< I iporar
tion, T, can only be accepted as approximate, the experiments

having been made more to determine Q than T.
The value of n was generallv varied by coiling a wire mor

or less times around the ring, but leaving its length the same.

The change in the value of D.C. is due to change m tae

resistance of the circuit from change of temperature.
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The following tables i

two being from the same

'Burden Best" Iron, Normal.

dxg. M.|,|,|, >7
n.B.

Q. " hi
1

:

\

28 -3 f,

; i -i:

34 &;:

•1150

1-7 OG

1-801

2-KVJ

2 5 1 2

9-5 1-2

11 0-1

27-18

S3

23-3

'

71-2

S8-2

'12.

J'.' S

17 1

8-65
;>-!).->

13-38

I8-2S

19-32 7 "M

11-5

66510-

74730-

89430-

100800-

166000-

2 170

2172-

2 118-

2307-

821-1

40I->

2471-

uo.v
12.84-

52*0

17710-

2i :.u

Table II.--"Burden Best" Iron

M. Q. ft, M Q. -

1080
1-191 29280

652-

1956-

2389-

6 :769

82720-

100900-

124300-
127100-

154600'.

1326-

able III.—Bessemer Steel, Normal.

* Q- " T. M. , j. T.

l:-;.-,r> B»- !<,.,. M)"- 39960" ll.vi- 130,-0

50550- 1-2.."-

17 20- 50310- 20-

3833- -."' 4 109
!'i:<.v

I S.So 119550-
|

>i.2„-

138300-
t 300 21s. ;o- s.vj- 314- |52930
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Table IV.—Norway Iron, Magnetic.

M. Q. , T. M. Q- fi. T.

1344 865- :,)! 2-290 105900- 3680-

1892 134100- 2 12!.

20(15- 5857
81K

•6725

•9305

1-362

wow 4140- 2^
36-86 168500- 364-

T.—Cast Nickel, Normal.

M. Q. - T. M. Q- * T.

2-904
852

15270

217-0

85-1

144-4

5120- :c-:>2

s2-::»:

105-2

-in 50

552.hu-

00-4. 2. ; 1 '

5512-

ABLE VI.—Stubs' SteeZ Mr e, Normal.

M. Q. » T. M. Q. ,- T.

2S % J«:° 698 -

1365 mZ :;!;r;: SSS

ij:y'
s

IH

2257-

3095-

5145- §1
111300-
115000-

119400- 2m 430«JO-

The best method of studying these tables is to plotthem
—— in which this can be done, bi severalre are several ways in which this can be done, but ti

best are as follows. The first is to take the value of M
abscissa and the value of Q,

m
-

obtaining curves showing the
, «„ the ordinate. thus

i

wv variation of the total, temporary,

1,1111 residual magnetization with the magnetizing force. Mm-
ler, from his experiments on iron bars, has deduced
to represent this on™ for Q, but it fails entirelv for weak mas

netizing forces even when applied to
when applied to mine it widely diver

periments, i

-erges from experiment.
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Weber and Maxwell* "have obtained equations from the

theory that the particles of a body are magnetic and merely

turn round when the magnetizing force is applied which repre-

sent these actions to some extent, but not so closely as might
be desired. However it is probable that the theory might be

so modified as to agree with experiment.

The second method of studying the tables is to plot them
*fth the values of Q as abscissas and 11 as ordinates. In this

way we obtain a curve which has some remarkable properties
and which has the advantage over the other kind inasmuch as
rt is of finite dimensions and from it we can obtain the maxi-

mum of magnetization easily by a simple measurement. In
the figure 2 have given plots of tables I and V, the larger be-
mg the curve of iron and the smaller of nickel, the horizontal
scale of both being the same, but the vertical scale of nickel
oemg several times larger than that of iron. On plotting a

all 1

m thls wa^ and then drawing lines across the curve par-

cel to the axis of Q and bisecting them we notice the strange

a fill very exactly on a straight
"ae, which is therefore a diameter of the curve." All the sub-

b I bavetried, steel, iron and nickel, obey this law,

T

a <l I hope soon to make it general bv experiments on cobalt.
nave obtained an empirical equation to express this curve,

*= »"*{—p—p
winch B, H, D, and b, are constants depending on the kin

quality of the metal used. B is the maximum value ot

* Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, Arts. 443-1-5.
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and gives the height of the curve (see figure) ; b establishes

the inclination of the diameter TS ; H is the line P o and D
depends upon the distance PR. The following equation,

adapted to degrees and fractions of a degree, is the equation

from which the values of jj. in table I were calculated

:

u= 2476- Ein/Q+10 '94^+5000
\

\ 1000-
"

/'

The relation between Q and M is readily obtained from this

equation by substituting the value of //, which is
4 m These

equations can in general be solved only by successive approxi-

mations, but in the first case where Q and /a are involved, we

may solve with reference to Q. This formula has been tried

for all the tables, giving the proper values to the constants,

and agrees with them all very exactly.
On plotting any table in this way and measuring the dis-

tance o R, we have the maximum of magnetization.
I have deduced the constants in the formula for no less than

twelve cases of iron and two of nickel, and find them to vary

between wide limits : the value of B, which is the maximum
value of the permeability, varies between 5500 for the best

Norway iron very carefully annealed and 330 for Stubs' steel

of such temper as the wire is when bought, but of course this

would be much less for hardened steel.

I have also obtained the maximum value of Qin many cases.

and find it for good, but not pure, iron to be about 175,000 and

for nickel 63,000 ; that is, the magnetization of iron can never

exceed 175,000 times the unit magnetic field on the metefj

gram, second, system, neither can nickel exceed 63,000

times. These can be reduced to the magnetic moment of a

unit of volume by dividing by 4?r and subtracting 1 ;
they

then become 13,920 and 5010 nearly.
We can also deduce from these quantities the greatest weight

which an electro-magnet can sustain. Prof. Maxwell has

given * a formula for the tension of the lines of force per

square meter of section, which is— absolute units of force, or

m^6Wbs-Persq - in -

which gives 177 for Q = 175,000 and 22*9 for Q = 63,000.

Hence we may conclude that the greatest weight whi<

sustained by an electro-magnet with an infinite curr

iron 3541bs. per square inch of section, and for nickel 46 IDS.

* Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii, p. 256.
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It is, of course, independent of the length of the iron bar

forming the magnet and depends only on the section.

Joule* has made many experiments on the maximum sus-

taining-power of magnets, and has collected the following table,

wiiii-h" I give complete, except that I have replaced the result

with his large magnet by one obtained later.

SSiu JttEri&E:
Weight .njtalned ^t^JT Q.

ri

Mr. Joule, ij
•0436 12-

ISi
Mr. Nesbit.

255-

It is seen that these are all below my estimate, as tin \ si mild

be. For comparison, I have added a column giving the values

of Q, which would give the sustaining power observed : it is

seen that they range about as high as those that I have actually

obtained, thus giving an experimental proof that my estimate
of 854 lbs. cannot be far from correct, and illustrating the

beauty of the absolute svstem of electrical measurement by
which, from the simple deflection of a galvanometer-nee* Ik. we
are able to predict how much an electro-magnet will sustain

without actually trying the experiment. The experiments also

give the data for other calculations of great interest.

I have in this paper confined myself principally to the dis-

c'-^ion of Q, but I hope at some future time to resume the

discussion of the results as obtained for T and P.f

Ma,v

.
Maxwell's Treatise on

3 paper = £ |
\\
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Art. XLVII.—On the Geology of Western Wyoming ; by Theo.
B. Comstock, B.S., Geologist of the Northwestern Wyoming

The Northwestern Wyoming expedition sent out in June
last, by General Ord, charged with the exploration of the head-

waters of the several rivers having their sources in the north-

western corner of Wyoming Territory, having returned from

the work in the field, it is proper to make known, in a general

way, the results of their explorations. The work of preparing

the reports for publication has already begun, but it will require

several months for the complete elaboration of the material col-

leeted for study.

It is proposed, in this paper, to give a simple resume of the

result- of the field labors of the writer, with such references to

the general results of the expedition as may be necessary by

way of explanation. It will be distinctly understood, however,

that the writer is alone responsible for all statements herein

made concerning the labors of others as well as his own.
The working corps was organized as follows :

Captain W. A. Jones, U. S. Engineers, Commander.
2d Lieut. S. E. J.; Astronomer.
Dr. Heishan, Ass't Surgeon, U. S. Army, Surgeon.
Dr. C. C. Parry, Botanist and Meteorologist.

B. Comstock, Geologist.
Louis von Froben. Chief Topographer.
George C. Hitt, Assistant to the Astronomer.
J. D. Putnam, Assistant to the Meteorologist.
Paul Le Hardy, Fred. W. Bond, Cecil Gabbett, Assistants to the Topographer.

Chas. T. Creary, Fred. Millard, George Jewett, General Assistants.

The members of the expedition left Omaha, June 2d, 1873,

proceeding, via Union Pacific Eailroad, to Fort Bridger, Wyom-
ing Territory, at which point the labors of the scientific corps

were begun. While awaiting preparations to move, I visited

the Uintah Mts., in order to obtain some idea of the great ler-

tiary Lake basin through which 1

our march northward,* and, if pc.__
Gilbert's Peak. Mr. J. D. Putnam „
im-iviirial barometer. With great difficulty we succeeded in

reaching Henry's Fork, but found it impassable, running a per-

iod torrent, and so rapidlv rising from the melting of the snow

that we were driven out of the narrow valley by the overflow.

The sections exposed, however, were sufficient to show the struc-

ture of this rim (the southern) of the Green Eiver basi

is not materially different from that of the Rocky Mountain

See paper by Prof. 0. C. Marsh, "On the Geology of the Eastern Uintah MM-

Amer. Jour. Science, III, vol. i, March, 1871.
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system in general, except that the rocks of Mesozoic age cover

the older formations to a greater extent than common. Over-

\ ng these, with a very slight dip, and jutting against the

northern slope of the Uintahs, are the immense fresh water Ter-

tiary deposits, now eroded to an almost incredible extent over

the whole basin, which has an area of over 20,000 square miles.

The junction of these beds with the older deposits is much ob-

- urn] by an accumulation of drift material, but at several points

along Henry's Fork of Green Eiver, rocks underlying conform-

ably the red sandstones, which I have referred to the Mesozoic.

are seen.* The surface Tertiary beds of the southern and west-

ern portion of the basin appear to belong to Hayden's " Bridger
•in.Hin." of Upper Miocene age, f being composed of dull-colored

'Iu\» with bed- of >andstonos of considerable thickness, usually

brownish, or dull yellow or gray, and having more or less of a

concretionary structure.

Upon our" return to Fort Bridger, the train moved northeast

South Pass to Camp Stambaugh. Along our route the

Bridger group is exposed at the surface over a considerable ex-

tent of country northward and eastward from Fort Bridger, as

;
' fi> Little Sandy Creek and beyond, forming the top la\ ers

of numerous isolated " buttes,"^ giving them, when the clays
'

. the -,- •;,]!, d </>'•'---/// aspect allude,! to by Prof.

M
> ? rr is impossible/ without more extended study, to

Wine the lower limit of the Bridger group, but it passes gra lu-

% mto a series of marls and limestones containing <piantities

misof fresh water forms of life, with laminated layers

Slled with the remains of land plants. The famous

"-I fish bed," well exposed near Green River station,

ic Railroad, belongs to this group, which, following
11-v-h in, is called the Green River group. The buttes of this

'

!
'

'-eieii not crowned by a considerable thickness of the beds
' ' Bridger group, have not the <rriz/.lv appearance of the

"Wter beds The Green River beds are of Lower Miocene age.

aatfp
6 r6d 3andstones which I hero refer to the Mesozoic are regarded by Marsh

rther down the

.... 'e "- :
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and overlie conformably a thick deposit of sandstones and arena-

ceous rocks, which, though varying sufficiently to admit of

division into minor groups, are best considered here under the

comprehensive name of Eocene. Careful notes and collections

have been made, which will enable me to classify these beds.

On the westeru slope of the Wind Kiver Mountains. neat

South Pass, no signs of strata older than the Tertiary were dis-

covered, but the evidenceof powerful glacial action is abundant
Several comparatively low ridges or folds in the metamorphic
rocks are passed over before reaching the main divide or axis

of the range, beyond which the original structure is very lartivly

obliterated by various kinds of erosion, and the filling in of the

gravels and finer material of the drift. In the metamorpliie

schists and gneissoid slates of the Wind River Mountain nucleus.

occur the auriferous quartz veins of the Sweetwater mines.

Several days were spent in company with Capt. Jones in a some-

what detailed survey of the various mines in this vicinity, in-

eluding a study of the veins in the neighborhood of Miners

Delight, beyond Camp Stambaugh. The gold of this region

occurs iu thick veins of impure quartz, associated with consid-

erable silver, and more or less of irop pyrites. The greater por-

tion is disseminated through the vein rock, but it not unliv

quently is found native in cavities in the quartz, in fair sized

From Camp Stambaugh the route lay northwest along the

eastern base of the Wind Eiver Mountains, as far as Camp
Brown on the Little Wind River, thence across the Wind Kivr

Valley, over the Owl Creek Mountains, and across the valley oi

Owl Creek above the junction of its forks.

The geology of the eastern slope of the Wind Ri

tains is quite simple, affording many fine section-

representatives of all of the great groups of sedimentary ro< l---

from the Silurian to the Cretaceous inclusive, conformable to

each other, and dipping away from the underlying met.am<>'T" K
'

rocks at an angle of 20°. On one of my trips into these moun-

tains I discovered limestone strata of Silurian age, <

remains of Trilobites and Corals not yet determined,
for the present I refer to the Potsdam Period. The Devonian

strata are best represented bv the Oriskany sandstone, contain-

ing quite abundant remains of Spirifer arenosus. The
longing to the Carl.. 1 seem to be aim**

wholly Subcarboniferous, containing-<%•//,/> Micklini, U> *

'

Imu (anw/tusr, ;, C;/0 „<:l,>s, and a species of Pan- riorrimist
Other

I'o^ils e<>|]eer..d, but undetermined, may prove the existence oi

later Carboniferous strata, however. j
A problem of no little difficulty is the definition of t

junction of the Triassic with the" Jurassic, and the .Jurassic wu
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*
- O'mceous. It i* sufficient, however, for our present purpose,

m .-tnte that the Triassic beds are represented by thick deposits

of bright red sandstones, which are overlaid by lighter, or buff-

colored sandstones of Jurassic age, and these again by sand-
- f •"•'< and shales, with interstratitied brown lignite beds, and oc-

ams of coal, which, I cannot doubt, are of Cretaceous
age.* Special attention has been given to this question, and it

is hoped that ample material has been collected for its solution.

A:i interesting and peculiar fold in the sedimentary strata.

making a parallel ridge to the mountains, causes a kind of
trough to be formed, with a double exposure of the Meso-
ftric beds, thus greatly aiding human industry by bringing
t'itlie surface again the valuable deposits of gypsum, which
occur abundantly in the Triassic rocks, as well as the more or

ble coal deposits before alluded to. To this folding
"

! die strata may also be traced another economically impor-
*''a result to this highly favored section. I refer to the exist-

ence of hot and cold sulphur springs, and oil springs producing
ration a valuable asphaltum. I shall have more to

-
• »f this and other features of the Wind Eiver Valley on

?ome future occasion.

,

Fine exposures of the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks are seen
m the outlying ridges of the Owl Creek Mountain system, with

\
]

tJ i*ons fossils. A species of the Lamclli branch genus
is remarkably abundant in the Jurassic limestones,

which are here nearly vertical.
The fresh water Tertiary beds jut against the older deposits

almost exactly as those of the Green Eiver basin overlie the

I';''

1 >:mdstones ol' the Uintah Mountains, and like them
arly horizontal In composition, they are buff sand-

onglomerateSj with a few beds of marls and lime-
' irregular but excessive erosion to which they have

; i -mbjevted has left them so poorly exposed along our route

t lioif study quite difficult. Knoiudi material has.
however, been gathered to determine their age, and probably

t
L
™e tliese beds into groups. I can only say at present,

nat the evidence seems to point toward a division of the series
°«> at least two groups, the latter being characterized by the

' shore deposits of soft sandstones and conglomer-
as of considerable thickness, which contain scarcely

J fossils, and which it may not be hazardous to regard as

itttM
cena The uPper group would then be made to

lat«-
a considerable thickness of interstratitied marls

Mminated ooioo^^„„ t__.i_ • 1 • ^ . : ~e -\„nA ^i n

Surv. of Wyoming,
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The metamorphic nucleus of the Owl Creek range is not well

exposed, being covered, except in a few isolated localities, bj

the early sedimentary rocks.

Continuing our march, we crossed the three forks of Owl
Creek, passing through an excessively rugged country, afford-

ing numerous exposures of the various sedimentary "strata, as

well as interesting studies in dynamical geology. I can

scarcely imagine a more favorable locality for the study of

surface geology than this section between the Owl Creek Mta
and the Stinking Water River. I have said nothing of the

magnificent terraces, the enormous deposits of the drift, the

canons and gorges cut by the streams, nor of the no less inter-

esting proofs of the power of the wind
; and yet these are but

the half of the agencies whose actions are here so plainly in-

dicated.

From Grey Bull River to the Stinking Water Valley our

course lay through a less rugged country until we reached an

eminence which gave us a view of some of the minor trib-

utaries of the South Fork, when we were obliged to descend

by a very steep trail to the valley below. From this point our

march was comparatively easy to the north branch of the

South Fork, which we ascended to its source in the mountains

east of Yellowstone Lake. Passing through a narrow pass in

this range, we descended on the other side to the lake, then

marched down the Yellowstone River to the bridge, and

crossed, a portion of the party visiting the hot springs of Gard-

iner's River. From the bridge we passed up the river to the

falls, from which point we struck across westward, over the

divide to the East Fork of Madison River, thence through the

Lower and Upper Geyser Basins of Firehole River. Ascending

the Firehole River, we then crossed the divide to Yellowstone

Lake at the Sonthwest extremity, following pretty closely it-

shore until we reached the Upper Yellowstone River, which

we ascended to the "Two Ocean Water." This is a moun-

tain stream which flows down into a little valley, where it

curiously splits into two rivulets, whieh shed their

one into the Pacific Ocean by way of the Snake and Colum-

bia Rivers, the other into the Gulf of Mexico via the Yellow-

stone, Missouri, ami Mississippi. Descending for a shot

distance one of the tributaries of Snake River, our Ind

To-goh-te led us through an easy pass to the head-waters ot W 1! >'-

River, down which we marched, returning to Camp Br<>wn

disband.

The head-waters of the Stinking Water,* rising in the ven

* It is to be regretted that many of the geographical names in the
'

1 ' : : ' :
•

-';-'.
tedious explanal

, , Sandy, Clear, ury,
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rugged range of volcanic origin east of the Yellowstone Basin,

have cut narrow canons through this material for a distance of

more than seventy-five miles, affording rare opportunities for

the study of the effects of subterranean forces. The great

mass of the range is made up of a volcanic breccia, with
numerous dykes and veins of porphyrite, and hornblendic tra-

chyte. This material in some places covers unconformably the

underlying aqueous rocks, thus proving its age, as would seem
probable, to be later than the Cretaceous. But there is evi-

in, which points to outflows at a much earlier date;
and, while there are proofs of eruptions between the close of
the Cretaceous and the deposition of the Pliocene beds,
there is also conclusive evidence of the outpouring of igneous

ipon these same beds of Pliocene age. I do not claim
that I have been able to unravel the whole of this intricate

problem, but I am confident that sufficient material has been
collected for a more complete elucidation of this subject than
it would have been possible to reach without a survey of the
section traversed during the past summer. I am extremely
loth to commit myself to any decided opinion, however, until
I can make a more complete study of notes and specimens.
The minor volcanic phenomena of geysers, solfataras, and

hot springs, so abundantly manifested within the area reserved
tor the National Park, have received their due share of atten-
tion and a large quantity of material has been collected for

*• This leads me to speak of another important branch of
+-~ frequently overlooked, I think, in our surveys, and
partment of the science, as interesting as it is im-

portant, i. e., chemical geology. Throughout the trip, I have
^ten special pains to observe, and collect as much mate-

•-•
; 'i' in tin.- department, and I believe that I have

succeeded in obtain inn- imi( .j, valuable information by this
means, which would otherwise have escaped my notice. 'Some
nteresting facts concerning the formation of chalcedony and
«»e moss agate, the deposition of the so-called •• alkali," and the
sincincation of the immense quantities of *' petrified " wood in
"»s region, have thus been collected, besides a mass of material
concerning the erosion and weathering of the rocks, and the
wees affecting or affected by the physical geography of the

One fact, which I consider of much importance, is the
^undance of ozone in the atmosphere, to which I trace much

*,n
eXterDal reddening of many of the vellow and brownish

^ndstones containing iron.

•inny.

bt de
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it discoveries of immense deposits of

ckj Mountains makes the study of its modes of

occurrence, us quality, and the conditions of its formation, a

subject of great economic and scientific interest, which it is

desired to present in the most satisfactory manner. For this

purpose, specimens from all of the important outcrops along
our route have been carefully obtained, and minutely recorded.
Having some opportunities for observation and study of the

language, manners and customs of Washakie's band of Sho-
shones or Snake Indians, I was enabled to collect also a few
notes, which may serve, in a small way. to assist in preserving
some records of their peculiarities, ere the onward march of

civilization shall forever, by conquest or assimilation, destroy
their Inilim, charateristics. ' All of these subjects, when prop-

erly elaborated, will be incorporated in my report to the chief

of the expedition, to be given to the public in due time.

In conclusion, my thanks are due to each member of the

party, including the officers of our escort (Company I, 2nd U.

3. Calvary) and to the officers and others at Fort Bridger,

Camps Stambaugh, Camp Brown and Fort Ellis, to whom lam
indebted li,r kindnesses too numerous for recital.

Cherishing the hope that my humble labors in the cause of

prove of some value to others, I leave this resume
in the bands of my fellow-workers for their verdict.

Art. XLVriL— The Number of Classes of Vertebrates and their

Mutual Relations
; by Prof. Theodore Gill.

(Abstract of a Communication to the National Academy of Sciences made Oct.

29, 1873.)

The mind, untrained in scientific logic, in its generalizations

i'"-|" -ting the animal kingdom, if we may judge by the vague

ideas elicited by inquiry and by the history of science, instinc-

tively associate, its sub'jeets into groups determined by the na-

ture of their habitat; and hence we have had the v

differentiated into (1) those especially adapted for progression

on land (Quadrupeds)
; (2) those especially fitted for pi

through the air (Birds) ; and (3) those adapted for life m the

water (Fishes); while the residue, not readily oombim
either of those classes, are tacitly overlooked, or, as the Ser-

peata, annexed as a kind of appendix to I

cause they most resemble certain of those animals—tl

It was, therefore, a great advance when Linnaeus established a

peculiar class (Mammalia) for the typical viviparous quadrupeds
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and the whales, and thus for the first time subordinated habitat

and adaptation therefor to structure. While at the present day,

the ancient ideas have almost entirely disappeared from the sys-

tem of nature so far as regards the terrestrial vertebrates, they

are still to a great extent prevalent in the appreciation of the

relations of the aquatic ones. For those vertebrates confounded

by most naturalists under the name of Fishes, are very dissim-

ilar among themselves, and so much so even that the differences

are more marked and radical than those between any of the

superior classes of the branch. If, indeed, considerations* of

differences of structure are to guide us in the appreciation of

; , 1 .ul ,, initiation ot animals, thr mirrent classifi-

cation must be entirely changed, and the subordination of the

highest groups first suggested by Hackel, should be adopted

modifications, while as respects the combination of

the "higher"' or more specialized classes into superior groups,

other principles should guide. One of the chief points to be

reconsidered is the association of the Batrachians with Fishes

an with the true reptiles. Although no distinction may
he possible between the first two when the class of 1-

-

fee wide range generally allowed, there is no difficulty in their

discrimination with the* limits here to be assigned to them. VV e

may then group the classes as follows

:

On the one hand is Branchiostoma or Amphioxus, distinguished

by the extension of the notochord (which is, of coura

ent) to the anterior end of the vertebral column, the attenuation

of the spinal cord forward and its simple structure, the absence

of auditory organs, the simple tubular structure of the heart

and the development of the liver simply as a diverticulum of

ine. This type is called by Hackel the Siihphylum

Leptocardia or Acrania.
,

...
On the other hand are all the other Vertebrates, whi<

in the termination of the notochord behind the pituitary u>»u,

the enlargement of the spinal cord forward into a brain, the

development of auditory organs, the division of the heart into

(two to four) chambers, which in part (one or two)

receive the blood, and in part (one or two) specially «

it to the body again, and the differentiation of the liver as an

The numerous forms belonging to the last subphylum are

also divisible into two great groups.

In one, the skull has no cincture girdling the mouth and con-

Bequently no lower jaw, there are no pectoral members or

-.irdle, and there is but one nasal s;m-. vhmhhas

i r ..xtmmal aperture. To this section beloim I I. m
i;
o,>

and Hags, the representatives of the class of Marsipobranchs.
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In the other, the skull has a cincture surrounding the mouth.

its inferior portion being specialized as a lower jaw; they have

,:i'.\. . picafly at least) a pectoral member and a shou

die developed; and there are two nasal sacs, each ha

olfactory nerve distributed to an external aperture. These Ver-

tebrates are again divisible into three groups or superclasses.

1. In the first (Lyrifera) the shoulder-girdle forms a lyriform

or furcular-shaped apparatus, the scapulae and their adjuncts of

both sides being connected together below along the median

line, and an air bladder (sometimes lung-like) is atl

developed (sometimes, however, atrophied) and (1) either con-

nects with the oesophagus by a single duct or (2) is

closed. .To this superclass belong the classes of Fishes and

Elasmobranchiates.

2. In the second (Quadratifera) ,
the shou

sented by the scapulas and their appendages, which an

to the respective sides, a sternum is differentiated, and

of an air bladder are two l.mirs. each with a special canal, which

communicate with the pharynx. The lower jaw is compound

and is articulated with the skull by the intervention of a special

bone—the os quadratum. In this superclass belong

trachians, the Keptiles, and the Birds ; the last two forming the

group iSa.uropsida. ,

3. In the third {Malletfera), the shoulder-girdle is represented

by composite scapulas, limited to the sides or back ;
a si

developed: respiration is entirely effected by highly ->

lungs communicating with a common trachea, and the lower

jaw is composed of simple rami, and articulated dm
the skull, the os quadratum ot the other

verted into one of the auditory ossicles (the Jjalleus^ IMS

superclass is represented by a

The more these groups are 5

more natural do they appear. __, ,
j

As to other questions, that is, whether the true Fishes anu

- are not separate classes, there is much to be sai

a

both sides, and perhaps the arguments in favor of the cia^

value of the Selachians mav be even more weighty tl

against them. If, however, the Birds and Reptiles ai

entiated as distinct classes, similar rank
sistentlv withheld from the Fishes and Kl

I have heretofore hesitated, it is because of Dr. Guntners
j

Without prejudice to the reconsideration of the ^^j^
'*

te systematic value of the gro
chiates, the classes of Vertebi

descending series, as follows :-

to the systematic value of the group of Selachians or a-

branchiates, the classes of Vertebrates may then be distriu
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Branch VERTEBRATA.
A. Sub-branch CRANIOTA.

Superclass Malleifera.
I. Class Mammalia.

Superclass Quadratifera
(Sauropsida.)

II. Class Aves.
III. Class Reptilia.

(Batrachopsida).
IV. Class Batrachia.

Superclass Ltrifera.
V. Class Pisces.

VI. Elasmohranchiates.

JNORRHINA.
Marsipobra

B. Sub-branch ACRANTA.
VIII. Class Leptocardia. .

The most nearly related pair of classes are those of Birds
and Reptiles, and pre-eminently the most homogeneous is that
of Birds, all the living representatives of which seem to be
members of a single order (which may be distinguished by the
name Eurhipidura), and at most divisible into two suborders

—

tatre and the Ratitse. Other orders are represented by
extinct types, viz. : Saururse, and (if the vertebra? are peculiar
to the group) Odontornithes.

Art. XLIX.—Brief Contributions to Zoology, from the Museum
of Yale College. No. XXV. Results of recent Dredging Expe-
ditions on the Coast ofNew England. No. 3 ; by A. E. Veerill.

The investigations of the marine life and physical conditions
of the waters of our coast, under the auspices of the U. S. Com-
missioner of Fisheries, Prof. S. F. Baird, was continued dur-
ing the past season, under even more favorable circumstances
than during the two previous years. This year the headquar-
ters were established at Peak's Island, at the entrance of the
harbor of Portland, Maine, and about four miles from the city.
Ibis proved to be a very favorable locality, on account of its
central position, allowing us to dredge in all parts of Casco
h:;v and the connected bays and fiords, and to visit any of the
numerous islands for which Casco Bay is so famous, without
too great loss of time; and to take advantage of favorable
weather for longer trips to the deeper waters outside the bay.

*1 animals of the island itself, owing to the diversity
°i the shores and purity of the water, also proved to be numer-
ous and interesting.

The scientific party was quite large during the greater part
ot the time while active operations were carried on.
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nmediately connected

G. Brown Goode, Mr. Spencer Biddle and others. The
dredging operations, the examination of the food of fishes, and

all investigations concerning the invertebrate animals generally,

were in charge of the writer and Mr. S. I. Smith, aided by

Prof. Wm. N. Kice and Mr. Goode, of Wesleyan University

:

Prof. J. E. Todd, of Tabor College, Iowa ; Prof. H. E. Nelson, of

Ohi . Wf.slevan [Tniver^itv : Mr. J. H. Emerton, Salem. Mass.:

Mr. J. K. Thacher, of Yale College ; Mr. Franklin Benner,

Astoria, N. Y. ; and for a short time by Dr. P. P. Carpenter, of

Montreal ; Dr. Holder, of New York, and several others.

Much of the success of the expedition was due to the interest

taken in such scientific researches by Secretary Kobeson, who
caused a small U. S. steamer, the " Blue-light," to be specially

fitted out fr---
Beardsley,

windlass lor hoisting the dredg
conveniences, which greatly facilitated our operations, and en-

abled us to make much longer excursions to the outer waters,

and to do much more work during the summer, than would

otherwise have been possible. Captain Beardsley took great

interest in our investigations and did all in his power to aid us

in various ways. His constant endeavor was to make the

steamer as useful as possible to us. Our thanks are also due to

Mr. Cook, the executive officer, and to all the other officers and

men for the hearty good-will with which they cooperated in

our work and executed all our plans.

Ample wharf privileges were found at "Trefethen's Land-

ing," and a building upon the wharf was speedily converted

into a rather rude but comfortable laboratory. An excellent

set of apparatus was provided by the Fish Commission, includ-

ing a large assortment of dredges, rake-dredges, tang!<

towing-nets, seines, sieves of various kinds, and all other kinds

of apparatus and improvements which our past experience had

proved useful or desirable. Sets of the apparatus sue

used by the English expeditions, on the "Porcupine" and

"Challenger," were also imported by Prof. Baird, but were not

found to offer any advantages over those which we bad used in

previous years. The English " accumulator " we ;'«

casion to use in our work, for a simple "check-stop," devised

by Capt. Beardsley, proved equally efficient and far mor

convenient and simple, as well as quite inexpensive.* * n,B

*T!,is arrangement and the dredges, tangles, trow!

together in the " Tribune Extra," No. 10, Scientific Series.
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was found to answer every purpose in dredging or trawling at

all depths down to 100 fathoms, and undoubtedly would do

equally well at far greater depths. With a larger vessel, in

heavy weather, or at very great depths, the rubber accumulator

would doubtless prove advantageous, but it is quite superfluous

for working in less than 500 fathoms, in moderate weather.

Therefore, any party undertaking such dredgings as can be

carried on with small vessels off our coast, need not encumber

themselves with this expensive piece of apparatus, for whicb I

few fathoms of small or weak rope, applied in the form of a

"check-stop," may be substituted !

Deep-sea thermometers, water-bottles for obtaining samples

of the bottom -waters, and other physical apparatus, were also

provided and frequently used.

Mr. Emerton was employed during the two months of active

work in making drawings of the more interesting new and

rare animals, from life. These drawings are remarkably a-eu-

rate and life-like, and number nearlv three hundred. They

constitute one of the most valuable results of the expedition.

As Mr. Emerton had drawn large numbers of our common
marine animals for us during the two previous years, a consid-

erable portion of his time was this year devoted to the free-

swimming larval stages of Crustacea, etc., and to the smaller

and less known species in various classes. The soft part- of

many species of mollusks were also well figured.

In consequence of the liberal cooperation of Prof. I lerce,

superintendent of the U. S. Coast Survey, and other officers oi

the Survey, the IT. S. Coast Survey steamer Bache was de-

spatched, during the month of September, on H-vrral drcigmg

expeditions to the deeper waters and distant banks off the coast

• Ma u *hi hue could not well reach with the ' Blue - t

The dredges and other apparatus necessan tor this wo rk were

provided" l>\ Pi >l Baird. id the div.lgm.".

under the superintendence of Dr. A. S. Packard, of thv P.-a^dy

Academy of Science, Salem, Mas-., aided by Mr. Oal

also of the Peabody Academy. They were very sue .

these investigation's, and made -w-ral < 'lb" H"U> ot great in-

terest. The results of their work will be referred to in another

article. . ,

One of the most interesting regions examined was in tne

deeper waters outside of Casco Bay, 15 to 30 miles a

from Cape Elizabeth. To this region we mad

and dredged at depths varving from -b> to .».>

depth gradually increasing with

In these localities the bottom was generally ot .oft i

more or less numerous, scattered boulders. On one ore

brought up in the trawl from 65 fathoms an angular boulder,
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estimated to weigh over 500 lbs. These boulders were probably
transported from the adjacent coast by shore-ice in spring
They were usually covered with sponges, bryozoa.

i

hydroids, Terebratulina, etc. The bottom temperature of these

waters was remarkably low, varying from 36° to 40° R, while

the surface was usually between 55° and 65°, or even higher.

The temperatures obtained here are quite as low as those that

we obtained in the deeper parts of the Bay of Fundy last year,

and the fauna proved to be corresponding! v arctic in

and agrees pretty closely with that at the mouth of the Bay of

Fundy, and also with the dredgings made last year, in 85 to

150 fathoms, near St. George's Banks. In fact, these three re-

gions may be regarded as distant parts of one great basin, re-

ferred to in a former article as "Saint George's Gulf," and this

region is throughout its whole extent bathed in cold water of

nearly uniform temperature at corresponding depths. The
deepest parts of this gulf seldom exceed 150 fathoms, and are

perhaps nowhere more than 200 fathoms. Whether the nearly

ice-cold water filling the deeper parts of this cold-area can be

regarded as constituting a definite current, or offshoot from the

great arctic current, flowing southward along our coast in deep

water off shore, or whether it is a portion of the great body of

cold water filling the ocean basin at great depths, which is

brought into this partially closed basin by the powerful tidal

is still uncertain. But it is important to have estab-

lished the fact that this body of cold water approaches so

closely to the coast of Maine as to manifest
within 12 or 15 miles of Cape Elizabeth, both by its highly

arctic fauna and its icy temperature, even in midsummer.
Moreover, there can be no doubt but that the constant admix-

ture of this cold bottom-water with the warmer surface-waters,

by means of the strong tides and local wind currents, causes

the remarkably low temperatures observed in the shallow wa-

ters of these* shores, and even in the smaller bays and harbors

along the entire eastern and northern coast of New Engli aO.

It is also evident that a strong wind blowing from the shore

for some time will have the effect to cause an ascending e«*
rent of cold water along the submerged slope of the shore, to

supply the place of the surface-water driven seaward by the

wind
; while an easterly wind will force the warmer surface-

water toward the shore, and cause a descending current along

the slope, partially forcing the cold water away from the shal-

lows. Our observations, both in Vinvard Sound and Casco

Bay, show that such an action does take place, and that the

* The temperature of the bottom-waters in the deeper channels among
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temperature of the water near the shore is rapidly lowered by
a westerly or off-shore wind, and is as quickly raised by an

easterly wind, independently of the temperature of the air.*

But the effect is often somewhat masked, in summer, by reason

of the much higher temperature of the westerly winds, winch

quickly warm the water close to the surface. Observation*

made early in the morning, before the effect of the direct heat

of the sun becomes apparent, are the best for detecting the in-

fluence of tidal and wind currents.

The following are some of the species obtained in these

localities in 50 to 95 fathoms: of Fishes, Raia kevis, Sebastes

viviparus, Pomatopsetta denlaia ; of Crustacea, tiyas coarctata,

Pandalus borealis of large size, P. an; ///»«//, ,\ Sibi„,<t *,.'• in-

carinata, Hippolyte spina, II Fabricii, Eupagurus A'rogrri, Mysis,

(?)new species, Prawza cerina, Asselodes alba, Haploops,sp.;

Nymphon yiganteum ; of Annelids, Aphrodde acult-ata, Xyrhai

cirr,s<(, Phoiur m inula, Nino'e nigripes V., Xothnu opahna V.,

GaW'ola, sp. ; Sternaspis fossor, Goniada, sp. ; Pista crista*,

:
St, <>.„>>. Ampharete gracilis. M-Utm-i ristata, ^Am-

A. cirrat'L A. Ji>hn«to„i, Maldane Sursii.

Mia serrula, Potamilla oculifera,

Arenia, new soecies, -
•
Authostoma arutum

V., Chcetozone setosa, Ammotrypan bmma txibi-

cola V., P. ccementarium, ChcetoJerma lucida ; of Nemerteans,

.U/,; ( htri.ht V.. Xt-nortis affinis, and a gigantic species 8

feet long, belonging to a new genus ;f of Mollusca, Octopus

liairdi, V. from <>i i thorns, V '» <
'" {h mdica Gould),

iV. pygmaeaX Aporrhais of.-cidentalis, Turritella trosa, Lepeta cceca,

* See the Report of the TJ.

•are true Bucdnid B -Se*? 3
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Beta decussate, Natica clausa, Sehaphander pn
size), Entalis striolata, Dentalium occidentale, Cardium /

Astarte lens, A. elliptica (one specimen), Yoldia thi

(large and fine, living), Y. obesa, Y. sopotil a.

vitreum, Macoma sabulosa, Necera arctica (large and fine), Cre-

nella decussate, C. glandula, Panopcea Norvegica, Pecten Isknidietu

(several fine specimens), and many other northern shells, includ-

ing one new species, allied to Pleurotoma ; numerous Bryozoa,

including Flustra solidula St., Idmonea pruinosa, Caber

etc.
; many Ascidians, among which were Glandula fibrosa >X„

Molgula ?v / / pilularis V., a large, new species

of Ascidia, Giona tenella, a fine new species of Botry
deep purple color, etc. ; of Echinoderms the most abundant
species was the starfish, Ctenodiscus crispatus, of which we ob-

tained about a thousand in one haul with the trawl, but Ophh-

Szren and 0. robuste were also abundant,
phrygiana occurred twice, Ophiocui/a hispida, S'</ii~asb'ffrugdi\

Thyone, sp., Molpadia borealis (?) Sars, and several other inter-

esting species also occurred; among the Polyps were Otrian-

thus borealis V., Edwardsia farinacea V., E. sipuncuhides, Ur&-

cina nodosa Fabr. sp. (=f Tealia digitate Gosse),* U. erassim-

nis, Bolocera Tuedice Gosse, very large and fine. The last

species had not been known from the American coast before,

except from a few detached tentacles dredged last year near St

George's Bank, and U. nodosa had not been previously found,

except last year, when it -was drecked l.v Mr. Smith east of St.

George's Bank, in 430 fathoms, and by Mr. Whiteaves in the

deeper parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The specimens ob-

tained this year are much larger, some of them being 6 inches

high and 4 'in diameter. Of Sponges, several very interesting

species occurred; among them a large specimen, two feet

broad, of the Halichondria ventHabrum of the earli. •:

writers; a species apparently belonging to the genus Trieho-

stemma of G. O. Sars ; and over twenty specimens of Uyahm ma

bngimmum M. Sars, some of them of unnsui
were all obtained in <C» fathoms, about :10 miles «

,]

from Cape Elizabeth. This last specie had not been dredged be-

fore on the American coast, with the exception of a single speci-

men dredged last year by Messrs. Smith and Harger, oft »*

George's Bank, in 4*30 fathoms. Mr. Whiteaves writ- -

he has also dredged it in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
mer; and it was also subsequently obtained by Dr.

A small specimen, belonging apparently to the genus Holtema,

*It seems to me very doubtful whether the Act

,;....':. .",".;
, '

:

/.'.'.
:;
-i ;:;;

referred to above is certainly the A. nodosa of Fabricius, who well described n w.

1870, as from deep water off the Greenland coast.



obtained with the Nyalonema, and also
i

Island, in 75 fathoms, the same kind of bottom was

found unl tin au was imarly identical with that described

above. At ,
i st specimen yet observed of Ceri-

authus l>orealis V. was obtained in good condition, and was kept

alive several davs, until a colored drawing was made by Mr.

Emerton. This "specimen, in extension, was about -J

long, and the expanse of its tentacles was over six inches. The

color of its body was deep olive-brown. This species was Dot

discovered until 'last year, but it was met with at several dim-r-

ent localities this war, and seems to be not uncommon on

muddv bottoms in 20 to 100 fathoms, though seldom obtained

of full size by the dredge, owing to its living deeply buried.

Art. L.

—

Age of the Rocky Mountain Coal or Lignitic Formation.

[As the affe of the Lignitic formation of the Rooky Mountain

region is far from decided, owing mainly to the contrary evidence

is of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, we

propose to" cite the arguments from different sources beai u on

mentonttoB

mostimportan, ,.„„„ in American geology We here giv- .irst

tl..-.-„ 11 v'| ll .i.,n..'.i Mr. L I^Mmreuxin.miln-lo^il Hants, pub-

lished in Ilayden's Report for 1872.—Eos.]

T. Views of L. Lesquereux.

Not a single leaf has as yet been found in our Eocene iden-

tieal with a Cretaceous spJeies. The genera -^
sented in the Cretaceous are: Sassafras, Orednerta,

,, reus, Populita, Lm i wh i /

Dombeiopsis, Acer, and Juqlans. We can d
:

-

genus Proteoides on account of its as yel

has been referred, as its name indicates to Ausn,

but iron, analog I doubt if we may ascertain the V i

anv of rho. tvv.es even in our oldest floras. Isow, we have in

OuicretLr'.^n.n, mI; - o_ ,,1 >
t,,n ™~*

tree.° ff 1 should judge by the profusion of 1eaves oiSa,

safras which I have seen in the shale of d

the valley of the Saline River, and aroun

Kansas. 1 would assert that more than two-th.ms

tation of this eooch did consist of species

then, as now, however, related species appear to have uvea in
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of Platanus, ueimra <vaiveh ivpiv^t'iited at Sulma and Fort

Harker. The groups may still differ elsewhere. The present

remarks, however, must be limited to what is known, and Sas-

safras and Liriodendron have to be considered vet as the genera
the most profusely represented in the flora of the Dakota group,

even more, perhaps, than they are in that of the presenl tune.

The American Eocene has not yet shown any remains posi-

tively referable to these genera. I have described from speci-

mens marked " six mihs above Spring Canon" the lower p;irt of

two leaves as, perhaps, referable each to one species of Sassa-

/ras and of Liriodendron : hut such fragments cannot be taken

into consideration for positive evidence in a comparison like

this. They may represent leaves of different affinity. In the

Miocene of Europe, per contra, the above genera are represented

by a number of species. One of each, Liriodendron and Sassa-

fras, are described from the Miocene flora of Greenland, and

more from that of Germany and Italy.

The genus Credneria, or Pterospermiles, appears to represent

forms of leaves of a lost type. We have no representatives of

it at our time, nor have any been seen in the Eocene. It has

left its remains, however, in the Miocene of Greenland in four

different species. Seeds, too, of undecided affinity are referred

to Pterospermites from the Miocene of Oeningen. The Eocene

species of Platanus, at least the three splen
by Dr. Newberry

—

Platanus Hay ' P. nobih
—have no relation either to Miocene or Cretaceous types, which

are mostly analogous to Platanus aceroides. This last specie!,

however, like its relative, P. Guillelmae, are as common in the

upper American Eocene as the former ones are in the lower.—
Of the species of Salix I have remarked already that they w?
more numerous in the Cretaceous than in the Eocene of ours.

They re-appear more abundant in the Upper Tertiary groups of

Green River.

Eaquidambar, the sweet-gum, has one of its species in the

Cretaceous. It has been described from one leaf only, but 1

have found recently a number of specimens of the sa

Fort Harker. Our Eocene has nothing like it, while remains

of one species, Liauidambar Europeum, are found over the whole

Miocene of the old continent, together with a large number ot

forms as yet doubtfully referable to this genus. Our
- perhaps, of this kind, on account of the en1

sions of its leaves; but this does not change its

Miocene forms of Europe. Massalongo in bis Floi

gaili.se, has de,enbed and figured a Lhpn.hnnhn- sra, •

with the divisions of the leaves entire, a form much like tuat
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of our Cretaceous species, only smaller; and linger, in Flora of
^ . - ' i- i

/'< <> Sirii, a leaf still more similar to

ours. These leaves are considered by other authors m refera-

ble to the genus Acer. This does not make any difference.

They represent a type of our Cretaceous and of the Miocene

of Europe ; as yet not seen in our Eocene. It is the same with

Acer (maple) and Qurrcw (oak.) They are marked in our Cre-

taceous, the first by Acer obtusilobum, with characters of leaves

seen again in the European Miocene, and at our present time

on both continents: the second by a species related to some

varieties o\^ our chestnut-oak, and by two others comparable by

the form of their entire leaves to our shingle-oak {Qw-rcus im-

bnearia Michx.) Both these types are most common in the

Miocene of Europe ; but, like that of the Cretaceous maple,

they have not as yet been observed in our Lignitic Eocene.

The leaves which I have considered as of a Juglans. m
Heer refers to Populous, P. Debeyana, are of uncertain affinity.

Their analogy has not yet been recognized out of the Cretaceous.

I could pursue to some length the examination of

of this kind, which mav be considered as negative

of the American Eocene. Besides establish]

relation of the American Cretaceous flora with the Miocene

flora of Europe and the present flora of this continent, they

serve to prove the disconnection of our Eocene flora i>

of our Cretaceous, indicating therefore truly Bepa»t<

The posit i- same Lignitic flora more ior-

sams conclusion. From the beginning, in

the examination of the sandstone of the Raton, I have recorded

the great amount of fucoidal remains in this sandstone, as an

essential character of its Eocene age. The irregularity of dis-

tribution of marine vegetable remains in the geological groups

has been remarked by every paleontologist The oldest : >n ,a-

tion, the Silurian and the Devonian, have an abundance of them.

The Carboniferous, except at its base, as also the Trias and the

Permian, have scarcely any. In the Jurassic they begin to re-

appear, and their r.:
;i t0 *'

".
eir ™aX1"™

" -
1 m -il. -non in the Eocene. Thus, while ten species

only are known from the Cretaceous, thirty-five species na\e

been already described from the Eocene of Europe. In our

. ,
_„._;,. .„..,; a has as yet been found

nul this u ,m tin 1 rt Bent Group i i I rtllarkn I

seems identical with Pm-oi>h.- '
d>

.

•"

uncertain to what section of marine vegetables tins torn, is iv-

-rahl,. I found it upon pi, e^ of limestone cover-

s,,c,i..s„|
,

; ,,,^. (i ,rh I ,,
T
oup

i'.v lit ,-t to the I) •
'

(l ,,lf '
' '

S,himi rto tin Jen PanUa of the Marsdeacea, by Schenck to
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the Ferns, it is as jet impossible to mark its true affinity. It

appears already in the Dias, as seen from Geinitz's des

Any how, it is of a chi • from any of those re-

marked in our Eocene fucoids. From its association with the

mollusks of deep seas, it is clearly a deep marine species.

It is as yet too soon to enumerate, even approximately, the

species of fucoids of the American Eocene. A few are de-

scribed in this report. But by far the largest number is un-

known, and will remain undescribed for a length of time, on

account of the size and the inextricable embedding of the

largest species with the sandstone. They have to be studied

in place, represented in drawings, and their description can be

made only from these representations. * * *

Coming to the examination of land vegetation, we are met

at once by the appearance in our Eocene measures of a class tA

plants, giving evidence of the age of these measures, fully as

conclusive as that of the fucoids. It is that of the palm-, oi

the section of the Sabal. Scarcely any trace of these .

has been remarked in the Upper Cretaceous of Europe. There

they become somewhat conspicuous in the Eocene, but their

largest development is with the Miocene. With us they ap-

pear immediately above the great Eocene sandstone, or in con-

nection with every bed of lignite formed within this sandstone,

ami show by the profusion of their remains the remarkable

place which they have in the distribution of the flora of the

Eocene epoch. Their 1'...-
i mm. n- are most abundant in the

Lignitic of Fort Union, where the largest leaves of Sabal have

as yet been observed. At the Raton a good half of I

mens represent fragments of leaves, of petioles, of fruits oi thlfl

species. At Golden they are found in the same proportion,

and at Black Butte splendid specimens of palms are mixed

with dicotyledonous leaves in the shale overlying the mam
ooa]

: while the bed with Saurian bones and shells, about lot)

feet higher in the measures, has Sabal leaves, too, less abun-

dant, however, than the .hale of the main coal. At Kvanstou,

in the under sandstone, a quantity ol ruits referable to palm

has been found, and remains of the same kind are a marked

feature of the scanty flora as yet known from the Arm
Colorado Lignitic formation. It might be argued thai

remains of palms have been found in connection n
recognized as Cretaceous, these plants might as well be adniittea

iteristic of Cretaceous age in our Lignitic. I do not

know of j, siimle case p.^itivelv ascertained ol pah
the Cretaceous. But even if 'we had any, their a

tnimtion in the vegetation of our Eocene is sufficient procw

tliar this class of plants had alreadv acquired at tie

remarkable development. Its origin may be discovered lat
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by scarce remains in the Cretaceous; its preponderance in the

v'i-. tation i)f the Liirnitie attests a more recent formation.*

The Tertiary ^rou[.is of Europe are not as yet clearly limited.

M;mv of the LiuTiitic strata which have furnished remains of

foesil-plants to European paleontology were at first referred to

the Eocene. Unger, f'oi ex mj ]

t places in this formation the

fossil plants of Radoboj, in Croatia, of Ilaering. in Tyrol, of

.:. of Sotzka, now referred to the Lower Miocene

Thus, too^ the Bovey coal of England, which was considered

contemporaneous to 'the Eocene of Wight, is now admitted as

Miocene. The Tertiary deposits have been formed in basins

of limited areas, and therefore the characters of their tlora are

not identical, even for contemporaneous deposits, on account of

the diversity of the vegetation at various places and under

various c ire 'um stances. This explains a difficulty of identihca-

mavbemet perhaps in trying to circum-

,its of our Eocene. As yet, m this forma-

tion, homogeneity of the essential characters is n

Sre in its flora, and when it is compared with that of

some locality positiv.h ascertained! as Eocene m hurope. it in-

dicates, too/points oi
-uchistne

flora of Mount Promina, where a fern found at bolden in

splendid specimens is described by Professor Ettinghauscn as

tiphenopteris eocenica. In the same paper a species oi ,/,y/-c-u,

whose leaves appear to have been found m prolusion at t he

same locality, is described and tL [ :,t " nl '>

with leaves olso yerv : 1> nidaiit at Bla- k Butte, that it is a> \ vt

uncertain if the American form docs not represent a mere

variety of the same, differing only by the larger size of the

leaves. We have at Golden, {hnrms ,„,/» >» Ah B
r

de-

scribed by Heer from the Bornstaedt Eocene, and

of the same locality, as in that of Golden,

dominance of species of Ficus and of Cinnamomiwt.
\

v of Europe. Some of these pass,

Sabal specie., into'tlc Mu-cene; for, of course the Ter*«y

formations, as land tormatmus. removed r,i„ t „ mfluence of

prolonged submersion in deep marine water, have, like the

-

1

,'''-:. ', - V."
.

.'•

"The autToV'stiuTescribP *™%*«°j%?££
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Carboniferous, a permanence of the types of their flora, marked
by a number of species identical in the groups even of the

more remote stations. This answers the observations made on
the vegetable species already published in Dr. Hayden's re-

ports, and which European authors are disposed to consider as

Miocene, from the number of leaves of our Eocene flora, not

only homologous, but identical, with Miocene species of Europe.
The American Eocene, moreover, is identical with that of

Europe by general characters. I do not believe that the divi-

sions of our geological groups have to be controlled by Euro-
pean classifications. It is advisable, however, especially on

account of the diversity of the conclusions indicated by botani-

cal and animal paleontology, to mention still a few points of

analogy remarked in the distribution and composition of the

Eocene of both continents.

The Flysh or Eocene of Switzerland is mostly a compound
of shales, here and there interlaid by sandstone strata of great

thickness and even passing locally to massive sandstone, where

the slate-beds disappear. ' This formation extends all along the

northern base of the Alpine chain in different degrees of thick-

ness, in proportion to the amount of denudation to which it has

been exposed. It enters the valleys, especially borders them,

in constant and immediate superposition to the Cretaceous.

On the northern base of the same chain, it is present, too, in

basins of limited extent, where the Upper Cretaceous strata

have been left for its support. The various strata of this Eo-

cene formation are, according to their vicinity to primitive

rocks, changed by heat to a certain degree. And the top of

these measures is overlaid by a conglomeratic compound oj ma-

b-riah derivedfrom rocks of all the older formations, all rolled pel-

!>i*'>-% "-'i' 1 in /><<>.< varying" in size from that of a walnut to that oj

the fist* In this formation, too, valuable* beds of lignite are

found; and these, though not as richly developed as in the

Eocene of this continent, have sometimes a thickness of 6 feet,

and have furnished e or a long time. The

lignite of Nied.Th(.ni.."i,7«M |.-<
;

,.'. ,\ c tin- s.-a, ha> been worked

since the former century, and is now used at Bern for the pro-

duction of illuminating gas. The Eocene group of the Pans

basin has also some rich beds of lignite. Does not this read

like a true epitome of the descriptions given of our Eocene/

This brings forward again what I consider the last un-

answered question in relation to the distribution of the Ameri-

can Eocene. Its base is everywhere ascertained as immediately

resting upon the Upper Cretaceous; the lower sandstone is

recognized as either a massive homogeneous compound or as

interlaid at different places by beds of lignite or of shale. l&e
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fossil flora, with some difference, has the same characters in

the strata connected with these lignite-beds, at all the stations.

The group is therefore satisfactorily limited so far, but where
does it pass to a higher division of the Tertiary or to the Mio-

cene ? I have already remarked that I consider the conglomer-

ate formation seen at Evanston and other localities as the up-

per beds of the Eocene. But I have not myself lound any

positive proof of this assertion, and as these conglomerates have

been referred to different groups according to the strata which

they appear to cover, the assertion is contestable. The observa-

tions, however, of Dr. Hayden, who, after years of careful field

ions, has become the true interpreter of the geology of

the Eocky Mountains, will supply this last evidence. In begin-

ning his description of the Green River Group, and in marking

its superposition to the Eocene sandstone, he says :*

7's Fork) is filled

These conglomer

among the sandstone through :;00 or 400 feet in thickness, and are probably of

Upper Eocene age. Above them are at least 500 feet of sandsb

the Middle Tertiary of Green River group.

The relative position of the conglomerate as underlying the

Green River Group is thus positively ascertained. Comparing

this with what has been described and marked in the section of

Evanston, Cheyenne, Gehrung's in Colorado, the lignite basin

of the Arkansas Valley near Canon City, the Santa Fc marls.

the Gallisteo group, &c., such remarkable analogy is seen in the

composition and geological distribution of these conglomerates

that the unity and contemporaneity of the formation becomes

evident.

Mr. Lesquereux follows his descriptions of species with a

table giving the distribution of the species, a brief absj

which is here presented. He refers the Lignitic beds oi \\ asha-

He, Carbon Station, Evanston and Sage Creek to the t ppet

Eocene ; those of Raton Mts., Golden, Marshall V Mine, etc.. Lab

fornia, Black Butte, Spring Canon and some other localities t,.

the Lower Eocene. In the following table C stands lor \ ;>; ei

Eocene, L for Lower, M for M
of the same age are at the bottom of the Tertiary ;

E
'
for Euro-

pean Eocene and E 2 for European Miocene.

* F. V. Hayden's Geological Report, 1870, p. 69.
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Spheria lapidea Lx ...L

MvriraeLx.
pustnliferum H

rubellumLx

Chondtites snb

...L

...L
bulbosus Lx —L

Eulva Lx

lingulataLx ...L
Halymenites striatus Li-—L

...L ..B1 ..

ps Lx ...L --..E-

erosaLx. -

.-tiori II

...L

limnosum (?) L. .. L
...L
-U W

;i> Europeus Br.__L E'2

•

Langsdorfii Br ...I E-

Abietites dubms Lx
Am- ^ti-era Lx. ...L

•
. rvataLx. . ...LM....

Arundo Goepperti A. Br.

.

Phragmites Oeningensia

AlaskanaH. .-. ...L
lecies -U -.

: i^tior A. B.

-U _E2

A\ Lx - — L
mdifloraU

obtusangula IL

Sabal Grayana Lx
...L _„..E-

; ; mi n._. ...L
lataniaH ...L..E'..
Eoeeniea A. B ...L ..E'..

species ___L ..E 1 ..

.U
Caulinites spargamodes Lx._U L

decipiens Lx {-
L

:

:

XL _._.E-

...L

i^:::::::
...L
...L

Nebrascen^is Xv. . .

.

...L
genetrix Ny. ...L
nervosa Ny ...L
tnonodon Lx ...LM....

-U

Laharpi G

Corylus grandifolia Ny..

it;::
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Ficus multinervis H. .... _U--~ W
.U—

.

Gaudini Lx _U—

.

specta bihs Lx ...L .. ...

uhmfolia Lx ...L ..

Haydenii Lx. ...L ..

auriculataLx ...L_.
Lx.. .U_—

Platanus nobilis Xv. ...L ..

Raynoldsii Ny ...L ..

HaydeniiNv. ...L..

Guillelmi G..: .UL .. Tv

Coccoloba lo\ .

i'"lia Lx.
Benzoin antiquum H ...L ..

Scheuzeri II.

.UL M Iv

.UL __

Qaequalis Lx. .. M . K»

...L ..

Andromeda Grayana H... _U—

-

...L ..

vaccina,, :.

Diospiros lancifolia Lx. .. _U— -

stenosepala H

anceps H ... ...L -. ~W
Sapotacites Americanos Lx M
Echitonium Sophia? (?) Web.-.L .. .K-'

. -latum Lx
Wymperi II

...L ..

contortumLx
...L ..

aspenun Xv. ...L ..

lam-enh.tum Xy

.M

•'orniis in,-,M' ...L..

_U...-

...L ...

',• Lx. . . ...L...

...L ... _lv

llilu-ar.liana Lx .UL M -

oralis Lx
cordifoliaLx If.

Magnolia Inglefieldi H

Terminalia radobojensis U.
Eucalyptus Haeringiana E.

MacClintockia Lyallii II...

Dombeyopsis trivialis Lx. .

acquifoliaG. L ..

^rilStum H."
'.'.'.

'.

*

V.jj .

.

.

.

i
secretumLx. U....

Negundo triloba Ny L ..

Sapundus affinis Ny L ..

us Xv L _.

\.B. M
caudatusLx L ..

?

Zizyphoides Lx. ..

Zizyphus Meekii Lx. ..

hyperboreus H
Berchemia parvifolia L
Rhamnus elegans Ny. .

ob
a

o

r

va°us

tU

Lx
salicifolius Lx ..._L

intermedins Lx ....L

(Jleburni Lx.

GoldianusLx.

discolor Lx

deletus(?)H

Tilia antiqna Ny

Evansii Lx -U
nervosa Ny -

Xanthoxyium dubium Lx.

'tar^::::: M....

obtusifolia (?) H _U E-

thermalisLx
rhamnoidesLx -UL
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Anions the species of the Lignitic beds, thirty-two are stated

by Lesquereux to occur also in the Arctic
;
and, of these Arc-

"1»->»J>»&* O.nin^nsis P'-nah*

fa,;', ('>,/> rit^ JhurolmnS, '',„•,., baharm. I' />'

/., ,< tl-i;„ folia, Plabnius Gulielmce, P. acer,

I Jughns a. ummata, have been afforded by the

B urope Of the few European Eocene species found

in the Lignitic beds, none have been reported from the Arctic.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Velocity of Sound in Gases as a means ofdetmn**

inq their Molecular Weight*. The fundamental importance ot

nmh-cular weight in modern chemical theory gives inter- -

methods looking toward its more convenient or more accurate

-.,,,. Ileretolore, the molecular w< ight ol a 1 o.h lui>

been determined from its vapor-densiiy, from its duiusdmity, >>]

from its specific heat. Bender now proposes to use the \yh<cu\

of sound to accomplish this result. In gases, this veh

tli ^-ell-known relation to their len<itj expressed by the formula

v = \

6S
, in which e represents the elasticity of the gas, * the co-

efficient T41, obtained by dividing the specific heat at constant

pressure by the specific heat at constant volume, and 6 the density.

For any other gas of density 6' we should have v' = I ^7 >

whence v.v'w Vo77
: Vrf, or the velocities of sound in the two

gases are inversely proportional to the square root of the densi-

ties. Now since e is the same for all gases under similar condi-

tions, and since, by Avogadro's law, the molecular

gases are proportional to their densities, it follows that the velocity

of lUnd in anv -as i> inversely proportional to the square root o

its molecular weight. In on! I ,„, .,- .re the velocity of sound

in the -hen -as. Header proposes to make use ot tie •

. rlass tube about a meter long

ith the gas, some lycopodium powder* is tin

the ends of the tube are hermetically sealed. If now this tube De

-rasped at its middle point and a wet cloth be drawn o>

the center toward the end. it will be thrown into long)

rations, and the lycopodium 'lust will arrange itseli < >

heaps ;l t tie- nodal points. Now. since the distance between

node, represents halt a sound uav, in the ,iven -as. the number ot

such sound waves is one-half the number of nodes. But the lengw

* Pogg. Ann., exxxv, 337. Tyndall on Sound, pp. 202-209.

f Mr. W. E. Geyer uses successfully precipitated silica, well dried.



rous wave in glass is double that of the tube. Hence
• of nodes or half waves in the gas within the tube,

une relation to the tube itself, or a half-wave in glass,

both, the velocity of e nedia must be as the r

nple if the

tube; whence it follows that the velocity of sound in the gas is

TV of that in the glass. If the tube be grasped midway between

its center and one of the ends, it gives, when rubbed, the octave

oi :

:

, first note, and the number of nodes is doubled. By using

a series of tubes containing air, carbonic _

hvdn><_r«'n and eMmr vapor. respectively, Kundt observed thai the

number o/dmt he p>, and there!'* re the velocity , f sound, in each,

was represented bv the numbers 32, 40, 20, 9 and above 50. Or

taki,,- the velocity in air as unity, tlie velocities in the other -uses

are <V-s,
i

•(.',, :;-5<; "and n-o-i respectively. These numbers corres-

pond closely with the inverse squares of the densities of these

u.k.-s, except in the case of the ether vapor, whh h, :i- .

l i it was conducted t tl < dii ir\ temp. turc of lit iir, "as

not a true <>,,, In onh i to toj \

r '" ' «
f "' ] to ca>cs il

i

' -

hi d-.T tete .-'^ tlh-uvcoi Ku i. It'- improved

m.-tliod bi'which the vibrating tube or rod s! h s within » wid r

-las. tube in which the dust heaps are formed. Tic

- the results which this sound-method is capable oi

These

. v

:t'H, ga!

5-'»>

coincide very well with those required by theory.—

hem Ges vi 665, Jane, 1873. g. f. b.

existence of Sulphurous ( 'hlorhle. -Mich a ki.is and

kek have succeeded in preparing and isolating sul-

ride S(l. 67-osrranispur. >,( 1
pooled to -20 or

'ted with a .low .m,.,' ' lr> "'-;* gas forten
, \ -*..„ u. .;,,.> oo-e.l so that the increase ot

iued. As the me

9 of chlorine, and f sulphur ; theory
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requires for 8C14,
81-61 CI and 18-39 S. Sulphurous chloride is a

mobile, yellow is h-h row 1 1 liquid, essentially lighter in color than

hyposulphurous chloride, SC12 . Withdrawn from the freezing

olves chlorine with effervescence, becoming so cold

that the tube containing it, though immersed in a freezing mix-

ture at —10°, covered itself, in the concentrated <alt solution,

wit!, B thick crust of ice. After the boiling ceased,

from the freezing mixture—the suit

0°—showed a temperature of -12°, which it retained

for an hour. On saturating S
2
Cl 2 with chlorine at various tem-

peratures and i'-t, the :siitlii.r> determined the

rapidity of the dissociation of SC14 . Sulphuric oxide acts on sul-

phurous chloride thus

:

SCl4
+(S0 3 ) 2

=:SOCl 2 -r-S2 5
Cl 2 .

Equal molecules act thus

:

SCl4+ S0 3
=SOCl 2-f-S02+Cl2 ;

then the thionyl chloride acts on the S0 3 :

S0Ch2 -f-S 2 6
:=S0 2

+S2 5
Cl 2 .

Sulphurous chloride therefore actually exists at low temperatures,

and like 'and like phosphoric chloride easily dissociates into SC1 2

molecule of chlorine.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., vi, 993, Sept.

On Sulphur Oxytetrachloride.—WxWvu long

;e crystals resulting from the action of moist

hur chloride; and Carius confirmed the fact.

[ffeedecker ha\ e recently attempted its prod

i method; but obtained only a yellowish pasty

3. On Sulphur Oxytetrachht
whit* <:\-i— resulting from tin action o! moi,i chlorine i

sulphur chloride; and Carius confirmed tin fact. Mich abus anu

" iiFFEEDECKEE have recently attempted its production hy in

obtained only a yellowish pasty mass. Reflect-

r, they concluded that a sid-tance of the com-

position S
2 3C14 could have but two possible rational formulas:

SCI 3
--O—SO 2

CI

or SCl
3
0--0—SOC1.

In case the former formula were the true one, the body ought to

be formed by the action of sulphurous chloride upon sulphuric

ehlorhydrate thus:

sci
4
+so

2 1

°H=S02 Cl---0-.-SCl 3
+HCl.

Experiment resulted in the production of the compound at once

in almost the theoretical amount. Snip!

prepared hv the action of chlorine upon a mixture of

cl.loriu, !U pI sulphuric acid, and was mixed in equal molecules

with the sulphurous chloride in a freezing mixture, a stream o

chlorine being passed through it. Hydrochloric acid was evolved,

and a whip on the delivery tube and then on

the walls of the vessel. When the contents of the nasi

come semi-solid, the temperature is raised to — 1 3°, and the current

of chlorine continued v.ith in -oueni ablation. After complete

solidification, the tlask is removed from the freezing

chlorine is continued till the mass becomes white, and is then dis-
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placed by carbonic gas. From 135 grams S2 C12 and 233 grams

SO I HI,' 480 grams (instead of 508) S2 3C14
were obtained.

Sulphur oyytelrachloride is a whiia crystalline substance, with a

peculiar puiurent odor, strongly attacking the mucous passages.

Cold water <h •omposes ii with hiding, yielding sulphuric, sul-

phurous and hydrochloric acids. It fuses at 57 "', evolving chlorine

and sulphurous oxide, a portion at the same time volatilizing and

ig in fine white needles. By keeping, even in hermeti-

a yellow liquid, possibly its isomer

above given. With CS2 , it evolves C0C12
.—Ber. Berl. Chem.

Ges., vi, 996, Sept. «• F
-
*•

4. On the Isomerism, of the Lactic acids.—Wislicenus has

recently published the results of several years' research upon the

isomerism of lactic acid. He has proved thai sarco-lactic aud_ is

not a Minnh bodv but is a mixture ..f i\\.. dirt i- m i. -b. .
i-i'v

• ,.;;
, ;u-h . • t ll "I" l>V t!l«.' d i \\\ IVIlt Solubility of their Z1I1C

salt< in dilute alcohol. The one which is most abundant, is not

identical either with ethylene-laetic acid, with ethylidene-lactic

acid, or with the a< id obtained from > iodopi p >ni acid as is

shown by its rotatory power and also by the different solubility

of its sa'lts and the different quantities of crystal wai

thev contain. The other acid appears to be identical with that

acid, though also different from

ethylene md ethvlidene-lactic acids. This latter acid was first

prepared from // iodopropionic acid by Beilstem by the action

upon it of moist silver oxide. He gave it the formula C ,
1

I

22

and the name hvdracrvlic add. The author prepared it after his

method, taking care not to add the silver oxide '" exce8 *
°f

*°

too long. The filtrate irom ia« c^c»a v

ith sodium hydrate and evaporated,

ongly acid nor evolved acid vapoi
neutralized \

.
,

.

completely, leaving a small residue of sodium mpimauue ;

ion on cooling deposit, t

'!
(
,. v lan which were punned by recr

from hot alcohol. These crystals are anhydrous and

formula C II \a<>.; they an very dt-l.qm -cent, a

• ,Vj»-14:^. Heated to 30..°, they l.w; a

water and a body is produced having the composition of sodium

aerylate, but mixed with isomers which take up wate

sal'ts of this

, the zinc, the rino-cal-

icid and the acid itself are de-

yields acrylic acid, and not a



two monobasic and diatomic acids C 3H 6 3
containing the g

COOH, and these two are known, being respectively ethylene and

ethylidene-lactic acids, it follows that hydra. Tyiic acid, differing

as it does from both of these, must contain a different grouping.

lie therefore maintains thai the carhoxx i u'voup ( * M.)1I, is not the

only one which can give an acid character to a molecule ;
but that

the group C2OOH or better °<^__OH not only mav do s0
>

<*fcs °4hom
C -OH

°<CH 2

the author rejects 1 he first because the acid does not give th

ontain a methyl groupiodoform reaction aiad ca t tl tf e c

and the third because it would lead to ai ,!c formula fo

acrylic acid. The second formula being a

formulas are derived for the bodies related to hydracrylic acid

:

CH2I CH aOH CH
g
OH

„ CH n c-OH CHOH
°<C-OH °<C,HOH CH.OH

j3 iodopropionic acid, Glyceric acid. Glycerin.

CH
8

CH
g

CHa

6 nJ> CH0<
6hoh, 0<oh2 ,

AHjOh.

The author reserves to a subsequent paper the results of the in-

vestigation of the other constituent of the sarcodactic acid.— .
I »>'

Oi. I'/no;,,.. cKvi. 3. Jan., W.i.— Jhtll Sor. ('/>., II, xx, 2'-',

July.

5. On the Synthesis of a new Proplonlr whl.— Hkim m.i .or

showed several years ago that potassium hydrate absorbed car-

bonous oxide readily, producing potassium formate thus :

KOH+CO=CHO OK.
If now the alkali-alcoholates be employed, he conceived that

the acids of the fatty series might be formed thus :

C„H 2 ,+1 OK+CO=j£HM..

His early experiments showed an absorption, but formate and not

'-fhyl aichol beino- employed— \va- obtaincl. Thi^

*».! pare laVinm'alVoho'iate- n'-hC/a nee in 'ui,- alcoholic sola

tion water in the h-ast trace, pr.cipitat es barium h\<!rate\vas
substituted. It slowly absorbed carbonous oxide, « c.c. of solu-
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1*6 grains barium oxide, abw

C\H 5Ba 'O 2
+II

2
0=C 2

lI
5
0II-f-CH0<

The barium salt of common propionic acid is inso

the type of a new class of acids isomeric with 1h.

distinu'ui-died from these l>y l>eing decomposed 1

cohol and formic acid.—Ann. Chan. /%,-., IV,

-.-While sc<

,,1 witt, hvdrochhmc acid and agit

uu-ic acid', made alkaline with an

acetate, filtered., freed from lea.

in and allowed to stand. Besides v

leads to the for

the author pro]

NH 2
-CO-C 2

H
4
--NH 2 .

—Ber. Bert. < 'hem. Ges., vi, 883, July, 1873. «• F
-
c -

7 On the Pawae of Vases through I

,,-, ,',.,/.;, "v.,/,,
-'-

' M. A. IIaim-hkli-mv performed the following

e^erimentsto prove thai those

makes the cuticle play in the absorption oi

lows the Begoniuet

ivated in greenhoi

v elevations of the

!w during Ilu-wii
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ing but the cuticular layers. It wa
served to repeat Graham's experiment.

tions of detail, he followed strictly the

physicist.

First, to ascertain by the dialysis of air alone that the membrar
is intact, presenting \\>> n i.*>, three experiments were made on tl

16th, 17th and 18th of March. They gave the following results i

the end of six hours :

—

Vol. of gas collected, 5'2cni 3 5'5cm 3 7-0cm 3

VoL of O absorbed by ) u u 2
.
2 M

pyrogallate of potash,
\

Proportion of oxygen, -36 " "41 " '31"

Although the proportions of oxygen present a rather wide dev

ation owing to the difficulty of repealing the experiments und<

the same conditions of external pressure, temperature, and, esp

cially of moisture, the conclusion may be drawn that oxygen pass*

more rapidly than nitrogen, and that

I by Graha
of oxygen. This number is a little

m
raham with caoutchouc,

erification made and this important result obtained, he

next compared the velocities of the three gases which interest us

most ; for this purpose, after forming a current of carbonic acid

above the membrane, he marked the point to which the mercury

descended at the end of one hour; then substituting nitrogen or

oxygen, he noted the time it took the mercury to descend again to

the same level.

In four experiments made with different membranes, he obtained

the following results:

—

CO 2 1* 1* l
h 1"'

The experiments made under conditions ot pr<

tare, and moi-iure, which doubtless were not identical, vet agree

sufficiently well with those of Graham, and allow us to conclude

that the natural colloid surfaces of vegetables have for carbonic

acid an admissive power which is thirteen to fifteen times as great

M that of nitrogen, and six or seven times that of oxygen.
Someday- after he repeated the experiment with carbonic acid.

perfectly dry, and found for it- velocity compared with nif-U' i'

numbers \ iu-yiiig from nine to eleven ; it seems then that dry car-

bonic acid passes less rapidly than when moist.
Replacing l, v caoutchouc, he obtained a sun-

!';» i-esult. The difference in the case of dry oxygen and nitrogen

is less marked.
He remarks, in conclusion, lhal the-e experiments prove the di-

:i,
,
v^ "f carl>,,nic aeid through the cuticle of lea ves. just as much

.ii made by
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M Deherain with porous vessels, to which the academy accorded

one of its highest rewards. In a word the euticular inspiration

seems to he sufficiently proved hy the presence of this membrane

.mall the ononis, l>v* the analogy of the physical and chemical

,, Ilst ituti. n oVtl isi

'

;e. by the experiments

ol-<; : ,!, :im and tin- nu'a<uiv^..f tin- p:i^a-_'« of '-••— through col-

loi.l mi ml irani-s. and finally by the experiments of M. Bouseingault,

v, I-,, :i ttri :

>,,fh-aves, destitute of stomata,

, d-.-mip-.M!^ pouei L'nilM' than that of tin h-ue, MUiace

covered with these minute apertures.— Comptus lieiult/s, lxxvii,

4j7. August, 1873. K
.

c
-
p-

8. Relation fxtir,..-
,,.,.•.-;/,• <jr,n>,ty <r,,<{

th, h,ir<ln,'ssnftln .metallic elements.—M. S. I^.ttonk was led on

theoretical o-nmnds to admit that the natural measure

ness of any metallic element was the specific gravity divided »y

.,.;,.•})-
;

:;;,,[ t Hi- coi i cl ; i sjoi i seems verified l»y experi-

he time reomred i.y
akinu as a measure of the

lunger with a uniform r<

ii-i;-

0983
•0980

•0963

't:;:z;!.^'



The examination of 03 tables ..< able a sim-

ilar periodicitv in this respect also.—Nature, Oct. 9th. e. c. p.

10. Secondary Currents and their Applications.— \\v. Gaston
J'l.wtk lias been engaged for some time in the study of the form
of galvanic batterv called a secondary couple. He immerses two
lung strips .,f lead", rolled in a helical form ami separated by thick

cloth, in dilute sulphuric acid, and connects them with a primary

battery of two liunsen cells. Decomposition takes places with the

primary, and connecting the terminals of the secondary battery, a

ated in the primary battery.

In a memoir recently presented to the French Academv, he states

that the action is greatly improved by the following method of pre-

paring the plates. The primary battery is first connected to charge

the plates; the current is then broken, and they are allowed to rose

plates ol lead tints tin 1< r>_ a change not only on the surface, but

tlirou- ecu their mass, !,_. r! u . formation and reduction of the perox-

ide. Thy liquid remains unchanged, for such couples have been

used for years without replacing the acid or the lead ; in fact, they

seem to improve with time. When the current is broken, the de-

posits on the surface, either of oxidized or of reduced metal, ac-

quire a crystalline texture and a strong adherence which help*

in like manner heat a platinum wire to rednes
been charged.

Although two Bunsen cells are required to prepare the pli

yet once prepared they mav be charged bv a very feeble prin
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ry. Even more, if the priinary cum
the secondary I

'tliu, f'.r.i!

leel or ac•eiun-.ihi:

id by chat

-electric
" The latt

d, when, >ving the

couple anf the secondary <

wisely the opposite

imply exjdained a < follows. AYhenth,

;, as at first.—Ze

M»nd<s. K - c - p -

11. iHound and Music: A nnn-.nnthnnatiod Treatise on t!.

Physical <\>nstitutio,i of Musical Sounds and ttor, ,,<_,, y, ,,„!«„

ing the chief acousliml disc<>rtri>8 >f i'l_nj t ,s<,rIJ<h l d,<.iiz;\

London: Macmillan & Co. 1873, pp. xii, 219, 8vo.—As the an

thor states in his preface, this treatise, " portions oi which hav

been delivered in lectures at the South h\a,sin-ton Mnsemn, ill

Royal Academy of Music, and elsewhere, aims at phicm- !
\-r

persons unacquain; ed witli mathematics an iiiieoVLri.lt anu m;<

the physical i>asis of the Art of Music."
_ . ,.,

eluding the discussion

concords, and discords,

The successive topic:
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12. Objections to the vieics of 3Ir. Moon on the mtcmm <>/

work ; by R. J. Adcock. (Editorial Correspondence.)—In the

October number of this Journal, page 301, I find an article taken
from the I'l for Sept., 1ST:"!, written l>y Mr.

:

definition and measure of work, as used by mathematicians and

engineers, and in modern school text books,—for instance Profes-

sor liaitlettV Mechanics, Prof. Moseley's Engineering and Archi-

tecture,— \vhi<-h objections unanswered in your Journal might
retard the advancement of science.

In his quotation from Prof. Mavwell. ''along a path" is left out

of the definition of work, which is not done in the standard works
above mentioned, and is necessary to the idea of mechanical work.

Then making the correction the definition stands
annually recurring along some path/
ured, whenl*And work is tin ben the moving force or i

ance is constant, by the force into the distance moved. Now Air.

Moon having, I suppose, the above definition and measure of work,
irawsthe very absurd inference, that when a constant force Facts in

i given direction upon a body free to move, during the time T, that

vhiVh is being overcome at each epoch of

conclusion follows without giving any reason for it, except that

after showing that the work done in this case in equal intervals is

not the same, in the hitter part of the paragraph (1), he says the

definition •• implies that the work done in equal intervals of time
will he equal/' Now the definition, instead of implying any such

thing, says nothing about time. It shows that when the force is

constant, that the work is equal for equal intervals of .distance.

The work of a constant force over a given distance is independent-
of the time of motion

; the time depends upon the magnitude of

the mass moved and upon its initial velocity, in the case of free

motion, and may have any values.
Paragraphs (2) and (:',)' are correct, except that he calls V a

variahle quantity, after having assumed it as one of the arbitrary

constants.
(
4 1 is objectionable for using the term work in a sense

dilh-r nt from the received one. and for affirming that the reason-

ableness of a conclusion would be difficult to establish after having
just given the proof of it.

To the elementary principle of vis rir</, that twice the quantity
of work— the living' force,—stated more at length, twice the quan-
tify of work expended upon a mass between two positions in space

is equal to the difference of the rh viva at those two positions,

whatever be the path between them, straight orciirved. and what-
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ry, Inorganic and Organic: with

j i :
.;'y A 1 > kistull, from ill' ll_ll-l lypeS— frolll sllCl'tS 111

Hoi ,l , , \\ ts tin 11 Siippos ,l 1 I t pu -t 'it 1- 1- " Mi I i i

red the two there is no verbal

_':.
I lie American edition h:i< -ah i-l

in bulk a little by difference in" typography. The e\ ident re-M

with which the author abandons I he old
•

the atomic system, the -beauty and harmony of which he thor-

, ;.]:,,.<•;,,,! -the immense stance it has afforded

in research,
-

' he ackuowled-es. is a ,i,'"oii exam}

of -rasp with which old ideas hold even tl.t

minds—after years . I lai liliarity. V>, , have air.

high appreciation of Prof. Bloxam's valuable wi

II. GrEOLOGY AND 1

"ontribntions from the La

56 pp. 8vo. (Fro

]9tli,1873.)-Dr.Phil. So<
• the results of a -real amount ot ia..o

of the rocks of the Co

n\'!l

t

l!!!t'!!'?iv,bl

t

His

t

.niuerar i ie'd'to v

<

:

Y shenard; and that it is only sor

if alteration, lie -ives analyses by h

beauxiic*. , t
ihh,it, (pi

>.,j>h,:«>t.
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eriod when the chromiferons chrysolite beds
entine, etc.) were deposited,

id beds of

, tibrolite,

some varieties of feldspir, also into

ducts of the alteration of corundum
* large beds of mica—(damourite) and

<vy „f ruh,<,is, A. H. Worthm, Director.

Palaeontology: Geology by A. H. Wob-
Pateontologv by F. B. Meek and A. II.

e 8vo, with 32 lithographic platt s Spi in*

I Report of the G< '• '•' -''>., -,-.
, ,,f Ohio. Part II of Volume

deontology. Descriptions of Invertebrate Fossils of the Silu-

aiid Devonian Systems, by F. 1>. Meek. Descriptions of

! 8vo. Columbus, 1873.

lese two volumes will be welcomed by the geologists of tbe

1 as among the most important contributions to Paleontology

e Illinois Report is the fifth volume of the series, and the

h iu which a large part of the pages is devoted to the or-

• remains of the rock, of the Mate. This new ^>lame mak, <

«-"«'' hurxl-eA and thirty—-a very noble gift from the State

limestones and tin Coil in mii - '! Ik I, ipf. r on «he-i <
oinpiw -

= > of over one hundred and twenty-five species of Cn-

noj h—ti.ju,-,.;-! from si)ecinu:ns mostlv of wonderful perfection—

adding largeK to the numb:-!- illustrated in the earlier volumes ;

ai-o several Paheechinoids and Star fishes, and manv Mollusks.

The Hdelity and science of Mr. Meek appear in all parts of

-..rv of the State of Ohio having been described,
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rich in fossils of the Cincinnati group of the L
fishes of the Devonian and Carboniferous, an.

of Carboniferous vegetation. Mr. Meek, who
mense amount of good work in American P;

describes from the Cincinnati group "o species o

all new, and 7 ot -t.ir IMk- (_'« n. y v, . ,
/.

, ,

Devonian. The species are all finely figured !ro„

by Mr. W. 11. Holmes. Next follows the secti

lierrv on the fossil fishes of the Devonian and (

on coal plants. A valuable review of the class

tribution of American I'akeozoic fishes is first gi

of fishes described from the Corniferous limest.

Selachians and 8 of Ganoids. There are other

the Hamilton, Chemung and (at-kdl grounsj

Subcarboniferous and Carboniferous
_
beds. 1

were obtained i'roin Linton, a Carboniferous lor

represent well (from drawings by Prof G. K.

of the huge JI< tl -n,J
„t llhWt/l ,/s,t\w jaws an-l

t>,.,i>-}>»>l>>* and. .f the still larger and more remai

Y\\ 1!. Jael
as a work.
his good in

oder ors in natural

Mav about Long's

takin

lofthebeauti-

d. Thev then

s GravVIVak,

done again from Pike's Peak, to whicl
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visiting on their way Chicago Lake, Bear Creek, the Platte Canon,

and the remarkable "tracts of fantastically worn sandstone known

t
< M,,i mi nr V rk tndtle < irdenof the Gods. From then ,

they

xmth Park, and, after again taking panoramic \ n w s

fnmiMt. Lincoln, joined ilea, iairplax «h part s oi I he dm is o!

the >ur\ev, and accompanied them to U^tmi !';;->. i

" points on the valley of ti National

Range and into the Elk m -.. . d iinaily up the Arkansas and

beyond its head waters to the Mount of the Holy Cross.

thence to Denver and breaking up on the 5th of September. Pan-

oramic views were taken from La Plata Mt. in the National Range,

and from Whiteroek Mt. in the Elk group.

The total number of views taken during the campaign is nearly

300, half of them being stereoscopic, half the remainder 4X7 inch

plates, and the rest the large 9 X 14 inch plates. They fa

the region traversed, in its various aspects. The interests of

science were especially considered in the election of subjects, and

it was designed that the panoramic views should combine with

the drawing of Mr. Holmes, the artist of the survey (drawings, it

is believed^, rarely equalled for their comprehensiveness, minute

accuracy, and artistic truth of expression), to make tie reported

facts thoroughly reliable, and to Win- before the apprehension ot

lovers of X beauty or her history, tlie -rand

se, , . v ul ti e grandest part of the Rocky Mts. The high pano-

ramas will need, in part, to be ju '" display

- of r. -i-.ii- which lew iuive \ kited or .mi

visit. The lens is far behind the eye in its power to a

the distances in such views, and to discover the far off and bunt.

And while there is plenty of sublimity in scenes wh< i.

12, 13 and 14 thousand feet count by scores, ami vast

ters and deep gorges are on every hand, they are nol

pn-hwju,, iii tie- proper sense; they are not manageable into

pictures. Those who have seen both, give the preference in tnis

respect to the Sierra Nevada over the Colorado mount a

The only marked

iter of one of the

map stic isolat.ed cones \r<

blniquaUlti
feet; there ai

than 6000 feet above thei

ness of these

green vegeta

Almost everywhere, the

patches, whic h, though o
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>

die valley below only as water,

ensely green lakes which dot the

as of the Alps; the combined

he same"time, the evidences of former glacial action on an hn-

se scale are abuml nit ami strii<i ig, and views of them are

ng the most valuable of Mr. Jimkson's pietures. There is. for

nple, the picture (taken from 1300 feet above it) of t lie great

ier-trough leading down from the Holy Cross Ml., ami tilled

^£*hed °aid bo eCfy as to be al-

t impassable. The nearer views, taken from amid these ridges

Kelve^. and showing tht

',

, hem.
' One of the most striking pictures o:

s is'that of this Holy Cross Mt. itself, with its white <

i f( .et louir on its front; it was to gain this view tha

v (as mentioned in our October number, above, p. 299)

with 5" pounds of apparatus on eaeli man's
'

llien to spend the night near
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few more beautiful s

the mouth of the sh

broad between high walls) which leads from it down to the Ea

River: a vast pyramid, 2,700 feet high, of most regular form, m
bare steps and courses of maroon red at the summit, and with the

sunn- <•<)!<. r, blushing, as it were, with a most peculiar effect,

through the thin grassy covering of its lawn slopes.

Besides these grander views, illustrative of the geography and

geology of the region, there is the usual proportion, in the usual

variety, of minor items of scenery, such as waterfalls, lakes, na-

tural bridges, bits of ravine, and strange rock forms. Con-

spicuous among these last are the almost incredible shapes of

eroded sandstone columns in Monument Park. w
4. Synopsis of Xew V>-rtekrat/ fr»m th, IWtkiru of Colorado,

obtained d>irinii the. m,„,n,r of is?:) ; by I 'rot! E. D. Cope. Ex-

tracted from the 7th Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey of the Territories, F. V. Ilayden, II S. Geologist in charge;

dated Washington, October, U
about October loth.] 19 pp. 6

forthcoming Report of Dr. Ilayden, are to a large extent a list of

the species of vertebrates made out from the collections of the

summer, with references to Prof. Cope's " P-ileontological Bulle-

tins" Xos. 15, 16. They contain also descriptions of some other

new mammals, including species of Paramys, Cam's, M,ist<><!<> l ,.

Symborodon (allied to Rhinoceros), and of other genera ; and also

some Ophidia and Lacertilia.

Xo copies of the numbers of the Paleontological Bulletins of

Prof. Cope referred to in the pamphlet have reached this city from

the author.

5. Precious Opal from a new Mexican locality.—Signor D.

Mariano Harcema. Secretary of the '' Sociedad Mexicana de His-

toria Natural," gives, in the 39th number (second volume) of La

Naturaleza, a publication issued by the Society, under date ol

May 8th, 1873, an account of opals from a new locality. The

loealitv is at the Hacienda of Esperanza, 10 leagues northwest ot

San Juan del Rio, in the State of Queretaro. It was first fouu i

in 1855, but not announced or ai>predated before 1870. The opals

are described as of the first .juality, and as of all v i

opals, fire opals or girasols, " harlequins," and various kind* o! the

richest precious or Hungarian opals. The specimens sent the

writer fullv sustain Signor Han-cma's descriptions. The "harle-

quins" are exceedingly beautiful, being afire opal spangled within

with brilliant green points, or like a most delicate mosaic, as

Signor Barcema expresses it, of fire-red and metallic emcra-d.

The precious opals vary from perfect pell u

fire-red flashes, through' pale and deep reddish shades, to opaque

white; and the last kind, with its no 1. ss brilliant ^, , „ „,i i

opalescence, is of remarkable beauty. One variety of the precious

opal gives violet reflections; and another emerald with dark

ultramarine.
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These opals are described as oc

reddish quartzifcrous porphyritic rock; il looks like a tufaeeous

c rock. Tlie ordinary reddish color of the opals is

described as varying with the color of the containing rock. The
fact is mentioned that the opals are more or less hygroscopic, and

change in specific gravity with the moisture of the atmosphere.

mds of Brosera ; by A. W. Benn

...... -A clear account of the facts, of late years fami-

liar, thanks to Mr. Darwin, now confirmed by i

„vu only the bending in

the body of the insect, but that "the side

lightly carved forward, so as to render the

cave." With us, the leaves do much moi

in I), rotund!folia as in />. Inninfolht, the

. through" the summer. Wl.ei

loth in l'77!». an

ill close upon it in the

ood they remain nearly i

liferent.-' (How Hants lVhave, p. 44.)

lie n-ults of these and other
on Drosera and IJio

nton, North Carolina.



that he published an account of his observation:

> in the Carolina Farmer, published at Wihningtoi
gomery (Alabama) paper,

'

i< not aware that } further* attention. or of

ragraph referred to, in 1 h i of Le }

and Decaisne's b>ook, does not ieniember his autl the

statement there raade. In a recent lett(jr, Mr. Brady
j

ations repeated, last sunnaier upon t >vs of

S,m'<n " These, brought into the house,

:

fresh

by tin

about a quarter of an i

>n of the 1

:

' ]

;
:

'''

ud feasted ns of

by their I loose

tumbling into the gulfs!

•,„•;„/„ />.->ininmmh) is the species ost closely re-

in the shape and struct i ire of the pitcher. We
letter addressed by Dr.

te former is ti that sp-

he inside of the hood,"' he writes, L '

the tube, there is

le to the tas

In' nut : of tliis within "the ill'..

,!Xy insects are entrapped,

open hood." Mr. Brad.
y could £

tiv:nv: \ ir.-lli the

to the wider confirmation is desirable, especially as to

the n;i •acter of the> secretion, which needs abundant

ndence. And the other spec

.gelmann ; Notes on the Genus Yucca. Extr. from Ik-am.

/ ,,f Scieuct <>j v Loms^ vol iii Vpri , 1-7 - l'his

title comprises the principal results ot' Dr. KmivluiMin >

idy of a difficult genus of plants. Pursuing his botam-

uy taking up one subject

thoroughly as possible. In

('mcubv (upon which his

nil, thirty-one years ag

id long-continued study of our Oaks am
rm. IS

! or need we look to this as tin

ither see before him " fresh fields and

m thai hath shall In- 'given." lie" well

compdshed far more in these rescued in
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: without exception

those o! I

" im " " ''-""-.... ......

recent ones described without Hewers, win!- fruit is rarely formed

out of their native stations and dried specimens of anv complete-

ness are difficult to make, so that means of comparison are much

restricted.

The true anthesis, as is now shown, is nocturnal, the lowers

remaining half closed during the day. The anthers, wiih cotn-

hime and few grains of glutinous pollen, open rather

earlier than the Hower. The tips of the style, which wcv natu-

rallv ta.keii for stigmas, are now shown to he iuuctionless. th*

stiirinat'u- surface being the moist and glutinous lining oi a stylar

tuhe, which extends downward nearh to the cells of the ovary

and even conuniMiical - oirc-tly with them. As !*<»"'_- lt

jjj

,'
',''

, „,o-t irequenlK ai d regular]}

visited l.v -white moths, which, usually in pair-, di-p

open flowers at dusk, and were found quietly ensconc.

when closed in day-time." Prof. Riley of St. Louis, the distm-

. was at this point associated with Dr. Kngel-

™«n„ in thp investigation. The result has been given to the

i Pronuba yuceasella,

ique meeting of th<

for the Advance.
published, as a sequel to Dr. E:

Trail-actions of the St. Louis Aca«

While the
Li/ia <.>'" ltci

, turns this cha

to good accour
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must replace that of Y. Trcculiana of Carriere, the latter being
a name published without character, in isf>s, the fonner described

and figured in 1860, in the Botanical Magazine. The prince of

Yuccas must be Yucca bo-a-ota, which, in its variety oustral/'s,

forms "trees twenty-five to thirty feet high, and two or three feet

in diameter, with ten or a dozen branches," or sometimes reaches

to even fifty feet of elevath , to rdinu to tin lat< Dr. Creoo^

although the most northern form of it is almost stemless. Its

pulpy fruits are "savory, like dates," are eaten fresh by both
whites and Indians, and are cured by the latter for winter* provi-

sions. They also make a stew of the flower-buds and flowers,

which Dr. Palmer found to be pleasant and nourishing. The seeds

are said to be actively purgative. The fibers of the leaves are

used for cordage, the trunks for palings, or are riven into slabs

for the covering of huts, and the tender top of the stem is roasted

Professor Riley's curious paper upon the mutual relations of

Yuccas with Pnawba^-A Tineideous moth that does the work of

pnUln.itUn,, will be read with interest. a. g.

9. On some remarkable Forms of Animal Lifefrom the Great
Deeps off the Norwegian Coast, partly from posthumous manu-
s.-r.pts of >h, lot, 'Prof,,™.,- Dr. Si(chad Srns ; by Geoege
<»->i\v Sams, quarto, with 6 copper-plates. Christ iania, 1872.—

-

'r, w bich is written in

English, contains very complete descriptions of a considerable

number of the more remarkable deep-sea animals discovered by
the author. The plates are excellent. The following species are

des.-ril.ed and figured : of Polyzoa, Bhabdoph urn mirabii $,F< istra

of Conehifera, hldia obtusa, PecehioUa abyssicola

hnro'lix, Funghn/athus fragilis (gen. nov.) ; of S}

stemma hemis}>lm ,!<.•,!,
, .J-.-n. nov.;. <"bnlorbi^a <

nov. i. Ilga/o/toiia bmgissimurn.
The last named species has been found during

('balorhza ,/Ay.s // ./,/ uih 1 ,v;im1 in the deep*
Gulf of St. Lawrence last year, by Mr. AVhiteaves,

this name to an entirely different genus

te Cbidorbiza he has constituted a new
' rh.mdmckuUa (op. cil. pp. 1*7, 1*8,

(p. 49) that he had examined the types

L873, p. 112. The species figured

species. It should, therefore, be
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I have recently been witness to one of the remarkable ph

ena of this region, the passage of a swarm of locusts. (

13th of August our attention was attracted and indeed fo

diverted from all other objects by the myriads of large gra

pers which filled the air, invaded the houses, and covert

ground, from which they rose like thick clouds of dust win

turbed by the approach of man or beast. Going out to o

the phenomenon more closely, I saw to the eastward what m

parently a long trail of dense black smoke, extending over 1

the horizon, from which it extended to an altitude of about

grees. The appearance differed in no respect from that <>t

smol e d iftitiL! fro n a large conflagration; but a strong heh

was no smoke'hut i swarm of i..e,ists. I low wide this swan

there was no means of judging but from the position of the

needed for resolving this animated nebula at its point ol i

approach, 1 estimate.) that none of the swarm passed with

(•'north with a veh\
than three or four mil esof us.

ported by the wind, which ble

wreathed and 1 iraneh, d forms

10a.m.: howl
of the column

They continued!~top ;i

MRSiled.

h ditlicultv be

On the 1st of ' September tli

sects returning
or 6 miles an In

not less than a

hauled from S. t'oS.K. an bom
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and at this moment of writing there is prol.ablv not ;i square inch

of our grounds unooupied h\ tliem. The sunlight on the floors

presents a singular aspect, the crowded little shadows streaming

, |K cross it and ml rupting the greater part of the light.

2. kruuu-ks on tin chemir.n< <(n«l>,.* ,,/ s<n,ir les of s„il/mm
Bern.wh,. by his K> elleiu; Major General J.U I

;

ki ^.(iov-

ns, 15-41, lime

or sand and insoluble ela

biiied with linn and n

phorie acid O'To. ohlorit

3. Report of tfo Du

'lias'Vhe* t."



• us exhibited at Vienna the past summer in the Kn-ii-h

having heen extracted from about $5,000,000 plat-

',,!.- \d !,-, ,'.s> ,/ YV. i?. TF. Raymond before the Am.
Inst, of Mining Engineers.

7. Sulphur product of the World.—In 1871 the Italian

mines of sulphur produced 6,860,000 CWt.

The rest of the world in the same year produced . - 152,500 "

U in gross tons tor. .

.

le quantity of sulphu

i; byJ.W. Dawson.
Geological Survey 01

knowledge of

n'W

>axony, on the 2 2d of September.

ices as instructor in mineralogy co

it." ,leath of Werner, he was eallei

mrseof lectures in mineralogy
.the resignation of Mohs, he was

f , a position he held at the time

Mining Ar.-elemy, which
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